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1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Business Economics. National income is the aggregate earnings
of labor and property which arise from the current production
of goods and services by the Nation's economy. The Nation's
economy refers to the labor and property supplied by residents
of the Nation. Earnings are recorded in the forms in which
they accrue to residents of the Nation, inclusive of taxes on
those earnings. They consist of compensation of employees, the
profits of corporate and unincorporated enterprises, net inter-
est and the rental income of persons.

Compensation of employees is the income accruing to persons
in an employee status as remuneration for their work. It is
the sum of wages and salaries and supplements to wages and
salaries.

Wages and salaries consists of the monetary remuneration of
employees commonly regarded as wages and salaries, inclusive
of executives' compensation, commissions, tips, and bonuses,
and of payments in kind which represent income to the recipi-
ents .

Supplements to wages and salaries is the compensation of
persons in an employee status not commonly regarded as wages
and salaries. It consists of employer contributions for social
insurance, employer contributions to private pension and wel-
fare funds, compensation for injuries, directors' fees, pay of
the military reserve, and other minor items of labor income.

Proprietors' income (shown separately for business and pro-
fessional enterprises and farm enterprises) measures the mone-
tary earnings and income in kind of sole proprietorships, part-
nerships, and producers' cooperatives from their current busi-
ness operations—other than supplementary income of individ-
uals derived from renting property. As with corporate profits,
capital gains and losses are excluded and no deduction is made
for depletion.

Inventory valuation adjustment measures the excess of the
value of the change in the volume of nonfarra business inven-
tories, valued at average prices during the period, over the
change in the book value of nonfarm inventories. This adjust-
ment is required since, as is customary in business accounting,
corporate profits and income of unincorporated enterprises are
taken inclusive of inventory profit or loss, whereas only the
value of the real change in inventories is counted as current
output in the national product. Inventory valuation adjustment
is shown separately only for corporations; this adjustment is
included, however, in the data shown for unincorporated enter-
prises, as indicated in note 3.

Rental income of persons consists of the monetary earnings
of persons from the rental of real property, except those of
persons primarily engaged in the real estate business; the im-
puted net rental returns to owner occupants of nonfarm dwell-
ings, and the royalties received by persons from patents, copy-
rights, and rights to natural resources.

Corporate profits before tax is the earnings of corporations
organized for profit which accrue to residents of the Nation,
measured before Federal and State profit taxes, without deduc-
tion of depletion charges and exclusive of capital gains and
losses.

Corporate profits tax liability comprises Federal and State
taxes levied on corporate earnings. Disbursements of tax re-
funds are deducted from tax liability in the year in which the
tax liability was incurred.

Net interest measures the monetary interest and iniputed in-
terest accruing to the Nationfs residents from private busi-
ness and from abroad, minus government interest disbursements
to corporations. Imputed interest consists of the value of
financial services received by persons without explicit pay-
ment and property income withheld by life insurance companies
and mutual financial intermediaries on the account of persons.
As government interest paid to corporations appears as part of
corporate profits, it is deducted in computing net interest to
prevent its inclusion in the national income.

The quarterly data for national income represent interpola-
tions of annual totals (the methods employed in calculating
the annual estimates are beyond the scope of this descriptive
note). For the Host part, the interpolating data used are com-
ponents of the personal income series (described in some detail
in note 1 for p. 8) supplemented by special studies on corporate
profits, which utilize publicly reported quarterly corporate
earnings data. In the computations of seasonally adjusted
corporate profits, separate indexes were constructed for in-
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dividual industries by a variety of methods: Ratio to nroving
averages, interpolation by seasonally adjusted receipts data,
and by graphic techniques.

Quarterly data for 1939-40 and annual data beginning 1929
are available in the "National Income Supplement to Survey of
Current Business, July 194-7." This report includes annual
data by industrial origin for total national income and for
the various components (other than rental income of persons)
and a breakdown of total national income by legal form of or-
ganization. The annual series on salaries and wages are sup-
plemented by data on employment and average annual average
earnings of employees, by industries.

2 Includes the pay of employees of government enterprises
and of permanent United States residents employed in the United
States by foreign governments and international organizations.

3 Data for business and professional income include inven-
tory valuation adjustment. Farm income is measured exclusive
of inventory profits, therefore no valuation adjustment is
required.

* Data are annual totals.
6 Less than $50,000,000-
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1 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics. Gross national product or expenditure is
the market value of the output of goods and services produced
by the Nation's economy, before deduction of depreciation
charges and other allowances for business and institutional
consumption of durable capital goods. Other business products
used up by business in the accounting period are excluded.
The Nation's economy in this context refers to labor and prop-
erty supplied by residents of the Nation. Gross national
product comprises the purchase of goods and services by con-
sumers and government, gross private domestic investment, and
net foreign investment.

Personal consumption expenditures consists of the market
value of purchases of goods and- services by individuals and
nonprofit institutions, and the value of food, clothing, hous-
ing, and financial services received by them as income in kind.
It includes the rental value of owner-occupied homes, but does
not include the purchase of new dwellings. A breakdown of
personal consumption expenditures by groups is shown on p. 38
and note 1 for that page describes the statistical sources and
methods used in deriving the series.

Gross private domestic investment consists of acquisitions
of newly-produced capital goods by private business and non-
profit institutions, and the value of the change in the volume
of inventories held by them. It covers all private new dwell-
ings, including those acquired by owner-occupants.

New construction consists of total private new construction
as given on p. 27, plus estimated construction expenditures
for crude petroleum and natural gas drilling. An explanation
of the former series (unadjusted) is to be found in note 1 for
p. 27. The latter estimates are based primarily upon reports
in Oil Weekly and OH and Gas Journal of numbers of new wells
drilled, and upon Census studies of average costs per well in
1939, with appropriate allowances in subsequent periods for
changes in labor and equipment costs, differences in average
depth of wells, and deepening of old wells. Monthly seasonal
factors for private new construction are computed, by compo-
nents, and applied to yield seasonally adjusted monthly totals,
from which quarterly summations are then obtained. Quarterly
seasonal factors are applied to the unadjusted quarterly petro-
.leum and gas drilling estimates to produce an adjusted series.

Producers' durable equipment for 1939 and prior census
years was generally estimated from commodity production data
in the biennial Census of Manufactures combined into various
groups and raised from the manufacturers' value of production
to a value representing final prices paid by ultimate users by
allowing for transportation charges from the factory, whĉ e-
sale and retail markups, wholesale and retail inventory
changes, and deducting net exports. Chief sources of data for
these adjustments included Interstate Commerce Commission
freight commodity statistics,- Census of Business. Distribution
of Manufacturers1 Sales, Wholesale Trade, Retail Trade; Bureau
of the Census, Wholesalers' Sales, Inventories, and Credits;
Dun and Bradstreet, Survey of Sales and Inventories, 1935-1939;
U. S. Department of Commerce, Foreign Commerce and Navigation
of the United States. For intercensal years, manufacturers'
values of production or sales were interpolated by groups by
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series derived chiefly from the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
Statistics of Income and from Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion, Survey of American Listed Corporations. The interpolated
series were raised to the value representing final prices paid
by ultimate users by the adjustments indicated above.

For 1942 through the first half of 1946, the estimates were
based on manufacturers* commodity shipments data reported by
Bureau of the Census, Fabricated Metal-Products Plant ^Opera-
tions, and combined by groups comparable to those based on the
Census of Manufactures. Estimates of the portion of total
shipments of each commodity destined for private domestic use
were based on priorities data reported in the same source.

For J.940 and 1941, individual groups were interpolated by
series derived chiefly from Statistics of Income and Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Industry Survey, and Survey of
Current Business.

For the second half of 1946 and subsequently, group bench-
marks of manufacturers' commodity shipments derived from fab-
ricated Metal-Products Plant Operations were extrapolated
chiefly by industry sales reported in the Industry Survey and
the Securities and Exchange Commission, Survey of American
Listed Corporations, Quarterly Sales Data, with deductions for
exports based on data obtained from export worksheets from the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

Change in business inventories measures the change in the
physical volume of inventories valued at average prices of the
period. To ascertain the net physical change in the stocks of
nonfarm inventories, year-end book values are expressed in
terms of constant prices by means of selected Bureau of Labor
Statistics wholesale price indexes appropriate to each indus-
try. The increments in the constant dollar inventory series
are converted to current prices by multiplying them by index
ratios of current prices to base period prices. Quarterly
data are obtained by adjusting the results of similar quarter-
ly calculations made in less detail to the annual estimates.
The change in farm inventories is estimated by the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics from physical quantity data.

The book values of year-end inventories held by. corpora-
tions are obtained from the Statistics of Income, Part 2. Non-
corporate inventories in each industry are mainly derived by
multiplying noncorporate sales data by noncorporate inventory-
sales ratios. The noncorporate sales series were developed in
the National Income Division and are primarily based upon
Census data. Benchmark inventory-sales ratios were obtained
from the special tabulations of the 1939 tax returns of sole
proprietorships and partnerships published in the Statistics
of Income for 1939, Part 1, and the Supplement to Statistics
of Income for 1939, Part 1; and from data obtained from the
Census of Manufactures, Wholesale frade, and Retail Trade. The
interpolations and extrapolations of the noncorporate inven-
tory ratios are based on the movements of the corporate inven-
tory ratios in the corresponding industries.

The year-end estimates of the book value of inventories for
1934, 1945, and 1946, and the quarterly estimates of the book
value of inventories, starting in 1939, are based, for the
most part, on the inventory data obtained from the industry
samples which are compiled by the Department of Commerce and
published monthly in the Survey of Current Business.

Net foretin investment is the net change in international
assets and liabilities, including the monetary gold stock,
arising out of the current international flows of goods and
services, factor incomes, and cash gifts and contributions.
Thus it measures the excess of (1) domestic output sold abroad
over purchases of foreign output, (2) production abroad cred-
ited to United States-owned resources over production at home
credited to foreign-owned resources, and (3) cash gifts and
contributions received from abroad over cash gifts and contri-
butions to foreigners. The net transfer of cash gifts and
contributions offsets corresponding entries in personal con-
sumption expenditures and government purchases of goods and
services.

As a measure of net foreign investment, the United States
balance of international payments on current account-j rather
than the sum of known capital transactions (including gold),
is accepted. While the implied assumption that statistical
errors and omissions shown in balance-of-payments statements
consist entirely of capital items is inaccurate, there exists
no reliable basis for estimating what portion of the error
occurs in the current account.

The principal items in the current account of the balance
of payments, together with brief descriptions of each,, are as
follows:

Merchandise trade estimates are based primarily on the
recorded trade statistics compiled by the Census Bureau (shown
here on pp. 97 and 100), with adjustments for incorrect valua-

tions, parcel post shipments, and merchandise transactions of
the United States Government not included in the recorded data.

Freight and shipping earnings are estimated by applying es-
tablished freight rates to data regarding tonnage, commodity
composition, and destination or origin of United States ex-
ports and imports as compiled by the Census Bureau from ship-
pers' export declarations and import entries. Port expendi-
tures are assumed to be relatively constant proportions of
gross revenues, the percentages being based on financial re-
ports filed by steamship companies with- the U. S. Maritime
Commission.

Travel expenditures are derived by multiplying average ex-
penditures per traveler in each of several categories by cor-
responding numbers of travelers. Such numbers are based, with
regard to overseas travelers, upon records of the U. S. Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service? and, for Canada and Mexico,
upon official records of those governments. The appropriate
average expenditures are determined chiefly from questionnaire
samples.

U. S. Government expenditures and receipts are based on
data supplied by individual agencies to the Clearing Office
for Foreign Transactions, Office of Busijiess Economics.

Income on investments is derived from withholding tax rec-
ords of the Bureau of Internal Revenue and from questionnaire
returns filed with the Office of Business Economics by United
States corporations having foreign branches or subsidiaries
and by United States fiscal agents for foreign dollar bonds.

Other current transactions are based largely upon direct
reports from motion picture companies, communications com-
panies, banks, religious .and charitable institutions, and other
organizations responsible for the transactions.

To the extent tbat gifts and contributions in kind are re-
corded under the above headings, offsetting entries are made
under the caption,'"unilateral transfers," so that they are
not reflected in the net balance on current account.

Government purchases of goods and services measures pur-
chases of goods and services by government bodies, exclusive
of acquisitions of land and used depreciable assets and of
current outlays of government enterprises. It consists of
general government expenditures for compensation of employees,
purchases from business (net of sales by government of con-
sumption goods and materials), net government purchases from
abroad and international contributions, and the gross invest-
ment of government enterprises. Therefore, government pur-
chases of goods and services excludes transfer payments, gov-
ernment interest, and subsidies, as well as loans and other
financial transfers outside the scope of income and product
transactions.

Federal purchases of goods and services are based essenti-
ally on the Daily Statement of the Treasury. However, since
the total of budgetary expenditures there reported includes
amounts not representing purchases of goods or services and
excludes other iteias which do constitute purchases according
to the definition of gross national product, and reflects
still others with timing different from that of the actual
purchases, numerous adjustments must be made.

The procedure is to treat the Daily Statement total of
budget expenditures as a bench mark, adding or subtracting ap-
propriate amounts so as to derive purchases of goods and serv-
ices as a residual. The principal deductions are transfers
to trust accounts, net expenditures of Government enterprises,
subsidies, purchases of existing assets, tax refunds, grants-
in-aid to State and local governments, transfer payments, in-
terest, and loans and other capital transactions not included
under any of the above captions. Chief additions are the ac-
quisition of fixed assets and inventories by government enter-
prises, general government contributions to social insurance
funds, and purchases of goods or services reflected in trust,
rather than general and special, accounts of the Daily State-
ment. It will be noted that some of the additions involve
restoration, with different timing, of items previously de-
ducted. During the war years, adjustments for renegotiation
of war contracts, for government purchases on credit, and for
advances and prepayments were made. Still further adjustments
grow out of technical peculiarities in the accounting prac-
tices followed in compilation of the Daily Statement.

Many of the necessary adjustments are found explicitly in
the Daily Statement itself, but for the others resort must be
had to the Budget, the Treasury's Combined Statement of Re-
ceipts and Expenditures, financial reports of Government cor-
porations, and a wide variety of other documents and contacts
with officials of Government agencies.

F̂ om the gross Federal purchases of goods and services to
which the above comments relate must be subtracted foreign
sales of surplus property and domestic sales of surplus
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consumption goods and materials. Data on the former come from
reports of the Foreign Liquidation Commission of the State
Department3 while the latter are based upon reports of the War
Assets Administration.

State and local purchases of goods and services are derived
primarily from the State Finances, City Finances, County Fi-
nances, and other reports of the Governments Division of the
Census Bureau. As in the case of the federal estimates, non-
goods and services expenditures, such as transfer payments,
interest, transfers to sinking funds, grants to other govern-
ments, and transfers to public service enterprises, are omit-
ted, and excluded goods and service expenditures, such as the
capital outlay of government enterprises, are added. Interpo-
lation or extrapolation of intercensal periods is accomplished
primarily through the use of independent State and local pay-
roll and public construction data.

Quarterly data for 1939-40 and more detailed annual data
beginning 1929 are available in the "National Income Supple-
ment to the Survey of Current Business, July 1947."

2 The classification of purchases of goods and services
into war and nonwar conforms, in general, to the Daily Treasury
Statement classification of general and special account ex-
penditures. War purchases include also that part of the capi-
tal formation of government enterprises which is attributable
to their war activities. Government contributions to the Na-
tional Service Life Insurance Fund are classified as war; all
other government contributions for social insurance, as nonwar.

3 Consists of sales to abroad and domestic sales of surplus
consumption goods and materials.

y Data are annual totals.
5 Data for "war" included with "nonwar."
6 Less than $50,000,000.
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1 Compiled by the U> S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics. Personal income is the current income re-
ceived by persons from all sources, inclusive of transfers
from government and business, but exclusive of transfers among
persons. Not only individuals (including owners of unincorpo-
rated enterprises) but nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private pension and welfare funds are classified as
"persons." Personal income is the sum of wage and salary re-
ceipts, other labor income, proprietors' and rental income,
dividends and interest, and transfer payments.

tfoge and salary receipts is equal to wages and salaries
less employee contributions for social insurance, except that
retroactive wages are counted when received rather than when
earned. More detailed information on the several components
of wage and salary receipts and an explanation of "other labor
income" are given in notes 3, 4 and 5.

Proprietors1 and rental income is the sum of income of un-
incorporated enterprises and inventory valuation adjustment
and rental income of persons as given in the components of na-
tional income (see description in note 1 for p. 6).

Personal interest income measures the monetary interest and
the imputed interest accruing to individuals and nonprofit in-
stitutions.

Transfer payments consist of monetary income receipts of
individuals from government and business (other than govern-
ment interest) for which no services are currently rendered,
of government payments and corporate gifts to nonprofit insti-
tutions, and of individuals' bad debts to business. The con-
tents of this item are given in detail in note 6.

Personal income differs from national income in that it in-
cludes transfer payments and government interest, while it ex-
cludes both employee and employer contributions for social in-
surance, corporate profits tax liability and inventory valua-
tion adjustment, and undistributed corporate profits. A minor
difference also appears in the wage and salary components in
that retroactive wage payments are included in personal income
when received and in national income when earned.

The sources and methods used in compiling the monthly
series are given in notes following. In the quarterly series
showing disposition of personal income, total personal income
is the sum of the monthly totals.

For interpolating the annual series and for extending the
series currently, monthly data from various governmental and
private agencies are employed. Monthly reports of the U. S.
Bureau of labor Statistics, Interstate Commerce Commission,
Social Security Board, Census Bureau, and other agencies are
used to estimate wages and salaries.

Estimates for wages and salaries are prepared individually
by industries, and for the period 1939-46 these are based
mainly on pay-roll indexes of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

pay-roll indexes constructed from wage and employment data
from the Social Security Board, reports by carriers to the
Interstate Commerce Commission, and pay-roll estimates of the
Maritime Commission and Bureau of Agricultural Economics. In
only a few instances were indirect methods of estimate em-
ployed. Since there is a considerable lag in the publication
of Social Security data, current estimates are less detailed,
and resort is more frequently made to indirect methods of esti-
mates. Nevertheless, the total pay roll of groups for which
no current information is available, amount to only about 10
percent of total wages and salaries.

Seasonal indexes for the wage and salary data were con-
structed separately for individual industries by the ratio-to-
moving-average method. For those industries in which the sea-
sonal fluctuations are relatively minor, and for others where
no adequate current information is available, no seasonal cor-
rection is applied. During the war years it was necessary to
modify the existing seasonal factors and in some cases abandon
them entirely. In the durable-goods manufacturing industries,
the seasonals were set at 100 beginning with January 1941 for
metals and metal products, except automobiles, and for those
nondurable goods industries in which pay rolls were markedly
out of line with prewar patterns. For the automobile industry
seasonal adjustments were abandoned be ginning with January
1942. In addition, the amplitude of seasonal factors used to
adjust construction pay rolls was considerably dampened during
the war period as well. Beginning with March 1947, the prewar
seasonal factors were again applied to the nondurable manufac-
turing industries.

Transfer payments, for the most part, are reported directly
by various governmental agencies such as the Veterans Adminis-
tration, Social Security Board, and U. S. Civil Service Com-
mission. For some of the components of transfer payments such
as State and local government employees' retirement pensions,
no monthly information is available. The procedure used in
constructing monthly estimates was to plot the annual averages
at the mid-point of each year and to draw a smooth curve
through these annual averages. It is necessary to use this
procedure for less than 10 percent of total transfer payments.

Dividend payments are currently estimated from a sample of
publicly reported dividends which is maintained by the Depart-
ment of Commerce and embraces approximately 5,200 corporations.
It has not been found feasible to adjust dividends for season-
al variation except on a quarterly basis, as this is the
shortest time period for which any regularity can be estab-
lished. Ratio to moving averages yield seasonal factors which
are applied to quarterly totals. The seasonally adjusted
quarterly totals are assumed to be representative of the mid-
point of the quarter, and straight-line interpolation between
the mid-points of the quarters provides seasonally adjusted
estimates for the other months.

Although the monthly estimates of proprietors' income and
rental income are prepared in considerable detail, they are
based upon less adequate data than are wages and salaries.
Farm proprietors' income is based mainly upon cash income from
farm marketings data provided by the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. Business and professional proprietors' income es-
timates are based, for the most part, on annual regressions of
receipts to proprietors' income. Since the monthly receipts
data which are employed have already been corrected for sea-
sonal variation, no further seasonal correction is necessary.

The rent estimates depend to a great extent on information
on residential rents collected by the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics for its Consumers' Price Index.

Interest estimates are in part based on current information,
as in the case of the large Federal Government component, and
on assumptions as to monthly pattern for the remainder of the
category. As a good deal of the interest consists of imputed
interest, which represents the value of financial services re-
ceived without explicit payment, it is assumed that these serv-
ices flow regularly throughout the year, and consequently
this portion of interest is smoothed. The seasonally adjusted
interest series represents a smoothing of the annual data.
The resulting monthly data reflect therefore, only trend and
cyclical fluctuations.

Other labor income represents, with the exception of pay of
military reservists for which some information is available
currently, a series obtained by plotting annual averages and
drawing a smooth curve through these averages.

Employee contributions for quarterly periods are based upon
data reported by the various funds, with the exception of
State and local government employees1 contributions. Monthly
interpolations are based on relevant wage and salary data.
Currently, it is necessary to project payments into the Old
Age and Survivors Insurance and State Unemployment Compensation
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funds and Railroad Retirement funds on the basis of pay rolls,
taking account of changes in contribution rates. Seasonal
adjustment is made for the Old Age and Survivors Insurance and
Unemployment Compensation employee contributions.

Monthly data for 1929-4O are available in the "National In-
come Supplement to Survey of Current Business, July 1947"
(second printing) .

2 Personal tax and nontax payments consists of taxes levied
against individuals, their income, and their property that are
not deductible as expenses of business operations, and of other
general government revenues from individuals in their personal
capacity. It includes payments for such specific services as
are provided within the framework of general government activ-
ities but excludes purchases from government enterprises. Tax
refunds are deducted from payments at the time of refund.

Federal personal tax payments are derived from individual
income, estate, and gift tax collection data as reported by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue. In the years of their operation,
the victory tax, the tax on use of noncommercial boats, and a
share (based on an estimated ratio of personal vehicles to
total registrations) of the motor vehicle use tax are also in-
cluded. Collections of withholding tax (including the victory
tax), are lagged so as to reflect the timing of actual with-
holding. Seasonal adjustment of the quarterly series is ac-
complished by distributing such lagged calendar year totals
through four quarters in accordance with the movement of sea-
sonally adjusted pay rolls subject to withholding. Appropri-
ate allowances are made for changes in tax rates. Payments of
other individual income taxes (declaration, end-of-year, and
back payments), estate and gift taxes, and the personal share
of motor vehicle use taxes in any calendar year are accepted
as an expression of the annual rates prevailing in each quar-
ter of that year. Similarly, the annual rate of personal tax
refunds netted out in each quarter of any year is the amount
of individual income, estate, and gift taxes actually refunded
during that calendar year. These amounts are determined from
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, ad-
justed, together with indirect business and corporate profits
tax refunds, to the annual totals of all tax refunds? in the
Daily Treasury Statement. Federal personal nontax payments
are determined principally from detailed analysis of Budget
data on miscellaneous receipts of the Treasury.

State and local personal tax payments, which consist of in-
come, death and gift, motor vehicle, personal property, and
poll taxes, and miscellaneous personal licenses, are based
upon the State Finances, City Finances, County Finances, and
other reports of the Governments Division of the Census Bureau,
with appropriate interpolation or extrapolation of intercensus
years. State and local personal nontax payments, consisting
largely of fines, penalties, and charges for current services
(other than by government enterprises), are obtained from the
same sources and by the same methods. Seasonally adjusted
quarterly data at annual rates are calculated by graphic
interpolation or extrapolation, except in the case of individ-
ual income taxes, where calendar year collections are taken to
reflect the annual rate in each quarter of any year.

Total disposable income is the income remaining to parsons
after deduction of personal tax and nontax payments to general
government.

Personal savings is obtained by deducting from total dis-
posable income personal consumption expenditures which are not
given separately here but are shown as a component of gross
national product or expenditure on p. 7 (see second paragraph
of note 1 for that page). Personal savings is therefore the
excess of personal income over personal consumption expendi-
tures and taxes and other payments to general government. It
consists of the current saving of individuals (including
owners of unincorporated businesses), nonprofit institutions,
and private pension, welfare, and trust funds. Personal sav-
ings may be in such forms as changes in cash and deposits,
security holdings, indebtedness, and reserves of life insur-
ance companies and mutual savings ins titutions, the net in-
vestment of unincorporated enterprises, and the acquisition of
real property net of depreciation.

Quarterly data for 1939-40 and annual data beginning 1929
are available in the "National Income Supplement to Survey of
Current Business, July 1947."

3 Includes income in kind as well as monetary receipts in
the form of wages, salaries, commissions, etc. "Commodity
producing industries" consists of agriculture, forestry and
fisheries, mining, contract construction, and manufacturing.
"Distributive industries" consists of wholesale and retail
trade, transportation, communications, and other public utili-
ties . "Service industries" comprises finance, insurance and
real estate, and services. "Government" comprises Federal,

State and local government and government enterprises and pay
of permanent United States residents employed in the United
States by foreign governments and international organizations.

y Includes employee contributions to old age and survivors
insurance, State unemployment insurance, railroad retirement
insurance, Federal civilian and State and local employee re-
tirement funds, and cash sickness compensation funds, and pre-
mium payments to Government life insurance fund and national
service life insurance fund.

5 Includes compensation for injuries, employer contribu-
tions to private pension and welfare funds, pay of military
reservists (except pay of reservists on full-time active duty
which is included in Government wages and salaries), and the
following miscellaneous items: Directors' fees, jury and wit-
ness fees, compensation of prison inmates, government payments
to enemy prisoners of war, marriage fees to justices of the
peace, and merchant marine war-risk life and injury claims.

6 Consists largely of monetary income receipts of individ-
uals for which no services are rendered currently as follows:
Benefits under the unemployment compensation and old age in-
surance provisions of the Social Security Act and the Railroad
Retirement Act; Federal civilian pensions; Government life in-
surance benefits; Federal military pensions, disability and
retirement payments; adjusted compensation benefits; mustering-
out payments to discharged servicemen; readjustment, sel£-
employment and subsistence allowances to veterans and military
and naval insurance payments; Federal, State and local govern-
ment direct relief; and State and local government pensions,
cash sickness compensation, and veterans' aid and bonuses. The
item includes also government payments and corporate gifts to
nonprofit institutions, and individuals' bad debts to business
and other business transfers to individuals.

7 Equals personal income exclusive of net income of unin-
corporated farm enterprises, farm wages, agricultural net
rents, agricultural net interest, and net dividends paid by
agricultural corporations.0

8 Data are annual totals.

Page 9
1 Compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the

U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics be-
ginning 1945; earlier data are from the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System. These figures are estimates for
the whole of American private industry, exclusive of agricul-
ture. They are rounded to the nearest ten million and the de-
tail therefore does not necessarily add exactly to the totals.
Estimates beginning 1945 are based on reports from a sample
consisting of most of the corporations registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, reporting to the Commis-
sion, and a large sample of unregistered manufacturing com-
panies, unincorporated and incorporated, reporting to the De-
partment of Commerce. Quarterly estimates are not available
prior to 1945. The quarterly averages for 1935-44 are com-
puted from revised annual estimates of the compiling agency,
based on data from the Securities and Exchange Commission and
other sources. Annual data for 1929-34 are available upon
request.

These figures do not agree precisely with the totals in-
cluded in the gross national product estimates of the Depart-
ment of Commerce on p. 7. The main difference lies in the
inclusion in the latter data of certain outlays charged to
current account.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Monthly estimates of cash receipts
from farm rcarketings are derived from estimates of monthly
sales and prices received by farmers for the various farm com-
modities. Where significant quantities of farm products are
placed under loan to the Commodity Credit Corporation receipts
through loans are obtained from reports of that agency and
added to receipts from quantities sold through regular market-
ing channels. If the product is later redeemed or sold, any
additional receipts above cost of redemption are credited at
the time of redemption. Government pavDients, which are added
to cash receipts from marketings to obtain total cash receipts
from farming, comprise all payments made directly to farmers
under the various programs — that is, rental and benefit,
cotton option, conservation, Sugar Act, price adjustment, par-
ity, dairy production, and other production payments. Govern-
ment aid which is reflected in prices received by farmers for
their products is not included in this item since it is cov-
ered in the estimates of receipts from marketings.

The current estimates of marketings are based on estimated
production, the normal percentage of the product sold, and the
usual seasonal movement to market, supplemented by available
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current data on market receipts, carlot shipments, and various
data relating to the transportation, marketing and processing
of farm products. The estimates are subsequently revised as
more complete data on production, crop-year sales and monthly
marketings become available. The estimates of monthly market-
ings for all important farm products, except truck crops, are
valued by miclmonth prices. Average prices received during the
month are used in computing income from truck crops. Cash re-
ceipts for some minor crops are computed by applying a season
average price.

The monthly estimates through ,1939 and for 1915-46 have
been coordinated with annual estimates based on more complete
data than are available on a monthly basis. The estimates for
1945-46 not Only take into account final reports on production
and sales but also include adjustments to levels indicated by
data collected in the 1945 Census of Agriculture. Similar ad-
justments have been made after each census and ordinarily in-
volve revisions for 5 preceding years. Revisions of data for
1940-44 are not yet complete and estimates for these years are
therefore not entirely comparable with those for other years.
The monthly averages shown for 1940-44 are based on prelimi-
nary annual totals which include revisions to take account of
final reports from States on production and sales with par-
tial adjustments on the basis of census data, which are not
included in the monthly figures. The commodities adjusted to
levels indicated by census data include tobacco, farm gardens,
and all livestock products except meat animals; these commodi-
ties account for only about one-third of total cash receipts.
However, it is believed by the compiling agency that further
revisions in the annual totals are not likely to be large.

The indexes of cash receipts from farm marketings and C.C.C.
loans are computed by dividing the estimates of the relevant
totals of cash receipts for each month by the monthly average
of the corresponding total in the base period 1935-39. The
indexes shown here are not adjusted for seasonal variation.
The seasonally adjusted indexes formerly included in the Sur-
vey have been discontinued by the compiling agency.

Annual date for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1935-40 for
total cash receipts from farming and total receipts from farm
marketings and C.C.C. loans (dollar figures and indexes) are
available on p. 28 of. the May 1943 Survey. Monthly data for
1935-40 for all commodity groups are available in a 1942 re-
port of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, entitled "United
States Estimates of Monthly Cash Farm Income and Index Numbers
of Income, January 1935 to September 1942," which describes
the method of estimating marketings of the different commodi-
ties and the sources of the data. The 1940 data published in
this report and in the May 1943 Survey referred to above have
not been revised to agree with annual totals for that year.
Annual data for 1910-39 by commodity groups are available in a
1944 publication of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, en-
titled "Net Farm Income and Parity Report, 1943, and Summary
for 1910-42".

3 Included in "Commercial and miscellaneous" prior to 1939.
y Data for manufacturing includes mining prior to 1939.
5 Includes trade, service, finance, communication, and,

prior to 1939> electric and gas utilities, and transportation
other than railroad.

s Based on annual totals including revisions not available
by months; see third paragraph of note 2.

Page 10
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, in cooperation with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
through 1942 and by the latter agency thereafter. The index
measures the physical quantity of farm products moving to mar-
ket each month. The monthly estimates of sales of individual
farm commodities used in computing the estimates of cash farm
income shown on p.. 9 provide the basic material for calculat-
ing the index. These estimates include quantities marketed by
farmers through ordinary marketing channels and quantities
placed under Government loan during the month. Commodities
placed under loan are included because part of them are not
redeemed by farmers. Furthermore, quantities delivered to the
Government are disposed of in so many different ways that it
is practically impossible to determine when they enter regular
marketing channels. The marketing estimates exclude quanti-
ties of products retained by farmers for home consumption and,
for the most part, interfarm sales. However, they include a
small part of the interfarm sales to the extent that farmers
buy agricultural products from central markets or from other
farmers in distant markets, thus resulting in some duplication
of sales. An example of such transactions is the purchase of

feeder livestock from ranges and central markets for further
feeding.

The index is based on marketings of 43 major agricultural
products which, in the base period 1935-39, accounted for
more than 93 percent of the cash income from all farm market-
ings. Sales of individual commodities are combined into
groups of commodities by weighting each item by the average
price received by farmers in the base period 1935-39.. The
group aggregates -are converted to indexes and these group in-
dexes are, in turn, weighted in accordance with the relative
importance of each group in the base period, as measured by
income from marketings, to obtain indexes for crops, livestock
and products, and'all farm products.

Data on monthly marketings of some items included in the
index are not available currently and it is necessary to esti-
mate monthly marketings from estimated production, the normal
percentages sold and the usual seasonal movement to market.
The estimates are subject to revision as more complete data on
marketings become available. The indexes have not been re-
vised to incorporate revised data on marketings for 1945-46
used in the farm income series described in note 2 for p. 9
and estimates of marketings for 1940-44 are subject to revi-
sion. Indexes for 1940-46 are therefore not entirely compara-
ble with 1947 indexes published currently in the monthly Sur-
vey. The seasonally adjusted indexes formerly shown in the
Survey have been discontinued by the compiling agency.

The index of physical quantity of farm products sold and
the index of prices received by farmers shown on p. 22 provide
measures of the causes of fluctuations in cash receipts from
marketings but do not measure exactly the movement in cash re-
ceipts and in some months changes in the indexes appear incon-
sistent. Part of the apparent discrepancy in the movements of
the indexes is explained by the fact that several sources of
cash farm income cannot be included in the index of prices and
marketings. Comparisons of the indexes for 1945-46 are fur-
ther affected by revisions incorporated in the cash receipts
series, but not in the volume indexes, referred to above. The
technique of the construction of the indexes also accounts in
part for the discrepancies in the movements. In order to pro-
vide indexes that reflect only changes in prices or changes in
volume of marketings, constant weights for the indexes of
prices and of marketings have been used throughout the period
while the index of cash receipts reflects current variations
both in quantities marketed and in prices received for differ-
ent farm products.

For a more Complete description of the index and monthly
data for 1935-40, see pp. 23-32 of the April 1943 monthly Sur-
vey and the November 1943 issue of "The Farm Income Situation"
published by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The April
1943 Survey includes also annual indexes beginning 1929.

2 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, to measure
changes in the physical volxme of production of manufactures
and minerals. The index is derived from about 100 individual
monthly series beginning 1939, and around 80 for the earlier
years. All principal groups of industries in manufacturing
and mining are directly represented in the index at some stage
in the production process; production at Government arsenals,
quartermaster depots, and shipyards is included. Separate in-
dexes are shown here only for the major industrial groups and
selected subgroups or industries included in the total index.

More than half of the individual series used in the index
are based on monthly statistics of actual units of physical
production, or volume of consumption or shipments of products;
others represent production estimates based on man-hours or
machinery activity adjusted, respectively, for changes in out-
put per man-hour and for long-term changes in machinery effi-
ciency as indicated by Census or other bench-mark data. Many
of the other series are also adjusted to more comprehensive
physical volume figures not available monthly. Peacetime
classifications and titles of the series were retained through-
out the war period but for a number of series, especially
machinery and the transportation equipment industries, the
titles are not accurately descriptive of the output during
these years of the plants covered.

In constructing the indexes, allowances are made to take
account of differences in the number of working days in the
months and each series is then converted into relatives in
terms of the average for the base period 1935-39 as 100. Se-
ries derived from man-hour figures are based on data mainly
for a single week in the middle of each month and daily aver-
age allowances are not needed. In compiling the composite in-
dexes (both unadjusted and adjusted for seasonal variation) for
industries, groups of industries, and for industrial production
as a whole, the individual series are weighted according
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to their relative importance as measured by value added by
manufacture shown in the Census of Manufactures for 1937 and
the value of production in 1937 for minerals as shown in the
Minerals Yearbook of the Bureau of Mines. In order to give
representation to industries for which no monthly data are
available, many series used are weighted riot only according to
their own relative importance but also, to some extent, for
other closely related industries. Data shown as monthly aver-
ages are in many cases based on annual data and may differ
slightly from averages of the monthly figures.

In computing the seasonally adjusted indexes, the relatives
for each .series are adjusted for seasonal variation by the
"ratio-to-freehand curve" method which is discussed at length
in the Federal Reserve Bulletin for June 1941. The seasonal
factors reflect changes from time to time in the seasonal pat-
tern. Seasonal variation was greatly reduced or eliminated in
some industries during the war period and seasonal factors
were adjusted to take account of these changes and, for a num-
ber of industries, were fixed at 100 beginning various months
from January 1939 to July 1912. The months when the factors
were fixed at 100 for all series in the indexes shown here are
indicated in note 3. In acldition, the seasonal factors for
several components of the index for paper and pulp were fixed
at 100 in 1939 or 1941, for two components of petroleum refin-
ing in December 1941 and January 1942, and for two components
of nonferrous metals smelting and refining in November and
December 1940.

The indexes as shown here reflect a revision of the series
in 1943, resulting largely from the inclusion of new or im-
proved data that became available during 1942-43 and revision
of the seasonal adjustment factors. Revised monthly figures
for 1939-40 for total industrial production, total manufac-
tures, total durable and nondurable manufactures^ and all
other series affected by the 1943 revision are available in a
table on pp. 18-20 of the December 1943 Survey; the table in-
cludes also (in a footnote) a few revisions for 1938 (the No-
vember 1940 figure for coke given in note 3 to the table is
incorrect; the correct figure is 148). Except as indicated in
that table, monthly data for 1938-40 are correct as published
in the 1942 Supplement; that volume provides also monthly av-
erages prior to 1935. Monthly data prior to 1938 have been
published in the Survey as follows: Total industrial produc-
tion, total manufactures, and total durable manufactures,
1919-37; iron and steel, transportation equipment, automobiles
and nonferrous metals and products, 1906-37—pp. 24 and 25
of the September 1941, Survey; other series (with the excep-
tion of total minerals, total metals, nonferrous metals smelt-
ing and refining, and leather tanning), 1936-37, and total
nondurable manufactures, 1919-37—pp. 12-17 of the August
"1940 Survey (1936-37 revisions for the adjusted indexes for
stone, clay and glass products and cement are given in a foot-
note to the table on p. 20 of the December 1943 Survey re-
ferred to above and there have been a few scattered 1-point
revisions in the figures, largely for 1919-22, for total in-
dustrial production, total manufactures and total durable manu-
factures) ..

A complete description of the industrial production in-
dexes, and monthly data for all series from the earliest date
available are included in a report of the compiling agency,
"Federal Reserve Index of Industrial Production," published in
October 1943-

3 Seasonal factors for the indicated Industries were fixed
at 100 beginning various months as follows (see fourth para™
graph of note 2): Iron and steel, coke, wool textiles, and
rubber products, December 1940; furniture, February 1942; ma-
chinery, July 1940; components of nonferrous metals fabricat-
ing, January 1940, February 1941 or August 1941; automobiles,
September 1941; other components of the transportation equip-
ment group, various months in 1939 or 1940; industrial chemi-
cals, January 1939; shoes, July 1942; cotton consumption, No-
vember 1940; rayon deliveries, February 1941; anthracite, Jan-
uary 1940; bituminous coal, May 1941; crude petroleum., October
1941* The "adjusted" indexes for these series subsequent to
the indicated months are therefore the same as the unadjusted
indexes. In cases where seasonal factors were fixed at 100
prior to 1941, and data for the adjusted and unadjusted series
are the same for the entire period 1941-46, the indexes are
shown only in the unadjusted series. >

Page I I
1 See note 2 for p. 10.
3 This series is based upon man-hour statistics for plants

classified in the automobile and automobile parts industries
and is designed to measure productive activity during the

month in connection with assembly of passenger cars, trucks,
trailers, and busses; production of bodies, parts, and acces-
sories, including replacement parts; and output of nonautomo-
tive products made in the plants covered. The level shown by
this series in 1946 is much higher relative to prewar than the
level shown by factory sales of new passenger cars and trucks.
The difference is accounted for in part by a sharp increase in
production of replacement parts and by other changes in the
composition of output. Study is being made of production and
man-hour statistics in an endeavor to arrive at a more accu-
rate measure of over-all production in these industries.
Prior to 1935 the automobile industry was represented by a se-
ries based on factory sales of motor vehicles; this series was
continued through November 1941 and for the period 1935-Noveni-
ber 1941 was given part jof the weight assigned to the automo-
bile industry in computing the indexes for transportation
equipment and the totals including this item.

3 See note 3 for p. 10.

Pages 12-IU
1 See note 2 for p. 10.
3 See note 3 for p. 10.
3 See note 2 for p. 11.
y Publication discontinued after June 1945; index is being

revised.

Page 15

1 See note 2 for p. 10.
2 See note 3 for p. 10.
3 Compiled by the War Production Board (except as indicated

below) to measure the physical volume of war production (ex-
clusive of. war construction from the initiation of the produc-
tion program in July 1940 imtil the end of the war. The in-
dexes cover total procurement by the Army, Mr Forces, Navy
(including Marine Corps and Coast Guard), Maritime Commission
(including War Shipping Administration) and Lend-lease, and
procurement of munitions by United Nations purchasing missions.
They are constructed by weighting quantity data for more* than
3,500 munitions items by a fixed list of unit prices and ex-
pressing the aggregate values for each munitions group and all
munitions as a percentage of the corresponding average monthly
aggregate for 1943 as 100. Prices used were, in general, for
the first quarter of 1945 though prices for some items related
to other periods in 1945, or to earlier years; for example,
earlier prices were used where items were not significant in
1945 or were discontinued models. The monthly averages are com-
puted directly from the average monthly aggregates and may
differ slightly from averages of the monthly indexes. The in-
dexes have been revised since publication of the original se-
ries in the monthly Survey. Revised dollar aggregates, at
standard prices, were supplied by the War Production Board and
were converted to indexes by the U. S. Department of Commerce,
Office of Business Economics.

The average percentage of the total munitions output (based
on the values at standard prices) represented by each of the
seven component groups in 1944 and the contents of each group
are as follows: A i rcraft (28 percent) —Airframes, engines,
propellers, spare parts, gliders, lighter-than-air ships, etc.,
and airborne equipment exclusive of armament and communication
equipment. Sh ips (23 percent) —Army, Navy, Coast Guard, and
Maritime Commission ship construction (exclusive of armament
and communication equipment), including maintenance and re-
pairs. This series is based on a value-put-in-plaee computa-
tion in order to reflect properly work done on a vessel Over a
period of months. Guns and fire control (5 percent)—Small
arms, artillery, naval guns, motors, rocket launchers, non-
electronic fire control, and miscellaneous weapons (including
chemical types) and ordnance material. Ammunition (10 percent)
—Ajnmunition for small arms, artillery, mortars, naval guns,
and rockets, aerial bombs, torpedoes, depth charges, mines, and
other ammunition. Combat and motor vehicles (9 percent)-—
Tanks, armored cars, motor carriers for self-propelled guns,
trucks, trailers, and other vehicles and tractors. Communica-
tion and electronic equipment (6 percent)—Radio and radar
equipment, wire communications equipment and miscellaneous
equipment. Other equipment and supplies (19 percent)—Petro-
leum products, machinery (exclusive of machinery for domestic
manufacturing facilities), railroad equipment, medical and
dental supplies, clothing, and all other equipment and sup-
plies .

y Average for 6 months, July-December.
5 Average for 8 months, January-August.
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Page 16

1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Business Economics. Sales are estimated aggregate dollar val-
ues not adjusted to allow for differences in number of working
days from month to month. Inventories are estimated book val-
ues as of end of month. See note 1 for p. 17, p. 39, and p.
42 for description of the manufacturing and retail series.
The wholesale series are described in note 2 below.

Monthly data for 1939-40 for manufacturing, wholesale, and
total business sales and inventories are available upon re-
quest. Note 1 for p. 39 and p. 42 give references to monthly
data prior to 1941 and annual data prior to 1935 for the re-
tail series and note 2 below gives available data prior to
1935 for the wholesale series.

2 The series represent sales and inventories of all whole-
salers as defined in the Census of Business, 1939. Included
are service and limited-function wholesalers, manufacturers'
sales branches (with and without stocks), agents and brokers,
assemblers (mainly of farm products), and petroleum and bulk
stations.

Data for 1935 and 1939, and for 1929 and 1933 given in the
last paragraph of this note, are from the various Censuses of
Business, adjusted to 1939 census definitions.

Monthly data are derived from the sample of merchant whole-
salers published* in the Bureau of the Census "Monthly Whole-
sale Trade Report—Sales, Inventories, and Credits." The
sample includes approximately 3,000 merchant wholesalers re-
porting sales and 1,800 reporting inventories. In terms of
sales, coverage of the sample ranges from 1 to about 35 per-
cent of total sales for the various kinds-of-business groups.
The sample is the same as that used in deriving sales of serv-
ice and limited-function wholesalers shown on p. 46 (see
note 3 for that page). This sample is used to derive monthly
estimates for all wholesalers because of the inadequacy of
statistics on other than merchant wholesalers.

Sales are estimated by kinds-of-business groups and the
group estimates are totaled to obtain sales of all wholesalers.
For a detail (id description of the methods and sources used in
compiling the sales series, see the August 1943 Survey of Cur-
rent Business, pp. 15-22. It should be noted that revisions
have been made in the method of estimating sales of motor ve-
hicle dealers. Sales of motor vehicle dealers are based on
information from the Automobile Manufacturers' Association and
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

"In estimating inventories, data reported in the sample are
classified into four groups according to degree of durability.
These four groups are utilized in extrapolating the corre-
sponding Census of 1939 inventory values of service and
limited-function wholesalers. Due to the lack, of adequate
statistics pertaining to monthly inventory changes of whole-
salers other than those in the service and limited-function
category, inventories of service and limited-function whole-
salers are adjusted to represent inventories of all whole-
salers by use of the 1939 Census ratios.

Data for 1929 and 1933, the earliest available, are as fol-
lows (millions of dollars) : Sales, monthly average based on
annual totals—1929, 5̂ 582; 1983, 2,503; inventories, Decem-
ber 31—1929, 4,919j 1933, 2,773-

3 As designated by the individual manufacturer; the finish-
ed product of one company may be the purchased material of
another.

y Data are for December 31-

Page 17
1 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics. The indexes shown on this page and the
estimated dollar values of manufacturers* shipments and inven-
tories shown on p. 16 are based on a sample of approximately
1,200 reporting firms which account for nearly 40 percent of
total manufacturing sales*

The new orders data include the new order figures reported
by companies which do not fill orders as received and the ship-
ment figures of companies which specifically stated that they
fill orders promptly upon receipt. The value of new business
received is reported on a net basis, i.e., total new orders
less cancellations. Data for companies reporting net cancel-
lations are included in the computations as negative items.
The automobile, transportation equipment (other than automo-
bile) , printing and publishing and miscellaneous industries
are not included in the new orders series.

The value of shipments or billings are reported on a net
basis, i.e., less discounts, returns, allowances, etc. The

data, however, include shipments from one manufacturer to
another and therefore do not measure changes in the net flow
of goods from the manufacturing industry as a whole. Ship-
ments data have been adjusted to take account of renegotiation
of war contracts wherever possible.

Inventory data are the book values of stocks on hand at the
end of the month. They include purchased materials, goods in
process and finished goods. The inventory series as well as
the shipment series measure dollar value rather than quantity
aggregates so that price as well as quantity fluctuations in-
fluence the movement of the indexes. However, inventory val-
ues react more quickly to changes in quantity than to changes
in price level.

The indexes for total manufacturing, total durable goods,
and total nondurable goods industries are weighted aggregates
of the indexes computed for the major industry groups, which,
in some cases are weighted aggregates of subgroups. For new
orders and shipments, weights are calculated from shipments
data derived from the 1939 Census of Manufactures and are
based on the proportion of total shipments in that year con-
tributed by each group or subgroup. The use of shipments
weights for new orders is based upon the assumption that ship-
ments and new orders were of approximately equal value in the
year 1939. The assumption was made in the absence of an actu-
al bench mark.

The shipments and new orders indexes are computed on a
daily average basis excluding Sundays and, normally, six na-
tional holidays. In 1945, August 15th was considered a holi-
day. The following holidays were considered working days:
Labor Day, September 1944; Thanksgiving Day, November 1943 and
1944; New Year's Day, January 1944 and 1945; and Memorial Day,
May 1944 and 1945-

The inventory indexes were computed using average monthly
values in 1939 as bases. Adjusted Census of Manufactures data
for 1939 were used as bench marks. Since all plants reporting
to the Census did not report inventories, the Census data were
inflated to account for those not reporting. Statistics of
Income data from the Bureau of Internal Revenue were used as
bases for the rubber, petroleum, and tobacco subgroups, a more
complete coverage for these industries being obtained thereby.
Composite indexes were derived from component industry group
indexes by weighting the latter according to the propor-
tion of the relevant inventory total held by each group in
1939.

For a more detailed description of the series see pp. 7-12
of the September 1940 Survey. The indexes have been revised
since that time, but the methods followed in the revision are
essentially the same as those used in deriving the original
series. A more complete coverage was attained by the inclu-
sion of all late and revised schedules sent in by manufac-
turers together with back data received from new cooperators.
In addition, the base period was broadened to cover the full
year 1939, the weights for the component indexes were revised,
and more subgroups were used in calculating the weighted ag-
gregates.

Mpnthly data for 1939-40 are available as follows: New
orders and shipments, all series except the machinery group,
p. 23 of the July 1946 Survey; indexes of new orders, ship-
ments and inventories for the machinery group and of invento-
ries for nonferrous metals and products and "other durable
goods," p. 22 of the August 1916 Survey; other inventory se-
ries are correct as published in the 1942 Supplement except
for a few minor revisions in the index for "other nondurable
goods."

2 The indexes for shipments were computed directly from es-
timated annual totals and may differ from averages of the
monthly figures. *

3 Value of orders cancelled exceeded new orders received.

Pages 18 and 19

1 See note 1 for p. 17.
2 Data are for December 31, 1938.
3 The base was obtained by averaging the inventory values

at the beginning (end of preceeding) and end of each month in
1939 and then computing an average of the 12 monthly figures;
the "average month"used as the base, therefore, differs
slightly from the average of the 12 month-end figures for 1939
published in the 1942 Supplement or on p. 22 of the August
1946 Survey.

" The indexes for shipments were computed directly from es-
timated annual totals and may differ from averages -of the
monthly figures.
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Page 20
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics. The data on operating businesses:,new,
discontinued, and transferred businesses, refer to number of
firms as opposed to the number of establishments. A firm is
defined as a financially responsible business organization
under one management, and may control one or more establish-
ments. All nonfami businesses are included, regardless of
siTie; however, professional practices such as those of physi-
cians, lawyers, etc., are'not considered business firms..

Discontinued businesses include closures of all kinds with-
out reference to the reason for going out of business—e.g.,
retirement, failure, illness, etc. A firm which is maintained
as a business entity but which undergoes a change in ownership

*is not a discontinuance but is counted among the business
transfers. Transfers also include firms which have undergone
a change in legal form of organization—e.g., f rom partner-
ship to corporation. New businesses include only firms that
have been newly established, since going businesses which have
been purchased are considered transfers.

The data on number of operating businesses and number of
new, discontinued, and transferred businesses are estimates of
the Office of Business Economics. Estimates are based in part
on statistics compiled by the Bureau of Old Age and Survivors
Insurance. Breakdowns by industry are presented according to
the Standard Industrial Classification as of 1942. Firms en-
gaged in more than one industry are classified according to
the industry of greatest employment.

For operating businesses, September 1929 and September 1933
figures and quarterly data for 1939-40 are shown on p. 10 of
the May 1944 Survey. The table in that issue and talbles on
pp. 17 and 18 of the January 1947 Survey include a breakdown
by industries. These special tables are included in the
monthly Survey from time to time.

5 Data for operating businesses are as of September 30 for
1935 and as of December 31 for other years. The figures for
new businesses and discontinued businesses are quarterly aver-
ages.

Page 21
1 See note 1 for p. 20.
2 Compiled by the Corporation Trust Co. .from data obtained

by its local offices from the Secretaries of State of New York,
Illinois, Delaware, and Maine. Business corporations charter-
ed under the general business corporation laws of these States,
but not necessarily doing business in the State, are included.
The data exclude incorporations for fraternal and charitable
purposes, except nonprofit corporations in Delaware which are
incorporated under the general corporation law. Monthly fig-
ures beginning 1925 are available in the 1942> 1940, 1938:,
1933, and 1932 Supplements.

3 Compiled by Dun and Bradstreet, inc. A failure is de-
fined as "a concern which is involved in a court proceeding or
a voluntary action which is likely to end in loss to credi-
tors." All industrial and commercial enterprises which are
petitioned into the Federal Bankruptcy Courts are included in
the failure records, as well as concerns which are forced out
of business through such actions in the State courts as fore-
closure, execution and attachments with insufficient assets to
cover all claims; and also voluntary discontinuances with
known loss to creditors) where obtainable.

For the period covered here the records are confined
strictly to industrial and commercial enterprises, and do not
include such activities as banks, financial companies., amuse-
ment enterprises, railroads, holding companies) real estate
and insurance brokers, shipping agents:, tourist companies,
transportation terminals, etc. Also no personal bankruptcies,
such as doctors, lawyers, dentists, are included.

The series shown for liabilities represent approximately
current liabilities (i.e., all accounts and notes payable, and
all obligations whether secured or not, known to be held by
banks, officers, affiliated companies, supplying companies, or
the -Government) .

The comparability of the data is affected between 1938 and
1939 by more complete coverage, beginning the latter year, of
voluntary discontinuances with loss to creditors and of small
concerns forced out of business by such actions as attachment,
execution, or foreclosure, with insufficient assets to cover
all claims. Inclusion of the additional cases in 1939 in-
creased the total number of failures for that year by 29 per-
cent and Jne current liabilities by 9 percent (monthly aver-
ages for 1939 comparable with earlier years are—total num-
ber of failuress 351? liabilities, $14,017,000). Practically

all of the additions were small concerns with liabilities un-
der $25,000, and a majority of these had debts of less than
$5,000.

The classification of the failure records by industries was
revised, beginning January 1940, to conform to the Government
code, "Standard Industrial Classification's issued by the Cen-
tral Statistical Board, in order to facilitate direct compari-
son between failures and any other series of data based on the
same official code. This revision resulted in the shifting of
bakeries with retail outlets f rom manufactur ing to retail
trade. The monthly average number of bakery failures trans-
ferred from the manufacturing to the retail group for 1940 was
14 and monthly average amount of liabilities, $65,500. Simi-
lar revisions have not been made in the 1939 figures for manu-
facturing and retail trade which are shown in italics.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 for total number and total li-
abilities and monthly data for 1939-40 for all series are
shown in the 1942 Supplement. (The descriptive note in that
volume explains a revision in the content of the data which
affects the comparability of the figures for 1913-32 with
those for later years.) Comparable data prior to 1939 for the
industry groups are not available because of revisions in the
series in 1939 and 1940 referred to above. Monthly figures
for 1936-39 on the old basis are available in the 1940 Supple-
ment and earlier monthly figures on the same basis appear on
pp. 17-18 of the December 1938 Survey.

4 Data for 1935-38 are not comparable with figures for lat-
er years, see fourth paragraph of note 3 above for an explana-
tion of revision beginning 1939.

5 Not entirely comparable with data for later years, see
fifth pare.graph of note 3 above.

6 The figures for discontinued businesses and business
transfers are quarterly averages.

Page 22
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics. Prices used are those received by
farmers at local markets and are as of the 15th of the month.
The indexes have been'completely revised since publication in
the 1942 Supplement, to take into account shifts in the rela-
tive importance of farm commodities and to incorporate im-
proved price series for some items. Several new commodities
were added while others which had become less important were
dropped; quantity weights applied to the component series were
revised and the commodities regrouped to make the subdivisions
more useful.

The revised index includes 48 items accounting for 92 per-
cent of the total cash income from farm marketings in 1935-39.
The weights used in constructing the index are average annual
quantities marketed in 1935-39, with an adjustment in the
weights of the individual crop items to give some representa-
tion to the crops not included in the index. As price series
are not available for some fruits and truck crops, the weights
for items included in these groups were increased so as to
represent the other items belonging to the groups and the
weight for every crop item was increased to allow for sugar
crops, forest, nursery and greenhouse products (also truck
crops prior to 1934) which are not directly represented. As
all major livestock items are included in the index no similar
adjustment in weights was necessary for these items. In com-
puting the indexes, the price for each commodity for each
month is multiplied by the appropriate weight to obtain a val-
ue and the values added to obtain totals for the minor and
major groups and for all products. These aggregates are then
expressed as percentages of the corresponding average aggre-
gates for the 60 months in the base period, August 1909-July
1914.

The truck crop index, which begins 1924, the first year for
which monthly prices of truck crops are available, was adjust-
ed to the 1909-14 base by making the 1924 average equal to the
all-commodities index for that year. This series covers com-
mercial truck crops for shipment to markets.

The items included in each group and the relative impor-
tance of the groups in 1935-39, based on aggregate values for
the period, are as follows: Food grains, (wheat, rye, rice),
7.13 percent; feed grains and hay (corn, oats, "barley, hay),
d.24 percent; cotton, 9.23 percent; tobacco, 3.85 percent; oil-
bearing crops (cottonseed, soybeans, peanuts, flaxseed), 2.77
percent; fruits (apples, oranges, lemons, grapefruit, pears,
peaches, grapes, strawberries), 5.94 percent; potatoes, sweet
potatoes, and dry edible beans (included in the crop and all-
commodities indexes but not shown separately), 3.30 percent;
truck crops (snap beans, cabbage, carrots, cauliflower, celery,
onions, lettuce, green peas, green peppers, spinach, tomatoes),
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4.83 percent; meat animals (cattle, calves, sheep, lambs, hogs),
27.96 percent; dairy products (milk, wholesale and retail, but-
ter, butterfat), 17.90 percent; poultry and eggs (chickens,
eggs, turkeys), 9.78 percent; wool, 1.07 percent.

The indexes shown here are not adjusted for seasonal varia-
tion. The original reports include also adjusted indexes for
four groups—truck crops, f rui ts , dairy products, poultry
and eggs.

Monthly data for 1913-40 for all farm products, total crops,
and total livestock and products and monthly data for 1936-40
and earlier monthly averages for the commodity groups are pub-
lished on pp. 17-19 of the April 1947 Survey. Monthly data
beginning August 1909 or January 1910 for all items except
truck crops, which begins 1934, and a detailed description of
the indexesj are available in a report of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture entitled "Index Numbers of Prices Received by
Farmers, 1910-43".

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The index of prices paid by farm-
ers is a measure of the over-all changes that occur in the
level of prices charged to farmers and their families for com-
modities used in living and farm production. The indexes are
based upon prices for 36 items used in family living and 94
items used in farm production. Prices are obtained quarterly
from several thousand retail merchants serving the farm popu-
lation in all parts of the nation. In addition, reports ob-
tained each month from feed dealers and chain store operators
are used as a basis for estimating changes between the regular
sample surveys taken in March, June, September, and December.

Prices paid for individual commodities are averaged by
States and then weighted by the latest available estimate of
purchases of each item made by farmers in each State to obtain
a national average. The national average prices are combined
into various sub-indexes—food, clothing, feed, e t c . — b y
giving each item a weight based upon the average quantity pur-

• chased per farm during the six years 1921-1929. The sub group
values or aggregates thus obtained, are then expressed as a
percentage of the value or aggregates for the same commodities
during the base period 1910-1914, and the sub-indexes are com-
bined into an index of prices paid for commodities used for
family living and an index of commodities used in farm produc-
tion. These two indexes are then combined into a single over-
all index of prices paid by farmers by weighting each accord-
ing to its relative importance with regard to farm expendi-
tures during the six years 1924-39. For the percentage
weights used in combining the various group indexes, see
"Agricultural Prices" for April 29, 1946, p. 28, published by
the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

The^ index of prices paid, interest, and taxes is obtained
by combining the index of prices paid by farmers for all com-
modities with interest per acre on mortgage indebtedness se-
cured by farm real estate, and taxes per acre on farm real es-
tate. In computing this index, a weight of 86.0 percent is
given to prices paid for commodities, 7.2 percent to interest,
and 6.8 percent to taxes.

The parity ratio is obtained by dividing the index of
prices received by farmers for all farm products, by the index
of prices paid for all commodities, interest, and taxes. For
a discussion of the origin and use of the parity ratio, see
"Parity Prices, What They Are and How They Are Calculated",
U. S. Department of Agriculture, June 30, 1942-

Annual averages beginning 1910 and monthly data for 1923-40
are available upon request.

Page 23
1 Compiled by U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Busi-

ness Economics. The series represents the movement of prices
at retail stores and is designed for use in connection with
the Department's estimates of sales of re tail stores. The
price index is based upon data collected by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U- S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and
other agencies. It differs from the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics consumers' price index by the omission of rents and other
service prices and the inclusion of prices for building mate-
rials, farm machinery, and other nonconsumer goods sold
through retail stores.

The combined index is built up from eleven component in-
dexes, one for each major group of retail stores, by the use
of constant weights, namely, the dollar sales in the period
1985-39 of the group of stores to which the index applies.
Where component indexes are obtained by combining several se-
ries, weights are based on an analysis of sales by commodity
groups from the 1939 Census of Retail Trade.

For some of the groups adequate price data are not avail-
able, and the choice of representative series was necessarily
arbitrary. For example, in the case of eating and drinking
places, for lack of more adequate figures, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics retail food price index is used. Hence, consider-
able caution must be exercised in the use of the retail store
price- index, even in normal times. furthermore, the effect of
the disappearance during the war and the subsequent -reappear-
ance of certain lower-price lines and, in some cases, of com-
plete lines of goods, as well as changes in the quality of
products, cannot be measured. Some appraisal of these and
other qualifying factors must be made before the price series
can be used as deflators in determining changes in the physi-
cal volume of goods sold at retail stores.

Annual indexes for 1929 and 1933 and monthly data for 1939-
40 are available on p. 31 of the February 1943 Survey.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. The indexes are based on retail prices as of
the 15th of the indicated month for Pennsylvania anthracite,
white ash, chestnut size, in 18-25 cities, and bituminous coal,
various sizes, in 31-33 cities. Through July 1935 and begin-
ning September 1340, prices were collected monthly. In the
intervening period they were collected quarterly. Prices are
for cash sales at retail of coal for household use delivered
at the curb, or into the bin if no extra charge is made.

Prior to September 1940 for bituminous coal and prior to
July 1944 for anthracite, the number of cities included was
constant (38 for bituminous coal and 25 for anthracite) .
Thereafter the number of cities covered was gradually reduced
until at the end of 1946 data for 31 cities were included in
the average for bituminous coal and for 18 cities in the aver-
age for anthracite. In computing the indexes adjustments are
made for changes in the number of cities and in the sample of
reporters so that the indexes are comparable.

The series for antnracite represents a weighted average of
prices in the cities included. Weights used in combining the
prices are based upon the distribution by rail, or rail ani
tidewater, to each city during the 12-month period from Au-
gust 1, 1935, to July 31, 1936. The bituminous coal series
represents an 'unwei^ited average of price quotations. Price
averages for the period October 1922 to September 1925, inclu-
sive, are taken as 100 for both series, the last quarter of
1922 being substituted for the last quarter of 1925 to elimi-
nate the abnormally high prices which resulted from the 1925-
26 strike in.the Pennsylvania anthracite mines.

Annual averages for 1929-34 and quarterly or monthly fig-
ures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Earli-
er quarterly or monthly data appear in the 1940 and 1938 Sup-
plements and on p. 20 of the October 1937 Survey.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. The consumers' price index measures average
changes in retail prices of selected goods, rents and services'
in large cities, weighted by quantities bought by families of
wage earners and moderate-income workers in large cities in
1934-36. The index does not measure changes in the total
amount families spend for living, since changes in living
costs are determined by changes in quantities and qualities of
goods and services purchased, as well as by price changes.

The items priced for the index include approximately 200
commodities and services customarily purchased by moderate-
income families (with more than one quality for the more im-
portant items). These items constituted about 70 percent of
the expenditures of city families whose income averaged $1,524
in 1934-36, according to a Department of Labor survey of fami-
ly expenditures in those years. They represent all family
living essentials—food, apparel, rent, fuel, utilities,
housefurnishings, and miscellaneous goods and services, such as
medical care, personal services, household operation, automo-
biles and the items necessary for their operation and upkeep,
other transportation, tobacco products, and motion pictures.
Income taxes are not included in the index but sales taxes are
included in the prices of goods sold.

Prices are taken as of the middle of the month. The,food
index is based on monthly prices collected in 56 large cities
beginning March i^43 and in 51 cities for the earlier period.
The number of food items priced for the index for March 1&43
through July 1347 was ol and prior to March 1943, 54. In Au-
gust 1947 the number of foods included was reduced to 50.
Prices of other goods and services, and rent data are collected
in 34 large cities (33 cities for 1935-39). Prices of fuel,
electricity and ice are collected monthly in these cities.
For the period covered by this Supplement and through June
1947, prices of apparel, houseftirnishings, and miscellaneous
goods and services were obtained in the 34 cities (or 33 prior
to 1940) in March, June, September, and December (in March,
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July, and October for 1935 and in January, April, July, Sep-
tember, and December for 1936). After September 1940, prices
were collected in the intervening months in 20 or 21 cities
(21 beginning November 1941) for a shorter list of goods and
services than were priced quarterly. Indexes based on the
more limited data were linked to the quarterly indexes and
were subject to revision after each quarterly pricing period.

In July 1947 a new schedule was adopted for collecting
prices of apparel, housefurnishings and miscellaneous, goods
and services. Prices are obtained in 10 key cities each month
and in the 24 other large cities quarterly by rotation.
Prices are collected in 3 of the quarterly cities each month.
The all-cities or national averages for these groups are com-
puted by weighting indexes for the 18 cities surveyed during
the month and estimated changes in retail prices for the other
16 cities.

The rent sample represents all types of dwellings occupied
by wage earners and moderate-income workers. Rents were col-
lected in the 34 or 33 cities quarterly through June 1944
(with the exceptions noted in 1935 and 1936 for apparel, etc.,
prices) and in 20 or 21 cities between quarterly surveys from
September 1940 through November 1942* Because of the general
stability of rente under Government control, effective Septem-
ber 1944 through June 1947, rents were collected only semian-
nually in most of the 34 cities (usually in March and Septem-
ber, or in June and December through 1946, and in 5-7 cities
each month during the first half of 1947) ; rents were held
constant in cities not surveyed during the quarter or month.
A special survey was made in August 19̂ 6 and rents were not
surveyed in December of that year. Beginning July 1947 rents
are surveyed at least quarterly in each of the 34 cities and,
in computing the all-cities average, rent changes are estimated
for the cities not surveyed during the month.

The weights used to combine price ratios for the individual
goods and services into subgroups by cities represent the rel-
ative importance of each of the goods and services in the ac-
tual spending of moderate-income families in each city in the
period 1934-36 (except for certain adjustments during the war
period indicated below), as determined by the survey of family
expenditures in those years. The weights differ from city to
city, except for clothing and housefurnishings for which
weights were derived from expenditures by regions. They were
computed so as to represent all goods and services classified
in each group rather than only the items priced* Aggregate
costs are computed for each group of items in each city for
each pricing period and the group costs added to obtain the
all-items cost for the city. These costs are then related to
the costs in the base period, 1935-39, to obtain city indexes.
The individual city group costs are combined into all-cities
averages with weights based on the population of the given
metropolitan area and other cities in the same region and size
class. The resulting average costs are then related to simi-
lar average weighted costs in the base period 1935-39 to ob-
tain the indexes shown here. In the all-items index for 33
cities in 1935-39, tine relative importance of the six groups
is as follows: Food, 33.9 percent; apparel, 10.5 percent;
rent, 18.1 percent; fuel, electricity and ice, 6.4 percent;
housefurnishings, 4.2 percent; and miscellaneous, 23.9 percent.
These percentages change from period to period because prices
in the different groups increase or decrease at different
rates. Only the principal subgroups of the food component are
shown here. '

During the war period it was necessary to make adjustments
in the commodities and weights used, in order to take account
of rationing" and the disappearance from the market of some
goods. Automobiles and many household durable goods? such as
refrigerators, sewing and washing machines, vacuum cleaners,
and radios, which were not available to civilians, were re-
moved from index. The index was calculated as though the mon-
ey usually spent for the articles removed was either saved to
replace these articles when they became available or was used
to purchase other goods and services which could be purchased
at the time. In September I94o the articles removed were re-
introduced into the index. In making these re Introductions
current prices were compared with prices of similar articles
when last available. The increases reflected by the September
1943 prices of the items reintroduced into the miscellaneous
goods and services group were not as great as the rise for all
other items in the consumers' price index, while the increase
reflected by the September 1945 prices of items reintroduced
into tiie housefurnishings group were greater on the average
than the rise for all other items in the index. The reintro-
ductions, therefore, necessitated some adjustment in the level
of the indexes. During the war, the relative importance of
gasoline, fuel oil and motor oil in the index was reduced, as

the use of automobiles was restricted and rationing was ex-
tended, and the relative importance of automobile repairs and
public transportation costs was increased. In September 1945,
the weight adjustments for these items were -partially restored
and in September 1948 the weights were readjusted to the basic
consumption pattern established by the 1934-36 study. After
making the reintroductions and other adjustments, the over-all
level of the consumers' price index for September 1948 was
slightly lower than it otherwise would have been.

The index only partially shows the temporary wartime ef-
fects of changes in quality, availability of consumer goods,
etc. The President's Committee on the Cost of Living*~esti-
mated that such factors, together with certain others not
fully measured by the Index, would add a maximum of 3 to 4t
points to this index for large cities between January 1941 and
September 1944. If account is taken of continued deteriora-
tion of .quality and disappearance of low-priced merchandise
between September 1944 and September 1945, which was estimated
at an additional 1/2 point, the total large-city adjustment
would be 4.5 points for this period. If small cities were in-
cluded in the national average, another 1/3 point would be
added, making the total upward adjustment approximately 5
points. With the reintroduction of prewar qualities, reap-
pearance of low-priced merchandise, elimination of under-re-
porting, etc., most of the five-point adjustment is no longer
applicable.

Annual averages beginning 1941 and earlier averages for the
food indexes have been computed by averaging the monthly In-
dexes. Annual averages for the all-iterns index and for groups
other than food prior to 1911, i.e., for years in which quar-
terly or longer pricing periods were used, were computed by
obtaining a weigited average of the indexes for each pricing
period affecting the year, taking into consideration the in-
dexes for the la.st period of the preceding year and the first
period of the following year. Estimated all-items indexes for
months between pricing periods, prior to initiation of the
monthly series in September 1940, were computed f rom food,
coal, electricity and gas prices assuming an even rate of
change in the cost of all other groups between quarters.

The consumers' price index was formerly designated "cost of
living" index. The current index series begins 1935• A com-
plete series beginning 1913 was obtained by linking an earlier
"cost-of-living" series, based on a smaller number of commodi-
ties and cities, to the current series. Annual averages for
1913-34 and data for all pricing periods for 1938-40, except
for the subgroups under food and under fuel, electricity and
ice, are available in the 1042 Supplement. Monthly data be-
ginning 1923 for the food indexes are shown on p. 16 of the
November 1943 Survey (indexes for the subgroups are not avail-
able prior to 1923). Data prior to 193S for all other series,
except the subgroups under fuel, electricity and ice, for all
.pricing periods^ appear on p. 18 of the May 1941 Survey.
Monthly data for 1913-22 for the food group, for 1935-40 for
"gas and electricity" and "other fuels and ice", and for 1913-
40 for the all-items index, are available upon request.

A detailed description of the method of computing the con-
sumers* price index is published by the 0. S. Department of
Labor in Bulletin 699, "Changes in Cost of Living in Large
Cities in the United States, 1913-41". This bulletin and the
monthly releases of that agency contain data for individual
cities in addition to the national average shown here.

y After September 1944 rents were generally surveyed only
in March, June, September, and December (see fifth paragraph
of note 3) • There was no survey in December 1946.

5 Average of 4 months, January, April, July, and October.
6 Average of 5 months, January, April, July, September, and

December.
7 Average of 4 months, March, June, September, amd December.
6 In May, June, September, and October it was impossible to

obtain adequate samples for some meats in a number of cities;
in such cases the latest available prices were carried forward
in the index; the July index reflects the full price change
from mid-April and the November index3 the full price change
from mid-August.

Pages 2Uf 25
1 Computed by the 0. S. Department of labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. The index is designed to measure average
changes in commodity prices in primary markets in the United
States. The number of commodities covered by the index has
changed from time to time but the indexes are so constructed
as to be comparable throughout the entire period. For 1935-37,
784 individual price series were included in the index. The
number of series included was gradually increased to 889 by
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January 1941 and has been held at approximately that level
since that time. The items are grouped into 10 major classi-
fications, and also into certain economic classes. In addi-
tion, indexes are computed for the group designated "All com-
modities other than farm products," representing in general
the movement of nonagricultural commodities and processed
foods, and for the group "All commodities other than farm prod-
ucts and foods," which reflects the trend in prices of indus-
trial commodities. In computing the indexes for the 10 com-
modity groups, articles falling under more than one of the
classifications adopted are included under each classification,
but in the combined index for all commodities, such articles
are counted only once, thereby avoiding duplication in the fi-
nal result.

A primary market is defined as that in which the first ma-
jor commercial 'transaction occurs for a specified commodity.
The prices used for the index are secured weekly {in most
cases) and are generally those charged by representative manu-
facturers or producers or those prevailing on commodity ex-
changes. Price data are obtained for a definite physical de-
scription for each commodity at specified terms of trade, and
sold by specified types of sellers to specified types of pur-
chasers. Commodities are commonly priced f.o.b. point of pro-
duction in accordance with the usual method of quoting as em-
ployed by producers, recognizing that price structures in many
industries involve varying degrees and types of freight cost
absorption.

The pres€Jnt index is of the fixed-base, weighted aggregate
type. The base period currently used is the year 1925 and the
weights are based on quantities marketed in 1929-31. For a
description of the .methods employed in computing the indexes,
see publication No. 493 of the U. S. Department of Labor, Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics* entitled "Wholesale Pricesj 1913-
1923"; see also publication No. 572, entitled "Wholesale
Prices, 1931," and an article in the Journal of the American
Statistical Association for December 1937, entitled "Revised
Method of Calculation of the Wholesale Price Index of the U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics."

A weekly index of wholesale prices is also compiled by the
U. S. Department of Labor. The weekly series for all commodi-
ties, farm products, foods, and other commodities are publish-
ed currently in the Weekly Supplement to the Survey.

Monthly averages beginning 1913, or the earliest year a-
vailable, and monthly data for 1938-40 (except 1939-40 figures
for tires and tubes) are available in the 1942 Supplement;
earlier monthly data are available in the 1940, 1938, 1933,
and 1932 Supplements, except for cereal products, paints and
paint materials, and oils and fats and for the following se-
ries for which revised data are published in issues of the
monthly Survey as follows: Commodities other than farm prod-
ucts, 1913-37, September 1940, p. 13; cement, 1933-37, April
1940, p. 18; lumber, 1935-37, January 1941, p. 18 (data prior
to 1935 published in the 1938 and earlier Supplements are cor-
rect) ; chemicals and allied products and subgroups, 1933-37,
August 1940, p. 18; separate indexes for silk and rayon, 1925-
37, May 1940, p. 18.

Mimeographed historical tables giving all group and sub-
group indexes from 1913, or the earliest year for which they
are computed, and group indexes back to 1890 are available
from the U. S. Department of Labor. The agency publishes cur-
rently, in monthly and weekly mimeographed reports, monthly
actual prices and indexes for all commodities included in the
index, with group and subgroup indexes, and weekly indexes by
commodity groups.

2 During the war motor vehicles were not produced for gen-
eral civilian use and, in computing the wholesale price index,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics carried forward April 1942
prices until the rate of production for one month equaled the
monthly average rate in 1941. In October 1946, production of
motor vehicles exceeded the 1941 monthly average and current
motor vehicle prices were accordingly introduced into the in-
dex beginning that month. If April 1342 prices had been used
for October, November and December 1943, the indexes for these
months for the groups of which motor vehicles is a component
would have been as follows: All commodities—132.5, 137.9,
139.0; manufactured products—127.0, 131.7, 132.5; commodi-
ties other than farm products—125.1, 130.7, 132.4; commodi-
ties other than farm products and foods—113.2, 117.8, 121.6;
metals and metal products—114.3, 117.0, 120.5. In comput-
ing the annual indexes for 1946, current prices of motor ve-
hicles are used for October-December and April 1942 prices for
the earlier months. H

Page 26
1 See note l for pp. 24 and 25.
2 Computed by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics, from indexes compiled by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the V. S. De-
partment of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

The series are obtained by taking the reciprocals of the De-
partment of Labor consumers ' price index (formerly called
"cost of living index"), index of retail food prices, and in-
dex of wholesale prices, and the Department of Agriculture in-
dex of prices received by farmers, and converting the recipro-
cals to relatives with the 1935-39 average as the base. The
original indexes from which these series were computed are
shown on pp. 22-S4.

Since the purchasing power indexes are based on the recip-
rocals of the corresponding price indexes, percentage changes
in the former are not numerically equivalent to percentage
changes in the latter. For example, an increase of one-third
in the price index is equivalent to a decline of one-fourth in
the purchasing power index. To calculate the amount by which
a given dollar value should be adjusted for changes in pur-
chasing power between two given dates, either the percentage
change in the appropriate price index should be used, or, if
the purchasing power index is used, the amount or number-of-
points change in this index should be expressed as a percent
of the index value for the later of the two given dates.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40,
except for the series based on prices received by farmers, are
available in the 1912 Supplement. Monthly data for 1913-40
for the series based on prices received by farmers, which has
been revised slightly, and monthly data for 1913-37 for the
other series are available upon request.

3 During the war when the production of tires and tubes for
civilian use was curtailed and prices were being controlled by
the Government, and also in the postwar period through June
1947, the Bureau of Labor Statistics carried forward the May
1941 prices in the index. When postwar shipments of tires for
civilian use approximated prewar shipments the index for tires
and tubes was revised to include current prices and also to
include off-highway (tractor) tires which had not been in-
cluded previsouly. The revised series was calculated back
through 1939 and the index is shown here on the revised basis.
The revised data for tires and tubes have not been incorpo-
rated in the index for the miscellaneous group nor in the all-
commodities and other composite indexes.

u Average for January-July for 1941 and for July-Dec ember
for 1946. No data for August 1941 to June 1946.

5 See note 2 for pp. 24 and 25-
6 See note 2 for pp. 24 and 25 with regard to motor vehicle

prices used in calculating the wholesale price index. Ttie in-
dex of the purchasing power of the dollar for October, Novem-
ber and December 1946 based on the wholesale price index cal-
culated with April 1942 motor vehicle prices is 60.7, 58.3,
and 57.8, respectively.

Page 27
1 Estimates of public construction prior to 1939 and of

nonresidential private construction for all years are by the
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.
Estimates of public construction commencing with 1939 and of
private nonfarm residential construction for all years are oy
the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The estimates represent the current value of construction work
put in place, including the value and cost of installation of
equipment considered an integral part of a structure. Major
additions and alterations are included with new construction.
Costs for land and machinery are excluded. Since they repre-
sent value put in place, the estimates differ from building
permit and contract award data, which indicate value of work
started, or scheduled to be started. The data used in making
the estimates, and the content of the series, where not self-
explanatory, are indicated below.

Private nonfarm residential construction estimates are
based on building permit valuations, with adjustments for
under-coverage, under-valuation, abandonments, areas not re-
porting, and since 1945, delays in starting construction*
Value in place is derived from starts data by the application
of construction timing patterns. Private nonresidential
building includes the following classes: Industrial, which is
shown separately; warehouse, office and loft; stores, restau-
rants and garages; and religious, educational, hotel, social
and recreational, hospital and institutional, and miscella-
neous* Estimates for each category are derived from the F. W.
Dodge Corporation contract award data for 37 states, adjust-
ments being made for under-coverage and for buildings incluied
in public utility construction. Relevant timing patterns are
applied to convert the data to a work-in-place basis. Farm
construction expenditures are based on estimates of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
This item includes both residential and nonresidential farm
construction. Public utilitu construction is estimated for
each of the following categories: Railroads, street railways,
electric light and power plants, gas plants, telephone plant
and equipment, and capital expenditures on pipe lines. The
estimates are derived mainly from reports of the Interstate
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Commerce Commission, the Federal Power Commission, the Associ-
ation of American Railroads, the American Transit Association,
the Edison Electric Institute, the American Gas Association,
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and the Western
Union Telegraph Company. The expenditures of municipally
owned utilities are included under "all other" public con-
struction. Public residential building estimates are based on
reports of the Public Works Administration, Resettlement Ad-
ministrations and Alley Dwelling Authority, and commencing in
1989, reports of the Federal Public Housing Authority and other
public housing agencies. Public nonresidential building esti-
mates are derived from F. W. Dodge Corporation contract award
data for years prior to 1942, and for subsequent years from
such contract award data and reports of Federal agencies.
Military and naval construction estimates are based on reports
of the War Department and the Navy Department and data from
the Budget of the United States Government. Highway, street
and road construction estimates are derived from reports of
the Public Roads Administration. Other public construction
includes expenditures on water supply and sewage disposal sys-
tems^ conservation and development work, municipal public serv-
ices, and other Federal and non-Federal construction. Sources
of data are reports of the Army Chief of Engineers, the Com-
missioner of the Bureau of Reclamation, the Tennessee Valley
Authority, the Indian Service, the Forest Service, the Nation-
al Park Service, and the Soil Conservation Service! the annual
report, Financial Statistics of Cities, of the Bureau of the
Census; the Budget of the United States Government; and con-
tract award data compiled by the F. W. Dodge Corporation, the
Engineering News-Record and other agencies reporting contract
awards.

More detailed breakdown in these construction estimates,
estimates in 1939 prices, and public construction by source of
funds and ownership are found in the Statistical Supplement to
the May 1948 industry report on Construction and Construction
Materials published by the Construction Division of the Office
of Domestic Commerce.

This same source also contains monthly data from 1939
through 1947 and annual estimates beginning with 1915. Esti-
mates of construction by States will be found in the Statisti-
cal Supplement to the June 1948 report on Construction and
Construction Materials.

2 Less than $500.000.

Pages 28, 29
1 Compiled by the F. V. Dodge Corporation from field re-

ports of individual project contracts in the 37 states east of
the Rocl̂  Mountains. Reports include all areas other than
farm, although coverage is generally less complete on low-cost
projects in rural nonfarm areas than in urban areas.

Data include new construction, additions and major altera-
tion projects, with a minimum cost of $2,000 from 1935 to 1945
and £6,000 in 1946. No maintenance work is included. A neg-
ligible volume of farm building construction is included. In
general, force account work is included only when executed with
mterials earmarked for specific projects at the time of pur-
chase. The percentage of all contract construction represent-
ed by the F. W. Dodge Corporation data is not known. An ap-
proximate indication of the coverage of the Dodge data nay be
obtained by comparing them with the total value of all new
construction (both contract and force account) irn the 48
States, as compiled by the U. S. Departments of Commerce and
labor, the two series are not strictly comparable, however,
in part because the former measures the value of contract awards
and the latter the value of construction put in-place* For the
entire period 1935-46, the Dodge data represented about three-
fifths of the total, fluctuating from about one-half as a mini-
mum to nearly three-fourths as a maximum in recent individual
years.

The comparability of the figures for number of residential
building projects and total projects is seriously affected be-
tween 1936 and 1937 by a change in the method of coimting res-
idential projects. Beginning with 1937, data for residential
projects represent the number of individual buildinĝ , each
house or apartment building in a housing development or proj-
ect being counted separately. The earlier data represent the
actual number of projects whether a project covered a single
building or a group, of buildings. Monthly averages for 1987
comparable with the earlier data shown in italics are as fol-
lows: Total number of projects, 12,039; number of residential
projects, 7,814.

Some minor changes were made in project classification be-
ginning in 1937. Floor area and valuation figures for the af-
fected^series (total and miscellaneous, nonresidential build-

ing, educational and science, and social and recreational
buildings, public works and utilities) have been revised for
earlier years. Data on number of projects have 'not been re-
vised but the differences are not sufficient to seriously af-
fect the comparability of the series involved.

The classifications of public works and utilities include
certain types of projects which cannot be measured iu terras of
floor area, such as highways, pipe lines, subways5 etc* Data
for floor area relating to buildings only are published by the
F. Wo Dodge Corporation but are not included here.

A more completely itemized record of contracts awarded and
a current service with geographical breakdowns is available
from the F. W. Dodge Corporation.

Monthly averages for 1925-34 for all series except valua-
tion by ownership, which begins 19323 and monthly data for
1936-40 for all series are shown in the 1W4-2 and 1940 Supple-
ments. Earlier monthly data are available in the 19385 19365
and 1932 Supplements as follows: Total construction, except
valuation by ownership, and all series for manufacturing (for-
merly called factory or industrial buildings), hospital and
institutional5 miscellaneous nonresidential, public, religious,
and residential buildings, 1925-35 (revisions—total valua-
tion March 19345 $178,346,000; factory valuation December 1935,
$9,869,000); valuation by ownership, 1934=35; all series for
commercial buildings^ 3925=29 and 1932-35; projects only (with
limitations discussed above) for educational and science, and
social and recreational buildings, 1925-35, for total nonresi-
dential buildings, 1925=29 and 1932-35, and for piifolxe works
and utilities, 1932-35. Additional monthly data are available
in special tables in the monthly Survey as follows: September
1933 Surveys p. 20— all series for commercial buildings and
projects only for total nonresidential buildings, 1930-31;
projects only for public works and utilities, 1925-31; August
1.937 Survey, 'p. 1&—valuation by ownership, 1933-33. Month-
ly data for series and years not shown are available upon re-
quest to the F* W. Dodge Corporation.

3 Negative figure caused by revision of a prior month entry.

Page 30
1 See note 1 for pp. 28 and 29.
8 Computed by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System, Division of Research and Statistics, The index of the
value of cons truction contracts awarded, which is available
beginning 1919, is derived from monthly figures reported by
the F. W. Dodge Corporation. From January 1919 to April 1921
the reports included figures for 25 States east and north of,
and including, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Missouri*
Tennessee, and Virginia, together with the District of Colum-
bia and portions of Kansas and Nebraska. Beginning with May
1921, figures for North Carolina and South Carolina were added^
and in January 1923s reporting services were started inFlori£i%
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louis ianas Arkansas, and Oklahoma*
In May 1924, figures for Texas were added so that since that
time the Dodge reports have covered 37 States. In order to
obtain comparable figures for the entire period beginning 19195
the total volume of contracts awarded in 37 States was esti-
mated for the period January 1019 to April 1S34. For all
States which were not originally included in the reports, with
the exception of Texas, it was assumed that contracts awarded
formed the same percentage of the total in the earlier periods
as in the 3 base years 1923-25; for Texas a similar estimate
was made on the basis of the relationship existing in the pe-
riod from May 1934 to December 1925. Two separate indexes are
compiled—"residential" and "all other" types of construction*
These are combined to obtain an index of total construction
contracts awarded. The indexes are based on a 3-month moving
average of actual monthly total awards, centered at the middle
month. Seasonal adjustments are computed separately for the
two individual indexes by the "ratio-to-moving-average" method.
The adjusted value aggregates are then combined to obtain the
seasonally adjusted total of contracts awarded.

A more detailed description of the construction of these
indexes is published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin for July
1931, p. 358„ For further information relative to the basic
data upon which these indexes are computed, see note 1 for pp.
28 and 29. Monthly averages beginning 1919 and monthly data
for 19S3-40 appear in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1933
Supplements.

5 Data are compiled by the Bnitneerinj News-ftecord and rep-
resent heavy engineering construction contracts awarded for
public (Federal, State, and municipal) and private projects.
The published figures, however, do not represent the value of
all contracts let, .tout those above a certain amount. Accord-
ing to the compilers they pro"bably account for 60 percent of

783492 O - 48 - 13
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the total new construction market other than small residential.
Larger housing projects, both public and private, apartments
and hotels are included. Maintenance and operation expendi-
tures are not included. There have been several changes in
the minimum cost limit of projects included, as construction
costs have declined or increased. The minimum cost of con-
struction projects included for the years 1935-46 is as fol-
lows: For waterworks, excavation, drainage, and irrigation-̂
1935, $10,1500; January 1936 through December 1936, $14,000;
January 1937 to May 1946, $15,000; June 1946 to date, $22,500.
Other public works (not specified above)—1935, $i7,500;
1936, $23,000; January 1937 to May 1946, $25,000; June 1946 to
date, $40,000. Industrial buildings—1935, $28,000; 1936,
$37,000; January 1937 to May 1946, $40,000; June 1946 to date,
$55,000. Other buildings —1935, $105,000; 1936, $140,000;
January 1937 to May me, $150,000; June 1946 to date, $205,000.
The reports of the Engineering News-Record show in addition to
total awards a' breakdown by classes of construction and each
class by States and geographic divisions. Weekly data are
also available.

The data shown here as monthly totals are combinations of
4- and 5-week periods. The reporting week ends on Tuesday,
but in computing the 4- and 5-week totals, the compilers have
combined the weekly figures on the basis of the weeks ended on
Thursday within the month. This results in some slight dis-
tortion in the figures for certain months.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement; monthly figures for 1923-37
are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements
(revisions for 1931—July, $223,248,000; November, $138,758,000;
December, $12̂ ,131,000).

Page 31
2 Compiled by the Portland Cement Association, Chicago.

Data represent the yardage of concrete pavement awards for
roads, streets and alleys, and airports in Continental United
States. The monthly data shown in this volume and also in
earlier Supplements cover 4- and 5-week periods, except that
December figures include awards through December 31 and Janu-
ary figures begin January 1. Beginning 1939, the monthly fig-
ures include weeks ended on Saturdays within the month unless
a week ends on the 1st or 2d of the month when it is included
in figures for the preceding month (exceptions were made in
the case of weeks ended April 3, 1943, and January 3 and Feb-
ruary 3, 1945, which are included in the preceding month). In
general, the same method of combining the weekly data was fol-
lowed in years prior to 1939 except that weeks ended on the 3d •
were usually, but not always, included in the preceding month.

Month-to-month reports are, in general, received only from
the States in which the Association has district offices, ex-
cept that beginning in the latter part of 1940 monthly reports
have generally been received for Northern California, in which
the Association has no office, through another agency. During
the period for which monthly data are shown here the States,
or parts of States, in which the Association had no offices
(other than Northern California) and for which data are in-
cluded irregularly are as follows: Southern Idaho, Montana,
part of Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, New
Jersey prior to February 1943, and Colorado and Wyoming prior
to May 1946,, Data for these States are obtained once or twice
a year and are not allocable by months. While the data are
included somewhat irregularly, they are for the most part in-
cluded in the December figures. This accounts for the rela-
tively l;igh awards in December. Large amounts included in
figures for some items in other months are as follows (thou-
sands of square yards): July 1941—Airports, 1,325; roads,
326; streets and alleys, 146; August 1941—roads, 234; June
1942—airports, 1,349; roads, 328; streets and alleys, 57;
June, August, September, October, and November 1943—air-
ports, 860, 100, 1,177, 832, and 86, respectively; June 1944
—airports, 277; May, June, and November 1945—airports,
63, 276, and 200, respectively.

In some instances the initial yardage of an award is in-
creased or decreased or an award is rescinded some time after
the award of the original contract* Such changes reported to
the Association throughout the year are accounted for by in-
creasing or decreasing the figures for the month in which the
reports are received. Additional adjustments for changes in
yardage not reported currently and other corrections which are
riot allocated by months may be made in the annual figures when
the district offices adjust their final totals to yardage ac-
tually awarded. The monthly averages shown here are based on
these final annual totals and therefore differ in some cases
from the sum of the monthly figures. Since 1941 adjustments

included in the annual totals have been relatively small. For
1941 approximately 901,000 yards was added to total awards and
731,000 of this amount to roads.

Monthly averages beginning 1933 for airports and 1913 for
other items and monthly figures for 1938-40 are available in
the 1942 Supplement (as indicated in the note in that volume
the 1939 monthly data for airports are too incomplete to be of
value and are shown merely to indicate the amounts included in
the totals). Earlier monthly figures beginning 1923 for roads
and the total and beginning 1934 for streets and alleys are
shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (there have
been some slight revisions in the figures published in the
latter volume).

8 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. The estimates are based on building' permits
issued for privately financed dwelling units and notifications
of contract awards supplied by the awarding agencies for pub-
licly financed units. No adjustment has been made to allow
for canceled permits or for the elapsed time between the is-
suance of the building permit or contract and the start of
construction, both of which factors became of importance be-
ginning in 1945, because of material shortages, limiting or-
ders, and other construction difficulties. The data since the
beginning of 1945 should, therefore, be considered as number
of new dwelling units for which permits were issued or con-
tracts awarded. Prior to 1945 they are considered to repre-
sent the estimated number of new family dwelling units upon
which construction work was started. Family units gained by
alterations and conversions, trailer units, and dormitory ac-
commodations are not included. The urban estimates cover ur-
ban areas as defined in the 1940 census, including all incor-
porated places with a 1940 population of 2,500 or more plus a
small number of unincorporated civil divisions classified as
urban by special rule. The total for all nonfarm areas in-
cludes the data for urban areas and estimates of all other new
family dwelling units, except those on farms, which are not
shown separately. Separate data for privately financed and
publicly financed urban dwellings and the breakdown by type of
dwelling are not available prior to 1939 and 1940, respec-
tively.

The coverage of the basic data on building permits has been
steadily expanded and reports in 1946 included over 2,500 cit-
ies, accounting for about 85 percent of the urban population,
and approximately 1,500 rural incorporated places; since 1939
a small number of counties have reported building permits for
unincorporated areas. Supplemental data were made available
for January 1940 to August 1942 by the Defense Housing Agency
and the Works Progress Administration.

From the middle of 1942 through 1946 most of the public
housing was temporary. The monthly average number of tempo-
rary and demountable units included in the fibres for publicly
financed and total urban dwelling units and in the figures for
total nonfarm dwellings, beginning 1941, is as follows: Total
urban and publicly financed urban—1941, 443; 1942, 4,455;
1943, 7,085; 1944, 1,556; 1945, 841; 1946, 7,525; total non-
farm—1941, 763; 1942, 11,717; 1943, 13,262; 1944, 2,293;
1945, 1,362; 1946, 8,804.

Monthly figures for 1939 and annual figures beginning 1910
and 1920, respectively, for total nonfarm and total urban, and
monthly figures for 1940 for all items, are shown on p. 15 of
the November 1946 Survey. Monthly figures for 1939 for pri-
vately financed and publicly financed urban units are avail-
able upon request. Only annual estimates are available prior
to 1939.

In addition to the data shown here, the Department of Labor
currently publishes estimates of number of new dwelling units
started and completed, with a breakdown between public and
private. The data, available since the beginning of 1945, are
not shown by type of dwelling.

3 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. The indexes relate to number of new family
dwelling units and value of building construction in urban
areas. They are based on reports of building permits and Fed-
eral construction contracts awarded. The data apply to build-
ing scheduled to be started, or those for which permits have
been issued or Federal contracts awarded. No adjustment has
been made to allow for canceled permits or for elapsed time
between issuance of the building permit and the start of con-
struction.

Indexes prior to 1942 were derived by the link relative
method from data for all reporting cities, the number of which
increased steadily each year from approximately 800 in 1935 to
almost 2,500 in 1941. Indexes beginning 1942 were derived
from estimates for all urban areas obtained by expanding a
carefully stratified sample of over 2,500 reporting cities.
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Earlier monthly averages and monthly figures for 1938-39

are available in the 1942 Supplement and earlier monthly fig-
ures beginning September 1929 appear on p. 18 of the March
1942 Survey (revision for new nonresidential building December
1937, 143.3) . Revised monthly figures for 1940 are available
upon request.

* Based on annual totals; no monthly data available.
s Negative figure due to cancellation of a large contract

(310,200 square yards).

Page 32
1 Compiled by the Aberthaw Company, Construction Managers,

Boston, Massachusetts. Beginning 1946 the index measures
changes in costs of 36 major items entering into the construc-
tion of five types of industrial buildings—three four-story
types (wood frame, brick wallsj steel frame, wood floors; re-
inforced concrete flat slab) and two one-story types (steel
frame, monitor roof; reinforced concrete, monitor roof) . New
England prices of material items and labor rates are weighted
on the basis of estimated quantities of materials and amounts
of labor required for the types of buildings included. Labor
rates are current New England union rates for all mechanical
trades. The index includes all building construction expense,
with the exception of home-office expense and architects* or
engineers' fees.

The index prior to 1946, to which the current series is
linked, is based upon changes in the cost of constructing an
8-story reinforced concrete industrial structure originally
built by the company in Connecticut in 1914, in which cement,
steel, sand, gravel, lumber, and glass constituted the major
items. The index is confined to labor, materials and other
construction costs actually required for construction of the
building, and excludes data for home-office overhead and prof-
it on the job, as in the current series. The data were
brought up to date at the end of each quarter toy preparing a
complete new estimate of the cost of the original structure as
of that date, which took into account changes in prices of
building materials, variations in labor rates (standard union
rates), and, as far as could be determined, labor efficiency.
Any improvements in the design of the original building were
not considered nor were any substitutions made for materials
which formed a part of the building.

Prior to 1929 the index was computed monthly. Monthly or
quarterly averages beginning 1921 and quarterly data for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly or quar-
terly data beginning 1923 are available in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements. Monthly figures for 1921 and 1922
are available upon request. The figures were reported as of
the first of each month for 1923 through March 1929 and as of
the first of April, July, October, and January thereafter
through January 1931, and are shown in the Survey as of the
end of the preceding month; the averages for some of these
earlier years shown in the 1943 Supplement therefore differ
from averages published elsewhere.

. 2 Compiled by the American Appraisal Company, The indexes
are based on a .detailed bill of quantities of materials and
labor entering into the structural portion of 4 representative
types of buildings—frame, brick, concrete, and steel—in 30
cities throughout the United States, with allowance for con-
tractor's overhead and profit.

Building fixture items sueh as plumbing, heating, lighting,
sprinkler system, elevators, etc., are not included. Work-
men's compensation and liability insurance and old-age pension
factors are included in the labor portion.

The indexes reflect changes in average price levels with no
allowance for the extreme costs resulting from overtime wages
and bonuses, premium on materials, or sacrifice prices and
omissions of overhead costs and profits during depression pe-
riods. The material and labor costs are recomputed monthly in
accordance with normal average prices and wages for the vari-
ous kinds and grades of materials and classes of building
trades, as verified or adjusted to normal from personal inves-
tigation of appraisers and information as to actual costs from
clients and others. These computations automatically result
in weighted averages for the individual buildings. Arithmetic
averages are computed for the individual buildings and cities
to obtain the city and national average. The latter covers 30
cities. The original reports give indexes for each of 22 typ-
ical cities, 4 of which are presented here. As these index
figures* are based on 1913 as 100 for each individual location,
they thus indicate the trend in each city and not the trend
between the various locations. Actual costs vary widely be-
tween different buildings and different regions, and the in-
dexes therefore are not applicable to specific buildings.

The indexes are available on an annual "basis only prior to
1939, Annual data for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1939=40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Indexes shown in earlier
supplements are not comparable with the current series.

^ Compiled by the Associated General Contractors of Ameri-*-
ca, Inc., combining indexes of wages and materials in the pro=
portion of 40 percent for the former and 60 percent for the'
latter, which, according to data collected in the Census of
the Construction Industry for 1929, 1935, and 1939,, is approx-
imately correct. According to these censuses, combined labor
and material costs accounted for around 75 percent of the
total of all expenditures for building construction. Wages
used in computing this index are for hod-carriers and common
laborers, and the material prices are those for sand, gravel,
crushed stone, Portland cement, common brick, lumber (all
weighted equally), hollow tile (1/2), and structural and rein-
forcing steel (both together weighted 1/3). Wages and'prices

• are reported by the 12 district offices of the association lo-
cated in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
San Francisco, .Los Angeles, Atlanta, Detroit, Baltimore, Phil-
adelphia, and Boston, as of the 15th of each month* The. value
of the material items included in the index represented about
46 percent of the total cost of all building materials used in
1929, according to the 1930 Census of the Construction Industry.

Earlier 'annual Indexes or monthly averages beginning 1913
and monthly data for 1923-40 are available in the- 1942, 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

y Compiled by B, H. Boeckh £ Associates, Inc,, consulting
valuation engineers, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Washington, B* C0
Indexes are prepared for 29 areas, of which 4 have been se-
lected for use in the Survey to represent the trends in dif-'
ferent parts of the country. The indexes are confuted as of
the first of each month and are here reported as of the end of
the preceding month. In addition to the types of "building
construction given, Indexes are also prepared, for commercial
and factory "buildings of frame, steel, and brick-wood^ and for
apartments, hotels, and office buildings of brick-wood and
brick-steel. The areas covered, in addition to the four shown
in the Survey ̂ are Baltimore, Birmingham, Bos ton, Buffalo,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus (Ohio), Dallas,
Moines, Denver, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis and St. Paul, New Haven, Neiv Orleans^
Newark, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Rochester, Seattle and
Washington, D. C.

Basic cost data on materials are obtained from local build-
ing material dealers, in connection with the company's cost
pricing service* Prevailing rates of wages are obtained, pri-
marily from contractors and building trade associations. Ac-
tual wage rates are used, rather than nominal rates, and rates
of both common and skilled labor are included. An arbitrary
labor-efficiency correction is used, based on the organiza-
tion's study of labor conditions IB each area. Weights are
based on studies of actual building costs by the organization
and vary with the different types of structure„

Monthly data in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements are shown as
of the first of each month as reported* In the monthly Survey
since September 1940 and in the 1942 Supplement and the pres-
ent volume they are shown as of the end of the preceding month.
Therefore, the monthly averages do not agree exactly with
those shown in earlier Supplements and on the original reports,
The monthly data in the 1940 and earlier Supplements should be
shifted "back one month before using them In conjunction with
the present series.

Annual indexes or monthly averages for 1913=34 and monthly
data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement, Monthly
data for 1934=37 shown in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements are
substantially correct except for the series on brick resi-
dences for 1934=35; revisions for these series are available
upon request. Only annual indexes are available prior to 1934.

5 Quarterly averages.

Page 33
1 See note 4 for p. 32. '
2 Compiled by the v£n|tnee ring Mews-Record. The cons trac-

tion cost index and the building cost index each has four com-
ponents, 3 material items and labor. The material items for
both indexes are: (1) the base price of s tructural steel
shapes at Pittsburgh; (2) consumers' net priee of cement ex-
clusive of bags, f.o.b. Chicago| (3) lumber, which In the base
period and through 1934 was 3" x 12"' to 12" x 12" long leaf
yellow pine, wholesale, at New York, .and beginning 1935 is 2'8
x 4" S4S pine'and fir in carload lots (ENR 20-eities average)*
The labor . component of the construction cost index, which is
desired to show the movement of construction costs In general.
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is the common labor rate, ENR 20-cities average, while the la-
bor component of the building cost index is the ENR 20-cities
average for skilled labor. The labor rates are shown herein
on p. 71.

The component series are weighted according to their rela-
tive importance as determined by the compilers. As a step in
arriving at proper weights, the average production of steel
and cement in the years 1913, 1916, and 1919, average produc-
tion of lumber for 1913 and 1916, and the number of common in-
dustrial laborers, according to the 1910 Census, were placed
on a dollar value basis using 1913 average prices as compiled
by ENR wherever possible. These data are shown in the follow-
ing table:

Per-
Value cent

33,000,000 short tons steel at $30 $ 990,000,000 24
90,000,000 barrels cement at $1.19 107,100,000 3
42,000,000 M board feet, lumber at $28.50 1, 197,000,000 29
1,200,000,000 man-days at $1.52 <8 hours) 1,824,000,000 44

Total $4,118,100,000 100

It should be noted that these data represent total produc-
tion in the United States and not amounts used in the con-
struction industry. According to the Engineering News-Record,
they were used as a guide, but the proportion of the items
were adjusted to their importance in the construction industry
with the aid of experienced construction men. An expenditure
of approximately $100 on the four items in these proportions
was assumed for 1913, the base period, and the quantities of
the 3 materials and the man-hours of labor that could be pur-
chased for these amounts were computed. Purchases of similar
quantities of these 4 items were assumed to be made at each
successive period.

The expenditure of $100, at 1913 prices, for the proper
quantities of each item in the construction cost index is
given below, and it may be noted that the "adjustment" men-
tioned above is an important factor.

2,500 pounds of structural steel at $0.015 (Pit tsburgh
base) $37.50

6 barrels of cement at $1.19 (net barrel, f . o . b .
Chicago) 7.14

600 board feet, Southern pine, 3n x 12" to 12" x 12" at $28.50
per M ft. (New York base) (see paragraph 5 In note) 17,10

200 man-hours nt $0.19 (common labor, average for
coun t r y) 38.00

Total $99.74

For the Southern pine lumber series prior to 1935 the
weight was 800 board feet. In linking this series with the
series for 2" x 4" pine and fir, the 1936 average value of
lumber of the old type as included in the index was first de-
'termined (quantity weight, 600 board feet times the average
price for the year). The equivalent 1936 average value of the
new type was represented by 1,088 board feet of lumber, which
quantity is now used as the weighting factor.

Since the total in the base year equals approximately $100,
comparisons with the base year can be made directly; that is,
the total cast of the same quantity of the same items at any
future date, in terms of dollars and cents, is automatically a
percentage of the 1913 base.

The building cost index is computed in the same manner as
the construction cost index except that the skilled labor
trend is substituted for common labor. Since the skilled rate
is considerably higher than the common rate, a weî it of 68.38
man-hours was substituted for the common labor weight of 200
man-hours used in the construction cost index, as shown in the
table above, in order to have the same labor component in the'
base period when the rate was multiplied by the weight. The
computation for labor in 1913 for the building cost index is
68.38 x $0.555, which gives approximately $38.00. The trends
of the two indexes reflect the divergent movements of wage
rates for common and skilled labor; sinpe 1932, rates for the
former have .increased more rapidly than those for the latter.

The indexes are computed as of the first of the month and
are shown in the Survey as of the end of the preceding month.
The construction cost index is shown on this basis beginning
with the 1940 Supplement. The monthly averages given in the
1940 and 1942 Supplements and in the present volume therefore
do not agree exactly with the annual data shown in earlier
Supplements €ind in the original reports. Monthly averages
1914-34 and monthly data for 1938-40 for the construction cost
index are shown in the 1942 Supplement, and monthly data for
1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936 and 1932 Supple-

ments (figures in the 1938 and earlier issues should be moved
back to the preceding month). Monthly data for 1913-22 for
the construction cost index and for 1913-40 for the building
cost index are available upon request.

3 Compiled by the Federal Some Loan Bank Administration
through August 1946 and by the National Housing Agency there-
after. The index is designed to measure changes in prices
paid for building materials and services in the construction
of a moderate-priced, single-family dwelling. Originally the
device for measuring price variations was based upon a bill of
specifications which itemized in detail the quantity and qual-
ity of building materials and the number of work hours of the
various types of building craftsmen and helpers to construct a
standard six-room frame house. Prices of 88 material items
used in cons true ting the standard house and wage rates for
each of the principal trades involved were supplied by field
men of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation in approximately 80
cities. As liquidation of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation
progressed and these data became unavailable, changes were
made in the concept and method of computing the index to uti-
lize more limited data collected beginning 1940 by the U. S.
Department of Labor in a smaller number of cities. The
abridged list of items used to measure changes in material
costs in revising the index includes 44 important building ma-
terials which constituted the more essential items in the
original list, and comprised about 75 percent (higher in some
cities) of the overall material cost for the standard house.
Prices are based on information from a group of dealers in
each city who reported prices for material delivered to job
site, in average quantities, for private residential construc-
tion. As wage rates for helpers became unavailable, adjust-
ments were made also in the labor portion of the index to uti-
lize data available for journeymen. A tabulation of earnings
data was prepared and a representative overall rate chosen for
each trade. Earnings' data tend to reflect union or nonunion
rates depending upon the prevailing practice in the community.
The labor cost computed solely on the basis of journeymen's
rates comprised between 85 and 90 percent of the overall labor
disbursement on the standard house.

In revising the index, the number of cities included was
reduced to 49 at the beginning of 1946; a few additional cit-
ies were subsequently dropped because of difficulties encoun-
tered in collection of data. To take account of wartime
changes and the new sources of basic material, data for the
individual cities included were reexamined and revisions made
as far back as 1939 where necessary. Where revisions were not
necessary, data for the earlier years based on the more com-
plete list of items were retained in the indexes. Continuity
of the series was maintained by weighting the selected items
of material and.labor in accordance with their contribution to
the total cost of building the originally specified house.

The standard six-room frame house for which costs were re-
ported was a detached home of 24,000 cubic feet volume—liv-
ing room, dining room, kitchen and lavatory on the first floor;
3 bedrooms and bath on the second floor. The exterior was
wide board siding with brick and stucco as features of design.
The house was not completed ready for occupancy. It included
all fundamental structural elements, an attached 1-car garage,
an unfinished cellar, an unfinished attic, a fireplace, essen-
tial heating, plumbing and electric wiring equipment, and com-
plete insulation. It did not include wallpaper or other wall
or ceiling finish on interior plaster surface, lighting fix-
tures, refrigerator, water heater, range, screens, weather
stripping and window shades. Reported costs did not include
land, surveying, landscaping, architect's fees, building per-
mits, financing charges, or sales costs.

Prices for materials and wage rates were reported on a cy-
clical basis and a portion of the areas surveyed each month.
Cities in the New York, Indianapolis, Des Moines, and San
Francisco Federal Home Loan Bank districts reported in January,
April, July and October of each year; those in the Pittsburgn,
Cincinnati, and Little Rock districts reported in February,
May, August, and November; and those in the Boston, Winston-
Salem, Chicago, and Topeka districts reported in March, June,
September, and December. To obtain the combined indexes for
all cities, the average cost for each month for the reporting
cities in that month was added to the average cost for the
previous month from the prior reporting cities and the average
cost of the subsequent month for the third reporting group.
The arithmetic average of the 3 reporting groups was taken as
the average cost for the middle month for the country as a
whole. The indexes were computed by relating this average to
the average for 1935-39. No data are available prior to 1936,
the base period having been obtained by computing an estimate
for 1935.
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Compilation of these indexes was discontinued after July

1947 because the basic data were no longer available. Data
for January-July 19*7 are published in the March 1947 and sev-
eral earlier issues of the monthly Survey. Monthly data for
1936-40 are available upon request.

Page 34
1 Compiled by the Federal Housing Administration. Data re-

late to mortgages on 1-to 4-family homes insured under Title
II, section 203, and Title VI, section 603, of the National
Housing Act, as amended, and represent volume of loans that
became premium paying during the month. Insuring operations
under section 203 of Title I began January 1935. Section 603
of Title VIj enacted March 28, 1941, provided for the insur-
ance of mortgages on war housing and a subsequent amendment,
enacted May 22, 1941, provided for insuring mortgages on Vet-
erans* emergency housing. Mortgages under the War Housing In-
surance Program first appeared in the aata in June 1941 and
those under the Veterans' Emergency Housing Program in July
1946. .

The series include only those mortgages on properties on
which final inspection of the eompleted home has been made and
the mortgage papers closed, at which time the first payment of
premiums is made by the mortgagor and transmitted to the mort-
gagee. The data represent face amount of insurance written.

Data shown in earlier supplements are cumulative totals of
insured mortgages under Title II, section 203, and Title VI,
section 603, from the beginning of Federal Housing Administra-
tion insuring operations, instead of volume of such insurance
that became premium paying during each month as in the present
volume. These cumulative totals also represent face amount of
principal repayments on previously insured loans. Figures on
monthly volume of premium paying mortgages for 1935-40 may be
obtained from the cumulative totals in the 1942, 1940, and
1938 Supplements.

Monthly.releases of the Federal Housing Administration give
data on insurance of mortgages on rental housing projects under
section 207 of Title II and section 608 of Title VI, prop-
erty improvement loans insured under Title I of the National
Housing Act, as amended, and applications under all titles, in
addition to monthly and cumulative totals for the series shown
here.

2 Compiled by the Home Loan Bank Board. Data represent the
amount of Home Loan Bank advances to member institutions, ex-
cluding interbank transactions. Data as of December 31, 1932-
34 and monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Sup-
plement. Comparatively small revisions have been made in the
monthly data beginning 1933 as shown in the 1940 and 1938 Sup-
plements. Revised data are available upon request. ?

3 Compiled by the Some Loan Bank Board. The Home Owners'
Loan Corporation, established June 12, 1933, refinanced the
mortgages of distressed urban home owners. During the 3-year
period ended June 12, 1936, the Home Owners' Loan Corporation
refinanced 1,017,821 loans involving $3,093,451,000. Subse-
quent to the completion of refinancing operations a number of
purchase loans have been granted in the sale of Home Owners'
Loan Corporation acquired properties, and adcUtional advances
have been made to original mortgagors for such purposes as
taxes, insurance, and reconditioning. The balance of loans
outstanding presented herein represents the cumulative total
of original loans and advances from which the cumulative total
of repayments has been deducted in each month. Hie latter in-
cludes an adjustment for loans transferred as properties to
the "property account." No reserve for losses on loans has
been deducted.

Data as of December 31, 1933 and 1934, and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (note 4 for p. 28
in that volume gives also figures for August-November 1933);
monthly data for 1934-37 are shown in the 1940 and 1938 Sup-
plements .

y Estimated by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration from data reported monthly by approximately 3,000
Federally and State chartered savings and loan associations
which hold more than four-fifths of the aggregate resources of
all such institutions in the United States.

Statistics presented are estimates of the amount of mort-
gage loans closed by all institutions of the savings and loan
type (including cooperative banks and homestead associations)
during the periods specified. In general, these estimated
totals are derived by expanding mortgage loans made by report-
ing associations on the basis of the relationship between com-
bined assets of reporting institutions and total assets of all
such associations.

Only loans on homes (1- to 4-family residential properties)
are included in the following loan-purpose categories: Con-

struction, purchase^ refinancing, and repair and recondition-
ing. Loans on homes for any other purpose (e.g., taxes and
insurance), loans on residential structures with 5- or more-
family units, and all nonhome loans are grouped in the miscel-
laneous category.

All Federally chartered associations are required to be
members of the Federal Home Loan Bank System, while membership
is optional for State chartered associations.

Monthly data for 1936-40 are available in the 1942 and 1940
Supplements•

Compiled by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration. Data are estimates of the total amount of nonfarm
mortgages of $20,000 or less recorded in the United States
during the month indicated. Estimates for 1946 are based on
reports covering approximately 500 counties containing about
three-fifths of the total nonfarm population; the reporting
sample was somewhat larger in earlier years. Data are limited
to nonfarm mortgages of $20,000 or less in order to relate the
series as closely as possible to financing activity in the
home mortgage field. It should be noted, however, that all
nonfarm mortgages within the size limitation are included.

Monthly data for 1939-40 are shown on p. S-5 of the November
1942 Survey.

6 Compiled by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration. The index expresses the estimated number of nonfarm
properties foreclosed upon each month as a percentage of the
number of foreclosures during. the average month of the five-
year period 1935-39, The index is mathematically adjusted for
seasonal variations in foreclosure activity.

Monthly estimates of the total number of nonfarm real es-
tate foreclosures in the United States, from which the indexes
shown are computed*, are based on reported data for counties,
cities, or other political sub-divisions varying in number from
1,000 to approximately 1,900 and containing from 60 to 80 per-
cent of all nonfarm structures in the country. During 1946
national estimates were based upon data reported for about
1,500 areas which contained close to two-thirds of all nonfarm
structures.

Monthly averages beginning 1926 and monthly data for 1938-
39 are available in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data for
1940 are shown on p, S-6 of the May 1943 Survey. Monthly data
for 1934r-37 are on p. 26 of the October 1941 Survey.

7 Compiled by the National Board of Fire Underwriters. Data
represent net fire and lightning losses for buildings and
contents reported to the agency to which 30 percent is added
beginning 1936 for unreported and uninsured losses. For 1935,
25 percent was added for this purpose. Data do not include
losses for automobiles and other classes of property written
under marine forms, tornado, inland-marine, earthquakes sprin-
kler-leakage, explosion, war-risk, tourist-floater, registered-
mail, parcel-post, riot, and civil-commotion insurance. Rein-
surances in National Board companies also are excluded. The
monthly figures are estimates based upon reports by agents at
the time fires occur; while the monthly averages are based on
annual surveys which represent the final adjustments on losses.
The annual surveys vary substantially from totals of the
monthly figures in some years. For 1942, 1913, and 1946 the
sum of the monthly figures differs only slightly from the an-
nual totals; for 1941 the sum of monthly figures exceeds the
annual total by 6 percent and for 1944 and 1945, is 3 percent
and 6 percent, respectively, less than the annual total.

Monthly averages (based on annual totals) for 1913-34 and
monthly data for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement.
Earlier monthly data beginning 1929 are available in the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

8 As of December 31.

Page 35

i Compiled by Dr. Sans Zeisel, Manager of Research Develop-
ment, McCann-irickson, Inc., and published in issues of Print-
ers' Ink. The indexes have been revised since publication of
the 1942 Supplement. All series are now based on expenditures
for advertising, thereby making them sensitive to both rate
and volume changes. Formerly indexes for magazines, newspa-
pers and farm papers were based on linage figures. Sources of
basic data are as follows: Magazine, form publications, and
radio broadcasting, the Publishers' Information Bureau, Inc.;
for newspapers, linage figures from Media Records, Inc., con-
verted to expenditure figures by McCarm-Eriekson, Inc.; out-
door advertising, Outdoor Advertising, Inc.

The base for all indexes is the average monthly expenditure
for the particular medium under consideration during the years
1935-39. Each index is seasonally corrected, the seasonal
factors being determined by the method of 12-month moving
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averages. Since the seasonal pattern is subject to change they
will be revised every three years.

The number of issues per month of the weekly magazines used
for the index varies from month to month. The reported ̂ ex-
penditures are therefore adjusted to take the number of issues
into account.

Newspaper linage figures are converted to a dollar basis by
means of a rate index computed from a representative sample of
newspapers throughout the country; 1946 is taken as the base
year for this rate index. Estimates of linage of advertising
in newspapers in 110 cities in the United States are obtained
from the linage in 52 cities reported by Media Records, by
means of a 1 linear relationship between the two. This national
figure converted to a dollar value is. used as the newspaper
component in the total advertising index.

Radio billings as reported by the Publishers* Information
Bureau are gross network billings of the major networks and do
not include national spot billings. Estimates of national
spot billings are obtained from their relationship to gross
billings and, using both the national spot billings and the
gross billings of the major networks, an estimate of net na-
tional billings is obtained.

In order to insure proper weighting of the various compo-
nents in the total index, each classification is adjusted to
include art, mechanical, and talent costs, estimated at a
fixed proportion of expenditures for that medium each month,
so that the final adjusted expenditures represent all types of
expenditures for the various media. The revised expenditures
are totaled, seasonally adjusted and related to the 1935-39
base to obtaiin the total index.

The revised indexes have been computed on a monthly basis
only beginning 1944; annual indexes for 1925-34 are available
upon request.

2 Compiled by Tide Magazine, from a statistical method
developed by J. K. Lasser & Co. The combined index shown here
covers magazine, newspaper, radio (network only prior to July
1941 and network and national spot advertising beginning with
that month), outdoor, and farm paper advertising. Separate
indexes are computed for each medium. The newspaper advertis-
ing index is based on total advertising linage in newspapers
in 52 cities as reported by Media Records. The magazine and
radio indexes are based on the cost of magazine advertising
and gross radio network billings of the National Broadcasting
Company, the American Broadcasting Company, and the Columbia
and Mutual Broadcasting systems, as reported by the Publishers'
Information Etureau. The basic data for these three media are
shown regularly in the Survey. National spot advertising, re-
flected in the combined index beginning July 1941, is based on
reports of 49 advertising agencies with respect to spot radio
time used, representing about 25 percent of all national spot
radio advertising. Spot advertising time sales are converted
into revenue figures on the basis of average one-time billing
rates. The basic data for outdoor advertising are monthly
revenues of members of the Outdoor Advertising Association and
for farm papers, advertising in 11 farm papers as reported by
Media Records. It should be noted that the newspaper compo-
nent, based on linage data, represents volume of newspaper ad-
vertising, while other series relate to dollar costs.

The basic data for magazines are adjusted for fifth issues
of weekly magazines in those months in which five issues occur
and all series, with the exception of spot radio advertising,
are adjusted for seasonal variation. The seasonal corrections
are based on the medians of the unadjusted indexes of each
month in the years 1935-40. In computing the combined index,
indexes for the component series are weighted in accordance
with their relative importance as indicated by estimates of
1939 advertising revenues for the five media.

3 Compiled by the Publishers' Information Bureau, Inc. Data
represent gross network billings (time sold multiplied by
the one-time rate charged for facilities) of the National
Broadcasting Company, the Columbia Broadcasting System, the
American Bnmdcasting Company (formerly the Blue Network of
the National Broadcasting Company) and, except prior to Octo-
ber 1935, the Mutual Broadcasting System. Data for the Mutual
Broadcasting System are not available by classes prior to Oc-
tober 1935 and the amount included in the total and distri-
buted by classes for October-December 1935, $497,000, excludes
data for the supplementary stations. The monthly average for
the total for 1935, including the Mutual Broadcasting System
for all months, is $4,173,000. Data since 1940 for the Na-
tional Broadcasting Company, and also data for the American
Broadcasting Company, are calculated by the compiling agency
from time sales records and one-time gross rates. "Housefur-
nishings, etc.", includes kitchen equipment and supplies, ex-

cept electrical. "Smoking materials" includes cigars, cigar-
ettes, tobacco and smoking accessories.1

Monthly averages for 1932-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 appear in the 1912 Supplement. Monthly figures for 1934-
37, except 1936 and 1937 figures for "housefurnishings, etc.",
and "all other", are available in the 1940 and 1938 Supple-
ments and earlier monthly figures, except for minor revisions,
are available on p. 20 of the September 1937 Survey; the fig-
ures for "automobiles and accessories" shown in these issues
include data for "gasoline and oil" (separate monthly figures
are not available for these series prior to 1938) and figures
for "office furnishings" shown separately in these issues are
now included in figures for "all other". The monthly averages
for 1936 and 1937 for "housefurnishings, etc.", and "all other"
have been revised to correct inconsistences in the classifica-
tions and corresponding monthly figures are not available.

Page 36
1 See note 3 for p. 35.
2 Compiled by Publishers' Information Bureau, Inc. The

figures represent the cost of advertising in national maga-
zines for the classes shown, with space cost based on the one-
time (or single insertion) rate with no account taken of lower
advertising rates due to longer period contracts. The "house-
furnishings, etc.", group includes kitchen equipment and sup-
plies, except electrical. "Smoking materials" includes ci-
gars, cigarettes, tobacco, and smoking accessories. Advertis-
ing by retail stores is not distributed to the individual
classes but is included in "all other" advertising.

Monthly averages for 1932-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly figures for
1932-37, see the 1940 and 1938 Supplements and p. 18 of the
October 1937 Survey; the figures for "automobiles and acces-
sories" shown in these issues include data for "gasoline and
oil"; separate monthly figures for these series are.not avail-
able prior to 1938. The monthly figures for 1932 do not in
all instances agree with the monthly averages for the year,
due to the fact that transfers between classes, which were not
allocated to the monthly figures, were made in the yearly to-
tals. These shifts, however, were not large enough to cause
any serious deviation in the monthly data.

Page 37
1 See note 2 for p. 36.
2 Compiled by Printers' Ink and represents magazine adver-

tising linage for the United States. The data have been esti-
mated to include from 80 to 85 percent of all magazine linage
and are regarded by the compilers and leading advertisers as a
satisfactory measure of the trend of total advertising effort.
The series does not cover identical magazines. It includes
all linage currently reported to the compilers, including new
magazines as reports become available, and thereby gives rec-
ognition to changes in advertising preference.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
appear in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data prior to 1938 are
shown in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements and on p. 20 of
the October 1933 issue.

3 Compiled by Media Records, Inc., and represents newspaper
linage in all newspapers, daily and Sunday, in the following
52 identical cities: Akron, Albany, Albuquerque, Atlanta,
Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Detroit, El Paso,
Fort Worth, Hartford, Houston, Indianapolis, Jacksonville,
Knoxville, Los Angeles, Memphis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Nash-
ville, New Orleans, Oakland, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Pittsburgh,
Portland, Reading, Richmond, Rochester, Salt Lake City, San
Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, South Bend, Spo-
kane, St. Louis, Syracuse, Tacoma, Toledo, Tulsa, Washington,
Worcester, and Youngs town. General advertising is the adver-
tising of specific products on general sale, as distinguished
from the advertising of retail stores, and automotive or finan-
cial advertising. A series on department store advertising is
also available from the original source. The application of
this definition is uniform in all cities measured by Media
Records, Inc.

Monthly averages for 1928-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
appear in the 1942 Supplement. For earlier monthly data be-
ginning 1928, see* the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements
(the figures for number of cities given in the total column in
the latter volume are transposed and should be "52 cities" in-
stead of "25 cities"). The 1932 Supplement and monthly is-
sues prior to December 1934 include also a series on newspaper
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advertising in 22 cities beginning 1916 through January 1933j
compiled by the New York Evening Post. The January 1926 fig-
ure in the 1932 Supplement should read 1S936S000 lines instead
of 1,036,0000y Compiled by the II. S. Department of Commerce* Bureau of
the Census^ based on reports of cooperating warehousing fimsc
From 1935 through July 1942, reports were received from 375 to
450 firms operating approximately 1,100 warehouses. The sam-
ple was enlarged in later months of 1942 to include over 700
firms operating around 2,000 warehouses. Hie number reporting
declined after 1944 and by 1948 the sample included around 600
firms operating about 1,900 warehouses. Changes in the firms
reporting is allowed for by stating the figures for space o.c=
cupancy on a ratio basis and it is believed that the series is
representative of warehousing activities. Tine data relate.to
o.ecupaney of space intended for public warehousing of general
merchandise only. Space in. the warehouses intended for other
purposes (that is, space for cold-storage products, household
goods, grains, and raw cottony and space leased as landlord to
tenant) is excluded from the computations.

Monthly averages for 1928-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
1928-37 are Available in the 1940, 1938, 19383 and 1933 Sup-
plements.

5 Compiled by the 17. S. Post Office Department* The 50
cities included in the monthly reports represented, during the
1935-42 period^ about 23 percent of the total value of money
orders issued and 57-^60 percent of the total value or money
orders paid. After 1942 there was a substantial increase in
the proportion of total value of money orders issued repre-
sented by the 50 cities and a decline in the proportion repre-
sented of orders paid. The percentages for fiscal years ended
June 30, 1943-4S are as follows: Money orders issued™1943,
36; 1944* 30; 19455 35, 1948, 38j money orders patd—1943,
55| 1944 and 1948? -53; 1945, 51. Money orders paid include,
in addition . to those both issued and paid in the 50 cities,

* those presented for payment, but issued at any of the other
post offices in the United States or the 22 foreign countries,
mostly in North .America and West Indies^ to which domestic
postage rates apply. For this reason, money orders paid in
the 50 cities represent a much larger percentage of the total
than do money orders issued in these same cities. The 50 cit-
ies included are as follows: New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Boston, St. Louis, Kansas City, Detroit, .Cleveland, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Brooklyn, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Minneapolis,
Baltimore, Milwaukee,, Washington, Buffalo*, St. Paul, Indianap-
olis, Atlanta, Newark, Denver, Dallas, Seattle, Omaha, Des
Moines, Portland (Oreg.)j Louisville, Bachester, Columbus, Mew
Orleans, Toledo, Richmond, Providence^ Memphis, Dayton, Hart-
ford, Nashville, Houston^ Syracuse^ New Ha'ven, Grand Rapids,
Akron3 Jersey City, Springfield (Mass.), Jacksonville, Worces-
ter, Albany, and Scranton,

Monthly averages for 1915-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Earlier monthly figures.
back to 1923 appear in the 1940, 1938, 1938, and 1932 Supple-
ments.

Page 38
1 Compiled by the U* S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics* These data represent a breakdown of the
series on personal consumption expenditures shown as a compo-
nent of grass national product on p. 7 (see that page for to-
tals for durable goods, nondurable goods, and services) .

The classifications shown are a regrouping of the detailed
estimates published on an annual basis in table 30 of the Mo-
tional Income Supplement to the Survey of Current Buslnesb,
July 1947* The combinations, by group numbers as listed in
that table, are as follows: Durable : go© ds—mat ©mobiles and
parts (VIII3 la, b, c); furniture and household equipment (V,
1-7; IX, 5h3 i) j other durable goods . ( I I , 12; V, 8, 9; VI, 2,
18; VII, 2; VIII, 4; IX9 5a, % f) . Nondurable goods—cloth-
ing and shoes (II, 1, 3, 4); food and alcoholic beverages (I,
1-4); gasoline and oil (VIII, le); semi-durable house furnish-
ings (V, 14); tobacco (I, 5); other nondurable goods (III, 1;
V, 15-19; VI, 1; VII, 1; IX3 5b, d, 6; XII, lc). Services-
household operation (V, 10-13; 20-38); housing (IV, 1-5); per-
sonal services (II, 2, .5-11, 13; 111,2, 3, 4) | recreation (IX,
l-43 5c, g, j-o, 7, 8, 9); transportation (VIII, Id, f, g, 2,
3) ; other services (VI, 3»17j VII, 3-18; X; XI; XII, la, b, d,
2).

In distributing the annual estimates on a quarterly basis,
monthly and quarterly data prepared by governmental and non-
governmental agencies are eirployed. Among the sources used
for estimating the movement of expenditures for goods are the

retail sales series of the Department of Commerce^ department
store sales,, by departments (Board of Governors of the .Federal
Reserve System)', motor fuel taxed (Public Roads Administra-
tion) s new car registrations (R. L9 Polk and Co s ) ' s retail
prices (Bureau of Labor Statistics), farm marketings data (Bu-
reau of Agricultural Economics) f For services the principal
sources used ares Service receipts (Bureau of the Census) 3
tax collections on admissions, club dues, transportation of
persons*, etc« (Bureau of Internal Re-venue), changes in the
number of dwelling units, and selected price series such as
rents aid domestic service (Bureai of Labor Statistics)-, local
transit revenues (American Transit Association) 9 sales of elec-
tric power for residential use (Edison Electric Institute),
sales of gas for residential use (American Gas Association),
telephone station revenues (Federal Communications Commission)»

In general^ a series, where considered representative of
the movement of expenditures in a given group^ is applied di-
rectly to the baset Where a single series is not considered
wholly representative of a specific segnent9 weighted .combina-
tions of 'several related series are employed to obtain the de=
sired result*

Annual data for 1929-34 may he obtained from the national
Income Supplement to the-Surveyof Current Business? July 19 4?»
referred to above. Quarterly data for 1939=40 are available
upon request^

2 Expenditures for alcoholic beverages—distilled spirits^
wine and beer—bought both in packaged form and by the drink
are-estimated as follows (billions of dollars) s 19355 2*8;
1938, 3.2; 1937 3 3*4; 1938, 3.2^ 19393 3*4$ 194Q9 3.8^ 1941,
4.2J 1942, .5.2; 1943, 8,1| 1944S 7.2; 1945, 7,9^ 19482 SeS,

3 Data are annual totals.

Pages 30-41
1 Compiled by the -U. S. Department of Commerce*'Office of

Business Economics. The definition of sales of retail stores
and the classification of stores by kinds of business are in
accordance with the Census of Business? 1939o The breakdown
between durable goods stores and nondurable goods stores is
based on the durability of the commodities accounting for the
major portion of sales of each kind-of-business group. Ex-
cluded from sales are State and lacal sales taxes which are
collected by stores directly from customers over 'and above the
.marked selling price and paid directly by stores to the local
or State taxing agency and retailers1 excise taxes on jewelry,
fursj toilet preparations and luggage. Excise taxes, gasoline
aid other taxes which are paid by the manufacturer or whole-
saler and passed along to the retailers are reflected in sales*
Data include chain stores^ independent stores, and miscellan-
eous types of retail .stores.

Annual'dollar sales for 1935 and 19393 and the figures for
1929 and 1933 referred to in the last paragraph of this note,
are derived from the'''Census o'f Business for those years*
Monthly averages for 1935 and 1939 are computed from the an-
nual total's. The quarterly said annual movemeit of sales be-
tween 1935 and 1939 and since 1939 is based in large part upon
changes in sales tax collections reported by a group of states*-
The states account for about .one-third of the Nation's retail
sales. Since the states differ in the degree of detail shown
for the kind of business breakdowi, the number of states uti-
lized In deriving tne estimates for the d i f ferent busj.ixess
groups varies.

For motor vehicle dealers^ filling stations* fanra implement
dealers, feed and farm supply stores^ liquor stores, and the
general merchandise group3 other sources of data proved more
satisfactory than sales tax collections- The mast important
of these sources are the .Federal Reserve Board estimates Of
department store sales5 the Bureau of the Census samples of
independent and chain stores^ and the Public Roads Administra-=
tion and American Petroleum Institute data on the taxable
quantity and average price of gasoline,

The monthly estimates of retail sales are obtained by inter-
. polating the quarterly data by the monthly movements shown by

the independent and chain-store samples .compiled by the Bureau
of the Census. The dollar sales are adjusted fbr variations
in trading days from one month to another^ and then converted
to indexes on a 1935-39 base. These indexes are further ad=
justed for seasonal fluctuations and, where necessary fbr the
shifting date of Easter.

A more detailed description of the methodology is contained
in the article, "Revised Estimates of Sales of He tail Stores,"
in the November 1943 issue of the monmiy Survey of'Current
Business. Tables @n pp. 7 and 11-14 of that Issue provide data
on annual sales for 1939 and 1933 and quarterly figures for
1935-38 and monthly flpures for 1939-40, with the exception of
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1940 data for the following series: Dollar figures and in-
dexes for all retail stores, total nondurable goods stores,
and "other retail stores", liquor stores. Revised 1940 data
for the indicated series are on pp. 19 and 20 of the September
1945 Survey. Monthly figures for 1935-38 for all series and
annual sales for 1930-32 and 1934 for all retail stores and
the major groups are available upon request.

Page 42
1 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economies' These data represent estimated book val-
ues of nation-wide retailers' inventories. The values for
December 31, 1935 and year-end 1939, and also the 1929 and
1933 figures given in the last paragraph of this note, are
from the various Censuses of Business; data reported for years
prior to 1939 are adjusted to the 1939 Census definitions.

The data are on an establishment rather than a firm or com-
modity basis. The breakdown into durable and nondurable in-
ventories i;s based on the durability of the commodities ac-
counting for the major portion of the retailers* sales. Thus
nondurable items carried by retailers dealing primarily in
cturable goods would be reported in durable goods inventories.

The major sources of current data are the Bureau of the
Census monthly chain store samples and year-end sample surveys
of inventories of independent stores; the index of department
store inventories and data on furniture store stacks from the
Board of Governors of the .Federal Reserve System; and monthly
information on inventories of State liquor stores reported by
the various states. Where direct monthly statistics for spe-
cific lines of trade are unavailable, estimates are made by
utilizing such related information as departmental inventory
data of department stores, chain store inventories and sales
trends. Direct year-end information, however, is available
for each important line of trade.

For a more detailed description of sources and methods see
"Retail Inventories in the War Period", March 1944 issue of
the monthly Survey of Current Business. Monthly figures for
1939-40 are shown on pp. 18 and 19 of that issue. Data for
December 31, 1929 and 1933, the earliest available, are as
follows (millions of dollars): Total —1929, 7, 200; 1933,
3,866; durable goods stores—1929, 2,651; 1933, 1,213; non-
durable goods stores—1929, 4,549; 1933, 2,653.

2 Compiled jointly by the Office of Business Economics and
the Bureau of the Census, of the V. S. Department of Commerce.
Classification by type of operation and by kind of business
follows the 1939 Census of Business. As therein defined, a
chain comprises four or more retail stores operating in the
same general lines of business and centrally controlled. Cat-
alog mail-order sales of chain general merchandise companies
are included in this series. The figures shown for total
sales and the totals for the apparel and general merchandise
groups include data for kinds of business not shown separately.

Annual dollar sales for 1935 and 1939, and the figures for
1929 and 1933 referred to in the last paragraph of this note,
are derived from the Census of Business for those years*
Monthly averages for 1935 and 1939 are computed from the annual
totals. Sal.es for intercensus years and monthly sales are
based on reports from some 500 chain firms operating about
27,000 store units. Sample coverage of individual trades
ranges from 30 to 90 percent of the sales of these trades as
shown in the 1939 Census. The summary sample material for
each kind of business is adjusted to the 1935 and 1939 Census
levels.

In computing the indexes the dollar sales are reduced to
daily averages, allowance being made for differences in number
of trading days per month and for the relative importance of
the various days of the week. The resulting figures are then
related to a 1935-39 base and adjusted for seasonal variation.
Further adjustment is made in the general merchandise and ap-
parel groups for the effect of the shifting date of Easter.

A more detailed description of the sample and the methodol-
ogy employed is contained in the article, "Retail Sales of
Chain and Mail-Order .Firms", in the February 1944 issue of the
monthly Survey of Current Business. Tables on pp. 15-17 of
that issue provide annual dollar sales for 1929 and 1933, and
quarterly figures for 1935-38 and monthly figures for 1939-40
for all series, with the exception of the series for automo-
tive parts and accessories and 1940 ^figures for the total and
for the furniture and ho use furnishings group; revised 1940
figures for the latter group and for the total are on p. 20 of
the September 1945 Survey. Monthly data for 1935-38 for all
series, and also for 1939-40 for automotive parts and acces-
sories, are available upon request.

3 Figures are as of December 31.

See note 2 for p. 42.
Page 43

Page 44
1 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System, with the exception of the collection ratios prior to
1941 which were computed by the ff. S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce' The data on sales by
type of payment, the indexes of accounts receivable, and the
collection ratios are computed from data reported to the Fed-
eral Reserve banks by the larger department stores lo.cated in
all sections of the country and accounting for approximately
50 percent of total department store business in the United
States. The sample includes about 475 stores, more than 400
having charge accounts and about 300 having installment ac-
counts. Collection ratios represent the ratio of total col-
lections during the month to total amount of accounts out-
standing at the beginning of the month.

Monthly figures for the collection ratios for 1933-40 are
available in the 1942;, 1940, 1938 and 1936 Supplements. The
indexes of accounts receivable have been revised since publi-
cation of the 1942 Supplement; monthly figures for 1940 are
available upon request.

2 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, The index measures changes in daily average sales and,
for both the unadjusted and adjusted series, is computed by
combining indexes of department store sales for the 12 Federal
Reserve districts described in note 3 following. The compo-
nent indexes are combined with weights based on~ the relative
importance of department store sales in each district in total
United States department store sales in the base period 1935-39.

The district indexes are based on sample reports which in
1946 included, for all districts combined, approximately 1,500
stores which were estimated to account for more than 75 per-
cent of total department store sales in the United States.
Department store sales account fbr approximately 10 percent of
sales of all retail stores.

The index has been revised since publication of the 1942
Supplement. The method of computation has been changed and
the reporting samples in the various districts ha've been ex-
panded and improved. Monthly data fbr 1919-40 are available
on p. 17 of the December 1944 Survey except for revisions as
follows: 1939—adjusted index, April, 105; September, 107;
1940—unadjusted index, July, 81; November, 137; adjusted
index, April, 108.

A weekly index of department stores sales, available back
to the beginning of 1937, is also compiled by the Board of
Governors, and Is published regularly in the Weekly Supplement
to the Survey. This index, computed on the basis of the 1935-
39 average as 100, is based on a smaller number of stores but
shows changes closely similar to those indicated by the monthly
index. The weekly index is not adjusted for seasonal vari-
ation. A more complete description of the weekly series is
published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin for September 1944.

3 Computed by the Federal Reserve banks for the specified
districts (.with the exception of the Boston index which is
'computed by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem from data supplied by the Boston Federal Reserve Bank),
following a general method worked out by Federal Reserve Sys-
tem representatives. The indexes are based on monthly reports
of cooperating stores, including independent and chain depart-
ment stores and retail outlets (but not catalog sales) of two
large mail-order houses. The reporting samples have been
gradually expanded and in 1946 were estimated to account for
75 percent or more of total department store sales in the Bos-
ton, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, and St. Louis districts,
80-85 percent in the Atlanta, San Francisco, and New York dis-
tricts, 60-65 percent in the Dallas, Richmond, and Kansas City
districts, and about 90 percent in the Minneapolis district.
The samples include stores in virtually every department store
trading area of importance.

The majority of the district indexes are computed directly
from the daily average sales of the reporting sample, believed
to be representative of total department store sales in the
district. For five of the districts, the district index is
obtained by combining separate indexes for various parts of
the district. For the Atlanta and San Francisco districts,
individual city and area indexes are combined; for Richmond,
the combined index is obtained from separate State indexes and,
for Philadelphia and Minneapolis, from a major city and an
"all other district" index. In each case the component in-
dexes are combined with weights. In computing the district
indexes, or the component parts of a district index, the
monthly sales of the stores included in the index sample are
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summed and these monthly totals are then divided by the number
of trading days in the month to obtain daily average sales.
The daily average sales are converted to index numbers by di-
viding each by the daily average sales during the base period
1935-39. Where necessary, this base is adjusted for changes
in the number of reporting stores. The indexes have been ad-
justed to 1929 and 1939 Census levels if necessary. Seasonal
adjustment factors are computed by the method described in the
Federal Reserve Bulletin for June 1941. A special adjustment
is made in the March and April seasonal factors to allow for
changes in the date of Easter. In most cases where the total
district indexes are obtained by combining separate indexes
for various cities or areas within the district, each of the
component series is adjusted for seasonal variation before be-
ing consolidated into a district index.

In computing the number of trading days, Sundays, New
Year's Day, Memorial Day (except in the Atlanta and Dallas
districts), Independence Day, Labor Day (except in the Dallas
district)s Thanksgiving and Christmas are considered nontrad-
ing days. Allowance is made also for February 22 in the New
York and San Franc is co dis trIc ts. In the Bos ton, Chicago,
Kansas City, Richmond, St. Louis and San Francisco districts,
special allowances are made for differences in the relative
importance of particular days in the trading week.

Monthly data for certain districts beginning 1919 or 1923
through 1910 are available in the following issues of the Sur-
veys Atlanta, May 1947, p. 23; New York, April 1947, p. 20 j
Philadelphia, September 1947, p. 17; Richmond, June 1944, p.
22; Dallas (except 1940 data), February 1944, p. 30; San Fran-
cisco (except 1940 data), August 1942, pa 25. Monthly data
beginning 1919, or the earliest year for which monthly figures
were compiled, through 1940 for the Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,
Kansas City, Minneapolis and St. Louis districts, and monthly
figures for 1940 for the Dallas and San Francisco4 districts,
are available upon request.

A more complete description of the indexes is published in
the Federal Reserve Bulletin for June 1944,

Page *46
1 See note 3 for p. 44,
2 See note 2 for p. 44.
3 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the federal Reserve

System. The index is computed by combining revised district
indexes, compiled toy the respective Federal Reserve banks in
cooperation with the Board of Governors, on the basis of the
relative importance of the retail value of stocte in each dis-
trict in the base period- The indexes are computed from endl-
of-raonth figures on retail value of stocks held in the stores
or warehouses, as reported by a sample group of stores. Most
of the stock indexes are based on somewhat smaller samples
than the corresponding sales indexes described in note 3 for
p0 44. In 1946 reports were received from around 900 stores,
including a representative number of retail outlets of mail-
order companies, which accounted for about 64 percent of esti-
mated total department store stocks. In order to eliminate
any biases which might arise from the use of a more or less
constant sample of stores, the stock indexes have been tied to
sales indexes which are adjusted to levels indicated by 1929
and 1939 Census data. The indexes are adjusted for customary
seasonal movements by the method described in the Federal Re-
serve Bulletin for June 1941. It was found that no special
adjustment for the changing date of Easter was necessary as in
the case of department store sales. A more detailed descrip^
tion of the indexes is published in the Federal Reserve Bulle-
tin for June 1946.

The index has been revised since publication in the 1942
Supplement. Monthly data for 11919-40 are available on p. 24
of the August 1946 Survey.

Page U8
1 Reported directly to the U. S. Department of Commerce,

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, by the two companies.
Sales shown are gross sales for calendar months, and include
both catalog and store sales. The number of stores of the two
companies has increased very considerably in the period covered.
Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly figures for
1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

3 Constructed by the G. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Foreiin and Domestic Commerce. Since the number of reports
received from independent stores doing business in small com-
munities is insufficient, the Indexes are computed from data
supplied by large mail-order .houses and a chain-store system
which also serves the rural population. The companies which

cooperate in supplying figures are: Chicago Mail Order Houses
Montgomery Ward & Company, Sears, Roebuck & Company, and J. C»
Penney Company.

Although the figures obtained provide a fairly large sample
of rural sales, it should be noted that this sample is not en<=
tirely representative. The character of the business done by
small independent rural stores is not identical with that of
the large companiess and the trend of their sables may differ
from that o'f the larger units. Despite its obvious limita-
tions, however, the index should provide a bet ten? indication
of the volume of rural purchasing of general merchandise than
is provided by the sales of a limited number of individual
companies.

For the three mail-order companies, only catalog sales (the
bulk of which go to persons in communities of less than 103000
population) are used; the sales of retail stores maintained by
two of these companies are excluded from the index, because it
is believed that they represent too large a volume of urban
trade.

Total sales of the four companies (as used in the index)
represent about one-third of all general merchandise sales in
places of less than 30,000 population, according to the 1939
Census of Distribution*

Figures are provided by the J. C. Penney Company, comparing
sales for each month with sales of the same stores in the cor-
responding month of the preceding year, thus making it possi-
ble to eliminate the effect of expansion in the number of
stores.

In constructing the index, daily average sales of the four
firms in the four regions are related to the 1929=31 average,
adjusted for seasonal variation through 1933 by the "ratio-t©-
moving-average" method and beginning with 1934, by the link-
relative method. The relatives for the four companies are
weighted to obtain regional indexes in accordance with the
proportion of total sales represented by each in the base
years, and averaged arithmetically. For sales of the J. C«
Penney Company, allowance is made in adjusting the data to a
daily-average basis for the varying sales importance of the
different days of the week, for Sundays, and for 6 legal holi-
days. For mail-order sales, allowance is made for Sundays and
for 1/2 day Saturday for 2 mail-order companies and 1 full
Saturday for the third. No adjustment is made for the chang-
ing date of Easter.

The composite index for the country as a whole is computed
from the total sales figures of each of the four firms, rather
than by weighting and combining the regional indexes. For the
total index, a more complete description appears on p. 20 of
the December 1934 Survey and for the regional indexes, on p.
14 of the September 1936 issue.

Monthly averages 1929=34 and monthly figures for 1936-40
are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements (revisions for 1940,
November and December, respectively: Unadjusted indexes,
South, 239.3, 274.8; Middle West, 163.3, 210,9; Far West,
184.9, 245.1; adjusted, South, 174.33 183.0; Middle West,
124.5, 135.2; Far West, November only, 152.4). Monthly data
for earlier years are available as -follows: 1934-35—Ad-
justed, pe 17 of the August 1939 Survey; unadjusted, 1938 Sup-
plement; 1929-33— totals, 1936 Supplement and p. 20 of December
1934 Survey; regions, p. 14 of September 1936 Survey (revisions
for 1931: Eas,t, adjusted. May, 85.1; unadjusted total, November,
83.3).

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Business Economics. The series represent nation-wide sales of
service and limited-function wholesalers who. In 1939S ac-
counted for 43 percent of total wholesalers1 sales. According
to the classification of the Census of Business, 1939, this
group includes "wholesale estaulisliments engaged primarily in
the buying and selling of goods on their own account and which
are largely independent in ownership".

Wholesalers not included in the service and lianited-func-
tion category are manufacturers' sales branches (with and
without stocks) agents and brokers, assemblers (mainly of farm
products), and petroleum bulk stations and terminals. It
should be noted that manufacturers' subsidiary sales corpora-
tions established to perform wholesale functions are classi-
fied as service and limited-function wholesalers.

In terms of number of establishments and sales volume the
- most important distributors in the service and limited-func-
tion category are wholesale merchants. In 1939 these dealers
accounted for 80 and 90 percent, respectively, of total sales
and number of service and limited-function wholesale estab-
lishments. These dealers contribute essentially all wholesale
services. Selling primarily to retailers and industrial users3
they assemble and warehouse goods for redistribution in small
lots, make deliveries5 and extend credit.
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In addition to wholesale merchants, service and limited-
function wholesalers include the following types of dealers:
Voluntary group wholesalers, converters (textile), export mer-
chants, importers , industrial distributors, cash-and-carry
wholesalers., drop shippers or desk jobbers, wagon distributors,
and retailer- cooperative warehouses. 'These wholesalers per-
form some but not all of the functions of merchant wholesalers.
For example,, drop shippers or desk jobbers take title to, but
do not make deliveries or warehouse the goods they sell.

Annual figures for 1935 and 1939, and also the figures for
1929 and 1933 referred to in the last paragraph of this note,
are based on the Censuses of Business for those years. Monthly
averages for 1935 and 1939 are computed from the annual to-
tals . In general, monthly sales are based on an identical
sample of approximately 3,000 merchant wholesalers who report
sales for the current month, previous month, and corresponding
month of the preceding year. This sample survey is conducted
by the Bureau of the Census with the cooperation of the Na-
tional Association of Credit Men.

Since this sample is available from January 1935, compari-
son of sales changes in the sample with those for all service
and limited-f\inction wholesalers as reported by the Censuses
of Business, 1935 and 1939, made possible the determination of
trade-by-trade bias adjustments during this period. These ad-
justments were extrapolated after 1939.

The estimates of sales of motor vehicles and of agricultur-
al raw materials are the only ones not based on the sample de-
scribed above. These estimates are derived from information
from the Automobile Manufacturers' Association, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, and the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

Sales are estimated by kinds-of-business groups and the
group estimates combined to obtain the totals shown here. The
estimates are not adjusted either for trading days or for sea-
sonal fluctuations. It should be noted that the data are
classified on an establishment rather than a commodity basis.
The classification into durable goods and nondurable goods
establishments is based on the durability of commodities ac-
counting for the major portion of the sales in each kind-of- I
business group. I

Monthly averages for 1929 and 1933, based on annual totals,
are as follows (millions of dollars) : Total—1929, 2,529;
1933, 1,079; durable goods establishments—1929, 642; 1933,
207; nondurable goods establishments—1929, 1,887; 1933, 872.
Monthly data for 1935-40 are available upon request.

Page U7
; Estimates beginning 1940 are compiled by the 0. S. De-

partment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. (See note 2 for
.source and description of earlier data.) 3he estimates are
based on the 1940 census and the compiling agency's cross-sec-
tion survey which provides information on the employment char-
acteristics of the population 14 years of age and over. This
information is obtained through personal interviews each month
with a sample of about 25,000 households throughout the coun-
try selected by scientific sampling methods. The figures re-
late to the calendar week (Sunday through Saturday) which con-
tains the 8th day of the month.

The population covered by these estimates, referred to as
the "noninstitutional population" 14 years of age and over,
excludes inmates of penal and mental Institutions, homes for
the aged, inf i rm, and needy, and—during 1942 to-1945^War
Relocation Camps. These estimates may vary somewhat from
other estimates of population published by the Census Bureau.
The variation results from the fact that other estimates of
the population, published in reports specifically devoted to
that subject, are revised as more data relating to births,
deaths, immigration, and other factors affecting population
size become available. The estimates shown here are included
primarily to permit computation of labor force rates and simi-
lar statistics and are not intended to be used as precise es-
timates of the population itself.

Definitions of the major categories within which the nonin-
stitutional population is classified are as follows:

Armed forces—Estimates of the armed forces are derived
from data obtained from the War and Navy Departments. During
the period of rapid demobilization, these are adjusted to re-
fer to the survey week. They include members stationed abroad,
with the exception of 150,000 who were stationed outside the*
United States at the time of the 1940 census and were not enu-
merated as a part of the population; for the sake of consist-
ency this number is excluded for all periods. Because qf
these adjustments and differences in definition regarding men
on preinduction furlough and terminal leave, the estimates
given here may differ from other estimates of the armed forces;

they are not intended to be used where estimates of the size
of the .armed forces are the primary concern.

Employed—Employed persons comprise those who, during the
survey week, were either (a) "At work"—those who did any work
for pay or profit, or worked without pay for 15 hours or more
on a family farm or business; or (b) "With a job but not at
work"—those who did not work and were not looking for work
but had a job or business from which they were temporarily
absent because of vacation, illness, industrial .dispute, bad
weather, or layoff with definite instructions to return to
work within 30 days of layoff; also included are persons who
had new jobs but had not yet started to work. Members of the
armed forces are included as part of the total labor force,
but are not included in the "Employed" category.

Unemployed—Unemployed persons include those who did not
work at all during the survey week, and who were looking for
work. Also included as unemployed are persons who would have
been looking for work except that (a) they were temporarily
ill, (b) they expected to return ,to a job from which they had
been laid off for an indefinite period, or (c) they believed
no work was available in their line of work in the community.
During the period in which public emergency work projects were
being conducted by the Works Project Administration, the Na-
tional Youth Administration, the Civilian Conservation Corps,
and State and local work relief agencies (this period ended
about June 1943), persons at work on, or assigned to, such
projects were also included among the unemployed. Of the two
NYA programs, only the out-of-school program was considered as
emergency work; youths in the NYA Student Work program were
classified as "in school" and not in the labor force.

A'ot in the labor force—All persons 14 years of age and
over in the noninstitutional population who are not classified
as employe<J> unemployed, or in the armed forces are defined as
"Not in the labor force". The group includes all persons re-
ported as keeping house, in school, retired, too old or per-
manently unable to work, seasonal workers for whom the survey
week fell in an "off" season, and the voluntarily idle, in-
cluding those doing only incidental unpaid family work (less
than 15 hours).

The estimates of nonagricultural employment differ appreci-
ably from those compiled by the Bureau of'Labor Statistics
(p. 48). The differences are accounted for principally by the
fact that the BIS figures do not include domestic service
workers, the self-employed, and unpaid family workers. Tne
remaining differences are due to several factors of which the
most sigiificant are (1) the BLS estimates, based on employ-
ment and pay rolls reported by a sample of business establish-
ments, may include some persons under 14 years of age, and
some who, by holding two or more jobs or by changing Jobs in
the reported week, are counted more than once; (2) both esti-
mates are based on samples and thus are subject to sampling
error; (3) the Census estimates include employed persons tem-
porarily away from work, who will not be reported in the BLS
sample by their employers during the corresponding pay-roll
period unless they received pay; and (4) the Census estimates
relate to employment in the week including the 8th of the
month, while the BLS estimates refer in general to employment
in the pay-roll period ending nearest the 15th of the month,
so that the BLS figure will often represent a later week than
the Census figure.

Monthly data are available only beginning March 1940. The ,
first sample survey covered May 1940. March data were based
on the decennial census covering the week of March 24-30.
April estimates were interpolated from the data for March and
the estimates for May. Hie 1940 average includes an allowance
for January and February. The March-December 1940 monthly
figures are available upon request.

For a more detailed description of these data, see issue of
the Labor Force Bulletin entitled "Labor Force, Employment and
Unemployment in the United States, 1940 to 1946", published by
the Bureau of the Census.

2 Estimates of the labor force for years prior to 1940 were
constructed by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, to provide a historical series comparable in con-
cept to the estimates issued by the Bureau of the Census be-
ginning that year. The Censuses of 1930 and 19*0 were used as
bench marks, after adjustments for comparability with the cur-
rent labor force concepts and enumeration procedures of the
Bureau of the Census, and a farther adjustment of the 1940
census data to include approximately 150,000 members of the
armed forces who were stationed outside the United States at
the time of the 1940 census and were not enumerated as a part
of the population. It should be noted that the estimates be-
ginning 1940 compiled by the Bureau of the Census exclude the
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150,000 members of the armed forces for all years (see fourth
paragraph of note 1) and should be adjusted upward by that
amount for more accurate comparisons with earlier data. The
number stationed outside the United States in the earlier
years of the series was somewhat smaller than in 1940. Inter-
census estimates were constructed as follows: Total labor
force—Estimates were based on a straight-line interpolation
of age-sex specific worker rates (i.e., percentages of the
population in each 5-year age sex group who were in the labor
force) between the adjusted Census bench marks, extended back-
wards to 1929. The worker rates were then applied to Census
population estimates, by age and sex, foir each year, to yield
the estimates of the total labor force. Civilian labor force
—Estimates of the armed forces, including those outside of
the continental United States, were obtained directly from the
armed services, and were subtracted from the total labor force
to provide estimates of the civilian labor force. Total em-
ployment— Agricultural employment was estimated on the basis
of the movement of the farm employment series of the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics. Ihe estimates of nonagricultural wage
and salary workers, excluding domes tics 9 were based on the
movement of the revised estimates of employees in nona,grieul-
tural establishments, of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In-
dependent estimates of the ncnagricultural self-employed and
of domestics were developed on the basis of data from the Cen-
suses of Manufactures, Business and Construction, and from
other available sources. Unemployment—Estimates of unemploy-
ment were derived by subtracting the estimated total employ-
ment from the civilian labor force.

Annual averages for 1929-34 are available upon request.

Pag© US
1 The estimates without seasonal adjustment are compiled by

the U, S. Departmen-t of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics; the
data are adjusted for seasonal variation by the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System, The estimates include
all fUll-tirae and part-time wage and salaried workers in pri-
vate nonagricultural establishments who worked o^ received pay
daring the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the month, in
Federal establishments during the pay period ending just be-
fore the first of the month and in State and local government
establishments during the pay period ending on or Just before
the last of the month. Persons who worked in more than one
establishment during a single reporting period are counted
more than once. Proprietors, self-employed persons, unpaid
family workers, domestic servants, and personnel of the armed
forces are excluded. Emergency employees (\ffi*A, NYA, and CCC)
are excluded from all employment estimates. For a discussion
of the difference between these estimates of employees in non-
agricultural establishments and estimates of nonagricultural
employment by the Bureau of the Census, see eighth paragraph
of note 1 for p. 47.

In preparing employment estimates, the Bureau'of Labor Sta-
tistics establishes a bench mark or level of employment, rep-
resenting a complete count or ©n estimate with a satisfactory
degree of accuracy, which is carried forward on the basis of
monthly reports from a sample group of establishments. When a
new bench mark becomes available, estimates prepared since the
last bench mark are reviewed and revised if any adjustment in
the level is required.

•Prior to 1939 the various industrial censuses taken by the
Bureau of the Census were used as sources of bench mark data
for private employment. Since that time data obtained from
unemployment compensation agencies and the Bureau of Old Age
and Survivors Insurance, Federal Security Agency, are the main
sources for bench marks. Bench marks for State and local gov-
ernments are based on data compiled by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus, while most of the data on Federal Government employment
is made available by the U. S. Civil Service Commission. Ihe
Interstate Commerce Commission is the source of data for rail-
roads.

In geaeral, month-to-month changes reflect fluctuations in
employment shown by establishments in many different indus-
tries reporting to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In finance
and service, which have a preponderance of small establish-
ments, a special sampling procedure has been introduced. Re-
ports are obtained from establishments in a representative
list of blocks in a scientifically selected sample of cities.
For railroads and the Federal Government, complete reports of
employment are available. Secluding the block sample reports
for the finance and service industries, the approximate per-
centage of workers in each industry division covered by the
Camples at the end of 1946 is as follows: Manufacturing, 60
pereentj mining, 40 percent; contract construction, 18 percent;

public utilities, 75 percent; wholesale trade, 20 percent; re=
tail trade, 25 percent; service group—year-round hotels, 35
percent, power laundries and dyeing and cleaning establish-
ments, 20 percent.

Because the existence of new firms is not readily ascer-
tainable, they are frequently introduced into the reporting
samples after they have been in operation for some time. The
lapse of time in talcing account of new firms produces a con-
sistent understatement which becomes larger from year to year.
This bias is corrected in the periodic adjustments to bench-
mark data. The estimates shown here have been adjusted to
bench-mark data through 1945.

The estimates prior to 1939 shown for industry groups were
computed by linking to the current series, which begins 1939S
earlier series adjusted to the Censuses of Manufactures, Busi-
ness, and Population through, 1939. The series were linked by
the ratio between the two 1939 figures.

The methods and sources used in preparing the estimates ar©
described in detail in mimeographed monthly releases of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Estimates -of wage and salary
workers in manufacturing by ma jo r industry groups and by
States are published in these releases.

The seasonal adjustment allowances incorporated in the Fed-
eral Reserve adjusted employment series have been computed on
an overall basis for each major industry division with the ex-
ception of manufacturing. For manufacturing, separate adjust-
ments have been made for the durable and nondurable groups of
industries* For prewar years adjustment in the durable manu-
factures group is based on detailed adjustments by industries.
Since 1941, adjustments have been made only for a limited num-
ber of industries in which seasonal movements persisted, mainly
those in the lumber and stone, clay, and glass products
groups* Adjustment for the nondurable manufactures group has
been made on an overall basis for the group as a whole- No
seasonal adjustment has been applied to employment in the min-
ing industry since the beginning of 1943= All of the seasonal
adjustments, particularly for the postwar period, should be
considered tentative*

Monthly averages for 1929-34 for mining, manufacturing, and
transportation and public utilities are shown on p. 24 of the
July 1945 Survey and averages for this period for other
ries, which have been revised, are available upon request. A
table on p. 23 of tine May 1947 Survey provides monthly figures
for 1939-40, except for the finance and service industries and
for the seasonally adjusted series for government and the to-
tal; 1939-40 monthly figures for these series are also avail-
able upon request.

* The construction series covers only firms engaged in con-
struction on a contract basis for others. Force-account con-
struction workers in private industries are included with the
regular industrial activity of the establishment. Government
force-account construction workers are included in the series
for government,

3 Covers Federal^ State, and local government establish-
ments perfbrming legislative, executive, and judicial func-
tions, as well as all Government-owned and operated establish-
ments and institutions (arsenals, navy yards, transportation,
public utilities, hospitals, Federal Reserve banks, etc.) and
government force-account construction workers. Armed forces
are excluded.

Page U9
1 Compiled by the U° S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. The employment estimates and the correspond-
ing employment indexes on pp. 51-54 relate to all f\ill~time
and part-time production workers (prior to 1945 wage earners)
in private manufactoring industries, who worked or received
pay during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the month.
The pay-roll indexes on pp. 56-58 relate to amount of pay roll
for the identical weeko Governmental manufacturing operations
such as arsenals and navy yards are excluded. The term "pro-
duction workers" is limited to working foremen and all nonsu-
pervisory workers except administrative, office, and sales
personnel. It was substituted for wage earners in 1945 to
conform with the terminology and standard definition of class-
es of workers in manufacturing industries formulated by the
Division of Statistical Standards, U- S. Bureau of the Budget.
Ihe change has no appreciable affect on the comparability of
the data since there is very little difference in the defini-
tions. Ihe industry classifications conform with the defini-
tions of the 1939 Census of Manufactures. During the war pe-
riod, plants converted to war production were continued under
these peacetime classifications. Ihe series shown here in-
clude all major industrial groups, with the exception of the
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miscellaneous; group, and selected principal industries Included
in the original reports.

In preparing employment estimates, the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics establishes a bench mark or level of employment, rep-
resenting a complete count or an estimate with a satisfac-
tory degree of accuracy, which is carried forward on the basis
of monthly reports from a sample group of cooperating estab-
lishments. When a new bench mark becomes available, estimates
prepared since the last bench mark are reviewed and revised if
any adjustment in the level is required. Because the exist-
ence of new firms is not readily ascertalnable, they are not
introduced into the monthly sample until they have been in op-
eration for some time. The lapse of time in taking into ac-
count new firms causes a downward bias. This bias is corrected
in the periodic adjustments.

The level of the employment estimates beginning with 1939
is determined mainly by data obtained from the Bureau of Em-
ployment Security, relating to workers covered by State unem-
ployment compensation programs, and data supplied by the Bu-
reau of Old Age and Survivors Insurance, Federal Security
Agency. Originally the es tiraates for all individual indus-
tries were based upon data from the 1939 Census of Manufac-
tures. Except as indicated in note 2 following, employment
estimates (and corresponding employment and pay-roll indexes)
for the individual industries, as well as for the major groups
and the totals, have now been adjusted to levels indicated by
Federal Security Agency data through 1945. Data for the re-
maining industries are being similarly adjusted by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics and the revised series will be published
in the monthly Survey as tiiey become available. Adjustment
of the employment estimates to levels indicated by Federal Se-
curity Agency data resulted in raising the overall estimate of
wage-earner employment in manufacturing in 1939 approximately
4 percent above the number of wage earners reported in the
1939 Census of Manufactures, and made substantial changes in
the level of the employment estimates for a number of individ-
ual industries.

The reporting sample, upon whicji monthly trends are based,
included in 1946 33,000 establishments, employing around
7,900,000 production workers, or 60 percent of the production
workers in all manufacturing. In 1939, the sample coverage
was approximately 55 percent.

, The monthly averages for years prior to 1939 are derived
from an earlier series of estimates adjusted to wage-earner
data reported in the Biennial Census of Manufactures. The in-
dustry classifications in the earlier estimates were first ad-
justed, insofar as possible, in line with the present industry
groupings and the 1938 and 1939 figures were then corrected
for a distortion in the trends resulting from a narrower defi-
nition of wage earners in the 1939 census than in earlier cen-
suses. Since there was a substantial difference between the
1939 figures from the old series and those from the current
series for 1939 and later years, the estimates for 1929-38 for
each industrial group, and for individual industries where the
classifications were fairly consistent, were linked to the cur-
rent series by the ratio between the 1939 figures.

The employment indexes shown on pp. 51-54 were computed
from the employment estimates using the 1939 average as a
base.

The methodology for obtaining the pay-roll indexes is simi-
lar to that for employment data. Wage data from the 1939 Cen-
sus of Manufactures are used as a base and these data are pror
jected by the use of link relatives derived from monthly re-
ports of the cooperating concerns* These estimates are con-
verted to indexes with the 1939 average as 100. After the em-
ployment series are adjusted to Social Security bench marks,
the pay-roll indexes are adjusted upward by the same percent-
age as the employment indexes. The cooperating concerns are
instructed to report pay rolls of production workers prior to
deduction for old-age and unemployment insurance, withholding
taxes, bonds and union dues. Pay for sick leave, holidays,
and vacations taken is included. Respondents are instructed
to exclude pay for vacations not taken, cash estimates of any
payments in kind, and bonuses unless earned and paid regularly
each pay period. If the pay period covers more than one week,
the total earnings are reduced to the equivalent of one week's
earnings•

Employment and pay-roll indexes prior to 1939 for the fol-
lowing indexes were computed by the U. S. Department of Com-
merce, Office of Business Economics, from data supplied by the
U. S. Department of labor: Machine tools, furniture, sawmills,
etc., cotton manufactures, silk and rayon goods, woolen and
worsted manufactures, men's clothing, women's clothing, bak-
ing, canning and preserving, newspapers and periodicals, print-
ing, book and job, and chemicals. Indexes of employment prior

to 1939 for the major industrial groups were also computed by
the Office of Business Economics, from the employment esti-
mates shown on pp. 49-51.

Estimates of production worker employment were not included
in earlier Supplements and indexes of production-worker em-
ployment and pay rolls have been completely revised since pub-
lication of the 1942 Supplement. Comparable data prior to
1935 and monthly figures fbr 1939-40 for some series have been
published in issues of the monthly Survey as follows: All
manufacturing, total durable and total nondurable goods indus-
tries, and the industry groups—estimated number of produc-
tion workers, monthly averages for 1929-34 and monthly figures
for 1939-40, December 1945, p. 22; indexes of employment and
pay rolls, monthly figures for 1939-40, December 1942, pp. 23-
21. Individual industries, estimated number of production
workers and indexes of employment and pay rolls, monthly fig-
ures for 1939-40—aircraft and parts and a i rcraf t engines,
August 1945, p- 20; furniture, July 1947, p. 23; sawmills,
etc., and printing, book and job, October 1947, p. 23; men's
and women's clothing, June 1947, p. 22; boots and shoes, Sep-
tember 1947, p. 24. Monthly indexes of employment and pay
rolls for 1939-40 published on pp. 23-24 of the December 1942
Survey are comparable with data shown here for blast furnaces,
etc., machinery and machine shop products, machine tools,

' shipbuilding and boatbuilding, and newspapers and periodicals;
data for these industries, with the exception of indexes for
the newspapers and periodicals industry, are subject to revi-
sion.

Monthly data beginning 1939 for the selected industries
shown here and additional industries, and also earlier data
for some industries, are available in mimeographed reports of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

2 Data for the indicated industries have been adjusted to
levels indicated by data from the 1939 Census of Manufactures
and not to Federal Security Agency data, and therefore may not
be consistent with figures for the relevant industrial groups.
(See third paragraph of note 1.)

Page 50
2 See note 1 for p. 49.
2 Except dyeing and finishing.
3 The two clothing industries are designated "women's

clothing not elsewhere classified" and "men's clothing not
elsewhere classified" in the original reports. "Women's cloth-
ing" includes establishments »engaged primarily in the manu-
facture of women's and misses' blouses, dresses, uniforms,
aprons, coats (except fbr), suits, skirts and miscellaneous
clothing such as beach wear, riding habits, and ski suits;
children's and infants' outerwear; women's, children's and in-
fants' underwear and nigjntwear; women's neckwear and scarfs,
not knitted. "Men's clothing" includes establishments engaged
primarily in the manufacture of men's, youths' and boys' suits,
overcoats, trousers, slacks, washable service apparel, work
clothing (except work shirts), and sport garments; the indus-
try does not include men's shirts, collars, nightwear, under-
wear, and neckwear.

Pages 51, 52
1 See note 1 for p. 49.
2 See note 2 for p. 49.
3 The definition of the machine tool industry was changed

in 1939 to include establishments engaged in the manufacture
of bending, die-casting, forging, and punching machines, pres-
ses, and portable metal working tools. The indexes for 1935-
38 were computed from data for the industry as formerly con-
stituted, using comparable 1939 figures as a base.

Page 53
1 See note 1 for p. 49.
2 Except dyeing and finishing.
3 See note 3 for p. 50.

Page 5U
1 See note 1 for p. 49.
2 Computed by the Board of. Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. The indexes adjusted for seasonal variation are de-
rived from the unadjusted employment series compiled by the U.
S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, described
in note 1 for p. 49. The procedure for adjusting the produc-
tion-worker employment series is the same as for the manufac-
turing component of the series on nonagricultural employment
shown on p. 48. See eighth paragraph of note 1 for that page.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labort Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, and, with the exception of information for the
anthracite-mining industry (most of which is obtained thrpugh
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tfie Anthracite Institute), are based upon monthly reports re-
ceived directly from reporting firms or throu^i State bureaus.
The returns cover the pay period ending nearest the 15th of
the month. If the pay period reported covers more than 1 week,
the total earnings reported are reduced to the equivalent of 1
week's earnings. The industry indexes are month-to-month link
relatives,, which, in turn, are compounded into chain relatives;
they are not adjusted for seasonal variation, and with the ex-
ception of the composite index for retail trade and for nietal
mining, they are unweighted.

Pertinent information relative to each of the nonmanufac-
turing industries is shown in separate notes. The number of
establishments and the amount of employment reported by them
varies from month to montii. Figures quoted in these notes for
number of reporting establishments and their employment as a
percentage of the industry total are estimates based upon data
for December 1946. The base period used for the indexes of
employment and pay rolls for all of the nonmanufacturing in-
dustries is tile 12-montii average for the year 1939. All se-
ries have been revised since publication of the 1942 Supple-
ment*

y Employment data for all mining industries represent pro-
duction and related workers only, excluding clerical workers,
executives, managerial, supervisory, technical, or profession-
al personnel, except for the crude-petroleum producing indus-
try, in which employees engaged in contract rig building and
the drilling of new wells are excluded, but the clerical field
force working on producing property is included. Data for an-
thracite mining, as previously stated, are obtained through
the Anthracite Institute and also directly from some operators
and cover approximately 110 mines situated in Pennsylvania;
emplqyees represent about 77 percent of the estimated produc-
tion workers in the industry,, The promotion workers in ap-
proximately 896 bituminous-coal mines reporting comprise about
59 percent of the estimated total employed in the industry;
approximately 384 metal mines report about 86 percent of the
estimated total; and in approximately 962 quarries and non-
metallic mines the sample includes about 52 percent of the es-
timated total. In the crude-petroleum industry, reports were
received from approximately 475 establishments employing about
38 percent of the estimated total.

The indexes for anthracite and bituminous-coal-mining in-
dustries have been adjusted to conform with the trends indi-
cated by the annual data for wage earners and wages for these
industries available from the Federal Census of Mines for
1929, 1935, and 1939. Since Census data for these two indus-
tries are not available for years between 1929 and 1935, a 7-
year adjustment method was used to bring the Bureau of Labor
Statistics indexes for 1935 into conformity witii the movements
indicated by Census data over the period. Indexes for total
metalliferous mining and quarrying and nonmetallic mining were
adjusted from 19̂ » to 1939, using an 11-year adjustment method.

Monthly data for 1939-40 are available on p. 31 of the June
1943 Survey. Monthly figures prior to 1939 have not been com-
puted on the present basis.

5 Reports are received from about 6,800 public utility es-
tablishments representing all employees, excluding corporation
officers, executives, and other employees whose duties are
mainly supervisory for all years shown. The coverage for
electric li^it and power is about 88 percent of the industry;
street railways and busses, about 51 percent; telephone, about
73 percent; telegraph, about 100 percent.

Data for the 4 public utilities have been adjusted to con-
form in general with the Census of Electrical Industries for
1932 and 1937. Data for the electric light and power industry
cover commercial establishments only. Combined gas and elec-
tric companies where income results primarily from the sale of
electric current are included. In the street railway and
busses industry, the indexes cover both private and municipal
street railway companies and affiliated, subsidiary, or suc-
cessor trolley-bus and motor-bus companies, excluding inde-
pendent bus lines. Data include electric railroad repair
shops. Data for the telegraph industry include all land-line
employees except those compensated on a commission basis, ex-
cluding approximately 6,000 employees of general and division-
al headquarters and of cable companies, trainees in school,
and messengers.

Monthly data for 1939-40 for the electric li^it and power
industry and street railways and busses are on p. 31 of the
June 1943 Survey; monthly data for 1929-38 for both industries
are available upon request. Monthly data for 1937-40 for the
telephone industry are on p. 30 of the May 1945 Survey and for
the telegraph industry, on p. 23 of the August 1946 Survey;
only combined data are available for these industries jprior to
1937.

Page 55
1 See note 3 for p. 51.
2 Reports for dyeing and cleaning plants and for power

laundries include plant operatives, engineers, firemen, port-
ers, janitors, watchmen, and elevator operators. Office em-
ployees, executives, managerial, supervisory, technical or
professional personnel, clerical workers, drivers and route-
men, and employees in agencies are excluded. Valet shops and
garment repair shops are not included. Reports from approxi-
mately 691 dyeing and cleaning plants cover about 15 percent
of the estimated number of workers in the United States total
for this industry, and reports from approximately 842 laun-
dries cover about 23 percent. The indexes for dyeing and
cleaning establishments and for power laundries have been ad-
justed to conform with the trends indicated by the annual data
through 1945 made available by the Bureau of Employment Secur-
ity of the Social Security Administration. Reports from ap-
proximately 1,3)0 year-round hotels cover about 35 percent of
all employees, except corporation officers and executives, es-
timated as the total employed in year-round hotels having 6 or
more guest rooms; indexes have been adjusted to conform with
the trends indicated by the annual data for wage earners and
wages (cash payments only, not including value of board, room,
uniforms, and tips) for this industry available from the U. S.
Bureau of the Census for 1929, 1933, 1935, and 1939.

Monthly data for 1939-40 for year-round hotels are on p. 31
of the June 1943 Survey. Monthly data for 1929-38 for year-
round hotels and for 1939-40 for the cleaning and dyeing and
power laundry industries are available upon request.

3 Reports for retail and wholesale trade cover all employ-
ees except corporation officers, executives, and other employ-
ees whose duties are mainly supervisory. Reports from approx-
imately 37,000 retail establishments cover about 35 percent of
the estimated total workers engaged in this industry; reports
from approximately 11,000 wholesale concerns represent about
17 percent of the estimated total employees in wholesale trade.
The indexes for wholesale trade have been adjusted to conform
witti the trend of the Census of Wholesale Trade for 1929, 1933,
1935, and 1939.

The retail trade indexes have been adjusted to conform in
general with the levels indicated by the Census of Retail Dis-
tribution for 1929, 1933, 1935, and 1939. Separate indexes
have been computed for 25 individual lines of trade, 7 groups,
and the total. Indexes of employment and pay rolls by lines
of trade were computed from monthly percentage changes shown
by the repo rting samp le and these indexes were adj us ted to
conform with the various censuses. The group indexes were
computed by weigiting the indexes for the component lines in
the respective groups, the weight factors representing total
employment or weekly pay rolls in the index base period, 1939.
These group indexes were then adjusted to Census trends where
necessary and weighted by the 1939 group weights to secure to-
tal retail trade indexes. Data for second-hand stores, res-
taurants, and garages are not included.

Monthly data for 1939-40 are on p. 31 of the June 1943 Sur-
vey (revisions for total retail trade 1940: Employment index
—April, 99.4; June-December, 101.8, 98.6, 98.3, 102.7, 104.3,
106.6, 119.4). Monthly figures for 1929-38 for total retail
trade and the general merchandising group, and monthly figures
for 1935-38 and earlier annual indexes for the food group, are
available upon request. Monthly indexes prior to 1939 have
not yet been computed on the present basis for wholesale trade.

y Compiled by the federal Works Agency, Public Roads Admin-
istration, and represent the number of persons employed on va-
rious classes of road work, under the supp^ision of Federal
and State agencies. Data include employmt.. : on highway con-
struction in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Prior to 1940
the figures cover only persons, other than supervisory and en-
gineering employees,.engaged directly on road work; beginning
with January 1940, the total includes also data for State en-
gineering, supervisory, and administrative employment which
are not shown separately in the Survey. The figures for road
construction represent those employed on Federal (national
forest and national park, publac lands, flood relief), Federal-
aid, State, and State-aid roads. The figures for maintenance
are for persons employed on State roads only. Data represent
the average number of persons employed cktring the mon th on
each project. Comparable data for the series shown here are
available by months for States, and employment for the various
classes of road construction -.mentioned above also are published
by the Public Roads Administration by months and States.

Monthly averages for 1931-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Data for 1938 for mainte-
nance (State) and the total have been revised as follows:
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Total, April, 213,902j May, 272,416; August, 318,942; mainte-
nance (State), April, 132,000; May, 156,563; August, 165,433.
Monthly data prior to 1938 are shown in the 1940, 1938, and
1936 Supplements and on p. 19 of the June 1933 Survey.

5 Compiled by the u. S. Civil Service Commission. Data
represent the number of civil employees in the executive
branch of the Federal Government, including administrative
personnel paid from emergency relief appropriations. Figures
include both permanent and temporary employees and occupants
of classified positions (subject to competitive examination
under civil-service law) and unclassified positions (excepted
from competitive examination by law and Executive Order).
Figures do not include project personnel paid from emergency
relief appropriations, enrollees of the Civilian Conservation
Corps, military (uniformed) personnel, employees of the judi-
cial and legislative branches of the Federal Government, or
the employees; of the District of Columbia Government. The da-
ta for 1935 and 1936 (in italics), represent the number of
persons having Federal appointments on the last day of the
month regardless of whether or not they received any pay in
the month in which they were reported; later data through May
1943 relate to the number of employees who received pay during
the last pay-roll period of the month. Beginning June 1943,
the data relate to paid employees in active duty status on the
last day of the month and cover employees in continental
United States only; earlier data include some off-continent
employees. All employees who are on 1 eave wi thout pay, on
ftirlough, ori a dollar-per-year basis, or who serve without pay,
are excluded beginning June 1937 and also, beginning June 1943,
employees on terminal leave. Temporary substitute post office
employees hired during the Christmas rush are included prior
to 1941 but are excluded beginning that year. Such employees
have not been reported since 1943; the number for United
States total reported for 1941-43, but excluded here, is as
follows (in thousands): 1941, December, 50; 1942, November,
10; December, 80; 1943, December, 220.

The extent to which the comparability of the figures is af-
fected by the change, in the reporting in June 1943 is indi-
cated by figures given in note 9. There is no satisfactory
overlap between the figures prior to June ,1937 and those be-
ginning that month.

The statistics shown here, classified according to depart-
ment or office, regular and temporary, and fXill-time and part-
time, and data for employees serving without compensation, are
published by the U. S. Civil Service Commission.

Monthly averages for 1925-32, June or July figures for
earlier years, and monthly figures for 1938-40 are available
in the 1942 Supplement. Data beginning 1933 through May 1937
have been revised to include temporary employees in the Post
Office Department and there have been minor revisions in the
monthly figures for July-December 1937. Revised monthly fig-
ures for 1933-37 and earlier monthly figures are available upon
request.

6 Compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission* Data fbr
number of employees represent the number of persons, excluding
executives, officials, and staff assistants, fbr class T steam
railways, including the switching and terminal companies of
these railways. Figures are for those on the pay roll at the
middle of the month. It should be noted that these data dif-
fer from the data used in computing the indexes shown on this
page and described below.

Monthly averages for the series on number of employees for
1921-34 and monthly data for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942
Supplement; earlier monthly data beginning July 1921 are avail-
able in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements and on p. 20 of
the November 1936 Survey. The monthly averages include in
some years comparatively small revisions that cannot be allo-
cated by months. Comparable data are not available prior to
July 1921 because executives, officials, etc., were not reported
separately and therefore cannot be excluded. Data fbr total
employment (including all classes) for years prior to 1922 are
published by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The indexes of railway employees are based on data for all
employees (including executives, officials, and staff assist-
ants) for class I steam railways, excluding switching and ter-
minal companies. The figjures are for the number on the pay
roll at the middle of the month. Tlie base period for the un-
adjusted series is the average for the 60 months of 1935-39;
the adjusted index is computed by relating the data for each
month to the average for 1935-39 for the corresponding month.

The base period and method of computing the adjusted index
has been changed since publication of the 1942 Supplement.
Monthly data for 1939-40 are available upon request. Monthly
indexes on the revised basis have not been computed for years
prior to 1939.

7 The method of reporting employees was changed in June
1937 (see note 5); the average shown is for 7 months, June-
December. Averages for January-May (in thousands), strictly
comparable with earlier data, are as fbllows: United States
total, 856; District of Columbia, 115.

8 The monthly data included in the averages are not entire-
ly consistent; see notes 9 and 10 for this page.

9 The comparability of the data was affected in June 1943
by a change in the reporting system (see note 5) . The esti-
mated United States total for June 1943 comparable with earli-
er figures is 3,068,000. The total beginning November 1943
reflects a further change in reporting resulting in an upward
adjustment of 25,000 in that month. Data for June to October
1943 fbr the District of Columbia include persons serving
without pay and $l-a-year employees, estimated at about 3,000
per month; data for such employees have been excluded from the
United States totals.

10 The United States totals beginning August 1945 include
approximately 53,000 clerks at third-class post offices and
substitute rural carriers not reported previously.

Page 56
1 See note 1 for p. 49
2 See note 2 fbr p. 49.
3 See note 3 for p. 52.

Pages 57, 58
See note 1 for p. 49-

2 Except dyeing and finishing.
3 See note 3 for p. 50.

Page 59
1 See note 3 for p. 54.
3 See note 4 for p* 54*
3 See note 5 for p. 54.
v See note 2 for p. 55.
5 See note 3 for p. 55.

Page 60
1 Compiled "by the ff. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics• The series on average hourly and weekly earn-
ings and average hours per worker are based on monthly reports
from cooperating establishments co'vering both full-time and
part-time employees who worked or received pay during any part
of the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the month. The
data relate to production workers only (prior to 1945, wage
earners). In general, the substitution of the terra "production
workers" for "wage earners" beginning January 1945 had no ap-
preciable effect on the comparability of the data, since there
is only a slight difference in the definitions. Where the
change made a noticeable difference in the averages, it is in-
dicated in notes on the item.

The data for hours and earnings are reported on the same
schedules as those used to obtain employment and pay-roll in-
formation described in note 1 for p. 49; not all establish-
ments in the samples report man-hour data, however. In Decem-.
ber 1946, the sample reporting man-hour data included approxi-
mately 31,000 establishments employing 7,037,000 production
workers. The number of establishments reporting varies from
month to month and the averages are therefore not strictly
comparable. The sample, however, is believed to be adequate
in virtually all instances to indicate the .general movement of
hours and earnings. Average earnings do not represent full-
time earnings since they are based on data for both part-time
and full-time employment. Ttiey include over-time, premium,
and vacation pay but exclude special bonuses (see instructions
for reporting pay rolls or earnings in note 1 for p. 49 re-
ferred to above). Tlie number of hours reported represents ac-
tual hours worked (including, however, "vacation hours").
Where reporting firms use a two-week or longer pay period, re-
ports are reduced to the equivalent for a weekly period.

Average hourly earnings and average weekly hours per worker
for individual industries are computed directly from the sam-
ple reporting man-hours. Average weekly earnings for individ-
ual industries are computed from the larger sample for employ-
ment and pay rolls; for this reason, they are not in general
equal to the product of average weekly hours and average hour-
ly earnings^ Averages for the major manufacturing groups, for
the durable and nondurable manufacturing groups and for all
manufacturing., (with the exception of averages prior to 1939
for weekly * earnings) are weighted averages. Group averages
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for average weekly hours are obtained by weighting the aver-

for each individual industry by the estimated number of
production workers in the week covered. Group averages for
hourly earnings in manufacturing are derived beginning 1939 by
weighting hourly earnings for each industry by estimates of
the total number of hours worked in that industry for the par-
tieular week. It may be noted that these estimates of hours
worked (the product of average hours worked and the estimated
number of production workers) are obtained in the course of
computing group averages of weekly hours worked. Prior to
1939 group averages for hourly earnings were obtained by
weighting average hourly earnings for each industry by employ-
ment. All group averages for weekly earnings beginning 1939
and earlier averages for all manufacturing and for the durable
and nondurable 'manufacturing groups, are computed by multiply-
ing the weighted a'verage hourly earnings by the weighted aver-
age weekly hours for the group rather than by weighting weekly
earnings for the -individual industries. Average weekly earn-
ings prior to 1939 for the industrial groups are computed di-
rectly from the sample and are unweighted.

The industry classifications were revised beginning 1939 to
conform with the 1039 Census of Manufactures. Because of sub-
stantial changes in the composition of some-of the industrial
groups and industries, and also in the method of computing the
group averages for hourly arid weekly earnings beginning 1939,
entirely comparable data for years prior to 1939 are not
available in many instances. Data prior to 1939 are shown here
for industrial groups and industries only where the 1939 fig-
ures in the current series and those on the old basis are the
same or the differences are small. In the latter case, the
data prior to 1939 are shown in italics and averages for 1939
comparable with the earlier averages are given in notes on the
items o .For all manufacturing and for total durable goods and
total nondurable goods industries, the averages prior to 1939
for weekly hours and hourly earnings were computed by applying
the ratio of the 1939 averages in the current series and the
old series to the earlier data of the old series.

The series shown in the Survey include all major manufac-
turing groups, with the exception of the miscellaneous group,
and selected manufacturing industries* The original reports
of the U. S. Department of Labor include separate data for ad-
ditional Industries. Mimeographed historical reports of that
agency give monthly data for all series beginning 1939? ear-
lier' monthly data beginning 1932 for all Manufacturing, total
durable goods industries and total nondurable goods industries,
and annual averages for 1909, 1914, 1919, and 1923-31 for all
manufacturing. Monthly data prior to 1939 corresponding to
the monthly averages shown here for certain groups and indi-
vidual industries are published in Bulletin No. 697 under the
title of "Hours and Earnings in the United States, 1932-40".

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1938-40 published in the 1942 Supplement are comparable with
data shown here only for the following series: Average weekly
and hourly earnings—automobiles (except 1939-40 data for
weekly earnings); machine tools; aircraft and partss excluding
engines; shipbuilding and boatbuilding (revision for October
1940—average wee!d,y earnings^ $36.93; hourly, $0.877); saw-
Mills and logging .camps; furniture; boots and shoes; baking;
slaughtering and meat packing; .paper and pulp; chemicals,
petroleum refining; rubber tires and tubes (revision for
October 1940— average weekly earnings, $34.27) .

2 Data shown in italics on this page and on pp. 65 and 68
are not strictly comparable with figures beginning 19-39 (see
fourth paragraph of note 1-above). Averages for 1939 compara-
ble with earlier data are as follows: Iron and steel and
their products—hours, 36.8; weekly earnings, $28.00; hourly
earnings, $0.759; blast furnaces, steel works and rolling
mills—-hours, 35.5; weekly earnings, $29.92; hourly earnings,
$0.843; machinery and machine-shop products (data prior to 1939
and the .comparable 1939 averages are for "foundry and machine-
shop products")-^-hours, 38.9; weekly earnings, $27.83; hourly
earnings, $0.716; nonferrous metals and products—hours, 39.0;
weekly earnings^ $26.36| hourly earnings, $6.677.

3 Effective January 1945 the term "production worker" was
substituted for "wage earner" (see first paragraph of note 1
above). Noticeable differences in averages ,of hours and earn-
ings occurred in a few industries. January 1945 averages for
the series affected, comparable with earlier data relating to
wage earners, are as follows: Machine tools—-hours, 51.6;
aircraft engines—hours, 46.3; hourly earnings, $1.350; ship-
building and boatbuilding—hours., 48.7; women's clothing
—weekly earnings,, $40.35; hourly earnings, $1.054; baking—
weekly earnings, $38*57; hourly earnings, $0.848-

Page 61"
1 See note 1 for p* 60.
2 Data shown in italics on this page and on pp. 66 and Q»Q

are not strictly comparable with figures beginning 1939 (see
fourth paragraph of note 1 for p* 60) . Averages for 1939 com-
parable with earlier data are as follows: '"stone, clay, and
glass products—hours9 36.8; weekly earnings, $24.01; hourly
earnings, $0.680; textile-mill products and otiier fiber manu-
factures (old series , " fabrics") — weekly earnings, $16*68;
hourly earnings? $0.464; apparel and other finished textile
products (old series, "wearing apparel") —hours, 34«0; weekly
earnings, $18*10; hourly earnings^ $0.522; food and kindred
products—hourly earnings, $0.618* Although there are some
differences between the composition of the textile-mill prod-
ucts and the food, etc., industries beginning 1939 and the
earlier series9 data for average hours on the old and the new
basis are the same for 1939.

3 Except dyeing and^ finishing.'
See note 3 for p. 50.

Page 62
1 See note 1 for p. 60.
3 Compiled by the ff* S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics- The first and second paragraphs of note 1 for*
p« 60, describing the series on hours and earnings in the man-
ufacturing industry^ apply also to the series for nomnanufac-
turlng industries, except with respect to the .classes of work-
ers covered by the data for the four public utilities, whole-
sale and retail trade, and year-round hotels* Data for these
industries, unless otherwise indicated, relate to all employ-
ees except high paid executives and officials^ The number of
establishments reporting and the number of employees covered
by the reports vary from month to month* The size of the
samples in December 1946 is given in separate notes on the
several industries. Average hours and average hourly earnings
are computed directly from the samples, with the exception of
the averages for retail trade and metalliferous mining which
are weighted averages of .component series.

Data on hours and earnings in nonmanufacturlng industries
are not included "in earlier Supplements and monthly data prior
to 1941 for most of the industries have not been published in
the Survey* Mimeographed historical reports of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics and Bulletin No. 697, "Hours and Earnings in
the United States, 1932-40", published by that agency, give
available monthly data prior to 1941 for all series*

3 See note 2 for p. 67.
y Data are based on reports f rom contract construction

firms numbering over 11,000 in t&46° The data cover all em-
ployees of these firms working at the site of privately fi-
nanced projects—skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled*, super-
intendents, time clerks, etc. .Employees of these firms en-
gaged in publicly financed projects and off-site work are ex-
cluded.

Monthly figures are available beginning 1934-
5 The samples reporting man-hour data for the Mining indus-

tries included in' December 1946 about 2,600 establishments
with 350,000 production workers. (See note 4 for p. 54 for
classes of employees included in reports)• Averages for met-
alliferous mining beginning 1939 are obtained by weighting
average hours in the component industries by employment and
average hourly earnings by estimates of the total hours worked
in the industries. Other averages are computed directly from
the samples.

Monthly figures are available beginning 1932 for anthracite
mining, 1934 for bituminous .coal and metalliferous mining (al-
so 1932 and 1933 annual averages), 1933 for quarrying and non-
metallic mining, and 1935 for .crude-petroleum production.

6 Unweighted averages, not strictly comparable .with data be-
ginning 1939« Comparable average for 1939, 40.0.

7 Sample changed; October 1941 average comparable with ear-
lier months is 35.8»

8 Sample changed; comparable December 1941 average 24.1»
9 Sample changed; March 1942 average comparable with ear-

lier data, 39.3«
1° Sample changed; .February 1943 average comparable with

earlier data, 36.3.

Page 63
1 See note 2 for p. €S.
2 Compiled by the U* S. Department of Labor,, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. Data include all known work stoppages arising
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out of 'labor-management disputes involving 6 or more workers
and continuing as long as a full day or shift, whether initi-
ated by the workers or by the employers. The data are based
on notices or leads regarding: labor disputes appearing in
daily papers and labor papers and trade journals, as well as
records f rom Federal and State agencies that deal with
employer-employee disputes. Letters are sent to representa-
tives of parties in the disputes asking for detailed and au-
thentic information to substantiate these published reports.

The figures on "man-days idle" and "workers involved" cover
all workers made idle in establishments directly involved in a
stoppage. They do not measure the indirect or secondary ef-
fects on other establishments or industries whose employees
are made idle as a result of material or service shortages.
The figvires for "in effect during the month" include data for
stoppages beginning; in the specified month and those continu-
ing from the preceding months.

"Available working time" used in computing the percentage
of time lost through work stoppages is calculated by multiply-
ing the estimated number of employed workers each month (or
average number for the yearly averages) by the number of days
worked by most employees. The employment estimates refer to
all workers except those in occupations or professions in
which there is little, if any, union organization or where
strikes rarely, if* e'ver, occur. In most industries it in-
cludes all wage and salaried workers except those in execu-
tive, managerial, or high supervisory positions, or those per-
forming professional work the nature of which makes organiza-
tion or group action impracticable. It excludes self-employed,
domestic workers, agricultural wage workers on farms employing
less than 6, and government employees.

Monthly averages beginning 1916 for stoppages beginning in
the month (number and workers involved) and beginning: 1927 for
man-days idle, and monthly data for 1934-40 for these series
and for stoppages in effect during the month are available in
the 1942, 1'940, and 1938 Supplements. (Data are designated
"Industrial disputes, strikes and lockouts" in these 'volumes.)
Annual averages for 1927-34 for "percent of available working
time" (not available by months prior to 1941) and monthly fig-
ures for 1927-33 for other series are available upon request.

3 See note 5 for p. 62.
y The sample reporting man-hours for the 4 public utilities

included in December 1916 6,500 establishments with 733,000
employees. Data for the telegraph industry relate to all
land-line employees except those compensated on a commission
basisj they exclude general and divisional headquarters per-
sonnel, trainees in school, and messengers. Notes 7 and 9 in
dicate the classes of employees covered by the other series.

Monthly figures are available beginning 1932 for the elec-
tric light and power industry and street railways and busses.
Monthly data for 1937-4O for the telephone industry are on p.
20 of the May 1945 Survey.

5 The samples reporting man-hours for power laundries and
dyeing and cleaning plants included in December 1946 1,300
establishments with 58,000 production workers and for hotels
(year-round), 900 establishments with 81,000 employees. Aver-
age hourly earnings for year-round hotels relate to money pay-
ments only; additional value of board, room, uniforms, and
tins are not included. See note 2 for p. 55 for information
on the classes of employees covered by the reports.

Monthly figures are available beginning 1935 for dyeing and
cleaning establishments and for hotels and 1934 for power
laundries.

6 The samples reporting man-hour data for retail trade in-
cluded in December 1946 27,300 establishments with 870,000 em-
ployees and for wholesale trade, 8,600 establishments with
238,000 employees. Reports cover all employees except corpor-
ation officers, executives, and other employees whose duties
are mainly supervisory, beginning 1938 (see also note 7) .
Average hours and average hourly earnings for retail trade are
obtained beginning 1939 by weighting corresponding averages
for component lines of trade by employment and total man-hours,
respectively, in these lines. Prior to 1939, Average hours
and average hourly earnings in two main groups, namely, gen-
eral merchandising and retail trade other than general mer-
chandising, were weighted by employment to obtain the averages
for all retail trade. Averages for wholesale trade are com-
puted directly from the sample.

Monthly figures for retail and wholesale trade are avail-
able beginning 1935.

7 Averages for years prior to 1938 shown in italics are not
strictly comparable with figures for later years as the latter
exclude data for corporation officers, executives, and other
employees whose duties are mainly supervisory, which are in-
cluded in the earlier data. December 1937 data excluding such

employees, but not based on strictly identical samples with
those used in compiling the December 1937 figures on the old
basis, are as follows: Year-roxmd hotels—average hours, 48.5
(old series, 47.4)f; average hourly earnings, $6.317 (old se-
ries, $0.322); retail trade—average hours, 43.1 (old series,
43.0); average hourly earnings, $0.324 (old series, $0.547);
wholesale trade—average hours, 42.7 (old series, 42.5); aver-
age hourly earnings, $0.684 (old series, $0.699). Similar fig-
ures for the electric light and power industry and street rail-
ways and busses are not Available because of changes in the
samples.

8 Average for 7 months, June-December.'
9 New series were established in April 1945 which relate to

employees covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act, approxi-
mately corresponding to production workers as defined by the
Division of Statistical Standards, U. S. Budget Bureau; the new
series are not comparable with earlier data which relate to
all employees except corporation officers", executives, and
other employees whose duties are mainly supervisory. The new
series also included data for all employees in the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company long lines departments, which
were formerly reported for only a few states, and are based on
revised and improved procedure for reporting. The monthly av-
erage for 1945 is for 9 months, April-December. April 1945
figures comparable with earlier data are as follows: Average
weekly hours, 42.9; average hourly earnings, $0.952.

10 There were four general stoppages in the coal-mining in-
dustry—one in May, two in June, and one in November. These
stoppages were, in effect, resumptions of the same dispute and
are included only once (in the May figures) .

Page 6U

•* Compiled by the U- S. Employment Service (now under the
U. S. Department of Labor) prior to* July 1, 1939, and begin-
ning January 1, 1942, and by the Social Security Board, Bureau
of Employment Security., for the intervening period. A place-
ment represents a verified entry of a worker on a job as a
direct result of employment service activities. Data relate
to continental United States beginning: 1939. Earlier data in-
clude placements in Alaska and Hawaii. The forestry and fish-
ine industry is excluded for 1936-39.

The data are not comparable with figures shown in the 1942
Supplement which include agricultural as well as nonagricul-
tural placements• Beginning in 1943 agricultural placements
were made by the U. S. Employment Service only in cooperation
with the U. S. Department of Agriculture Extension Service.
Monthly figures for nonagricultural placements for 1935HW) are
available upon request.

2 Compiled by the Federal Security Agency, Social Security
Board through July 1946, and the Social Security Administra-
tion thereafter. Data include, except as noted, operations in
all States, the District of Columbia, Alaska, and Hawaii, in
which benefits were payable. However, any interpretation made
of these data must take into consideration variations in the
number of States initiating benefit payments at any given time;
benefits were payable in Wisconsin only in 1935 and 1937; in
23 States in January 1938; 25 States in April 1938; 29 States
in September 1938; 31 States in December 1938; and in January
1939 in all States except Illinois and Montana (benefits first
payable in these States in July 1939), and in the District of
Columbia, Alaska, and Hawaii. South Dakota agency suspended
operations July 28-September 26, 1939.

Monthly figures for 1938-40 for continued claims and bene-
fit payments are shown in the 1942 Supplement; monthly figures
for 1938-40 for initial claims are available upon request.

3 An "initial claim" is the first claim in a benefit year
filed by a worker after losing his Job, or the first claim
filed at the beginning; of a second or subsequent period of un-
employment in the same benefit year. A benefit year is the
12-month period within which a worker may receive benefits, if
eligible, following his first initial claim. Initial claims
do not result in benefit payments but are just the first step
in the process.

y A "continued claim" represents a waiting-period claim
(claim filed following the 1- or 2-week waiting period required
by all States except Maryland) or a compensable claim (claim
filed for each additional week of insured unemployment after a
worker has completed his waiting period) . Only compensable
claims can result in benefit payments. Data shown exclude the
following States for the periods indicated: California, Maine,
and Oregon for January 1938; Massachusetts and Virginia ̂ for
January-March 1938; New York for January 1938-Mar.ch 1939;
Indiana for May-June 1938; Maine reported continued claims for
total unemployment only during February and March 1938.
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5 Data for weekly average number of beneficiaries receiving

benefit payments are estimated for 1938; for 1939 they relate
to the number of claimants receiving benefits during the week
ended nearest the middle of the month. .For 1940-43 and begin-
ning July 1946 they represent the average number of weeks of
unemployment compensated during weeks' ended0 within the month
and for the intervening period, the average number of weeks
compensated within the calendar month* With the exception of
the 1938-39 averages, which are based on estimated data for
some months, the annual a'verages represent the average weekly
number based on weeks compensated in the calendar year rather
than a'verages of the monthly figures.

6 Monthly data and the monthly averages for 1936-37 repre-
sent gross amount of benefit payments and contain no adjust-
ment for voided benef i t checks; monthly averages beginning
1938 are based on net amounts adjusted to exclude such checks.

7 Compiled by the Veterans Administration, Readjustment
Allowance Service* Data relate to readjustment allowances for
unemployment payable from Federal funds under the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944 and operating in all States, the Dis-
trict of Columbia, Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Effective
September 9, 1944, readjustment allowances were available to
veterans of World War II having been in active service for at
least 90 days, or less if discharged or released from active
service because of an injury incurred in line of duty, and who
were discharged under conditions other than dishonorable. Al-
lowances are payable to veterans who are either unemployed or
self-employed. Only data relating; to unemployment allowances
are shown here. The allowance for any week of total unemploy-
ment is $20, payable for a maximum of 52 weeks or less accord-
ing to length of service. A self-employed'veteran is eligible
for an allowance if his net earnings during the month are less
than $100. The monthly average number of veterans receiving
self-employment allowances for 1945-46 and the monthly average
amount of payments are as follows: Number of 'veterans—1945,
10,000; 1946, 203,000; amount of payments —1945, $973,000;
1946, $21,035,000.

8 Data for "initial claims" relate to the first claim filed
by a veteran following his discharge from the Armed Services
and additional claims (second or subsequent period of unem-
ployment) . No waiting period is required.

9 A "continued claim" certifies to the completion of a week
of unemployment for which an allowance is claimed.

20 Data prior to May 1946 represent the average weekly num-
ber of veterans paid unemployment allowances during weeks ended
in the month; beginning May 1946 data represent average weekly
number of continued claims filed during weeks ended in the
month.

11 Amounts are gross and are not adjusted for voided checks.
12 Compiled, by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics) based upon monthly reports from a varying num-
ber of representative manufacturing establishments. In the
earlier years of the period shown here reports were received
from about 5,000 establishments with approximately 2,500,000
employees. The scope of the survey has been gradually broad-
ened and in December 1946 the reporting sample included 6,900
manufacturing establishments which employed approximately
4,500,000 workers. Certain seasonal industries, such as can-
ning and preserving, and since March 1943, printing and pub-
lishing, are not covered by the survey. The data represent a
general rate for each month for all industries combined, in
which a balanced proportion is given to the industries- Data
for individual industries are included in the original reports.
The rates relate to all employees beginning 1943, whereas ear-
lier data relate to factory workers, or wage earners, only.

Since September 1945? the rates have been computed by di-
viding the number of accessions or separations during the
month by the number of employees who worked, or received pay
for, any part of the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the
month, and multiplying the result by 100. Through September
1945 the employment base used was an "average employment" fig-
ure (average of employment at the end of the preceding and the
current month) and included all employees who were carried on
the employment roll whether they were actually at work or were
on authorized unpaid leave. A test indicated that the change
in base had little effect, on the rates for the industry as a
whole. In compiling the rates, the actual numbers for the
several establishments are added and the general rates computed
from the grand total. The definitions adopted by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics for the various captions used in tills
table are as follows: An accession means the hiring of a new
employee or the rehiring of an old employee; a discharge is a
termination of employment at the will of the employer, with
prejudice to the worker because of some fault on the part of
the worker; a lay-off is a termination of employment at the

will of the employer, without prejudice to the worker (a per-
manent lay-offj a long lay-off, an indefinite lay-off and a
short, definite lay-off with name of the worker removed from
the pay roll, are counted by the Bureau as lay-offs; but a
short, definite lay-=off with the name of the worker remaining
on the pay roll is not counted as a separation). A quit is a
termination of employment initiated by the worker because of
his desire to leave. Miscellaneous separations include separa-
tions caused by death, permanent disability, retirement on
pension, and similar reasons; beginning September 1940, workers
leaving to enter the armed services of the United States Gov-
ernment are included. Prior to January 1940 miscellaneous sep-
arations were combined with data for quits. Transfers from
one plant to another of the same company are not considered
accessions or separations*

Month-to-month changes in total employment in manufacturing
industries as indicated by labor turnover rates are not pre-
cisely comparable to those shown "by the compiling agency's re-
ports on employment and pay rolls, as the former are based on
data for the entire month, while the later, for the most part,
refer to a 1-week period ending nearest the middle of the
month. The turnover sample is not so extensive as that of the
employment and pay roll survey (proportionally fewer small
plants are included) and certain industries are not covered,
as indicated above. In addition, employment and pay roll re-
ports relate to production and related workers (wage earners
prior to 1945) for all years.

Annual turnover rates beginning 1929 and monthly data prior
to 1941 are shown in the 1942, 1938, and 1936 Supplements, and
on p. 20 of the April 1-935 Survey.

13 "Quits" and "miscellaneous"- combined prior to January
1940.

J y Average for 6 months, July-December.
15 Average for 11 months, February-December. Data not

available for January.
26 January figures included for several States are esti-

mated.
17 Includes $1,177,000 resulting f r o m recalculation of

weekly benefit amounts in Ohio, not allocated by months.
18 Includes $162,000 resulting from recalculation of weekly

benefit amounts and payment of miners' claims resulting from
labor dispute in 1939 in Ohio.

19 Includes,$297,000 delayed as a result of lator disputes
in Ohio.

30 Includes $104,000 resulting from review of 1938-41 sea-
sonal claims in Oregon, not distributed by months.

21 Includes $89,000 resulting f rom re'view of seasonal
claims for 1938=41 in Oregon and for 1941-42 in Colorado, not
distributed by months.

22 Average for 4 months, September-December.

Page 65

See note 1 for p.
See note 2 for p.

60.
60.

Page 66
1 See note 1 for p. 60.
2 See note 2 for p. 61-
3 Except dyeing and finishing.
14 See note 3 for p. 50.
5 Sample changed*. November 1942 comparable with earlier

data, $30.10.
6 See note 3 for p. 60.

. Page 67
1 See note 1 for p. 60.
2 Data shown in italics on this page and on p<> 70 are not

strictly comparable with figures beginning 1939 (see fourth
paragraph of note 1 for p. 60)• Averages for 1939 comparable
with earlier data are as follows: Pood and kindred products-
weekly earnings, $'24.74; chemicals and allied products
(prior to 1939 "chemicals other than petroleum refining") —

weekly earnings, $26*25; hourly earnings, $0.661; rubber prod-
ucts—weekly earnings, $28.22; hourly earnings, $0.767. Aver-
age hours for 1939 for chemicals and allied products and rub-
ber products (p. 62) are the same in the series beginning that
year and the earlier series.

3 See note 3 for p. 60.

1 See note 1 for p.
2 See note 2 for p.

Page 68
60.
60.

783492 O - 48 - 14
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3 See note 3 for p. 60.
y The average for workers who were employed in February

1946 was $1.217; this average is affected by strike conditions
since maintenance workers were left on during the strike while
low-paid production workers were out; this average is there-
fore omitted from the table to a'void misinterpretation.

Page 69
1 See note 1 for p. 60.
2 See note 2 for p. 61.
3 Except dyeing and finishing.
tf See note 3 for p. 50.
5 Sample Changed. January 1941 comparable wi th earlier

data, $0.553.
6 Sample changed. July 1942 comparable with earlier data,

$0.652.
7 See note 3 for p. 60.

Page 70
1 See note 1 for p. 60.
2 See note 2 for p. 62.
3 See note 2 for p. 67.
v See note 4 for p. 62.
5 See note 5 for p. 62.
8 Sample changed. October 1941 average comparable with

earlier months, $1.060.
7 Sample changed; comparable December 1941 average, $0.985.
8 Sample changed. March 1942 average comparable with ear-

lier months, $1.078.

Page 71
1 See note 2 for p. 62.
s See not;e 5 for p. 62.
3 See note 4 for p. 63.
y See note 5 for p. 63.
5 See note 6 for p. 63.
6 Compiled by the ingineertng news-Record and represents

the hourly wages of both common and skilled labor in the con-
struction industry as of the 1st of each month. The data are
compiled from monthly reports of correspondents in 20 cities
as follows: New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Atlanta,
Birmingham, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago, St» Louis.,
Kansas Cityj, Dallas, Minneapolis, Denver, Seattle, San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, and New Orleans. Both the
skilled and common rates are arithmetic averages of wages ac-
tually paid in the 20 cities. Union wages actually paid are
used, except where nonunion jobs predominate. In some in-
stances it has been necessary to average the rates for union
and nonunion, where both exist. The skilled rates are aver-
ages of three principal trades—carpenters, bricklayers, and
structural Ironworkers—in heavy construction.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly figures
for 1922-37 see the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements and p. 19
of the September 1933 Survey. Revisions in the published data
are as follows: Common rates, August 1930, $0.562; February
1932, $0.452; July 1932,, $0.411; skilled rates, July 1925,
$1.22; September 1929, $1.37; May 1933, $1.00; July 1936, $1.16.

7 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, based upon reports submitted by a
Varying number (18,000 at the end of 1946) of crop reporters
to the Bureau's regional offices, and represent the average
farm wage rate (without board) for hired labor on farms of
these crop reporters. Data are compiled regularly as of the
1st of January, April, July, and October and occasionally for
selected months between the quarterly dates. Only the quar-
terly data are used in computing the yearly averages which are
weighted average rates obtained as follows: Quarterly figures
for each region are weighted by estimates of the number of
hired farm employees to obtain the quarterly average for the
country as a whole; the quarterly rates are weighted by the
total number of hired farm employees in each quarter to obtain
the annual averages. A complete description of the inquiries
made for farm wage rates and data prior to 1913 for the series
here presented are available in reports of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The original reports include also aver-
age monthly wage rates with board, average wage rates per day
with and without board, and index numbers based upon a weighted
average wage rate per month.

Comparable quarterly data prior to 1941 are shown in the
1942 and 1940 Supplements and table 53, p. 18, of the November
1939 Survey. Revised figure for April 1938, $36.01-

8 Compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission and repre-
sent average hourly earnings of persons employed by the class
I steam railways, including the switching and terminal compan-
ies of these railways. These data were computed from the num-
ber of persons (excluding executives, officials, and staff as-
sistants) on the pay roll at the middle of the month. Back
pay resulting from retroactive wage agreements is not included
in the monthly figures but is included in computing the monthly
averages. The figures shown as monthly averages therefore dif-
fer substantially in some years (notable in 1943 and 1946)
from the average of the monthly figures. Wage increases which
became effective in December 1943 and January 1944, retroac-
tive to February 1 or April 1, 1943, are not fXilly reflected
in the monthly figures until March 1944. It should be borne
in mind that the average hourly earnings are affected by
changes in the proportion of employees in each wage group, as
well as by changes in wage rates.

Monthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly figures
prior to 1938 see the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements and
p. 20 of the November 1936 Survey.

9 Compiled by the Federal tforfcs Agency, Public Roads Admin-
istration* Data represent average hourly wage rates for un-
skilled (common) labor in road buildine; on Federal-aid proj-
ects. The wage rates vary considerably in different regions.
Changes in United States average shown here are affected by
the relative number of men employed in sfreas with higher or
lower wage rates. The annual averages are computed by the com-
piling agency from total hours and wages for the 12 months and
are not averages of the monthly figures.

Annual averages for 1922-31 and 1934 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1934-35 are in the 1938 Supplement. Monthly figures prior to
1934 (with the exception of the 1928-31 figures in the 1932
Supplement) and for 1936-37 have been revised since publica-
tion in the Survey; revisions are available upon request.

J0 Unweighted averages, not strictly comparable with data-
beginning 1939. Comparable average for 1939, $0.705.

11 See note 7 for p. 63.
12 Average for 7 months June-December.
13 Data beginning April 1945 are not comparable with earlier

data; see note 9 for p. 63«
Ji / Not included in weighted average for year; see note 7.
15 In January 1945 the term "production worker" was substi-

tuted for "wage earner", resulting in a noticeable difference
in the figures for average hourly earnings; the January 1945
average for wage earners comparable with earlier data is
$1.171.

16 Sample changed. June 1945 average comparable with earlier
months, $0.666.

Page 72
1 Compiled by the Sew York Federal Reserve Bank since July

1936; earlier data were compiled by the American Acceptance
Council* The figures represent the total acceptance liability
outstanding on the last day of the month of banks and bankers
in the United States and agencies of foreign banks in this
.country. Acceptances based on (a) imports, (b) exports, (c)
goods stored in or shipped between points in the United States
and foreign countries, and (d) dollar exchange are included.
'Data by classes of acceptances are available from the Federal
Reserve Bulletin.

Earlier year-end figures beginning 1920 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 .Supplement; monthly fig-
ures for 1925-37 appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements .

2 Compiled by the Federal Reserve Bank of Hew York and pub-
lished in the Federal Reserve Bulletin. Data represent the
volume of paper outstanding as reported by the principal deal-
ers in the country; some finance company paper sold in open
market is.included. Thirteen dealers reported for January
1935-January 1937; 12 for February 1937-November 1941 (except
for March 1940 when 15 reported); 11 for December 1941-February
1943; and 10 beginning 1943 * (except for June 1945 when 11 re-
ported) .

Earlier year-end figures beginning 1918 and monthly figures
for 1938̂ 40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
for 1923-37 which appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements are correct except for revisions in the figures
for May 1931-April 1932, and a few minor revisions for 1923,
1928, and 1929; monthly data for 1918-22 and the revisions
mentioned are available upon request.

3 Compiled by the Farm Credit Administration, to provide a
comprehensive picture of the farm credit activities under the
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supervision of this agency. The Farm Credit Administration
supervises the activities of the Federal land banks, the na-
tional farm loan associations, the Federal intermediate credit
Thanks, the production credit corporations, the production
credit associations, and the. banks for cooperatives. It su-
pervises also the lending activities of the Federal Farm Mort-
gage Corporation, an emergency Institution on whose behalf the
Land Bank Commissioner makes loans, and liquidation of the re-
gional agricultural credit corporations (consolidated into one
corporation as of February 1, 1944) and the Agricultural Mar-
keting Act revolving fund. The loans represent farm-mortgage
loans, short-term production .credit, and advances to farmers'
cooperative purchasing and marketing associations. District
units of the Farm Credit Administration are located in each of
the 12 farm credit districts, coinciding geographically with
the Federal land bank districts. The offices are located in
Springfield (Mass.), Baltimore^, Columbia (S. C.) , Louisville,
New Orleans, St. Louis, St. Paul, Omaha, Wichita, Houston,
Berkeley, and Spokane. In each district organization there
are 4 permanent credit institutions—a Federal land bank, a
Federal intermediate credit bank, a production credit corpor-
ation, and a bank for cooperatives—in addition to local na-
tional farm loan associations and production credit associa-
tions .

The Farm Credit AdMnistration also supervises the liquida-
tion of the joint-stock land banks, which were privately capi-
talized institutions organized under the Federal Farm Loan
Act. Liquidation of these banks has been practically com-
pleted. Loans of the joint-stock land banks through June 1945
are available in the 1942 and earlier Supplements and the
1943-45 issues of the monthly Survey. The Farm Credit Admin-
istration formerly supervised the emergency crop and drought
relief loan offices; effective November 1, 1946, jurisdiction
over these offices was transferred to the Farmers Home Admin-
istration. Data for these loans have been excluded from the
figures shewn here for all years.

Data on agricultural loans included in the summary table on
Government corporations and business-type agencies on p. 79
include agricultural loans of the Commodity Credit Corporation,
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Farmers Home Administra-
tion and predecessor agencies, and the Rural Electrification
Administration, as well as loans of agencies under the super-
vision of the Farm Credit Administration. In addition, data
for loans of agencies under the supervision of the Farm Credit
Administration included in the summary table differ from data
shown here in that the summary table includes Federal inter-
mediate credit bank loans to and discounts for production
credit associations, which are not included in the totals
shown here, and excludes loans by production credit associa-
tions which ,are here included.

Data in greater detail and descriptions -of the lending in-
stitutions in the system may be found in the annual reports of
the Farm Credit Administration.

Year-end figures prior to Jf935 and monthly figures for
1932-40 are shown in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supple-
ments and, except for a few minor revisions in the 1932-33
figures, are correct and comparable with data in the present
volume after adjusting the "grand total" and "total short-
term credit" to exclude emergency crop loans and drought re-
lief loans. Figures for Federal land banks published in the
1932 Supplement are substantially correct.

y Loans to cooperatives include loans (direct) by Federal
intermediate credit banks, loans by the district banks for co-
operatives and the .Central Bank for Cooperatives (excluding
advances in connection with CCC programs), and loans from the
Agricultural Marketing Act revolving fund.

5 Data on short-term credit include Federal intermediate
credit, bank loans to and discounts for financing institutions
(exclusive of loans to other Farm Credit Administration agen-
cies), and loans by production credit associations and regional
agricultural credit corporations. Federal intermediate credit
bank loans to and discounts for other Farm Credit Administra-
tion agencies (regional agricultural credit corporations^ pro-
duction credit associations, and banks for cooperatives) are
omitted from the total for short-term -credit and total loans
for all agencies to avoid duplication. Emergency crop loans
and drought relief loans, which were formerly under the super-
vision of the Farm Credit Actainistration and are included in
the totals for short-term credit shown in the 1942 and earlier
Supplements, have been excluded for all years.

6 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System* The series include debits at reporting member and non-
member banks in 141 centers. Beginning in 1942 a number of
banks which formerly did not report were added; the figures
beginning that year are therefore not entirely comparable with

earlier data • (see note 10). The data represent debits ©r
charges on the books of reporting banks to deposit accounts of
individuals, corporations, partnerships:, the United
Government, and State and local governments. Debits to sav-
ings accounts, payments from trust accounts, and certificates
of deposit paid are included. Figures do not include debits
to the accounts of other banks or in settlement of clearinĝ
house balances, payments of certified and officers' cheeks,
charges to expense and miscellaneous accounts, corrections, or
similar charges. Monthly figures are derived from weekly re-
ports through April 1942, prorating the figures for weeks
which do not fall entirely within a single calendar month;
thereafter data have been collected for calendar months*

Monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for 1933-37
appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements*

7 The condition of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks is re-
ported as of the end of each month by the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System* Detailed statements are pre-
sented in the monthly Federal Reserve Bulletin*

Effective June 12, 1945, only gold certificates are eligi-
ble as reserves. The reserve ratio represents the percentage
which total reserves are of the combined deposit and Federal
Reserve note liabilities.

Year-end figures prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 'Supplement (the year-end
figures for total reserves have been revised as follows, in
millions of dollars: 1919, 1,990; 1920, 2,250; 1921, 3,010;
1922, 3,166; 19233 3,169 1924, 3,047; 1925, 2,834;'1926,
2,948; 1927, 2,867; 1928, 2,709; 1929, 3:,0ll; 1930, 3,082;
1931, 3,158; 1932, 3,331). Monthly data for 1923-37'are Avail-
able in the 1940, 1838, 1936, and 1932 Supplements, except for
revisions of the 1936 and 1932 Supplements as follows (millions
of dollars): U. S. Government security holdings, July 1936,
372; member bank reserves, March 1930, 2,367; total reserves,
1932—January, 3,169; February, 3,140; March, 3,235; ' April,
3,213; May, 2,987; June, 2,777; July, 2,836; August, 2,980;
September, 3,091; Qetolber, 3,195; November, 3,242; December,
3,331; 1933—-January s 3,457; February, 3,126; March, 3,455;
April, 3,633-

8 Includes direct and guaranteed securities.
9 Data for all items except bank debits are as of the end

of the year, not monthly averages.
10 Beginning May 1942, data were collected for additional

banks In the reporting centers and are included in the figures
shown here; figures for January-April 1942 Include estimates
for the additional banks. Monthly averages for 1942 on the
old basis, comparable with earlier data, are as follows; 141
centers, $46,116,000,000; New York City, $17,580,000,000; out-
side New York City, $28,536,000,000; corresponding monthly
figures on the old basis are available on p. S-14 of the March
1943 monthly Survey.

Page 73
1 See note 7 for p* 72.
2 The data are reported weekly by the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve Sj/stem and are for reporting member banks
in 101 leading cities; the figures given here are for the
Wednesday nearest the end of the month or year.

The reporting banks numbered about 400 in 1935- The total
was gradually reduced by mergers and other causes and at the
end of 1946 reports included about 370 banks. Total loans and
investments and total deposits of the weekly reporting banks
in 101 cities in 1935 amounted to approximately 70 percent of
the totals for all member banks and 60 percent of the totals
'for all banks in the United States, excluding mutual savings
banks. During the war period the proportions 'declined and at
the end of 1946 the reporting banks in 101 cities had about
60 percent of the loans and investments and deposits of all
member banks and around 50 percent of these items for all com-
mercial banks. In the middle of 1946, a new and enlarged se-
ries for weekly reporting banks was initiated, as indicated in
note 7 which includes data for June -December 1946 on the new
basis comparable with data published in the monthly Survey be-
ginning with the August 1947 issue. The data for this period
shown on pp. 73 and" 74 are the 101-cities series, comparable
with earlier data, thus providing a' 7-months overlap on the
old and new basis.

Since, the weekly reporting banks are chiefly large city
banks, which are most a if feeted by short-time money-market fac-
tors, they are especially significant in showing current
changes in the credit situation. The assets and liabilities
off banks in smaller places change more slowly, and weekly fig"
ures for these banks would ordinarily be of less significance
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and, owing to the larger number of such banks, more difficult
to collect.

Because of a revision in the classification of "loans" in
May 1937 (described in the Federal Reserve Bulletins for May
and June 1937) and'a regrouping of the items, data for the pe-
rigd prior to that time cannot he shown for the individual
classifications except for loans to hanks, real estate loans,
and loans to brokers and dealers in securities. The latter
item includes, beginning with May 1937, when the revision was
made, a small amount of unsecured loans to brokers and dealers
(when such "loans are made for the purpose of purchasing or
carrying securities); earlier data include only loans on secu-
rities. In the Federal Reserve presentation of these data,
several combinations of the new .classifications are shown
which provide a fairly comparable continuation of the earlier
series.

Beginning February 1939, data for time deposits, demand de-
posits, and investments in U. S. Government direct obligations
were subdivided and new classifications were brought out. A
small amount of U. S. Government time deposits (2 million dol-
lars on February 8) was shifted from the U. S. Government de-
mand deposit series and included in the time deposit total.
Minor changes were also made in the composition of several
items of loans and investments. Certain amounts which had
been previously classified as loans or securities, but indi-
rectly representing bank premises or other real estate owned,
are classified as "-other assets" (not shorn, in this tabula-
tion) . These amounts on February 8, 1939, were 47 million
dollars for loans and 53 million dollars for securities. A
transfer of a small amount of loans theretofore classified as
"commercial, industrial, and agricultural" to "other loans"
was also made at that time.

The data shown herein for interbank deposits include demand
and time deposits of both domestic and foreign banks and dif-
fer from figures in earlier Supplements which represent only
domestic interbank deposits. Monthly figures for 1938-40 and
y^ar-end figures beginning 1919, or the earliest year avail-
able, for all other" items are shown in the 1942 Supplement
(loans on open-market paper shown separately in the 1942 and
earlier Supplements are combined with industrial, commercial,
and agricultural loans in the present volume). Monthly fig-
ures prior to 1938 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements as follows: Adjusted demand deposits (prior
to September 1934, "net demand deposits"—see note on item in
1940 Supplement), total time deposits, total investments, and
total loans, 1923-37 (except for minor revisions for June
1923, February 1925, and January 1926); U. .S. Government de-
posits, 1936-37; investments in U. S. Government obligations,
1932-37; investments in guaranteed obligations and in "other
securities", loans to brokers and dealers in securities, real
estate loans, and loans to banks, 1934-37; other .classifica-
tions under loans, 1937. Available data for 1919̂ 40 for all
items are included in Banking and Monetary Statistics, pub-
lished by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

3 Adjusted demand deposits represent deposits other than
interbank and United States Government, less cash items re-
ported as on hand or in process of collection. Data for ad-
justed demand deposits include certified and officers1 checks
in addition to other demand deposits shown here.

u Includes U. S. Government and postal savings deposits not
shown separately.

5 Data for Federal Reserve banks are as of the end of the
year; data for weekly reporting member banks are for Wednesday
nearest the end of the year.

6 Reciprocal bank balances were reported gross through July
1, 1942, and net thereafter. July 1 figure (shown here as of
the end of June) comparable with later data is $9,235,000,000.

7 Beginning July 2, 19i6 (shown here as June), the series
for weekly reporting banks was revised to increase and improve
the coverage; a number of important cities was added while
some cities formerly included were eliminated and the coverage
within included cities was broadened. In addition, all
branches of reporting banks were included regardless of the
location. The inclusion of all branches of' reporting banks
removes the possibility of indicating precisely the number of
.cities covered. The total number of cities, counting only the
head-office city of branch systems, included in the new series
is 94. The number of banks repoVting was increased from 371
to 441. The percentage of total commercial bank deposits rep-
resented by the new series was increased from 49 to 57 and the
percentage of total member bank deposits represented was in-
creased from 57 to 67. Data for June-December 1946 on the new
basis are given below, in millions of dollars. These data are
comparable" with figures shown in the monthly Survey beginning

with the August 1917 issue,
are on the old basis.

Figures shown on pp. 73 and 74

Deposits:

Demand, except Interbank:
Individuals, partnerships, and

States and political subdivi-

Individuals, partnerships, and

States and political subdlvi-

[J. & Government obligations, di-

Bonds (including guaranteed

Cormereial, industrial, and agrl-

To brokers and dealers in secur-

Other loans for purchasing or car-

y i"*
to banks

h

Deposl ts:

Demand, except interbank:
Individuals, partnerships, and

States and political subdivi-

Indivl duals, partnerships, and

States and political subdivl-

nterbank
tment total

U* S. Government obligations, di-
rect and guar. , total

Bonds (including guaranteed

tal
Commercial, industrial, and agri-

To brokers and dealers in seeur-

Other loans for purchasing or car-

al"8 t*t

Oth 1
*

June

46, 417

46, 307

2,837
8,188

13, 612

13,249

191
11, 246
62,247

48,303
1,131

11,426

30,083
6,664
3,944

17, 182

8,476

2,110

2,154
1,989

183
2, 271

Septem-
ber

46,621

46,584

2,872
6,003

13,806

13,604

226
11,146
48,449

44,281
746

7,792

30,666
6,177
4,168

18,001

10,180

1,367

l^Gie
2,241

134
2,463

July

46,660

46,646

2,791
7,781

13,634

13,346

214
11, 166
61,827

47,808
876

11, 111

30,290
6,632
4,019

17,260

6,916

1,749

2,016
2,071

195
2,304

Octo-
ber

46,187

46,186

2,757
4,966

13,871

13, 573

222
11,094
48,336

44,375
741

7, 994

30, 636
5,004
3,961

18,704

10,826

1,299

1,506
2,324

199
2,551

August

46,625

45,301

2,773
6, 993

13,725

13,424

222
11,079
50,868

46,884
824

10,208

30,436
5,416
3,984

17,507

9,444

1,603

1,867
2,140

188
2,366

Novem-
ber

46,761

46,978

2,796
3,762

13,902

13,685

240
10, 970
46, 996

43,069
796

6,742

30,674
4,958
3,927

19,246

11,234

1,442

1,389
2,400

152
2,629

Decew-
ber

46,688

47,252

2,907
1,917

14, 063

13,719

269
11,269
45,037

41,053
962

6,299

30,374
3,418
3,984

19,417

11,346

1,471

1,256
2,490

72
2,782
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Page 7H

1 See note 2 for p. 73.
3 Data are for Wednesday nearest the end of the year,
3 Guaranteed obligations not reported separately; included

with bonds.
y See note 7 for p. 73-

Page 75
1 Computed by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. The data through 1938, shown in italics, are averages
of prevailing rates, or range of rates, for the week ending
the 15th of each month, by banks in the 19 cities indicated,
on .commercial loans eligible for rediscount under the Federal
Reserve Act. Beginning 1939, they are averages of actual in-
terest rates charged by the banks on new .commercial and indus-
trial loans made during the first half of March, June, Septem-
ber, and December (i.e., quarterly). The Ibanks reporting ac-
count for at least three-quarters of the commercial loans made
by all weekly reporting banks in the selected cities. The
rates reported by the banks in each .city are weighted accord-
ing to the dollar volume of new loans made at the various
rates. In obtaining the group averages the city figures are
then weighted according to the amounts of loans outstanding in
each city relative to total loans of member banks in 101 cit-
ies. For a more complete description of the series, including
a discussion of comparability between the old and new series,
see pp. 426-7 of Banking and Monetary Statistics, published by
the compiling agency.

Earlier monthly averages beginning 1928 and monthly or
quarterly data for 1938-40 appear in the 1942 Supplement;
monthly data for 1928-37 are available on p. 17 of the March
1940 Survey and in the 1940 Supplement.

2 Reported by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Annual data represent rates in force on December 31
of each year. Monthly data are for rates in force at end of
month. Data cover rates to member banks on all discounts and
advances under Sections 13 and 13a of the Federal Reserve Act
except that a preferential rate of 0.50 percent on advances
secured by Government obligations maturing or callable in one
year or less was in effect from October 30, 1942, to April 24,
1946, inclusive.

For monthly data beginning 1923 and rates as of December 31
for 1914-1922, see the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements (November 1929 rate shown in the 1932 Supplement
should be. 4.50 percent). The rates prior to 1922 shown in
these Supplements co'ver 61- to 90-day commercial, agricultural,
and livestock paper.

3 Compiled by the Farm Credit Administration and the prede-
cessor agency, the Federal Farm Loan Board. The figures rep-
resent interest rates charged by the Federal intermediate
credit banks for direct loans only. During the 1935-46 period,
except in February 1939, the 12 banks had the same rate. When
the banks have different rates, as in February 1939 and in some
months of 1947 (shown in the monthly Survey), the loan rates
of the 12 banks are averaged. If a change of rate occurs
during a month the bank's average rate for that month is ob-
tained by weighting each rate by the number of business days
it was in force. No weight is given to the number of loans
closed at the various rates.

Monthly averages for 1923-34 and monthly figures beginning
1929 are available in the 1942, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments (revisions: May 1930, 4.82; August 1930, 4.13; June
1933, 3.12). Monthly data for 1923-28 are available upon re-
quest.

14 Compiled by the Farm Credit Administration and the pred-
ecessor agency, the Federal Farm Loan Board. The figures are
contract rates, or rates charged on new loans closed by the
12 Federal land banks on loans made through national farm loan .
associations* The law limits the rate to 6 percent. Direct
loans are made at a rate 1/2 of l percent higher than those
made through the associations. Since the middle of 1935 the
banks have had the same rate. Where the banks had different
loan rates, the rates -of the 12 banks were averaged. When a
change of rate occurred during a month, the bank's average
rate for that month was obtained by weighting each rate in ef-
fect during the month by the number of business days it was
in force. No weight was given to the number of loans closed
at the various rates.

A temporary interest rate of 4 1/2 percent was established
by legislation on installments maturing during the period July
11, 1933, through June 30, 1935, on loans made through the
national farm loan associations; on installments maturing from
July 1, 1035, through June 30, 1944, the rate was further tem-
porarily reduced to 3 1/2 percent. On expiration of this

reduced rate on June 30, 1944, the banks Voluntarily reduced
the interest rate to 4 percent on all loans outstanding, some
of which bore a contract rate as high as 6 percent.

For monthly data beginning February 1917, see the 1942,
1940, and 1938 Supplements and p. 20 of the April 1935 Survey.

5 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System from data collected by the New York Federal Reserve
Bank. The monthly figures for bankers' acceptances, eommer™
cial paper, and time loans are averages of weekly prevailing
rates* Rates for New York Stock Fjcchange call loans are aver-
ages of daily quotations.

Monthly averages for 1918-34 for bankers' acceptances, and
1913-34 for other series, and monthly data for 1938-40 for all
series are shown in the 1942 Supplement (see note in that vol-
ume regarding commercial paper rates for years prior to 1919);
the 1933 averages for acceptances, commercial paper, and time
loans ha'v« been revised to 0.63, 1.73, and 1.11, respectively,
and there have been a few minor revisions in the earlier aver-
ages. Monthly data on call loans for 1926-37 are available in
the 1940, 1938, 1936̂  and 1932 Supplements; monthly data prior
to 1938 for other series and prior to 1926 for call loans are
available upon request.

6 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.

Monthly data for Treasury bills are average rates on new
offerings within the month of 3-month Treasury bills beginning
December 17, 1937, and of bills of the following maturities
for the earlier period: 6 months through February 23, 1935;
9 months, March l, 1935-October 15, 1937; bills maturing about
March 16, 1938, October 22-December 10, 1937- When no rate is
shown no bills of the stated maturity were offered. Rates are
for tax-exempt bills prior to March 1, 1941; taxable bills
thereafter.

Data shown for "Treasury notes" includes only Treasury
notes through September 14, 1945, after which date there were
no notes outstanding within the maturity range. (There were
no tax-exempt notes outstanding within the maturity range
after March 15, 1943.) Taxable notes were first offered in
December 1940. For September 15 to December 14, 1945, the se-
ries .consists of Treasury notes of September 15, 19489 and
Treasury bonds of December 1950, and thereafter, of 3-5 year
taxable bonds. Data are monthly averages of daily figures.
The averages are derived from the yields on individual issues
computed by the Treasury Department. Each daily figure is an
unweighted average of the yields of the issues included and is
based on averages of closing bid and asked quotations. Prior
to September 15,. 1945, each issue with a maturity of more than
3 years was included "until its period to maturity reached 3
years. A single selected issue was substituted for periods
when it was .considered more representative; substitutions in
the taxable 'series consisted of the 1 percent March 15*, 1946,
notes for the period from November 1, 1941, to June 4, 1942?
and the 1 1/2 percent December 15, 1946 notes for the period
from June 6, 1942, to March 13, 1943. Beginning December 15,
1945, a revised method is, used which provides for semiannual
adjustments to include continuously Treasury bonds whose aver-
age yield reflects that of a Treasury bond with first call
date ranging between extremes of approximately S.SHt.O years
cat the time of revision to 3.3-3.5 years just prior to the
revision.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement ((revisions: Bills—-1934
average, 0.256; notes—1932 average, 5 months, 2.81)• Monthly
data for 1934-37 for Treasury notes appear in the 1940 and
1938 Supplements (revisions: 1934—March, 2.44; April, 2.07;
June, 1.72; August, 1.74; September, 2.26; 1935—June, 1.15;
1936—September, 1.09).

7 Compiled from data furnished by the Savings Banks Associ-
ation of the 'State of Newt York on deposits in all savings
banks in New York State—numbering 131 in recent years. For
December figures reports of the New York State Banking Depart-
ment are used. Since January 1935, the coverage of the monthly
reports has been complete and, except for minor differences,
are in agreement with the December figures from the State
Banking Department.

Year-end data for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40 are
available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1924-37
are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; the
1924-31 figures shown in the latter volume include small esti-
mates and the December'figures differ slightly from the Decem-
ber figures from the State Banking Department shown in the
1942 Supplement. Only semiannual data are available prior to
1924.

8 Compiled by the ff. S. Post Office Department. Data tabu-
lated here are as of the end of the year or month indicated.
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Data on postal savings are shown in greater detail in the an-
nual reports of the Postmaster General.

Balance to credit of depositors represents outstanding
principal as evidenced by certificates of deposit and un-
claimed deposits (accounts inactive o'ver 20 years).

Year-end data for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40 are
available In the 1942 Supplement. Earlier monthly figures
which appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements are
correct except for minor revisions in the figures in the lat-
ter volume.

9 Averages for bank rates to customers for 1939-46 are
based on quarterly figures. Data for savings deposits are as
of the end of the year.

10 Average for 8 months; February, April-September, and
November. Rates were negative for January, March, October,
and December.

11 Rate negative. *
.12 See note 6 for composition of the series beginning Sep-

tember 15, 1945-

Page 76
1 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System beginning September 1942- Original estimates for the
period January 1929-August 1942, inclusive, were made by the
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, and were based to some extent on data prepared by
the National Bureau of Economic Research in cooperation with
the Russell Sage Foundation and the U* S. .Department of Com-
merce* The data represent national estimates based on sample
reports and are adjusted periodically to more comprehensive
data which are collected at less frequent intervals. The
method of estimation and sources of data originally used are
set forth in detail in the Survey for November 1942, pp. 15
and 23-25« Revisions made in the series since September 1942
are described and back figures shown in the Federal Reserve
Bulletin for October 1942, pp. 992-994; December 1944,
pp. 1177-1181; January 1945, pp. 27-28; April 1946, pp. 383,
432-̂ 34, and June 1947, pp. 830-833-

The installment sale credit series include credit arising
from the installment sales of all types of retail stores ex-
cept those whose sales are predominantly to fanners, contrac-
tors, or others for business purposes. The estimates of in-
stallment receivables, which are shown by type of store, refer
to credit arising from installment sales of each type of re-
tail outlet regardless of whether the receivables are held by
the vendor originating the paper or by a financial agency to
which the accounts have been sold. The amount of installment
sale credit outstanding includes finance charges. Current es-
timates are based on month-to-month movements of installment
accounts receivable reported by sample groups of stores in the
more important installment credit-granting retail lines. Sam-
ple coverage 'varies from more than 50 percent of total install-
ment accoim ts outs tending for automobile dealers, departmen t
stores and mail-order houses to 20 percent, or less, for ftirn-
iture, jewelry, and household appliance stores.

The installment cash loan series refer to the amount of
credit arising from loans made directly to consumers by cash
lending agencies and repayable in installments. Miscellaneous
lenders are lending agencies which closely resemble industrial*
and small loan companies, but which lack adequate State regu-
latory controls. The series for insured home repair and mod-
ernization loans represents estimated amounts outstanding at
the end of the month on consumer loans insured under Federal
Housing Administration Title I, Class 1 and Class 2. The
principal exclusion in the installment loan series is real
estate mortgage credit, although a small amount of mortgage
credit is included in the estimates for credit unions. Inter-
est charges are included in estimated amounts outstanding for
all types of lenders except small loan companies and credit
unions. Small loan companies usually make their charge each
month on the unpaid balance and do not include the charge as a
part of the loan or as a part of the loan balance outstanding.
For the most part credit unions use a similar lending tech-
nique and, to that extent, the credit union series excludes
interest charges.

Monthly estimates for the components of the installment
loan series are carried forward on the basis of reports from
the several types of "lending institutions. Reports from in-
dustrial banks and small loan companies account for about
three-fourths or more of total consumer installment loans made
by these agencies. Sample coverage for other types of lenders
ranges from around 40 percent for commercial banks to one-
third or less for industrial loan companies and credit unions.

All estimates are adjusted periodically to call report or
other official data.

The charge account series covers consumer credit arising
from retail and, to some extent, wholesale charge-account
sales to consumers. Generally, interest is not required on
charge-account credit; therefore, these estimates exclude such
.charges. Retail outlets excluded from the charge-account se-
ries are the lumber-building groups farm implement-tractor-
hardware stores; hay, grain and feed stores; farm and garden
supply stores; and office, store appliance and equipment
dealers. In addition, approximately 5 percent of "other re-
tail store" charge accounts receivable are excluded as noncon-
sumer and 13 percent of automobile dealer receivables, repre-
senting an allowance for trucks. The charge accounts receiv-
able of all other types of retail stores are included.

The series on single-payment loans covers short-term credit
arising from the consumer lending activities of commercial
banks and pawnbrokers, when no repayment schedule is specified.
Interest charges, for the most part, are not included in these
estimates.

The series on service credit includes the amount of indebt-
edness (in length of term similar to charge accounts) arising
from services rendered by medical practitioners, hospitals,
laundries, cleaning and pressing establishemnts, funeral par-
lors, public utilities, and correspondence schools. The prin-
cipal exclusion is probably consumer credit arising from legal
services, for which field no data are available at the present
time. Generally-, interest is not pharged in the extension of
service credit and therefore these estimates exclude such
charges.

Monthly data for 1929-40 for total consumer short-term
credit, total installment credit, total installment sale
credit, and total installment cash loans, charge account sale
credit, single-payment loans, and service credit outstanding
are available on p. 24 of the April 1948 Survey; monthly data
prior to 1941 for individual types of installment sale and
cash loan credit outstanding are available on pp. 17 and 18 of
the November 1942 Survey as follows: All items under sale
credit and credit unions under cash loans, 1929-40 (correc-
tions for department stores and mail-order houses—August
1932, 99; September 1932, 98; for credit unions—December
1938, 112); commercial banks, 1929-33; industrial banks and
industrial loan companies (combined figures shown as "indus-
trial banking companies"), 1929-37 (monthly data for 1929-37
for loans made by these institutions are available on p. 18 of
the September 1940 Survey). Tftie following monthly data, which
have been revised since published in the Survey, are available
upon request: Commercial banks, credit outstanding and loans
made, 1934-40; credit unions, loans made, 1939-40 (also annual
totals back through 1929) ; industrial banks and industrial
loan companies, credit outstanding and loans made, 1938-40;
small loan companies, credit outstanding and loans jaade,
1929-40; miscellaneous lenders, credit outstanding, 1929-^40.

8 Data are end-of-year figures, not monthly averages.
3 Data for industrial loan companies for 1935-37 are in-

cluded with data for industrial banks.
v Small loan companies in California are included for the

first time in the data for December 1939- It is estimated
that their loan balances outstanding amounted to $24,800,000
in that month.

Page 77
J See note 1 for p. 76.
2 Compiled by the G. S. Treasury Department* Data cover

only budgetary operations of the Federal Government, including
statutory debt retirements from sinking ftmd, etc. They are
on the basis of daily Treasury statements, known as "current
cash basis", compiled from daily reports received from Govern-
ment depositories and Treasury offices holding Government
funds. Owing to the distance of some of the offices from the
Treasury, their reports may be somewhat delayed. The figures
do not include delayed reports for the month concerned and in-
clude reports for the preceding month received too late for
inclusion in the figures for that month. Effective July 1,
1946, payments made by the Division of Disbursements of the
Treasury Department, are classified as expenditures when
checks are issued instead of when paid, as formerly. The fig-
ures as shown in the daily Treasury statements are the basis
for the Budget estimates submitted to Congress.

Budget accounts include general accounts, which are credited
with receipts not designated by Congress for specific purposes
and cover most appropriations and expenditures, special ac-
counts, or funds earmarked by Congress for specific purposes,
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and effective July l, 1946, operations in .checking accounts of
wholly-owned Government qorporations and b'usiness-type agen-
cies, other than transactions of these agencies on account of
borrowings or repayments thereof« They exclude trust account
receipts and expenditures and related Items. Prior to July 15
1946, operations of the Reconstruction finance Corporations
the Export-Import Bank, the Commodity Credit Corporation and
other Government corporations and business-type agencies were
classified under trust and related accounts- Budget expendi-
tures included, howe'ver, amounts expended from the general
fund of the Treasury on account of appropriations for the pur-
chase of capital stack of such agencies and moneys expended by
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for grants under relief
acts and for other purposes for which no provision was made-
for repayment to the Treasury* Beginning July 1, 1948, net
operations of wholly-owned Government corporations, etc.
(other than sales and redemptions of their obligations in the
open market) are classified under budget expend!tares« Ear-
lier figures for total budget expenditures on p. 78 have been
revised to conform to the present budgetary practice* Net ex-
penditures of the wholly-owned corporations, etc.,, are shown
separately in the eighth eoluian on that page. Prior to July
1944 only fiscal year totals are available on this basis*

Since June 1940 collections'from so.eial security taxess
less reimbursements to the general fund of the Treasury for
certain administrative expenses, have been appropriated di-
rectly to the ^Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust
fund; formerly amounts transferred to this fund appeared under
expenditures. Expenditures as originally reported pirior to
July 15 1940, have been revised to exclude transfers to the
old-age reserve account (for July 1939-June 1940 transfers to
this account less administrative expenses). Similar amounts
have also been deducted from total receipts for January 1937
to June 1940 to obtain data for the item "net receipts" which
also excludes net social security employment taxes appropri-
ated directly to the Federal old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund beginning July 1940® There were no transfers to
this fund prior to January 193?.

Information on the content of various items of expenditures
are given in notes 2-5 for p. 78« The content of items under
receipts are as follows: Social security taxes consists of
tax receipts for old-age insurance and unemployment insurance
under the "Federal Insurance Contributions Act" and the "Fed-
eral Unemployment Tax Act*1 (prior to July 1, 1939 similar re-
ceipts under Titles VIII and IX of the Social Security Act) ,
and receipts under the "Carriers* Taxing Act of 1937" (under
"Railroad Retirement Tax Act" beginning January 1947) • Prior
to July lj 1939 this item includes also railroad unemployment
insurance contributions, which were paid under Title IX of the
Social Security Act, amounting to 2.7, 5.3, and 6.8 million
dollars, respectively, for the calendar years 1936, 1937, and
1938 ? and 2*9 million for January-June 1839. Similar contri-
butions under the "Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act" 9 effec-
tive July i, 1939, are largely deposited directly in the trust
fund account for railroad unemployment insurance; the portion
included in receipts- is credited to funds for adninistrative
expenses and is not classified as an employment tax under the
Internal Revenue Code. Income taxes includes Individual and
corporation income taxes, excess profits taxes (except for
January-June 1935), unjust enrichment taxes and victory taxes.
For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1935, excess profits taxes
amounted to 6.6 million dollars.

Miscellaneous internal revenue includes liquor taxes, to-
bacco taxes, manufacturers* and retailers' excise taxes, es-
tate and gift taxes, capital stock taxes and other miscellan-
eous taxes. This item and the two preceding items, income
taxes and social security taxes, compose total internal reve-
nue as classified in Treasury reports.. Other receipts in-
cludes proceeds of Go'vernment-owned securities, deposits re-
sulting from the renegotiation of war contracts, receipts from
sales of surplus property (Act of October 3, 1944)? Panama
Canal tolls, seigniorage, and miscellaneous receipts. Deposits
resulting from the renegotiation of war contracts constitute a
large proportion of this item for recent years. Separate fig-
ures for such deposits are not available on the basis of daily
Treasury statements but on the basis of covering warrants
amounts, including so-ealled voluntary returns, for the fiscal
years ended June 30 were as follows (in millions of dollars):
1943, 558; 1944, 2,235; 1945, 2,041; 1946, 1,063-'

Monthly averages are for calendar years and differ from
monthly averages given in earlier Supplements which are for
fiscal years ended June 30. Fiscal year averages beginning
1913, or the earliest year available, and monthly figures for
1938-40 shown in the 1942 Supplement are comparable with
fljgures shown here for the following i terns: To tal and ne t

receipts (correction- for net receipts June 1940, $649^^3^000) $
customs; income taxes; social security taxes (except that fig-
ures beginning July 1939 include railroad unemployment insur-
ance contributions which are excluded from this item in the
present volume) j total expenditures, excluding net expendi»
tures of Government corporations, etc.'j national defense; in-
terest on debt; an©! debt retirements • Available monthly date,
for 1933-37 appear on p. 23 of the November 1941 Survey and
earlier monthly data beginning July 1931 for total receipts,
total expenditures and debt retirements are shown OB p. 17 of
the April 1939 Survey * Total expenditures prior to May 1933
shown in these earlier volumes are entirely comparable with
figures for "total expenditures Including Government corpora-
tions , etc*""5 since none of the corporations were in existence
prior to February 1932 and there °were no transactions affect-
ing the figures prior to May 1932 •

3 Total receipts less net appropriations to the federal old-
°age and survivors insurance trust funci beginning July 1940;
earlier data have been revised to an approximately comparable
basis (see third paragraph of note 2 abo've)«

* Data for consumer short-term credit outstanding are end-
of-year figures, not monthly averages*

5 Monthly averages computed from yearly totals-
6 Data for industrial loan companies for 1935=3? are In-

cluded with data fos3 industrial banks.
7 Average for 7 months, June-December; social security

were first collected in June 1936*
a See footnote 4 for p. 76.

' J See note 2 for p. 77*
2 Includes military expenditures of the War Department^ ex=

penditures of the Navy Department (Including the Coast Guard
from July I94Q-June 1946) , expenditures under the Armed Por.ees
Leave Act of 1946, expenditures from the national defense fund
appropriated to the President, outlays for selective service
administrative expenses U. S. Maritime Commission (including
emergency 'ship construction) 9 War Shipping Administration
(functions transferred to U* S. Maritime Commission, September
1, 1946), war housing, payments for United Nations relief and
rehabilitations aid to China, aid under the Lend-Lease.'Act,
and other expenditures on account of war and defense activi-
ties of the various civil establishments (except expenditures
attributable to national defense and war activities payable
from funds which supplemented regular appropriations of tine
establishments'). This item does not include defense outlays
of the* Reconstruction Finance Corporation and its affiliates
(included in the figures for total war and defense activities
shown in the ninth column on this page), which operated outside
of the regular budget prior to July i, 1046. With the transi-
tion from war-to peace, certain war-related expenditures clas™
sified under war or defense activities prior to July 1946 were
reelassified as general expenditures (for example? expenditures
of the Coast Guard). Additional items (for the most part,
war-related activity of civil establishments) were Feclassified
as of July i, 1947 s or were no longer reported separately*
Data for national defense and related activities beginning
July 1947* shown in the monthly Survey, include War Department
(military), Navy Department, Mari t ime Commission, payments
under the Armed Forces Leave Act, payments for United Nations
relief and rehabilitation and expenditures of surplus property
disposal agencies.

3 Includes transfers to the adjusted service certificate
fund and the National service life insurance fund, adminis-
tered by the Veterans Administration, in addition to expendi-
tures for veterans' pensions and compensations, benefits under
the Servicemen's Readjustment Act, and all other expenditures
of the agency.

y Represents statutory retirements 'from the sinking fund,
or, under special provision of law, from specified receipts
such as redemption of bonds, etc.., received from estate taxes,
forfeituresj gifts, and other miscellaneous receipts, and pur-
chases from repayments of foreigp debt.

5 Net receipts (-) or expenditures of wholly-owned
Government corporations and credit agencies (other than on
account of sales and redemptions ©f their obligations
in open market), including war and defense outlays of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation and its affiliates. Prior
to July 1, 1946, these data were classified under trust
and related accounts (see second paragraph of note 2,
for p. 77). Beginning in the October 1947 iasue of the
monthly Survey, expenditures of the wholly-owned corpora-
tions, etc«, are included in the figures shown for "all other
expenditures".
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8 Includes expenditures for national defense and related
activities shown in the third column on this page and net war
and defense outlays of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
and its affiliates included in the figures for net expendi-
tures of wholly-owned Government corporations in the ninth
column. Data for the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and
its affiliates prior to 1943 are on a "checks-issued basis," as
reported by the agency, instead of on a >! current cash basis"
as in data from the Treasury Daily Statement, included in the
ninth column. This series was discontinued after June 1947,
as expenditures of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation on
account of war and defense outlays were not segregated from
other expenditures of that agency beginning July 1947. Com-
parable data, for' the first half of 1947 and for July-December
1940 are as follows (millions of dollars): 1947—January,
1,310; February, 1,384; March, 1,430; April, 1,641; May, 1,269;
June, 2,169; 1940—July, 199; August, 224; September, 250;
October, 322; November, 406; December, 510.

7 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department. Figures rep-
resent grosis debt at the end of the year or month specified.
Beginning July 1942 data are on the basis of daily Treasury
statements (see note 1 for p. 75 for an explanation of data on
this basis); earlier figures are from Public' Debt Statements
which take into account delayed reports. Data include matured
debt on which interest has ceased and debt bearing no interest,
in addition to interest-bearing debt. Public issues—interest-
bearing consists of bonds, Treasury notes, certificates of
indebtedness, and Treasury bills, and includes both marketable
and nonmarketable issues. Special issues to Government agen-
cies and trust fund—interest-bearing consists of notes or
certificates issued to the following trust funds or accounts:
Retirement funds, unemployment trust fund, Federal old-age and
survivors Insurance trust fund, adjusted service certificate
fund, Postal Savings System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corpor-
ation, Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, National
service life insurance fund, mutual mortgage insurance fund,
and Government life insurance fund. Noninterest-bearing con-
sists of matured debt on which interest *has ceased, United
States notes (less gold reserve), national bank and Federal
Reserve bank notes assumed by the United States on deposit of
lawful money for their retirement, and other debt bearing no
interest. The figures for January and Nov2<mber 1944, and May,
October, and November 1945 include prepayments on securities-
sold during loan drives beginning in the month but issued after
the close of the month. The public debt reflects debt incurred
to finance expenditures of Government corporations and credit
agencies for which obligations of such corporations and agen-
cies are held by the Treasury. Debt so incurred amounted to
$10,693,000,000 on December 31, 1946. The reduction in the
debt from the postwar peak in February 1946 was accomplished
almos t entirely by a reduc tion in the cash balance in the
Treasury.

The balance in the Treasury general fund as of December 31
in recent years has been as follows (millions of dollars):
1940, 1,928; 1941, 3,560; 1942, 10,543; 1943, 12,294; 1944,
22,236; 1945, 26,003; 1946, 3,502.

Data as of June 30 of each year beginning 1913 and monthly
data for 1936-40 are available in the 1942 and 1940 Supple-
ments; earlier monthly data for total gross debt-appear in the
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements and for the breakdown, on p» 16
of the April 1939 Survey. Total interest-bearing debt is not
shown in these earlier volumes but can be obtained by adding
the two component series.

9 Compiled by the ff. S. Treasury Department (data through
1941 were compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System from reports of the U. S. Treasury Department) •
Data are as of end of the year or month specified and repre-
sent the principal amount of obligations issued by Government
corporations and credit agencies which are guaranteed as to
principal and interest. Obligations of the Home Owners' Loan
Corporation,, issued July 1, 1933, guaranteed as to interest
only, which were called for redemption July 1, 1935, are not
included. Only public issues are included; excluded through-
out are obligations held by the United States Treasury and re-
flected in the public debt. Data include interest-bearing
debt and matured debt on which interest has ceased beginning
1939; earlier data are interest-bearing debt only.

Since October 1941 funds needed by the Government corpora-
tions and credit agencies have been provided by the Treasury
instead of by sale of guaranteed securities in the open market,
except in the case of certain transactions involving the Fed-
eral Housing Administration and the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion. As a result of this policy, there has been a large de-
crease in guaranteed obligations outstanding. Securities of
the Government corporations and credit agencies held bv the

Treasury for debt incurred to finance their expenditures and
reflected in the public debt totaled $10,693,000,000 on Decem-
ber 31, 1946.

Earlier monthly data appear in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and
1936 Supplements; data for all years shown in these volumes
represent interest-bearing debt. The 1942 and earlier Supple-
ments and the monthly Survey through the July 1944 issue .s.hpw
data by principal issuing agencies; since May 1945 the total
has consisted of demand obligations of the Commoiity Credit
Corporation and debentures issued by the Federal Housing
Administration in connection with mortgage insurance.

9 Data for public debt outstanding are as of the end of the
year (calendar year), not monthly averages.

10 Monthly average for fiscal year ended June 30 of the in-
dicated year (the negative figures for 1935-38 represent ex-
cess of credits); only fiscal year totals are available prior
to July 1944*' Monthly averages for the fiscal years ended
June 30, 1932-34 and 1944 are as follows (millions of dollars) :
Total expenditures including Government corporations, etc.—
1932, 429; 1933, 429; 1934, 592; 1944, 7,9f34; Government cor-
porations, etc.—1932, 17; 1933, 68; 1934, 61; 1944, 152. The
Reconstruction Finance Corporation' was organized in February
1932 and the other agencies concerned came into existence in
later years.

11 Average for 6 months, July-December.
12 Less than $500,000.
13 Excess of credits*

Page 79
1 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department. U. S. savings

bonds were first offered in March 1935 and were designed to
encourage the investment of small savings in United States se-
curities. Data cover all issues of U. S. savings bonds, In-
cluding bonds of series A-D, which were sold between March
1935 and April 1941, and series E, F, and G which have been on
sale since May 1, 1941.

Series A-E bonds are 10-year discount bonds sold at 75 per-
cent of maturity value, and yield 2.90 percent per annum if
held to maturity. Series F bonds are 12-year discount bonds
sold at 74 percent of maturity value, and yield 2.53 percent
per annum if held to maturity. Series G bonds are 12-year
current income bonds, sold at par, bearing interest at 2-1/2
percent per annum, and redeemable at par at maturity or at
stated prices less than par before maturity. Purchases of se-
ries A-D bonds were limited to $7,500 issue price in any one
calendar year. These bonds were available to all subscribers
prior to April 1, 1940, and to individuals only after that
date. Purchases of series E bonds are limited to $3,750 issue
price in any one calendar year, and may be made only by indi-
viduals. The limit for series F and G combined is $100,000
issue price in any one calendar year ($50,000 in calendar year
1941). Series F and G bonds are available to all subscribers
except commercial banks. Commercial banks, however, were per-
mitted to purchase these bonds during certain periods and with
certain restrictions.

Sales figures are funds received from sales and therefore
represent issue price of bonds. 'Since May 1941, sales figures
represent series E, F, and G; comparatively small amounts
credited during several later months from sales of series A-D
do not affect the figures in.millions. Sales of series E in-
cluded in the combined figures are as follows (monthly aver-
ages in millions of dollars) : 1941 (average for May-December),
143; 1942, 499; 1943, 868; 1944, 1,031; 1945, 819; 1946, 372.
Redemptions and amounts outstanding are at current redemption
values, including accrued discount, except that amounts out-
standing of series G are valued at par. The figures for re-
demptions include bonds redeemed before maturity and matured
bonds turned in for redemption. Matured bonds not turned in
for redemption are reflected in amounts outstanding. The
first series of bonds began to mature in March 1945.

Monthly data for 1935-40 are available upon request.
2 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department from reports

received from the agencies and published in the Treasury daily
statement. Reports of the agencies have been revised to ex-
clude interagency items. The agencies included consist of (1)
corporations in which the U. S. Government has a proprietary
interest, direct or indirect, except Federal savings and loan
associations and those corporations in which the proprietary
interest of the United States is evidenced only by preferred
stock or capital notes acquired through the Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation or production credit corporations; and (2)
certain activities of the executive departments and independ-
ent establishments of the U. S. Government. In September 1944
the form of reporting was completely revised and data were-
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included for some agencies that formerly did not report. Be-
ginning that month all interagency items, which are excluded
here, are segregated in the Treasury sta-tement, whereas they
were only partially segregated in earlier reports, reporting
of some other items is more complete than formerly, and total
assets are shown on a net basis (after reserves for losses) •
The major classifications under assets are shown in the origi-
nal reports on both a gross and a net basis; only the net fig-
ures are shown here. Data as Of June 30, 1939-44, have been
re'vised by the U. S. Treasury Department, insofar as -possible,
to conform to the classifications adopted September 1944.
Prior to that month reserves against loans and valuation re-
serves were reported as "other liabilities" rather than as
suspended credits to the respective asset items. No adjust™
ment has been made for this change in reporting. The total a-
mount of reserves deducted from assets for September 30, 1944,
is $772,000,000, including $432,000,000 reserves against
loans, $184,000,000 for land, structures, and equipment, and
$156,000,000 for "all other assets".

Comparable data for the several classifications under loans
have not been compiled prior to September 1944. The content
of the classifications is as follows: Loans to aid agricul-
ture includes farm mortgage loans, loans to agricultural cred-
it corporations and to cooperative associations:, crop, live-
stock, and commodity loans, and miscellaneous loans. They
represent largely loans by Farm Credit Administration agen-
cies, the Commodity Credit Corporation (including guaranteed
loans held by lending agencies), the Farm Security Administra-
tion (loans transferred to Farmers Home Administration Novem-
ber 1946) j, and the Rural Electrification Administration.
Loans of all Federal land banks are included although by the
end of 1946 all but one of these banks had retired the capital
stock and paid-in surplus held by the U. S. Government. On
June 26, 1947, the proprietary interest of the United States
in these banks ceased and data for the banks are excluded
thereafter. Loans to aid home owners are largely loans of the
Home Owners' Loan Corporation; they include also loans by the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation and its affiliates and by
the Defense Home Corporation. Loans to railroads include
loans by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, including se-
curities purchased from the Public Works Administration, and
loans by the Treasury Department under the Transportation Act
of 1920. Loans to aid industry are largely loans by the Re-
construction Finance Corporation and its affiliates. Loans to
aid banks include loans by the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Loans to
aid otfter financial institutions represent loans to insurance
companies and mortgage loan companies by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and the Federal home loan banks. Foreign
loans are largely loans of the Export-Import Bank, including
guaranteed loans held by lending agencies, and loans by the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

Because of changes in reporting referred to above and dif-
ferences in the classification of items, particularly in the
classification of loans by purpose, only the data for loans to
railroads and privately owned interests are comparable with
.data shown under assets and liabilities of Government corpora-
tions and credit agencies in earlier Supplements. The revised
figures for total assets and United States Government inter-
ests for June 30, 1939, do not differ materially from figures
for that date in the earlier series. The latter item has been
revised to include loans to Federal reserve banks, amounting
to $28,000,000 on June 30, 1939, which were not reported pre-
viously; the further difference of $20,000,,000 between the re-
vised figures for June 30, 1939, and the figure shown previously
for this item represents a correction in the original report.

3 Total loans prior to September 1944 and the detail under
loans are amounts before reserves (see note 2); reserves
against loans are not completely segregated as to type of loans
to which they are applicable; however, most of the reserves
are held against agricultural loans. Reserves held against
loans on September 30, 1944 (deducted from total loans), a-
mounted to $432,000,000. Loans include beginning September
1944 loans guaranteed by the Commodity Credit Corporation, a-
mounting on that date to $378,000,000, which are not included
in earlier data.

y Data for U. S. savings bonds outstanding for all years
and for assets of U. S. Government corporations, etc., for
1944-43 are as of December 31; the latter data prior to 1944
are as of June 30.

5 Average for 8 months, May-December. Receipts from sales
in March and April first appeared in funds received in May.

6 Data for commodities, supplies, and materials are in-
cluded in figures for land, structures, and equipment.

Page 80
1 See note5 for p. 79.
*' Compiled by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and

cover the lending activities of this organization since its
inception. Data shown prior to 1941 are as of the end of De-
cember. The figures do not include disbursements to the fol-
lowing agencies which totaled $2,964,732,000 at. the end of
_1946: (1) Allocations for expenses of.the regional agricul-
tural credit corporations; (2) direct relief allocations under
the 1933 Relief Act, the Emergency Appropriation Act of 1935,
and the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935; (3) pay-
ments to the Secretary of the Treasury for purchase of stock
of the Federal home loan banks (pursuant to the Federal Home
Loan Bank Act), and for similar purchases of stock from the
Home Owners' Loan Corporation (pursuant to the Home Owners'
Loan Act of 1935); (4) allocations to the Land Bank Commis-
sioner, for loans to Joint-stock land banks and for direct
loans to farmers (pursuant to the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act
of 1933); (5) payments to the Federal Farm Mortgage Corpora-
tion (pursuant to the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation Act);
(6) allocations to the Federal Housing Administration (pursu-
ant to the National Housing Act) ; (7) allocations to the Sec-
retary of Agriculture (pursuant to the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation Actj as amended); (8) capital stock of the region-
al agricultural credit corporations (pursuant to the Emergency
Relief and Construction Act of 1932); (9) payments to the Gov-
ernor of the Farm Credit Administration (pursuant to the Farm
Act of 1933); (10) purchase Of stock of the Commodity Credit
Corporation and the Disaster Loan Corporation; (11) interest
on notes issued for funds for allocations and relief advances;
(12) allocations to the Rural Electrification Administration.

During the first quarter of 1938, tinder the ae£ approved
February 24, 1938 (Public, No. 432), notes of the Corporation
equivalent to the amounts then outstanding on the allocations
shown in the preceding paragraph, except for $37,000,000 held
by the Corporation in a revolving fund (capital of regional
acricultural credit corporations) were cancelled. As furtiier
disbursements are made under these allocations, notes of the
Corporation in like amount are cancelled.

In order to more accurately reflect actual lending opera-
tions of the corporation, the item "amount made available for
relief and work relief" (under the Emergency Relief and Con-
struction Act of 1932, as amended), amounting to$282,826,000
at the time of cansellation under Public, No. 432, has been
excluded throughout this table. A direct loan of $146,500,000
to the Rural Electrification Administration, advanced in vary-
ing amounts from October 1936 through 1939, with practically
no repayments, which was reelassifled as an allocation in May
1940, has similarly been excluded. The table also excludes
purchase af securities from Public Works Administration,
$64,211,000 Of which were outstanding • on December 31, 1946.

Some comparatively small revisions have been made in the
grand total beginning 1937, which have not been allocated to
the detail.

The classifications of loans outstanding has been revised
since publication of the 1942 Supplement, so that data for
each class shown include loans and authorizations for this
purpose under all acts of Congress. The content of the elas-
sffications which are not self-explanatory is as follows:
Banks and trust companies—loans to aid in the reorganiza-
tion or liquidation of closed banks, including loans through
mortgage loan companies; Iqans to open banks, subscriptions to
preferred stock and purchases of capital notes and debentures,
except loans to and subscription for stock of. export-import
banks and purchase of stock of Federal home loan banks. Other
financial institutions—loans to building and loan associa-
tions; direct loans to insurance companies; and loans on and
subscription for preferred stock of insurance companies; loans
to and subscriptions to stock of the RFC Mortgage Company, the
Federal National Mortgage Association, and loans to other
mortgage loan companies exclusive of loans through mortgage
loan companies to aid closed banks and to business enterprises;
loans to Federal land banks, Federal intermediate credit banks,
regional agricultural credit corporations, joint-stock land
banks, Commodity Credit Corporation, and livestock credit cor-
porations; authorizations for financing exports of agricultur-
al surpluses; other loans to agricultural financing institu-
tions; loans to credit unions; loans to and subscriptions for
stock of export-import banks? arfi purchase of stock of Federal
home loan banks. Business enterprises—loans, including di-
rect loans and loans through mortgage loan companies and
banks, participations and agreements to participations in
loans, except loans, etc., to aid in national defense.
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National defense—direct loans, participations and agreements
to purchase participations in loans to business enterprises to
aid in national defense; loans to and purchases of stock of
corporations created by Reconstruction Finance Corporation to
aid in national defense; loans to Defense Homes Corporation;
loans to public agencies to aid in national defense; loans on
or purchases of rationed articles. Other loans and authoriza-
11ons—loans to a f ore ign governm ent for providing dollar
exchange; loans on self-liquidating projects under the Emer-
gency Relief and Reconstruction Act; loans to drainage, levee,
irrigation and similar districts; and a number of other loans
of relatively minor importance.

Year-end figures for 1932-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 for total loans and loans to railroads are available in the
1942 Supplement. Only year-end figures have been compiled for
years prior to 1941 for the revised classifications shown here.

,5 Data are as of December 31 with the exception of 1939-43
figures for Government corporations and credit agencies which
are for June 30.

u The total includes comparatively small revisions not al-
located to the detail.

* 5 Data for "other" bonds, notes, and debentures are included
with figures for those guaranteed by the United States.

Page 81
JData are compiled by the Life Insurance Association of

America (formerly The Association of Life Insurance Presi-
dents) from reports of 36 companies. In January 1943, one
company in the reporting group was replaced by a slightly
larger one (see note 3). The companies held approximately 82
percent of the admitted assets of all United States companies
on December 31, 1943, and 81 percent at the end of other re-
cent years. The data given are as of the end of each month
and year and are designed to show the fluctuations in the var-
ious kinds of investments held by life insurance companies.
Admitted assets are those used in the determination of a com-
pany's statutory surplus. The classification "real estate"
includes real estate sold on contract but does not include
real estate owned subject to redemption. Foreclosed liens
subject to redemption are included in "mortgage loans" and are
not transferred to "real estate" until the redemption period
is past, "U. S. Government bonds" includes both direct gov-
ernment obligations and bonds of Federal agencies fully guar-
anteed by the U. S. Government. Bonds of Federal agencies not
guaranteed by the U. S. Government are included in "Other
bonds and stocks". The classification "Other admitted assets"
includes collateral loans, bills receivable, interest due and
accrued, arid deferred and unpaid premiums. Through August
1925, it also includes "real estate" and "cash" which are
shown separately thereafter.

Data shewn in earlier Supplements cover 37 companies but
differ only slightly from those shown here; monthly data be-
ginning December 1922 for the 36-company series are available
upon request.

2 Data are as of the end of the year.
3 One company was replaced by another as of January 1943;

this subs titution increased the figures for that month by the
following percentages: Total assets, 0.8; mortgage loans, 1.9
(farm, 0.2; other, 2.1); real estate holdings and policy loans
and premium notes, 1.2; total bonds and stocks, 0.5; total
government, 0.6; U. S. Government, 0.7; railroad bonds and
stockSj 0.2; public utility and %ther bonds and stocks, 0.4;
cash, 0.3; other assets, 1.1.

Page 82
1 Compiled by the Life Insurance Agency Management Associa-

tion, successor to the Life Insurance Sales Research Bureau.
Data represent the estimated total volume of new paid-for life
insurance sold in the United States, exclusive of revivals,
increases, dividend additions, annuities, and reinsurance from
other companies. The data are based on monthly company re-
ports which accounted for around 85 percent of the new ordi-
nary insurance in 1946 (80-85 percent in earlier years) 73 per-
cent of the new industrial insurance, and 95 percent of the
new group and wholesale contracts, and have been raised to
represent total sales of all companies operating in the United
States. For ordinary insurance the reported data for each
State are raised to a 100 percent basis and the State figures
summed to obtain United States and regional totals. A ratio
of the sales of the reporting companies to annual sales of all
companies in each State based upon 4 years' aggregate experi-
ence was used to raise the reported monthly figures through
1944. Beginning January 1945, the ratios for raising the data

are based on the average of only two years experience as it
was found that use of a longer period tended to make the fig-
ures inaccurate in a State when the contributing companies
showed a definite upward or downward trend. These ratios are
revised each year, dropping the earliest year and adding the
latest year for which data are available. Details by States
are given in the regular monthly reports of the compiling
agency.

States comprising the geographic areas shown here are: New
England—Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut; Middle Atlantic—New York, New Jer-
sey, and Pennsylvania; East North Central—Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin; West North Central—Min-
nesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
and Kansas; South Atlantic—Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia, and Florida; East South Central—Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi; West South Central—
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas; Mountain—Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Neva-
da; Pacific—Washington, Oregon, and California.

Group and industrial insurance are estimated for the United
States only, using a raising factor based on the percentage of
sales of reporting companies to all companies during a two-
year period*

Monthly averages for 1923-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
for ordinary insurance are available in the 1942 Supplement;
for monthly data for 1930-37 see the 1940 Supplement and pp.
18-19 of the September 1937 Survey, Comparable monthly data
for industrial and group insurance have been compiled only be-
ginning 1940; monthly data for this year are available upon
request. Data for ordinary and industrial insurance from the
Association of Life Insurance Presidents shown in earlier Sup-
plements are for reporting companies only and are therefore
not comparable with data shown here.

Page 83
1 Compiledt>y the Institute of Life Insurance. The data

represent estimated total payments to policy holders and bene-
ficiaries in the United States, including payments by Canadian
companies. They do not include payments made outside the
United States by American companies. The estimates are based
on reports from 125 to 150 companies covering 90 to 95 percent
of the total and are adjusted to allow for companies not re-
porting. Data for death claim payments include additional
accidental death benefits,

2 Compiled by the L i f e Insurance Association of America
(formerly The Association of Life Insurance Presidents) from
reports of 39 companies which had about 79 percent of the to-
tal business outstanding of United States legal reserve com-
panies on December 31, 1946. The data include total premium
collections, new and renewal, and considerations for annuities.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement; supplementary contracts
involving and not involving life contingencies are included
from 1913 to December 19 2§, inclusive; annuities are shown
separately only beginning January 1930 but are included for
all years, Data shown in the 1940 and earlier Supplements
cover 40 companies but differ only slightly from data shown
here for 39 companies. Monthly figures for 1921-37 for the
39-company series are available upon request.

Page 8U
1 The rates quoted in this table are certified to the Sec-

retary of the treasury by the Federal Reserve Sank of New York.
They represent monthly averages of daily noon buying rates in
New York City for cable transfers payable in foreign curren-
cies. Annual averages are based on daily quotations.

The designation "nominal" in the footnotes below refers to
the fact that, since April 1933, five or more of the daily
rates on which the monthly average is based were designated
"nominal" by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York because, due
to exchange restrictions and regulations in foreign countries,
or for other reasons, banks in the New York market were not
willing to make firm bids for appreciable amounts of foreign
exchange on such countries and quoted nominal buying rates.
Such nominal rates quoted by the banks are frequently based on
exchange rates established by foreign monetary authorities.

In recent years regular quotations for many foreign curren-
cies have ceased to become available, and the certifications
of such rates were suspended (see notes 3, 7, 9, 11, and 12).
The Executive Orders freezing the assets in the United States
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of certain foreign countries have resulted in the suspension
of normal foreigi exchange transactions with those countries.

Monthly averages beginning 1926 for Colombia, 1922 for Mex-
ico, and 1919 for other countries and monthly data for 1938=40
are available in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data are
shown in the 1940, 1938, 1933, and 1932 Supplements (tha Bel-
gium currency unit shown in these Supplements is the belga;
quotations should be converted to francs for comparison with
data given here—see note 3). The par value of foreign curr
rencies was altered by the recbietion in the gold content of
the United States dollar in 1934. Comprehensive data on for-
eî i exchange rates are given in Banking and Monetary Statis-
tics, published by the Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve System*

8 Quotations are nominal. Quotations are not available
August 28 through October 16, 1939.

3 Through May 1940, quotations converted from belga to
franc (1 belga =5 francs). Quotations hot available begin-
ning May 103 X94Q, through September 23, 1945. Average for
year 1940 is based on quotations through May 9. Averages for
September 1945 and for year 1945 are based on quotations be-
ginning September 24.

^ The rate shown here for Brazil is the official rate ex-
cept for the period November 18 through December 23, 1937 3
when this rate was temporarily discontinued, and beginning Au-
gust 1946. Averages shown for July 1946 and the year 1946 are
based on quotations through July 19. Quotations through July
49, 1946, are nominal. The official rate was abolished as of
July 22, 1946, and averages shown beginning August are free
rates. The average for the free rate for July 25-31,-1946, is
$0.0533 and for July 25-Deeember 31, 1946, $0.0540. Prior to
November 1, 1943, the official designation of the Brazilian
currency unit was the "tnilreis".

5 Free rate. " The official rate quoted beginning March 22,
1940, through July 4, 1946, was $0.9091; thereafter the rate
was $1.00; the average official rate for July 1946 was $0.9835.

6 Rates are nominal.
9 Quotations not available beginning June 17, 1940̂  through

July 1945. Averages for year 1940 based on quotations through
June 15. Averages for August 1945 and for year 1945 are based
on quotations beginning August 1.

rf Rates nominal from September 1939 through February 1940.
9 Nominal November 23, 1935, through April 1, 1930, and be-

ginning June 14, 1940 through June 14, 1941. Quotations not
available beginning Jtme 16, 1941 through March 21, 1948, and
beginning June 13, 1946. Averages for June 1941 and foir year
1941 based on quotations through June 14; for March 1946, on
quotations beginning March 22; for June 1946, on quotations
through June 12; for year 1946, on quotations for March 22
through June 12.

10 Quotations are for silver peso. Quotations partly nomi-
nal in April 1935 and nominal beginning March 22, 1938, througgi
October 21, 1941.

11 Quotations not available beginning May 10, 194Q, through
November 1, 1945. Averages for May 1940 and for year 1940
based on quotations through May 9. Averages for November 1945
and for year 1945 based on quotations beginning November 2.

12 Partly nominal April through June 1940. Data not avail-
able June 15, 1941 through February 4, 1946. Averages for
June 1941 and for year 1941 based on quotations through June
14; for February 1946 and the year 1946, on quotations begin-
ning February 5. As of July 13, 1948, the Swedish Riksbank
reduced its buying rate for the dollar from 4.20 kronor to
3.60 kronor*

13 Free rate except for the period February 2, 1943,
through June 30, 1945, for which period the official rate is
shown, since no free rate was quoted. The official rate was
quoted at $4.035 beginning March 25, 1940, throû i June 3QS
1945, when it was abolished. The average for 1945 is for the
free rate and is based on quotations beginning July 1.

Jy Statistics on exports and imports of gold are from the
ff. S. Department of- Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce throû i April 1941 and Bureau, of the Census there-
after. Data on changes in the amount of gold held under ear-
mark are from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, me amount of net release from earmark represents
gold released from earmark at Federal Reserve banks for for-
eign account, less gold placed under earmark for foreigi ac-
count (with allowance when necessary for changes in gold ear-
marked abroad for account of Federal Reserve Banks). Begin-
ning August 1948, figures Include gold held for account of in-
ternational institutions* The minus sigp indicates an in-
crease in earmarked gold. An increase in earmarked gold is
the equivalent of net export and a decrease the equivalent of
net import. Monthly averages beginning 1913 for exports and

imports and 1916 for net release from earmark, and monthly
data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; earlier
monthly figures beginning 1923 appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936̂
and 1932 Supplements. The following revisions should be made
in the published figures [for net release from earmark:' April
1923, 1,000; May 1927, 35,452; June 19275 36,748; July 1927:,
23,116; December 1931,-22,913; June 1939., -104,846; July 1939,
-163,961.

25 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve System from the "Circulation Statement of United States
Money"', issued monthly by the Treasury, Figures aire the gold
stock at the end of the months and years indicated*

Until January 30, 1934, the gold stock of the United States
consisted of gold coin in circulation in the United States and
gold held by the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Banks except
gold held under earmark for foreign account. On that date,
title to all gold owned by Federal Reserve Banks was trans-
ferred to the United States Government, while bya series of Ex-
ecutive Orders in 1933 gold coin was retired .from circulation.
Since January 30, 1934, the regular gold stock figures for the
United States have represented only gold held by the Treasury,
exclusive of relatively small amounts held since April 1934 in
the active portion of the Stabilization Fund, the figures for
which are reported quarterly and on a delayed basis „ The Fed-
eral Reserve Banks now hold gold certificates:, or gold certif-
icate credits on the books of the Treasury^ which have been
issued against the bulk of the Treasury's gold holdings. The
reported gold stock also includes gold against which no ear-*
tificates or certificate credits have been issued; i^e*:, the
inactive portion of the Stabilization Fund's holdings (liqui-
dated February 28, 1S47):, gold held against certain Treasury
currency issues, and gold in the Treasury's General Fund, In-
cluding from December 24, 1936, through April 13:, 1938,
amounts set aside by the Treasury in a special Inactive
Account.

According to the original estimates of gold coin in circu-
lation, based upon payments of gold coin into circulation and
withdrawals from circulation, reported imports and exports of
gold coin, mintings, meltings* and gold coin used in the arts,
the circulation figure on January 30, 1934, was $287,000,000.
Beginning January 315 1934, however9 this amount was excluded
from the gold stock and from money in circulation. This was
done primarily because private holdings had become Illegal;
but there was also reason to believe that much of the computed
amount of' gold coin in private hands had in fact been lost or
taken out of the country by travelers.

The factors accounting for changes in gold stock are domes-
tic production of gold, net gold imports:, and changes in the
amount of gold under earmark. For several reasons the com-
bined net movement of these factors in any given period may
not correspond exactly to the reported change in gold stock in
that period. There are usually various lags in the statistics
as a result, for example, ©f delays in refining or assaying
newly mined or imported gold; and net domestic consumption of
gold in the arts and industry may affect the figures from
month to month. There are also less regular influences which,
when they occur, are generally of much greater Importance. Of
this character was the increase in the gold stock in February
1934 attributable to the devaluation of the dollar, the de-
crease in the gold stock in February 1947 (see monthly Survey)
resulting from the payment of the United States gold subscrip-
tion to the International Monetary Fund, and—since April
1934—net changes in gold held in the United States by the
active portion of the Stabilization Fund.

Year-end data for 1914-34 and monthly data for 1936-40 are
available in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements; earlier monthly
data are available upon request. The figures shown in these
supplements have been revised back to 1913 to exclude the
$287,000,000 of gold coin which was dropped on January 31,
1934, as explained above, in order to make them comparable
with later data.. The resulting figures for the earlier years
probably understate somewhat the amount of gold coin held by
the public but fluctuations in the total are not affected by
the revision. The large increase in the figures in 1934 re-
sulted primarily from the revaluation of the gold stock on the
basis of the changed gold content of the dollar. 'The revalua-
tion added $2,808,000,000 to the gold stock on February 1,
1934.

1 @ Less than $500.

Page 85
1 Compiled by Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. Data covtr production in countries and areas for
which monthly reports are available. Values are calculated at
the rate of $35 per fine ounce.
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The African total includes the Union of South Africa,
Southern Rhodesia, and the Gold Coast which report regularly
and normally account for more than 90 percent of the total
production of Africa. Other smaller producers are included
irregularly as available. The data on_ production in the
United States prior to July 4, 1946 include Philippine Islands
production received in the United States; monthly figures are
estimates of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics adjusted
to accord with the annual estimates published by the United
States Mint. The Canadian data are reported by the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics; figures for 1946 are subject to official
revision. Other monthly reporting areas included in the fig-
ures for "total reported monthly" but not shown separately in-
clude, when available, reports from Mexico, Colombia, Chile,
Nicaragua, India, and the major producing sections of Austra-
lia. Of the important producers in the group, Mexico is not
available monthly af ter March 1942 (included here in the
monthly figures only through 1941); Australia, excepting West-
ern Australia, is not available after December 1943.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. (Revisions in monthly data
for Africa for 1939, in thousands of dollars, are as follows:
May, 43,437; June, 42,478; July, 43,482; August, 44,049; Octo-
ber, 44,113; November, 44,212.) For earlier monthly data see
pp. 11 and 12 of the March 1940 Survey and the 1940 Supplement.
It should be noted that data prior to 1934 shown in these vol-
umes are computed at the rate of $20.67 per fine ounce. Month-
ly data are not available, to continue the series on world pro-
duction shown in the 1942 and earlier Supplements.

2 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce throu^i April 1941 ana-Bureau of
the Census thereaf ter . Monthly averages for 1913-34 and
monthly figures for 1938-40 are available In the 1942 Supple-
ment; monthly figures for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements (revisions: 1925, imports, in
thousands of dollars:, January, 7,339; February, 4,929; March,
3,661; April, 4,945; 1930, December, 2,660).

3 Silver prices are daily averages for the month compiled
by Handy and Harmon and reported in "Metal and Mineral Mar-
kets" a weekly news service of the Engineering and Mining
Journal. Quotations are per troy ounce 0.999 fine on the ba-
sis of market prices for bar silver in amounts of 50,000
ounces or more for nearby delivery, New York. Quotations pri-
or to July 1946 are for foreign silver or silver not eligible
for sale to the U. S. Government, Beginning July 1946, they
apply also to domestic and Treasury silver if such silver en-
ters into New York market transactions.

On April 24, 1935, the U. S. Government price of newly
mined domestic silver was established at $0.7757 per fine
ounce. Subsequent changes in the Government price for such
silver were as follows: $0.6464 from December .31, 1937, to
July 1, 1939; $0.7111 from July 1, 1939, until July 1, 1946;
$0.905 effective July 1, 1946.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly figures for
1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments (revisions: January 1923, $0.657; July 1933, $0.376).

" Compiled by the Department of Trade and Commerce, Domin-
ion Bureau of Statistics, Chemical Branch. The data cover
silver in all forms from Canadian ores, including a small
amount of silver in United States ores treated. The accounting
is on the basis of either refinery production or silver in
base bullion and in blister or converter copper produced, plus
silver in ores and concentrates exported. Monthly averages
beginning 1913 and monthly figures for 1938-40 are ,shown in
the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures prior to 1938 shown in
earlier Supplements are from the American Bureau of Metal
Statistics and are not in agreement with the monthly averages
shown here.

s Compiled by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics. Da-
ta for the United States represent production of refined sil-
ver in commercial bars, 0.999 fine, or other refined forms:, by
United States refineries, from material of domestic origin,
plus receipts of crude silver by the United States Mint, the
latter representing only a small portion of the total. Re-
fined forms other than bars comprise shot, crystal, etc.;
these are relatively unimportant.* Production in the Philip-
pine Islands is included in the United States figures through
the year 1943 and for 1945. Reports of compiling agency give
also silver production from foreign .material; the separation
between silver of foreign and domestic origin is only approxi-
mate.

Production for Mexico in general is based on refined silver
bullion, plus silver ccnteht of ores, etc., exported. The

1946 monthly average is based on the Mexican official figure
for the year and differs from the average of the monthly fig-
ures, which are in part estimated. Monthly data are not avail-
able for 1942-45; the monthly averages are based on annual to-
tals and, for 1943-45, are partly estimated.

Monthly averages beginning 1913 for the United States and
1921 for Mexico and monthly figures for 1938-40 are available
in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly figures for 1923-37 see
the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (revisions for
United States: 1923—July, 5,986; September, 4,901; October,
5,014; November , 5,249; December, 5,140; 1924—December,
5,674). Monthly data are not available to continue the series
on world production shown in these volumes.

6 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department. Data are as
of the end o£ the year or month indicated. The figures for
currency in circulation include all kinds of United States
money outside of the Federal Reserve banks and the Treasury,
except that silver coin known to have been exported and any
gold coin outstanding is excluded. The figures include, there-
fore, not only mone£ held by the public but vault cash held by
banks and such United States money as may have been carried
abroad, other than silver- coin known to have been exported and
gold coin. The latter has been excluded for all years since
title to all gold and gold coin was vested in the United
States under the Gold,Reserve Act of 1934 and private holdings
became illegal after January 30, 1934.

Year-end figures for 1914-34 and monthly figures for 1933-
40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements; monthly figures
for 1914-35 are available upon request. Figures originally
published for the period through January 1934 have been re-
vised to exclude $287,000,000 of gold coin for the reason ex-
plained in the third paragraph of note 15 for p. 84.

7 Data are compiled by the Board of Governors of the Feder-
al Reserve System. They show deposits at all 'banks in conti-
nental United States and currency outside banks, and* provide an
indication of the total volume of the means of payment out-
standing in the country. The figures have been adjusted to
show as nearly as possible the deposits and currency owned by
the public. Currency held as vault cash in banks has been de-
ducted from the total amount of currency outside the Treasury
and Federal Reserve Banks. Deposit figures, which are partly
estimated, exclude interbank deposits, which do not represent
money available to the public, and items in process of collec-
tion (commonly called "float"):, inclusion of which would rep-
resent a double counting of deposits.

Through 1942 the figures are compiled only for June or June
and December call dates. Beginning 1943 estimates arein-
cluded for the other months and are rounded to the nearest 100
million. These monthly estimates are based on end-of-raonth
reports for all member banks beginning December 1945. Prior
to that month estimates were based on averages of daily fig-
ures reported semi-monthly by member banks, averaging reports
for the last half of the month and the first half of the fol-
lowing month. Estimates for nonmember banks were based on
such reports for country member banks. The monthly data are
adjusted to June and December data for all banks based on re-
ports to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation.

The totals and data for time deposits include postal sav-
ings redeposited in banks and amounts not so redeposited. The
amount of U. S. deposits, which are not shown separately, may
be obtained by subtracting the SUM of demand and time deposits
from the figures for total deposits.

June figures for 1913-40 and December figures for 1923-34
are available upon request.

8 For money supply, data are as of December 31.
9 Monthly averages for 1942-46 include the following

amounts (monthly averages based on annual totals) for which
monthly distribution is not available: Mexican production,
1942, $2,335,000; 1943, $1,838,000; 1944, $1,482,000; 1945,
$1,456,000; 1946$ $1,226,000; adjustments in Australian and
Nicaraguan production, 1943, $2,000.

10 Based on annual totals; monthly data for 1942-45 not
available.

11 Includes revisions not distributed in monthly data.
12 Total for January-June.
13 Price for July 11-31; there was no quotation for July

1-10.

Paae 86
1 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. The rate of turnover of bank deposits is computed
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from data for weekly reporting member banks in leading cities,
described in note 2 for p. 73, and is based on the relation-
ship between total deposits of individuals, partnerships, cor-
porations, States, and political subdivisions and debits as
reported to those identical accounts. Deposits used in the
computations are . averages of the four or five Wednesday fig-
ures falling within the month. Total debits for calendar
months are calculated from weekly totals; the figures for a
week falling in two months are prorated on the basis of the
number of business days of the week falling in each month.
For a given month, debits are divided by the number of busi-
ness days in the month and multiplied by the number of busi-
ness days in the year, with allowance for generally observed
holidays—January 1, February 22, May 30, July 4, labor Day,
November 11, Thanksgiving, and Christmas. The annual rate of
debits thus derived is divided by the monthly average deposits
to obtain the annual rate of turnover for the month.

Beginning in July 1946 data for banks in leading cities
were reported on a revised basis (see note 7 for p. 73). Turn-
over rates based on the revised series are as follows: July
to December; New York City—25.3, 31.6, 23.7, 21.9, 33.8,
28.7; other leading cities—16,4, 15,6,, 16.7,16.3, 17.8,
19.3; year 1916 (deposits and debits for first 6 months partly
estimated): New York City, 25,2; other leading cities, 16.5.

Monthly figures for 1935^40 are available upon request.
Annual data beginning 1919 for a sli^itly different series is
available in "Banking and Monetary Statistics*', published by
the compiling agency.

2 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Net profits are before dividends and after all
charges, including depreciation, interest, special reserves
charged as expense, and all taxes. The number of companies
shown in the column headings represents the coverage beginning
1939 when data for 629 companies, compiled quarterly, are avail-
able; identical companies have been included throughout the
reporting period. Earlier data shown in italics are for
488 of these companies distributed as follows: 36 iron and
steel; 57 machinery; 12 automobile; 54 other transportation
equipment; 50 nonferrous metals and products; 56 other durable
roods; 40 foods, beverages, and tobacco; 36 oil producing and
ieflning; 25 industrial chemicals; 66 other nondurable goods;
and 56 miscellaneous service companies. Data for the 488 com-
panies are available only on an annual basis. These annual
data are tabulated on the basis of, the yearly accounting peri-
ods covered by published annual reports and inelu4e reports
for fiscal years ended between the period July 1 of the speci-
fied year through June 30 of the following year.

Quarterly averages for 1939 (based on annual totals) for
the 488 companies, comparable with earlier data, are as fol-
lows (millions of dollars): Total, 337; iron and steel, 35;
machinery, 27; automobiles, §5; other transportation equipment,
21; nonferrous metals and products, 23; other durable goods,
15; foods, beverages, and tobacco, 35; oil producing and refin-
ing, 23; industrial chemicals, 46; other nondurable goods, 30;
miscellaneous, 27.

The 629 companies include 351 companies engaged primarily
in the production of durable goods, 201 in the production of
nondurable goods, and 74 in various service activities such as
wholesale and retail trade, restaurants, amusements, and water
and air transportation. Companies are classified by industri-
al p*oups on the basis of their predominant prewar activity.
To a considerable extent, the data represent large and very
large companies. The sample includes no representation of
companies with total assets under $250,000 and a very limited
representation of companies with assets between $250,000 and
$5,0^0,000. Some important nondurable goods industries, such
as meat packing, sugar refining, and rubber, are not repre-
sented. The 555 manufacturing and mining companies in the
sample accounted for about 40 percent of the net income of all
United States manufacturing and mining corporations in 1989.

For a more complete description of the data9 see pp. 214—
215 of the March 1912 Federal Reserve Bulletin.

Quarterly averages for 1929-34 and quarterly figures for
1939-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement.

3 Data for net profits are quarterly averages •
y Partly estimated.
d Deficit.

Page 87
1 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. Net profits of the 152 companies covered by these da-
ta are included in the 629- and 488-company series shown by
industries on p. 86 (see note 2 for that page). Identical

companies are included for all years. Aggregate dollar divi-
dends are reported quarterly by only a few companies and for
most of the 152 companies dividends are computed for each
class of stock on the basis of dividends per share and the
number of shares outstanding.

Quarterly averages for 1929̂ 34 and quarterly figures for
1989-40 are available on p. 21 of the April 1912 Survey.

2 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. "Net income** refers to income after all Charges and
taxes and before dividends. These data are for Class A. and B
electric utilities,, including affiliated ncnelectric opera-
tions* They cover about 95 percent of all electric power op-
erations. Quarterly data are available only beginning 1940;
data for that year are as follows (millions of dollars): First
quarter, 148; second quarter, 128; third quarter, 1S3; fourth
quarter, 149.

3 Compiled by the Commercial and Financial Chronicle. In-
cluded in the series are all capital issues which are publicly
listed as being for sale, except bank loans and United States
Treasury issues. Securities sold at private sale are included
when the compilers are aware of such a sale. Securities of
any character issued to retire other outstanding securities
are classified as reftaiding. Domestic issues includes securi-
ties sold by all companies incorporated in the United States
or its territories, regardless of where the ftmds ma$r be spent.
Foreign issues includes only that part of an issue of" a for-
eign company which is floated in the United States. The clas-
sification federal agencies includes issues for which the
United States Treasury acts as fiscal agent such as those of
the Federal intermediate credit banks, the Federal Farm Mort-
gage Corporation, the Federal land banks, the Home Owners'
loan Corporation, the Federal home loan banks, and the1 Recon-
struction Finance Corporation. In recent years tills item has
consisted of issues by the Federal intermediate credit banks
and the Federal home loan banks, since the U. S. Treasury De-
partment, in October 19M,, adopted the policy of providing
funds for agencies which had formerly financed their needs
through sale in the market of obligations guaranteed by the
United States. The item Municipal, States, etc., contains fi-
nancing of all political subdivisions in the United States,
but does not include temporary loans or loans obtained directly
by States and municipalities f rom Federal agencies • The
compilers state, however, that the latter issues are generally
absorbed by one of several Federal agencies, and are reflected
in these statistics when they are later sold by the original
purchaser in the private investment market. Date, on long-'term
State and municipal issues compiled by The Bond Buyer and
shown on p. 90 include loans to States and municipalities by
Federal agencies• Foreign comprises flotations in American
markets of bonds of foreign corporations and bonds of foreign
governments and their political subdivisions» Issues of
United -States territories and possessions are included with
foreign issues. However, issues of corporations in these
places are included with the domestic corporate issues.

Monthly averages for 1919-40 and monthly figures for 1936-
40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. Monthly fig-
ures for 1919-35 appear on pp. 14-21 of the February 1938 Sur-
vey and p. 21 of the April lidS8 issue.

y Data for profits and dividends are quarterly averages.
5 Less than $500,000.

Pages 88, 89
1 Data are compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion and represent new securities offered for cash by all
classes of issuers. The series includes flotations irrespec-
tive of whetiier the issues were publicly or privately placed
and regardless of whether they were registered under the Se-
curities Act of 1933. The statistics thus embrace certain
corporate and noncorporate issuing groups exempt from regis-
tration under the Securities Act of 1933, by virtue either of
the nature of the transaction or issuer, such as securities of
common carriers, issues placed privately, and Federal, State
and local government issues. In general, the data on new of-
ferings cover Issues over $100,000 in amount and, in the case
of debt issues, of a maturity of more than one year that are
reported as offered for cash in the financial press, In docu-
ments filed with the Commission or other available sources.
Omitted from the statistics aj*e issues which do not appear in
the financial press (largely securities sold through continu-
ous offering, such as issues of open-end investment companies),
intercorporate transactions, U. S. Government "special issues"
and interagency sales, notes issued exclusively to commercial
banks, and parts of issues known to have been sold outside of
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the United States. The figures represent offerings, not actu-
al sales. However, the proportion of the total remaining un-
sold is believed to be quite minor, and is composed chiefly of
nonunderwritten issues of small companies.

Estimated gross proceeds are derived by multiplying the
principal amounts of units by offering prices except for mu-
nicipal issues for which principal amounts are used. Net pro-
ceeds represent estimated gross proceeds less estimated cost
of flotation.

Definitions of the various classifications which are not
self-explanatory, are as follows: The industrial group com-
prises manufacturing, mining, merchandising, construction,
service, industries, motor transportation, steam shipping, slvai-
ation, radio, and miscellaneous companies. The public utility
group comprises electric light and power, gas, water, tele-
phone and telegraph, pipe lines, and street railway companies.
The figures for total net proceeds shown for these groups on
p. 89, and for the railroad and real estate and financial
groups,on p. 90, include, in addition to amounts for new money
and retirement of debt and stocks, amounts to be used for
other purposes, not shown separately. "United States GOvern-
me%t and agencies" includes United States Government direct
issues and issues guaranteed by the Government; only issues to
the public are included, the United States Government "special
issues" (issues to trust funds and government agencies) and
other interagency sales being excluded; sales of Treasury
bills also are excluded because of their short-term maturity.
"Federal agency issues not guaranteed" include securities is-
sued by Federal land banks, joint-stock land banks, Federal
intermediate credit banks, Federal home loan banks, and the
Federal National Mortgage Association. State and municipal
issues include all governmental subdivisions and issues of
United States territories and possessions and are as compiled
by the Commercial and Financial Chronicle. Foreign government
issues exclude portions of issues offered abroad. Nonprofit
agencies include educational, religious, charitable, etc., in-
stitutions.

These data compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion differ in several respects from the series compiled by
the Commercial and Financial Chronicle also included in the
Survey. As stated above, gross proceeds in the former are
based on offering price while the Chronicle data are based on
offering price in the case of preferred stock of no par value
and all classes of common stock but represent par amount for
bonds, notes, and preferred stock of a stated par value. The
Chronicle f requent ly includes entire issues offered in ex-
change for outstanding securities where only unexchanged bal-
ances are offered for cash sale, while the Commission includes
only the balances of such issues actually sold for cash. Among
the. more important .differences in coverage are the follow-
ing: The Securities and Exchange Commission's data include
United States Treasury issues excluded from the Chronicle se-
ries. The corporate group in the Commission's series includes
foreign corporate issues offered in the United States while
the Chronicle's series covers only domestic corporate issues.
The classification of issues by purpose also differs in the
two series. The Chronicle allocates proceeds either as being
for refunding purposes or nonrefunding purposes (new capital),
including in the latter category all uses except retirement of
funded debt and preferred stock.

The series have been revised since publication of the 1942
Supplement to exclude issues maturing in exactly one year from
date of issues, to include Treasury tax series notes with the
United States Government long-term issues and to transfer is-
sues of Federal agencies not guaranteed by the United States
from the corporate classification to "noncorporate". Monthly
figures for 1934-40 are available upon request.

Less than $500,000.

Page 90
1 See note 1 for pp. 88 and 89.
2 Compiled by the Daily Bond Buyer and represent sales of

securities, including long-term refunding issues, by States
and municipalities in the United States and bonds of United
States territories and insular possessions. Included in long-
term loans are Public Works Administration loans and "Recon-
struction Finance Corporation loans to States and municipali-
ties as follows (thousands of dollars): Public Works Adminis-
tration loans—1935, 21,019; 1936, 18,125; 1937, 50,923; 1938
53,036; 1939, 19,133; 1940, 2,320; 1941, 1,300; 1942, 1,000;
Reconstruction Finance Corporation loans—1935, 58,162; 1936,
37,648; 1937,57,625; 1938,105,443; 1939, 38,050; 1940, 12,017;
1941, 159,109; 1942, 12,667; 1943, 1,000; 1944, 500; 1945, 800;
1946, 13,500. Also included are U. S. Housing Authority note

and bond issues as follows (thousands of dollars): Long-term,
bonds—1940, 21,569; 1941, 22,388; 1942, 88,978; 1943, 60,558;
1944, 12,799; 1945, 2,956; 1946, 18,950; short-term, notes—1939,
50,671; 1940, 495,858; 1941, 392,135; 1942, 426,298; 1943,
287,130; 1944, 228,447; 1945, 249,790; 1946, 339,039.

A comparison of these figures with those for municipal,
State, etc., issues compiled by the Commercial and Financial
Chronicle and shown on p. 87 indicate that the differences be-
tween the two series are to a large extent due to the exclu-
sion from the Chronicle data of short-term loans and the Fed-
eral agency loans previously mentioned.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly* figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures for
1923-37, except April 1927 and 1934-35 figures for short-term
issues, are available in the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements
(the October and November 1930 figures for long-term issues in
the latter volume are reversed and April 1927 figure for
short-term issues should be 67,252) . Revised monthly figures
for 1934-35 for short-term issues are available upon request.

3 Compiled by the u. S. Department of Agriculture, Commodi-
ty Exchange Authority (formerly the Grain Futures Administra-
tion or Commodity Exchange Administration. Data represent
volume of trading in wheat and corn futures for all contract
markets combined, compiled from required daily reports from
exchange clearing members. Figures are for the following mar-
kets whenever trading occurred: Wheat—Chicago Board of
Trade, Chicago Open Board of Trade, and the Minneapolis, Kansas
City, Duluth, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Seattle, Portland, Hutchin-
son exchange; corn—Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago Open
Board of - Trade, and the Minneapolis, Kansas City, St. Louis,
and Milwaukee exchanges. There has been no trading on some of
these markets in recent years.

Monthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly figures for 1934-
40 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements (see
notes in these volumes for source of data prior to 1924).
Monthly data for the period 1921-35 shown on p. 20 of the
March 1936 issue of the Survey are correct except for the fol-
lowing revisions (bushels) : Corn—July 1932, 98,283,000;
wheat—June 1930, 1,377,342,000, and May 1934, 1,045,805,000.

•" Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System* The data are as of the end of the month or year speci-
fied and are based on the reports of member firms of the New
York Stock Exchange carrying margin accounts for customers,
It is estimated that these firms supply at least 90 percent of
the credit that is extended to customers by all brokers and
dealers in securities in the United States, Since July 1942
complete figures for all members of New York Stock Exchange
carrying margin accounts have been collected only semiannually
for end of June and December; for August 1942-February 1945,
the intervening monthly figures for the items shown here are
estimated on the basis of reports from a small number of large
firms; subsequent intervening monthly figures are as reported
to the New York Stock Exchange. The principal items published
in the Federal Reserve Bulletin are reproduced here. Custom-
ers' debit balances represent credit extended by the reporting
brokers to their customers. Data exclude credit extended to
other member firms of the New York Stock Exchange, to member
firms of other national securities exchanges, and to the firms'
own partners. Figures given are "net", i.e., after deduction
of offsetting credit balances in individual accounts. Cash on
hand and in banks represents the cash resources of reporting
brokers, including cash segregated for the benefit of customers.
Money borrowed includes all borrowings on all types of collat-
eral by member firms of the New York Stock Exchange carrying
margin accounts for customers:, except borrowings between firms.
A series on loans to brokers by weekly reporting member banks
in leading cities appears on p. 74. Customers' free credit
balances represent cash balances due from brokers to customers
who are in no way obligated to such brokers.

Monthly figures beginning 1934, or the earliest month
available, appear in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements.
Year-end figures for 1918-34 for an earlier series on brokers'
borrowings are also shown In the 1942 Supplement (see note in
that volume) and corresponding monthly figures are in the 1936
and 1932 Supplements.

The monthly Federal Reserve Bulletin gives further details
including customers1 "net" credit balances, debit and credit
balances in partners' and firm investment and trading accounts,
and ledger credit balances in capital accounts. A detailed
description of the data and monthly figures beginning 1931 for
some items appear in "Banking and Monetary Statistics" pub-
lished by the compiling agency.

5 Computed by the New York Stock Exchange. Data represent
the average price of all bonds listed on the exchange as of
the end of each *"0nth, computed from the data on market value
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and par value of all listed bonds shown herein on p* 92„ An-
nual figures are averages of the 12 monthly figures. Monthly
data for the period December 1934-40 appear in the 1942, 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements*

e Less than $500,000.
7 Average for 6 months, January-June.
8 Average for 4 months, September-December.
9 Trading suspended on all markets June 25, 1943; resumed

on Kansas City Board of Trade August 30, 1944, on Chicago
Board of Trade, Chicago Open Board of Trade, and Minneapolis
Chamber of Commerce on September 14, 1944, and on Milwaukee
Grain and Stock Exchange September 15, 1944..

20 Less than 500,000 bushels.
11 Trading in wheat futures was suspended on the two Chica-

go markets and the Kansas City and Milwaukee markets on June
13 and on the Duluth market on June 15, and was limited to
liquidation only in July, September, and December deliveries
on the Minneapolis market. The Chicago markets resumed trad-
ing in wheat on August 26, Kansas City on August 5, Minneapolis
and Duluth on July 31, and Milwaukee on September 11, The
Chicago markets suspended trading in some corn futures and
Kansas City trading in all corn futures on June 13; Kansas
City resumed trading August 21. Milwaukee suspended trading
in July and September corn futures on June 13.

P a g e - 9 1
1 Compiled by Standard and Poor's Corporation, These in-

dexes are an average of the median bond in each group. For
the high grade and medium and lower grade series, all bonds in
a selected list are first yielded to maturity and the average
median yield obtained. The median yield is then converted to
a price basis by assuming a given coupon rate and maturity.
The high grade index is based upon the average of the 5 median
yields in a list of 15 bonds. The price is obtained by assum-
ing a 4-percent coupon with 20 years to maturity. The medium
and lower grade indexes have been converted on the basis of a
5-percent coupon with 20 years to maturity. The railroad and
public utility indexes are based upon the mean of 4 median
yields In a list of 10 medium grade bonds averaged with the
mean of 4 median yields in a list of 10 lower grade bonds, and
the industrials upon the mean of 3 median yields in a list of
5 medium grade bonds averaged with the mean of 3 median yields
in a list of 5 lower grade bonds., The defaulted bond index is
the average of 11 median actual prices in a list of 15 issues,
largely railroad bonds9 All series are computed on a daily
basis and the daily figures averaged to obtain the monthly in-
dexes .

Monthly data for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement
and monthly data for 1937 are on p. 19 of the January 1942
Survey.

2 Compiled by Standard and Poor's Corporation* Data are
based on Wednesday closing prices. An arithmetic average of
yields to maturity for the 15 high-grade municipal bonds is
first computed (see p.'93-'for the yield series). The result-
ing series is then converted^to a price basis using bond yield
tables. A 4-percent coupon' with 20 years to maturity is as-
sumed.

This series' differs from the series published in the 1942
Supplement which is based upon an assumed 3-3/4-percent coupon
with 22 years to maturity. The new rate and period to maturi-
ty reflect the average component.bond in the list more accu-
rately then the rate and maturity formerly used. MontMy fig-
ures for 1913-40 for the revised series aire available upon re-
quest*

3 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Monthly data are averages of daily figures* Begin-
ning November 1941 the price index includes all taxable bonds
due or callable in 15 years or more and is a straight average
of the market prices of the bonds. There was only one issue
of taxable bonds within the maturity range prior to October 20,
1941 (taxable bonds were first issued in March 1941). The in-
dex througji October 1941 relates to long-term partially tax-
exempt bonds; it is calculated to show the approximate trend
of prices of a representative bond of unchanging coupon rate
and maturity, rather than an average of actual market quota-
tions which varied widely because of differences in coupon
rates and maturities of the issues included. The price index
for tills earlier period is derived from the average yield se-
ries of long-term partially tax-exempt bonds due or callable
in 15 years and over shown on p. 92, .by calculating the price
at which the trrepresentative bond" would sell to return the
average yield; the calculation is on the basis of a 2-3/4-per-
cent 16-year bond.

Monthly averages for 1931-34 are shown in the 1942
merit and monthly figures for .January 1931<=N®vember 1935 are
available on p. 17 of the December 1940 Survey. All figures
shown in those volumes are based on average yields of bonds
due or' callable in 12 years or more, while the series shown
here is based on yields of bonds due or callable In 15 .years
or tmore, but the two series were identical for the January-
November 1935 period.' Monthly data for December 1935-December
1940 for the current series, and monthly data for 1919=30
based OB a yield series for "bonds due or callable in 8 years5
are Available upon request.

y Compiled by the Securities and Exchange .Commission on the
basis of trades cleared during the calendar month<> Clearances
are usually effected two days after the actual trading date*
The reports are from all registered exchanges, but most of the
.sales are made on the New York Stock Exchange (for which fig-
ures are given- separately) and on the New York Curb Exchange 0
Data include sales' of mortgage certificates and certificates
of deposit.

These figures cover all sales on registered exchanges, ex-
cept that they exclude for January to March 1935 stopped sales
on the New York Stock Exchange and New York Curb Exchange aqd
since March 1944, United States Government issues* Figures
for the New York Stock Exchange excluding stopped sales
throughout are shown in the series described under note 5 for,
this pag&.9

Earlier monthly data beginning October 1935 are shown in
the 1942;, 194Q, and 1938 Supplements and are correct except as
follows (thousands, of dollars)1: Market value, all exchanges^
1935—March, $3493657| April, $319,926; August, $323,441; and
Septembers $2715 505; and face value, March 1937-—all exchanges,
$494,9751 New York Stock Exchange, $442,012.

5 Compiled by the New York Stock Exchange, Data represent
volume (par value) of bond sales on the New York Stock'Ex-
change,, as reported on the ticker, computed as of the trading
date. Stopped sales and other salas not reported on the tick-
er are excluded. Monthly averages beginning 1913, or the ear-
liest year available, and monthly figures for 1936-40 are
shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements; monthly data for 1913-=
35, where available, are given on pp0 18=19 of the December
1937 Survey*

Page 92
1 Compiled by the Mw York Stock Exchange to show the price

movements of bonds on the exchange and the growth In the se-
curities listed. The market-values are based on bid prices as
of the close of the last market session 'of the month or, if
bid prices are not available, on ask quotations or last sale
prices. Monthly data beginning December 1924 are available in
the 1942, 194D, 1938g 1936, and 1932 Supplements,2 Compiled by Moody1 s Investors Service, These averages
were set up in 1938 to include 10 bonds of each rating (Aa&5
Aa, A, and Baa) for each group (railroad, public utility, and
industrial), making 120 bonds in all- Since January 1, 1935,
however, there has not "been a full set of ten bonds in some
rating classifications because of the limited! number of suit-
able issues a At that time the Aaa industrials contained only
7 bonds and the Aa industrials only 6 "bonds9 compared with 10
bonds in each of the. other rating classifications; the total
number of bonds was therefore 113. On January l, 1947, there
were 102 bonds used, distributed In each group as follows:
Railroad—6 Aaa, 6 Aa, 9 A, and 10 Baa bonds. Public utili-
ty—10 Aaa, 10 Aa? 10 A, and 10 Baa bonds. Industrial—5
Aaa, 7 Aa, 9 A, and 10 Baa bonds,

Occasional substitutions in the bond list have been made
when ratings have been changed, when a bond has been called^
when a bond sold too far above its call price, or because of
approaching maturity. Suitable adjustments (usually small) ,
which are gradually amortized, are introduced to pre'vent such
substitutions from impairing the comparability of the series 0
No convertible or other unusual issues are included. The av-
erage maturity on January 1, 1947, was 28 1/2 years •

Averages are computed as follows: A daily yield based on
tiie closing price for eaeh individual bond is first computed
and then unweighted ari timetic averages of these yields are
compiled for the different rating classifications. The .corpo-
rate averages by ratings (Aaa2 Aa, A, and Baa) and the group
averages (railroad, public utility, and industrial) are com-
piled by averaging, these rating classification yields„ Thus -
each rating group enters into the over-all averages on the
same "basis whether it contains ten bonds or less* The over-
all corporate yield average is the" average of the four rating
classifications .(Aaa, Aa, A, and Baa) and is also the average
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of the three groups (railroad, public utility, and industrial).
The monthly series are averages of daily figures and the annu-
al series are averages of 12 monthly figures. Comparable
weekly data are shown regularly in the weekly Supplement to
the Survey.

In addition to the series shown here, averages by ratings
are available for the railroad, public utility, and industrial
groups.

Monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; for earlier monthly
figures beginning 1919, see the 1940 and 1938 Supplements and
pp. 19-20 of the November 1937 Survey. It should be noted
that 60 bonds were used in the averages prior to 1928.

3 Compiled by The Bond Buyer. Data for the most part re-
late to bonds of 20 large cities and represent the yield of a
representative bond, having a maturity of about 20 years and
selling at a price close to par. Originally the series in-
cluded bonds of the 20 largest cities (excluding Washington,
D. C.). Substitutions in the list of cities have been made
from time to time, as some cities paid off the bulk of their
debts or for many years had no debt outstanding with a suffi-
ciently long; maturity and, in recent years, the compilers have
not adhered strictly to municipal bonds. In January 1940
bonds of one State and of the Port of New York Authority and
the Metropolitan Water District were substituted for three
city bonds. Two State bonds are included for 1941-45 and
three beginning 1946. Data were compiled as of the first of
each month through December 1, 1946, and are shown as of the
end of the preceding month. Subsequently data have been com-
piled as of Thursday of each week and the figures shown here
are for the Thursday nearest the end of the month (either the
last Thursday of the given month or first Thursday of the fol-
lowing month).

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (see note in that volume
with regard to the averages for 1913-16); monthly figures for
1923-37 are given in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments.

" Compiled by Standard and Poor's Corporation (formerly by
Standard Statistics Co., Inc.). The series is an arithmetic
average of yields to maturity of 15 high-grade municipal bonds.
The yields are based on Wednesday closing prices and are aver-
ages of the four or five weekly figures for the month. The
yiê d series is used to compute the price data for municipal
bonds shown on p. 91.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures for
1923-37 appear in the 1940, I938j 1936, and 1932 Supplements
(revisions: 1930—January, 4.22; 1931—July, 3.85; August,
3.83; September, 3.91; October, 4.35; November, 4.42; December,
4.64).

5 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department. The data are
averages of daily figures computed on the basis of the mean of
closing bid and ask quotations on the over-the-counter market
beginning September 2, 1941; previously, closing prices on the
New York Stock Exchange were used on days when sales took
place in a particular issue and the mean of closing bid and
ask quotation on the New York Stock Exchange on days when no
sales took place. The series consist of Treasury bonds nei-
ther due nor callable for 15 years or more, with the exception
of data prior to November 30, 1935 which include issues not
due nor callable for 12 years or more. On November 30, 1935,
the two series were identical. There were no partially tax-
exempt bonds outstanding within the maturity range after De-
cember 15, 1945. The average for taxable bonds commenced Octo-
ber 20, 1941. Taxable bonds are those the interest on which
is subject to both normal and surtax rate of the Federal in-
come tax.

Monthly averages for 1919-34 for partially tax-exempt bonds
are available in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
this period are on p. 18 of the March 1939 Survey, (it should
be noted that the series beginning January 1926 includes is-
sues not due or callable for 12 years or more and earlier data
include issues due or callable after 8 years.) Monthly fig-
ures for 1935-40, which have been revised since publication of
earlier Supplements, are shown on p. 20 of the September 1944
Survey (revised average for March 1938, 2.67).

s Average for October 20-31.
7 Average for December 1-15.

Page 93
1 Compiled by Mcody's Investors Service. The 600 common

stocks used for the index include practically every active

stock traded in on the exchange, as well as 42 bank and insur-
ance stocks quoted over the counter, and are identical for the
entire period covered. The method of computation is as fol-
lows: For each of the 600 companies a monthly record is made
of the total annual cash dividends (both regular and extra)
which would be paid on the basis of the most recently an-
nounced rate. Each month's aggregate of dividends for all 600
companies (column 1 of this series) is then divided by the to-
tal number of shares outstanding during the month, after ad-
justing for stock dividends and splits in order to eliminate
the effects of changes in share capitalization (column 2), to
obtain the average dividend rate per share (column 3).

Monthly averages for 1929-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and earlier monthly fig-
ures beginning June 1929, except 1929-31 figures for the bank
series, are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements. Figures for 1929-31 for the bank series shown in
the latter volume have been revised.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Business Economics- Data represent cash dividends paid by all
companies for which reports are included in Moody's Dividend
Record. The amount paid by each company is computed by multi-
plying the dividend rate per share as reported in the Dividend
Record by the number of shares outstanding as reported in
Moody's Manual of Investments. Cash dividends paid on both
preferred and common stock are included.

Stock dividends are excluded from the series. In cases in
which the shareholder is offered a dividend payment in either
stock or cash it is assumed that the corporations make the of-
fering of stock sufficiently attractive to induce most of the
shareholders to accept the stock. Consequently, such divi-
dends are omitted. Liquidating dividends are also excluded
since they represent a repayment of capital investment rather
than a disbursement of earnings. Dividend payments by compa-
nies incorporated outside the United States and its posses-
sions are eliminated.

Data are on a gross basis; that is, intercorporate dividend
payments have not been excluded.

The corporations have been classified by industrial groups
in accordance? with the 1942 edition of the Standard Industrial
Classification Code, developed by the Division of Statistical
Standards, Bureau of the Budget; the classification is based
on the major peacetime activity of the corporations* The mis-
cellaneous group includes agriculture, contract construction,
transportation other than railroads, public utilities other
than heat, light, and power, and .motion pictures and other
services.

The number of corporations included has increased from
nearly 4,500 in 1941 to over 5,400 in 1947. Publicly reported
dividend payments for 1945 amount to almost 65 percent of cash
dividend payments as reported for that year in Statistics, of
Income, based on corporation tax returns, issued by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue. This is the most recent year for which
the Bureau of Internal Revenue data are available. The rela-
tionship of the publicly reported series to the Statistics of
Income totals varies considerably from industry to industry.
It should be made clear that no attempt is made to maintain a
conventional sample, either in the sense of identical firms
from year to year, or in the sense of representing a constant
proportion of a changing universe. Although the increase in
the number of companies included over time is probably due in
part to a genuine increase in the number of corporations in
the universe, it is likely that improvement in availability of
dividend reports to Moody is an even more important factor.

Page 9U
1 Computed by Moody's Investors Service and represent the

weighted average yields of 200 common stocks, by groups, as of
the last day of the month. The weighted average yield con-
sists of the aggregate annual common dividends being paid by
the 200 companies as of each given date, divided by the aggre-
gate market valuation of all outstanding common shares of
these companies as of the same date. The comparison is for
SOO identical companies, regardless of whether a particular
company is on a dividend-paying basis at any given time.

Monthly averages for 1929-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 appear in the 1942 Supplement, and earlier monthly figures
are available in the 1940 Supplement and on p. 18 of the Sep-
tember 1936 Survey.

2 Compiled by Standard and Poor's Corporation. Yields are
computed for each of 15 high-grade noncallable issues, includ-
ing public utility as well as industrial preferred stocks.
The group yield is determined from the average of the 9 median
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yields. The indexes are based upon one price weekly with the
monthly index computed from the average of the four or five
weekly indexes of the month. Throughout the series the issues
are converted to a price equivalent to $100 par and a 7 per-
cent annual dividend before averaging.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1928-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement and on p. 22 of the
January 1942 Survey. The data prior to February 1928 were
computed from the average price of 20 stocks (see note in the
1942 Supplement); monthly figures beginning 1923 for this se-
ries appear in the 1932 Supplement.

3 Compiled by the New York Stock Exchange. The index is
based on average price obtained by dividing the market value
of all listed shares at the end of the month by the number of
shares, adjusted for stock split-ups, split-downs, and stock
dividends.

Monthly averages for 1925-34 and monthly figures for 1934-
40 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements; ear-
lier monthly figures are available upon request.

u Compiled by Dow-Jones & Co., Inc., from the daily closing
quotations furnished by the Wall Street Journal. The figures
shown here are averages of the daily figures-. The industrial
averages include 30 stocks and the railroad averages 20 stocks
over the entire period; the public utility averages are for 20
stocks until June 1938 when the number was reduced to 15.
Changes have been made in the stocks used for the averages at
various times. Over the period covered a number of split-ups
have occurred, and many large stock dividends have been paid.
Adjustment has been made for these changes and the historical
continuity of the series has been preserved. A complete de-
scription of the methods used in constructing the index, to-
gether with daily and hourly indexes, are given in "The Dow-
Jones Averages", published by Barren's Book Department, 30
Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1934-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements;
earlier, monthly figures for industrial, railroad, and utility
stocks appear in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements (revisions—
railroad, September 1932, 35.3; utility, November 1929, 79.0).
For monthly figures for 1929-33 for 65 stocks, see p. 19 of
the September 1938 Survey.

Page 95
1 Compiled by Standard and Poor's Corporation. The formula

used in computing these indexes is a "base-weighted aggrega-
tive" where the weighting factor is the number of shares of
each stock outstanding in the base period. Certain modifica-
tions of this method have been found necessary to make allow-
ance for the sale of new stock through the issuance of rights,
consolidations, and for the addition of new securities neces-
sary to maintain group representations as new corporations are
formed in an industry. The index of 402 common stocks includes
the industrial, public-utility, and railroad stocks, but not
the bank and fire and marine insurance stocks. The indexes are
based upon Wednesday's closing prices or the last preceding
sale price.

For a complete description of the indexes refer to "Long
Term Security Price Index Record" published \$y Standard and
Poor's Corporation. This publication and "Current Statistics"
published monthly by that agency provide weekly figures be-
ginning 1918 or the earliest year available.

Monthly averages prior to 19,35 and monthly figures for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; for monthly figures
see pp. 20-21, of the January 1942 Survey.

8 Compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commission on the
basis of trades cleared during the month. Clearances are usu-
ally effected two days after the actual trading date. Sales
of voting trust certificates, American depository receipts,
certificates of deposit, rights, and warrants are included.
Data represent the total value and volume of stocks sold on
all registered exchanges, except that for the period January-
March 1935 they exclude odd-lot and stopped sales on the New
York Stock Exchange and New York Curb Exchange.

These data are available only beginning October 1934;
monthly figures prior to 1941, except October 1934r-Mareh 1935
figures for shares sold, are shown in the 1942, 1940, and 1938
Supplements. There have been a few minor revisions in the
1935 market value data.

3 Data on volume of sales excluding odd-lot and shopped
sales are compiled by the Hew York Times. Monthly averages
for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown in the
1942 and 1940 Supplements and monthly figures for 1923-37 ap-
pear in the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements under the title
"Stock Sales, New York Stock Exchange."

" Compiled by the New York Stock Exchange to show price
movements of all stocks on the exchange and the growth in the
securities listed. Market values are based on bid prices as
of the close of the last market session of the month or, if
bid quotations are not available, on ask quotations or last
sale prices. The figures have, been compiled on a monthly ba-
sis (as of the end of the month) as far back as December 1934.
Monthly figures prior to 1941 are available in the 1942, 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

Page 96
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

International Trade, based on foreign trade statistics com-
piled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce through
April 1941 and the Bureau of the Census thereafter (see note 1
for p. 97). Approximately 265 commodities are included in the
direct calculations of the quantity and unit value (price) for
both exports and imports. The import indexes are based on im-
ports for consumption. All leading commodities for which
quantities are available and which show a reasonable degree of
homogeneity are included in the calculation for the entire
period covered by the indexes. Quantity figures for many ar-
ticles, particularly finished manufactures, are not available,
and for other items the reported data lack homogeneity. Owing
to changes in the classification of articles and the inclusion
of new items which increased in relative importance, - or for
which quantity data became available in later years, the num-
ber of items and the proportion they bear to the total varies
somewhat over the period. The selected commodities are, how-
ever, closely comparable from year to year and sufficiently
varied to be fairly representative of each economic class of
exports and imports. The commodities used in the computations
represented 55-65 percent of the total value of United States
merchandise exports for 1935-39, 40-47 percent for 1940=41 and
1945, 30-35 percent for 1942-44 and 51 percent for 1946. The
decline in the percentage during the war period reflects the
large increase in the proportion of total exports represented
by finished manufactures (particularly military goods), which
are less adequately represented in the index than are other
economic groups. The import commodities represent about 70
percent of the total value of imports into the United States
for all years except 1941 and 1942 and about 77 percent for
those years.

The index numbers have been constructed by the so-called
"ideal formula." The quantities of the several articles for
each year and the year immediately preceding are used as
weighting factors of their unit values. In effect, the per-
cent change in the unit values of the selected articles from
each year to the next is combined into an average weighted by
the mean of the values for each pair of years compared.

It is assumed that the price movement for export and import
commodities not included in the calculation is the same as for
those selected. The value of the articles not covered in each
economic class (crude materials, crude foodstuffs, manufac-
tured foodstuffs and beverages, semimanufactures, and finished
manufactures) is, therefore, adjusted by the computed price
index for that class and included in the aggregate totals from
which the quantity indexes for each pair of years are calcu-
lated. Quantity and unit value indexes for total exports and
imports are based on the combined adjusted totals for the
economic classes. The index numbers for each pair of years
are made into a series by the chain method. The annual in-
dexes are computed directly from the total annual data.

Annual indexes for 1913 and 1919-34 and monthly figures for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; quarterly figures
for January 1932-June 1933 and monthly figures for July 1933-
December 1937 are available in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Sup-
plements. Quarterly figures from 1929 through 1932 may be
found in "Foreign Trade of the United States in 1935" published
by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Office
of Foreign Agricultural Delations, from basic data of the U. S.
Department of Commeree. The index numbers are computed by
weighting quantities traded in a given period by average unit
values during the 6-year base period. The monthly index num-
bers are adjusted for seasonal variation by a variant of the
simple-averages method.

The export index is based on exports of 74 commodity clas-
sifications which, during the 1924-29 base period, amounted to
96 percent of the total valu£ of agricultural exports. The
cotton calssification covers cotton fibers and linters. Sepa-
rate indexes not shown in the Survey of Current Business are
available for cotton, tobacco, fruits, wheat including flour,
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grains and grain products other than wheat, cured pork, and
lard.

The import index is based on data for imports of 122 com-
modity classifications which, during the 1924-29 base period,
amounted to 97 percent of the total value of agricultural im-
ports. Separate indexes are prepared for supplementary and
complementary imports (complementary imports consist of prod-
ucts that are neither commercially produced in the United
States nor to any significant extent used interchangeably with
agricultural commodities commercially produced in the United
States; supplementary consists of the remaining items). Indi-
vidual import indexes are computed for sugar and molasses,
dairy products, hides and skins, grains, tobacco, vegetable
oils, and oilseeds, and dutiable wool and are shown in the De-
partment of Agriculture releases.

Annual indexes for 1915-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40
are shown In the 1942 Supplement; monthly data prior tot 1938
are available upon request. A complete description and his-
torical data, for all series are shown in a special release of
the Department of Agriculture issued April 1941, entitled,
"New Quantity Indexes of the Foreign Trade of the United
States in Agricultural Products".

3 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. The shipping weight represents the gross weight
of the shipments including the weight of containers, wrappings,
crates, etc. The data cover only water-borne trade, including
traffic through Atlantic, Gulf, Pacific, and Great Lakes ports.
They Include shipments on all types of watercraft engaged in
the foreign trade which are required to make formal clearance
and to file manifests of cargoes laden aboard under U* S. Cus-
toms Regulations, and also, beginning January 1946, shipments
by vessels not required to make formal customs clearances,
which include ferryboats and passenger vessels making three or
more trips a week between a United States port and a foreign
port. Shipments on such passenger vessels and by ferry ac-
counted for 1 to 2 percent of the totals in 1946. Import fig-
ures are general imports. See also note 1 for p. 97 for a
general description of foreign trade statistics.

Monthly data on shipping weight of both exports and Imports,
covering trade by all methods of transportation, were compiled
by the Bureau of the Census beginning January 1943 through
June 1947; thereafter data were compiled for water-borne trade
only. The latter data are shown here in order to have figures
comparable with those published currently. Data for water-
borne trade are not available separately by months prior to
January 1946 and the only earlier dat'a available at present
are 1943 and 1944 totals for export trade. The 1945 total for
export trade will also be available at a later date.

" Figures overstated owing to the inclusion in October and
December export statistics of an unusually large volume of
shipments actually exported in earlier months. See also
fourth paragraph of note 1 for p. 97 with regard to overstate-
ment in figures of certain other months.

Page 97
J Compiled by the If. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the census thereafter. Complete monthly details may be found
in the "Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of, the United
States", published by the Bureau of the Census. The statis-
tics are compiled from copies of Export Declarations and Im-
port Ehtries filed with the United States customs officials.
The statistics show trade (except gold and silver in the form
of ore, bullion, and coin) between the United States customs
area (continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
and for January 1, 1935 through December 31, 1939, the Virgin
Islands) and foreign countries but do not include trade be-
tween continental United States and the noncontiguous territo-
ries named above. The Philippine Islands and the Panama Canal
Zone are considered for these statistical purposes as foreign
countries for all years.

Export figures cover all merchandise shipped from the
United States customs area with the exception of goods des-
tined to the United States armed forces abroad. Goods that
reached forel̂ i civilians through these forces are there'fore
excluded. They include commercial trade, lend-lease exports,
shipments of goods purchased by foreign governments and relief
shipments (see also note 3). Total exports include exports of
United States merchandise plus reexports of foreign merchan-
dise.

Imports include private commercial trade, foreign merchan-
dise purchased by United States Government agencies, merchan-
dise owned by foreign governments and entering this country
for their official use or for storage, and merchandise trans-

ferred to the United States under the reciprocal-aid program
(reverse lend-lease). General Imports include merchandise en-
tering consumption channels immediately upon arrival plus en-
tries into bonded warehouses. Imports for consumption repre-
sent merchandise entering consumption channels immediately up-
on arrival plus withdrawals from bonded warehouses.

Figures for the month of December frequently show a high
level of trade which may result in part from a special effort
to include in the december figures any data for the year which
have been held out during the year for investigation or veri-
fication, as well as all possible late December data, in order
to provide complete data for the calendar year. In the latter
part of 1941 and early part of 1942, a number of factors oper-
ated to delay documents upon which monthly statistics are
based and the inclusion of data for these delayed reports when
received partly accounts for the marked fluctuations in the
monthly figures in this period; for example, October 1941 and
April 1942 export figures partially reflect inclusion of data

. held over from previous months.
Export values are those declared by the shipper at the time

of exportation (except reexports from bonded warehouses, which
are expressed at import values). Values of containers and
coverings are included. If the Merchandise is produced at an
interior place, freight charges to the point of export are in-
cluded, but freight and other charges from the place of depar-
ture in the United States to the destination in the foreign
country are not included. The import value, as defined in
section 402 of the Tariff Act of 1930, is usually the "market
value or the price at the time of exportation of such merchan-
dise to the United States, at which such or similar merchan-
dise is freely offered for sale to all purchasers in the prin-
cipal markets of the country from which exported, in the usual
wholesale quantities and in the ordinary course of trade, in-
cluding the cost of all containers and coverings of whatever
nature, and all other costs, charges, and expenses incident to
placing the merchandise in condition, packed ready for ship-
ment to the United States." Essentially the same definition
was carried in previous tariff acts. The foreign values of
imported merchandise are converted into United States currency
at the rate of exchange prevailing on the day the merchandise
is shipped to the United States.

2 Export statistics generally show country of ultimate des-
tination; if this is not known, country of consignment. Goods
consigned to the armed forces or other representatives of the
Allies stationed in a foreign country are included as a part
of exports to that country. Imports are shown by country of
origin. Prewar boundaries are still desî iated to serve for
statistical purposes in foreigi trade schedules but in prac-
tice, since the close of the war, de facto boundaries have
generally served. However, import commodities that are re-
quired to be stamped with the country of origin are credited
to the country shown in the foreign trade schedules rather
than to the de facto country.

Monthly averages are based on 12 months in all cases, al-
though during the war period there was no trade with the enemy
and blockaded countries in most months.

Monthly averages beginning 1913 and monthly figures for
1938-40, except for Colombia and Venezuela, are available in
the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures for 1923-37 for total
exports, including reexports, total general Imports, and ex-
ports and imports for geographic regions, and fbr Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Canada, United Kingdom, France, Germany,
Italy, and Japan are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements. The published figures are correct except for mi-
nor revisions in the figures In the 1932 volume and two major
changes as follows: Total exports, including reexports, Au-
gust 1929, $380*,565,000; Europe, total, April 1931, $94,634,000.
Monthly data other than those indicated have not been published
in the Survey but are available in the "Monthly Summary of
Foreigi Commerce of the United States."

3 Commercial exports represent all exports except lend-
lease and UNRRA shipments. They include commercial trade,
goods purchased and shipped by foreign purchasing missions sta-
tioned in this country, relief or charitable supplies shipped
by the Red Cross and other private relief shipments, and
after June 1945, goods sent to United States agencies abroad.
During the war period, lend-lease exports represent merchan-
dise shipped under provision of the Lend-Lease Act of March
1941 which authorized the President to furnish, without cur-
rent compensation, supplies to the government of any country
whose defense he deemed vital to the defense of the United
States. Shipments of supplies in lend-lease channels at the
close of the war and supplies procured thereafter through
lend-lease procurement facilities are classified as lend-lease
exports although after the program officially ceased to operate,
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the recipient nations, with few exceptions, arranged to fi-
nance them prior to the exportation of the merchandise. Sta-
tistics of lendHease exports are not a measure of the total
aid extended to forei|pi countries under the lend-lease pro-
gram but only a measure of that portion of the aid extended in
the form of commodities exported from the United States.

* Data for Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Asia are
included in total for Europe.

5 Includes Australian New Guinea.
6 Average for 10 months, March-December.
7 Includes minor revisions not distributed by months.
8 Average for 3 months, September, November, and December.
0 Less than $500.

Page 98
1 See note 1 for p, 97 for a general description of foreign

trade statistics.
2 See note 2 for p. 97.
3 Burma included prior to January 1, 1938.
a Japanese Mandated Islands included with Japan prior to

January 1, 1942. Exports to Japan in 1942, 1943S and 1945
represent relief shipments, including shipments to prisoners
of war in Japan for 1943 and 1945.

5 For statistical purposes trade with Germany was defined
to include (as far as ascertainable) trade with German-occupied
areas from the following dates until the close of the
war: Austria, May 6, 1938$ Sudeten area of Czeeho-Slovakla,
November 10, 1938$ other Czeeho-HLovak provinces (Protectorate
of Bohemia-Moravia and ^art of Slovakia), March 18, 1039; and
Danzig and the German-occupied parts of Poland, November 16,
1939. Tradt with Germany includes also trade with Memelt ter-
ritory of Lithuania from March 25, 1939, until January 1, 1948.
An explanation of the statistical coverage for Germany and
other countries after the close of the war is included in note
2 for p. 97 referred to above.

Ebcports to Germany in 1942 and 1943 represent relief ship-
ments.

8 Includes Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Asia and
Europe*

7 The total includes twenty Latin American Republics and
for 1935-37, Canal Zone.

8 Less than $500.
* Includes minor revisions not distributed by months.

Pag© 99
1 See note 1 for p. 97 for a general description of foreign

trade statistics.
* See note 2 for p. 97.
3 Monthly averages beginning 1913, or the earliest year

available, and monthly data for 1938-40 for all series except
military and textiles and manufactures aJ*e available in the
1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-37 for total exports
of United States merchandise and exports by economic classes
and for cotton unmanufactured (except 1936 figures which have
been revised), packing house products, automobiles, parts and
accessories, and total machinery are shown In the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements. The data are correct except for
minor revisions in the figures in the 1932 Supplement and re-
visions in the 1935-37 figures for "total machinery.11 Figures
beginning 1935 for machinery, as shown in the 1940 and earlier
Supplements^ have been revised to include Diesel and semi-
Diesel marine engines. Packing house products are shown as
wmeats and fats" in Supplements prior to 1942. Monthly data
for series and years other than those indicated have not been
published in the Survey but, except for total agrieultui-al and
total nonagricultural products, are available in the "Monthly
Summary of Foreign Commerce of the United States", Monthly
averages for total agricultural and total nonagricnaltural
products shown in the 1942 Supplement for years prior to 1919
are for fiscal years ended June 30$ calendar year figures for
1914-18 are available upon request.

tf Includes aircraft (except civilian aircraft for 1945 and
1946), explosives, firearms, tanks, and miscellaneous military
equipment and supplies.

s Agricultural products are exclusive of liquors and other
spirits and of forest products.

* Includes linters.
7 Packing house products includes total meat products, ani-

mal oils and fats, edible, and animal oils and greaseŝ , inedr-
ibl©, except fish oils.

8 Includes minor revisions not distributed by months.

Page 100
1 See note 1 for p. 97 for a general description of foreign

trade statistics*

2 See note 3 for p. 99 for reference to earlier data.
3 Secludes automobile service appliances and parts^ and

trailers.
** Represents the total "chemicals and related products'*

group as shown in the original foreign trade reports; includes
chemicals (coal-tar5 specialties, industrials medicinal), pig-
ments, paints, and varnishes, fertilisers and materials, ex-
plosives, soap, and toilet preparations. Amounts included for
explosives, classified as military Airing the war periods are
as follows (monthly averages in thousands ©f dollars): 1940,
1,7395 1941, 4,168; 1942,* 6,558; 1943, 11,180; 1944, 5,504f
1945, 1,369; 1946, 396.

5 Includes office appliances and printing machinery in ad™
ditlon to the classes of machinery shown separately.

6 Includes all finished textile products and yarn and other
semimanufactures.

7 See note 2 for p. 97 for reference to earlier data.
a Data for Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Asia are

included in total for Europe.
9 Data for aircraft, parts and accessories were combined

with other military exports in the monthly figures for 1942
and separate monthly data have not been compiled; the monthly
average is computed from the total for the year. The monthly
averages for 1943 and 1944 are based on revised annual totals
which include $4,232,000 and $14,141,000, respectively, not
distributed by months.

19 Includes minor revisions not distributed by Months.

Page 10E
1 See note 1 for p. 97 for a general description of foreign

trade statistics.
2 See note 2 for p. 97.
a Includes Australian New Guinea.
a Japanese Mandated Islands included with Japan prior to

January 1, 1942.
5 See note 5 for p. 98
s Includes minor revisions not distributed by months.
7 Less than $500.

Page 102
1 See note 1 for p. 97 for a general description of forei|p

trade statistics.
2 See note 2 for p. 97.
3 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Asia and Harope.
v The total .includes twenty Latin American Republics and

for 1935-37, Canal Zone.
s Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for

1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement and nonthly fig-
ures for 1923-37 for total imports for consumption and imports
by economic classes as-e shown in the 19409 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements. The published figures are correct except
for minor revisions in the 1932 supplement. The data by eco-
nomic classes prior to 1934 are general imports.

* Includes minor revisions not distributed by months.

Page 103
2 See note 1 for p. 97 for a general description of foreign

trade statistics.
3 Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for

1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (the figures prior
to 1934 are general imports instead of imports for consump-
tion) . Monthly figures for years prior to 1938 have not been
published in the Survey but, except for total agricultural and
total nonagricultural imports, are available in the "Monthly
Summary of Forei|pi Commerce of the United States*" The monthly
averages for total agricultural and total nonagrleultural
imports shown in the 1942 Supplement for years prior to 1935
are for fiscal years ended June 30,| calendar year figures for
1914-34 are available upon request.

s See note 5 for p. 99.
^ Includes all nonferrous ores, metals, alloys, and manu*-

factures, except precious metals, Jewelry and plated war©.
s Includes minor revisions no,t distributed by months.
6 Less than $900.

Page 104
1 Compiled by the Civil Aeronautics Board beginning January

1945 and, with the exception of data for air mall ton-miles,
by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Civil Aeronautics Admin-
istration and predecessor agencies, prior to 1945. Data cover
scheduled operations of all trunk air lines operating in con-
tinental United States, according to the recent classification
of such lines by the Civil Aeronautics Board. Data for Colo-
nial Airlines, operating from New York to Montreal, are in-
cluded beginning January 1945, since most of the mileage of
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this line is in the United States. Earlier data have not been
revised to include this company; however, it accounted for only
1.5 percent of the passengers carried in 1945, less than 1
percent of miles flown and passenger-miles, and a negligible
percentage of other items. Operation of one line now classi-
fied as a feeder line (scheduled air carrier conducting local
service) is included prior to 1945, but figures for this line
are comparatively small and do not materially affect the com-
parability of the data.

All data cover revenue traffic only, whereas data relating
to passenger traffic shown in earlier Supplements cover reve-
nue and nonrevenue passengers. There is duplication in the
figures for number of passengers where the same passengers are
carried by more than one air carrier and also, in the figures
prior to 1945, where some passengers are carried on more than
one route of an air carrier. Monthly averages for 1943-44
(based on annual totals), excluding the duplication existing
where passengers are carried on more than one route of the
same carrier are as follows: 1942, 251,000; 1943, 238,000;
1944, 322,000. Data excluding this duplication are not avail-
able prior to 1942 or by months for 1942-44. Similarly, there
is some duplication in the figures for tons of express and
freight carried* There is no duplication in the figures for
ton-miles and passenger-miles which take into account the dis-
tance carried. A "ton-mile" is equivalent to one ton carried
one mile and a "passenger-mile" is equivalent to one passenger
carried one mile.

Monthly data are available beginning 1946 for feeder, inter-
national and overseas, and domestic territorial lines in addi-
tion to data for trunk lines shown here.

Monthly figures for 1932-40 and earlier monthly averages
for revenue miles flown and express and freight carried are
available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements, and
monthly figures for July-December 1931 are on p. 19 of the
January 1935 Survey. Express and freight carried is shown as
"express" and is in pounds instead of in tons as in the pres-
ent volume. Monthly figures for 1931-40 for air mail ton-
miles are also available in the Supplements referred to above
(the 1931 figures are given in the note for the item In the
1938 Supplement); the data are shown under the heading "postal
business" in the Domestic Trade section and are in pound-miles;
they should therefore be converted to ton-miles by dividing by
2,000 for comparison with figures shown here. Monthly figures
for 1935-40 for express and freight ton-miles, revenue passen-
gers carried, and revenue passenger-miles are available upon
request.

2 Compiled from reports to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. Data cover total operations of the Railway Express
Agency (formerly the American Railway Express Co.) and also,
througi June 1938, operations of the Southeastern Express Co.
which was absorbed by the Railway Express Agency in July 1938.
The data represent practically complete coverage of the ex-
press business on railroads, plus the operations of the ex-
press companies servicing electric lines, steamboats, stage
lines, and airplanes. Operating Income represents net operafc-
ing revenues (equal to the difference between total operating
revenues and operating expenses), less uncollectible revenue
from transportation and express taxes.

Monthly averages for 1918-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; for earlier monthly fig-
ures beginning 1923 see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments. Revisions of figures * in the latter are as follows:
Operating revenue, 1930—November, $10,474,000; December,
$10,826,000. Operating Income, 1923—December, deficit,
$85,000; 1925—January, $83,000; April, $76,000; December,
deficit, $5,000.

5 Compiled by the American Transit Association. Data on
average cash fares are based on fares paid in* 357 cities having
population of 25,000 or more, according to the 1930 Census.
A few cities in this size classification are excluded, either
because they did not have an organized public transportation
system throughout the full period covered by the data, or be-
cause information regarding the fares paid in such cities is
incomplete. The average fare is unweî ited; i.e., each city,
regardless of size, counts as a unit in the average. Averages
are computed as of the last day of the month. No adjustments
have been made for token fares or passes. Fares paid to motor
bus and trolley bus operators have been substituted where such
services have replaced street railways.

Data as of December 31 for 1917-34 and monthly figures for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1936-37, which have been revised since publication of the 1940
Supplement, are available upon request.

Data for passengers carried, which cover revenue passengers,
and operating revenues are estimated totals for all local

transit lines, Including electric railways and all common car-
rier motor bus lines, with the exception of long distance in-
terstate motor carriers. The estimates are based on monthly
reports from member and nonmember companies whose operations,
in terras of revenue or traffic, represent approximately 80
percent of the total transit industry and annual reports, in-
cluding additional companies, which account for about 90 per-
cent of the industry. The current series differ from similar
series published in earlier Supplements, in that the latter
include only those bus lines that were affiliated with or were
successors to electric railways and exclude so-called inde-
pendent bus lines which had no historical connection with the
old electric railway industry; in addition, data for passen-
gers carried published in earlier Supplements are reported da-
ta and do not include estimates for nonreporting companies.
The monthly averages for 1935 are computed from annual totals.
Earlier annual totals beginning 1929 and monthly figures for
1936-40 are available upon request.

y Compiled by the Association of American Railroads, Car
Service Division, and represent cars of revenue freight loaded
for all reporting Class 1 roads and their subsidiaries. Most
Class I roads are included. The data include all cars of rev-
enue freight originated for initial road haul by reporting
road and all cars of revenue freight for initial road haul by
reporting road which are originated in switch service on con-
necting roads. Figures are. placed on a monthly basis in ac-
cordance with the number of weeks ending within each month of
the year 1946, and this number governs the number of weeks In
each month of the years prior to 1946. The months consist of
exactly 4 weeks, with the exception of March, June, August,
and November, which cover 5 weeks. The large decline from
April to September 1942 in the number of l.c.l. cars reflects
increases in the average load under an order issued on March
24, 1942, by the Office of Defense Transportation, which pro-
vided for minimum weight limits,, with some exceptions, begin-
ning at 6 tons on May 1, rising to 8 tons on July 1, and to 10
tons on September 1.

Monthly averages for 1918-34 are shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment. For the monthly figures in that volume, the weekly data
are combined on the basis of weeks ending in each month of the
year 1941. Monthly figures for 1927-40, with weeks combined
as in the present volume, are given in the report of the Asso-
ciation of American Railroads relating to cars of revenue
freight loaded 1927-46, issued January 10, 1947.

5 Data prior to 1945 are from the U. S. Post Office Depart-
ment and are approximately comparable with later data from the
Civil Aeronautics Board. Data for air lines to Hawaii and the
Caribbean Islands, which are excluded from the figures begin-
ning 1945, are "included in the earlier figures, while data for
Colonial Airlines, which are included beginning 1945, are ex-
cluded for earlier years. The 1945 monthly average entirely
comparable with earlier figures is 5,394,000 ton-miles.

° Data are as of December 31. Monthly data are not avail-
able prior to January 1936.

d Deficit.

Page 105
1 See note 4 for p. 104.
2 Computed by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System from weekly data compiled by the Association of Ameri-
can Railroads. In computing the index, monthly loadings are
derived from the weekly data by prorating the figures for
weeks not included entirely within a single month according to
the number of working days falling in each month. Daily aver-
ages for each class of freight are computed and related to the
1935-39 daily average. Allowance is made for Sundays, New
Year's Day, Washington* s Birthday (1/2 day), Memorial Day
(1/2 day), Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and
Christmas.

In computing seasonal adjustment factors for all groups ex-
cept ore loadings:, the ratio-to-freehand-curve method is used.
For the seasonal factors for ore loadings, the usual procedure
is modified for April and May and for October and November.
The distortion resulting from the very erratic movement of
loadings of iron ore in these months is lessened by treating
April and May as a single period for seasonal adjustment pur-
poses and treating October and November similarly. A single
index for each of these periods has been computed and assigned
to each of the two months in the period. In maintaining the
index currently, preliminary indexes are computed for April
and' October and the§e ,are revised, when the succeeding month's
figures become available. Similarly for the livestock index,
June and July have been treated as a single period for season-
al adjustment beginning 1939. Changes have been made in the
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seasonal adjustment factors from time to time to reflect
changes in the seasonal pattern. The seasonal factor for.coal
was fixed at 100 beginning May 1941.

Weights derived from 1935-39 revenues by commodities, pub-
lished by the Interstate Commerce Commission, have been used
in combining the indexes for eight classes of freight into the
total index. The weights are as follows: Coal, 21.3; coke,
0.7; forest products, 5.8; grain and grain-products, 5.6;
livestock, 1.8; merchandise, l.c.l., 7.6; ore, 2.4; miscellane-
ous, 54.8.

Annual indexes beginning 1919, or the earliest year avail-
able, and monthly indexes for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942
Supplement and are correct except for revisions in the 1939-40
adjusted indexes for grain, livestock (June and July only),
ore, miscellaneous, and the total, and a few additional one-
point revisions; the weights used in combining the group in-
dexes prior to 1931 differed from those used in later years as
indicated in the note in that volume. Monthly indexes for
1931-37 are available on pp. 21 and 22 of the August 1941 Sur-
vey, For earlier monthly indexes, together with a detailed
description of the methods used in computing the index, see
the Federal Reserve Bulletins for June 1937, pp. 522 and 5>23,
and for June 1941, pp. 929-533.

Page 106
1 See note 2 for p. 105.
2 Compiled by the Association of American Railroads, Car

Service Division. Beginning June 1941, data represent the
daily average freight-car surplus and shortage for 4- and 13-
week periods based on data for weeks ending Saturday within
the month; earlier 1941 figures are averages of data reported
for four periods of each calendar month. From September 1939
through December 1940 the averages are based on data for the
period from the 23d through the last day of each month and
prior to September 1939, for the period from the 15tii through
the last day of each month. Data include only cars of Class 1
railroads of the United States. Cars of Canadian roads, shown
on the original reports, and privately owned cars are excluded.
The difference between the figures for car shortages and sur-
pluses represents the net freight-car situation of the country
as a whole. The car shortages cannot ordinarily be filled
from idle cars because of the unequal geographical distribu-
tion of the latter. The totals include flat cars and miscel-
laneous cars, not shown separately, in addition to box and
coal cars- Reports of the Association give additional detail
by types of ears;

For car surpluses, monthly averages beginning 1917 and
monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement
and monthly data for 1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revisions of figures in the lat-
ter volume are as follows (thousands of cars): December 1928
—total, 411; box, 199; coal, 159; August 1930-—total, 432;
box, 233; coal, 14'2. Data for 1917-30 for shortages are
available in the 1931 Supplement; there were no shortages re-
ported for the 1931-42 period, except for a few months in
1936, 1937, and 1939, and the series for shortages were there-
fore not included in later Supplements. The periods covered
by the monthly data prior to 1935 are indicated in the note on
the series in the 1942 Supplement.

3 Compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Data
cover Class I railroads only (those having annual operating
revenues in excess of $1,000,000) and exclude switching and
terminal companies. During the 1935-46 period, the operating
revenues of Class I roads, exclusive of switching and terminal
companies, have represented about 99 percent of the total op-
erating revenues of all roads.

The number of Class I railroads varies slightly from year
to year. Data given in the Commission's monthly reports for
the latest month and for the corresponding month a year earli-
er are based on the roads reporting in the most recent month;
any revisions made in the figures for the earlier year are in-
cluded in the Survey presentation, and hence data for the max-
imum number of railroads are not always included. For this
reason, the data shown here may ̂differ slightly from those aj>-
pearing in annual reports of tne Commission entitled '* Statis-
tics of Railways in the United States." In addition,, several
carriers make their monthly reports on a system basis which
does not obtain in the annual reports. This difference in re-
porting has been unimportant since 1935 (see note 3 for p. 107
with regard to net income for that year) •

Net railway operating income represents operating revenues
remaining after deducting operating expenses, railway tax ac-
cruals, and equipment and joint facility rents. Net income is

the remainder after deducting from total income (net railway
operating income plus other income)- the fixed and contingent
charges and certain miscellaneous items. It therefore repre-
sents income after all charges and taxes and before dividends.
The monthly averages for financial operations, which are based
on annual summaries issued in the monthly series, include some
revisions not distributed to the monthly figures.

Data for freight carried 1 mile include both revenue and
nonrevenue freight. Revenue passengers carried one mile re-
late to all revenue passengers, including commutation.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1934-
40 (except 1934-37 figures for taxes and joint facility and
equipment rents) are shown in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supple-
ments. Earlier monthly data are available as follows: Oper-
ating revenues and expenses and net railway operating income,
1922-33-i-p. SO of the April 1934 Survey; net income, 1932-33
—1936 Supplement (monthly data for 1931 are available upon
request); operating results, 1923-33 (except for minor revi-
sions in 1923-31 figures)—1936 and 1932 Supplements. Month-
ly data for 1922-37 for taxes and joint facility and equipment
rents may be obtained by deducting operating expenses and net
railway operating income from operating revenues. This series
added to operating expenses provide figures for total expenses
corresponding to the adjusted figures for railway expenses on
p. 107. See note 3 for p. 107 with regard to net income fig-
ures for 1935 and earlier years.

Page 107
1 See note 3 for p. 106.
2 Computed by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. The basic data used are statistics compiled by the
Interstate Commerce Commission shown in part on this page and
on p. 106. (For a description of the data see note 3 for p.
106.) In computing the seasonally adjusted data, the basic
figures are first placed on a uniform-month basis by dividing
the totals by the number of working days in the month and mul-
tiplying the result by 1/12 of the total number of working
days in the year. The seasonal adjustments are obtained di~
rectly for passenger and freight revenues, but for total oper-
ating revenues:, total railway expenses (operating expenses
plus railway tax accruals and equipment and joint facility
rents), net railway operating income (total operating revenues
less total railway expenses), and net income, the adjustments
are made in the major classifications of revenue and expense,
and the seasonally adjusted figures so derived are combined to
obtain the series shown here. The seasonal adjustment factors
were computed by the modified ratio-to-12-month-moving-average
method generally used by the Board.

Seasonally adjusted data for net income were obtained by
adding to the seasonally adjusted net railway operating income
already compiled, a 12-month moving average of "other income"
and then subtracting "other fixed charges" and a moving aver-
age of interest charges. The use of 12-month moving averages
rather than the usual method of seasonal adjustment for
"other income" and interest charges was decided upon because
the short-term movements of these series are very irregular
and because the monthly figures are based to a considerable
extent on annual estimates made by the roads* For "other
fixed charges" a seasonal adjustment did not appear necessary,
In recent years there have been some revisions in the seasonal
adjustment factors due to a redistribution of tax accruals.
The seasonal factors are tentative and subject to revision.

Monthly figures for 1923-36 are available on p. 16 of the
September 1940 Survey. See note describing the data in that
issue'with regard to adjustments for net income prior to 1931.
Data beginning 1937 shown in the September 1940 Survey and in
the 1942 Supplement have been revised; the revised figures for
1937-40 are available upon request.

3 Net income figures for 1935 include returns for the
Southern Pacific Company and the Texas and New Orleans Rail-
road Company on a system basis, including leased lines, in-
stead of on an individual road basis:, and therefore exclude
offsetting debits and credits for rent of leased roads and
equipment and bond interest, between companies included, and
intrasystem dividends. In later years reports for these roads
are included on an individual road basis. The monthly aver-
age for 1935 based on the total for the year in Statistics of
Railways referred to in note 3 for p. 106, which includes these
roads on an individual road basis, is $628,000.

There are similarly material differences between net income
figures for years prior to 1935 reported in the monthly Ae-
ries, as shown in earlier Supplements to the Survey, and fig-
ures from annual reports published in Statistics of Railways,
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as indicated in note 4 for p. 97 in the 1942 Supplement. How-
ever, the note is misleading since differences between the
monthly and annual series since 1935 have been small.

" For September-December 1945 a number of carriers included
in their charges to operating expenses for amortization of de-
fense projects amounts in excess of normal accruals and cred-
its to railway tax accruals because of the shortened period
of amortization of these projects; the total amounts of such
charges to operating expenses and credits to railway tax ac-
cruals for 1945 were $593,885,000 and $433,867,000, respec-
tively; a large portion of these amounts:, $376,585,000 charges
to operating expenses and $364,106,000 credits to tax accru-
als, are reflected in the December figures. In 1946 a number
of carriers included in their Federal income tax accruals
credits covering refunds of 1944 and 1945 taxes on account of
carry backs in the 1946 unused excess profits credit and net
operating loss; these credits totaled $170,491,000 for the
year 1946; $70,643,000 of this amount was credited against
taxes in December.

d Deficit.

Page 108
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1942 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to July 1936, and by the U. S. Treasury
Department, Bureau of the Customs, for the intervening period.
Data represent the carrying capacity (including ships in bal-
last) of ships clearing ports of the United States, Virgin Is-
lands, Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico. A net ton represents
100 cubic feet carrying capacity after prescribed allowance
for space occupied by crew, engines, and other machinery, etc.
It represents substantially the space available for cargo and
passengers.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1932-
40 appear in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements;
monthly figures for earlier periods (revised since publica-
tion) are available upon request*

8 Compiled by the Panama Canal Record. Data represent car-
go carried by ocean-going commercial vessels, which include
only tolls-paying vessels of 300 net tons or over, Panama
Canal measurement. The smaller tolls-paying craft and certain
vessels which are exempt from paying tolls (noncommercial
traffic) are not included here.

Monthly averages for 1914-34 and monthly figures for 1934r-
40 are shown in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements. For
earlier monthly data on total tonnage beginning August 1914,
see p. 19 of the September 1935 Survey and for monthly figures
for 1923*33 for cargo carried on United States vessels, see
the 1936 and 1932 Supplements; monthly figures for 1914-22 for
the latter series are available upon request.

3 Compiled by Horwath & Horwath. Data represent a compila-
tion from reports of a large number of hotels, transient and
residential, throughout the country. During 1935-41 reports
were received from between 300 and 400 hotels in about 140
cities (both large and small) located in 30 States. The num-
ber of contributing hotels and the number of cities declined
during the war years. For the 1942-46 period data are based
on reports from between 250 and 300 hotels in about 110 cities.
Practically all of the hotels included operate throughout the
year.

Figures for average sale per occupied room cover room reve-
nue only. An indication of the trend of room sales can be ob-
tained by multiplying average sales per occupied room by the
percent of total rooms occupied. The resulting series would
represent the average sale per available room. The restaurant
sales indexes for each month are related to the corresponding
month of the base year 1929. As the sample varies from month
to month, it is necessary to compute the index from percentage
changes (the given month as compared with the corresponding
month in the preceding year) based on the reports received.
These indexes include both food and beverage sales. Most
large hotels now permit the sale of alcoholic beverages and
these sales are included in the data. Data for the principal
cities are included in the Horwath & Horwath reports.

Monthly averages beginning 1926 or 19£8 and monthly figures
for 1932-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936
Supplements; earlier monthly figures on average sales per oc-
cupied room and rooms occupied are shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment.

y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Justice, Immigration
and Naturalization Service (under U. S. Department of Labor
prior to June 14,1940). Data cover continental United States,
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Tlie Philippine Islands is
treated as a foreign country (except in figures prior to May

1934 shown in earlier Supplements which include no data relat-
ing to the Islands); hence, citizens of the Islands admitted
to the United States for permanent residence are included as
immigrant aliens. Emigrants represent alien residents of the
United States departed for intended permanent residence in a
foreign country. Immigrants represent aliens or newcomers ad-
mitted for permanent residence in the United States.

Data regarding arrivals and departures of United Stated
citizens cover all travel between United States seaports and
foreign countries (since July 1932 passengers making cruises
or round-trips without change of Vessel have been excluded),
and permanent arrivals and departures via international land
boundaries.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Revisions: Departures—
October 1939, 10,093; December 1940, 7,626; emigrants—1915
monthly average, 13,387; October 1939, 1,994. Monthly figures
for 1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1S38, 1936, and 1932
Supplements, except for the following revisions: U. S. citi-
zens, arrivals—1923, June, 19,603; September, 51,894; 1926,
September, 71,268; November, 21,844; 1937, December, 21,377.
U. S. citizens, departures—1923, September, 16,025; 1925,
May, 33,583; December, 19,274. Emigrants—1927, June, 8,133.
Immigrantŝ -1930, March, 19,759.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of State, Passport Divi-
sion. Data represent total passports issued, including renew-
als, and passports issued to American seamen which were re-
quired by the State Department from February 1942 to August
1945.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly fig-
ures beginning 1923 shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements are correct except for the following revisions:
1929—September, 9,132; 1930—August, 10,473; September, 8,770;
October, 7,826; November, 7,490.

8 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Nation-
al Park Service, from reports for all national parks in the
United States. The parks covered are Acadia, Big Bend (opened
1944), Bryce Canyon, Carlsbad, Crater Lake, Glacier, Grand
Canyon, Grand Teton, Great Smoky Mountains, Hot Springs, Isle
Royale (opened 1940), Kings Canyon (formerly General Grant but
expanded and renamed in 1940), Lessen Volcanic, Mammoth Cave
(opened in 1936), Mesa Verde, Mt. Rainier, Olympic, Platt,
Focky Mountain, Sequoia, Shenandoah, Wind Cave, Yellowstone,
Yosemite, and Zion. Monthly figures are available for all
parks only beginning <tetober 1940. Monthly averages prior to
1941 are for the travel year, October 1 to September 30.

This series replaces data in previous Supplements which are
for 11 parks only. Monthly figures beginning 1932 and earlier
monthly averages for the travel years for the selected parks
are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments .

7 Compiled by the Pullman Co., and reported to the Inter-
State Commerce Commission. Data are for passenger-miles of
paying passengers, exclusive of passenger-miles of chartered
car passengers, and for the revenues derived therefrom (in-
cludes berth revenues and seat revenues). Data for all United
States, Canadian, and Mexican railroads on which the Pullman
Company has cars are included.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1936-40 are available in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements (revi-
sion for passenger revenues, May 1940, $3,749,000); for earli-
er monthly figures on revenue passenger-miles beginning 1915,
and passenger revenues beginning 1913, see p. 18 of the Janu-
ary 1939 Survey.

8 Average for the travel year ending September 30 of the
indicated year. Comparable average for the 1941 travel year
is 671,873.

9 Includes annual revisions not available by months as fol-
lows: Total, +59,000; foreign, +22,000; United States, +37,000
net tons*

10 Monthly figures for December 1941-May 1942 not available
for Acadia. The total for these months, 6,144, is included in
the 1942 average.

Page 109
1 Compiled by the Federal Communications Commission. Data

are for carriers having annual operating revenues in excess of
$250,000 and cover 91 reporting companies for 1935-38, 94 for
1939, 97 for 1940, 98 for 1941, 105 for 1942-43, 114 for 1944-
45 and 111 for 1946. The companies reporting for 1940 and
later years accounted for about 96 percent of the gross reve-
nues of all telephone carriers in 1937 as reported in the Cen-
sus of Electrical Industries for that year. Operating
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expenses include depreciation. Net operating income equals op-
erating re'venues less operating expenses, general taxes, and
provision for Federal taxes on incomes ' °

Monthly averages for the'financial-series and December data
for telephones in service for years prior to 1935 and monthly
figures for 1934-40 are shown in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Sup-
plements. The data prior to 1932 cover a slightly different
number of companies than those for following years and the
comparability of the data for some items was materially af-
fected in 1932 by a change in the accounting classifications^
see note for the series in the 1942 Supplement* Monthly fig-
ures for 1933 for the current series and for 1916-32 for the
earlier series are available upon request.

2 Compiled by the Federal Communications Commission. Data
are compiled from the reports and records of telegraph carri-
ers (wire, ocean cabl©3 and radiotelegraph) having annual op-
erating revenue^ of $50,000 or more; these carriers account
for practically all of the telegraph business in the United
States. The landline and cable operations of The Western
Union Telegraph Company have been included under telegraph and
cable carriers, respectively. The data for telegraph and ra-
diotelegraph carriers include comparatively small amounts for
telephone and radiotelegraph operations; the data for cable
carriers include comparatively small amounts for • radiotele-
graph operations* "Net operating revenues" eqaals operating
revenues less operating expenses and depreciation, operating

. taxes and miscellaneous operating revenue deductions. .The
item includes no deduction for income taxes.

Insofar as possible, certain items of revenue and expenses
for years prior to 1943 for wire and ocean cable telegraph
carriers and prior to 1940 for radiotelegraph carriers have
been restated to take account of changes in the accounting
systems in those years and to place the data on a basis compa-
rable with current reporting. Data are not available for re-
stating statistics by moinths prior to changes in the account-
ing system and annual statistics have been restated only be-
ginning 1935.

Combined figures for wire and ocean cable . systems shown in
the 1942 Supplement are not comparable with combined totals of
the separate figures shown in the present volume because of
the revisions referred to above. For radiotelegraph carrierss
only operating revenues are shown in earlier Supplements; the
1940 figures for this item in the 1942 Supplement are approxi-
mately comparable with those shown here.

3 Annual data are as of December 31*
d Deficit.

Page HO
1 Compiled by the fj, S. Department of Commerce, 'Bureau of

the Census (data for sodium sulfate and sulfliric acid are col-
lected in cooperation with the U« S. Department of Interior),
except for the wholesale price of sulfuric acid which is com-
piled by the ff. S* Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics. The production data cover all Jcnowi commercial manu-
facturers of the selected chemicals (except as indicated in
note 7 for sodium silicate) and represent the primary manufac-
ture of new material, including quantities produced for flir-
ther processing in the same plant, for intra-company transfer,
and for sale* However, they do not include purchased material
or that received from other plants in the same company. The
figures are believed to be complete except for quantities pro-
duced by Government-owned arsenals, ordnance works, and by
Government-owned privately operated plants producing war mate-
rials exclusively. Data for Government-owned privately oper-
ated plants producing material for civilian consumption are
included.

It was necessary to estimate the operations of sotie plants
in order to provide complete statistics. In most cases, the
estimates were made on the assumption that month-to-month
changes in the operations of nonreporting establishments were
similar to those for reporting companies. The estimates in
practically all cases are small and are indicated in footnotes*

The number of plaits reporting for each chemical In Decem-
ber 1946 is as follows: Ammonia, synthetic anhydrous, 13;
calcium arsenate, 16; calcium carbide, 12; carbon dioxide, 63;
chlorine, 46; hydrochloric acid, 48; lead arsenate, 15; nitric
acid, 23; oxygen, 202; phosphoric acid, 20; soda ash3 9; sodi-
um bichromate and chromate, 6; sodium hydroxide, 39; sodium
silicate, 20; sodium sulphate,, 41; sulfurie acid, 171. The
number of plants producing for any period during the years
covered here may differ from the number reporting at the end
of 1946. Plants Imown to have ceased operations are excluded

from this count but production data for such plants are in-
cluded for the period during which they were in operation*

Monthly data have been .collected only beginning 1941 and
data were not collected for 1940. Data for additional
.cals are given in the original reports,

3 Data for anhydrous ammonia, calcium carbide,,, nitric
and phosphoric acid include in each case data for one plant
operated by the Tennessee 'Valley Authority*. Output of other
Government-owned plantss which was large for 'both anhydrous
ammonia and nitric acid and for the most part for military
us@2 is not included, (see note 16 regarding plants formerly
GoVernment-owned which 'are included beginning in June or Au-
gust 1946) * Data for a small amount of aqua ammonia in-
cluded in the figures for anhydrous ammonia reported by one
company beginning January 1943*

3 Monthly data for 1941-43 include estimates for a few
companies based on reported annual totalso The estimates do
not exceed 5 percent in any one month,,

^ Represents total production of gas$ including quantities
later liquefied. Data for Gb'vemment-owned plants are not in-
cluded*

3 Soda ash (commercial sodium carbonate) production in-
cludes quantities processed to finished light and finished
dense soda ash and quantities diverted to the manufacture of
caaistic soda and sodium bicarbonate.* The production of eleo=
trolytic soda ash and of natural soda ash is excluded from
the.se statistics*

3 Data for sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) includes total
production of liquid material by the electrolytic and lime-
soda processes, including quantities of liquid caustic which
are later solidified. They do not include quantities produced
and consumed in the soap and paper industries* Production of
sodium hydroxide by Government f^lants^ which was only a small
part of the total production, is not ineludedc

7 Data represent total production of soluble silicate glass,
liquid and solid, and material which is ftarther processed to
ortho, met a, and sesqul forms * Excluded, however,, are data
for two plants which manufacture sodium metasilieate directly
without going through the soluble glass stage« Therefore, the
production is slightly understated.

9 Data for sulfuric acid are combined totals foi sulfurie
acid produced by the contact and chamber processes*, including
spent acid fortified in the contact plants with the simultan-
eous production of new acid* The contact process figures in-
clude data for sulfuric acid of oleum grade (abojv@ 100 percent
HgSOy) as well as lower strength aclds and a small amount of
acid which is also included in the chamber process statistics
(2 plants fortify chamber acid by dripping it into contact
units in the'process of producing new contact acid). Produc-
tion of Govemment=omed plants, which was large during the
war period, is not included; for the most part this production
was available only for military use. Beginning in January
1946, the figures include estimates of byproduct operations ©f
six smelters *ieh formerly reported to the Bureau of Mines;
the estimates represent approximately 7 percent of the chamber
process and 2-2 1/2 percent of the contact process or about 4
percent of the combined figures shown here.

This series differs from data shown in the and earlier
Supplements whi ch relate only to sulfuric acid produced by
fertilizer manufacturers*

9 Compiled by the ff. g. Department of Labor» Bureau of la-
bor Statistics. Data represent the average of the Friday
(prior to 1940 Saturday) aarket price (low) of sulfuric acid,
66°, commercial, tanks, large lots, f*o.b. eastern works.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938=40
are available in the 1942 Supplement (prices for 1913-25 were
originally reported per pound, and have been converted to a
per-ton basis). Monthly data for 1923=37 appear in the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

20 Production figures are based on annual data from the
1939 Census of Manufactures, or earlier censuses. For the
most part the figures shown in the census reports cover only
production for sale. Therefore 1939 and earlier figures are
shown here only when they are Imown to be complete or where it
was possible t© estimate quantities made and consumed in the
same plant. The estimates in no case exceed 5 percent. Data
for sulfUric acid shown in reports o£ the Census of Manufac-
tures are on a 56° Baume basis and aTe here converted to 100
percent H^SOy.

11 Monthly data for 1941 not available; previous figures
published by the Bureau of the Census were understated because
of the exclusion of data for four companies which reported an-
nual totals only*,
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12 December figure not available for publication; the month-
ly average is for 11 months.

13 Includes estimates amounting to 6 percent of the totals
for September-December 1941 and 1 percent for the other in-
dicated months.

J^ Proportion of estimate, 3 percent.
15 Proportion of estimate, 20 percent.
16 Data for nitric acid and synthetic anhydrous ammonia in-

clude operations of two large plants beginning June 1946 and,
for the latter, one additional plant beginning August 1946,
which did not report previously; production at these plants
was classified as military prior to the months indicated and
was not included.

Page I 1 1
1 Compiled by the U. S. Tariff Commission, with the excep-

tion of data for natural acetic acid which are compiled by the
U, S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census* Data cover
all known commercial manufacturers of the selected chemicals
and include production for sale and consumption, if any, in
reporting plant. Production of acetic acid and acetic an-
hydride by Government plants is not included. Data for acetic
acid include synthetic acetic acid and natural acetic acid
produced by direct process from wood and distilled from calci-
um acetate. Statistics for recovered acetic acid are not in-
cluded. Acetic anhydride is produced from ketene, acetylene,
ethylene, and from acetic acid by the vapor phase process.
Annual data for 1933-34 for acetic anhydride, and for 1919-34
for acetyl salicylic acid are available upon request.

2 Compiled by the U.. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. The data cover operations of all denaturing
plants, including plants in Puerto Rico and Hawaii. The data
include completely denatured and specially denatured alcohol
produced from; domestic alcohol and spirits and, beginning in
July 1942, also from imported alcohol. Prior to July 1942,
the data include small quantities produced from rum. An idea
of the small quantities involved may be obtained from the fol-
lowing data for denatured rum which are excluded beginning
with July 1942 (in thousands of wine gallons, for years end-
ing June 30) : Production, monthly average—1933, 104; 1944,
97; 1945, 98; 1946, 86; consumption, monthly average—1943,
104, 1944, 98; 1945, 96; 1946, 88; stocks, June 30—1943, 43;
1944, 28; 1945, 42; 1946, 21. The consumption figures repre-
sent removals from plants and include amounts shipped to bonded
dealers. A, wine gallon is a standard United States gallon
of 231 cubic inches.

Data by States, withdrawals classified according to formu-
las, amounts used in manufacturing, etc., are contained in an-
nual reports of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Monthly averages for 1927-34 and monthly figures for 1934-
40 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements (re-
vision for July 1936 production, 6,722 thousand gallons). The
monthly data through 1933 shown in earlier Supplements are
substantially correct except for scattered revisions in the
consumption figures which are given in note 1 for p. 102 in
the 1942 Supplement; further information regarding the data
for 1927-33 is included in that note.

3 Data represent total production and stocks of ethyl alco-
hol and other spirits produced primarily for industrial pur-
poses during the period January 1942 to December 1945 domi-
nated by war conditions. Production is the sum of net produc-
tion (excluding products used in redistillation) of ethyl al-
cohol at industrial alcohol plants and of spirits and unfin-
ished spirits at registered distilleries wnose output was
largely devoted to industrial purposes during the war. See
notes 4 and 5 for source of the data and amounts for beverage
purposes included in the production figures for some months.
Stocks represent ethyl alcohol held in industrial alcohol
bonded warehouses and in denaturing plants and unfinished
spirits at industrial alcohol bonded warehouses.

y Compiled by the tf. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue, and represent complete coverage of the indus-
try, including operations in Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Produc-
tion figures are net, excluding products used In redistilla-
tion. Except during part of the war period, production in-
cludes comparatively small amounts produced for beverage pur-
poses, which were reported separately only for the fiscal year
1944-45; for that year production for beverage purposes to-
taled 16,253,000 proof gallons. The amounts withdrawn tax-
paid, representing withdrawals from industrial alcohol bonded
warehouses upon payment of tax, are largely for use in the
rectifying of beverage spirits. Data for withdrawals for de-
naturation beginning 1942 represent all products used for

denaturation which were regarded, upon receipt at denaturing
plants, as alcohol, whether originally produced as alcohol by
industrial alcohol plants or as spirits or unfinished spirits
by registered distilleries. In addition to the tax-paid with-
drawals and withdrawals for denaturation, quantities are with-
drawn tax-free for hospital, scientific, and educational use;
for use of United States and subdivisions; for export; for
transfer to vinegar plants; and in Puerto Rico for medicinal,
beverage, and other purposes. These transactions, of course,
affect the stock figures which represent the amount remaining
in warehouses at the end of each month. Stocks are also af-
fected by losses. Stocks at denaturing plants were compara-
tively small prior to 1942 and were not reported. A standard
proof gallon is a wine gallon (231 cubic inches) 'of 100 proof
spirits; the proof of spirits is twice the percent of the con-
tent, by volume, of ethyl alcohol.

More complete annual figures, including details by States,
are contained in the annual bulletin "Statistics on Alcohol,"
published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1934-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements.
Earlier monthly figures beginning 1932 for tax-paid withdraw-
als and 1923 for other series are shown in the 1936 and 1932
Supplements and tax-paid withdrawals for 1925-31 are a'vailable
on p. 20 of the April 1935 Survey; some revisions in the data
are given in note 2 for p. 102 in the 1942 Supplement, which
also explains certain limitations in the data prior to July
1933.

5Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. Production represents net production (exclud-
ing amounts used in redistillation) of finished and unfinished
spirits at registered distilleries, primarily for industrial
purposes, under the Acts of January 24 and March 27, 1942 (see
note 2 for p. 124). The figures include some quantities for
be'verage purposes, which are included also in the figures for
beverage spirits on p. 124, as follows (thousands of proof
gallons) : 1942—January, 4,137; February, 437 (small quan-
tities produced for beverage purposes after February were not
reported separately); 1944—July, 7; August, 26,821; Septem-
ber, 32; October, 75; November, 117; December, 133; 1945—
January, 15,068; February, 7,892; March, 4,367; April, 438;
May, 96; June, 52; July, 14,675; August, 5,630; September,
4,343.

The amounts for beverage purposes for 1944-45 represent
production during the so-called liquor holiday months (August
1944, January 1945, and July 1945) and completion in the fol-
lowing months of operations authorized during these months.
Production for industrial and for beverage purposes was not
reported separately after September 1945, but amounts there-
after are largely for beverage purposes.

Stock figures represent only amounts of unfinished spirits
held in industrial alcohol bonded warehouses. Amounts of
spirits and unfinished spirits held in internal revenue bonded
warehouses were largely for beverage purposes and are included
in the stock figures for distilled spirits on p. 134.

8 Data not available for publication.
7 Includes annual revisions which are not distributed by

months.
8 Average for 9 months, January-September.

Page 112
1 Data for creosote oil include production by coke-oven op-

erators and production by tar distillers from purchased coal
tar only or from oil-gas or water-gas tar produced or pur-
chased by tar distillers. Statistics for creosote oil pro-
duced by tar distillers, ethyl acetate, and phthalic anhydride
are compiled by the U. S. Tariff Commission and the data for
creosote oil produced by coke-oven operators are compiled by
the U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines. Data in-
clude production for sale and for consumption,, if any, in re-
porting plant, and are industry totals.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data for production are industry totals and in-
clude amounts produced for sale and for consumption in the
producing plants. Stock figures include quantities held by
and in transit to producers, consumers and in public storage.
Monthly data were not collected prior to July 1942; the annual
figures for production and cons\imption are monthly averages
for all years. Quarterly data for 1919-40 are available upon
request.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, with the exception of data beginning October 1945
for synthetic methanol which are from the U. S. T a r i f f
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Commission, Data are for all known manufacturers,beginning 1941
and .cover production for sale and for consumption in own plant.
The number of plants reporting in 1946 was 16 for natural and
7 for synthetic raethanol. Data prior to 1941 for natural
methanol are approximately complete and comparable with later
data. Reports for natural methanol prior to June 1945 were
for crude methanol 80-82 percent strength; all figures have
been converted to equivalent 100 percent CH3OH.

Comparison with data reported in the 1939 Census of Manu-
factures, indicates that figures for synthetic methanol prior
to 1941 .cover production for sale only; monthly average pro-
duction for 1939 for consumption and sale, based on annual fig-
ures reported for 1939, is as follows (thousands of gallons):
Total, 3,877; for sale, 2,846; for consumption, 1,031-

Monthly averages, beginning 1930 and monthly figures for
1932-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Sup-
plements and monthly figures for 1930-31 are on p. 20 of the
April 1933 Survey; the 1930-33 data for natural methanol are
belie'ved to cover only about 80 percent of the industry. Fig-
ures on natural methanol shown in these volumes are for crude
methanol, 83 percent strength, and should be multiplied by
0.82 to obtain the refined equivalent, 100 percent, as shown
in the present volume.

y Compiled by the National Fertilizer Association from tax-
tag sales reports of the commissioners of agriculture in 11
Southern States "(Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, and Texas) and in 5 Midwest States (Indiana, Illi-
nois, Kentucky, Missouri, and Kansas)•

Monthly records of fertilizer tax tags are kept by State
control officials and may be sli^itly larger or smaller than
the actual sales of fertilizer in any particular month. The
figures indicate the equivalent number of short tons of ferti-
lizer represented by the tax tags purchased and required by
law to be attached to each bag of fertilizer sold in the vari-
ous States. Por some States the reports include cottonseed
meal used as fertilizer. Direct distribution of fertilizer by
Government agencies (the AA4 and the TV&) is not included in
these data. Such consumption is a relatively small proportion
of the total (less than 2 percent in 1946 for the States in-
cluded here). The sales for the 16 States included in this
series amounted to about 65 percent of total United States
sales in recent years on the basis of annual estimates for all
States compiled by the Association.

Data for consumption in the Southern States as shown in the
1942 and earlier Supplements have been revised to include
Oklahoma, which compiled tag sales beginning 1927, and to ex-
clude Mississippi which discontinued monthly reports March
1946. Annual data for 1910-34 and monthly figures for 1933-
40, comparable with figures shown here, are available upon .re-
quest.

5 Averages are based on end-of-quarter stock figures.
3 Includes annual revisions not available by months.

Page I 13
1 Compiled by the (/. s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that month. Import figures are imports
for .consumption. The totals for both imports and exports in-
clude prepared and miscellaneous fertilizers and fertilizer
materials which are not shown separately*

Some imported fertilizer materials are reexported but quan-
tities reexported are in general relatively small except for
sodium nitrate and potash materials in some years. Reexports
of sodium nitrate and potash materials are shown in the fol-
lowing table (annual totals in short tons):

Year
Sodium

nitrate

1,848
3,304
2* 610

5^869
22 142
18 282

Potash
materials

3, 118
2,955
1 481
1, 540
8,449
4 Y351

Tear
Sodium

nitrate

43, 700
130, 015

32* 090
7,833
6,085
4 815

Potash

materials

623
Q

5 233
3, 193
5 362
4 166

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1934-40, except for the series on exports of potash materials,
are shown in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements; the 1937-40
figures for total imports of nitrogenous materials, as pub-
lished in those volumes, have been revised to exclude tankage
not fertilizer which was erroneously included; these revisions

and monthly figures prior to 1941 for exports of potash mater-
ials are available upon request. Monthly data prior to 1934
for most items are available in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements
as indicated in note 4 for p. 103 in the 1942 Supplement; this
note explains certain l imita t ions in the earlier data. It
should be noted that figures in the 1942 and earlier Supple-
ments are in long tons instead of in short tons as shown here.

3 Compiled by the u. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data are averages of Friday market prices
(low) of sodium nitrate, crude, in 100-pound bags, c.i.f.
Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific port warehouses. The annual fig-
ures are averages of the weekly quotations rather than aver-
ages of the monthly figures.

Monthly data for 1905-40 are available upon request. This
series, compiled only beginning 1935, is obtained by the De-
partment of Labor from a different source than a similar se-
ries, designated "c.i.f. Atlantic ports," shown in the 1942 and
earlier Supplements, which provide figures for 1913=41, and
quotations are now shown per short ton instead of per 100-
pounds as in the earlier series; however, prices for August
1937-July 1941, expressed per short ton, are the same in the
two series.

3 Compiled by the American Potash Institute representing
deliveries within the continental United States and to Canada,
Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Hawaii. Data represent deliveries of
material of domestic origin only as reported by the major do-
mestic producers beginning 1940. They cover four producers
for 1940-42, one of which began operations in 1940, and five
producers beginning 1943. The company added in 1943 began op-
erations in the latter part of 1938. Prior to 1940 salts of
foreign and domestic origin were indluded as reported by 1
large importer ana 3 domestic producers. In 1940 the importer
who previously reported monthly delivered 92,060 tons of pot-
ash. The total volume of deliveries from these primary sup-
pliers is estimated to be between 95 and 98 percent of the to-
tal industry prior to 1943 and practically the entire industry
beginning that year. Fertilizer manufacturers ha've absorbed
in recent years about 90 percent of the total potash produced
while the remaining 10 percent goes to chemical manufacturers.

The total bulk potassium salts have been reduced to their
K20 content because of the Variance in the equivalent K2Q in
the salts mined in different parts of the world.

Monthly averages for 1928-34 and monthly figures for 1936-
40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements; slight differ-
ences between the averages for 1936-39 shown here and in those
volumes represent small revisions in the annual totals not al-
located by months.

y Compiled by the u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, beginning September 1942. Data cover all known
manufacturers of superphosphate, including the Tennessee Val-
ley Authority, except for one company that was procucing in
1945 but was not included until 1946. However, the exclusion
of this company prior to 1946 does not appreciably affect the
comparability of the data. The figures include all grades of
superphosphate, normal, concentrated, and wet-base goods con-
verted to a basis of 18 percent available phosphoric acid.

Comparable monthly data are not available prior to Septem-
ber 1942. The monthly averages for 1935-42 are computed from
annual totals compiled by the u. S. Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering.
The 1940 and 1941 figures are based on a survey of production
of ordinary superphosphate and wet-mixed base by all plants,
made by the National Fertilizer Association with the coopera-
tion of the Department of Agriculture, and data on production
of concentrated superphosphate obtained by the latter agency
in complete surveys of such production for the years 1929-42.
Annual figures for years prior to 1940 and for 1942 are based
on the surveys of production of concentrated superphosphate
and monthly statistics collected by the Bureau of the Census
on production of bulk superphosphate (the series shown in the
1942 Supplement to the Survey) and wet-mixed goods by 52 man-
ufacturers ttirou^i August 1942 and total production of all
grades of superphosphates by all plants for later months of
1942. The monthly series through August 1942 did not cover
all manufacturers and also did not include production by the
Tennessee Valley Authority. Comparison of data for 1940 and
1941 in the monthly series with data collected in the surveys
of all plants for 1940 and 1941 indicated that the Census se-
ries through August 1942 represented approximately production
of ordinary superphosphate and wet-mixed base, and those data
were therefore combined with figures for concentrated super-
phosphate to obtain totals for all superphosphates.

Monthly averages for 1929-34, based on annual totals from
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, are as follows (short
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tons): 1929, 345,183; 1930:, 367,825; 1931, 221,200; 1932,
142,033; 1933, 214,442; 1934, 235,558.

The coverage of the Census series on production of bulk
superphosphate by 52 manufacturers shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment is overstated in the note in that volume, on the basis of
information referred to above, and does not take into account
production by the Tennessee Valley Authority. Moreover, the
coverage of the series declined by 1942 owing to increased
production of plants not included in the series. The series
in the 1942 Supplement is Shown on a 16 percent basis.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (by the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics beginning April 1947). Data represent
total production of gum and wood products and stocks held by
producers, distributors, and consumers. Stocks of wood rosin
do not include so-called "B wood rosin," a byproduct produced
in refining FF wood rosin to paler grades. Data are expressed
in commercial units—for turpentine, barrels of 50 gage gal-
lons, and for rosin, drums of approximately 620 pounds net
weight.

These series have been substituted for the data shown in
earlier Supplements for three ports, which have declined in
importance. Quarterly figures for the current series are
available only beginning the latter part of 1942.

6 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. ..Data are averages of Tuesday quotations.
Prices are quoted per 100 pounds bulk beginning July 1940.
Earlier data, are based on average prices in barrels of 280
pounds gross, converted to the bulk basis (conversion factor,
2.324).

Monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement and monthly prices be-
ginning 1919 are on p. 17 of the January 1941 Survey (revi-
sion, April 1940, $2.12). .

7 Includes small annual revisions not available by months.
8 Quarterly averages based on totals for the crop year end-

ing March 31 of the following year.
9 Stocks are as of the end of the crop year, or March 31

following the indicated year.
20 Average for 4 months, September-December.
11 Quarterly averages.

Page 114
1 See note 5 for p. 113.
2 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics* Data are averages of Tuesday quotations.
Prices are qxioted per gallon, bulk basis, beginning July 1940;
prior to that month they were quoted on a barrel basis* The
price of the turpentine barrel (50 gallons) was established at
$3.00 in July 1940, equivalent to 6 cents per gallon, and this
amount has been deducted from the original figures for Janu-
ary-June 1940 to obtain prices on a bulk basis for this period.
Earlier data in italics are shown as quoted, on a barrel basis;
the average for 1940 comparable with earlier data is $0.312.
Annual data are averages of the monthly quotations rather than
averages of the monthly figures.

Monthly averages for 1926-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 for the italicized series are shown in the 1942 Supplement
and earlier monthly figures beginning 1926 are on p. 18 of the
September 1938 Survey. Data for 1913-25 for price of gum tur-
pentine in New York are also included in the 1942 Supplement
(see note in that volume).

3 Compiled by the Institute of Makers of Explosives. The
data cover the manufacture and sale for domestic consumption
of black blasting powder, permissibles, and other hi$i explo-
sives for industrial use only, and do not include liammunition
and fireworks;, or nitroglycerin-

The Institute states that the figures are based on reports
from all companies manufacturing black blasting powder and
permissible explosives and from companies that accounted for
more than 96 percent of the total production of high explo-
sives other than permissibles in 1935 and 94 percent or over
in subsequent periods. The figures shown here for higfr explo-
sives are combined figures for permissibles and other high ex-
plosives; based on comparisons with annual data through 1945
collected by the U, S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Mines, these combined figures cover nearly 96 percent of total
shipments of such explosives for 1945 ar*I years prior to 1940,
except 1937, approximately 95 percent for 1937, 1940-41, and
1944, and 94 percent for 1942 and 1943.

Data shown in the 1942 and earlier Supplements are combined
totals for black blasting powder and Hiĝ i explosives; separate
monthly figures for 1926-40 and earlier annual figures

beginning 1913 are available upon request. Data prior to July
1933 were compiled by the Bureau of Mines.

y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Censust from reports of all known manufacturers of bone
black. There were 5 reporting plants in 1945 and 4 thereafter,
one plant having discontinued operations. The original re-
ports give separate figures for cane and corn svrup refiners'
grades and pigment grades (fines). Monthly data were not col-
lected prior to July 1945. The monthly averages for 1935,
1937, and 1939 are based on annual totals from the Biennial
Census of Manufactures.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census through 1941 (througi 1942 for edible gelatin) and
beginning July 1945, and by the tfar Production Board for the
intervening period* Data cover all known manufacturers. Be-
ginning 19412 they are based on reports from 12 plants; earlier
data for edible gelatin are for 11 concerns. The totals in-
clude technical, pharmaceutical, and photographic gelatin in
addition to edible gelatin. The averages for 1935, 1937, and
1939 for total production are based on annual totals reported
in the Biennial Census of Manufactures. The monthly averages
for edible gelatin for all years are based on data reported in
the quarterly or monthly series. The 1937 and 1939 totals in
the quarterly series differ by small amounts from totals re-
ported in the Biennial Census of Manufactures; monthly aver-
ages for 1937 and 1939 fbr edible gelatin, based on annual to-
tals from the latter source, corresponding to the averages for
total gelatin, are 1,835,000 and 1,864,000 pounds, respective-
ly. Edible gelatin was not reported separately in the 1935
Census.

Quarterly averages for 1923-34 and quarterly data for 1938-
40 for edible gelatin are shown in the 1942 Supplement and
quarterly figures for 1925-37 are available in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements. It should be noted that monthly
instead of quarterly averages are shown in the present volume.

6 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, with the exception of data for January 1942 to
June 1945 which were compiled by the War Production Board.
Data include bone and hide glue and cover all known manufac-
turers of these products. In recent years they are based oh
reports from 30-plants. Monthly figures are available only
beginning 1942. The averages for 1935, 1937, and 1939 are
based on annual totals from the Census of Manufactures for
those years.

7 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Nines. Data cover total production of crude native sulfur
and producers1 stocks at mines, in transit, and in warehouses
at end of month. These monthly data replace the quarterly se-
ries for Louisiana and Texas, which account for virtually the
entire production, shown in the monthly Survey through the
July 1944 issue and in earlier Supplements. Annual production
figures for 1920-34 and monthly figures for August-December
1940 for the current series are available upon request.

As indicated above, the quarterly series for production in
Louisiana and Texas, available beginning 1923 in the 1942 and
earlier Supplements j, differ only slightly from data shown here.

8 Quarterly averages based on totals for the crop year end-
ing March 31 of the following year.

9 Stocks are as of the end of the crop year, or March 31
following the indicated year.

10 Average based on end-of-quarter figures.
11 Average for five months, August-December.
12 Includes small annual revisions not distributed by

months.
13 Separate data for edible gelatin were not collected for

the last quarter of 1942; the monthly average for 1942 for
production is an average for 9 months, based on quarterly fig-
ures, and for stocks, average of March, June, and September
figures.

iw Quarterly averages.
15 Average for 10 months, March-December.
ic Average for 6 months, July-December.

Page MS
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census. The statistics relate to consumption and stocks
of raw materials used in producing vegetable oils, and to
factory production, factory consumption, and factory and ware-
house stocks of animal and vegetable fats and oils. Pactories
canvassed in order to obtain information on factory produc-
tion, consumption, and stocks are as follows: (1) factories
producing animal and vegetable fats and oils, including ex-
pressers, extractors, renderers, and reclaimers; (2) factories
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consuming fats and oils in the production of other fats and
oils products or products of which fats or oils are a constit-
uent part, including refineries, mixing and compounding estab-
lishments, and other similar establishments; (3) factories
consuming fats and oils in 'the production of soap, paint, var-
nish, linoleum, oilcloth, lubricants, and other products which
contain considerable quantities of the fats and oils; and (4)
factories consuming fats and oils as agents in the production
of tin plate, textiles:, leather, and other products.

As considerable equipment is required in producing most
oils, the factory production reported, to which these statis-
tics are limited, is intended to represent the total output in
the United States of such oils as cottonseed, peanut, coconut,
corn, soybean, olive, palm fcernel, babassu, tung, perilla,
castor, sesame, fish, and marine mammal. However, in the case
of some animal fats, factory production does not represent to-
tal production, as considerable quantities of lard, tallow,
and grease are produced on farms and by a large number of lo-
cal butcheries and small Tenderers not included * in the estab-
lishments canvassed.

The statistics on factory consumption include only the con-
sumption in factories and do not, therefore, represent total
consumption in all instances. Considerable quantities of some
fats and oils are consumed outside of factories, such as in
homes, hotels, restaurants, and bakeriesj by painters:., build-
ing contractors, garages, and machine shops; and for lubricat-
ing purposes.

Raw materials reported as stocks represent the quantities
held in crushing mills and mill warehouses. Pats and oils re-
ported as stocks include the quantities held by and in transit
to producers, factory consumers, and public storages. Stocks
inelude some imports not yet withdrawn from bonded warehouses.
Stocks in the possession of household consumers and stocks
held in private storages by retailers, wholesalers, and job-
bers are not included. Considerable quantities of some fats
and oils are stored outside factories and public warehouses
and data do not therefore represent total stocks of fats and
oils.

Data for animal fats include lard (rendered lard, including
neutral lard, and rendered pork fat), tallow, and neat's-foot
oil; butter is not included. Data for production and consump-
tion of total vegetable oils represent oils in the crude state.
The data for flaxseed and soybeans are shown in tons in the
original reports and have been converted to bushels. Data for
shortenings and compounds include extractions from both vege-
table and animal sources. In recent years production has been
largely from vegetable oils.

Figures given in the Survey represent only sumnary totals
and selected individual products. Separate data for additional
products are included in current reports of the Bureau of
the Census and more detailed statistics appear in the quar-
terly and annual reports of the Bureau. Data were collected
quarterly through June 1942 and monthly thereafter. Annual
figures shown in this volume are monthly averages,, unless
otherwise indicated in notes on the figures, for all years.
Annual figures shown in earlier Supplements are quarterly aver-
ages. Quarterly averages prior to 1935 and quarterly figures
for 1938-40 are" available in the 1942 Supplement and quarterly
figLires for 1932-37, except for soybeans and soybean oil, ap-
pear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements; the figures for
copra as shown in the 1942 and earlier volumes have been re-
vised to include comparatively small amounts, for coconuts and
skins, which have been included in the data reported for copra
in recent years but were formerly shown separately. There
have been minor revisions also in the 1932-33 consumption fig-
ures for total vegetable oils and cottonseed oil and the third
quarter production of fish oils in 1937 should be 129,334,000
pounds* The indicated revisions and quarterly data prior to
1938 for soybeans and soybean oil are available upon request.

* Data have been collected monthly beginning July 1942 but
final revisions are available only on a quarterly basis.

3 Compiled by the fl. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of "Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time.

Tfie series on vegetable oil exports includes cottonseed,
linseed, corn, coconut, peanut, and soybean oil, cocoa butter,
vegetable soap stock, cooking fats other than lard, and all
edible and inedible vegetable oils and fats. The data include
a quantity of cooking fats containing some animal cooking fats
which are not reported separately. Oleomargarine is not in-
eluded. The series includes, except as noted, all vegetable
oils, fats:, and compounds thereof, which have substantially
related or competitive uses, though not all the items included
are strictly oils.

Monthly averages for 192S-34 and monthly figures for 1934-
40 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements and
earlier monthly figures beginning 1922 are? on pB 18 ©f the
June 1938 Survey; there have been a lew minor revisions in the
figures for 1938 and the September 1933 figure should read
4,995.

y Averages are based on end-of-quarter stocks.

Page I 16
1 Compiled by the U.* S. Department of Cowmerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of~Foreiin and .Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. Data are imports for con-
sumption.

Paint-oil imports inelude tung oil, ^inseed oil, perilla
oil and beginning 1936, oiticica oil. Separate data on oiti-
caca oil for earlier years are not available^, but the quanti-
ties iiaported in those years are believed to have "been too
small to affect materially the comparability of the series.
The classification of "paint oils" is segregated because from
80 to over 90 percent of the domestic factory consumption of
these oils is in the paint, varnish, linoleum, oil cloth
industries. Although other vegetable oils, notably soybean
oil and castor oil, are used in paint manufacture^ their other
uses are more important *

It is not possible to make any 'further classification of
vegetable oil imports by type of use:, since most of the vege-
table oils imported can be:, and are, used interchangeably in
the manufacture of vegetable shortening5 oleomargarine, soap?
and other edible and inedible compounds, the type of use for
any one oil shifting substantially from year to year. "All
other vegetable oils" covers all types of edible and inedible
expressed vegetable oils, except the paint oils, but excludes
vegetable tallow and wax, and essential or distilled oils.
The major oils covered include coconut, corn, cottonseed, lin-
seed, peanut, oiticica, olive, pains, palm kernel, perilla, soy-
bean, rapeseed, sunflower seed, and tung oil. In recent years;
however, imports of some ©f these oils—notably corn, palm
kernel, peanut, and per ilia—have been snail.

Some imported oils are reexported. The quantities for
paint oil and other oils are given in the table below (annual
totals in thousands of pounds). The figures shown in this
table cover only free oils (with the possible exception of a
small amount of dutiable oil that may have been reported in a
group of miscellaneous oils and therefore included in the fig-
ures for "other oils"), since dutiable oils imported for re-
export would not be included in the figures of imports for
consumption. The figures for paint oils represent tung oil,
the only free paint oil reexported.

Year

1935* . * * * • • • * « •
1936. . . . . * «... 0

1937 e o t t e . e e

1938. ...»

1939* . » * > . . * * *
1940 * « * *

Paint
oils

4S 9g4
6,961
7,053
4,6^8
Sj911
4,481

Other
oils

IS. 558
1S»311
13 745
8,511

25.86?
41 ggg

Year

1942. e « * a „ o e . o e

1944. e .« . e s e e *.

Paint
ails

3i 102 j
83

853
913
999

Is 213

Other
oils

51,480
83 008

43,804
34,877
g7sg@g

39,039

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements and are
correct except for small revisions in the 1937-38 figures for
"all other vegetable oils" and the total, because of an error
in converting one of the oils from gallons to pounds, and a
correction in the August 1938 figure for paint ©ils^ the re-
vised figures are available upon request; oiticica oil, in-
eluded in paint oils in the monthly average for 1906j, is in-
cluded in "all other vegetable oils" in the monthly figures
for that year since it was included in a miscellaneous group
in the monthly reports. Monthly figures for 1921-36 for paint
oils and 1933-35 for "all other vegetable oils" are shown on
p. J.8 of the June 1938 Survey.

8 See note 1 for p, 115.
3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Oom&erce, Bureau of

the Census beginnir̂ g April 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce prior to that time. Import figures cover im-
ports for consumption. Substantial quantities of copra and
coconut oil are reexpirted in some years. Monthly average
amounts reexported for 1935-46 are as follows: Copra (short
tons)—1935, 503; 1986, 505; 1937, 2,058; 1938, 2,449; 1939,
500; 1940, 1,514; 1941, 2,686; 1̂ 12, 315; coconut oil (thou-
sands of pounds)—1985, 190; 1936, 272| 1937, 84; 1938, 157;
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1939, 792; 1910, 1,044; 1941, 440; 1942, 144; 1944, 387; 1946,
112; there were no reexports of copra in 1943-46 and of coco-
nut oil in 1943 asid 1945. Flaxseed was not reexported.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (revisions—copra, 1917
average, 15,279 short tons); monthly data for 1923-37 appear
in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; there have been
some minor revisions in figures shown in the latter volume and
a few larger revisions as follows: Copra (short tons)—Sep-
tember 1900, 31,139; January 1931, 17,028; February 1931,
16,567; November 1931, 22,465; coconut oil, August 1930,
28,320 thousand pounds.

" Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Data are collected under an act of Congress which
provides that the Bureau of the Census shall collect monthly
reports from all of the oil mills concerning cottonseed re-
ceived, crushed, and on hand, and cottonseed products manufac-
tured, shipped out, and on hand; also that information be ob-
tained from the refineries and consuming establishments and
from brokers and warehousemen concerning crude and refined
cottonseed oil. Complete coverage is maintained for cotton-
seed oil mills and refineries. Stocks of refined cottonseed
oil exclude quantities held by a number of small occasional
consumers; however, the total quantity held by these estab-
lishments accounts for only a small part of total stocks and
has no significant effect on the statistics.

There were 360 mills in the United States which crushed
cottonseed during the year ended July 31, 1946, compared with
382 in 1945, 394 in 1914, 410 in 1943, 426 in 1942, 446 in
1941 and 1910, and 462-478 in 1935-39. In addition, there
were 48 mills with the necessary equipment which did not crush
any cottonseed during the 1940-16 season.

Receipts of cottonseed at mills represent net receipts, ex-
cluding seed reshipped; they include some seed later destroyed.
Stocks of crude oil include holdings of crude mills and of re-
fining and manufacturing establishments, and oil in transit to
refiners and consumers. Refined stocks include, in addition
to stocks held at refineries and consuming establishments, oil
held by refiners, brokers, agents, and warehousemen at places
other than refineries and manufacturing establishments, and
stocks in transit to refiners and manufacturers.

Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
1932-37 appear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements (revi-
sions for cottonseed consumption, 1934, in short tons—Feb-
ruary, 437,274; July, 100,699; monthly average 326,157).
Monthly data for 1923-30 are available in the 1932 Supplement
and 1931 figures (revised) are on p. 20 of the February 19G3
Survey.

5 Averages are based on end-of-quarter stocks.
8 Data not available for* publication.

Less than 500 pounds.

Page 117
1 See note 4 for p. 116.
2 See note 1 for p. 115.
3 See note 3 for p. 119.
w Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics, and represents the price of prime, summer,
yellow, bleachable, tank-car deliveries, per pound, New "York.
Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1923-40
are available in the 1942, 1910, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments; the July 1926 figure in the latter volume should be
$0.151.

5 Compiled by the ff. S« Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The figure given for each year is
the estimated total United States crop for the year. All fig-
ures are final estimates. Estimates for 1913-33 are available
in the 1942 Supplement; revised estimate for 1934, 5,719,000
bushels.

8 Compiled by the Duluth Board of Trade. Data are obtained
from the loading and unloading records of the various Duluth-
Superior elevators and agree with those carried by these in-
dustries on their books. Stocks are as of the last day of
each month.

Certain lots of flaxseed are reported in the gross (that is,
weight of flaxseed and dockage combined) while others are re-
ported in the net (dockage eliminated). The figures are both
gross and net combined. Discrepancies which appear in some
instances (for example, February 1942, January 1945, and Au-
gust 1946) between the changes in reported stocks and stock
changes indicated by the difference between receipts and ship-
ments are due to adjustments of stocks where a lot of flaxseed

is reported originally in the gross and later cleaned for
dockage before shipment.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures
for 1934-37 appear in the 1940 and 1988 Supplements. See
notes in those volumes with regard to figures for 1922-28.

7 Compiled by the Minneapolis Grain Exchange. Receipts and
shipments for Minneapolis are based on the number of cars re-
ceived and shipped each day, the carloading figures being mul-
tiplied by the average loading per car. Stocks of flaxseed
are seed in regular public elevators as of the Saturday near-
est the end of each month; stock figures as of the last day of
the month are not available. Data include imported seed re-
ceived in bond.

Monthly averages beginning 1913 and monthly figures for
1934̂ 10 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements.
Monthly figures for linseed cake and meal and linseed oil for
1923-33 are shown in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements (revision—
cake and meal shipments, April 1923, 15,930,000 pounds).
Monthly figures for 1913-33 for flaxseed are available upon
request. The monthly averages for 1996, 1938, and 1940, as
shown in the present volume, include revisions not included in
the monthly figures in earlier Supplements,

8 Monthly averages are based on quarterly figures.
9 No quotation for August and September; 1946 average is

for 10 months.
JOLess than 500 bushels.

Page I t 8
1 See note 1 for p. 115.
2 See note 3 for p. 116.
3 Wholesale price data for flaxseed are from the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics and
for linseed oil from the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The flaxseed price is an average of daily
prices, weighted by car-lot sales, obtained originally from
the Minneapolis Daily Market Record. The linseed oil price is
the average of the market price (low) for Saturday for raw,
carlots, barrels, f.o.b. New York.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (revisions for flax-
seed, 1939—March, $1.96; August, $1.53). Monthly figures
for 1923-37 are available in the 1910, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements (revision, linseed oil, November 1933, $0.096).
Prices of linseed oil were quoted per gallon prior to October
1925 and were reduced to a per-pound basis at 7-1/2 pounds to
the gallon.

ySee note 7 for p. 117.
5 See note 5 for p. 117.
^Averages are based on end-of-quarter stock figures.

Page t 1 9
1 See note 1 for p. 115.
2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor,}Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. The series for soybean oil is for refined,
edible, returnable drums, l.c.l., f.o.b. New'York, beginning
1940. Earlier data, shown in italics, are for domestic, re-
fined, tank carlots, f.o.b. New York; the comparable average
for 1940 is $0.066. Monthly figures for January-December 1940
for the current series for edible oil are as follows (dollars):
0.078, 0.078, 0.081, 0.078, 0.076, 0.071, 0.072, 0.068, 0.065,
0.064, 0.067, 0.068. Monthly averages for 1930-34 and monthly
figures for 1938 41 for the italicized series are shown in the
1942 Supplement; monthly figures for 1930-37 for this series
are available upon request.

The oleomargarine price is for vegetable fat In one-pound
cartons, in cases of 12 and 24, delivered eastern United
States, manufacturer to jobber. This series replaces the
price series for animal fat shown in earlier Supplements.
Monthly figures for 1926-40 are available upon request.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue, from returns made for tax purposes.

Data on production of oleomargarine and consumption of re-
fined'cottonseed oil in the production of oleomargarine (p.
117) represent the total for the industry. Data on consump-
tion of oleomargarine represent all tax-paid withdrawals of
both colored and uncolored oleomargarine for domestic use, ex-
cept by the Government. Complete data on materials used in
oleomargarine production are available from reports of the of-
fice named above.

Annual data beginning 1913 for tax-paid withdrawals and
production, and beginning 1922 for consumption of cottonseed
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oil and monthly data for 1934^40 for the three series are
available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements. Earlier
monthly data beginning 1513 for tax-paid withdrawals are on p.
20 of the June 1938 Survey and monthly data for 1923-33 for
the other two series appear in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements;
revisions of figures in the latter volume (thousands of
pounds): Production—January 1923, 20,877; March 1923,
21,054; February 1928, 27,624; July 1931, 11,830; August 1931,
15,999. Cottonseed oil, consumption in oleomargarine—Sep-
tember 1925, 1,872; July 1931, 885.

yData are complied by the u. S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census. Calcimines include both hot- and cold-
water forms. Plastic-texture water paints include both paste
and dry powder forms. Dry-form cold-water paints include ex-
terior casein- and other protein-bound and lime- and/or cement-
bound as well as interior casein- and other protein-bound dry
powder forms and glue-bound. Paste-form cold-water paint is
casein-bound for interior use and includes the semipaste form
as well as paste.

The data beginning January 1945 are based on reports of 38
manufacturers who accounted for approximately 87 percent of
the total value of water-thinned paints produced" in 1339, ac-
cording to the Census of Manufactures for that year. Earlier
data are based on reports of concerns that accounted for ap-
proximately 85 percent of the total value of these products in
1939. The reporting list prior to 1945 included 60 manufac-
turers. Some of these manufacturers went out of business be-
fore 1945 or discontinued output of these products and a few
concerns were found to be jobbers and were dropped from the
list. Three companies are included beginning 1945 which did
not report previously. Prior to 1945 a few companies errone-
ously reported synthetic resin oil emulsion paint in the data
for cold-water paints in paste and semipaste form. Measured
by data reported for January-March 1945 on the same basis as
the earlier data and correct reports for these months, the oil
emulsion paint erroneously reported in these data accounted
for 35 percent of the total value of cold-water paints in
paste, including semipaste, form for interior use. Data prior
to 1945 for this item, shown in italics, can therefore be used
only to indicate trends. The extent to which the comparabili-
ty of the individual items is affected by the changes made at
the beginning of 19-45 is indicated by comparison of the fig-
ures in the table with the following figures (in thousands of
dollars) for October-December 1944 and January-March 1945,
which are entirely comparable (for cold-water paints for paste-
form for interior use, they include for both periods oil emul-
sion paint for the companies that erroneously reported this
item in the data prior to -1945) : October-December 1944 to-
tals, excluding the jobbers dropped from the series in 1945—
calcimines, 250; plastic-texture paints, 113; cold-water
paints in dry form, 409; in paste form for interior use, 1,014;
January-March 1945 totals, excluding the 3 companies added in
1945—calcimines, 302; plastic-texture paints, 136; cold-
water paints in dry form, 454; in paste form for interior use,
1,316. As indicated by these figures, the three companies
added in 1945 reported no plastic-texture paints and did not
affect the figures for calcimines rounded to thousands as
shown here.

Monthly data for 1938-40, and also monthly averages prior
to 1938 for an earlier series, are shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment. The data prior to 1938 are omitted here because of a
change in the coverage between 1937 and 1938 and some incor-
rect reporting in 1934-36, which are explained in the note in
the 1943 Supplement.

5Averages are based on end-of-quarter figures.
eNo quotation.

Page 120
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census, from reports of 680 establishments beginning 1936.
Of this number, 580 reported classified sales and 100 reported
only total sales. The reporting establishments accounted for
approximately 90 percent of the total value of the output of
the industry as reported in the Census of Manufactures for
1939. The 1935 average and averages for earlier years shown
in the 1942 Supplement are based on reports of 579 establish-
ments, raised to the level of data for 680 establishments on
the basis of the relationship between the annual totals for
680 and 579 companies for 1936-41. The ratio between the two
series was fairly consistent and was approximately 1.04.

Monthly averages for 1928-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
1936-37 are available on p. 26 of the July 1942 Survey.

5Compiled by the Jj. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data beginning June 1945 are based on reports of
79 manufacturing companies or company departments and repre-
sent shipments and consumption, i.e., quantities manufactured
by the reporting companies and either shipped to outside users
or consumed in the producing plant. The reporting companies
represent all known manufacturers of the products covered.
Reports of the compiling agency give separate figures begin-
ning June 1945 for most of the individual products included in
the combined totals shown in the Survey for the several kinds
of resins. In a few instances, however, figures are not shown
for'the entire period either due to incomplete information or
to avoid disclosing the operations of individual companies.
For this reason, comparable data are not available prior to
January 1946 for total phenolic and other tar acid resins and
total urea and melanaine resins, prior to September 1945 for
polystyrene, and prior to August 1946 for miscellaneous resins.

Data prior to June 1945 for nitrocellulose and cellulose
acetate, etc., sheets, rods, and tubes are complete, or practi-
cally complete, and comparable with later data. There have
been some changes in the reporting companies but it is be-
lieved that the changes have not appreciably affected the com-
parability of the data. In 1946 there were 8 reporting com-
panies for nitrocellulose products and 5 reporting companies
for cellulose acetate, etc., sheets, rods, and tubes. Begin-
ning February 1941 data for cellulose acetate sheets, rods,
and tubes do not include shipments of cellulose acetate safety
glass sheets. However, the comparability of the series is not
materially affected since cellulose acetate has been supplant-
ed by other plastics in the production of this type of product.

Data for cellulose acetate, etc., molding and extrusion ma-
terials beginning June 1945 are based on reports of 11 compan-
ies, one of which was not canvassed prior to that month; this
company accounted for 7 percent of shipments and consumption
in June 1945 and 4 percent In July 1945. Earlier data cover
6-11 companies and are believed to be fairly comparable. Two
companies that began reporting in October 1943 were in opera-
tion prior to that month but made no shipments in October 1943
and accounted for only 2 percent of total production of mold-
ing and extrusion materials. Data exclude consumption in re-
porting company plants prior to June 1945; amounts reported
beginning that month are comparatively small, so that the com-
parability of the statistics is not appreciably affected.

Available monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly fig-
ures for 1934-4U are shown in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supple-
ments and monthly figures for August-December 1933 for sheets,
rods, and tubes are in the 1936 Supplement; earlier figures
shown in the latter volume are not comparable with later data.
The data for sheets, rods, and tubes comparable with figures
shown here are designated "shipments" but cover both shipments
and consumption in reporting plants, as explained in notes.

3 Includes fillers, plasticizers, and extenders. "Other
cellulose plastics" includes methyl and ethyl cellulose and
related plastics.

yIncludes all phenolic and other tar acid resins except
protective coating resins. Molding materials include fillers,
plasticizers, and extenders. Adhesives, laminating, casting,
and all other resins are on a dry basis.

5Dry basis, including necessary coloring material. Ex-
cludes protective coating resins.

6 Includes all urea and melamine resins except protective
coating resins and molding materials. Urea and melamine mold-
ing materials are included under miscellaneous resins. The
included resins (laminating, textile and paper treating, adhe-
sives, etc.) are on a dry basis.

7 Includes all vinyl resins except protective coating res-
ins. Sheeting and film, including safety glass sheeting, in-
clude fillers, plasticizers, and extenders. Figures represent
resin content of all other vinyl resins (textile and paper
coating, adhesives, molding and extrusion materials, etc.).

8Includes petroleum resins, acrylic acid ester resins,
mixtures and miscellaneous synthetic materials (all on a dry
basis), other than protective coating resins, and all molding
materials (including fillers, plasticizers, and extenders) ex-
cept those of phenolic and other tar acid resins and vinyl
resins, which are included under those materialSo

9Average for months shown.
10Excludes data for rods and tubes; however, this does not

appreciably affect the comparability of the statistics.
21 Includes data for one additional company beginning June

1945j see third paragraph of note 3.
**Includes adhesives and textile and paper treating resins;

data for other urea and melamine resins could not be shown in
the original reports without disclosing operations of individual
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establishments; the excluded data averaged about 6.9 percent
of the totals for other months.

Page 121
1 Compiled by the Federal Power Commission. Total produc-

tion of electric energy is the sum of energy produced by elec-
tric utilities and other organizations producing electric en-
ergy for public use and by industrial establishments.

The series for "utilities" represent a revision of the
statistics published in the 1942 Supplement to the Survey.
Reports are solicited from all utilities and other organiza-
tions generating electric energy for public use. The capacity
of small standby plants operating infrequently and having in-
significant production amounts is included although regular
monthly reports are not requested from such plants. The se-
ries covers production by privately-owned and municipally
owned electric utilities and a group of other producres gener-
ating electric energy for public use, including Federal proj-
ects, cooperatives, power districts, State projects, and pub-
licly-owned noncentral stations. The latter operate primarily
for such functions as public street lighting or water pumping.
Reports are received each month representing approximately to-
tal production. At the end of 1946, 1,580 establishments op-
erating 3j854 generating plants were reporting.

The series for utilities, or production public use, use has
been revised to exclude production of stationary generating
plants operated for motive power by electric railways and
electrified steam railroads, formerly included in the data,
and a comparatively small quantity formerly included for cer-
tain mining and manufacturing plants supplying energy to util-
ities and to others. In eliminating data for railways and
railroads, plants of the municipally-owned transit system in
New York City, former̂  included in the publicly-owned noncen-
tral station class, was also excluded.

The series for industrial establishments represent esti-
mated total production by manufacturing (including Government
manufacturing) and extractive industries and stationary plants
operated for motive power by electric railways and electrified
steam railroads, exclusive of production where plant,capaci-
ti3s are less than 100 kilowatts, where activities are presum-
ably on a temporary basis as in army camps and other nonmanu-
facturing Government establishments, and where data are not
currently available because of the size or character of the
business. The data are based upon reports of industrial pro-
ducers of electric energy with plant capacities of 100 kilo-
watts or more, which account for around 85 percent of total
production by industrial establishments, on data reported by
the U. S. Bureau of the Census in the 1939 Census of Manufac-
tures, the 1939 Census of Mineral Industries, and related sta-
tistics. Data are not available prior to 1939.

Monthly figures for 1920-40 for privately-owned and munici-
pally-owned utilities are available in the 1942 Supplement and
on pp. 17 and 18 of the December 1940 Survey. Revised monthly
averages for 1920-34 and monthly figures for 1936-40 for total
production by utilities arid production by source are shown on
p. 32 of the February 1947 Survey; revised monthly averages
and monthly figures for the indicated periods may be obtained
for "other producers" by substracting from the revised totals
in that issue data for privately-owned and municipally-owned
utilities referred to above. As indicated above, the data on
electric power production carried in the 1942 Supplement dif-
fer from the data for utilities contained herein chiefly by
the inclusion of energy produced by electric railways and
electrified steam railroads. Exclusion of these producers
from the present series for utilities has reduced the totals
by amounts ranging from 3 percent in 1935 to 9 percent in 1920
of the series carried in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
for 1920-35 covering output of electrical utilities as re-
ported prior to the revision will be found on pp. 17 and 18 of
the December 1940 Survey.

2Compiled by the Edison Electric Institute. Monthly data
beginning 1937 have been revised by the Institute to conform
with the published data of the "1937 Census of Electric Light
and Power Industry" and on the basis of the System of Accounts
of the Federal Power Commission which was effective January 1,
1937.

Data are industry estimates computed from enterprises rep-
resenting approximately 85 percent of the industry. These da-
ta cover statistics for the entire electric light and power
industry contributing to the public supply in the United
States, which includes all private, cooperative, municipal,
governmental, and industrial enterprises engaged in the pro-
duction or distribution of electricity for the use of the pub-
lic. Comparability of data prior to 1937 is discussed below.

The classification "Rural" beginning 1937 is based on the
filed rate schedule and includes rural and farm customers
served on a distinct rural or farm rate; it covers, in addi-
tion to a limited number of farm customers, the residences and
commercial establishments in the smaller communities which are
served on "distinct rural rates." A large part of the agri-
cultural pumping or irrigation load in the West is on distinct
or special rural rates. Those farm customers which are served
on residential or domestic rates are included in the "Residen-
tial or domestic" classification beginning 1937. Many farms
and residents of small hamlets are served on the regular resi-
dential rate schedules and hence are included in the "Residen-
tial or domestic" classification. Prior to 1937, data in the
latter classification represent a total of residential ser-
vice (urban-rural nonfarm) and service to farms in the East,
while data under "Rural" include data for Western farms only.

Data prior to 1937 for commercial and industrial service
distinguishing between small and large customers are not
strictly comparable with later figures because of changes in
the systems of accounts and in the service classifications.
The dividing point between small and large is now on the basis
of 50 kilowatts of demand or as near to this as rate classifi-
cations will permit.

Monthly averages for 1926-34 (except for street and highway
lighting, other public authorities and interdepartmental) and
monthly data for 1938-40 will be found in the 1942 Supplement.
Revised data for all series for 1937 are available upon re-
quest. Monthly 1937 data published in the 1940 Supplement are
not comparable, because of the classification changes, with
data shown in this or the 1942 Supplement. With regard to to-
tal sales, revenue from sales, residential or domestic sales,
small light and power (previously called retail commercial and
industrial) sales, and railways and railroads, monthly data
for the years 1934-36 are available in the 1940 and 1938 Sup-
plements, while for the years 1928-33 they may be had upon re-
quest.

3 Interdepartmental sales in these years were considered
either energy used by the company or by the railway department
thereof and were not. included in sales. Beginning 1937 such
energy is considered as sales.

u Average based on annual data; no comparable monthly fig-
ures available.

Page 122
1 See note 2 for p. 121.
2 Compiled by the American Gas Association. Data, repre-

senting complete coverage of the gas utility industry, are
compiled on a revised basis and supersede data shown in earli-
er Supplements.

Formerly it was the practice of the Association to present
data for a "comparable group of companies" rather than statis-
tics pertaining strictly to each branch of the gas industry.
The data were revised each year, classifying the companies in
the natural or the manufactured and mixed gas series according
to the type of gas distributed at the beginning of the latest
complete year. When a company changed from the distribution
of manufactured or mixed gas to the sale of natural gas, data
for that utility, for the entire period since 1929, was trans-
ferred from the manufactured and mixed gas series to the natu-
ral gas series. This procedure resulted in the inclusion of a
substantial amount of manufactured gas in the natural gas data
for the earlier years, ranging up to a maxinaun of 18 percent
in 1929.

Beginning with 1945, the classifications have been based on
the kind of gas actually distributed. For statistical pur-
poses the types of gas are defined as follows: Natural Gas—
straight natural gas, "stabilized" natural gas, and any mix-
tures thereof. Manufactured $as—water gas, retort coal gas,
coke oven gas, oil gas, blue gas, producer gas, reformed gas,
and any mixtures thereof; includes mixtures of manufactured
and natural gas, or liquefied petroleum gas, where the natural,
or liquefied petroleum gas, has been introduced into what was
formerly a straight manufactured-gas process as a substitute
for oil enrichment and where the heating value of the result-
ing gas does not exceed that of the straight manufactured gas
previously produced. Mixed gas—mixtures of manufactured
gas with natural or liquefied petroleum gas, except where the
natural or liquefied petroleum gas is used for "enriching" or
"reforming." The separate figures for manufactured and mixed
gas, available only beginning 1945, are combined in the Survey.
Liquefied petroleum gas (defined as undiluted liquefied petro-
leum vapors, butane-air gas, propane-air gas) if distributed
through pipelines and any mixtures thereof; figures for this
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type of gas are compiled by the Association on an annual basis
only and are not included here<>

For comparison with the new data, the old series prior to
1945 has been revised to show all data relating to manufac-
tured gas for any given year in the manufactured and mixed gas
series and similarly only data relating to natural gas in the
natural gas series. In the old series liquefiedpetroleum gas,
regardless of the heating 'value at which it was distributed,
was included with manufactured gas data. Data relating to
mixed distributed at heating values of 900 B.t.u. or
less per cubic foot were combined with manufactured gas data;
if the heating content was over 900 B.t.u. per cubic foot, the
data were included in figures for natural gas. Mo adjustment
has been made for the differences in definitions of the types
of gas as used prior to 1945 and beginning that year; there-
fore, data shown for 1935-44 are not entirely comparable with
those for later years. Quarterly averages for J.945, strictly
comparable with earlier data, are as follows: Natural gas—-
customers (thousands) , total, 9,274; residential, 8,595; in-
dustrial and commercial, 676; sales (millions of cubic feet),
total, 546,168; residential, 153,767; industrial and commer-
cial, 383,331| revenues (thousands of dollars), total, 173,133;
residential, 94,907; industrial and commercial, 76,804. Manu-
factured and mixed gas—customers (thousands), total, 103703;
residential, 10,223; commercial and industrial, 469; sales
(millions of cubic feet), total, 126,136; residential, 80,393;
commercial and industrial, 44̂ 633; revenues (thousands of dol-
lars) , total, 114,523; residential, 87,897; commercial and in-
dustrial, 35,997. Only annual figures are available on the
revised basis for years prior to 1943.

Monthly (or qua'rterly) data for 1943 and 1944 are based on
reports of companies representing 90 percent of the industry;
quarterly data thereafter are based on reports of utilities
representing approximately 80 percent of the industry. The
reported monthly or quarterly data are expanded to account for
100 percent of the utility industry, based on annual sur-
veys covering almost the entire industry, supplemented by data
from secondary sources. Beginning 1945, monthly data are col-
lected for sales only and from a smaller group of utilities
which account for about one-third of total sales of gas utili-
ties and are expanded to 100 percent coverage. Monthly fig-
ures are available for all series for 1943 and 1944; however,
for comparison with later data, figures for revenues and cus-
tomers are shown on a quarterly basis (data for customers are
averages of monthly figures for the quarter) -. Both the month-
ly and quarterly figures as published currently are prelimina-
ry and are subsequently adjusted by the Association to data
based on the more comprehensive annual surveys.

All data relate to sales to ultimate consumers; sales for
resale and related revenue are excluded. Figures for natural

do not include natural gas used in field operations and in
the manufacture of carbon black (unless sold by a utility), or
gas used by distributing companies in the conduct of gas oper-
ations. Data on residential sales of natural gas include
house heating since there is usually no special rate for house
heating by natural gas companies. Sales for industrial use
include, in general, that gas used in production or manufac-
ture of some commodity destined for further sales, while com-
mercial gas sales generally relate to consumed in render-
ing a service, as delicatessen shops, hotels, retail stores,
etc. Sales of gas for street and highway lighting (very small)
and other municipal uses are included.

Revised annual figures for 1932-34 are available upon re-
quest. Data for 1929=31 shown in earlier Supplements have not
been revised to a comparable basis with figures shown in the
present volume.

3 The averages for manufactured and mixed gas sales and rev-
enues, including those for total sales, are quarterly aver-
ages and, prior to 1945, are based on revised annual totals.
The figures for customers are monthly averages for 1935-44 and
averages of end-of-quarter figures for 1945 and 1946. Data
for 1935-44 are not entirely comparable with data for later
years (see fourth paragraph of note 2) .

The quarterly average for industrial and commercial sales
for 1943 in the natural gas series, based on the annual total3
differs slightly from the average of the quarterly data.
There are also minor differences between the quarterly aver-
ages for 1944, based on annual totals, and averages of the
quarterly figures for both natural gas and manufactured and
mixed gas.

y Average based on annual data; no comparable monthly fig-
\ires available.

Page S23
1 See note 2 for p. I2Q«
2 The averages for sales and revenues, including those for

total 'Sales, are quarterly averages and, prior to 1945, are
based on revised annual totals. The figures for customers are
monthly averages for 1935=44 and averages of end-of~quarter
figures for 1945 and 1946.

Page I2H
1 Compiled by the ff. S, Treasury Department, Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue. Data represent complete .coverage of the do-
mestic fermented malt liquor industry, including beer., ale,
and other liquor produced from fermented malt. Data for Ha-
waii are included. The number of breweries operated and the
amount produced, removed by pipe line, removed in barrels and
kegSj and stocks on hand, by States9 are given in the regular
monthly press releases. Tax-free withdrawals, including the
amount withdrawn for export, consumed on brewery premises,
used for cereal beverages, and also the amount lost, are not
included.

Monthly averages for 1933-34 (also estimated tax=paid with-
drawals for 1913-19) and monthly data for 1938-40 are shown in
the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for April 1933=37 are avail-
able on p. 16 of the July 1939 Survey and in the 1940 Supple-
ment.

2 Compiled by the U, S* Treasury Department, Bure.au of In-
ternal Revenue. The data represent complete coverage of oper-
ations of registered distilleries and fruit distilleries, ex-
elusive of production for industrial purposes from January
1942 through Septetaber 1945.

The totals for distilled spirits include rum5 gin, brandy,
and other distilled spirits produced for beverage purposes.
Normally registered and fruit distilleries are authorized to
produce only beverage spirits. Because .of the greatly in-
creased demand for industrial alcohol during the war, Congress,
by the acts of January 34 and March 27, 1942, made it legal
for beverage distillers to engage in production of high proof
spirits for industrial purposes. Subsequently production of
spirits other than brandy and rum for beverage purposes was
.prohibited after October 8, 1943, until the end of the war pe-
riod, except under special authorization during so-called liq-
uor holiday months (August 1944, January 1945, arid July 1945) .
Production figures for January 1942-September 1945 include on-
ly' amounts of high proof spirits produced for beverage pur-
poses. Small amounts for industrial purposes are included
after September 1945 since such production was not reported
separately. (Total production of high proof spirits by regis-
tered distilleries for 1942-45 are shown on p0 111 and the
amounts for beverage purposes included in the totals and dup-
licated here are given separately in a note on the item.)
Production figures are net, that is, gross production less
amounts used in redistillation.

Stocks are domestic stocks in internal revenue bonded ware-
houses, based on the original entry gauge. Losses are not de-
termined until withdrawal and are therefore not included ex-
cept for distilled spirits in cases for which losses have
already been determined.

Withdrawals represent tax-paid withdrawals from distiller-
ies and internal revenue bonded warehouses, "but do not in-
clude withdrawals of brandy and spirits for the fortification
of wine and ruia and other spirits for denaturatlon. For sta-
tistics relating to,ethyl alcohol produced at industrial alco-
hol plants, see p. Ill of this volume. The amounts of ethyl
alcohol withdrawn tax-paid shown on that page are largely for
beverage purposes.

A tax gallon for spirits of 100 proof or over is equivalent
to the proof gallon (see note § following for definition of a
standard proof gallon). For spirits'of less than 100 proof
the tax gallon is equivalent to the wine gallon.

Monthly averages for 1913-19 and 1933-34 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly
data are available in the 1940 Supplement and on pp. 15-16 of
the July 1939 Survey.

^Compiled by the Distilled Spirits Institute, Inc. Data
are based on sales in all States in which sales of distilled
spirits are legal. Beginnirig 1939 they cover 45 States and
the District of Columbia. The sale of distilled spirits in
Kansas, Mississippi, and Oklahoma is prohibited. Sales were
prohibited in one or more additional States prior to 1939.
Data represent actual gallonage sales based on tax stamp sales
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in the 28 license States and in the District of Columbia and
on actual wholesale and retail sales, as reported by State
Liquor Control Authorities, in the 17 monopoly States.

Monthly average for 1934 and monthly figures for 1938-39
are available in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
1940 (revised; since publication of that volume) are shown on
p. 22 of the July 1946 Survey. Monthly data for 1934-37 are
available upon request.

"Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign ,and Do-
mestic Commerce prior to that time. Data include spirits,
cordials, liqueurs, bitters, ethyl alcohol, and compounds con-
taining spirits. They represent imports for consumption.

Monthly averages for 1913-19 and 1933-34 and monthly data
for 1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements; month-
ly data for 1933-38 for the total and for 1934-38 for whisky
are available on pp. 15 and 16 of the July 1939 Survey Re-
vision: Total distilled spirits—December ,1935, 705,545 proof
gallons.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue.. Data represent complete coverage of the in-
dustry. Rectified spirits are spirits changed from their
original character, such as blended whiskies, liqueurs, and
cordials. Total rectified spirits and wines produced include
whisky, gin, cordials, and liqueurs, and small quantities of
alcohol, rum, brandy, wine, vermuth, and cocktails and other
unclassified spirits. Materials used and production by kinds
are available in the original reports.

A standard proof gallon is a wine gallon (231 cubic inches)
of 100 proof spirits, the proof being twice the percent of the
content, by volume, of ethyl alcohol. In a wine gallon of
spirits of more or less than 100 proof, the number of proof
gallons is proportionally greater or smaller than 1 proof gal-
lon.

Monthly averages for 1934 and monthly data for 1938-41 are
shown in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data are avail-
able in the 1940 Supplement and on p. 17 of the July 1939 Sur-
vey. Fiscal year totals prior to 1934 are available in re-
ports of the compiling agency.

Page 125
1 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue. The data represent complete coverage of the
industry. Figures are reported in 'taxable units and converted
to wine gallons on the basis of 20 taxable units (one-half
pint or fraction thereof in bottle or container) per wine gal-
lon. Data cover champagne, other sparkling wine, and artifi-
cially carbonated wine.

Monthly figures for 1936-40 are available in the 1942 and
1940 Supplements and earlier monthly figures are on p. 18 of
the July 1939 Survey.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Deportment of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. Data represent imports for
consumption.

Monthly averages for 1913-19 (fiscal years ended June 30)
and monthly figures for 1936-40 are available in the 1912 and
1940 Supplements and earlier monthly figures appear on p. 18
of the July 1939 Survey.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. The data represent complete coverage of the
industry* Production of still wines represents the amount re-
moved from ferroenters exclusive of distilling materials pro-
duced at wineries beginning July 1942 in the monthly figures
and 1943 for the monthly averages. Increases due to ameliora-
tion, fortification, and blending occurring after removal from
fermenters are not shown.

Distilling materials produced at wineries represent sub-
standard wines produced with excessive water or residue mater-
ials, which are used as distilling materials in the production
of brandy. They were not reported separately from production
of still wines prior to July 1942.

Monthly figures for 1936-40 appear in the 1942 and 1940
Supplements and earlier monthly figures are on p. 17 of the
July 1939 Survey.

''Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, from reports of factories made di-
rect to the Department. Data for butter include the produc-
tion of whey butter. Total cheese production includes Ameri-
can type cheese (whole milk and part skim) and foreign and
miscellaneous types (Swiss, Brick and Munster, Limburger,
Italian, Neufchatel, cream cheese, etc.), but excludes cot>-
tage, pot and bakers' cheese and American full skim. The latter

is included in data shown in earlier issues of the Supple-
ment. The figures shown separately for American cheese in-
clude production from whole milk only which generally accounts
for about 99 percent of the total American cheese output; data
represent largely Cheddar cheese but include other varieties
known as Colby, Washed Curd, high and low moisture Jack, Monte-
rey, and Granular.

Monthly averages beginning 1913 (1919 for American cheese)
and monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment. See note in that volume for source of data prior to
1930. Monthly data for butter and American cheese for 1932-37
are available in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements, and
monthly data for 1930-37 for total cheese production (includ-
ing American full skim amounting to not more than two-tenths
of 1 percent of the total) are shown on p. 17 of the November
1939 Survey (revision, August 1930, 44,504,000 pounds). Ear-
lier data for these series shown in the 1932 Supplement and on
p. 17 of the November 1939 Survey have been revised to allow
for incompleteness in reports. The revised monthly data are
shown on pp. 63-65 of Technical Bulletin No. 722, "Production
and Consumption of Manufactured Dairy Products," published in
April 1940 by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

5Data are compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Production and Marketing Administration, from reports made by
cold-storage establishments and are given on a "net weight"
basis. Data cover stocks held in public and private cold-
storage warehouses and cover approximately 99 percent of all
stocks held.

Stocks of butter and cheese include those held by the vari-
ous States for relief distribution from Apr^l 1908-April 1&40
and, since June 1938, Government holdings, which represent
stocks held by the U. S. Department of Agriculture and other
agencies. They include also stocks owned by the armed serv-
ices and stored in warehouse space not owned or leased by
them. Stocks held in space owned and operated by the armed
services are not included. The monthly figures are the stocks
as reported for the first of the month following the period
designated.

Monthly averages beginning 1915 or 1917 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (revision for
total cheese, July 1939, 118,809,000 pounds); monthly figures
for 1923-37 (except cheese for December 1926-December 1931)
appear in the 1940 and earlier Supplements. Data for cheese
were revised for the period December 1926-December 1931 and
are shown on p. 19 'of the April 1933 Survey, except figures for
December 1926 which are as follows: Total, 74,217,000 pounds;
American, 56,758,000 pounds.

6 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, Data are average wholesale
prices of creamery butter, 92-score, in bulk, at New York City,
for cash and short-term credit. Prices were under Government
control from the latter part of 1942 until July 1946. Tempo-
rary price ceilings were established by the Office of Price
Administration in October 1942 and specific dollar-and-cents
ceilings on December 30, 1942. The method of quoting the
prices was changed effective the latter date. The base ceil-
ing price, delivered market, in January-May 1943, comparable
with the December 1942 figure, is $0.46-3/4. The prices shown
beginning January 1943 include permitted mark-ups over the
base ceiling price. The decline in price from May to July
1943 reflects the "roll-back" in the ceiling price when the
processors1 subsidy of 5 cents per pound became effective in
June 1943, while the increase from October to December 1945
reflects the increase in the ceiling price to offset discon-
tinuance of the subsidy.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data for 1923-
37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
Revisions: February 1924, $0.51; April 1925, $0.45; January
1927, $0.49; March 1927, $0.50;'December 1928, $0.50.

7 Stocks as of June 30. '
8 Production of distilling materials is included in figures

for production of still wines; see note 3.
9 Average of stocks as of June 30, September 30, and Decem-

ber 31.
10 See note 6 for explanation of price change*

Page 126
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce prior to that time. Data for imports of
cheese are imports for consumption. All classes of cheese are
included.
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Monthly averages beginning 1913 for imports of cheese and
1920 for exports of condensed and evaporated milk and monthly
figures for 1938-40 for all series are available in the 1942
Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revisions of data in the
latter volume, in thousands of pounds: Cheese—1926, Octo-
ber, 9,719; 1930, October, 6,325; December, 5,237; condensed
milk—December 1924, 3,151. Data through 1933 for imports
of cheese are general imports.

sCompiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultura.1 Economics* The series for cheese represents
the price of American Cheddars on the Wisconsin Cheese Ex-
change. Quotations are for twins except when prices of twin
styles were not available. In that event, the price of a dif-
ferent style was used and adjusted to a twin basis. Prices
were under Government control from the latter part of 1942 un-
til July 1946. The wholesale .price ceiling was increased
3-3/4- cents per pound February 1, 1946, to offset the discon-
tinuance of the processors' subsidy of 3-3/4 cents which was
in effect from December 1, 1942, through January 31, 1946.

Prices of condensed and evaporated milk are based on the
reports made by manufacturers covering actual sales or goods
delivered at manufacturers' distributing points on the basis
of cash or short-term credit, and represent the average whole-
sale selling price per case (forty-eight 14-1/2-ounce cans).
Temporary ceiling prices were established by the Office of
Price Administration in October 1942 and specific dollar-and-
cents ceiling were established for evaporated milk effective
December 30, 1942, and for condensed milk effective April 8,
1944. Price control was discontinued in July 1946.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Prices of evapo-
rated milk through January 1931 were quoted on the basis of
16-ounce cans and were converted to 14-1/2-ounce cans by mul-
tiplying by 0.90625. Monthly figures for 1913-37 for cheese
and for 1920-37 for condensed and evaporated milk are avail-
able upon request.

3 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data represent practically the en-
tire industry for evaporated milk and for sweetened condensed
milk. The series on evaporated milk relate to ease goods pro-
duced from unskimmed milk. Figures for condensed milk include
production from skimmed and unskimmed milk sweetened by the
addition of sugar. In addition to the monthly series shown
here, which are available currently, monthly data on produc-
tion of unsweetened condensed milk in bulk for industrial us-
ers are issued annually by the Department. Stocks of bulk
goods for condensed milk have not been available since Septem-
ber 1939.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures fo r
1936-40 (except 1939-40 monthly figures for production of con-
densed milk, bulk goods) are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Sup-
plements. Monthly data for 1923-35 are available in the 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements, except for revisions in the data
for stocks, as follows (thousands of pounds): Sweetened con-
densed milk, bulk goods—December 1925, 4,760; August 1928,
19,610; April 1931, 15,941; May 1932,9,367; July 1933, 11,892;
evaporated milk—September 1924, 164,538; May 1925, 151,620;
August 1928, 161,706; February 1930, 153,202. The figures for
evaporated milk for 1923-30 given in the 1932 Supplement in-
clude small amounts produced from skimmed milk which are not
included in the present series and are, therefore, not strict-
ly comparable. The series for production of sweetened con-
densed milk bulk goods is not shown in the 1942 Supplement
but is included in all earlier issues; the 1939 monthly fig-
ures for this series, as shown in the 1940 Supplement, have
been revised; the revised figures for 1939 and monthly figures
for 1940 are available upon request.

yCompiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data are estimated total produc-
tion of milk on farms, based on daily average milk production
per cow in about 22,000 herds kept by crop correspondents and
the estimated number of cows on farms.

Monthly averages for 1924-34 are shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment and monthly figures for 1940 are on p. 19 of the April
1947 Survey. Monthly data for 1929-39 are available upon re-
quest.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data represent the consumption of
fluid milk in the manufacture of the principal dairy products,
with the exception of ice cream. The items included and the
conversion factors applied to the production figures of these
items to compute the milk equivalent are as follows: Creamery
butter, 20.3; American whole milk cheese, 10.1; other whole

milk cheese and part skim, 9.6; evaporated milk, 2.16; con»
densed milk, sweetened and unsweetened (bulk and case), 2.2;
and dried whole milk, 7.6. The products included accounted for
94 percent or over of the total whole milk equivalent of all
manufactured dairy products prior to 1941, 92 to 93 percent
for 1941-43, 90 percent for 1944-45, and 84 percent for 1946*
Increased production of ice cream and other frozen products,
which is not included here, accounts for the decline in the
percentage.

Monthly data beginning .1920 are available upon request.
^Compiled by the J7. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics, from reports of milk distributors,
producers' associations, and municipal officers for more than
100 cities (excludes all cities where milk is purchased on the
basis of current butter market quotations, but includes cities
where "flat" and "basic" prices apply). Prices represent
dealers1 buying prices for standard grade milk testing 3.5
percent butterfat which is used for city distribution as milk
and cream and are for milk delivered f.o.b. local shipping
point or at country plant. The prices at country points apply
to milk delivered direct by farmers in their own cans to local
milk shipping stations and nearby city milk plants. Price per
100 pounds may be reduced to cents per quart by dividing by
46.53.

Monthly averages for 1922-34 and monthly figures for 1936-
40 are shown in the 1SI42 and 1940 Supplements. For earlier
monthly data beginning 1922 see p. 18 of the August 1939 Sur-
vey (revision, May 1923, 2.55). *

7 There were no sales for October; therefore the monthly
average for 1946 is for 11 months.

Page 127
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics* Data ' cover production and stocks
of dry whole milk and nonfat dry milk solids, representing
production for human consumption, as reported by the principal
firms operating dry-milk factories in the United States.

Monthly data for 1938-40 for production and stocks of non-
fat dry milk solids (designated as "dry milk for human con-
sumption") are shown in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data be-
ginning 1935 (the first year they were reported separately
from animal feed) are available upon request. Data for total
dry skim milk, which include dry skim milk for animal feed,
are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements and on p. 17 of the
March 1939 Survey. The production of dry skim milk for animal
feed has been comparatively small since 1943, accounting for
only 2 percent of the total production of dry skim milk in
1946.

Monthly data for production of dry whole milk beginning
1918 and stocks beginning 1935 are available upon request.

2 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureauof
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce prior to that time. Data for exports of dry
skim milk beginning 1944 represent only exports of dry skim
milk for human consumption (now designated in the trade and in
production statistics as "nonfat dry milk solidts"). Earlier
data are believed to similarly, represent only that for human
consumption, although the data are reported only as "dry skim
milk" in export statistics and are not specifically stated to
exclude exports of dry skim milk for animal feed, if any.

Data shown in earlier Supplements are combined totals of
dry whole milk and dry skim milk; monthly averages beginning
1920 and monthly figures for 1923-40 for the combined totals
may be found in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1982 issues.
Separate monthly figures for 1932*-40 are available upon re-
quest.

3 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Prices are based on reports made
by manufacturers covering actual sales to jobbers, wholesalers,
grocers, and similar buyers, f.o.b. factory, on the basis of
cash or short-term credit. Monthly data for 1938-40 are shown
in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data beginning August
1934 are available upon request.

u Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The figures represent the year's
total crop (not monthly averages) and are the final estimates.
Quantities unharvested on account of market conditions are in-
cluded .

The production estimates for apples represent eatimates of
production in the commercial apple areas of each State and in-
clude fruit produced for sale to commercial processors, as
well as that for sale for fresh consumption.

Commercial production of apples is available only beginning
1934. Data for 1913-28 for the tot^l production of apples and
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for potatoes are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Revised data
for 1929-34 are as follows (thousands of bushels) : Apples,
total production—1929, 135,102; 1990, 156,683; 1931, 205,404;
1932, 146,8013; 1933, 148,640; 1934, 128,203 (1934 figure for
commercial production comparable with the later data is
106,005). Potatoes—1929, 333,392; 1930, 343,817; 1931,
384,317; 1932, 374,692; 1933, 343,203; 1934, 406,482.

^Data are compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture,
Production and Marketing Administration, from reports of offi-
cials and local agents of common carriers. Shipments cover
those by rail and water (reduced to car lot basis) but do not
include shipments by truck which have become increasingly im-
portant during the period covered here. Data include ship-
ments for emergency relief and other Government purchases.
Shipments of citrus fruits include oranges, lemons, grapefruit,
tangerines and other citrus fruits.

Monthly averages for 1917-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942. Supplement; earlier monthly data are
shown in the 1910, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (revisions
for apples:, 1932—July, 3,593,000; August, 1,668,000; Sep-
tember, 8,412,000; October, 23,736,000). There have been some
revisions in the monthly figures for earlier years but, with
the exception of the last three months of 1931 for all series,
revisions are of a minor nature.

'Data are from the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Pro-
duction and Marketing Administration. The monthly averages
for cold-storage holdings of apples are based on figures for 9
months, January-May and September-December, for 1935-42 and
for 10 months;, January-May and August-December, for 1943 and
1944. Small stocks of apples are carried during the summer
months, but reports for thes~e periods prior to 1945 are incom-
plete; hence the reported data are not included in the figures
shown here. Stocks of frozen fruits include fruits processed
by both "cold-pack" and "quick-freeze" methods.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for
1936-37 for cold-storage holdings of apples are shown in the
1940 Supplement; monthly data prior to 1936 as shown in the
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements are reported in barrels and
may be converted to bushels by multiplying by 3. They are
correct except for the following revisions (in barrels,) : May
1927, 534,000; May 1928, 602,000. Monthly data for cold-storage
stocks of frozen fruits for June 1923-December 1907 and of
frozen vegetables for 1937 are available upon request.

7Reported by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data represent the price of white potatoes,
Long Island No. 1, New York, based on weekly quotations, as of
Tuesday. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1923-40 are shown in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements .

Page 128
1 Compiled from statistics of the U. S. Department of Com-

merce, Bureau of the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce prior to that time. Includes
exports of barley, corn, oats, rye, and wheat, plus the grain
equivalent of malt (converted on the basis of 9/10 of a bush-
el to a bushel of barley), cornmeal (converted at 4 bushels to
the barrel), oatmeal (converted at 5.21 bushels to 100 pounds),
and wheat flour (converted at the rate of 4.7 bushels to the
barrel of 196 pounds) . For periods when barley flour and rye
flour were exported, these are also included, converted to
grain equivalent at 5.5 bushels to the barrel for barley and 6
bushels to the barrel for rye flour.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1988-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (wheat flour was converted
to wheat at the rate of 4.5 bushels to a barrel for 1918-19
and 4.6 for 1920. Monthly figures for 1934-37 are available
in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements. There have been numerous
revisions in the monthly figures for earlier years published
previous to the 1938 Supplement owing largely to differences
in the factor used for converting wheat flour to grain equiva-
lent.

2Reported by the u. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The figures represent the year's
total crop (not monthly averages) arid are the final estimates.

Estimates for 1913 to 1928 are available in the 1942 Sup-
plement. Revisions for 1929-34 are as follows (thousands of
bushels): Barley—1929, 280,637; 1930, 301,619; 1931,
200,280; 1932, 299,394; 1933, 152,839; 1904, 117,.390. Corn—
1929, 2,515,937; 1930, 2,080,130; 1931, 2,575,927; 1932,
2,930,352; 1933, 2,397,593; 1934, 1,448,920.

^Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, on a weekly basis, and

represent the receipts at Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, and
Duluth, as reported in market publications. Weekly figures
are reduced to a monthly basis by the U. S. Department of Com-
merce, Office of Business Economics, by prorating data for
weeks falling in two months4

Monthly averages for 1920-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
1932-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements
(revisions: November 1932, 3,254,000 bushels; April 1933,
5,154,000; July 1933, 5,144,000); earlier monthly data are on
p. 20 of the November 1932 Survey.

"Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Commercial stocks include
domestic grain in storage in public and private elevators at
principal organized grain markets and grain afloat in vessels
or barges in harbors of lake or seaboard ports. They do not
include grain in transit either by rail or water, stocks in
mills or mill elevators attached to mills, or private stocks
of grain intended for local use. Figures are as of the Satur-
day nearest the first of the following month.

Monthly averages for 1927-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
1932-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements;
earlier monthly data beginning 1927 are on p. 19 of the June
1936 Survey. The figures as shown in the 1938 Supplement and
earlier issues have been revised for some months from the week
ended nearest the end of the month to the week ended nearest
the first of the following month; revisions are available upon
request.

sCompiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data for stocks on farms are as of
the first of the month following that for which they are shown.
June figures for barley and September figures for corn repre-
sent old crop only; new grain is not reported in the stock
figures until the beginning of the crop year. Quarterly fig-
ures for 1926-40 for corn and 1940 for barley (also June and
December figures for 1934-38 and June, September, and December
figures for 1939 for barley) are available upon request.

6Compiled from source indicated in note 1 for this page,
using the conversion factor indicated for malt. Monthly aver-
ages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown in
the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for 1923-37 are avail-
able in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revisions:
1931—May, 808,000 bushels; 1932—September, 916,000; Oc-
tober, 1,128,000; November, 1,125,000; December, 543,000.

7Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, from quotations given in daily
trade papers, and represent the average price ,per bushel
weighted by the number of carlots sold. The weighted average
price of all grades of corn at five markets cover cash sales
in the Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha, Kansas City, and Minneapolis
markets. Prior to November 1938 data are included for Cincin-
nati, but the volume and variation are not sufficient to af-
fect the comparability of the series.

Monthly averages f rom the earliest year available and
monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement.
Earlier monthly data are available as follows: Barley—No.
3 straight, 1936-37, 1940 Supplement (earlier data beginning
1921 are available upon request; No. 2 malting, 1934-37, 1940
and 1938 Supplements. Corn—No. 3 yellow, 1913-37, p. 18,
of the April 1940 Survey; No. 3 white, 1923-37, 1940 and ear-
lier Supplements; weighted average, 5 narkets, 1918-37, p. 18
of the August 1939 Survey.

8Compiled by the Corn Refiners Statistical Bureau through
August 1946 and by Price, Waterhouse and Co., thereafter, from
data reported by 11 companies, representing complete coverage
of the industry. They include grindings by the wet process
for both domestic consumption and export.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 19Q8-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments.

sData are furnished by the Chicago Board of Trade and rep-
resent receipts at 12 interior primary markets . Beginning
1941 the monthly figures are reported calendar month totals.
Monthly figures published in the 1942 and earlier Supplements
were obtained from data supplied on a weekly basis by prorat-
ing data for weeks falling in two months.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures (calcu-
lated from weekly data) for 1938-40 are available in the 1942
Supplement. There have been minor revisions in the monthly
figures for 1923-37 shown in the 194O and earlier Supplements;
the revisions are available upon request.

10 See note 1 for this page for source of data and for fac-
tors used in converting meal to grain equivalent.
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Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data for 19S3-
37 are available in the 1940, 1938* 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
Revision: March 1932, 494,000 bushels.

JJData are available only for June and December, or June,
September and December for 1939*

^Average for 11 months; no quotation for January 1996 and
August 1937.

13Average for 10 months; no quotation for March and April.
JyAverage for 10 months5 no quotation for June and August.
*sAverage for 8 months; no quotation for May and July-

September.
^Average for months shown0i 7 No sales.

Page 129
1 Compiled by the ®. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural iconomics. The figures represent the year's
total crop (not monthly averages) and are the final estimates.

Estimates of oat production for 1913-31 and of rice produc-
tion for 1913-34 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Revised
data for oats for 1932=34 are as follows (thousands of bush-
els): 1932* 1,254,584; 1933* 736*309; 1934, 544,347.

^See note 9 for p. 128.
3Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-

tion and Marketing Administration, Data include grain in
storage in public and private elevators at principal organized
grain markets and grain afloat in vessels or barges in harbors
pf lake or seaboard ports. They do not include grain in
transit either by rail or water, stocks in mills or mill ele-
vators attached to mills, or private stocks of grain intended
for local use. Figures are as of the Saturday nearest the
first of the following month.

Monthly averages for 1927-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1912 Supplement and monthly figures
for 1932-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements;
earlier monthly data beginning 1927 are on p. 19 of the June
1936 Survey. The figures as shown in the 1938 Supplement and
earlier issues have been revised from the week ended nearest
the end of the month to data for the week ended nearest the
first of the following month; revisions are available upon re-
quest.

"Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data for stocks of oats on farms
are as of the first of the month following that for which
they are shown. Data as of July 1 (shown here as June) in-
clude the old crop only.

Annual averages shown here are quarterly averages through-
out. Revised quarterly averages for 1927-34 are as follows
(thousands of bushels): 1927* 502,918; 1928, 554,661; 1929,
529,797; 1930, 558,602; 1931, 532,942; 1932, 563,912; 1933,
436,709; 1934, 294,978. Quarterly data beginning 1927 for
stocks on farms are available upon request.

5 See note 1 to p. 128 for source of data and for factors
used in converting oatmeal to grain equivalent. Monthly aver-

for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40 are available
in the 1943 Supplement and monthly data for 1923-37 are shown
in the 1940, 1988, 1936, airi 1932 Supplements.

9Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, and represent price per bushel
weighted by the number of ear lots sold as reported in the
Chicago Daily Trade Bulletin. Monthly averages for 1913-34
and monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 §xtpple~
mentj monthly data for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements.

^Compiled by the u. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, and cover the movement of
domestic rice at all mills in California. Brewers' rice is
not included. The stock figures include both rough rice in
terms of cleaned (converted on the basis of 162 pounds of
rough to 100 pounds of clean) and milled rice, but do not in-
clude rice in store in other positions than at mills. For
monthly data, for 1034-40 and average for October-December 1933,
see the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements. Data in these Sup-
plements are expressed in bags of 100 pounds instead of in
thousands of pounds as in the present volume.

aCompiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and. Marketing Administration, based on reports of the
Riee Millers Association for association mills and reports of
nonassociation mills reporting directly to the Department.
Statistics cover the movement of domestic rice at all mills in
Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Tennessee. Brewers' rice is
excluded from all figures. The stock figures include both

rough rice in terms of cleaned (converted on the basis of 162
pounds of rough rice to 100 pounds of milled) and milled riee,
but do not include rice in store in other positions than at
mills.

Monthly averages for 1914-34 and monthly figures for 1938=
40 are shown In the 1942 Supplement; monthly figures for 1933-
37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936S and 1932 Supplements.
Data in these Supplements are expressed in thousands of pock-
ets of 100 pounds imstead of in thousands of pounds as in the
present volume. The heading in the 1932 Supplement should be
"Shipments from Mil ls" rather than "to mills". Revisions:
1934—receipts, February, 9Sl,932 barrels, April, 193,786;
shipments, March, 738,091 pockets, April, 444,508, Ma.y,
408,753. See note 4 for p. 107 appearing on p. 190 of the
1938 Supplement for revisions in earlier data*

^Reported by the ff. S. Department of Gomerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of For&iin and BOMBS-
tic Commerce prior to that time. Figures are on a clean
equivalent basis, with rough rice reduced on the "basis of 162
pounds of rough rice to 100 pounds of clean. Imports repre-
sent imports for consumption.

Figures shown in earlier Supplements are expressed In poek-
ets of 100 pounds Instead of in thousands of pounds as shown
here« Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for*
1938=40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (revised average for
exports, 1927, 258^333 pockets) ; monthly figwes for 1934=3?
are shown in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements; data prior to 1934
for imports are general imports. Monthly figures for exports
for 193S are available in the 1936 Supplement, and for 1923-31
in the 1932 Supplement (revisions for 193J.: January, 369,314
pockets; November, 382,898; December, 195,330). A nuutoer of
the figures on exports for 1933 shown in the 1036 Supplement
have been revised. Import data for 1986=33 shown in the 1933
and 1936 Supplements have been revised to include patna rice
(rice used in soups) . Revised data are available upon request.

10 Compiled by the ff. S, Department of Labor, Bureau of la-
bor Statistics, and is the Tuesday price for rice, blue rose^
head, clean, medium to good, New Or leans <. The annual averages
are averages of the weekly quotations and nay differ slightly
from averages of the monthly figures.

Monthly averages beginning 1915 and monthly figures for
1923-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and
Supplements.

"Barrels of 168 pounds.ifl Average of months shown,
• 13No sales.

Page 130
1 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics* The figures represent the yearfs
total crop (not monthly averages) and are the final estimates.

Estimates of production for 1913-28 are shown in the 1942
Supplement. Revised data for 1929-34 are as follows (thou-
sands of bushels): Rye—Ip29, 35,411; 1930, 45,383; 1931,
32,777; 1932, 3@,099; 1933, 20,573; 1934, 16,285. Wheat—
total, 1929, 824,183; 1930, 886,52S; 1901, 0«,540; 1933,
756,307; 1933, 5523 215; 19343 526,052. Spring wheat—1929,
237,126; 193Q, 252,713; 1931, 116,225; 1932, S64.,796; 1033,
173,932; 1934, 87,369- Winter wheat—1929, 987,057; 1980,'
633,809; 1931, 825,315; 1933, 491,511; 1933, 378,283; 1934,
438,683.

^Compiled by the U, S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, on a weekly basis, and rep-
resent receipts at Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago^ and Duluth
as reported in market publications* The monthly series "is
computed by the U* S, Department .of Commerce, Office of Busi-
ness Economics from weekly totals by prorating data for weeks
falling in two months*

Monthly averages for 1927-34 and monthly data fro 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data for
1932-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements,
(Revisions, thousands of bushels: 1942 Supplement—1927,

monthly average, 3,128; 1939, March, 1,241; May, 1,044; July,
1,473; 1936 Supplement—July 1932, 332; July 1933, 1,473;
and a few additional minor corrections.) .For earlier monthly
data, see p. 20 of the November 1932 Survey (revision for De-
cember 1931, 383 thousand bushels).

3Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
t i on and Mark® tlni Administration, Data include domes tic
grain in storage in public and private elevators in the prin-
cipal organized grain markets and afloat in vessels or barges
in harbors of lake and seaboard ports. Data do not include
grain in transit either by rail or water, stocks In mills or
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mill elevators attached to mills, or private stocks of grain
intended for local use. Figures are for the Saturday nearest
the, first of the following month.

Monthly averages for 1927-34 and monthly data for 1938̂ 0
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1932-37
appear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements and earlier
monthly data beginning 1927 are on p. 20 of the November 1932
Survey. The figures as shown in the 1938 Supplement and ear-
lier publications have been revised from data for the Saturday
nearest the end of the indicated month to the Saturday nearest
the first of the following month. Revisions for months af-
fected by this change are available upon request.

"Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, bureau
of Agricultural Economics, and represent average prices per
bushel of reported cash sales, weighted by the number of car-
lots sold.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1923-40
are available in the 1942,'1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments (revision, May 1923, $0.72).

5 Data are furnished by the Chicago Board of Trade and rep-
resent receipts at 12 interior primary markets. Beginning
1941 the monthly figures are reported calendar month totals.
Monthly figures published in the 1942, 1938, and earlier Sup-
plements were obtained from data supplied on a weekly basis by
prorating data for weeks falling in two months.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures (calcu-
lated from weekly da$a) for 1938-̂ 0 are available in the 1942
Supplement. There have been minor revisions in the monthly
figures for 1923-37 shown in the 1938 and earlier Supplements;
the revisions are available upon request. This series was not
included in the 1940 Supplement.

6 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, and represent the disap-
pearance of domestic wheat as used for flour, feed, seed, al-
cohol production, and for export. The figures shown on the
monthly average lines are quarterly averages. Data have been
revised since published in the 1942 and earlier Supplements,
and quarterly data for 1934-40 are available upon request.

7Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, bureau
of Agricultural Economics.

Stocks of Canadian wheat in Canada include practically all
Canadian wheat held within Canadian borders exclusive of farm
stocks. Subsequent to April 1932 "in transit" lake stocks are
included. Stocks are as of the Friday nearest the first of
the following month.

Stocks of United States wheat on farms and stocks in inte-
rior mills, elevators, and warehouses are estimates of the Crop
Reporting Board based on reports of crop reporters as of the
first of each quarter. The series on commercial stocks in-
cludes domestic grain in storage in public and private eleva-
tors in the principal organized grain markets and grain afloat
in vessels or barges in harbors of lake or seaboard ports. It
does not include grain in transit, stocks in mills or mill el-
evators attached to mills, or private stocks of grain intended
for local use. Figures are as of the Saturday nearest the
first of the following month. Stocks in merchant mills (in-
cluding wheat in elevators and stored for others) are based on
wheat stocks as reported by the Bureau of the Census and are
raised to a 100 percent basis by the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics.

Stocks of domestic wheat on farms and in interior mills,
elevators, and warehouses for July 1 (shown here as June) in-
clude only old wheat. Any new wheat which comes into stock
position is not reported until the new crop year begins. Be-
ginning 1937 this is also true of the commercial and merchant
mills series. Prior to 1937, an indeterminable amount of new
wheat is included in the latter two series. (See note 1 for
p. 121 in the 1942 Supplement for amounts of new wheat origi-
nally included in the July 1 figures for 1937̂ 41 but excluded
from the figures shown in that volume and in later issues of
the Survey.) Total United States stocks beginning June 1942
include wheat owned by the Commodity Credit Corporation stored
off farms in its own steel and wooden bins, which is not shown
separately*

Stocks reported as of April 1, July 1, October 1, and Janu-
ary 1 are shown here as of the end of March, June, September,
and December. Annual data are quarterly averages with the ex-
ception of commercial stocks wh^ch are monthly averages.

Monthly averages for 1927-34 and monthly figures for 1932-
40 for stocks of Canadian wheat are shown in the 1942, 1940,
1938, and 1936 Supplements and earlier monthly figures are on
p. 19 of the June 1936 Survey. Averages prior to 1935 and
monthly or quarterly figures prior to 1941 for United States
stocks are available in earlier volumes only as follows1: Com-
mercial stocks.—June 30 figures or monthly averages for 1923-34

and monthly figures for 1938-40, 1942 Supplement; monthly fig-
ures for 1927-37, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements, and p. 19
of June 1936 Survey (the figures for 1923-26 are as com-
piled by Dun and Brads treet; the figures beginning 1927 as
shown in the 1938 and earlier Supplements have been revised
from the Saturday ended nearest the end of the indicated month
to the Saturday nearest the first of the following month).
Merchant mills—June 30 figures or quarterly averages for
1923-34 and quarterly figures for 1938-40, 1942 Supplement;
quarterly figures for 1931-37, p. 17 of June 1939 Survey (re-
vised June 1937 figure, 40,399,000 bushels). Stocks on farms
and total stocks through 1926 and stocks in interior mills,
elevators and warehouses (formerly shown as "country mills and
elevators") through 1933, 1942 Supplement; later data for these
series have been revised; the revised quarterly figures through
1940 are available upon request.

Paje 131
2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. In the total for wheat and
flour, wheat flour is converted to a grain equivalent on the
basis of 4.7 bushels to the barrel of 196 pounds.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1934-40
are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements and ear-
lier monthly data for "wheat only" and for wheat flour appear
in the 1936 and 1982 Supplements. There have been many revi-
sions in the data shown in the latter volumes for "wheat in-
cluding flour." Revisions for "wheat only" for 1931—May,
6,494,000 bushels; August, 8,911,000; for wheat flour for JunS
1931, 792,000 barrels. Data for wheat flour are shovji in the
1942 and earlier Supplements in barrels and should be convert-
ed to sacks of 100 pounds by multiplying by 1.96 for compari-
son with data shown here.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data are average prices per bushel
of reported cash sales, weighted by the number of car lots sold.
The weighted average price of wheat in 6 markets represents
the reported cash sales of all classes and grades combined at
the following markets: Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City, St.
Louis:, Omaha, and Duluth.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-̂ 40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data for earlier
years are available as follows: All series except wheat, No.
1 dark northern spring, 1923-37 in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements; wheat, No. 1 dark northern spring, 1917-31
on p. 20 of the June 1935 Survey, 1932-37 in the 1940, 1938,
and 1936 Supplements.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, from monthly returns from around 1,000 to 1,100
merchant mills. The reporting mills accounted for about 93
percent of total wheat flour production in 1935̂ 42, 96-97 per-
cent for 1943̂ 44, and 98 percent for 1945̂ 46, on the basis of
comparisons with data reported in the Census of Manufactures
for 1935, 1937, and 1939, and estimated total wheat flour pro-
duction for later years based largely on changes in production
indicated by data for identical mills.

The series representing the percent of total capacity oper-
ated is derived by multiplying the daily 24-hour capacity in
wheat flour (as reported) by the number of working days in the
month. The result is known as the maximum rated output. This
figure is then divided into the total wheat flour produced
during the month, giving the percent of total capacity oper-
ated.

All data relate to regular grind flour only. In addition,
from 1943 through February 1946, some mills produced granular
flour, which was flour coarsely ground for the production of
alcohol to be used in the manufacture of synthetic rubber.
Monthly averages of data relating to granular flour for 1943-
45 are as follows: Grindings of wheat (thousands of bushels)—
1943, 3,301; 1944, 3,720; 1945, 2,442; production of granular
flour (thousand sacks)—1943, 1,270; 1944, 1,591; 1945, 1,039;
offal (tons)—1943, 35,613; 1944, 31,992; 1945, 21,380. Oper-
ations as a percent of capacity for regular and granular
flour combined—1943, July-December (percentage not computed
for earlier months of 1943), 72.0; 1944, 73.1; 1945, 80.0.
Data by months for January 1944-February 1946 are available in
the December 1944 to May 1946 issues of the monthly Survey.

The higher extraction rate required by War Food Order No.
144 during March-August 1946 accounts for the large decline
for these months in wheat ground and in offal production.

Since January 1943, wheat flour production has been shown
in the reports of the Bureau of the Census in sacks of 100
pounds and beginning January 1946, offal has been shown in
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short tons| earlier data for wheat flour reported in barrels
of 196 pounds and for offal reported in pounds have been con-
verted to a comparable basis.

Monthly averages for 1924-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. The figures for 1923
shown in that volume are incorrect; the correct monthly aver-
age for 1923, covering May-December only is as follows: Wheat
grindings, 40,543,000 bushels; flour production, 8,797,000
barrels; offal production, 719,724,000 pounds. Monthly data
for 1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements. (Revision, of fa l production, November 1933,
653,276 thousand pounds.) Figures for May and June 1923 not
published in the 1932 Supplement are as follows: Grindings,
(thousands of bushels): May, 36,210; June, 30,943. Flour
production (thousands of barrels): May, 7,912; June, 6,735.
Offal production (thousands of pounds): May, 635,330; June,
549,484. Data for wheat flour are shown in the 1942 and ear-
lier Supplements in barrels and should be multiplied by 1.96
for comparison with figures given here, while offal is shown
in pounds and should be converted to tons of 2,000 pounds.

''Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data are based on reports from merchant mills
reporting wheat flour production (see note 3 above). The num-
ber of mills reporting sto.cks (around 900-1,000) has been
somewhat smaller than the number reporting wheat flour produc-
tion. However, some mills reported that no stocks were held
and others that did not report on stocks also may have held no
stocks.

Data cover total stocks held by reporting mills at the end
of each quarter, including stocks in mills, public and private
warehouses, and in transit—sold and unsold.

The figures shown on the monthly average lines are averages
of the end-of-quarter figures. Quarterly averages for 1925-34
and quarterly data for 1938̂ 0 are shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment. Quarterly data for 1925-37 are available in the 194Q,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data are averages of weekly quotations. The
Minneapolis price for wheat flour is for spring, bakery,
standard patents, in sacks, carlots, f.o.b. Minneapolis, and
the Kansas City price is for hard winter, bakery, straights,
in sacks;, carlots, f.o.b. Kansas City. Prices for March-
August 1946 are for flour of 80 percent extraction; beginning
September 1946, quotations were resumed for flour of normal
extraction. Since May 1943, prices are quoted per sack of 100
pounds; earlier data quoted per barrel of 196 pounds have been
converted to price per sack by the Office of Business Econom-
ics, Department of Commerce. The annual data, except for 1943
and 1946, are averages of the weekly quotations rather than
averages of the monthly figures shown.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938̂ 10
are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data for 1923-35
are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
(Revision for straights, hard winter, Kansas City, January
1932, $3.17.) All prices in these publications are per barrel
of 196 pounds.

6 Average of months shown.
? No quotation.

Page 132
1 Reported by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-

tion and Marketing Administration, from compilations of the
Bureau of Animal Industry. Data represent the number of ani-
mals slaughtered under Federal inspection. Government-relief
slaughter is included for certain months of 1935 and 1936 as
follows: 1935, January-May—cattle, 186,683; calveŝ  39,358;
1936, August and September—cattle, 3,500; 1936, August—
calves, 136. For the 10-year period, 1936-45, slaughter under
Federal inspection accounted for approximately 57 percent of
all calves slaughtered, 67 percent of the cattle, 83 percent
of the sheep and lambs, and 61 percent of the hogs. While the
proportions of total slaughter represented by these data vary
from year to year, the differences generally are not large.
However, the proportion was substantially lower for cattle for
1946 (58 percent), for calves and hogs for 1915 and 1946 (51
and 48 percent and 57 and 58 percent, respectively), and the
proportion for sheep and lamb increased from around 80 to 86-
87 percent for 1942-46.

Data were shown in the earlier Supplements under the Leath-
er and Leather Products section as an indication of the output
of hides and skins. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly
figures for 1923̂ 10 are shown in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements. Revisions: Calves, August 1928, 338,000
animals; hogs, May 1928, 3,884,000. (See note in the 1942

Supplement with regard to Government-relief slaughter included
in the 1934 figures, and Government purchases for the Emergency
Hog Production Control Program in 1933.) Monthly data begin-
ning 1907 for calves and 1900 for the other classes are shown
in a bulletin issued by the U. S. Department of Agriculture
entitled "Livestock Market News, Statistics and Related Data,
1946."

^ Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. These data represent the
total receipts at practically all public stockyards (between
60 and 70 in number), including through shipments and direct
shipments if unloaded at the stockyards.

The data for cattle and calves include, animals purchased
for the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation for January and
February 1935 and August and September 1936.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1923-40
are shown in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
The June-December 1934 data for cattle and calves and September-
December 1934 data for sheep include animals purchased for the
Federal Surplus Relief Corporation; the August and September
1933 data for hogs Include many pigs and sows received for
sale on Government account in the Emergency Hog Production
Control Program. Monthly data beginning 1915 are shown in a
bulletin issued by the U. S. Department of Agriculture enti-
tled "Livestock, Meats, and Wool Market Statistics and Related
Data, 1943."

3 Compiled by the U. &. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration from reports* obtained from
offices of the State veterinarians in the following 8 corn-
belt States beginning 1941: Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska. Data prior to 1941 cov-
er 7 States, excluding Illinois. Monthly averages for 1941
excluding this State, comparable with earlier data, are as
follows: Cattle and calves, 158,000; sheep and lambs, 267,000.
Data include stockers and feeders bought at public stockyards
and stockers and feeders coming from other States from points
other than public stockyards, some of which were inspected at
public stocî rards while stopping for feed, water, and rest en-
route. They represent total shipments to che States included.
These data were not collected prior to 1938.

Monthly data for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement.
y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-

tion and Marketing Administration. Prices for beef steers are
for native (from the corn belt) sold out of first hands for
slaughter at Chicago. Western steers are excluded. Monthly
and yearly prices are weighted averages of all grades (choice
to prime, good, medium, and common). Prices are weighted by
the number sold in each grade. The yearly average is the av-
erage of the monthly figures weighted by the quantity of all
grades sold within each month.

Hie price of stacker and feeder cattle shipped from Kansas
City is the average price of all weights of such cattle,
weighted by the number shipped for each weight group. The
yearly average is the average of the monthly figures weî ited
by the quantity of all weights shipped within each month.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in ttie 1942 Supplement. (See note in that Volume
with regard to prices of beef steers prior to 1922.) Monthly
data for beef steers for 1936-37 are available in the 1940
Supplement; monthly data for 1913-38 are shown on p. 18 of the
August 1939 Survey. Monthly data for 1925-37 for the price of
stocker and feeder cattle are available upon request.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data represent the price of good to choice
vealers, per 100 pounds, based on weekly quotations as of Mon-
day. Annual averages are averages of the weekly data.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1934-40
are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements. Monthlv
data for 1913-37 are shown on p. 18 of the September 1938
Survey.

^Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Beginning 1920 the price
represents the average price of packer and shipper purchases
at Chicago weighted by the number of hogs purchased. The
prices do not include the processing tax of $2.25 for January
1935 to January 6, 1936. The processing tax is excluded also
from the data for November 1933 to December 1934, shown in the
1942 Supplement.

The hog-corn ratid represents the number of bushels of corn
equal in value to 100 pounds of hog, live weigjht. Ratios are
based on average prices received by farmers on the 15th of
each month for all grades of corn and all grades of hogs.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
for the price of hogs are available in the 1942 Supplement;
earlier monthly data for this series and monthly data for
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1913-40 for the hog-corn ratio are available upon request; the
latter series has been revised since publication of data in
the 1942 Supplement.

7Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. The average price of lambs
at Chicago represents the bulk of sales prices from data of
the livestock and meat reporting service. During the late
spring, marketings of lambs include both wooled and shorn
lambs from the preceding year's crop and early lambs from the
current year's crop.

The price of feeder lambs is for range stock, good and
choice, 50-75 pounds.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown In th 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data are
available upon request. See note In the 1942 Supplement with
regard to prices of lambs at Chicago prior to 1921 and of
feeder lambs prior to July 1927.

8 Average for 10 months; no quotations for May and June.
9 Average for 11 months; no quotations for May.
10 Average for 9 months; no quotations for April, May and

June.
11 Average for 9 months; no quotations for March, April and

May.
12 Average for 10 months; no quotations for April and May.
13 Average for 11 months; no quotations for June.
lu Average for 10 months; no quotations for June and July.
15 Average for 9 months; no quotations for May, June and

July.

Page 133
1 Reported by the U.S. Department Of Agriculture, Produc-

tion and Marketing Administration. Data for meat production,
except data for pork production excluding lard, represent the
total dressed carcass weight of livestock slaughtered under
Federal inspection, exclusive of meats from condemned animals.
Total production is obtained by applying the average dressed
weight (obtained from concerns representing about 90 percent
of the total Federally inspected slaughter) to the total Fed-
erally inspected slaughter. For the proportion of animals
slaughtered under Federal inspection to the total slaughter
see note 1 for p. 132. Data do not include meats from slaugh-
ter of animals purchased for the Federal Surplus Relief Corpo-
ration for January and February 1935 and for August and Sep-
tember 1936.

"Pork production excluding lard" includes all of the dress-
ed hog carcass, exclusive of head bones and all carcass fat
rendered Into lard. Lard data (p. 134) represent the actual
production of rendered lard and rendered pork fat in Federally
inspected plants as reported by the Bureau of Animal Industry
beginning January 1937. ("Lard" and "rendered pork fat" have
been reported as separate items under definitions in effect
beginning November 1, 1940, and are here combined to have fig-
ures comparable with earlier data reported as '-lard.") Prior
to 1937 lard production was estimated by applying an average
yield per hog to the number of hogs passed for food. Produc-
tion from Federally inspected slaughter accounted for 53-68
percent of the total production of lard, as estimated by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, for 1935-41, about 72 percent
for 1942-43, 78 percent for 1944, and 63 percent for 1945-46.
Rendered lard and rendered pork fat are estimated to be about
70 percent of raw fat obtained from hogs.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement, For monthly data for the
total meat production and for beef and veal, lamb and mutton,
and pork including lard for 1923-37, and lard for 1923-36, see
the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revised 1937
monthly figures for lard are on p. 18 of the January 1941 Sur-
vey. Monthly data for 1921-37 for pork production excluding
lard are available upon request. Data beginning 1921 for all
series are available In the publication of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, "Livestock, Meats, and Wool Market Statis-
tics and Related Data, 1943."

2Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Data are about 98 percent
complete. The monthly figures are stocks as reported on the
1st of the month following that for which they are shown here.

The total for all meats is the SUB of the Individual neat
items (including edible offal and, beginning June 1944, mis-
cellaneous meat products) shown on this page and lard shown
on p. 134. The content of the several items is as follows:
Pork—frozen, dry salt in cure and cured, and other in cure,
cured and smoked; beef and veal—beef frozen, In cure, and

cured and smoked and, beginning June 1944, frozen veal which
amounted to 8,517 thousand pounds for that month; veal was not
reported until June 1944 although prior to that month some may
have been held as beef or included in data formerly reported
as "trimmings and edible offal" (the figures shown in italics
in the column for edible offal) ; lamb and mutton—frozen;
edible, offal under miscellaneous meats and meat products—
the figures through May 1944 (shown in italics) include, in
addition to offal, stocks of beef, pork, and mutton trimmings
frozen', cured, or otherwise prepared for food and may include
some veal; they do not include trimmings that have not been
froaen, cured, or processed; beginning June 1944, trimmings
have been distributed to the individual meat items and the
figures shown in the column are for edible offal only. Mis-
cellaneous meat products shown in the last column on the page
include canned meats and meat products and sausage and sausage-
room products; data for these products were not reported prior
to June 1944. Lard data (p. 134) include rendered lard and
rendered pork fat. Stocks of meats from "drought-stricken
livestock" purchased by the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation
in 1935 are not Included in the figures.

Monthly averages for 1917-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements. (Revisions, thousands of pounds: Lard, April 1923,
85,251; pork, 1928 monthly average, 742,995.) The figures for
edible offal and trimmings are shown as "miscellaneous meats.11

The comparable item for pork is designated in the 1940 and
earlier Supplements as "fresh and cured" pork; the series for
total stocks of pork (including lard) shown in these Supple-
ments has been discontinued. Monthly data prior to 1923 are
available in a publication of the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, "Livestock, Meats, and Wool Market Statistics and Re-
lated Data, 1943."

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-*
tic Commerce prior to that time. Exports of total meats in-
clude beef and veal, pork, mutton and lamb, canned meats,
horse meat, fresh poultry and game, kidneys and livers,
tongues, sausage, sausage ingredients, casings, and lard. Ex-
ports of beef and pork include fresh, canned, pickled, and
cured meats. Exports of lard (p. 134) include neutral lard.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1936-37
for total meats and meat products Including lard and for lard
alone are in the 1940 Supplement and earlier data beginning
1913 are shown on p. 16 of the November 1939 Survey. Monthly
data for 1923-37 for beef and veal are shown in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements and are correct except for revi-
sions as given in the appropriate note in the 1940 volume.
Monthly figures for 1923-37 for pork may be obtained by sub-
tracting the data given for lard on p. 16 of the November 1939
Survey from the monthly data for exports of pork, including
lard, shown in the 194O, 1938, 1938, and 1932 Supplements.

v Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La*-
bor Statistics. Prices are averages for the month based on
weekly quotations. Annual averages are averages of weekly
prices.

The beef price is for fresh carcass, good native steers
weighing from 600 to 800 pounds at Chicago, weekly as of
Thursday.

The price of hams is for smoked, loose hams at Chicago,
weekly as of Tuesday, throu#i November 1946. This series was
discontinued by the compiling agency after that month. The
December 1946 price is for fancy, skinned, smoked, wrapped
hams; the comparable figure for November 1946 is $0.545.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1923-40
are found in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 193&, and 1932 Supplements.

5Compiled by the 01 S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Prices are based on the
mean of the daily rajige of quotations as supplied by the mar-
ket news service.

Monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data begin-
ning July 1919 are shown in the publication of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture, "Livestock, Meats, and Wool Marketing
Statistics and Related Data, 1941."

6 Aver age for 7 months, June-December.
7The monthly average is for 11 months, January-November.

The December figure is not comparable with earlier data, see
note 4.

8Figures include stocks of veal, frozen, beginning June
1944; see note 2.
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Page I3U

1 See note 1 for p. 133*
2 See note 2 for p, 133«
3 See note 3 for p« 133*
y Complied by the U, S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics,, with the exception of data for cocoa prior to
1043. The lard price is the weekly Thursday price for refined
lard in tierces, bulk, at Chicago. The poultry price is the
weekly Tuesday price for live fowlss small to heavy hens, gen-
eral runj, at Chicago. Hie price of eggs is for u. S. Stand-
ards at CMeagOs weekly as ©f Monday, beginning July 1943 and
is approximately comparable with the earlier data which are
for fresh'firsts. The coeoa price is weekly as of "Tuesday for
beans, Accra, bulk, f.o»b. New York, from importer, beginntog
1943J prior to 1943 the prices are averages of daily quota-
tions compiled by Sc'arburih Company,* 90-96 Wall' Street, New
York, N. Y.

Annual averages, except for the price of cocoa prior to
1943, are averages of the weekly figures rather than averages
of the monthly figures shown.

Annual averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-42
for lard, poultry, and cocoa are shown in the 1942 Supplement^
Earlier monthly data for cocoa are found in the 1940, 19SBS
1936, and 19JB Supplements and for lard In the 1940a 1938S and
1936 Supplements and on p. 18 of the January 1934 Survey,
Monthly data for 1913-37 for poultry and for 1913-40 for
are available upon requests The monthly averages for 1913-34
and monthly data for 1938-40 for eggs shown in the 1943 Sup~.
plement are as compiled by the Department of Agriculture; for
the 1935-40 period, they are approximately the as the da-
ta shown here*

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, produc-
tion and Marketini Administration, and represent the receipts
of poultry at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago? and San
Francisco.

Monthly averages for 1920-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement! earlier monthly data appear
in the 1940, 19385 1936, and 1932 Supplements* Revisions!
1925™Augusts 17,643) 1926—February, 19,261; April, 13,966*

6 Compiled by the ff» S. Department of Agriculture, produc-
tion and -Marketinj Administration, representing about 98 per-
cent of all stocks held in public and private warehouses.
Shell eggs are for cases of 30 dozen eachs weighing about 46
pounds; 35 pounds ©f frozen eggs are approximately equivalent
to 1 ease of 30 dozen shell

Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for 1923-37
appear in the 1940, 1938, 1938, and 1932 Supplements. Earlier
monthly data on frozen eggs are given on p. 22 of the May 1927
Survey.

7 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Monthly estimates of total eggs
produced are based on returns from about 25,000 crop corre-
spondents who report for the first day -of each month; the num-
ber ©f layers on hand and. the number of produced. The
total monthly egg production is obtained by multiplying the
estimated total number of layers by th<e number of eggs pro-
duced per layer obtained from reports of the crop correspond-
ents.

Annual estimates of layers on January 1 of each year are
based on an annual survey secured from about 150,000 flocks,
in addition to the returns from the regular monthly crop cor-
respondents. At the end of the year adjustments are made in
the number of layers on the first of each month so that they
will be in agreement with the annual estimates. The monthly
rates of lay are then applied to the adjusted number of layers
to secure the adjusted total egg production for each month.
Data for all years have been so adjusted. Hie estimates are
also adjusted every five years to data reported in the Census
of Agriculture; they have now been adjusted to data from the
Census of 1945.

Monthly averages for 1925-34 and monthly data for 1938 and
1939 appear in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
1940 are on p, 24 of the June 1947 Survey; monthly data for
1925-34 are available upon request.

8 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data represent dried egg produc-
tion from fresh and storage shell and from frozen eggs.
Data are available separately for whole, albumen, and yolk
production from the Department of Agriculture reports* iMonth-
ly data for 1927-40 are available on p. 20 of the March 1945
Survey*

9 Compiled by 'the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and

Domes tic Commerce prior to that time. Data represent imports
for consumption*

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 : are shown to the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly figures
are available In the 1940, 1938, 1935, and 1932 Supplements«
Revisions, in'long tons: 1931— May, 323 513; Julys 17?542|
December, 15,363*

10 rgfaQ 194g Average is for 10 months! quotations are not
available for July and December

Page 636
1 Reported by the New York Coffee and Su^ar Mxchanie, lnc»

Data on clearances from Brazil co'ver total .exports "from the
ports of Rio de Janeiro, Santos, Bahia^ Victorias PernambucQs
Paranagua, and Angra dos Reis.

The'visible supply represents stocks of green coffee in
"first'hands" stored in Ibtchange licensed warehouses and on
the docks of such warehouses. They include stocks at the
ports of New York, New Orleans, and San Francisco^ the arriv-
als at other ports being considered by the Ekchange as Stocks
that pass more or less immediately into consumption channels^
The data do not include any stocks afloat in transit t© the
United States.

Hie data are in bags of original weights as reported* <> The
weight ©f the Brazilian bag of coffee Is about 133 pounds| '
bags of other kinds of coffee usually average about 154
poimdso

Monthly- averages for 1913-37 and monthly data for 1938=40
are available in the 1942 Supplement (see note in that volume
for the ports included prior to 1932) » Earlier monthly data
are found in the 1940? 1938, 1936$ and 1932 Supplements and in
the April 1928 Survey. Revisions (thousands of bags): Clear-
ances from Brazil, total—1927, August, 1,313| Septembers
1,334; Octobers 1,583; November, 1,510; Visible supply=l933s
November, 936; .1935P January, 705*

2 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Censws:begiraiiBg May 1941 and Bureau of Fore tin. and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. Data are imports for con-
sumption. The figures are reported in pounds and have been
converted to bag^ on the'basis of 132 pounds to the bag.

Monthly averages for 1913=34 and monthly data 'for 1938=40
are shown in the 19421 Supplement; earlier monthly data are
available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Data
prior to 1934 are general imports*

3 Compiled by the U* S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, The price is an average of weeSdy quotations
for green coffee, f.o.b* New York*

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplements Monthly data for 1913-
40 are shown on p« 22 of the April 1942 Survey0u Reported by the ff. S* Department of the Interior, Pish
and Wildlife Service. Data Include for all years landings of
fresh fish from fishing vessels at the ports of Boston and
Gloucester, Massachusetts, and Portland, Maine, spins fish re-
ceived by Seattle wholesale dealers (except fish received 'from
Alaska and Canada)•, including fish landed by the halibut fleet;
they include also landings'at New [Bedford, Massachusetts, be-
ginning 1938 for the monthly averages and 1942 for the monthly
figures. Data for New Bedford are not available prior to 1938
and montiily data are not available prior to 1943; the montnly
average for 1938 comparable with earlier averages (New Bedford
excluded) is 37,531,000 pounds. Data for receipts by whole-
sale dealers at Seattle beginning 1943 and data for New Eng-
land ports are weights of fish as landed® Prior t© 1948
weigits of fish,as landed (round and drawn) foir receipts by
wholesale dealers at Seattle were converted t© equivalent
rounds Data are therefore not strictly comparable.*

Detailed data on landings of both fresh and salt fish are
shown In the monthly statements of the compiling agency*

Monthly averages for 1916-34 arid monthly data for 1938-40
exclusive of the landings at New Bedford, Massachusetts (month-
ly data not available prior to 1942) ar© available in the 1942
Supplement! earlier monthly data are given in the 1940, 1938?
1938s and 1932 Supplements; revisions in data shown in the
1932 Supplement are available upon request*

5 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of the Interior, Fish
and Wildlife Service (prior to 1945 data were collected by tine
U» S. Department of Agriculture, production and Marketini Ad-
ministration, and reported by the Ush and Wildlife Service).
These data represent the total holdings ©f fish, both fresh-
water 'and .salt-water species, In cold-storage warehouses IB
the United States as of the 15th of each months the montiily
reports give details as to holdings and the amount of fish-
frozen each month.
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Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly data for 1938-41
are shown in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data beginning Octo-
ber 1916 through 1937 appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements, and on p. 19 of the July 1928 issue of the Sur-
vey. Revisions (thousands of pounds) : 1930—September,
85,358; October, 88,603; November, 91,872; December, 85,323;
1931—June, 39,384; July, 48,445; October, 73,144.

6 Compiled from the Weekly Statistical Sugar Trade Journal,
published by Willet and Gray, Inc. Data represent all stocks
on the island as of Saturday nearest the end of the month.

Monthly averages for 1920-34 and monthly data for 1934-40
are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements; data
shown in earlier Supplements have been revised and are avail-
able upon request.

7 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, from reports by cane sugar
refiners, beet sugar processors, importers of direct consump-
tion sugar, and continental cane sugar mills. Data represent
both raw and'refined sugar in terms of raw sugar (96° equiva-
lent) • Deliveries for domestic consumption include deliver-
ies for U. S. military forces at home and abroad. Deliveries
for export include deliveries for lend-lease and deliveries
for liberated areas and military relief.

Data on entries from offshore areas are secured from re-
ports from the importers. They include shipments from Puerto
Rica, Hawaii, Virgin Islands, Cuba, and other foreign countries
and from 1938-March 1942, Philippine Islands; there were no
receipts frorni the Philippine Islands after March 1942. Invert
molasses:, produced and shipped in lieu of raw sugar at the re-
quest of the U. S. Government, is included as follows (annual
totals, in terms of sugar equivalent, short tons): 1942,
316,466; 1943, 260,977; 1944, 700,914.

The data on entries from offshore areas differ from the
combined figures for receipts from Hawaii and Puerto Rico
shown on this page and data on imports of raw and refined
sugar for consumption on p. 136, compiled by the Bureau of the
Census, largely in that the latter are as reported, without
conversion to equivalent raw sugar of uniform polarization,
and do not include receipts from Virgin Islands.

Stocks include refiners' raw and refined stocks, stocks of
beet processors, importers of direct-consumption sugar, stocks
of mainland cane mills beginning December 1938, and importers1

raw stocks beginning September 1939.
Monthly figures prior to 1941 are available upon request.
8 Data throû i 1941 are actual exports as reported by the

U. S. Department of Commerce, converted to raw value.
9 Receipts of raw and refined sugar from Hawaii and imports

of raw and refined sugar on p. 136 are compiled by the U. S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census beginning May
1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce prior to that
time. Data on imports are for cane sugar only and represent
imports for consumption. Raw sugar represents all sugar test-
ing not above 98° by the polariscope, while refined sugar is
sugar testing above 98°. The data on sugar, originally re-
ported in pounds, have been converted to short tons.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; the figures are given
in long tons in this Supplement and in earlier issues and Im-
port figures prior to 1934 are general imports. Monthly data
prior to 1933 are available as follows: Receipts from Hawaii
and Puerto Rico of raw sugar, 1923-37 (data prior to July 1928
include both raw and refined from Puerto Rico), in the 194Q,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; imports of raw and refined
sugar, 1936-37 in the 1940 Supplement (data in earlier Supple-
ments have been revised); receipts of refined sugar from Ha-
waii and Puerto Rico, 1928-31 on p. 20 of the August 1934 Sur-
vey and 1932-37 in the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Re-
visions, receipts of raw sugar from Hawaii and Puerto Rico
(long tons): January 1926, 58,296; October 1927, 68,968; Au-
gust 1928, 107,175; July 1929, 156,589; April 1930, 187,243;
April 1931, 180,100.

10 Monthly average computed from annual totals; monthly
figures not available.

11 Excludes importers' raw stocks and also, prior to 1939,
stocks of mainland cane mills. Monthly averages for 1939 and
1940 excluding stocks of mainland cane mJjAs and importers'
raw stocks, comparable .with averages for 1935-38, are as fol-
lows (short tons): 1939, 1,874,532; 1940, 1,974,696. The
1940 average comparable with the average for 1939 shown on p.
135, excluding importers' raw stocks but including stocks of
mainland cane mills, is 8, 033,633.

12 Data were not reported by months; the January-June total
of 122,562 tons was prorated on the basis of exports reported
by the U. S. Department of Commerce.

Page 136

1 Data on exports of refined sugar and imports of tea are
compiled by U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census
beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
prior to that time. Exports of refined sugar include maple
sugar. Data for sugar are reported in pounds and converted to
short tons for comparability with other sugar data.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for 1923-37
are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Data
in these Supplements are in long tons and should be converted
to short tons for comparison with figures shown herein.

2 See note 9 for p. 135.
3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. Wholesale prices are averages of weekly quo-
tations, whereas the retail price of sugar is for the Tuesday
nearest the 15th of the month.

The raw .sugar price is for 96° centrifugal, Cuban sugar,
including duty, at New York. The note in the 1940 Supplement
erroneously states that duty was excluded.

Retail prices of sugar prior to November 1937 (shown in
italics) are based on a one-pound bag of sugar, while subse-
quent prices are from quotations on ten-pound bags of sugar.
The average for the year is based on the one-pound quotations
througi October and the ten-pound quotations for November and
December. The October 1937 price on the ten-pound basis is
5.5 cents per pound against 5.7 cents on the old basis. See
note 9 with regard to a change in the series in January 1946.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data are
given in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revi-
sions: Raw sugar for January and February 1928, $0.045; re-
fined sugar, retail price—June 1933, $0.054; July 1933,
$0.052.

" Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The totals shown represent the
latest revised estimate (not monthly averages) of the year's
total crop. The Department of Agriculture issues preliminary
estimates as of the first of the month for July-December, and
revised estimates in the following spring. Data for 1913 to
1930 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Revised data for
1931-35 are as follows (thousands of pounds): 1931,1,565,08P-
1932, 1,018,011; 1933, 1,371,965; 1934, 1,084,589.

5 Compiled by the U., S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Data represent stocks of
tobacco in the United States and Puerto Rico, on a farm-sales-
weight basis, owned by all leaf tobacco dealers, manufacturers,
quasi-manufacturers, growers' cooperative associations, ware-
housemen, brokers, holders, and owners except manufacturers
manufacturing less than 35,000 pounds of tobacco, less than
185,000 cigars, or less than 750,000 cigarettes during the
first three quarters of the preceding calendar year. Growers
are not required to report their stocks under the law. Data
are on an ownership basis, i.e., they include stocks actually
owned by those enumerated above.

All data on domestic stemmed tobacco have been converted to
an unstenoned basis and the unstemmed is further converted to a
farm-sales weight by allowing for normal shrinkage and losses
of dirt, sand> and moisture in handling. Each type of tobacco
has a different yield, and the conversion factors used in
these computations are shown in circular No. 435, "Tobacco
Shrinkages and Losses in Weight in Handling and Storage," is-
sued in July 1937 by the Department of Agriculture. Foreign
data are converted to an unstemmed basis, and, since the
weight at time of entry is analogous to the farm-sales weight
of domestic types, they can be combined directly with the data
for domestic types on a farm-sales-weight basis. Data for the
total and cigar leaf have been revised for January 1936-Aprll
1940 by deducting 5,550,000 pounds on the basis of discovery
of errors in returns for one large dealer. It is known that a
similar error occurred over a longer period of years but no
definite records are available on which to base revisions ear-
lier than 1936. Data are reported as of the first of April,
July, October, and January, and have been moved back to the
last day of the preceding month for presentation in the
Survey.

Quarterly averages for 1913-34 and quarterly data for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; earlier quarterly iata
are correct as shown in the 1940 Supplement and on p. 15 of
the March 1940 Survey except for the total and cigar leaf for
1936 and 1937 which have been revised to exclude 5,550,000
pounds for each quarter (see second paragraph above).

6 Data for tobacco stocks are averages of quarterly figures.
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17 Monthly averages are based on annual totals that include

revisions not available by months.
8 Average of months shown.
9 Data beginning January 1945 .reflect a change in the

sample and in the method of summarizing reports; January 1946
price comparable' with earlier data is $0.064. The 1946 aver-
age is for 11 months.

10 No quotation.

Page 137
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. Data for leaf tobacco repre-
sent total exports or imports of unmanufactured tobacco, in-
cluding stems, trimmings, and scrap. Import data are imports
for consumption.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (leaf tobacco exports,
January 1939 revised, 28,013 thousand pounds). Monthly data
for 1923-37 may be found in the 1940,1938, 1936j and 1932 Sup-
plements. Revisions: Leaf tobacco, 1931 (thousands of pounds)—
exports, April, 46,829; August, 23,107; September, 44,958;
October, 49,155; imports, March, 10,417- Cigarettes (thou-
sands) exports, 1927, November, 548,984; 1930, November,
251,514; December, 338,915; 1931, March, 338, 308; November,
228,328; 1932, January, 190,833-

2 Compiled by the ff. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue, and represent the production of all manufac-
tureo\ tobacco. The monthly averages are based on revised an-
nual totals and differ from averages of the monthly figures
which are from current reports and are not revised. The dif-
ferences are small, however.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data for 1934-
37 appear in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements. Data for snuff
were not reported monthly prior to 1941 and monthly figures
through 1940 for the total therefore exclude this item; it is
also not included in the monthly averages for the total as
shown in tine 1940 and 1938 Supplements.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. Tax-free withdrawals include withdrawals of
small cigarettes (those weighing not more than 3 pounds per
thousand) for the following purposes: For shipments outside
continental iMted States, including exports and shipments for
the use of the United States military forces (except shipments
to Alaska and Hawaii for the use of military forces beginning
January 1, 1946, which are tax-paid); for use as sea stores on
vessels on the hi$i seas beyond the Jurisdiction of the inter-
nal revenue laws (does not apply to coastwise shipping; for
purchases by agencies such as the Veterans Administration, the
Public Health Service, and the Red Cross for distribution in
hospitals, etc.; 'for personal consumption by employees in fac-
tories.

Data by months are not available prior to July 1943] month-
ly averages are based on annual totals and for 1944-46 differ
slightly from averages of the monthly figures, which are from
current reports and are not revised.

u Compiled by the ff. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. Data represent tax-paid withdrawals for do-
mestic consumption. With the exception of data beginning 1944
for cigarettes, the figures are estimates compiled on the ba-
sis of stamps sold by collectors' offices. They include with^
drawals of domestic products from registered factories, with-
drawals from bonded manufacturing warehouses, and imports (ex-
cept imports from Philippine Islands prior to July 1946). Da-
ta beginning 1944 for cigarettes are actual withdrawals as re-
ported by manufacturers and importers. Small cigarettes:,
weighing not more than 3 pounds per thousand, represent over
99 percent of the total production of cigarettes, and large
cigars, weighing 3 pounds per thousand, have accounted for 96
to 98 percent of the total production of cigars during title pe-
riod covered here. The figures for manufactured tobacco and
snuff comprise plug, twist, fine-cut, and smoking tobacco, and
snuff. Hie monthly statements of the Bureau of Internal Reve-
nue give statistics of tax-paid withdrawals of tobacco prod-
ucts from Puerto Rico and, through 19£2, withdrawals from
Philippine Islands, which are not included in the figures
shown here.

Monthly averages for 1915-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data appear
In the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revision, man-
ufactured tobacco and snuff, December 1931, 25,013 thousand
pounds.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Monthly prices are averages of weekly figures.

The cigarette price is a composite price of three brands,
per 1,000, f.o.b. destination, weekly as of Tuesday from manu-
facturer.

Monthly averages and monthly data beginning 1926 appear in
the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1935, and 1932 Supplements.

Page 138
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. Data represent imports for
consumption.

Total imports include buffalo hides, India water-buffalo,
horse, colt, and ass hides, kangaroo and wallaby skins, deer
and elk skins, fish skins, reptile skins (excluded from Janu-
ary 1936-December 1940 when they were reported in pieces only):,
and'seal (nonfur) skins, as well as the four other items given
separately in the table. Prior to January 1936? other hides
and skins not specified above were also included; since that
date these have been excluded as they are reported in number
of y-eces rather than in pounds. The amount is small. Data
for the four types shown separately are given here in pieces
so that they will be of more value for use with the other
leather -series. They were shown in the 1940 and earlier Sup-
plements in pounds.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1942 Supplement. The monthly average for 1914 for
total hides should read 46,350,000 pounds and the monthly
average for 1921 for goat and kid skins (designated "goat
skins" in that volume) should read 3,265,000 pieces. The data
prior to 1934 represent general imports. Monthly data prior
to 1938 for the total are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements. Minor revisions have been made in data
for 1928 and 1931. Monthly data (in pieces) for the four
other series prior to 1938 are available upon request.

2 Prices are from the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The series on steer hides is for green
salted, bundled, f.o.b, Chicago. Data on calfskin prices are
for city, 8 to 65 pounds, bundled, f.o.b. Chicago, freight
equalized. Both series are averages of weekly prices, Satur-
day prices for steer hides and Tuesday prices for calfskins.
Annual figures are averages of weekly quotations rather than
averages of the monthly figures shown.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-
37 for the steer hides and for 1932-37 for the calfskin price
are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1933 Supplements.
Monthly data prior to 1932 for the calfskin prices, which dif-
fer from the series in the 1932 Supplement, are available upon
request.

3 Compiled by tiie Tanners' Council of America. Data are
based on reports received from practically the entire industry
and are adjusted to an industry basis. Data for production of
sheep and lamb leather include, for all years, the'flesh side
leather of split sheepskins (fleshers) and exclude the grain
leather (skivers); data prior to 1940 as shown in earlier Sup-
plements include skivers instead of fleshers and therefore
differ slightly from the data shown here.

Monthly averages for 1922-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for
1932-37 appear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements. Month-
ly data for 1925-31 for calf and kip and cattle hide leather
are available on p* 19 of the June 1933 Survey and data for
1922-31 for goat and kid and sheep and lamb leathers are on p.
19 of the June 1935 issue. Data prior to 1940 for sheep and
lamb leathers shown in these volumes differ slightly from fig-
ures shown here as explained above; revised figures for 1922-
39, including fleshers instead of skivers, are available upon
request.

4 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. The series on sole leather
offal, Including belting offal, includes data reported as
"other sole leather, including offal" prior to 1936 and as
"other sole leather" and "sole and belting leather offal" for
1936-40. These data appear to be approximately comparable
with data classified in the original reports as "isole and
belting leather offal" beginning January 1941, which includes
bellies, heads, and shoulders. Exports of cut soles are not
included in any of the data.

Upper leather exports (p. 139) include cattle side uppers
(black and other) and finished splits; calf and kip (black
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and other); sheep and lamb; goat and kid (black and other,
including glazed kid); horse and colt; other upper leather not
elsewhere specified; and patent upper leather (cattle, calf
and kip, goat and kid, and other patent) • Wax and rough
splits are not included, since they are reported in pounds
rather than in square feet; a conversion factor cannot be de-
termined, as it is impossible to ascertain the varying weight
of the wax used.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data 1938-40
will be found in the 1942 Supplement. The unit for upper
leather is erroneously stated in that volume as 1,000 pounds
instead of the correct unit of 1,000 square feet. Earlier
monthly data on sole leather series beginning 1923 are avail-
able upon request; combined figures for the two series prior
to 1936 are available In the 1938 Supplement. Monthly figures
on upper leather exports beginning 1922 appear in the 1940 and
1938 Supplements and in table 54, p. 20, of the January 1938
Survey*

5 Based on annual total including minor revisions not dis-
tributed by months.

6 Less than 500 pounds.

Page 139
1 See note 4 for p. 138 •
2 Wholesale prices are compiled by the ff. S. Department of

Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. The price of sole leather
is for steer bends, packers', tannery run, vegetable tanning,
in carlots, f.o.b* Boston, beginning 1939. Earlier data are
also for steer bends, tannery run, f . o.b. Boston, but the
specifications differ slightly from the current series and
prices are for any quantity and are from a different source.
The 1939 average comparable with earlier data is $0.377. The
chrome series is an average of prices at tanneries reported by
five firms. Because of substitutions between 1937 and 1938,
the comparability of the chrome series is slightly affected at
that point. Both series are based on TXiesday quotations. An-
nual figures are averages of weekly quotations rather than
averages of the monthly figures shown.

Monthly averages pripr to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40,
except 1939-40 data for the current series for sole leather,
are in the 1942 Supplement. The 1934 monthly average for
chrome calf should read $0.324. Monthly data for chrome calf
for 1928-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1938, and 1932 Sup-
plements. Monthly figures for 1939-40 for the current series
for sole leather, and for 1931-37 for the earlier series, are
available upon request (see note in the 1942 Supplement with
regard to data prior to 1931 for an approximately comparable
series).

3 Compiled by the U. S* Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data are based on reports from manufacturers ac-
counting for practically the entire production of the indi-
cated products. There were 463 to 485 reporting companies In
1946 and 494 to 515 in 1945. Changes in the number reporting
have had no significant effect on the comparability of the
data.

Data beginning May 1944 cover production of both civilian
and military gloves. Prior to that month data were not col-
lected for fabric gloves and mittens, and military gloves and
mittens (all leather and leather and fabric combination) pro-
duced on Government contract were not reported by types* The
figures for 1943 and for January-May 1944* shown in italics,
therefore cover only civilian production of the indicated
types. Data on civilian production for May-December 1944 and
the monthly average for 1944, comparable with the italicized
figures, are as follows (dozen pairs) : Dress and semidress,
leather--May, 139,551; June, 137,256; July, 116,198; August,
125,331, September, 113,740; October, 109,371; November,
117,342; December, 117,873; monthly average, 125,907; dress
and semidress, leather and fabric combination—May, 31,810;
June, 29,324; July, 27,494; August, 30,345; September, 31,656;
October, 39,029; November, 36,744; December, 28,748) monthly
average, 27,557; work, leather—May, 115,385; June, 124,704;
July, 106,297; August, 127,694; September, 117,138; October,
128,117; November, 128,350; December, 114,122; monthly average,
125,95i; work, leather and fabric—rMay, 196,245; June,
197,651; July, 152,093; August, 204,771? September, 157,600;
October, 164,088; November, itid,07i; December, 140,210; month-
ly average, 177,587. the monthly average production of mili-
tary gloves and mittens on Government contract, all leather
and leather and fabric combination (work and dress), combined,
was 164,472 dozen pairs in 1943 and 208,285 dozen pairs in
1944*

Monthly averages for production of military gloves for May-
December 1944 and for 1945, included in the figures shown in

the table and distributed to the Individual classes, are as
follows (the figures are in dozen pairs and are for May-Decem-
ber 1944 and the year 1945, respectively): Total, 427,962 and
250,092; dress and semidress—total, 165,884 and 116,817;
leather, 31,471 and 22,169; leather and fabric combination,
48,299 and 40,039; fabric, 86,114 and 54,609; work—total,
262,078 and 133,275; leather, 90,201 and 59,033; leather and
fabric combination, 51,496 and 31,040; fabric, 120,381 and
43,202. Military production was not reported separately fbr
1946.

The series for leather gloves and mittens shown in earlier
Supplements are not comparable with data shown here.

" The averages for 1944 and the monthly figures through
April 1944, shown in italics, exclude gloves and mittens pro-
duced on Government contract; see note 1.

5 Average for 8 months, May-December.
3 Average for 8 months, January-August.
7 Monthly figures not available. The 1946 average, however,

covers the entire year.

Page I HO
1 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census, from monthly reports of manufacturers representing
approximately 99 percent of the total production for 1935-36,
98 percent for 1937-42; and practically the entire production
for 1943-46. Reports cover factories which use conventional
shoe machinery and are classified in the shoe and slipper in-
dustry. They do not Include factories which produce rubber
footwear primarily, or fabric-upper footwear with vulcanized
rubber soles. Data for leather shoes made under Government
contract, reported separately for 1941 to 1946, include, for
the most part, men's dress and work-type leather shoes. A
comparatively small number of pairs other than men's leather
(nurses', athletic, and other shoes) made yn Government con-
tract are included., as follows (thousand pairs) : 1941, 112;
1942, 754; 1943, 807; 1944, 1,651; 1945, 2,293- Reconstructed
military shoes, totaling 3,859 thousand pairs in 1943, are in-
cluded in the figures for that year but are not Included for
other years. The number reported in 1944 was 5,353 thousand
pairs. Military shoes were reported with civilian shoes prior
to 1941 and in the figures beginning January 1947 shown In the
monthly Survey*

The data by kinds for shoes, sandals, and play shoes, except
data for infants' and babies', Include only those with leather
uppers, througi 1943• Data for all categories beginning 1944.
and earlier figures for infants' and babies' shoes, include
also those with part leather and nonleather uppers. Beach
sandals were reported In the classification for shoes, sandals
and play shoes beginning 1945 and are distributed by kinds for
1945 and 1946. For 1936-44 production of beach sandals was
reported separately and is included here in the total and In
the part leather and nonleather classification. For 1935 they
were reported with the "all other" group. The number of beach
sandals included in total shoes, sandals, and play shoes and
in the part leather and nonleather classification is as fol-
lows (annual totals, thousands of pairs) : 1936, 3,746; 1937,
3,929; 1938, 4,491; 1939} 4,571; 1940, 4,324; 1941, 6,874;
1942, 7,2£l; 1943, 2,578; 1944, 2,747. Some footwear classi-
fied as beach sandals in 1942 was reported as play shoes in
the all leather and part leather and nonleather classification
In 1943• Some play shoes with leather uppers are therefore
included in the part leather and nonleather classification for
1942 and earlier years.

Data for athletic shoes include all types of uppers begin-
ning with 1945; prior thereto only those with all leather up-
pers are included while athletic shoes with part leather and
nonleather uppers are included with data for part leather and
nonleather shoes, sandals, etc.

The all other group represents barefoot sandals, theatrical
footwear and other footwear not distributed as to kind. Be-
ginning in 1937, an indeterminable quantity of women's part
leather, part fabric, and all fabric (satin, canvas, etc.)
shoes previously included incorrectly in women's leather shoes
was classified in the proper groups. TMs accounts for part
of the increase in the part leather and nonleather classifica-
tion in 1937 as compared with 1936. Certain other revisions
have been made in the 1937 totals for the year which can not
be apportioned to the proper months. The revisions, occasion-
ed by the discovery of incorrect reporting, reduced the total
for the part leather and nonleather classification by 3*7 per-
cent while increasing the women's class 0.6 percent and misses'
and children's and total leather uppers each 0.3 percent. Tlie
reporting error also affects the 1935 and 1936 figures, but
the extent of the revision for these years cannot be determined.
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Earlier monthly averages and monthly data for 1938-40 (ex-
cept for total shoes, sandals, and play shoes, the'part leath-
er and nonleather classifications, and "other footwear̂ ) are
available in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data prior to
1838 appear in the 1940, 1938, sund 1936 Supplements- In the
1932 Supplement, data are available only for the total and for
men's, boys' and youths1, women's, misses1 and children's, and
slippers for housewear. Data for all fabric and for part fab-
rie and part leather shown in later volumes and beach sandals,
formerly included in "all other footwear," compose the part
leather and nonleather classification shown here. Current cen-
sus reports include a breakdown of the various kinds of shoes
ky type of uppers and solesa and total production by States.a Compiled by the U* S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time* The data represent the ex-
ports of boots and shoes, including athletic and sporting,
men's, youths1 and boys', women's and misses', and infants'
and children̂ , and all leather slippers. Exports of footwear
with leather soles and uppers of material other than leather
are not included.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly figures for
1913=37,, see the 1940 and 1938 Supplements and p. 18 of the
January 3938 issue.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of labor, Bureau of la-
5or Statistics. All series are f.o.b. factory and are based
on Tuesday quotations. The annual figures, with the exception
of the 1946 average for men's black calf oxford, plain toe,
are averages of weekly quotations rather than averages of the
monthly figures shown. It is, of course, difficult to main-
tain a homogeneous series on these products, since variations
in quality, and, to a lesser extent^ shifts in consumer pref-
erence, affect the comparability of the series*

The series for men's black calf oxford, plain toe (Goodyear
welt, leather sole) has been substituted for the black calf
bluCher price shown in earlier Supplements^ monthly data are
available beginning 1933. Monthly averages for 1936-34 and
monthly figures for 1936-40 for the series for men's black
calf oxford, tip toe (Goodyear welt, 8-iron leatiier outsole,
steel shank) are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements (des-
ignated "men's black calf oxford, corded tip"); earlier month-
ly data beginning 1920 are available upon request.

Data shown for women's black kid blueher oxford are compa-
rable beginning 1940 (more exact description—plain black
kid blueher oxford, leather sole, composition base heel with
rubber top lift). Earlier data, shown in italics, are for
colored elk blueher oxford, leather sole, leather heel base
with rubber top lift. The 1940 average comparable with the
italicized series for earlier years is $3.S92 compared with
$3.000 for the current series. Monthly data for 1940 for the
current series is available upon request. Monthly figures for
19̂ 4-41 for the italicized series are shown in the 19423, 1940,
and 1938 Supplements (title in the latter volume, "women's
colored calf," in error). Monthly averages for 1921=33 for an
earlier series are available in the 1942 Supplement and the
note in that volume gives a comparable average for 1934;
monthly figures for 192&-31 for ttiis series are in the 1932
Supplement.

9 Beach sandals, included with "all other" footwear In 1935
are included under "shoes, sandals, and play shoes" beginning
1938. Both the 1935 and 1936 figures for "part leather and
nonleather" are affected by incorrect reporting in these years
(see 4th paragraph of note 1).

s Includes some men's, youths' and boys', women's, nisses'
and children's shoes not reported by kind.

0 The monthly average and the corresponding monthly figures
for 1944 include 2,747 (monthly average 229) thousand pairs of
beach sandals not distributed by kinds.

7 Data for 1944 comparable with earlier years, which repre-
sent only shoes with leather uppers, are as follows (monthly
averages, in thousands of pairs): Men's, 5,510; boys' and
youths', 1,355;. women's, 9,792; misses1 and children's, 2,970.

8 Monthly average production of athletic shoes with leather
uppers only5 comparable with earlier data, 234 thousand pairs.

9 The. figures for January-April by kinds of shoes are from
current reports and differ slightly from the totals for these
months which include final revisions not available by ld,nds,
The 1944 monthly averages by Idnds of shoes are based on cor-
rected annual totals.

10 The total and the distribution by kinds include small
revisions not-available by type of uppers.

11 Camp noccasins, loafer-type shoes:, strollers, and sports-
wear., formerly included with athletic, are included with shoes,
sandals, and playshoes beginning September 1946.

Page IHI
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commrce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Total exports of sawmill products in-
clude all types of hardwood and softwood, sawed timber and
boards, planks, and scantlings. Sawed timber includes all
sizes 6 inches or larger in least dimension while boards,
plahte, and scantlings are than 6 inches in least dimen-
sion. Included in total exports but not in the separate clas-
sifications are box shooks and, beginning 1939, sawed railroad
ties. Data for hardwood floorlrg are included with boards,
planks, and scantlings and in ttie totals Data on laths and
shingles, included in the sawmill products classification
throng 1938 in the original reports, are here excluded for
all years. Boards, planks, and scantlings include both rough
and dressed types:, and small hardwood diaension stock and
squares.

Imports of sawmill products are imports for consumption and
include imports of all sawed woods includiirjg timber, rough -and
dressed- boards and flooring, and in some small amounts
of cabinet woods (sawed and planed, and tongued and grooved).
The classification' of sawmill products covers boards and lum-
Tber through 19375 clapboards were added beginning January 1938
(these amounted to 3.8 percent of total imports in 1937, 1.1
percent in 1936, and wore negligible prior to that year); be-
ginning January 193Q, toox shooks and sawed railroad ties are
included but were not separately classified before that date, o
Laths, shingles, pickets, and palings, included In the sawmill
products classification in the original reports through 1938
are excluded from data shown here for all years.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938=40
are showri in' the 1942 Supplement; see note in ttot volume with
regard t© certain items excluded prior t© 1923; data prior to
1934 are general imports. Monthly data for imports and sawed
timber exports for 1913̂ -37 are shown on p. 18 of the October
1939 Survey. Monthly data for 1913-37 for total exports and
exports of boards, planks, and scantlings are shown on p. 18
of the March 1940 Survey (the series were revised to include
hardwood flooring beginning 1923 instead of beginning 1936 as
stated in the note appended to the data) .

2 Compiled by the National lumber Manufacturers Association.
Data are estimates based on monthly reports from regional as-
sociations adjusted to annual production figures through 1945
compiled by the Bureau of the Census and also t© trends indi-
cated by 1946 data for 12 Southern and 12 Western States, com-
piled by that agency. The Bureau of the Census did not canvass
mills in other regions in 1946. The figures beginning January
1946 are subject to further revision when 1947 Census data for
all regions become available. Coverage of the reported month-
ly data varies widely within the regions (from 8 t© 79 percent
for 1946). Reported figures from producers for the country as
a whole averaged around 75 percent of total lumber production
for 1935, 50 to 65 percent for 1936-37, 50 to 60 percent for
1938-40, 48 to 92 percent for 1941-44, 42 percent for 1945,
and 38 percent for 1946. Separate data for three of the prin̂
cipal softwood regions (Southern pine, West Coast woods, and
Western pine) included In the national totals are shown on pp.
142 and 143 and described in the appropriate notes for the se-
ries.

Shipments cover both domestic and foreign shipments.
Stoete represent those at mills and also at concentration
yards for the Southern pine region, and are gross stocks (ex-
cept as indicated in note 3). Stock figures for the Southern
pine region were revised as of December 1943 to include stocks
at concentration yards and adjustments were made in all earli-
er data by adding a constant amount, 798 million board feet,
to the previously published figures. (See note 3 for p. 142.)
Stock figures for total lumber and for softwoods, as shown in
the 1942 and earlier Supplements, have been increased by this
amount. Stock figures published in earlier Supplements have
been further revised begiming December 1936 to include for
the Southern hardwood region gross stocks, sold and unsold, as
for other regions, and beginning December 19.38 to include
"green" stocks for the Appalachian region which was found to
have been reporting only "dry" stocks. The December 1936 and
December 1938 figures included in the monthly averages are in
each case comparable with data for other months of the year;
the revised December figures are given in note 3*

There is considerable undercoverage in the Census data for
lumber production prior to 1942 Which is reflected in the as-
sociation data adjusted.to Census totals. In 1942 the Bureau
of the Census made a special effort to cover all mills and in
a field canvass in certain eastern states, found a large num-
ber of mills, mostly of small size, which had not been covered
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in previous canvasses conducted by mail, or largely by mail,
in these States prior to 1942. The Bureau of the Census has
as yet made no appraisal of the undercover age of the earlier
data. Estimates of lumber production prior to 1942 have been
prepared by the U. S, Forest Service, however, and these are
believed to approximate more nearly total lumber production
than the Census totals used by the association and to give a
better picture of trends. Monthly averages for 1935-41 based
on these estimates are as follows (millions of board feet) :
Total lumber—1935, 1,819; 1936, 2,302; 1937, 2,417; 1938,
1,951; 1939, 2,396; 1940, 2,.597; 1941, 3,045; hardwoods—
1935, 357; 1936, 467; 1937, 488; 1938, 350; 1939, 455; 1940,
461; 1941, 556; softwoods—1935, 1,462; 1936, 1,835; 1937,
1,929; 1938, 1,601; 1939, 1,941; 1940, 2,135; 1941, 2,489.
Similar estimates are available also for earlier years.

For production and shipments, monthly averages prior to
1935 and monthly figures for 1936-40 may be found in the 1942
and 1940 Supplements and monthly data for 1934-35 for hard-
woods and quarterly data for 1932-33 for all series are avail-
able in the 1938 and the 1936 Supplements, respectively.
Stock figures for the same periods, with the exception of
softwood stocks for 1940 and total and hardwood stocks for De-
cember 1936̂ >ecember 1940, can be obtained from the indicated
sources by adding 798 to the figures for total lumber and
softwoods (see explanation above); revised monthly stock fig-
ures for 1937-39 for the total and hardwoods and for 1939 for
softwoods (except December 1939 figures) may be obtained by
• similarly adding 798 to the total and softwood figures in
table 2, p. 27 of the March 1943 Survey (revised December 1939
figures, including the adjustment of 798 and other revisions,
in millions of board feet—total, 9,428; hardwoods, 2,688;
softwoods, 6,740); revised December 1936 figures are in note 3
for this page. Monthly data for total lumber and softwoods
for 1934-35, 1940 data for stocks, and quarterly data for
1929-31 for all series are available upon request.

3 Data for 1935-38 exclude "green" stocks for the Appala-
chian region, included in later data. In addition, the 1935
and 1936 figures include only "net," or unsold, stocks for the
Southern hardwood region. These omissions seriously affect
the comparability of the data for hardwoods and, to a lesser
extent, the data for total stocks as indicated by comparison
Of the following fĵ gures (in millions of board feet) for De-
cember 1936 and December 1938: December 1936 figures included
in the 1936 average—total stocks:, 8,755; hardwoods, 1,956;
December 1936 figures revised to include gross stocks for the
Southern hardwood region as in later data—total stocks,
9,418; hardwoods, 2,619; December 1938 figure included in the
1938 average—total stocks, 9,930; hardwoods, 2,801; soft-
woods, 7,1&9; December 1938 figures revised to include green
stocks for the Appalachian region comparable with later data—
total stocks, 10,108; hardwoods, 2,969; softwoods, 7,139.

14 Based on revised annual totals including minor correc-
tions not distributed by months.

Page IH2
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Exports of Douglas fir sawmill prod-
ucts include untreated sawed timber and rough and dressed
boards, planls:, and scantlings. This series does not cover
logs, hewn and round timber, railroad ties, laths, shingles,
and other wood manufactures.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1936-40
are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements (see notes in those
volumes regarding the 1922 and 1923 data); monthly figures for

. 1923-35 (except for minor revisions in the 1931 data) for
sawed timber and boards, scantlings, etc. (designated "timber"
and "lumber," respectively), are available in the 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements, and monthly figures for th» total may be
obtained by addition. Monthly figures prior to 1923 appear in
the Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of the United States
but in some instances have been revised.

8 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. A more complete description of the framing
lumber is as follows; Dimension, No. 1 common, 2 by 4 inches
by 16 feet, dried, S4S, S3E, 'or rough. For the flooring se-
ries the complete specifications are: "B" and better, flat
grain, 1 x 4, random length. Both prices are for mixed carlot,
f.o*b. mill* Data are computed from Tuesday prices reported
by manufacturers.

Monthly averages for 1922-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1922-37
are shown on p. 17 of the May 1941 Survey.

3 Compiled by the Southern Pine Association, Inc»3 and re-
ported to the National Lumber Manufacturers Association. Data
relate to all yellow pine, as listed by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus, and are estimated industry totals based on reports from
mills representing from 40 to 60 percent of total production
from 1935 to mid-1936, roughly 30 percent from mid-1936 to
1941, and 20 to 25 percent since that time.

Data on production are adjusted to annual totals through
1945 reported by the Bureau of the Census and also to levels
indicated by 1946 production data collected by that agency for
12 southern States which account for almost the entire produc-
tion of Southern pine. The reported figures on new orders and
shipments have been adjusted to conform to the changed level
of production. Shipments include domestic and export ship-
ments. Stock figures are estimated gross stocks at mills and
concentration yards and are computed on the difference between
total production and shipments. Unfilled orders are similarly
computed from differences between total orders and shipments.
The estimate of stocks for December 31, 1943, has been adjust-
ed to agree approximately with the U. S. Forest Service esti-
mate of Southern pine stocks as of that date and unfilled
orders for December 1943 have been adjusted on the basis of
the ratio of unfilled orders to stocks shown by units report-
ing to the Association. Stocks and unfilled orders since that
date have been computed by carrying forward the December 1943
estimates on the basis of differences between production and
shipments, and orders and shipments, respectively. The revi-
sions as of December 1943 were carried back to 1929 by adding
to the computed figures previously published for stocks and
unfilled orders constant amounts of 798 million and 110 mil-
lion board feet, respectively.

There is known undercoverage in the Census canvass of mills
in the eastern States prior to 1942, as explained in note 2
for p. 141. Since the Association's data are adjusted to Cen-
sus annual totals, this undercoverage is reflected in the data
and affects the comparability of the figures for 1941 and ear-
lier years with those beginning 1942. Information is not
available on the extent of incompleteness in the Census fig-
ures for Southern pine prior to 1942. Since the Bureau of the
Census did not collect entirely complete data for Southern
pine in 1946, figures beginning January 1946 are subject to
further revision when 1947 Census data become available.

It is stated by the Association that the Southern pine in-
dustry is so widely scattered and consists of so many small
mills which operate intermittently and under different circum-
stances, no basis is afforded for exact computations for the
industry.

All figures for unfilled orders and stocks shown in earlier
Supplements should be increased by 110 and 798 million, re-
spectively, as indicated above. Subject to this adjustment,
monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement, and monthly data for
1934-37 may be found in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements; -the
1929-31 averages for unfilled orders and stocks shown in the
latter issues are based on end-of-quarter instead of on month-
ly figures as in later volumes. Monthly figures for 1929-33
are available upon request.

4 Compiled by the 0. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce throû i April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Total exports of Southern pine sawmill
products include sawed timber untreated and creosoted and
otherwise preserved, and boards, planks, and scantlings:, both
rough and dressed, of long leaf pitch pine. Excluded are:
Logs, hewn and round timber, railroad ties, laths, shingles,
and other wood manufactures.

Monthly averages for 1913-40 and monthly data for 1936-40
are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. Monthly figures*
for boards, planks, and scantlings for 1923-35 (except for mi-
nor revisions in figures for 1931) and for sawed timber for
1923-27 and 1934-35 are available in the 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements; the two series are shown in these volumes as
"lumber" and "timber," respectively; the total for sawmill
products is not shown but can be obtained by addition. The
figures for timber as shown in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements
beginning with the year 1928 have been revised and are 2 to 3
percent higher than there shown. This revision was the result
of the addition of exports of creosoted and otherwise pre-
served timber, which were already included for years prior to
1928. The revised 1928-33 monthly figures for timber and 1931
figures for boards, planks, and scantlings are available upon
request. Monthly data prior to 1923 appear in the Monthly
Summary of Foreign Commerce, but in some instances have toeen
revised.
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Page IU3
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of labor, Bureau of la-

bor Statistics. Beginning August 1942 each of the price se-
ries for Southern pine is a composite of data reported by 9
manufacturers and includes both eastern and western mills.
The specifications beginning February 1945 are as follows:
Boards—No. 2 common, 1" x 6" and 1" x 8", x 12' (average
length), short leaf, surfaced on one to four sides, dried,
loose, carlot or mixed cars, f.o.b. mill; flooring—B and
better, 1" x 4" x 13-14', flat grain, plain end, kiln dried,
bundled, carlot or mixed cars, f.o.b. mill. Data beginning
August 1942 through January 1915 are estimates computed by the
If. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, by
linking slightly different price series to current data begin-
ning February 1945. Earlier data, shown in italics, are for
carlot or mixed car shipments, f.o.b. mill west of the Missis-
sippi, mill average to wholesaler and retailer, based on Tues-
day quotations from a trade organization; the specifications
for these data are as follows: Boards—No. 2 common, ltf x 8",
short leaf, standard length, including rough, surfaced on one
to four sides, shiplap and center matched; flooring—B and
better, flat grain, 1" x 4", short leaf.

Monthly averages for 1926-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1912 Supplement and monthly data for 1926-37
are available on p. 22 of the April 1942 Survey (revision for
boards, January 1935, $18.113)•

2 Compiled by the Western Pine Association. Data are esti-
mated totals for the Western pine region as reported to the
National Lumber Manufacturers Association. The estimates are
based on monthly reports of a varying number of mills and are
adjusted to regional totals on the basis of annual production
data compiled by the Bureau of the Census. Mills reporting
monthly production, shipments, and stocks represented, on an
average, about 90 percent of the estimated totals for 1935-41,
around 85 percent for 194S-45 and 80 percent for 1946. Mills
reporting new and unfilled orders acceunt for a somewhat
smaller percentage of the totals. Production figures have
been adjusted to annual totals reported by the Bureau of the
Census through 1946. New and unfilled orders and shipments
figures have been changed proportionately. Stocks, represent-
ing gross mill stocks, are computed by applying the difference
between production and shipments each month to figures for the
preceding month and are checked against actual inventory fig-
ures supplied by the reporting mills. Production figures are
also checked by che Association against confidential figures
by counties compiled by the U. S. Forest Service.

The data relate to all softwoods produced in the pine re-
gions of the following States: Washington and Oregon, east of
the Cascades; California, except the Northeastern coastal
counties or redwood region; Nevada, Idaho, Montana, South
Dakota, Arizona, and New Mexico, and parts of Wyoming, Utah,
and Colorado. The woods included and their approximate per-
centage of total production in the Western pine region in 1946
is as follows: Ponderosa pine, 59 percent; Idaho white pine,
4 percent; sugar pine, 5 percent; Larch and Douglas firs, 18
percent; white fir, 10 percent; and Eddelmann spruce, western
red cedar, and incense cedar, combined, 4'percent.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1938-40 are shown in the 1912 Supplement (revisions, million
board feet—stocks, 1934 monthly average, 1,372; unfilled
orders, 1933 monthly average, 169; new orders, March 1940,
359). Monthly data on production, shipments, and stocks for
1932-37 (except January-March 1934 figures for shipments and
January and February 1934 figures for stocks), and unfilled
orders for 1936 and 1937 appear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936
Supplements. Monthly data on production, shipments, and
stocks for 1924-31 (also revisions on 1934 figures for ship-
ment £ and stocks referred to above) and quarterly data for
1927-32 and monthly data for 1933-35 on unfilled orders are
available upon request. Monthly data on new orders for 1936
and 1937 appear in the 1910 Supplement; monthly figures for
1984 and 1935, which have been revised, and for 1933 are
available upon request; no earlier monthly data are available.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, from information furnished by the Western
Pine Association. The complete specifications are as follows:
Pine, Ponderosa, boards, No. 3 common, 1" x 8", random length,
surfaced on 2 to 4 sides. Prices are fbr loose carlot or mixed
car shipments,, f.o.b. mill.

Monthly averages for 1926-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1912 Supplement; monthly data for 1932-40
are shown on p. 22 of the April 1942 Survey.

y Data are compiled by the West Coast Lumbermen's Associa-
tion and represent estimated total operations for the region
as reported to the National Lumber Manufacturers Association.
The region is limited to the portions of the States of Wash-
ington and Oregon west of the Cascades. Although the lumber
is predominantly Douglas fir, there are also included Western
hemlock, Western red cedar, and Sitka spruce. The estimates
are based on montiily reports representing 75 to 80 percent of
the totals for 1935-40, 70-75 percent for 1911-45, and 66 per-
cent for 1916. They have been adjusted to trends indicated by
annual production data through 1946 reported by the Bureau of
the Census. Stock figures are gross mill stocks. Shipments
include domestic and export shipments.

Data for production, orders, and shipments reported in 4̂
and 5-week totals by the West Coast Lumbermen's Association
and are adjusted by the National Lumber Manufacturers Associa-
tion to represent approximately calendar months. The adjusted
monthly data are corrected to 'quarterly totals. Stocks and
unfilled orders are as of the end of the 4- or 5-week periods
shown in the original reports, and are for Saturday nearest
the end of the month (either the last Saturday of the given
month or Saturday of the following month if the week ends on
the 1st to the 3d). Stock figures are computed on the basis
of differences between production and shipments and surveys of
actual inventories.

In 1947 it was found that a large number of new mills had
come into existence which were not accounted for in the origi-
nal estimates for 1946, which were compiled on the basis of a
coverage percentage for reporting mills determined from annual
surveys for prior years. Adjustments to 1946 Census data
therefore resulted in large upward revisions in the original
estimates for 1946. Some of the new mills came into existence
during 1945. On the basis of inconsistencies in the changes
in unfilled Borders and stocks between December 1945 and Janu-
ary 1946, it appears that there was a decline in the sample
coverage during 1945 lAfriich was not taken into account in ad-
justing the figures to industry totals.

Monthly or quarterly averages prior to L935 may be found in
the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for 1938-4O (revised
since publication of that Supplement) are available for new
orders, production, and shipments on p. 28 of the March 1S43
Survey. There have been some revisions in the 1931-37 data
published in the 1940 and earlier Supplements and figures for
1929-33, formerly available quarterly only, are now available
on a monthly basis. Monthly figures for 1929-37 for all se-
ries, and for 1938-40 for unfilled orders andstocks, are
available upon request.

5 Average for 5 months, August-December. The average for
the entire year comparable with the earlier figures in italics
is $30.160 (average for August-December $30.000).

6 Average for 5 months, August-December. The average for
the entire year comparable with the earlier figures in italics
is $54.830 (average for August-December $55.000).

Page lUU
1 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census. Data cover all known softwood plywood mills.
They include total softwood plywood production with the excep-
tion of a small quantity (approximately 1 percent of the to-
tal) produced in establishments engaged principally in the
manufacture of hardwood plywood. There were 34 active mills
in September 1941 and 36 at the end of 1946. Estimates were
made for some mills that did not report for certain months, on

. the assumption that month-to-montii changes were the same for
nonreporting mills, as for reporting mills. Shipments data
include consumption in reporting plants* All thicknesses of
plywood are reported on a 3/8" equivalent basis. The original
reports show separate data for moisture resistant and exterior
plywood, and data on consumption and stocks of logs and glue.

Monthly data were not collected prior to September 1941.
The monthly average for 1939 is based on production reported
in the Biennial Census of Manufactures for that year; esti-
mates are included for small quantities reported by value only.
Comparable data are not available for earlier years.

* Compiled by the Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association,
and reported to the National Lumber Manufacturers Association.
The data, which are raised to a total industry basis, are based
on reports of a varying number of mills, estimated to represent
86 to 88 percent of the total for 1935-43, ar,pund 80 percent
for 1914, and 90 percent for 1945 and 1946. The Association
states tinat, with the possible exception-of data for 1940 and
1911, the estimates are fairly dependable, since reliable
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Information on the operations of nonreporting mills was
available. In 1940 and 1941 information regarding nonreport-
ing mills was less complete than In other years and the margin
of error in the estimates is larger.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and quarterly or monthly
figures for 1932-37 may be found in the 1940, 1938, and 1936
Supplements; quarterly figures for 1929-31 are available upon
request. This series differs from that shown in the 1932 Sup-
plement.

3 Compiled by the National Oak Flooring Manufacturers Asso-
ciation. Data are based on reports of member companies which
account for 75 to 80 percent of the industry and include esti-
mates for nonreporting companies. Prior to September 1946,
prefinished flooring, the manufacture of which began in April
1941, is incompletely reported in the data. This item, which
was initially a small factor, has become of increasing impor-
tance. Beginning September 1946 reports cover both finished
and unfinished flooring and include relatively small amounts
of flooring of heavy hardwood species other than oak.

Monthly averages for 1914-33 for production and monthly
figures for 1936-40 for all series are available in the 1942
and 1940 Supplements. Revised 1934 monthly averages (thou-
sand board feet) : New orders, 8,936; unfilled orders, 11,387;
production, 8,725; shipments, 9,109; stocks, 64,143). Revised
monthly figures for 1934 and 1935 are available upon request.
The 1914-33 monthly averages shown in the Supplement beginning
with the 1938 issue are based on revised annual totals and
differ from figures in earlier volumes (see note in 1942 Sup-
plement) .

y Average for four months, September-December.

Page IU5
; Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics from data collected by the Bureau of the
Census. Iron and steel products cover all commodities for
which tonnage figures are available, classified according to
the present foreign trade schedule as steel-mill products
(formerly designated iron and steel semimanufactures and steel-
mill manufactures), plus ferromanganese, ferrosilicon, and
certain other ferro-alloys; they do not cover the advanced
manufactures of iron and steel. Imports data represent im-
ports for consumption.

Earlier monthly averages beginning 1913 for total exports
and imports and 1922 or 1923 for scrap and monthly figures for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (it should be noted
that data in the 1942 and earlier Supplements are in long
tons). Monthly figures prior to 1938 are available in the
1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements, as follows: Total exports
and total imports, 1932-37 (monthly figures for 1919-31 for
total imports are on p. 20 of the November 1932 Survey); scrap
exports, 193(5-37 (in 1940 Supplement there have been minor re-
visions in data in the 1938 volume); scrap imports, 1934^37
(revision—March 1935, 2,387). Other monthly figures, begin-
ning 1922 for exports and 1913 and 1923, respectively, fbr
total imports; and scrap imports, are available upon request.

8 Including tin plate scrap, tin plate circles, strips,
cobbles, etc.., and waste-waste tin plate.

3 Compiled by the- U. S. Department of the ' In-terior, Bureau
of Nines. The data are estimated industry totals based on re-
ports from consumers accounting for 96 to 99 percent of the
industry total beginning in the latter half of 1941 and 93 to
95 percent in the earlier period. Home scrap includes largely
scrap resulting from manufacturing processes (recycled or run-
around scrap), and some old material produced at the plant re-
porting. Purchased scrap consists not only of scrap purchased
from outside sources but also of scrap transferred from other
plants under the same control and scrap received under exchange
contracts or conversion agreements.

The monthly averages for consumption are computed from an-
nual totals, based on actual reports from all consumers, and
differ from averages of the monthly figures; in most cases,
the differences are minor. The year-end stock figures for
1938-40 are also from the annual surveys.

Quarterly data December 1939-December 1940 for consumption
and September 1939-December 1940 for stocks are shown in a
footnote on p. S-29 of the November 1912 Survey (it should be
noted that the 1909-40 figures for consumption given in this
note relate only to the last month of each quarter).

" Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of
fftnes. Monthly data, available only beginning January 1943,
are based on reports from practically all mines in the- U. S.;
they include estimates for a number of very smaJU. mines in the

southeastern area, whose output is only a few thousand tons
per month. Monthly averages for production and shipraents are
computed from annual totals based on actual reports from all
mines and fbr 1943-46, differ slightly from averages of the
monthly figures. The year-end stock figures for 1935-42 are
also from the annual surveys and for 1935-41 are not entirely
comparable with data for later years (see note 6). All fig-
ures exclude ore containing 5 percent or more of manganese*

The iron ore producing districts, and the percentage of to-
tal production in each for 1946, are: lake Superior District—
Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, 83.2 percent; South-
eastern States—Alabama, Georgia, and Virginia, 9.0 percent;
Northeastern States—New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania,
3.7 percent; Western S.tates—California, Missouri, Nevada,
Texas, Utah, and Wyoming, 3.4 percent- The remaining 0.7 per-
cent of production consists of byproduct ore (iron cinder and
sinter obtained from the pyrites industry), produced chiefly
in the Southeastern States.

5 Data compiled by the Lake Superior Iron Ore Association
and cover Lake Superior ore only. Consumption by furnaces In-
cludes interior furnaces in central and eastern districts, and
lake front furnaces in the United States, and those which re-
ceive ore by rail and lake-shore Canadian furnaces. Beginning
in November 1936 consumption includes tonnages at eastern
plants which use only a small proportion of lake ore- Total
stocks and stocks at furnaces are similarly affected beginning
April 1937. Stocks at furnaces include stocks at both United
States and Canadian furnaces- Stocks on Lake Erie clocks are
United States docks only. The number of furnaces has varied
from 341 to 186 (195 at the end of 1946), the large reduction
resulting from the dismantling of furnaces and from the eliai-
nation of f\irnaces which no longer use lake ore. Shipments
represent movement of lake ore through the upper lake ports,
including not only tonnage passing through the Sault Ste.Marie
Canals but also that from ports on Lake Michigan but do not
include direct rail shipments; comparatively small amounts
shipped from Canada ^are included beginning August 1939. In
most years the Lake Superior region accounts for approximately
85 percent of the total iron ore shipments in the country.
Because navigation is closed, no shipments are made during
January and February and usually during March (in 1944 there
were also no shipments during December); monthly averages,
however, are based on 12 months. Tonnages for the upper lake
ports are railroad weights, whereas those at other ports are
bill-of-lading weights.

Earlier monthly data are found in the 1942, 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements; only minor revisions have been
made.

9 Data are as of December 31 based on reports from all
mines; they exclude stocks of byproduct materials (pyrites
cinder and sinter at plants that produce these products tor
consumption in iron and steel furnaces) which are included in
data for later years; the December 31, 1942 stock figure ex-
cluding byproduct material, comparable with earlier data, is
3,367 thousand gross tons.

7 Stocks as of December 31,
fl Average for 8 months, March, and June through December.
9 Average for 11 months, February-December.
30 Monthly average based on total for the year revised to

exclude small amount of western manganese ore included in the
monthly figures for May to October.

12 Stock data were not collected for January.

Page IU6
1 See note 5 for p. 145.
2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Data represent imports for consumption,
and those for imports of manganese ore represent manganese
content.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (data for manganese
ore prior to September 22, 1922, represent gross weight and
for 1923-26 exclude imports from Cuba). Earlier monthly data
are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (1987-
31 figures for manganese ore have been revised to include im-
ports from Cuba),

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, from reports to that agency beginning October
1915, and from earlier reports to the War Production Board.
All data are estimated industry totals. Data beginning Decem-
ber 1943 are based on monthly reports from approximately 1,100
foundries, both commercial and captive, which account fbr
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94 percent of the total tonnage shipped by the Indus try, and
annual reports for 1944, 1945, and 1946 from practically all
foundries. Shipments for January-Noveraber 1943 are based on
reports from slightly less than 2,000 foundries representing
approximately 98 percent of the industry. *nie reported data
for 1943 are shown in the original reports and have been
raised to industry totals by the Office of Business Economics.
Data beginning July 1947 published in the monthly Survey are
based on a scientifically selected sample of approximately 500
foundries. The term "gray iron eastingstt relates to all iroo
castings* except malleable, including semisteel, alloy iron
and white iron eas tings. Tonnages represent the weight of
rough castings before machining. Total shipments include
shipments for use by the same company, or an affiliate, sub-
sidiary or parent company,, and shipments for sale to other
companies shown separately beginning November 1944.

Similar data were not collected prior to 1943. Production
figures for 1937 and 1939, compiled from reports of the Bien-
nial Census ©f Manufactures, are as follows (annual totals)s
1937, 7,818,000 tons; 1939S 7,125,000 tons; these figures in-
clude estimated tonnage for a small quantity reported by value
only.

The original reports give separate monthly figures for cast
iron soil pipe and east iron pressure pipe beginning January
1943 and for chilled iron railroad car wheels and molds for
heavy steel ingots beginning July 1944. Annual reports for
1944, 1945, and 1946 include also State data on iron foundry
activity and foundry capacity*

4 Compiled by the U, S. Department of Commrce, Bureau of
the Census. Data for 1935 cover reports of 112 manufacturers
operating 121 plants; for 1936, 109 manufacturers with 118
plants; for 1937, 108 manufacturers with 117 plants; for 1938,
104 manufacturers with 114 plants; for 1939 and 1940, 102 man-
ufacturers with 113 plants, for 1941 and the first 8 months
of 1942, 99 manufacturers with 110 plants, for September 1942
through April 1944 j, 103 manufacturers with 113 plants, and be-
ginning May 1944, 105-107 manufacturers with 115=116 plants.
The reduction in the number of reporters through 1941 in most
cases resulted from manufacturers discontinuingoperations.
Beginning May 1944, the coverage of the industry is complete;
for September 1942 through April 1944 the estimated coverage
was 97-98 percent; and the manufacturers reporting prior to
September 1942- produced about 93 percent of the total value of
the output of the industry as reported in the Census of Manu-
factures for 1939 and 1937 and about 88 percent of the value
of the output as reported in the 1935 census. Total shipments
by the 103 manufacturers included beginning September 1942
were 4.1 and 5.5 percent higher in September and November 1942,
respectively, than shipments of the 99 manufacturers reporting
previously, while shipments for sale were only 0«1 percent
higher in both months, and new orders for sale, 0.2 and 0.3
percent higher. These are the only months for which data are
available for both 99 and 103 manufacturers. New orders rep-
resent orders booted, cancellations.

Monthly averages for 1986-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 for total shipments are shown in the' 1942 Supplement and
earlier monthly figures for 1932-37 are available in the 1940,
1938, and 1936 Supplements and on p. 20 ©f the April 1933 Sur-
vey. Monthly figures for 1936=40 for new orders and shipments
for sale are available upon request.

5 Compiled by the American Iron and Steel Institute begin=
ning January 1942 and by The Iron A^e prior to that date. The
Institute data cover blast furnace production of pig iron and
ferro-alloys, including production by charcoal furnaces. The
Iron Age data through 1941 exclude charcoal furnace production,
but since this represents only a small fraction of the total
(one-tenth of one percent in 1939, according to the Census of
Manufactures) the two series nay be considered as conparable.
For 1941 the Institute reports total production as 56,063
thousand short tons as compared with 55,904 thousand reported
by The Iron Age. Both series represent substantially complete
coverage; the Institute states its coverage in 1942 was 99.8
percent of total blast furnace production and 99.5 percent in
1943. Both series exclude the production of electric furnaces.
The monthly averages for 1942-46 are based on revised annual
totals which include small year--end adjustments not distri-
buted by months.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (the figures are in
short tons instead of in long tons as Indicated). Data in
earlier Supplements are in long tons. Monthly figures for
1913-37 are shown in short tons on p. 14 of the October 1940
Survey.

* Compiled by the ff. S. Department of the Interior, .
of Mines, The data are estimated industry totals based on re-
ports frofl consumers accounting for 96 to 99 percent ©f the
industry total beginning in the latter half of 1941 and 93 t©
95 percent in the earlier period. Prior to 1941 data, were
collected only for the last month of each quarter„ Consumers8

stocte include suppliers' and producers! stocks.
Monthly averages for consumption are based on annual data

and include minor revisions not distributed monthly; year-end
stock figures for 1938-4940 are also from annual surveys.

7 Stoete as of De'cember 31.
8 Average for 8 months:, March and June<=DeceidbeF0
9 Monthly average computed -from estimated total shipments

for sale in 1944, based on the distribution between shipments
for sale and shipments for own- use during November and Decem-
ber X944,

10 Stocte at end of quarter„
11 -than .500 long tons.
12 Cancellations exceeded new orders,

Page IU7
1 Compiled by the American Metal Market. Data represent

averages of daily prices of pig iron, coaputed from 10 tons
distributed as follows s 1 ton each of Bessemer, valley; No* 2
foundry^, valley; No. 2 foundry at Philadelphia^ at .Buffalo, at
Cleveland, and at Chicago (No, 2 x foundry prior to 1938 for
Philadelphia and Buffalo and, prior t© 1930 for Cleveland) 5 2
tons each of basic, valley, and No. 2 southern fowdry, Cin-
cinnati <>

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938=40
are shown in the 1943 Supplement. Earlier monthly data begin-
ning 1923 are in the 1940, 1938, 1936* suad Supplements*

* Compiled by the ff. S, Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, representing averages of Tuesday quotations for
basic pig iron and Saturday quotations for foundry, as re-
ported by The Iron Age. Basic pig iron prices are those at
the Mahontng and Shepango Valley furnaces® The foundry prices,
f.o.b. Neville .Island replaces those .shown in previous Supple- .
ments, which were prices delivered Pittsburgh,, Earlier monthly
data for the newer series, beginning September 1933 are avail-
able upon request.

Montmy averages beginning 1913 and monthly data. for 1938-
40 for basic pig iron prices are shown in the 1942 Supplement
and earlier monthly data beginning 1923 appear in the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements „

3 Compiled by the ff. Se Department of CommBrce, Bureau Qf
the Census, Data represent shipments of total steel eastingp
and commercial steel castings-or castings made for sale begin-
ning October 1945, and production of eomereial steel castings
only prior to that date. Beginning 1945 the data, including
the new series on total shipments*, are estimated irsdustry to-
tals, the monthly reports from larger firms being augmented by
annual data from the smaller firms. Data include in 194S3 347
foundries, of which 18 discontinued production of steel cast-
ings during the years and in 1946, 334^ of which 6 discontinued
steel casting^ by the end of the yearj in both years 273 firms
accounted for shipments 'for sale. The fact that the data
represent production rather than shipments prior to October
1945 has little appreciable affect on their comparability,
since this industry usually ships its production quickly; this
was particularly true during the war years when for any month
production and shipnents were practically the same*

Figures for 1935-37 cover reports from 180 manufacturers;
for 1938, 183 manufacturers^ and for 1939=44, 187=193 Eanufae-
turers. It is believed that changes in the number of firms
reporting in the 1035-44 period did not materially affect the
comparability of the data* The 187-193 firms reporting for
1939-1944 produced approximately 96 percent of the total value
of steel castings made for sale as reported to the Census of
Manufactures for 1.939; this percentage appears to be approxi-
mately correct for total production for sale for later years
through 1944* Throijgliout the period 1935-1944, the production
of railway specialties was substantially complete, and as far
as is taiown aH production was shipped for sale. The 18$ manu-
facturers reporting for 1938 represented practically tl^e en-
tire industry as reported to the 1937 Census ©f Manufactures j
the manufacturers reporting prior to 1938 represented 95 per-
cent of the total value as reported to the 1935 Census and, 90
percent of the 1983 Census of Manufactures totals. Railway
specialties include such items as bolsters,, side arms, draft
arms', couplers^ and east-steel car wheels.

Monthly data for 1935̂ 0, and also for 1986-34 for a smaller
number of companies, are available in the 19ig, 1940, 1938,
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1936 and 1932 Supplements; the descriptive note in the 1942
Supplement indicates the difference in coverage between the
data beginning 1935 and the earlier series.

y Production for sale prior to October 1945 (see note 3).
5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census. The data are based on monthly reports from larger
forge shops (those shipping 300 or more tons of steel forgings
per month), and data from the smaller shops collected annually,
giving complete coverage of the commercial steel forgings in-
dustry, including the commercial output of captive forge shops.
Monthly data included for the smaller forge shops are esti-
mated .

The forge shops covered by these data include only those
producing forgings for sale to the trade. The forgings not
included in "for sale/' i.e., those for own use, are forgings
which are further processed or machined in the same plant in
which the forgings were produced; in other plants of the same
company; or in affiliated, subsidiary, or parent companies.
All other forgings are considered as commercial forgings, and
are included in "for sale." The term "drop and upset forgings"
includes all steel products whose final forming operations are
completed on a steam drop hammer, board drop hammer, upsetter,
or mechanical press. "Press and open hammer forgings" are
steel products whose forming operations are completed on a
flat die, either on open hammer or press. The tonnages re-
ported for shipments and unfilled orders represent the weight
of the forgings before machining.

6 Steel production ^compiled by the American Iron and Steel
Institute includes, in addition to the ingot production by the
open-hearth and Bessemer processes, electric ingots and steel
for castings, except steel for castings produced in foundries
operated by companies which do not produce ingots. Crucible
steel production, which has been negligible during the period
shown here, is not included. Monthly figures, which are not
available from all companies, are calculated to 100 percent
production on the basis of the ratios between the annual pro-
duction of the reporting companies and the total production of
all companies. In the latest year, before tfte total annual
production of all companies becomes available, the monthly
figures of the reporting companies are calculated to 100 per-
cent production according to the ratio applied in the preced-
ing year; they are later revised when the final total produc-
tion for the year is available. Data for 1941̂ 16 are based on
reports by companies which accounted for 98 percent of the
open-hearth, 100 percent of the Bessemer, and 86-88 percent of
the electric ingots and steel for castings produced by the in-
dustry.

Percent of the capacity shown here is the ratio of average
weekly production in a given month to average weekly capacity
calculated on annual capacity as of the end of the preceding
year (with the exception of percentages for July-December 19Q7
and 1941-44 which are based on capacity as of the middle of
the given year), no allowance being made for Sundays or holi-
days. The annual capacity as of December 31 of each year on
which the percentage of capacity for the following year is
based, is as follows (in thousands of short tons) : 1925,
62,833; 1926, 65,283; 1927, 66,907; 1928, 69,554; 1929, 71,011;
1930, 75,299; 1931, 76,875; 1932, 76,744; 1933, 78,078; 1934,
78,440; 19Q5, 78,152; 1936, 78,137; (July 1, 1937, 78,464);
1937, 80,176; 1938, 81,824; 1939, 81,614; 1940, 84,148; (June
30, 1941, 86,145); 1941, 88,566; (July 1, 1942, 89,195); 1942,
90,289; (July 1, 1943, 90,877); 1943, 93,648; (July 1, 1944,
94,051); 1944, 95,501; 1945, 91,891; 1946, 91,241.

For monthly data for 1917-40 for production and 1926-40 for
percent of capacity, see table 9, p. 16, of the March 1941
Survey, and the 1942 Supplement.

Page IU8
1 Compiled by the American Metal Market. Data represent

the average price of finished steel products, excluding rails,
based on daily prices of 10 pounds of steel products weighted
according to the importance of their production. The compos-
ite for the entire period shown here includes the following:
2 pounds of bars; 1 1/2 pounds each of plates, pipe, and sheets;
1 pound each of shapes, wire nails, and strips; and 1 1/2 pound
of tin plate,.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938̂ 0
are shewn in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data begin-
ning 1923 are available in the 194O, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements.

2 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Labor, Bureau"of La-
bor Statistics, representing unweighted averages of Tuesday
quotations as reported by The Iron Age. All series are f.o.b.

Pittsburgh. Steel billet prices cover primarily those of
open-hearth billets. Structural steel prices are mill prices
of structural shapes, beams, etc., 3"-15." The scrap price
replaces the series for steel scrap, Chicago, shown in earlier
supplements.

Monthly data for 1935-40 for the steel scrap price are
available upon request. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and
monthly data for 1938-40 for the other series are available in
the 1942 Supplement and earlier monthly data are shown in the
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, covering reports of 30-34 manufacturers in 1935-
42, accounting for approximately 90 percent of production of
heavy steel barrels and drums, from 1943 through 1946 the
number decreased from 32 to 23, largely as a result of consol-
idations; in this period the reporting companies represent
substantially complete coverage of the industry. Data repre-
sent steel barrels and drums (except beer barrels) of 19-gauge
or heavier steel, and steel barrels and drums made wholly or
partly of 20-gauge, when of other than open-head construction;
also grease drums of 100 pounds capacity when made of 20-gauge
or heavier steel. Data for light types (lighter than 19-
gauge) and, since June 1944, steel packages, kegs, and pails,
are also available on the same report of the Bureau of the
Census.

Monthly averages for 1933-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1934-
37 appear in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements. Data shown in the
1936 and earlier Supplements are not comparable as they are
for a smaller number of companies. Comparable data for 1933
are available upon request.

y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, from reports received from all producers in the
industry. Shipments are reported as number of base boxes of
steel sheets consumed. These base boxes are converted to
short tons by means of standard conversion factors which dif-
fer according to type of can. A, metal can is defined as an
unused container made wholly from tin plate, terne plate,
black plate, or waste plate, of 29 gauge or lighter. Food
cans include those used for fruits and vegetables, evaporated
and condensed milk, other dairy products, fish and other sea
food, coffee, lard and shortening, meat and poultry, and mis-
cellaneous food cans; nonfood cans include those for beer, oil
(open top, 1 and 5 quart), pet food, and miscellaneous nonfood
cans.

The data are total shipments, including shipments for own
use (defined as those for use by the same company, or an af-
filiate, subsidiary or parent company) and shipments for sale.
Separate data for shipments for sale were collected beginning
only October 1945. No similar data were collected prior to
1943.

5 Average for 3 months, October-December.

Page IU9
1 Compiled by U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the

Census, beginning September 1945 from reports representing the
entire industry; earlier data compiled from reports submitted
to the War production Board. Commercial closures include
those for both food and nonfood containers; of 16,290 million
produced in 1946, 9,539 million were for food containers and
6,751 million for nonfood containers. Of the latter, 2,569
million were plastic closures. Of 285.8 million gross crowns
produced in 1946, 284.0 million gross were for beverage con-
tainers and .1.8 million gross were for all other containers.

2 Compiled by the American Iron and Steel Institute from
reports of companies representing 99.3 percent of the capacity
and production of the industry for 1946, 99.0 percent for
1944-45, 98.0 percent for 1941-43, more than 95 percent for
1938-40, more than 96 percent in 1937, and more than 97 per-
cent in 1935-36. The industry includes only those processors
who are also primary producers of steel. Data shown here are
net shipments (excluding shipments to members of the industry
for conversion into further finished products or for resale)
beginning 1944. Earlier data represent production for sale
outside the industry. Sales to members of the industry for
further conversion, shown separately in reports of the Insti-
tute, are excluded. The items which are not self-explanatory
are as follows: The classification "hot-rolled carbon bars"
is approximately comparable to the item formerly referred to
as "merchant bars," but includes also hoops and bailing bands,
the data for merchant bars previously shown for 1935^3 having
been revised to include these latter items; plates include
sheared and universal; pipes and tubes include butt-weld,
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lap-weld, electric-weld, seamless and conduit pipe, and mechan-
ical tubing; sheets include hot-rolled, hot-rolled-annealed,
galvanized, cold-rolled, and all other sheets; wire and wire
products comprise wire rods, drawn wire5 nails and staples,
barbed and fence wire, bale ties, all other wire products, and
fence posts (prior to 1937). Total steel products include, in
addition to the items shown, data on ingots, blooms, billets,
slabs, sheet bars, steel piling, skelp, slice bars and tin
plates, concrete reinforcing and cold-finished bars., alloy
bars (hot-rolled and cold-finished), black plate, wheels, ax-
les, track spikes, and other products. The annual totals in-
clude small revisions that can not be allocated to the sepa-
rate months because the number of reporting companies is not
identical in all months and some companies make adjustments in
their yearly figures which are not available on a monthly ba-
sis* .Monthly averages are based on the annual totals.

For monthly data for 1940 (the earliest available) and quar-
terly data for 1933-39, see the 1942 Supplement and table 45,
p. 14 of the November 1940 Survey; the data shown for tin plate
cover both tin and terne plate; see note above regarding data
shown for merchant bars.

3 Monthly averages computed from annual totals.
v Data for January included with data for February.

Page 150
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior? Bureau

of Mines, based on reports to that agency or to the War Pro-
duction Board, by all producers. The monthly averages are
based on totals from annual surveys which differ slightly in
some years from the sum of the monthly figures. Monthly data
are not available prior to 1941. Annual data beginning 1913
are available upon request*

2 Compiled by the 0, S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Data represent imports for consump-
tion; data prior to 1934 are general imports. Monthly aver-
ages beginning 1913 and monthly figures for 1923-40 are avail-
able in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

3 Compiled by the American Metal Market, representing aver-
ages ©f dealers* daily buying prices at New York for aluminum
scrap castings consisting chiefly or entirely of automobile
crank cases • Monthly data beginning 1925 are shown in the
1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, beginning October 1945, and the War Production
Board prior to that date. The data cover aluminum and alumi-
mm-base alloy castings and wrought products. Beginning 1944
the castings data cover all types of castings with the cate-
gories "sand," "permanent mold," "die," and "all other" shown
separately in the monthly releases of the compiling agency.
The data for 1942 and 1943, however, do not include figures
for the "all other" types and thus are not strictly comparable
with those for later years, but this lack of comparability is
not serious, since the "all other" group is a negligible part
of the total (monthly average shipments of this group in 1944
were 233 thousand pounds). Beginning 1945 the data for cast-
ings are estimated industry totals based on monthly reports
from the larger foundries and annual reports from the smaller
ones; the foundries from which monthly figures were estimated
represented, in 1946, 86 percent of the total shipments. Prior
to 1945 the figures for castings are estimated to account for
98 percent total industry shipments. The coverage of wrought
products is complete. T6tal wrought products include, in ad-
dition to plate, sheet, and strip, rolled structural shapes,
rod, bar, and wire; extended shapes, tube blooms, and tubing;
and powder, flake, and paste. Comparable data for total
wrought products are available only beginning October 1945.
The data for plate, sheet, and strip include weight of foil
stock beginning October 1945 while earlier data include weight
of the foil; this change does not materially affect the com-
parability of the data.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of la-
bor Statistics, representing averages of Tuesday quotations on
yellow brass sheets, base sizes, wider than 2 inches and in-
cluding 8 inches, No. 16, B and S gage, f.o.b. mill. Monthly
averages beginning 1913 and monthly figures for 1923-40 are
available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

6 Compiled by the ff* S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Data are in terms of recoverable metal from domes-
tic mines (including Alaska). Monthly data are on an esti-
mated 100 percent coverage basis and are adjusted at the year-
end to final annual figures. The monthly figures through 1944
are based largely on smelter receipts; beginning January 1945

they represent actual mine output. The monthly averages prior
to 1944 are based on annual surveys of mine output.

7 Compiled by the Copper Institute. Data include copper
derived from domestic raw material and from duty-free foreign
raw material, except that beginning March 1941 domestic deliv-
eries include deliveries of duty-paid foreign copper for do-
mestic consumption. Deliveries represent deliveries to fabri-
cators. Mine or smelter production represents mine or smelter
production or shipments and custom intake, including scrap in-
take, by primary smelters and refineries. Refinery production
represents the output of primary refineries, including some
scrap refined to standard grades. Stock figures represent re-
fined stocks at refineries, on consignment, and in commodity
exchange warehouses; they do not include stocks at consumers1

plants or warehouses, or stocks of foreign copper held by the
Metals Reserve Company.

Monthly data for 1934-40 (revised September and October 1938
data for domestic deliveries, 53,804 and 70,010 short tons),
are in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements; data for the last
six months of 1933 are available upon request. No earlier com-
parable data are available.

8 See note 1, p. 151.
9 Not available; no data for August-November (average for 7

months, January-July = 321,771 and the December figure is
159,485) .

20 Average for eleven months; no qudtation for March 1941.
. J J Average for three months, October-December.

Page 151
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Exports cover refined copper in ingots,
bars, and other forms, old and scrap copper, pipes and tubes,
plates and sheets, rods, wire, and insulated copper wire and
cable. Imports representing imports for consumption, include
the metal content of copper in all forms (ore, concentrates,
matte, regulus, unrefined, black, blister, refined, scrap, etc.) .
Both exports and imports exclude a small amount of copper manu-
factures for which no quantity data are available. Imports
for smelting, refining, and export are import^ which are proc-
essed here in bonded smelters and refineries for reexport.
This copper when exported is included in the figures for do-
mestic exports.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly data prior to
1938 for exports, total imports, and imports for smelting, re-
fining, and export, see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments. Data relating to exports published in the 1932 Supple-
ment do not include insulated copper wire and cable. Revised
data beginning July 1932 for the break-down of imports for
domestic consumption into refined and unrefined copper are
available upon reqiuest.

2 Compiled by the Engineering and Mining Journal. Data are
based on domestic sales for both prompt and future delivery,
and represent average quotations for copper in the form of
ordinary wire bars and ingot bars. In the trade, copper
prices are quoted on a delivered basis. Since delivery and
Interest charges vary with the destination, the figures here
are net prices at refineries on the Atlantic seaboard. Most
of the refineries on the Atlantic seaboard are located in the
New York tidewater area so that, for all practical purposes.
New York, f.o.b. refinery is the same as f.o.b. Atlantic sea-
board.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1988-40
are shown in the 1943 Supplement. Monthly data prior to 1938
are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of
Mines. Data are in terms of recoverable metal from domestic
mines, including Alaska. Monthly reports are on an estimated
100 percent coverage basis and are adjusted at the year-end to
final annual figures. Through 1944 the data were based largely
on smelter receipts; beginning January 1945 the figures repre-
sent actual mine output.

y Compiled by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics.
Data, representing the lead content of domestic ore received by
United States smelters, are computed on the basis of estimated
recoverable lead. According to the reporting source these
monthly totals probably underrun the actual production of pig
lead because of the estimational factor and the possibility
that some lead receipts may escape attention. Monthly aver-
ages for 1921-34 and monthly data for 1938̂ 0 are shown in the
1942 Supplement. For earlier data see the 1940, 1938, 1936, .
and 1932 Supplements.

783492 0-48-17
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5 Data are complied by the American Bureau of Metal Statis-
tics (except data relating to prices, which are compiled by
the Engineering and Mining Journal and represent arithmetic
averages of daily prices of desilverized pig lead). The data
cover both soft and hard (antimonial) lead. Total lead output
represents production of refined lead by all primary refiners
from both domestic and foreign ores and by a few refiners of
secondary material. The data therefore include only a small
proportion of the total secondary lead produced. Primary pro-
duction represents the refined lead produced from both domes-
tic and foreign ore as reported by primary refiners, except
that there is some inclusion of secondary material with ore
insofar as it enters into base bullion and loses its identity.
These data on primary lead output are available only beginning
January 1946. The data previously shown on production from
domestic ore alone are no longer available.

Shipments represent the total reported shipments of domes-
tically refined lead from domestic and foreign ore and second-
ary material, including antimonial, for consumption in- the
United States, but do not include lead shipped into domestic
consumption out of stocks of imported refined lead. Stocks
(Including antimonial) comprise those of primary refineries
and some secondary refiners j they exclude refined lead pro-
duced from ore or base bullion of foreign origin.

With the exception of data on production of primary lead,
monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. See the 1910, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements for monthly data prior to 1938.

6 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1911 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Data represent imports for consumption;
they include the lead content of all lead ores and of bullion
and base bullion, pigs, bars, scrap and old, and lead content
of babbitt metal, solder, etc., type metal, and antimonial
lead, excluding only a small amount of imports of lead manu-
factures for which no quantity data are available.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1934-37 are in
the 1940 and 1938 Supplements. Figures shown in the 1936 and
1932 Supplements do not include data for babbitt metal, sol-
der, etc., type metal, and antimonial lead; monthly data prior
to 1934, revised to include these items, are available upon
request.

7 Compiled by the Ctvtllan Production Administration and the
predecessor agency, the War Production Board. (Data beginning
January 1947 shown in the monthly Survey are compiled by the
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Materials Distribu-
tion.) Production represents pig tin produced in the United
States from both primary sources (imported tin ore or concen-
trates) and secondary sources (tin recovered from detinning
tin plate, scrap, and used cans). Substantial quantities of
tin alloy which are recovered from tin, lead, and base alloy
scrap, are consumed directly in the production of other alloys
and are not included in the production or consumption figures.
Domestic mine production of tin is virtually nil. More than
80 percent of total pig tin production since 1941 was produced
from imported tin concentrates by the Tin Processing Corpora-
tion, which manages the Government-owned smelter plant located
in Texas City, Texas. Consumption represents domestic con-
sumption for all uses as reported by fabricators. Total stocks
represent the sum of Government and industrial stocks of pig
tin. Government stocks represent those owned by Office of
Metals Reserve, located within the bounds of continental United
States, but exclude those held in the national stock-pile.
Industrial stocks represent stocks held by private smelters,
fabricators and distributors.

Monthly figures for these series are not available for years
prior to 1942 nor are monthly averages available for years
prior to 1939. The present series for tin consumption and
stocks is more inclusive than that published In the 1942
Supplement.

& Includes small revisions not distributed by months.

Page 152
1 See note 7 for p. 151.
2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter, representing imports for consumption.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1912 Supplement. Monthly data prior to 1938 for
bars, blocks, pigs, etc., are found in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements. Monthly data for blocks, pî s, etc.,
beginning 1913 and for ore beginning 1916 are available upon
request.

3 Compiled by the American Metal Market, representing aver-
age of daily price of Straits tin in New York.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-37 are in
the 1940, 1938, 1938, and 1932 Supplements; monthly data for
1913-23 are available upon request.

** Compiled by the U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of
Mines. Data represent mine production of recoverable metal
(including that made into zinc pigments and salts) in United
States and Alaska. Monthly data are on an estimated 100 per-
cent coverage basis and are adjusted at the year-end to final
annual figures. Monthly averages for 1935-40 are computed
from annual totals. Through 1941 data were based largely on
smelter receipts; beginning January 1945 the figures repre-
sent actual mine output.

5 Compiled by the American Zinc Institute, representing the
production, shipments, and stocks of slab zinc as reported by
all producers represented in the membership of the Institute.
Prior to 1940, the data represent virgin zinc produced from
domestic ore only, plus secondary zinc produced by primary
smelters. Beginning January 1940, production from foreign
ores is included in the figures which reflect total output at
smelters of slab zinc of all grades. Production from foreign
ores was quite small prior to 1910. According to data com-
piled by the U. S. Bureau of Mines, production from foreign
ores averaged only 1-1/2 percent of total smelter production
pf primary zinc for the 1935-39 period (3.2 percent for 1939).
Monthly averages for 1940 prior to revisions which included
data on production from foreigi ores are as follows (short
tons): Production, 53,616; shipments, total, 58,041, and
domestic, 56,973; stocks, 51,523.

Total shipments, in addition to shipments to domestic con-
sumers, include beginning in 1910 drawback shipments, exports,
and beginning in December 1945, shipments for Government
account. Beginning January 1943, the stocks figures underwent
a large revision with the inclusion of some stocks not previ-
ously reported, so that beginning that date the stocks data are
not comparable with those through December 1942. The stocks
figure for December 1942, comparable with the data beginning
January 1913, is 89,275 short tons.

For monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data prior
to 1941, see the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
(Revisions: January 1927, domestic shipments, 45,975; June
1928, total shipments, 51,582, domestic, 49,780.)

6 Compiled by the Engineering and Mining Journal, repre-
senting averages of daily prices for common grades of slab
zinc, usually described as prime western. Common grades of
slab zinc are reported on the basis of St. Louis, although
relatively little slab zinc is actually delivered at that
point. Sales are made for delivery at the places where
required, and prices are figured back to a St. Louis basis or
are made on St. Louis basis and figured up to points of deliv-
ery, with allowance for freight differentials either way.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-10
are in the 1912 Supplement. Monthly data prior to 1938 appear
in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

7 Compiled by the U. S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941, and the
Bureau of the Census thereafter. Data represent imports for
consumption. Data for bars, blocks, pigs, etc., include old,
dross and skimmings, and sheets. Zinc dust is not included.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1912 Supplement. Monthly data for years prior to
1938 are available upon request.

8 Stocks as of December 31.
9 Average based on total which includes minor revisions not

distributed monthly.
10 Beginning January 1, 1913, stock figures include some

stocks not previously reported (see note 5).

Page 153
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census, beginning January 1946; the War Production Board
and Civilian Production Administration, 1913-45 and total pro-
duction and shipments for 1942; and the Institute of Boiler
and Radiator Manufacturers, through August 1942. The figures
are given in square feet of radiation and pounds of iron for
boilers. The boilers, which are low pressure cast-iron boil-
ers used for heating, include both round and square boilers
(reported separately prior to 1942). Data for radiation in-
clude, in addition to ordinary type cast-iron radiators, cast-
iron convectors and convector-radiators, (but not nonferrous
metal convectors) for all reporting firms beginning January
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1940. Prior to 1940 the eonvectors were incompletely reported.
For radiation, only production figures are available for 19&3- ,
45 and the later months of 1942* Convectors are represented
by thousands of square feet of equivalent radiation.

Beginning 1942, these data are based on reports of 22 com-
panies, all the known producers of these products. IPrior to
1942, the reporting firms were estimated by the Institute to
account for nearly 99 percent of the cast-iron low pressure
heating boilers and cast-iron radiators and eonvectors pro-
duced for 1940 and 1911 and 90-95 percent for the earlier
years back to 1935.

Monthly data for 1932-40 appear in the 1942, 1940, 1938,
and 1936 Supplements, where round and square boilers are shown
separately. The radiation figures are designated "ordinary
type radiators" in the Supplements prior to that of 1942, but,
according to the Institute, include in part data for cast-iron
eonvectors and radiators.
^ Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census, beginning September 1945, and the War Production
Board prior to that date. The data represent substantially
complete coverage of the industry. They are largely galva-
nized iron and steel, but include small quantities of stone
lined, porcelain lined, and nonferrous range boilers; the data
are accordingly not comparable with those for galvanised range
boilers shown in the 1942 Supplement.

3 Compiled by the $. S,^ Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census from reports by manufacturers numbering as follows:
1935, 160, but 8 of these discontinued business during tiiat
year; 1936-39,178; 1940,170; 1941, 159; 1942, 148; 1943, 137;
1944-45, 124; and 1946, 150. The 26 companies added during
1936 were newly established concerns except for a few small
ones not reporting prior to 1936. For the period January-June
1936, the ratios of data for the 160 firms previously report-
ing to those for the 178 concerns, are as follows: New orders,
98.0 percent; unfilled orders, 99.9 percent; shipments, 97.9
percent; stocks, 99.7 percent. The changes between 1939 and
1941 resulted from firms going out of business or becoming in-
active and from the addition of 2 new manufacturers before the
close of 1940. The changes from 1942 through 1946 reflect the
temporary decline in activity in the industry during the war
and the resumption of activity in 1946. The manufacturers
whose data are included here produced approximately 90 percent
of the total value of output reported to the Census of Manu-
factures in 1937 and 1939. During 1944, the reported data
covered virtually the whole industry; coverage continued close
to 100 percent until controls were lifted late in 1946 and
even then is believed not to have declined very much*

These statistics refer to oil burners and oil burner units
consuming fuel oil of commercial standard No. 1 grade or heav-
ier, used for application to the following: Central heating
plants for homes, apartments, office buildings, churches, the-
aters, and similar buildings; to residential water heaters,
industrial-process equipment such as heat-treating furnaces,
industrial ovens, etc.; and for generation of steam for power.
They do not include burners of the so-called distillate type
used in ranges, stoves, water heaters and space-heaters. Data
included for furnace burner units, boiler burner units and wa-
ter heater units include only those produced by manufacturers
of oil burners; units produced by manufacturers who purchase
oil burners for installation in ftirnaces, boilers and water
heaters of their own manufacture are excluded. Net new orders
represent new orders less cancellations. Shipments include
those for export as well as those for domestic use. Monthly
averages for 1933-̂ 34 and monthly data for 1988-40 will be
found in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for 1933-37 are
available in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements.

yCompiled by the U. S. Department nf Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to October 1945, data were compiled by the
War Production Board. Since reports are received from all
known manufacturers of these products, numbering approximately
130 in 1946, industry coverage is virtually complete. Compa-
rable figures for 1940-42 are not available. Production data
for 1939 and earlier census years are available in reports of
the Biennial Census of Manufactures, but some quantities were
reported in value 'terms only. Comparable annual production
totals from the 1939 Census of Manufactures are as follows:
Coal and wood, 633 thousand units; gas, l,50e thousand tmits.

Combination ranges or those designed to use two different
fuels interchangeably, shown separately in the original re-
ports, are included herein with gas stoves since gas is one of
the fuels used in most of such ranges. The gas stove category
also includes bungalow ranges, which are designed to use more
than one f\iel but may employ them for different purposes, such
as, one for cooking and another for heating water, etc.

5 The figures for production and shipments are monthly aver-
ages for the entire year based on annual totals from the War
Production Board. Stock figures are as of December 31, 1942.

^Monthly average for the year computed from annual total
reported "by the War Production Board. The annual totals, and
hence the monthly averages, are rounded to the nearest hundred
thousand.

7Average for 8 months, January-August; monthly average pro-
duction for this period 4,967 thousand pounds.

8 Average of 7 months, June-December.
9 Average of 9 montlhs, January-September.
10 Average of 10 months, January-September, and December.
11 December 31, 1945 stocks derived from January 1946 data.

Page I5U
1 Compiled by the ff. S. Department nf Commerce, Bureau of

the Census, from reports received from all known producers of
these products. Data for January 1943 to September 1945 were
compiled for the War Production Board. Comparable figures for
the years 1940-1942 are not available. Laquid f\iel types in=
elude stoves designed for kerosene, gasoline, and fuel oil.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, from reports received directly beginning January
1945, and from reports to the War Production Board for 1944.
These data represent the shipments of manufacturers who ac-
count for nearly the entire production of warm-air furnaces,!
numbering about 100 in 1944, from 121 to 125 in 1945, and up
to 133 in 1946. Changes in the number reporting represent for
the most part the postwar expansion of the industry by the en-
trance of new firms. The data cover forced-air and gravity
air-flow furnaces made of cast iron and of steel.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, beginning September 1945, and the Far Production
Board prior to that date. The data represent substantially
complete coverage of the industry. They include direct fired
water heaters for use with gas, oil, or coal and wood, and in-
direct fired types, including storage heaters, generator tanks
with and without integral coils, and instantaneous heaters.

y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data for blowers and fans and the unit heater
group represent orders booked by manufacturers accounting for
more than 90 percent of the production of the industry. In
1942-46, of the 101 manufacturers reporting at the beginning
of this period,, a number discontinued production for ttie dura-
tion of the War, and others reported no orders booked. The
number reporting orders decreased to a minimum of 62 in the
first quarter of 19*34 and increased to 90 in the last quarter
of 1945; 85-87 reported orders booked in 1946. For 1941 the
data are as reported by 105 manufacturers of which 4 discon-
tinued these products in 1942; for 1940, a few additional man-
ufacturers who had gone out of business or ceased working on
this type of equipment by 1941 were included. Data for 1986-
38 are from monthly reports of 125 manufacturers and, for
1939, from reports of 267 manufacturers, covering both these
products and air-conditioning and heating systems and equip-
ment; the number reporting blowers and fans and unit heaters
is not available separately. Available information indicates
that there was no appreciable change in the coverage between
1939 and 1940 but a substantial increase from 1938 to 1939.
The ratio of data for 1939 from reports of 125 companies, com-
parable with data for 1938, to the 1939 data shown here was
94.1 percent for blowers and fans and 91.8 percent for the
unit heater group. Data for 1935 for unit heaters cover 56
companies (2 of which discontinued business in December 1935).
The coverage of the data for unit heaters was not materially
changed between 1935 and 1936 as most of the new companies
added in 1936 produced primarily air-conditioning systems and
equipment.

Data for blowers and fans relate almost entirely to commer-
cial and industrial equipment and include centrifugal blowers
and fans, blowers or fans for mechanical draft and axial fans,
including bearings, pulleys, or other equipment for installa-
tion when furnished. Data for blower-filter units (furnace
blower) were not included prior to 1939 but production prior
to that year was probably small. Data for the unit heater
group cover, industrial type umit heaters and unit ventilators,
including heating element and motors when furnished, and heat
transfer coils. Data beginning 1947 shown in the monthly Sur-
vey, for both blowers and fans and the unit heater group, in-
clude also spare parts wh ich , with the exception of some
wheels and housings for blowers and fans, were not included
prior to 1947. However, the change did not sigiificantly af-
fect comparison of the 1947 data with figures for 1946 and
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earlier years shown here. Data are shown in detail in the
original reports.

Quarterly data for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement.
Monthly data for 1936-37 appear in the 1940 Supplement, and
1933-35 monthly data for unit heaters are available in the
1938 and 1936 Supplements.

5 Compiled by the Foundry Equipment Manufacturers Associa-
tion. The indexes are based on reports of 24 to 31 members
during 1940 and 1946, estimated to represent between 70 and 75
percent of the total dollar sales of the foundry equipment in-
dustry, -and reports of 11 to 23 firms prior to 1940, which
represented 65 to 70 percent of the dollar sales of the indus-
try. The principal products are molding machines, sand-cut-
ting machines, sanoVblast machines, tumbling barrels, sand-
mixing machines, cupolas, ladles, core-making machines, etc.

Beginning 1940, data represent net new (total, less cancel-
lations) orders received from or sales to all metal-working
industries. The breakdown between new equipment and repairs
is not available prior to May 1940. Repairs include almost
entirely repair parts as the reconditioning of equipment at
factory points is not large in this industry since most found-
ries or customer plants have their own crews to do that work.

Data shown for 1935-39 are computed from indexes of net new
orders to the foundry industry on a 1922-24 base by dividing
these data by 1.328, a conversion factor supplied by the Asso-
ciation, representing the relation between net new orders of
18 companies for 1922-24, the base period of the earlier index,
and for 1937-39, the base-period of the present index.

Monthly averages for 1928-34 for the total and available
monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement.
Monthly figures shown in the 1940 and earlier Supplements are
on the 1922-214 base and represent gross sales to the foundry
industry only. For general trend purposes the factor 1.328
could be applied to these data for conversion if monthly fig-
ures are desired.

ffData prior to 1942 and beginning August 1945 are esti-
mated industry totals from the National Machine Tool Builders
Association. Data for January 1942 to July 1945 are from the
War Production Board and represent virtually complete coverage
through June 1944; thereafter reports were no longer requested
by ,War Production Board from 150 small companies accounting
for about 4 percent of total shipments at that time.

Estimates by the Machine Tool Builders Association a r e
based on reports covering about 95 percent of the industry for
1941 and from 90 to 93 percent for the period August 1945 to
date.

Machine tools as shown here are defined as power driven,
complete metal-working machines, not portable by hand, used
for progressively removing metal in the form of chips. The
definition excludes machines that form metal such as presses
and forging machines.

Monthly figures for 1940 are given in a note on p. S-30 of
the November 1942 Survey; monthly figures for 1939 are avail-
able upon request.

7 Quarterly average.
e The 1939 average . is based qn data reported In the 1939

Census of Manufactures and includes estimates for some quanti-
ties reported by value only.

Q Average for 8 months, May-December.
10 Average for 7 months, June-December.

Page 155
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census, from reports of 108 manufacturers through 1937,
112 for 1938, and 101 for 1939-46. During the war period,
1941-45, many of these firms discontinued stoker production
but have resumed operations since then. The reporting manu-
facturers, including those who temporarily discontinued pro-
duction during the war, produced approximately 95 percent of
the total value of the output of the industry as reported to
the Census of Manufactures for 1937 and 1939. Beginning 1945
the data represent almost the entire industry. A mechanical
stoker is a device consisting of a mechanically-operated feed-
ing mechanism and a grate, used for feeding solid fuel into a
furnace, admitting air to the f\ael for combustion and provid-
ing a means of removal or discharge of refuse. Mechanical
stokers are classified by use as follqws: Class 1, residen-
tial; class 2, small apartment house, flat, and small commer-
cial heating jobs; class 3, apartment house and general small
commercial heating jobs; classes 4 and 5, large commercial and
hi$i-pressure steam plants (capacity over 300 pounds of coal
per hour). Prior to 1937 data for class 4 were reported sepa-
rately but are practically equivalent to the present classes 4

and 5 combined. Output of class 1 type stokers was suspended
for the duration of the war beginning in October 1942. For
monthly averages for years 1933-34 and for monthly data for
years 1933-40, see the 1912, 1940, 1938, and 1906 Supplements.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Figures are based on data reported by 75 manufac-
turers for December 1945 throu^i December 1946, 71 companies
for 1942 through November 1945, 64 companies for January 1939
through 1941, 61 companies for 1937-38, 58 companies for 1936
and 52 for 1934-35. Through 1941 these manufacturers account-
ed for approximately 90 percent of the value of these products
reported in the 1937 and 1939 Census of Manufactures. Annual
surveys with complete coverage made in 1942, 1943, and in 1944
(from which no monthly data are available) show that for hand
and windmill pumps the firms reporting monthly in those years
sold 96.9, 99.3 and 97.8 percent, respectively, of the indus-
try's total sales* A similar comparison for water systems
shows that the coverage in the monthly reports was about 95
percent or better in 1942-44. For January through September
1945, coverage of the industry is stated to be approximately
90 percent and, beginning in October 1945., to be substantially
complete.

Data for water systems cover deep well and shallow well
systems. Jet pumps (sometimes known as ejector type) are not
included in the totals for years prior to 1939. Production of
jet pumps was small previous to tha^ year; hence the inclusion
of this item beginning with that year does not materially af-
fect the comparability of the data. Export shipments, which
were reported separately prior to November 1941, ceased to be
reported separately after the war broke out.

Monthly averages 1934-40 and monthly data 1938-40 will be
found in the 1942 Supplement. See the note in that Supplement
referring to estimated data based on a smaller sample of re-
porting companies for the years 1930-33 for which monthly
averages are shown; estimates extending the monthly data back
to 1932 will be found in earlier Supplements.

3 Compiled by the Hydraulic Institute from reports of com-
panies (31 in 1945-46) representing, according to the Insti-
tute, about 70 percent of the entire industry. (In 1947, the
number of companies reporting is 33; these represent about 80
percent of the industry, according to the Institute.) Data
reported are new orders booked. The classes of pumps included
are single steam pumps, duplex steam pumps, simplex and duplex
power pumps, triple and multiplex power pumps, close coupled
centrifugal pumps, including motors; all other centrifugal
pumps, single and multi-stage, and rotary pumps.

Monthly averages for 1919 to 1934 and monthly figures for
1934^40 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements.
For comparable monthly figures for 1919-30, see the April 1937
Survey, p. 19. Figures beginning 1931 shown in the April 1937
Survey have been revised to cover the addition of a new com-
pany and to exclude data for a company previously reporting;
this change does not affect the figures prior to 1931. The
revised monthly data for 1931-33 are available upon request.

y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, beginning 1946, and by the War Production Board
for 1944 and the first two quarters of 1945, from reports of
manufacturers representing substantially complete coverage of
the industry. Similar data are not available prior to 1944
and for the last two quarters of 1945. The 1939 Census of
Manufactures, although the classifications there are not
strictly comparable with those of the more recent data, shows
approximately $13,000,000 of shipments of similar products in
that year, as against $31,900,000 reported in the current sur-
vey for 1946. The number of manufacturers reporting increased
from 36 in 1944-45 to 57, 60, 61, and 63, respectively, in the
four quarters of 1946. The types of scales and balances in-
cluded are railroad track and motor truck scales, industrial
scales, retail and commercial scales, household and person-
weighing scales, mailing and parcel post scales, and accesso-
ries and attachments for scales.

5 Compiled by Dun & Bradstreet for the Association of Amer-
ican Battery Producers, Inc. The data are estimated industry
totals based on reports of manufacturers representing, begin-
ning 1939, approximately 90 percent of total automotive re-
placement battery unit sales according to the 1939 Census of
Manufactures. Prior to 1939 the reporting concerns represent-
ed 75-85 percent of the total. These shipments data replace
the indexes of shipments shown in the 1942 Supplement. Annual
figures for 1930-34 and monthly figures for 1937-40 are avail-
able upon request.

6 Compiled by tbe National Electrical Manufacturers Associ-
ation. The index is based on unit sales of electric household
refrigerators, complete^ including porcelain and lacquer
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cabinets, by companies reporting to the Association (there were
11 reporting companies in 1946) . The current sample is compara-
ble with the prewar sample; however, the percentage of the in-
dustry represented by the sample is estimated to have declined
from nearly 95 percent in prewar years to around 85 percent in
1946. Sufficient data are not available to complete the index
for 1942-45. The index does not include an adjustment for
seasonal variation nor does it include export sales.

Monthly data for 1934-40 are available upon request.
7Compiled by the Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturers Association.

Data are based on reports of members of the Association and
several nonmember companies, and cover practically the entire
industry, Kiey represent manufacturers' sales to all outlets
including export and domestic sales. Current series are
standard type vacuum cleaners, excluding reconditioned and
hand units, and are not comparable to data shown in the 1942
Supplement. Monthly data for 1936-40 are available upon re-
quest.

8Compiled by the American Washer and Ironer Manufacturers'
Association. Data represent the sales. Including those for
export, of the members of the Association numbering 27 in Sep-
tember and 30 in December 1946 and 31 (later dropping to 26)
in 1941. Sales of the reporting members of the Association in
1946 covered about 97 percent of the industry. Data represent
units sales of both electric and gasoline washers. Sales of
gasoline washers have become an increasingly small part of the
total as shown by the following percentages of gasoline to to-
tal washer sales: 1938, 9.3 percent; 1939, 7.2 percent; 1940,
6.3 percent; 1941, 6.6 percent and 1946, 3.5 percent.

Monthly averages for 1929-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement. Earlier monthly data
will be found in the 1940 Supplement and in the October 1939
Survey, p. 17. Data for the years 1929-32 include estimates
for nonreporting companies to raise the figures to complete
industry coverage. (Data for 1947 also include estimates of
nonreporting companies to give complete industry coverage.)

9Average for 6 months, January-June.
10 Quarterly average; the 1945 average is for the first two

quarters of 1945.

Page 156
1 Compiled by the Industrial Furnace Manufacturers Associa-

tion, Inc. Data, representing the new orders (less cancella-
tions) for electric resistance fVirnaces for industrial pur-
poses, are based on reports of 12 member companies from Janu-
ary 1936 to June 1937 and 14 to 16 companies since that time,
comprising 85 to 95 percent (95 percent or over in 1941) of
total new orders for electric furnaces for industrial purposes.
Monthly data for 1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Sup-
plements; no comparable data are available prior to 1936.

2Compiled by the National Electrical Manufacturers Associ-
ation. The indexes cover the following products: Motors and
lenerotors-̂ A. C generators, engine and belt driven, all
sizes (excluding waterwheel and turbogenerators); integral
horsepower motors, polyphase induction, 1-:200 horsepower, in-
clusive; integral horsepower motors and generators, D. C,,
1-200 horsepower, 3/4 to 150 kilowatts, inclusive; synchronous
motors, all sizes; Integral horsepower motor generator sets,
all types, 3/4 to 150 kilowatts, inclusive, beginning August
1940; and integral horsepower motors, single phase, 1 horse-
power and larger, beginning January 1944. Data for fractional
horsepower motors are not included. Electrical insulating ma-
terials; laminated products, electrical; manufactured electri-
cal mica; special electrical porcelain; varnished fabric and
paper; vulcanized fiber.

Basic data for the component series are compiled from re-
ports of both nonmember and member companies of the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association; the reports do not in-
clude all manufacturers of these products but are stated by
the compilers to be fairly representative of the industry.
The indexes are based on dollar figures of billed sales for
electrical insulating materials and of orders received for mo-
tors and generators. The method of computation is as follows:
First the value reported monthly to the Association for each
component product is inflated to represent 100 percent of the
industry, based on estimates of the coverage of the ireports
prepared by the Association from available data; the inflated
dollar figures for all products covered by the index a:re then
combined for each month and the aggregate for each month is
related to the average aggregate monthly figure for the base
year 1936. The 1942-45 data for motors and generators have
been adjusted for cancellations reported through December 1945;
in making these adjustment the cancellations are deducted
from data for the month in which the original order was re-
ported. Similar adjustments have not been made In the earlier

data nor in the data since 1945. No adjustments have been
made for renegotiations of contracts nor for accidental fluc-
tuations due to extremely large orders. The indexes are not
adjusted for seasonal variations nor for differences in the
number of working days in the month.

These indexes have been completely revised since publica-
tion of the data in the 1942 Supplement; in addition, the in-
dex for motors and generators has been computed on a quarterly
instead of a monthly basis, since the basic data are collected
quarterly beginning 1947. The revision resulted from the use
of a new method in constructing the indexes to correct a
strong upward bias in the former index of orders received, the
inclusion of additional products and enlargement of the report-
ing samples.* Monthly or quarterly data for 1934-40 are avail-
able upon request.

3Compiled by the National Electrical Manufacturers Associ-
ation from data furnished voluntarily by its members. It
should be noted that the statistical coverage of the indus-
tries is not altogether comprehensive. The Association states
that the figures shown are not necessarily complete nor are
they necessarily comparable, and that care should be taken, in
employing these figures, to avoid misinterpretation. For some
items the number of companies reporting has varied only
slightly. Information relating to the individual series is
given below.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement. Earlier data are shown
in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (there have been
minor revisions in the 1931 data for laminated products and
revisions in the 1934 and 1935 figures for shipments of vul-
canized fiber; the revisions are available upon request).

Motors and generators—billed sales and new orders oT
electric motors and generators cover domestic business only;
that is, sales to organizations in continental United States,
Alaska, Hawaii, and Canal Zone. All series include rails,
pulleys and parts sold with motors and generators but exclude
spare parts sold separately, V-belts and other transmission
units and switchgear. Data for direct current integral motors
and generators, which comprise motors and generators 1-200
horsepower (3/4 to 150 k.w.), except mill type motors, include
also direct connected exciters sold wi$h generators, belted or
motor generator exciters, and field rheostats and discharge
resistors sold with generators.

Data for polyphase induction motors are as reported by 24-
27 companies for 1935-40, 24 for 1941, 21-24 for 1942, 25-27
for 1943-44, and 27-29 for 1945-46. Data for direct current
motors and generators cover 19-21 companies for 1935-42, 23-24
for January-May 1943, and 26-27 beginning June 1943 through
December 1946.

Vulcanized fifeer—data for vulcanized fiber cover 6 iden-
tical companies, except for January-Sept ember 1935 when one
additional company is Included. Shipments, which are domestic
and are exclusive of intercompany shipments, comprise shipments
of vulcanized fiber sheets, rods, specialties, and tubes but ex-
clude hollow ware (other than tubes). Data for consumption of
vulcanized fiber paper include total consumption of paper (both
sheets and tubes), including consumption in hollow ware.

Laminated products—data for laminated products cover 10
identical companies plus one additional company for June-De-
cember 1940 and October 1944-April 1946. They represent do-
mestic sales billed (excluding intercompany and intracompany
sales) and included airplane pulleys, molded gears (automotivê
refrigerator doors, breaker strips, bearings, decorative (in-
cluding translucent, excluding engravings), and commercial gears
and gear stock.

^Data are compiled by the Research and Statistical Divi-
sion of Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., for the Rigid Steel Conduit
Industry. Figures for 1937-41 are reported by an identical
group of 12 manufacturers. In 1942, two, of the companies dis-
continued business; since these accounted for a negligible
proportion of total shipments and their sales were probably
absorbed by the remaining firms, shipments for 1942-46 for 10
companies are accepted by the compiling agency as fully com-
parable with the earlier data. Production of the reporting
manufacturers is estimated to represent over 95 percent of the
industry's output. No comparable data are available prior to
1937. The data, which represent domestic sales only, include
all orders billed and snipped and also eonsi|piment customers"*
sales reported to manufacturers during each month. Data for
black enameled and galvanized conduit are shown separately in
the reports. Monthly data for 1937 are shown in table 33, p.
26, of the November 1941 Survey, and for 1938-39, in the 1942
Supplement (revisions in short tons: 1937—October, 9,975;
1938-̂ Tanuary, 7,025). Revised data for 1940 are available
upon request.
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Page 157

1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, beginning September 1945 and prior to 1941 and by
the War Production Board for 1941 through August 1945 (Septem-
ber 1945 data are estimates based on partial reports to the
latter agency) . Data include both domestic and imported pulp-
wood and, beginning 1941, represent total receipts, consump-
tion, and stocks at all wood pulp mills, including mills pro-
ducing defibrated, exploded, ̂asplund fiber and similar grades
of pulp. Estimates are included for a few mills that do not
report regularly. Consumption prior to 1941 exclude data for
mills producing wholly defibrated, exploded, etc.:, pulp; how-
ever, it is believed that exclusion of such mills does not ma-
terially affect the comparability of the data. Only annual
data on consumption are available prior to 1941; monthly aver-
ages are computed from the annual totals. The unit of meas-
urement is the standard cord of 128 cubic feet, rougjiwood basis.

2 All data beginning October 1945, and earlier 1945 month-
ly figures and 1939-44 annual totals for consumption, were
compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census; other data through August 1945 were compiled by the
War Production Board. September 1945 figures are estimates
based on partial reports to the latter agency. The data re-
late to mills producing paper and paperboard, except that re-
ceipts and inventories for 1943 and 1944 and monthly consump-
tion figures for 1943 include also reports from a few mills
producing other products. All paper and paperboard mills are
covered in the figures beginning 1941. Estimates are incliuied
for a few mills that did not report in some months or years.
The 1939 and 1940 monthly averages for consumption, computed
from annual totals, exclude data for some mills that were not
classified in the industry prior to 1941 or 1942 (for explana-
tion, see note 1 for p. 159).

3 Compiled by the U. S. Pulp Producers Association, or
based on data compiled by that Agency, with the exception of
data for soda pulp prior to 1944 which are based on reports to
the Soda Pulp Manufacturers Association. Data relate to total
production of all grades of pulp, exclusive of defibrated, ex-
ploded, asplund fiber and similar grades for 1940-45. Data
beginning 1944, except *data for groundwood and defibrated,
etc.,, pulp, are based on reports to the compiling agency by
all producers. Soda pulp production data as reported monthly
to the Soda Pulp Manufacturers Association for 1937-38 and
1940-43, and monthly production data for all other grades for
1935-43, for groundwood for 1944̂ -46 and for defibrated, etc..,
pulp for 1946, as reported to the U. S. Pulp Producers Associ-
ation, have been raised by the latter agency to annual totals
compiled by the Bureau of the Census. Bleached sulphate in-
cludes semibleached. The 19i6 figures for groundwood and de-
fibrated, etc., pulp include an adjustment between the grades
in conformity with a change made by the Bureau of the Census
in 1947, transferring approximately 1"29,000 tons of pulp for-
merly classified as defibrated, etc., to groundwood. The
1940-45 data for groundwood are subject to a similar adjust-
ment; therefore groundwood production figures for this period
are not entirely comparable with those for other years.

Reported soda pulp data for 1935-36 and 1939 were raised by
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The 1939 data
were adjusted to the Census total for that year. The 1935 and
1936 data were raised on the basis of the coverage of the re-
ported data for 1937, as indicated by the Census total for
that year, since soda pulp was not classified separately in
Census reports prior to 1907.

Total production includes for all years a small quantity of
semi-chemical and miscellaneous pulp (including screenings)
not reported separately. Defibrated, exploded, asplund fiber,
and similar grades of pulp are excluded for 1940̂ 5. Some
pulp of these special grades, which are used in the manufac-
ture of high-strength building paper and wallboard, is included
in production reported to the Bureau of the Census prior to
1940 and is therefore included in the Association totals ad-
justed to Census figures. However, the processes used are
comparatively recent developments in the manufacture of pulp
and it is believed that such production represented a much
smaller proportion of the totals in earlier years than in the
period beginning 1940. Production of these special grades as
reported by the Bureau of the Census for 1940-45 is as fol-
lows (monthly averages, based on annual totals, in short tons):
1940, 22,O29; 1941, 30,398; 1942, 43,316; 1943, 52,271; 1944,
55,222; 1945, 57,560. As indicated above, these data include
some pulp classified in 1946 under groundwood and are there-
fore subject to revision. The figures may be added to total
production of all other grades, as reported by the Association,

to obtain total production for 1940-45 entirely comparable
with data for other years.

Stock data are stocks of own production at producing mills.
All data beginning 1940, and bleached and unbleached sulphate
stocks for earlier years are totals for all producing mills,
exclusive of mills producing defibrated, etc., pulp, furnished
by the U. S. Pulp Producers Association, and are either esti-
mated or reported industry totals. Soda pulp stocks for all
years are shown as reported either to the Soda Pulp Manufac-
turers Association or to the U. S. Pulp Producers Association,
since reports are stated to cover all mills producing for mar-
ket, and nonreporting mills producing for their own use prob-
ably carry only small stocks. Reported stock figures prior to
1940 for sulphite and groundwood were adjusted to raised pro-
duction figures by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Except in the case of sulphite
stocks for 1937 and 1938, the adjusted data were computed by
applying to reported stocks the ratio of reported to raised
production figures. Sulphite stacks for 1937 and 1938 were
computed by carrying forward the 1936 raised stock figures
through the use of link relatives based on month-to-month and
year-to-year percentage changes in the reported stocks, with
adjustments for estimates made by the Association for nonre-
porting mills.

The total stock figures beginning 1940 include a small
quantity of semi-chemical and miscellaneous pulp not shown
separately. Similar data are not included in the figures for
earlier years. Data for defibrated,'etc., pulp included in
the production figures beginning 1946, are not included in
stock-figures, but stocks of such pulp are comparatively small.

The approximate percentages of the industry totals repre-
sented by mills reporting monthly to the U. S. Pulp Producers
Association, as indicated in Association reports, are as fol-
lows: Bleached sulphate, 100 percent, all years; unbleached
sulphate, 95-100 percent (100 percent beginning in 1944 and
for 1935-37) ; bleached sulphite, 100 percent beginning 1941
and 97-99 percent for earlier years; unbleached sulphite, 90-
96 percent (94-96 for 1941-46); groundwood, 88 percent for
1935, 67-72 for 1936-4)2, 62-64 percent for 1943-44 and 73-79
for 1945-46. Additional annual reports are received by the
Association. More detailed information on the coverage of the
reported data for individual years prior to 1941 are given in
the note on the series In the 1942 Supplement.

Tonnages are air-dry weights.
Monthly averages for 1934 and monthly data for 1938-40 for

all series, also monthly averages for production fpr 1914 and
1916-33, based on annual totals from the Bureau of the Census,
are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for 1936-37
for all series except soda pulp stocks are available in the
1940 Supplement- Bleached sulphate and unbleached sulphite
are not shown separately in these volumes but data can be ob-
tained by subtraction. Soda pulp stocks included in the 1940
Supplement are raised figures and are not comparable with data
in later volumes.

v The 1941-44 monthly averages are based on annual totals
which include for 1943 and 1944 small estimates for some mills
that did not report one or more months of the year and esti-
mates for 1941 and 1942 amounting to 3.4 percent and 5.4 per-
cent, respectively; data for one mill included for 1941 was
estinated by the Office of Business Economics. As indicated
in note 2, the figures beginning 1941 include data for some
mills that are not included for the earlier years. The aver-
age for 1941 approximately comparable with earlier data is
494,686 short tons; this average includes reports for 10 mills
not classified in the industry prior to 1941. However, these
mills accounted for only slightly more than 1 percent of the
total production of paper and paperboard in 1941.

Estimated figure.

Page 158
1 See note 3 for p. 157.
2 Compiled by the (/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, throu^i April 1941 and Bureau
of the Census thereafter. Data represent imports and exports
of total chemical and Mechanically ground wood pulp. Pulpwood,
rags and rag pulp, and other paper base stocks are not in-
cluded. Data for imports are imports for consumption. Im-
ports for all years and exports beginning 1936 are air-dry
weights. The total for imports includ.es beginning 1940 a
small quantity of chemical and groundwood screenings not shown
separately. Screenings were not reported separately in import
statistics prior to 1940»; imports of screenings in 1940
amounted to only 677 tons, including 627 tons of unbleached
sulphite screenings and 50 tons of groundwood screenings.
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Monthly averages prior to 1935. and monthly figures for 1938-

40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Bleached sulphate and
soda pulp are not shown separately in that volume but may be
obtained by subtraction; the 1940 figures for unbleached sul-
phite and groundwood pulp include sere en ings which are ex-
cluded in the present volume as stated above. For monthly da-
ta for 1934-37, see pp. 13 and 14 of the October 1940 Survey.
Data prior to 1931 are general imports.

Page 159
1 Compiled by the U» S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census (data thrdugh September 1945 were compiled from re-
ports to tiie War Production Board)™ Data are based on reports
from all operating paper and paperboard mills during most of
the period beginning 1942; for 1948 they cover 670 mills* Es-
timates are included for a few mills that did not report in
some months and production of 1 mill producing insulating
board, which did not report until 1943, is estimated for the
entire year 1942. In 1941 and 1942* 32 manufacturers operat-
ing 52 mills*, which were not included in previous surveys,,
were brought within the scope of the industry. The additional
mills are mainly producers of building paper and building
board. They were formerly excluded because the equipment used
was not usually regarded as paper-making machinery. Hoivever3
since the physical characteristics of these products are simi-
lar to those usually classified as building paper and building
board, they have been classified in the industry. The 1941
figures include estimates for a few of these mills which did
not report 'for that year, amounting to 3.5 percent of the to-
tal. The estimate for the one insulating board mill included
in the figures for 1942 accounts for 1.1 percent of the total
for paper and paperboard and 22.2 of the total for building
board. Ihe estimate was made on the assumption that the pro-
duction of this mill was proportionately the same in 1942 as
in 1943.

All data pertain to primary operations, or paper and paper-
board as it leaves the paper machine or the primary finishing
operations directly behind the machine. Measurements are in
terms of finished production; that is, machine and finishing
room wastes are deducted.

Paperboard as g^.ven here includes paperboard and wet ma-
chine board, which are now shown as separate classifications
in the original reports. The paperboard classification in-
cludes container board, set-up boxboard, folding boxboard, and
other boards which can be manufactured on the same equipment
and of the same materials as container and box grades. In
1946 the classification was revised by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus to include liners for gypsum and plaster board and stocks
for laminated wallboard and other building board, which former-
ly had been classified under building board. These liners and
stocks were reclassified because they are materials for subse-
quent fabrication into construction products, not finished
products. The classification of these data now conforms with
industry practice. Data prior to 1946, as originally pub-
lished, have been revised by the Office of Business Economies
similarly to include liners for gypsum and plaster board in
paperboard Instead of in building board. However, stock for
building board, which is not shown separately in the original
reports prior to 1946 (except in the total for 1945) j is in-
cluded in building board throu^i 1945- Wet machine board, in-
cluded here in paperboard, comprises binders' board, shoe
board, and other wet machine board. Building board, beginning
1946, covers only the solid or homogeneous types of wallboard,
insulating board and flexible wood fiber insulation. Earlier
data include also stock for building board as indicated above.
Laminated and similarly fabricated building boards and gypsum
and plaster boards are not included in this class of primary
building boards. Comparable data for building board and pa-
perboard are not available prior to 1942 because of changes in
the classification and also considerable undercoverage in the
data for building board prior to 1941.

The paper total covers all grades, including newsprint and
building paper. As indicated in note 2 following, the data
for paper production, excluding building paper and newsprint,
compiled by the American Paper and Pulp Association, shown on
this page and on p. 160, are in agreement with production data
compiled by the Bureau of the Census, except for certain ad-
justments for changes in the individual classifications. The
Association data therefore provide a partial breakdown of the
paper total shown here. The newsprint production figures
shown on p. 160 are similarly approximately the same as news-
print figures compiled by the Bureau of the Census.

2 Compiled by the American paper and Pulp Association, Da-
ta are estimated industry totals based on monthly reports to

the Association adjusted to 100 percent coverage on the.basis
of production data compiled by the Bureau of the Census annu-
ally for 1935=43* and monthly thereafter. Figures for the
latest month published currently in the monthly Survey are
preliminary estimates by the Association and are adjusted the
following month to Census data. Beginning 1941 the production
figures are entirely in agreement with Census figures except
that a comparatively small amount has been transferred from
fine paper to printing paper for 1942-44 in conformity with a
recent revision in the classification made by the Bureau of
the Census in the figur<ss beginning 1945. Certain adjustments
have been made in the Census figures prior to 1941 to make the
data comparable with elassifieations beginning that year* The
content of the classifications and adjustments in Census data
are explained below.

Fine paper includes writing paper (rag and chemical wood
pulp writing paper), cover and text paper, Bristols, and thin
paper (carbon, cigarette, condenser, etc.). Bristols? text
and cover paper, and thin paper were classified under paper-
board, book paper, and tissue paper, respectively, in Census
reports prior to 1941 and Census production figures for fine
paper for 1935=40 were therefore revised by the Association to
Include these items. Production of text and cover paper and
Bristols for 1936 and 1938 and for thin paper prior to .1939
were estimated by the Writing Association since these items
v/ere not shown separately in Census reports for the indicated
years. The Association made an adjustment also in the Census
figures for writing paper for 1938 and a. small adjustment in
the figures for Bristols for 1939* Writing paper accounts for
around four-fifths of the fine paper group*

Printing paper includes book paper and groundwood printing
and specialty paper. Book paper constitutes about three-
fourths of the group. Groundwood papers were not completely
segregated in Census reports prior to 1937 and were estimated
by the Groundwood Association. Adjustments were made also In
the Census figures for groundwood paper for 1937-40 to include
some amounts included with miscellaneous paper in Census re-
ports. The Census figures for book paper were revised to ex-
clude cover and text paper which were transferred to printing
paper as explained above.

Wrapping paper comprises coarse paper (unbleached kraft and
other wrapping, bag, and converting, paper, shipping sack, and
glassine, greaseproof9 and vegetable parchment) and special
industrial paper, as classified currently in Census reports,
and the approximately comparable classification, "wrapping pa-
per, " in earlier reports.

Total paper, excluding newsprint and building paper, in-
cludes miscellaneous papers which are not shown separately, in
addition to fine, printing, and wrapping paper. The totals
are in agreement with the corresponding totals from Census re=
ports except that Bristols, allocated to paperboard prior to
1941.9 have been added to the 1935-40 Census figures for paper
(see also fine paper above).

The approximate coverage beginning 1941 of the data report-
ed monthly to the Association which are used as the basis for
estimating the monthly industry totals is as follows: Fine
paper, 68-71 percent; printing paper, 82-90 percent? wrapping
paper, 80-85 percent; total paper, excluding newsprint and
building paper, 81-84 percent.

Data shown in the 1942 Supplement are reported figures and
are not comparable with the industry totals shown here. Month-
ly figures for 1934-40 are available upon request.

3 The average for 1941 comparable with earlier years is
l,4£i,424 tons (see note l).

M Beginning January 1946 data for laminated wallboard
stock and other building board stock are classified under pa-
perboard; for the earlier years these data are included in
figures for building board. Monthly averages for 1945 compa-
rable with figures for 1946 are as follows: Paperboard,
668,242; building board<> 74,569.

Page 160
1 See note 2 for p* 159.
2 Compiled by the ff» S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics, and are averages of weekly prices* Data are
prices for uncoated book, "B" grade, English finish, white?
f.o.b. mill.

Monthly data for 1935-40 for the current series and monthly
averages prior to 1935 for a slightly different series for
book paper are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Suppleaents. The
note in the 1942 Supplement contains a description of the ear-
lier series and monthly figures for 1935 for both series.

3 Compiled by the JVewe print Service Bureau* Hie data cover
practically the entire industry for both Canada and the
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United States. On the basis of comparisons of production fig-
ures for the -United States with data compiled by the Bureau of
the Census in the Census of Manufactures and surveys of paper
and paperboard mills, the Association data cover about 96 per-
cent of the entire production of newsprint in the United
States for 1935 and 1940, 98 percent for 1936, 1938-39, and
1941-42, 97 percent for 1937, 99 percent for 1943, and practi-
cally 100 percent for 1944-46. Through December 1935, ship-
ments represent only paper moved in the given period and
stocks are for tonnage at the mills; beginning January 19363
shipments include all invoices whether or not movement has oc-
curred, and stocks include supplies in destination warehouses.
Included in the monthly averages for some years are small
quantities of paper referred to by the Bureau as "year-end ad-
justments."

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1936-40 are available in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements (revi-
sions for Canada, short tons—December 1937 shipments, 345,405;
stocks, 52,854; January 1938 shipments, 168,960). Earlier
monthly data are shown in the 1938, 1906, and 1932 Supplements
and are correct except for minor revisions.

v See note 2 for p. 161.

Page 161
1 See note 3 for p. 160.
2 Compiled by the American Newspaper Publishers Association,

based on reports from 422 publishers representing 525 newspa-
pers beginning 1942 and 421 publishers representing 524 news-
papers for 1941. The number of newspapers represented is not
available for earlier years. Data for 1940 were reported by
421 publishers and for 1935-39 by 431 publishers. The compa-
rability of the series is not affected by the change in the
number of publishers between 1939 and 1940 as the difference
between the figures for the two groups in 1939 was less than
0.2 percent. According to the Association, consumption by
these publishers accounted for approximately 80 percent of all
newsprint consumed for 1935-36, 77 percent for 1937-40, around
75 percent for 1941-43, 73 percent for 1944, 70-71 percent for
1945, 73 percent for 1946, and about 60 percent for the earlier
years.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1936̂ 0 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements; earlier
monthly data for consumption are available in table 6, p. 10,
of the March 1940 Survey and for stocks, in table 74, p. 20,
of the September 1938 Survey, An error in the note on the da-
ta in the latter issue is explained in the note on the series
in the 1942 Supplement.

5 Compiled by the v. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census subsequently. Data cover standard newsprint paper
and are imports for consumption. Monthly averages for 1913-34
and monthly figures for 1938-40 appear in the 1942 Supplement;
earlier monthly data are In the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements. (Revisions are as follows: Year 1931—April,
175,516 short tons; June, 190,919.) Data prior to 1934 are
general imports.

y Compiled by the u. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Prices are averages of Tuesday quotations
for standard newsprint, rolls, contract price, New York ba-
sis, freight allowed. Monthly averages for 1926-34, and
monthly data for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement.

5 Based on weekly data compiled by the National Paperboard
Association. Hie weekly data are compiled from reports of
member companies representing at present approximately 82 per-
cent of the industry, and are advanced to industry totals on
the basis of annual reports obtained by the Association from
practically all mills known to be producing paperboard. The
monthly figures shown for orders and production represent cal-
endar month totals computed by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce from the weekly data by prorating figures for
weeks falling in two months. Figures for percent of activity
are averages of weekly percentages for 4- and 5-week periods,
weeks ended on the 1st, 2d, and 3d of the month being included
in the average for the preceding jnonth as in the Association's
4- and 5-week period reports. Unfilled orders are as of the
end of the 4- and 5-week periods covered by the percentages.
The data cover all production of paperboard machines, includ-
ing all boards used by fabricators of corrugated and solid fi-
ber shipping cases, which in some instances fall as low as
0.008 or 0,009 of an inch in thickness, and boards used for
folding and set-up boxes and specialties. Building boards are
not included although there is included some board which is
subsequently fabricated into building board (for example the

liner board used in making gypsum plaster board) . Percent of
activity is computed from inch-hours which take into account
machine widths (based on last dryer width) and hours of opera-
tion. A 6-day week of continuous operation is taken as 100
percent activity.

For 191-6, total production of paperboard as compiled by the
Association is approximately in agreement with figures for the
paperboard classification of the Bureau of the Census as re-
vised beginning 1946. "Paperboard" from the latter source as
shown on p. 159 includes, however, wet machine board which is
not included here. There are further differences between the
two series for earlier years, largely because paperboard fig-
ures from the Bureau of the Census exclude through 1945 stocks
for building board which are included in Association data.

Monthly data for 1938-10 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly
figures for 1936-37 are available upon request.

8 Compiled by the Fibre Box Association beginning 1940 and
by the National Container Association for earlier years. Data
are estimated industry totals based on monthly or weekly re-
ports of member companies advanced to 100 percent on the basis
of the coverage indicated by annual totals obtained by the As-
sociation in a census of all box mills. The reported data
represented 80 to 90 percent of the totals for 1935-39, &5
percent for 1940, 80 percent for 1941, and 85 to 92 percent
for later years. For 1935-39, calendar month figures were re-
ported by the compiling agency. Beginning 1940 the monthly
figures are based on weekly data, prorating figures for weeks
falling in two months on the basis of a 6-day week (5-day week
if July 4 or Laoor Day fall in the week prorated). Data are
expressed in terms of surface area of corrugated and solid
fiber containers, including area of interior packings.

Monthly figures for 1934-40 are shown on p. 20 of the Sep-
tember 1944 Survey.

7 Compiled by the Folding Paper Box Association from, reports
of companies representing about 50 percent of the industry.
Indexes are computed by the link chain method based on compar-
isons for identical companies. Indexes for the current year
are computed by the Office of Business Economics from percent>-
age change from corresponding month of preceding yfear given in
the reports and are subsequently checked to figures shown in
the Association's yearbook-

Monthly figures for 1936-40, also earlier annual figures
beginning 1927 for the index of shipments, are available upon
reques t.

9 Compiled by the Publishers' tieekly. Data are based on
reports from publishers, numbering over 800 in 1946. In order
to assure as complete a coverage as possible, the records of
the compilers are checked against book reviews and notices,
and also against the card index of the Library of Congress.
Only books are included; pamphlets, theses, and reports are
excluded. Reprints, in the sense of reprints with no change
whatsoever, are not included. However, popularly-priced edi-
tions in reprint series, usually done by a different publisher
from the original, are included.. Earlier monthly figures, ex-
cept for a few minor revisions are shown in the 1942, 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

Page 162
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau

of Mines. Data represent the output of Pennsylvania anthra-
cite only; the small amount of anthracite mined outside of
Pennsylvania is included with bituminous coal production.
Figures are derived from weekly £ata on car loadings of anthra-
cite as reported by the Association of American Railroads,
prorated to a monthly basis. Annually, a census is taken of
mine operators, and the monthly data are then adjusted to the
reported total. Figures include coal loaded at mines for
shipment (breakers, washeries, dredges) including shipments by
truck from authorized operations, coal used at collieries for
power and heat, and coal sold to local trade and used by em-
ployees. Illicit operations are not included through 1940.
Beginning 1941 data include bootleg coal purchased by legiti-
mate operators and prepared at their breakers in the following
annual totals (short tons): 1941, 6,300,000; 1942, 3,931,000;
1943, 1,912,000; 1944, 1,333,000; 1945, 1,026,000; 1946, 352,000.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures be-
ginning 1923 given in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments are correct as shown except for minor revisions in the
data for 1931. These revisions and monthly figures beginning
1913 are available upon request.

2 Compiled by the Anthracite Committee of the Department
of Commerce of the Commonweal th of Pennsylvania beginning
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June 1941; by the Anthracite Institute from the middle of 1932
through May 1941; and by the Anthracite Bureau of Information
prior to the middle of 1932. Data represent primarily pre-
pared coal in ground storage. Ebccluded is coal on cars at
breaker sidings, enroute, at piers, and in boats at piers.
Data cover domestic and steam sizes of coal and run-of-mine and
its various steam coal derivatives. Variations in the size
and homogeneity of the sample affect the strict comparability
of the series. Thus, data on broken coal have been included
intermittently since the beginning of compilation, "but they
represent less than one-tenth of one percent of the total.

According to the Anthracite Institute, data include reports
of companies representing 91.4 percent of the entire industry
from May 1936 through August 1937, 92.6 percent from September
1937 through March 1939, 94 percent from April 1939 through
September 1939, and 98 percent through 1941. Such information
was not furnished by the compiling source prior to May 1936 or
since 1941.

Monthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data prior to
1938 Shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements are
correct as shown except for October 1924 which should be
4,667,000 short tons.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941, by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. Bunker coal on vessels engaged in foreign
trade is not included. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and
monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown In the 1942 Supplement.
For monthly figures prior to 1938, refer to the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements. Data in these volumes are ex-
pressed in long tons and may be converted to short tons by
multiplying by 1.12.

" Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data are average retail prices as of the 15th
of the indicated month for Pennsylvania anthracite, white ash,
chestnut size, in 18-25 cities* and bituminous coal, various
sizes,, in 31-38 cities. Prior to August 1935 for anthracite,
prior to September 1935 for bituminous and; after an interval,
beginning again in September 1940, prices were collected
monthly. In the intervening periods they were collected quar-
terly. Prices are for cash sales at retail of coal for house-
hold use delivered at the curb, or into the bin if no extra
charge is made.

Prior to September 1940 for bituminous coal and prior to
July 1944 for anthracite, the number of cities included was
constant (38 for bituminous coal and 25 for anthracite) *
Thereafter the number of cities covered was gradually reduced
until at the end of 1946 data for 31 cities were included in
the average for bituminous coal and for 18 cities in the aver-
age for anthracite. In most cases the average was not materi-
ally affected by the change an the number of cities; see note
16 for this page and note 16 for p. 163.

The series for anthracite represents a weighted average of
prices in the cities included. Weights used in combining the
prices are based upon the distribution by rail, or rail and
tidewater,, to each city during the 12-month period from August
1, 1935-July 31, 1936. The bituminous coal series represents
an unweighted average of price quotations.

Annual averages for 1929-34 for anthracite and for 1913-34
for bituminous and quarterly or monthly figures for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement (minor revisions for bitu-
minous coal for 1939 and 1940 are available upon request).
Monthly data for anthracite for 1929-37 are shown irn the 1940
Supplement and table 10, p. 20, of the February 1997 Survey.
For monthly figures for bituminous coal beginning 1923 see the
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Prices are averages of Tuesday quotations for
Pennsylvania anthracite, chestnut, as reported by 15 firms, on
tracks, destination. Annual averages for 1923-34 and monthly
data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. For
monthly data for 1932-37, see the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supple-
ments; monthly figures for 1923-31 are available upon request.

8 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bitumi-
nous Coal Division. The monthly figures as originally com-
piled and reported in the Survey are estimates based upon
daily and weekly statements of cars of coal and beehive coke
loaded by the principal railroads and of shipments over the
more important originating rivers, supplemented by direct re-
ports from a number of mining companies, local coal operators'
associations, and detailed monthly production statistics com-
piled by the State Mine Departments of Colorado, Illinois,
Pennsylvania, Washington, and West Virginia. Allowance has
been made for commercial truck shipments, local sales * and

colliery fuel,, and for small truck or wagon mines which pro-
duce over 1,000 tons a year. These estimates are later re-
vised to agree with the results of the annual statistical re-
ports from the coal producers. Data include lignite and an-
thracite mined outside of Pennsylvania and coal used at col-
lieries for power and heat and coal made into coke at the
mines. In recent years the output of small trucking mines
producing less than 1,000 tons a year is excluded. Figures
also exclude the production of illicit coal.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938
are available in the 1942 Supplement (data for 1939=40 as
shown in the latter volume have been revised and are available
upon request). Monthly data prior to 1938 are shown in the
1940,, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

7 Reported by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bitumi-
nous Coal Division. Total industrial consumption - and retail
deliveries statistics are based on data collected by the Bitu-
minous Coal Division and by several other agencies as speci-
fied in notes 8 to 12 for this page and note 1 for p. 163.
About 80 percent of total consumption for all purposes and of
total stocks are accounted for by actual monthly reports. The
balance represents estimated allowances for other industrial
consumption and stocks not accounted for in the specific clas-
sifications shown in the tables presented herein and in the
distribution through retail yards and stocks in those yards
not covered by reports. "Other industrial consumption" and
"other industrial stocks" as given here are based upon reports
from a sample of manufacturing plants (see note 11).

Industrial consumption and retail dealer deliveries repre-
sented in 1946 about 99 percent of total reported domestic
consumption. In recent years, industrial consumption alone
accounted for about 80 percent of total domestic consumption
though this percentage varies somewhat, mainly in reflection
of changing business conditions and variations in the weather.

Monthly averages for the total industrial consumption and
retail delivery series as shown in the 1942 and earlier Sup-
plements have been slightly revised and are available upon re-
quest (see note 14 for this page).

8 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. See note 7 for this page. Prior data shown in the
1942 and earlier Supplements are substantially correct al-
though there have been minor revisions in the consumption data.

9 Compiled by the Federal Power Commission (prior to July
1936, by the U. S. Geological Survey)". Data represent bitumi-
nous coal consumed and stocks he Id by privately and municipally
owned electric utilities, Bureau of Reclamation plants, and
miscellaneous Federal, State and other public projects consum-
ing coal for generating electric energy. Beginning with Janu-
ary 1945, coal consumed by plants generating electric energy
for electric railways and railroads and by manufacturing
plants generating electric energy for public sale have been
excluded from the data. During 1944, the last year of their
inclusion, electric railways and railroads and mnufaeturing
plants generating energy for public sale, consumed 2,230,581
tons of coal, the exclusion of which would result in lowering
the 1944 monthly average of the electric utility group as
shown herein by 2.8 percent in order to mate it comparable
with the 1945 and subsequent data. There have also been some
slight revisions in the data shown in earlier Supplements.
Revised monthly averages for years prior to 1935 are available
upon request; however, monthly revisions prior to January 1945
are not available at present.

10 Consumption by Class I railways is based on the average
daily consumption of coal as reported by the Association of
American Railroads to the U. S. Department of the Interior,
Bituminous Coal Division. Data relating to stocks held by
Class I railways are reported by the same source. Data repre-
sent coal consumption for all purposes, including road train
service, yard switching service, shops, station fuel, etc.
Data for switching and terminal companies are not included.
Monthly data from 1933 through 1940 are in the 1942, 1940j
1938, and 1936 Supplements. Data published in the 1932 Sup-
plement are not comparable with subsequent figures, as the
earlier data represented consumption in road train service only.

11 Data are compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior,
Bituminous Coal Division from a sample of large manufactur-
ing plants which numbered about 2,000 in 1941. ('In 1948,
the sample currently numbers about 1,200 representative large
firms reporting each month.) Upon the basis of these reports,
an estimate is made of total consumption by all manufacturing
plants not elsewhere specified so as to obtain complete indus-
try coverage. Coal consumption by coal gas retorts, previously
shown separately, is now included in this group. Monthly
averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for September 1932
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through 1940 can be obtained from the 1942, 1940, 1938, and
1936 Supplements by adding the data shown separately for coal
gas retorts to those for "other industrial."

12 Data are collected by the U. S. Department of the Inte-
rior, Bituminous Coal Division, from a selected list of repre-
sentative retail dealers (including some small manufacturing
plants) and estimates of total retail deliveries and stocks
are made from this sample.

Monthly averages for 1933̂ 0 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data begin-
ning 1933 are available upon request. Monthly data for stacks
beginning September 1932 are available in the 1940, 1938, and
1936 Suppleuents.

13 Average for 4 months, January, April, July, and October.
J y Averages are based on annual totals which include re'vi-

sions not available by months.
15 Average for 5 months, January, April, July, September,

and December.
16 The comparability of the data is slightly affected in

some months by a reduction in the number of cities or by a
.change in the sample; averages for August, September, and No-
vember 1946 comparable in each case with the data shown for the
following month are $16.54, $16.80, and $16.62, respectively.

Page 163
1 Compiled by the u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census; prior to May 1941, by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. Data represent coal loaded for consumption
by Vessels engaged in foreign trade. Monthly averages for
1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942
Supplement, Earlier monthly data beginning 1923 are shown in
the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplementsj revisions (in long
tons): June 1923, 440,000; September 1925, 376,000; December
1926, 718,000. Data in the 1940 and earlier Supplements are
shown in long tons; these can be converted into short tons by
multiplying by 1.12.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. In deriving this series, a factor based on the re-
lation of average consumption for colliery f\iel to total pro-
duction, as revealed by annual canvasses of the industry, is
applied to total monthly production. Annual averages as shown
in the 1942 and earlier Supplements halve been revised (see
note 12 for this page). For monthly data beginning September
1932, see the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements.

3 See note 7 for page 162.
w See note 8 for page 162.
5 See note 9 for page 162.
6 See note 10 for page 162.
7 See note 11 for page 162.
8 See note 12 for page 162.
9 Compiled by the n, s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly
figures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. For
monthly data beginning 1923, refer to the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements. Data as shown in the 1940 and earlier
Supplements are reported in long tons and may be converted to
short tons by multiplying by 1.12 in order to agree with data
shown herein.

10 See note 4 for page 162.
11 Compiled by the ff. s. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. The wholesale price of mine-run bituminous
coal is an average based on prices reported by 26 firms, on
tracks, destination. The prepared sizes composite price is an
average of prices reported by 22 firms, on tracks, destination.

Annual averages for 1923-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-
37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements
(correction for mine-run composite for February 1928, $4.097).

12 Averages are based on annual totals which include revi-
sions not available by months.

23 Average for 4 months, January, April, July, and October.
J y Average for 5 months, January, April, July, September,

and December.
15 Average for 4 months, March, June, September, and December.
16 The comparability of the data is affected in some months

by a reduction in the number of .cities or by a change in the
sample; averages for August, September, and November 1946 .com-
parable in each case with the data shown for the following
month are $10.93, $11.07, ana $11.12, respectively.

Page 164
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau

of Mines. Data are based on reports from plants accounting

for practically the entire output of coke (exclusive of
screenings), except gas-house coke and coke made from coal-tar
pitch, and include data from public utility plants having coke
ovens. The coke trade is concerned primarily with beehive and
byproduct-Oven coke, since only such coke is adapted to blast-
furnace and foundry uses, which consume the bulk of all coke
produced. Data on petroleum coke, the residue from the petro-
leum refining process, are also given here, since this product
has some importance as a petroleum refinery fuel, and as a
household fUel and for industrial uses.

Data relating to stocks at plants are here restricted to
byproduct and petroleum coke, since beehive plants as a rule
carry but small stocks. Stocks of byproduct coke at furnaces
refer to stocks held -by flimace plants, which are defined by
the Bureau of Wines as those plants whose main business is the
production of flirnace coke which has an assured outlet either
through financial affiliation with or direct ownership by an
ironworks, or through long-time contracts. Merchant plants,
as the name implies, refer to those plants producing coke for
sale. Included are a few plants affiliated with local iron
furnaces which produce more coke than the fUmaces can absorb
and which therefore sell in competitive markets; plants affil-
iated with alkali and chemical works; and a number of plants,
though constructed primarily to supply city gas, which must
dispose of their coke in the usual trade channels.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Earlier data are available
as follows: For production of beehive and byproduct coke and
petroleum coke, also stocks of petroleum coke, beginning 1923,
see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; for beehive
and byproduct coke, data for 1927 and 1931 have been revised
and are available upon request; monthly figures beginning 1913
for beehive and byproduct coke and beginning 1917 for petro-
leum coke production are available upon request; for stocks at
byproduct plants (at fUrnace plants and at merchant plants
separately) beginning 1932, see the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Sup-
plements; data beginning 1918 for petroleum and beginning 1928
for byproduct plants are available upon request.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Monthly averages 1913-34 and monthly
figures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. For
monthly data beginning 1923, refer to the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements. Data as shown in these Supplements are
reported in long tons and may be converted to short tons by
multiplying by 1.12 in order to agree with data shown
herein.

3 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data represent averages of weekly quotations
for beehive coke, Connellsvllle furnace, f.o.b. ovens. Annual
averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40 are
available in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly data beginning
1923, refer to the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements;
monthly figures beginning 1913 are available upon request.

y Reported by the U. S. Department of the Interior, -Bureau
of Mines from data supplied by the Oil and Gas Journal. Prior
to 1947, California data were furnished by the American Petro-
leum Institute. Also prior to 1947, data as originally re-
leased covered 4 or 5 week periods but were later revised, ac-
cording to the compilers, to cover calendar months.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1939 and
1940 are in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for 1938 in the
1942 Supplement haVe been revised. For monthly figures for
1923-37, see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
(Monthly data for 1938 and 1922 are available upon request.)

5 Compiled by the u. S. Department -of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Production data represent oil transported from pro-
ducing properties plus that remaining on properties and con-
sumed on leases. Refinery operations are based on the ratio
of the daily average crude runs to stills to the total rated
capacity of refineries per day. Consumption (runs to stills)
includes consumption of both domestic and foreign crude oils,
but does not include reruns of unfinished oils and unfinished
gasoline.

Monthly averages beginning 1913 for production, 1916 for
consumption and 1925 for refinery operations and monthly data
for all series for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. July
1939 consumption data should be corrected to 106,899. Monthly
data prior to 1938 for all series are available in the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (data for 1931 production
have been revised; these revisions and monthly production data
for 1916-22, and monthly consumption data for 1917-22, are
available upon request) •

6 Barrels of 42 gallons.
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Rage 165
2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau

of Mines. Stocks of gasoline-bearing crude petroleum «repre~
sent stocks of refinable crude oil (light crude oil and heavy
crude oil outside California used in refining) . Data for
heavy crude oil (specific gravity of less than 20°) in Cali-
fornia are not available separately for any year prior to 1938
and for 1935-37 are included with stocks of residual fuel oil.

Monthly averages for 1921-34 for gasoline-bearing oil and
monthly data for 1938-40 for all series are available in the
1942 Supplement (gasoline-bearing oil is shown as "refinable
in United States"). Data for stocks at refineries for March
1940 has been corrected to 50,194 thousand barrels. As ex-
plained in note 1, p. 156 of the 1942 Supplement, data prior
to 1933 for each of the following classifications are stocks
east of California only; stocks at refineries, at tank farms
and in pipe lineŝ  and on leases. Although stocks of light
crude petroleum in California are not available by location
for this period they are included in the figures for total
stocks. Total stocks data also include for 192g-23 heavy crude
in California.

Monthly data for 1924-32 for stocks at refineries and at
tank farms and in pipe lines, east of California, are correct
as shown in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements (data for 1923 as
shown in the latter volume have been revised). Total stocks
figures beginning 1933 shown in the 1940 and earlier Supple-
ments have been revised to include stocks of light crude in
California with other gasoline-bearing crude and to include
stocks on leases. Revised monthly figures for 1933-37 for all
series and earlier data for the total and for stocks on leases,
and also monthly data prior to 1924, are available upon request.

^Compiled by the II. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Poreijn and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census subsequently. Data for imports are imports for con-
sumption. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
for imports for 1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements; prior to February 1923, they include
some topped oil (see note 2 for p. 156 in the 1942 Supplement).
Monthly export data prior to 1938 are available upon request.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data are averages of weekly prices. The spe-
.cific quotation is for crude petroleum, Oklahoma-Kansas, 33.0
to 33.9 gravity, at the well. Annual averages for 1913-34 and
monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement.
For monthly data for 1923-37, see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements,

* Compiled by the 17. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (distillate fuel
oil is shown as "gas oil and distillate fuel oil")* Only com-
bined totals of distillate and residual fuel oil are available
prior to 1930; monthly data for 1917-29 are available upon re-
quest. Comparability of the data prior to 1929 is somewhat
affected by duplication which resulted when a considerable
volume of fuel oil was erroneously reported as "finished oils"
but which was later redistilled. For monthly data for 1930=37,
see p. 20 of the February 1933 Survey, and the 1940, 1938, and
1936 Supplements.

5 Compiled by the U, S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines* Data represent apparent consumption as computed
from production plus imports, minus exports, plus or minus the
change in stocks. The export data used differ from those
shown here for .the items separately since the former include
shipments to noncontiguous territories. No breakdown between
residual fuel oil and gas and distillate fuel oil data is
available prior to 1935. The comparability of the series is
affected slightly beginning 1939 by the inclusion of net trans-
fers of crude oil east of California and by the change in
method of computing stocks (see note 9 for p. 166). Monthly
averages for 1931-34 and monthly data for 1938-40 are shown in
the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for 1932-37 are available
upon request.

8Compiled by the Federal Power Commission (prior to July
1936 by the ff. S. Geological Survey). Data for 1945-46 and
the monthly averages for earlier years represent fuel oil con-
sumed by privately and municipally owned electric utilities,
Bureau of Reclamation plants, miscellaneous Federal, State,
and other public projects. The monthly data for 1941-44 in-
clude also consumption by plants operated by electric and
steam railroads and a comparatively small quantity formerly
included for certain industrial plants which sold some energy
for public use.

Monthly data for 1038-40 are available in the 1942 Supple™
ment; earlier monthly data beginning 1921 are available in the
1940 Supplement and table 75, p. 20, of the September 1938
Survey. Revised annual figures beginning 1920 are available
upon request. All data shown in these earlier publications
include consumption by plants operated by electric and steam
railways and the industrial plants referred to above.

7 Compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Data rep-
resent the consumption of fuel oil by locomotives in road
train service of Class I steam railways, not including that
used in yard switching service. Figures do not include con-
sumption of gasoline by motor car trains or of diesel fuel by
either locomotives or motor car trains. Data for switching
and terminal companies are included beginning January 1937.

Monthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement, Earlier monthly data be-
ginning 1923 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup=
plements; data in the latter volume have been revised but are
sufficiently accurate to indicate the trend. Revised monthly
data for 1921-31 are available upon request.

8 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter, covering fuel oil loaded for consump-
tion by vessels engaged in foreign trade.

Monthly averages for 1914 and monthly data for 1938-40 are
shown in the 1942 Supplement (revisions in thousands of bar-
rels: 1940—June, 2,925; July, 3,008; August, 2,681). For
earlier monthly figures beginning 1923, see the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements. Minor revisions in some of the
figures shown in the 1932 Supplement and monthly data for July
1914-22 are available upon request.

9 Barrels of 42 gallons.
10 Based on annual total; monthly figures available only

for distillate oil and fuel oil combined.
11 Includes minor revisions not distributed by months. See

note 6 for this page.
12Revised basis; 11,615,000 barrels transferred at the be-

ginning of the year from refinery to tank farm and pipe line
stocks.

13Heavy crude in California included with stocks of resid-
ual fuel oils, p. 166, prior to 1938. Stocks of heavy crude
as of December 31^ 1937 (the earliest figure available),
14,505,000 barrels. No separate data available»

JyRevised basis; 993,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

15 Revised basis; 793,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

IQ Revised basis. See note 5 for this page and note 9 for
p. 166 for explanation of a change affecting comparability of
the data and figures for 1939 comparable with those for earli-
er years.

17Excludes substantial August shipments which were omitted
due to incomplete information on original documents.

18 Revised bases; 1,374,000 barrels deducted at the begin-
ning of the year.

^Revised basis; 1,017,000 barrels deducted at the begin-
ning of the year.

20 Re vised basis; 199,000 barrels transferred from crude
oil stocks to natural gasoline stocks at the beginning of the
year.

Page 166

1 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Data include all refinery stocks of distillate and
residual fuel oils, bulk terminal stocks in California and,
beginning 1939, bulk terminal stocks east of California. Data
for residual oil for 1935-37 (shown in italics) include also
heavy crude oil in California. Beginning 1938 heavy crude in
California has been reported separately and is shown herein on
p. 165. The addition of bulk terminal stocks east of Califor-
nia beginning 1939 materially affects the .comparability of the
data (see note 9 for this page) .

Annual averages for 1917-40 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1912 Supplement. Monthly figures for
1932-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements.
Data for the combined figures for distillate and residual fuel
oils shown in the 1940 and earlier issues are for "east of
California" only; monthly data except for 1930 and 1931, cor-
responding to the monthly averages shown in the present volume
can be obtained from the earlier Supplements by adding heavy
crude and fuel oil in California to the figures for stocks
east of California after .correcting December figures for cer-
tain years as follows: 1927, distillate fuel oil, 34,022;
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1932, heavy crude and fuel oil in California, 95,933; 1933,
residual fuel oil east of California, 18,64&; 1937, heavy
crude and fuel oil in California, 67,656; 1930 and 1931 month-
ly data are available irpon request.

^Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. Separate data for distillate fuel oil and
residual fuel oil are not available prior to 1932. All lubri-
cating oils are included in that series. Monthly averages for
distillate and residual fuel oil and kerosene for 1913-34, lu-
bricating oils for 1917-34 and monthly data covering 1938-40
for all series are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly
data for kerosene for 1923-37 are in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements. Revised export data in thousands of barrels
are as follows: Kerosene, 1930—June, 1,735; October, 1,401;
1938—July, 203; lubricating oils, monthly averages, 1926,
779; 1927, 807. Monthly data for distillate and residual fuel
oil for 1932-37, kerosene for 1913-22, and lubricating oils
for July 1917-37 are available upon request.

3Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, and represents the average of weekly prices
for fuel oil, in Pennsylvania, 38-40 gravity> tank cars, f.o.b.
refinery. Monthly data for 1918-37 are shown in table 46, p.
14, of the November 1940 Survey. Annual averages for 1918-34
and monthly data for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement,
but it should be noted that the unit is erroneously stated
there as dollars per barrel, instead of per gallon.

yCompiled by the ff. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Domestic demand represents apparent consumption as
computed from production plus imports, minus exports, plus or
minus the changes in stocks. The export data used in this
computation differ from, those shown separately on this page,
in that the former include shipments to noncontiguous U. S.
territories.

Monthly averages for 1916-34 for production, 1917-34 for
domestic demand, and monthly data for both series for 1938-40
are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-37 are
available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
Monthly data for July 1917-22 are available upon request.

5Compiled by the u. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Stocks of kerosene includes stocks held at refin-
eries and, beginning January 1942, bulk terminal stocks. Pri-
or to January 1942, the data cover refinery stocks only (see
note 1U for this page).

ffCompiled by the ff. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data represent monthly averages of weekly
quotations. Annual averages for 1913-34 for kerosene, monthly
averages for 1930-34 for lubricating oil and monthly data for
1938-40 for both series are shown in the 1942 Supplement.
Earlier monthly data back to 1923 for kerosene and 1930 for
lubricating oil prices will be found in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements.

7Barrels of 42 gallons.
8Revised basis; 460,000 barrels deducted at the beginning

of the year.
9Revised basis. Stock data include bulk terminal stocks

east of California beginning January 1939. (Bulk terminal
stocks in California have been included since 1924.) The do-
mestic demand data, in addition to including changes in bulk
terminal stocks east of California, include net transfers of
crude oil east of California beginning 1939. (Transfers of
crude oil in California have been included with residual fuel
oil statistics for all years shown here and with distillate
fuel oil beginning 1938.) Monthly averages for 1939 compara-
ble with data for 1938 are as follows (thousands of barrels) :
Domestic demand—distillate fuel oil, 11,560; residual fuel
oil, 26,645; stocks—distillate fuel oil, 25,807; residual
fuel oil, 92,948. December 31, 1938 stock figures comparable
with 1939: Distillate fuel oil, 36,234; residual fuel oil,
101.971.

foRevised basis; December 31, 1941 figure comparable with
succeeding year is 14,515,000 barrels.

21 Revised basis; 29,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

-̂ Revised basis; 1,278,000 barrels deducted at the begin-
ning of the year*

r5Revised basis; 596,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

Jy Revised basis; 236,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

Page 167
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau

of Mines-, Data represent production of all motor fuels,

including aviation gasoline. Gasoline and naphtha from crude
oil (the combined total of straight-run and cracked gasoline
as previously classified) is gasoline produced at refineries.
The natural gasoline and allied products classification in-
cludes natural gasoline, cycle products, motor benzol and, be-
ginning 3541, liquefied petroleum gas produced at natural gas-
oline and cycle plants. The monthly average production in
1941 of liquefied petroleum gas included in the figures for
that year is 1,403 thousand barrels; while the inclusion of
this item affects the comparability of the figures between
1940 and 1941, the industry had grown very rapidly and produc-
tion prior to 1939 was probably small. "Sales of liquefied
petroleum gas and transfers of cycle products" shown in column
4 include sales for fuel purposes beginning in 1941, transfers
of cycle products beginning 1943, and sales for chemical pur-
poses beginning 1945. "Natural gasoline used at refineries"
represents that part of the total production of this item con-
sumed in blending at refineries. The difference between total
production of natural gasoline and allied products and the
amounts accounted for in columns 4 and 5 as sales of liquefied
petroleum, gas, transfers of cycle products and used at refin-
eries, represents unblended natural gasoline used as such, ex-
ports, unidentified uses and losses which, for the most part,
occur during shipment from natural gasoline plants to the re-
finers .

See the 1942 Supplement for monthly averages prior to 1935
and for monthly data for 1938-40. Monthly data for 1936-37
for all series are in the 1940 Supplement. For earlier month-
ly data on gasoline and naphtha from crude oil and natural
gasoline used at refineries, beginning 1923, see table 41, p.
19, of the October 1937 Survey; for benzol production, begin-
ning 1923, see table 52, p. 18, of the November 1939 Survey.
Monthly data beginning 1920 for natural gasoline production
are available upon request.

^Compiled by the u. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Data represent the apparent consumption in conti-
nental United States of refinery and natural gasoline (includ-
ing aviation gasoline) and benzol as computed from production
plus imports, minus exports, plus or minus the change in
stocks (figures through 1929 represent the consumption of gas-
oline only) . The export figures used in this computation dif-
fer from those shown in column 11 in that the former include
shipments to noncontiguous U. S. territories. Natural gaso-
line losses are included beginning with 1932; in that year,
such losses represented about 1 percent of total motor fuel
consumed. It should be noted that .the consumption of motor
fuel by the armed forces at home and abroad is included in
these estimates of domestic demand.

Monthly averages for 1917-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-
37(are correct as shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements except for minor revisions which are available upon
request. ^

3 Compiled by the u. S. Department of' the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Finished gasoline stocks are those held by refiners,
at bulk terminals and in pipelines. Stocks of refiners and
terminals also include domestic shipments of gasoline consign-
ed to them and in transit by water or rail. Unfinished gaso-
line is held only by the refiners. Natural gasoline and al-
lied products stocks are those held by natural gasoline
plants, by refiners and at bulk terminals. Stocks of natural
gasoline at bulk terminals have been included only beginning
in 1935 and stocks at refineries beginning in 1930; previously
only stocks at natural gas plants were counted. Stocks of
liquefied petroleum gas are included with natural gasoline
stocks beginning in 1942; prior to that time only stocks of
natural gas and cycle products were included.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1942 Supplement (revised data for unfinished gaso-
line in November 1939, 5,171 thousand barrels). Monthly data
for total stocks of finished gasoline, stocks at refineries,
and stocks of natural gasoline are correct as shown in the
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements except that the data
for 1930 and 1931 have been revised and are available upon re-
quest. Monthly data for stocks of unfinished gasoline from
1930 through 1937* are also available upon request.

** Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. Data cover commercial and Lend-Lease ex-
ports, but motor fuel sent to the armed forces abroad during
the war are excluded. Exports of motor fuel are made up of
exports of refinery (including aviation) gasoline, natural
gasoline, other petroleum motor fuels, naphtha, solvents, and
other finished light products. Benzol is also included
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beginning July 1917when this item was first reported in export
statistics.

Beginning with January 1940, blending agents and other
anti-knock compounds were counted in, while starting in Janu-
ary 1941, exports of mineral spirits are included since that
item was no longer reported separately; the inclusion of these
Minor items affects the .comparability of the series only to a
negligible extent.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1913-37 are
shown in table 54, p. 16, of the December 1940 Survey.

s Compiled by the U. 5. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Both series represent monthly averages of
weekly prices for motor gasoline. The New York price repre-
sents posted tank-wagon price of motor gasoline delivered to
undivided dealers (i.e. one who handles only gasoline of a
single company, exclusively) plus the New York State and Fed-
eral gasoline taxes. The Oklahoma gasoline price at refinery
is for regular grade, f.o.b. refinery.

Monthly averages for 1918-34 for the Oklahoma price and
annual data for 1938-40 for both prices are in the 1942 Sup-
plement. Monthly data for 1935-37 for the New York price are
shown in table 6, p. 18, of the January 1941 Survey. Monthly
data beginning 1927 for the Oklahoma price are shown in the
1940, 1938, 1936, and I<p2 Supplements; monthly data for this
series for 1918-26 are available upon request.

^Reported by the American Petroleum Institute, as compiled
by the Texas Co. The prices are simple averages of service-
station prices for regular-grade gasoline, exclusive of taxes,
on the 1st of each month in 50 representative cities. The 50
cities include 2 in the State of New York and 1 in each of the
other 47 States and the District of Columbia. The prices for
the 1st of the month are shown here as of the end of the pre-
.ceding month.

Monthly averages for 1930-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1930-37 are
shown in table 10, p. 16, of the March 1941 Survey.

7 Barrels of 42 gallons.
8 Liquefied petroleum gas produced at natural gasoline and

cycle plants is included beginning 1941. See note 1.
9 Revised basis; 354,000 barrels deducted at beginning of

the year.
10 Revised basis; data beginning January 1942 include liq-

uefied petroleum gases at natural gasoline and cycle plants.
December 31, 1941 figure comparable with succeeding year is
4,437,000.

11 Revised basis; 1,100,000 barrels transferred from refin-
ery to unfinished gasoline at the beginning of the year.

13 Revised basis; 199,000 barrels of California condensate
transferred from crude oil stocks at the beginning of the year.

Page 168
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau

of Mines. Data cover total output and stocks held by all re-
fineries. Aviation gasoline is distinguished from ordinary
motor fuel chiefly by its higher octane rating but also by
additional components blended into it for various purposes.
In addition to the "100 octane and abover classification,
there is also 90 but under 100 octane and some under 90 octane
aviation gasoline produced. Stocks include both finished and
unfinished gasoline. Stocks other than those held by refiners
but still in the production stage such as stocks in transit
are believed to be negligible.

Data for total production and stocks are not available pri-
or to October 1939 while separate data for 100 octane and
above are not available prior to 1942.

^Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Data co'ver only asphalt and wax made from petroleum.
Asphalt production includes that produced by refiners from
both domestic and imported petroleum. Stocks are those held
by petroleum refiners only. Wax data refer to output and
stocks of petroleum refineries only. Monthly averages for
1916-34 and monthly data for 1938-40 will be found in the 1942
Supplement Monthly data for 1923-37 are shown in the 194O,
1938, 1936S and 1932 Supplements.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data cover total shipments (including those for
export) from virtually all plants and also from their ware-
houses, known to be manufacturing asphalt and tar roofing,
saturated felts and siding products* Reports are made on a
plant rather than a company basis? hence the necessity of in-
cluding shipments from warehouses; it is believed that inter-
plant and plant-to-warehouse shipments have been eliminated.
The number of reporting plants has been as follows: September

1943, 109 (this represented complete .coverage of the industry);
1944, 108 plants most of the year; 1945, 109 plants most of
the year; 1946, from 109 plants in January to 103 plants in
December. When some of the plants in any month fail to report,
estimates are included for those nonreporting plants; hence
the data as reported by the Census Bureau represent virtually
complete industry coverage.

For some time prior to September 1943 when the Bureau of
the Census began publication of the present series of asphalt
products data, roofing shipments statistics had been received
from 33' manufacturers operating 78 plants which represented
the following percentage of complete industry coverage as of
September 1943: Smooth-surfaced roll roofing and cap sheet,
95.0 percent; mineral-surfaced roll roofing and cap sheet,
94.8 percent; strip shingles, 95.3 percent; individual shin-
gles, 99.4 percent. Upon the basis of these percentages, the
asphalt roofing data beginning April 1939 through August 1943
were expanded to represent industry-wide coverage so as to be
.comparable with the present series beginning in September 1943
which does represent, as nearly as possible, complete industry
coverage. Annual data for total roofing shipments for 1935-38
and January-March 1939 were expanded to represent complete
coverage upon the basis of reports to the 1935 Biennial Census
of Manufactures indicating 92 percent coverage for that period.

Shipment statistics for asphalt siding and saturated felts,
available only starting in September 1943, also represent
practically complete coverage of the industry, including esti-
mates for nonreporting plants in any month.

Asphalt roofing data in the 1942 and earlier Supplements
are not comparable with the present series.

* Average for 3 months, October-December.
5 Average for 9 months, April-December.
6 Includes some 98-99 octane.
7 Average for 4 months, September-December.

Page 169
1 Compiled by the 17. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Materials Distribution, beginning April 1947, by the Civilian
Production Administration and predecessor agencies for June
1941-March 1947, and by the U. S. Department of Commerce, bu-
reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and the Hubber Manufac-
turers Association, Inc., for the earlier period. The data
include crude rubber snd natural latex, reported on the basis
of estimated dry-weight .content, and guayule. Gutta balata,
gutta-percha, gutta-siack, and gutta-jelutong-pontianak are
not included.

Consumption figures represent consumption by all rubber us-
ers. Beginning July 1941, consumption data are based on com-
plete reports. Earlier .consumption figures are based on
monthly reports to the Rubber Manufacturers Association, from
both member and nonmember companies, adjusted to industry to-
tals on the basis of annual surveys of the rubber industry by
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The reported
monthly figures for this earlier period represented 90-98 per-
cent of the" totals.

Stock figures relate to total industry stocks on hand and
for the period beginning December^ 1939 through June 1&47
(shown in the monthly Survey), also Government stocks. The
figures beginning July 1947 shown in the monthly Survey repre-
sent reported stocks available to industry, but do not include
Government strategic stocks. Stock figures beginning 1941
were .calculated from the difference between imports plus a
small amount of guayule produced in the United States in 1943-
46 (359, 130, 536, and 12 tons) and consumption plus reexports,
and were periodically adjusted to reported stocks. Prior to
1941, year-end stocks were derived from annual surveys by the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and data for other
months were calculated froia the year-end figures by adding im-
ports and deducting consumption and reexports.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement; notes 1 and 11 for p. 160
of that volume give information on the coverage of the re-
ported data for individual years prior to 1941 and the method
of adjusting the data to industry totals. Monthly data for
1934-37 for consumption, and 1934-37 for stocks are available
in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (revision for
stocks, March 1934, 72,576 long tons). Monthly data for con-
sumption shown in the 1936 Supplement have been revised and
consumption figures in the 1932 Supplement are reported data
instead of industry totals. Monthly consumption figures for
1921-33 raised to industry totals are available upon request.

, s Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and the Bu-
reau of the Census thereafter.
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Data for natural rubber represent imports for consumption
of crude rubber and milk of rubber, or latex (dry rubber con-
tent) , including guayule rubber. Balata, jelutong, pontianak,
gutta-percha and other guttas are not included. Quantities
are reported with no allowance for shrinkage which was of neg-
ligible importance prior to 1943 and after 1945 but was sig-
nificant in 1̂ 13-45 because of the increase in imports of non-
plantation rubber which requires washing. Shrinkage was esti-
mated by the Civilian Production Administration to reduce the
1943-46 totals by the following amounts: 1943, 8.8 -percent;
1944, 5.5 percent; 1945, 6.7 percent; 1946, 1.3 percent. Re-
exports of rubber are comparatively small. Monthly average
reexports for 1941-46 are as follows (long tons): 1941, 418;
1942, 905; 1943, 1,882; 1944, 812; 1945, 792; 1946, 562.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1936-
40 for imports of natural rubber are available in the 1943 and
1940 Supplements and earlier monthly figures beginning 1913
appear on p. 18 of the May 1940 Survey.

The 19il and 1942 figures for chemical rubber exports rep-
resent allocations for export from the War Production Board.
Imports, which are not shown here are small. Monthly aver-
ages for 1944^6 are as follows (long tons) : 1944, 920; 1945,
867; 1946, 91. There were no imports prior to 1944.

Data- for exports of tires and tubes cover only automotive
tires and tubes, including used and retreaded tires as well as
new tires. They do not include exports of solid and cushion
tires, airplane, bicycle, motorcycle, tractor and farm imple-
ment tires. These data include only shipments to foreign
countries and therefore differ froir, export figures shown in
earlier Supplements which include shipments to Alaska, Hawaii,
and Puerto Rico and, beginning 19Q5, Virgin Islands. Monthly
data for 19£4 îO comparable with the figures shown here are
available upon request.

3 Compiled by the Rubber Trade Associatton of New York,
Inc., through January 1942, Thereafter through March 1947 the
United States Government was the sole purchaser of natural
rubber and the price shown is the Government base sell ing
price. The Government price was fixed at $0.225 in 1941 and
continued at this figure until January 13, 1947, when it was
raised to $0.257 1/2. There was a free market after April 1,
1947, and prices shown in the monthly Survey beginning that
month are spot market prices at New York. However, the Gov-
ernment continued to sell rubber at $0.257 1/2 in April and
early May 1947.

Monthly averages beginning 1921 and monthly figures for
1923-40 are shown in the 1912, 1910, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements .

y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Materials Distribution, beginning April 1947 and by the Civil-
tan. Production Administration and predecessor agencies prior
to that month. All data are industry totals and include GR-S,
Neoprene, Butyl, and Butadiene*-Acyrlonitrile. Production for
the entire period and consumption and stocks through August
1945 are based on complete reports; thereafter, consumption
and stocks are based on samples representing almost the entire
industry and are adjusted to complete coverage. Stock figures
include Government and industry stocks for the entire period.
Stocks shipped for export but not cleared are not included.
Stocks were calculated f rom new supply (production plus a
small amount of imports beginning 1943), consumption and ex-
ports, adjusted periodically to reported inventories, until
July 1947. Beginning that month figures shown in the monthly
Survey represent ac tua l ly reported stocks (slightly incom-
plete) .

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Materials Distribution, beginning April 1917, by the Civilian
Production Administration and predecessor agencies for January
1941-March 1947, and by the Rubber Manufacturers Association,
Inc., and the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce prior to 1941. Data include only natu-
ral rubber reclaims prior to 1944 and both natural and syn-
thetic rubber reclaims subsequently. Synthetic reclaim opera-
tions were not available nor sizable prior to 1944. Consump-
tion and production for April 1942-August 1945 and later pro-
duction data are as reported by all companies; data for the
earlier period and consumption data beginning September 1915
are based on monthly reports representing a large proportion
of the industry, adjusted to complete coverage. The reported
data for consumption beginning September 1945 represent over
90 percent of the industry total. For July 1941 to March 1942
reported figures were raised 1 to 2 percent, to allow for non-
reporting companies; earlier 1941 figures were estimated from
incomplete reports to the Rubber Manufacturers Association.
Stock figures beginning 1941 are calculated from consumption,

production, exports and imports and are adjusted periodically
to reported inventories, representing complete coverage.

Consumption and stocks prior to 1941 were based on monthly
reports to the Rubber Manufacturers Association, accounting
for 70 to 85 percent of the totals, adjusted to complete cov-
erage by the Association beginning May 1938 and by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce for the earlier period, on
the basis of annual surveys of the industry by the latter
agency. Annual production figures prior to 1941 were derived
from changes in stocks, amounts consulted, and amounts exported
and imported; monthly figures reported to the Rubber Manufac-
turers Association, representing 95 to 100 percent of the in-
dustry, were adjusted to these annual totals. Information on
the coverage of the reported monthly data for individual years
prior to 1941 and the method of adjusting these data to indus-
try totals are given in the 1942 Supplement in notes 1 and 12
for p. 160.

Monthly averages prior to 1905 and monthly figures for 1932-
40 (except for 19Q2 revisions in production) are available in
the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements. Data shown in the
1932 Supplement are reported data instead of data raised to
100 percent coverage. Monthly figures prior to 1933 for pro-
duction and prior to 1932 for consumption and stock are avail-
^ble upon request.

^Compiled by the Rubber Manufacturers Association, Inc.
All data are industry totals, based on monthly reports from
iranufac turers accounting for a large proportion of the indus-
try. Estimates are included for nonreporting companies. The
reporting companies accounted for 91-94 percent of total pro-
duction for 1941-43 and the entire production of casings and
92-98 percent of the production of inner tubes for later years.
The estimates were adjusted by the Association to Biennial
Census of Manufactures data through 1939. The data cover only
automotive casings and inner tubes and do not include data for
solid rubber tires or pneumatic tires for motorcycles, bicy-
cles, and aviation, industrial and agricultural equipment.

Total shipments inclule all shipments to purchasers from
factory, regional branches, and sectional warehouses, except
shipments to other tire manufacturers (intev-manufacturers
purchases), and, beginning 1944, also transfers to company-
owned stores. Tires on consignment are included in shipments
at the time they are sold and contract mileage tires at the
tiroe they are shipped to the account or servicing point.
Shipments to factory warehouses are not included. Shipments
for original equipment represent shipments to vehicle manufac-
turers for original equipment.

Export shipments are as reported by FAnufacturers and cover
new tires only. From 1941 until the end of the war the Asso-
ciation reported lend-lease shipments as replacements instead
of shipments for export, except that from late 1943 until the
end of 1945 orders placed by the Office of Economic Warfare
(formerly Foreign Economic Administration) were classified un-
der exports. It is stated by the Association that companies
were requested to conform with the export definition of the
Government and to consider shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico as domestic business but that one or two companies
reported shipments to those areas in exports. Inconsistencies
in data for export shipments have a bearing on the accuracy of
the figures for replacement sales which represent total ship-
ments less shipments for export and for original equipment.
Export shipments as reported by the Association differ from
export statistics of the U. S. Department of Commerce shown in
the last column, which cover total exports to foreign countries
(including lend-lease shipments), based on declarations of all
exporters, and include used and retreaded tires as well as new
tires.

Stocks include stocks at factory, regional branches, sec-
tional warehouses, and consigned stocks, as well as stocks in
trans it be tween sue h points, and, prior to 1944, s tocks of
company-owned stores. Stocks purchased from other manufac-
turers are included. The change beginning 1944 in the treat-
ment of transfers to company-owned stores, whereby these trans-
fers were considered sales and stocks at company-owned stores
were excluded from inventories, was made to coincide with the
OPA Rationing Board control plans.

During 1942, Government restrictions required vehicle F.anu-
facturers to return excess stocks and exporters to return some
stocks originally intended for shipment to foreign customers.
Dealers also made large returns of stocks to manufacturers un-
der a Government-sponsored program. The shipments figures are
not adjusted for such returns. As a result, there are distor-
tions in the data and it should be noted that inventories in-
creased some months out of all proportion to production. The
Association cautions that, because of considerable confusion
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in the industry in 1942, figures for that year should not be
used to indicate trends.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1986-
40 for all series, except shipments of castogs for export and
for replacement equipment, are available in the 1943 and 1940
Sttppleireents and earlier monthly figures for production, total
shipments, and stocks are on pp. 16-18 of the May 1939 Survey.
Export data shown in these volumes are exports as reported by
the U. S. Department of Commerce (see explanation of the data
above) plus shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and, be-
ginning 1935s Virgin Islands, while replacement shipments are
total shipments less these export figures and shipments for
original equipment; however, for 1936-38, these data for ex-
ports and, replacement shipments are approximately the same as
export and replacement shipments reported by the Association.
Monthly figures for 1986-40 for export shipments and replace-
ment shipments, as reported by the Association, are available
upon request. The 1938 monthly data for production, shipments,
and s toe Is of casings are incomplete since no data are in-
cluded for the Ford Company which started producing in the
spring of 1938 and progressively increased production during
the year; the monthly averages for the year include estimates
for this company. The Ford Company began, reporting in Decem-
ber 1939; estimates for the company for January-November 1939
are included in both the monthly and annual figures for that
year. The company produced no inner tubes*

7 The monthly averages for consumption and production are
based on annual totals; stock figures are for December 31.
The 1939-41 data, with the exception of production for 1939
and 1940, are estimated,

a Includes small adjustment ( + 133 tons for synthetic and
-216 for reclaimed rubber) not distributed by months.

9 Includes an adjustment of+ 5,384 tons not distributed by
months.

J O A deduction of 9,787 tons was made in December 194:1 for
fire loss.

•^Data for indicated months include inventory adjustments
as follows: 1943—May, +6,,000 tons; November,+10 tons; De-
cember, + 361 tons ; 1944—November , - 177 tons; 1945—-Febru-
ary,-2,500 tons; December, -2,037'tons; 1946—January, - 230
tons. •

12 Includes 385 tons consumed in previous months.
13 Includes inventory adjustment of + 1,565 tons.

Page 170
1 See note 6 for p. 169.
^See fifth paragraph of note 2 for p. 169.
3Data are compiled by the Coated Abrasives Association

(formerly called the Abrasive Paper and Cloth Manufacturers'
Exchange) from reports of 7 manufacturers and are estimated by
the Association to represent about 94 percent of the industry
at present. The totals given include the domestic shipments
of garnet, emery, flint, and artificial (silicon, carbide, and
aluminum oxide) paper, cloth, and combinations. Figures are
stated in equivalent reans, 9 by 11 inches.

Monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are availa.bie in the 1943 Supplement. Monthly figures for
1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments .

yCompiled by the ff. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Beginning January 1940 and September 1912, data for
two plants in Puerto Rico are included; also, one new plant in
Hawaii started production ±n May 1945 but was dismantled in
December 1948. Clinker cement is unground cement; data for
production of clinker cement are available in the reports of
the Bureau of Mines. The coverage of the monthly figures on
operations is practically complete, according to annual fig-
ures of the Bureau of Mines.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 (except stocks of c l inker
which begin 19S3) and monthly figures for 1938-40 are avail-
able in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures for 1983-37 are
shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Monthly
data back to 1915 for the items.for which data are presented
prior to 1923 are shown on p. 47 of the September 1923 issue.
These figures are correct except for the December 1922 stock
figure, which should read 9,352,000 barrels instead of
9,134,000.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data include unglazed common and face brick arid
cover all known manufacturers. Estimates are made for a few
establishments from which reports were not received. Compara-
ble monthly data are available only beginning January 1943 for
production and September 1942 for shipments and stocks. //

An earlier series for shipments and stocks compiled by the
Bureau of the Census for a smaller number of companies is
available for January 1941-September 1942, thus providing a. 1-
month overlap with the present series.

ff Compiled by the u. S, Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, and represents the wholesale price of common
building brick, f .o.b. plant,, average of 50 quotations, month-
ly - from manufacturers. It should be noted that brick prices
vary considerably in different parts of the country, and that
the series shown here is only indicative of the trend.

Monthly figures for 1932-40 and monthly averages for 1931=
34 for this series and for 1919-30 for an earlier series
(based on 82 quotations) are available in the 1942, 1940,
1938, and 1936 Supplements. The 1931 average for the series
based on 88 quotations is $12,396=

7Average for 4 months, September to December.

Page 171
1 Compiled by the 0. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census. The monthly series include estimates for a few
establishments from which reports are not received; they cover
all known manufacturers. The 19&5-39 figures for production
and stocks are from reports of the Biennial Census of Manufac-
tures for 1935, 1937, and 1939 and the Census of Clay Products
Manufactures for 1936. The 1940 figures are estimated indus-
try totals based on data for about 94 percent of the industry
from the 1940 Census of Clay Products Industries. Stock fig-
ures for 1935=40 are as of December 31; production figures are
monthly averages computed from annual totals.

3 Compiled by the u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, The data cover all known manufacturers, including
estimates for a few establishments from which reports a.re not
received. There are no comparable earlier dataa

3Compiled by the U. S, Department of Commerce, Bureau .of
the Census since October 1945; prior to that date by the Glass
Container Association and the Glass Container Manufacturers
institute through 1944 and the War Production Board during
January-October 1945. Data cover all known manufacturers but,
prior to 1945, include (except for stocks figures through
1943) estimates for two small companies that did not report*
The omission of the stocks data for these two companies prior
to 1944 does not appreciably affect the comparability of the
stocks data. There were 35 reporting companies In 1945 and
1946.

The principal types of containers included in the varioius
classifications are as follows: (1) Sorrow neck food—catsup,

• noncarbonated fruit juices, tomato juice, vinegar^ salad
dress ing; (2) wide mouth food— (packers • ware) candies3 Jel-
lies 5 jams, mayonnaise, aseats, mustard; olives, peanut butter^
pickles,-spaghetti; this classification includes packers' tum-
blers which are approximately the same as the item formerly
called "pressed food ware" and reported separately in the 1942
Suppleirent; (3) bevera^es—primarily nonalcoholic carbonated,
beverages, noncarbonated soft drinks and chocolate milk; data
for the most part represent returnable containers except in
1944 in which year the data ijic lude a small amount of nonre-
turnable containers; (4) beer bottles—returnable arid nonre-=,
turnable containers for beer, ale, and other alcoholic carbon-
ated cereal beverages; (5) liquor ware— alcoholic beverages
except carbonated cereal beverages; (6) medicinal and toilet—
all containers for pharmaceutical and toilet purposes except
where otherwise specified; (7) .chemical, household and indus-
trio?,—carboys, flower pots, inks, paints, table cream 1- and
2-ounce jars, and miscellaneous items not elsewhere classified;
(8) dairy prof wets—milk, cream, malted or chocolate milk
bottles used by dairies; (9) fruit jars and jelly glasses—
all wide mouth containers and jelly glasses for home preserv-*
ing. In the 1943 Supplement, the "pressure and nonpressure"
group is the same as the beverage classification described
above; the "general purpose'1 class included the data covered
In this Supplement by (7) above; and the current dairy prod-
ucts group shown herein was there called "milk bottles."

Current data as reported to the Census Bureau include a
breakdown of production and stocks by type of container simi-
lar to the classes shown here for shipments only.

Production and shipnnents have been revised' since publica-
tion of the 1942 Supplement to include estimates for 2 small
companies and data for the West Coast manufacturers, which
formerly were distributed only in part to the individual clas-
sifications under shipments, have now been completely distri-
buted in the shipments data. Revised monthly figures for 1940
and annual figures beginning 1932 for production and 19S8 for
shipments are available upon request. There have been no
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revisions in the stock figures for 1938-40 published in the
1942 Supplement.

yAs of December 31.
5 Average for 4 months:,, September-December.
6 Jelly glasses included with wide mouth food containers.

Page 172
; Compiled by the American Glassware Association. Tumblers

data cover only machine-made drinking tumblers and packers'
tumblers designed for reuse by consumers., including automatic
pressed, automatic press-blown, and automatic blown paste
mould tumblers of all sizes., and also a small number of mis-
cellaneous items, such as goblets, footed wine glasses, mugs:,
etc. The figures for tumblers beginning 1944 are based on re-
ports of 8 companies which accounted for 95 percent of total
shipments of these products in 1945, according to data com-
piled by the Bureau of the Census. The coverage as indicated
by Census data declined to 86 percent for 1946; however, the
Census figures for this year include semiautomatic as well as
automatic glassware and there may be other differences that
affect comparisons of Association data with these figures.
Packers' reuse tumblers produced by firms manufacturing chief-
ly glass containers, are excluded from these data. Data prior
to 1944 cover 6 companies which accounted for 90 percent of
production by all companiejs in 1939, 93 percent in 1937 and 95
percent in 1935, as indicated by data from the Census of Manu-
factures for the respective years. Ratios of data for 6 com-
panies to data for 8 companies for 1944 are as follows: Pro-
duction, 96.7; shipments, 96.6; stocks, 99.1. There are sub-
stantial inconsistencies in the stock figures for tumblers
from the middle of 1941 until the latter part of 1942, appar-
ently resulting largely from corrections in shipments data
originally reported witn no corresponding correction in stocks.
The 'December 1942 stock figures were corrected to include in-
ventory adjustments.

The data for machine-made table, kitchen, and household
ware include transparent and opaque cups:, saucers, plates,
dishes and all other tableware (all sizes)* console bowls,
jugs (pressed or blown), hostess trays, syrup jugs, oil bot-
tles, mustard jars, candle-sticks, ash trays, cigarette boxes,
ice tubs, decanters, cookie Jars and covers, candy jars, cock-
tail shakers, graduates, salad bowls, percolator tops, refrig-
erator and utility jars and covers, lemon and orange reamers,
measuring cups:, water bottles, jello moulds:, mixing bowls, ice
box butters, reamer jugs, graduate jugs, drip jars and covers,
utility bowls and covers, and castor cups. These data are
compiled from reports of 7 companies estimated by the Associa-
tion to account for about 92 percent of saipments of these
products in 1945. Comparable data are not available prior to
1944; an earlier series for 5 companies published in the 1942
Supplement and in the monthly Survey through the February 1946
issue is not included here because the comparability of the
data was materially affected by the inclusion of reports for
the two additional companies and there was no consistent rela-
tionship throughout 1944 between data for the 5 companies and
the 7 companies included currently.
. Monthly data for tumblers for 1939-40 are available in the
1942 Supplement.

2 Compiled by the Hughes Statistical Bureau since 1943;
prior to that time by the Plate Glass Manufacturers of America
from the reports of its members, and in some years:, the re-
ports of nonmembers. Data for 1935 cover practically all of
the industry. Subsequent to 1935, certain nonmember companies
did not report on a monthly basis. Annual estimates of pro-
duction made by the compiling agency indicate that firms in-
cluded here represent approximately 98.9 percent of the total
production of polished plate glass in 1936; 90.3 percent in
1937; 91.9 percent in 1938; 91.1 percent in 1939; 89.7 percent
in 1940; and 92.5 percent of total production in 1941. This
percentage does not remain constant through the year but fluc-
tuates with varying.production schedules of nonreporting
firms. According to the compiling agency, data beginning
March 1942 represent production of plate glass by the entire
industry. Earlier data shown here have not been adjusted to
the estimated industry totals.

Monthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures for
1923-37 shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements
are correct, except for revisions which necessitate raising
1925 monthly figures by 1.1 percent, the 1926 figures by 4.2
percent, and the 1927 figures by 6.3 percent before they can
be used in con-junction with subsequent data. Revised figure
for December 1931 is 6,152,000 square feet.

3Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines, except imports which are compiled by the U. S, De-
partment of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
through April 194.1 and Bureau of the Census thereafter. Data
for imports are imports for consumption. The Bureau of Mines
data cover all primary gypsum producing and processing compa-
nies and, except as indicated below for gypsum products, are
based on quarterly reports.

Data on crude gypsum, which exclude byproduct gypsum, cover
98 to 100 percent of the industry. Data on calcined gypsum
include production from domestic, imported, and beginning with
1938, byproduct crude, and represent complete coverage begin-
ning 1938; for the earlier years tney cover 98 to 99" percent
of the industry.

Data on gypsum products beginning 1938 are based on quar-
terly reports (except data for "industrial plasters" which are
based on annual data for 1938) covering total sales of cal-
cined products and 95 to 100 percent of sales of uncalcined
products. The quarterly averages for 1935 through 1937 are
computed from annual totals that represent complete coverage
of the market for uncalcined and calcined gypsum products.
Sales by processing companies that use byproduct crude or that
do not mine or calcine gypsum are included for all years and
adjustments made for changes in the classifications used in
the different canvasses to make statistics for the earlier
years comparable with data currently reported. Data for lath,
tile, and wallboard for 1935 and 1936 are partly estimated.

Uncalcined gypsum products include Portland-cement retarder,
agricultural gypsum, gypsum for use as filler and rock dust-
in brewers fixe, color manufacture, and for unspecified minor
purposes. Industrial plasters include plasters sold to plate-
glass, terra-cotta, and pottery works and orthopedic, dental,
and all other plasters sold for industrial or manufacturing
uses; "other building plasters" includes plasters sold to mix-
ing plants, and ready-sanded, gauging, molding, prepared fin-
ishes, and miscellaneous building plasters. Tile includes
partition, roof, floor, soffit, shoe and all other gypsum tile
and planks. Wallboard includes sheathing and all other gypsum
board and beginning September 1942 includes laminated board
reported as area of component board. Laminated board is a new
product which was first marketed in 1942.

Quarterly averages for 1928-34 for all the series, except
calcined production data which began in 1930 and base-coat
plasters which are included with "all other building plasters"
for 1928-30, and quarterly data for 1938-40 are available in
the 1942 Supplement. Quarterly figures for 1933-37 are shown
in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements. The descriptive note in the
1940 Supplement explains the coverage and limitations of these
earlier quarterly data on gypsum products.

y Data for gypsum and gypsum products are quarterly averages.

Page 173
1 Compiled by the National Association of Hosiery Manufac-

turers. Data are estimated industry totals. Since the fall
of 1935, the estimates are based on monthly reports of member
and nonmember concerns which account for approximately 80 per-
cent of the totals; in addition, annual reports of production
for 1944 were obtained from a large proportion of the nonre-
porting mills and were used in computing final data for that
year. During the existence of the Hosiery Code Authority in
the years 1934 and 1935, reports were received from 622 con-
cerns operating 807 plants which accounted for 98 percent of
the output of the industry. Stocks include gray and finished
hosiery at mills; they are currently computed from month-to-
month changes in production and shipments, and are subsequent-
ly adjusted to semi-annual surveys made by the Association to
allow for inter-mill purchases, returned goods, etc. Included
in the Association's reports are details for all series by
type of hose and by fibers used* Annual reports include also
a geographic distribution of production. The Association's
figures for total production of hosiery is approximately in
agreement with production reported in the Census of Manufac-
tures for 1937. Production reported to the Bureau of the Cen-
sus in the Census of Manufactures for 1939 was 152,342,000
dozen pairs.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are published in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for 1934-37
are available in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements. Shipments for
1929-33 have been revised since publication in the 1938 Sup-
plement and data in -earlier Supplements are not comparable
with data shown here.

2Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, based on reports obtained from ginners. The
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Bureau of the Census reports cumulative ginnings in running
bales for 12 specified dates during the cotton year—July
31, August 15 and 31, September 15 and 30, October 17 and 31,
November 13 and 30, December 12, January 15, and February 2Sy

»and total ginnings (preliminary figures) on March 20. A final
report on total ginnings is issued in April. Total ginnings
for the season are given in both running bales and equivalent
500-pound bales. The latter figures are derived from reported
ginnings in running bales. A consolidated report issued by
the Bureau of the Census and the Bureau of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, U. S. Department of Agriculture, July to December in-
clusive, gives estimated total production in 500-pound bales °,
these estimates are published in the monthly Survey until to-
tal ginnings, converted to equivalent 500-pound bales, become
available in March. As the weight of the running bale varies
for different localities, as well as (to a lesser degree) .from
year to year (see note 7 for this page), running bales are
converted to bales of uniform weight in order to measure more
accurately the size of the cotton crop. Prior to 1945 bale
weights for about half of the cotton crop were obtained fYoro
local weighers, merchants, and other handlers of cotton. For
the crops of 1945 and 1946, bale weights of approximately one-
tenth of the cotton ginned were obtained from the ginners. On
the basis of these reports weighted average bale weights were
computed for each county and used to convert running bales to
equivalent 500-pounds gross weight. County totals were added
to obtain State and United States totals.

Monthly figures shown herein are cumulative ginnings as of
the end of the month specified (except December 12 period,
given here as of the end of December, and the January 15 peri-
od, given as of the end of January) for the cotton-ginning
season, the March figure representing total ginnings from the
crop grown in the preceding year. Annual figures represent
total production or ginnings from the crop grown in the year
shown.

Annual figures beginning 1913 and monthly data prior to
1941 for the selected reporting dates are available in the
1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Figures for
1913-22 include small amounts of Lower California and Mexican
cotton ginned In the United States. Figures for earlier years
back to 1899 and also county and State data are given in the
original reports of the Bureau of the Census.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Cowmerc®, Bureau of
the Census, from reports received from all raw cotton-consuming
establishments* A bale is considered to be "consumed*
when it is opened at the mill. Earlier monthly averages be-
ginning 1913 .and monthly data for 1923-40 are available in the
1942j 1910, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. The monthly re-
ports of the Bureau of the Census show total consumption by
cotton-growing States, New England States, and "all other"
States, separate figures for consumption of foreign cotton
(Egyptian and other foreign) and American-Egyptian cotton,
stocks in consuming establishments and in public storage, the
number of active spindles in operation, imports and exports.

y Compiled by the New York Cotton Exchange* Total stock
figures shown here include ginned stock in all hands, both
private and Government controlled, and also, for dates In har-
vesting periods, the unpicked portions of the current crop.
The Exchange uses figures compiled by the Bureau of the Census
for stocks of American cotton in consuming establisinments and
in public storage and at compresses and stocks of foreign cot-
ton. Figures are in running bales, counting round as half
bales, except foreign cotton which has been converted to equiv-
alent bales of 478 pounds net weight. Of the total carry-over
of cotton in the United States on July 31, 1946, the end of
the 1945-46 crop year, approximately 971,000 bales were owned
by the Federal Government and 210,000 were held by the Govern-
ment as collateral against loans to growers.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1936-40
for domestic cotton are available in the 1942 and 1940 Suppl&f
ments; earlier monthly data beginning August 1925 are shown on
pp. 15-16 of the August 1939 Survey (data for "public storage
and compresses" and "consuming establishments" are designated
"warehoiuses" and "mills", respectively). Monthly data prior
to l&ll for stocks of foreign cotton in the United States and
total stocks including foreign cotton, and monthly data prior
to August 1925 for stocks in public storage, etc., and at con-
suming establishments, have not been published in the Survey
and are available upon request.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and the Bu-
reau of the Census thereafter. Imports are imports for con-
sumption. In the original reports, exports are given in de-
tail by countries of destination, and imports by countries of
origin. Imports are shown in the original reports in pounds

and in this volume have been converted to bales by dividing by
478j they are therefore in bales of 478 pounds net, equivalent
to bales of 500 pounds gross weight. In earlier Supplements
the data are in, bales of 500 pounds net weight.

Earlier monthly averages beginning 1913 and monthly data
for 1923-40 are published in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements. Revisions for exports in 1940 in bales are
as follows: March, 426,942; April, 340,469; May, 212,3 23 j
June, 129,887. Data for imports should be converted to 500--
pound gross wei^it bales, by multiplying by 1.046, to have
figures comparable with those shown here. Figures for imports
prior to 1934 are general imports. Linters are included In
the January-August 1913 figures for exports, as separate data
for linters are not available for this period.

6 Compiled by the G. S, Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics (farm prices) and Production and
Marketing Administration (market prices). In computing the
average price received by farmers, State prices received by
farmers for all grades of lint cotton, as determined from re-
ports of special price reporters, are weighted by monthly
sales in each State to obtain a monthly average price for the
United States. Prices are taken as of the 15th of the month.
Annual figures shown here are unweighted averages of calendar-
month prices; reports of the Department of Agriculture give a
weighted crop-year average price.

Monthly averages for farm prices for 1928-34 and monthly
data beginning 1934 through July 1987 are available in the
1940 and 1938 Supplements (revised figure for May 1936,
$0.114); monthly data for August 1937-December 1940 (revised
since publication of the 1942 and earlier Supplements) are
given in a note on p. S-35 of the June 1944 Survey. Data in
the 1936 and 1932 Supplements and data prior to 1928 in the
1940 and 1938 Supplements are based on State prices weighted
by production and are not entirely comparable with the current
series weighted by sales. Monthly averages for all years
shown in the 1942 Supplement ,are weighted averages instead of
simple averages of the monthly figures as in earlier Supple-
ments and in the present volume 8 Monthly data beginning Au-
gust 1909 are available in the January 1946 issue of "Crops
and Markets" published by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

The 10-markets price represents the average spot price of
middling 15/16-inch cotton in the following southern markets:
Norfolk (except beginning August 6, 1941, when Charleston was
substituted for Norfolk), Augusta, Savannah, Montgomery, New
Orleans, Memphis, Little Rock, Dallas, Houston, and Galveston*
The prices are cqmputed from official daily quotations of cot-
ton exchanges in the designated markets. Beginning August
1939, prices are as quoted on middling 15/16-inch6 For the
earlier period, the prices were computed by adding the monthly
average premiums for 15/16-inch to the average price of 7/8-
inch in the 10-mrkets, premiums for 4 markets (Norfolk, Au-
gusta, Savannah, and Montgomery) being estimated.

Comparable monthly averages for 1928-34 and monthly data
for 1938-40 for the 10-markets price, and monthly averages for
1913-27 for price in New Orleans, are available in the 1942
Supplement. The note on the series in that volume explains
the method of computing the 10-markets price for 1928-34 and
gives a comparison between this series and the earlier New
Orleans price. Monthly data for 1913-37 are available upon
request.

^Production of lint cotton is expressed in both running
bales and equivalent 500~pound "bales (gross weight), as indi-
cated. All other figures are in running bales, except imports
and stocks of foreigi cotton which have been converted to
bales of 478 pounds net, equivalent to bales of 500 pounds
gross. Included in running bales of lint cotton are roiand
bales which are counted as half bales* The average gross
weight of the running bale for recent crop "years follows
(pounds) i 1941-42s 511.8; X942-43, 515.3; 1943-44, 513.5;
1944-45, 516.5; 1945-46, 511.§; 1946-47, 507.5. The 'aver-
age gross weight of bales of lint cotton exported is slightly
higher; for the crop year ended July 31, 1946 the average
weight of bales* exported is 517.9 pounds. Part of the dif-
ference between these types is due to heavier wrappings and
bindings for export and to the fact that the larger portion
of export cotton comes from States in which bales average
highest in weight.

^ Total giro-lings from crop grown in the year shown and not
a monthly average.

a Total ginnings from crop grown in preceding year*

Page 17H
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Cnwierce, Bureau of

the Census. Linteirs are the short fiber obtained by the cot-
tonseed-oil raills in delinting cottonseed. The quantity of

783492 O = 48 - 18
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1 inters obtained from a ton of cottonseed varies considerably.
In recent years, the average quantity obtained has varied as
follows (years ended July 31): 1939, 154 pounds; 1940, 160;
1941, 1715 19*2, 186; 1943, 190; 1944, 184; 1945, 182; 1946,
188. Production data are based on reports from all cottonseed-
oil mills. It is probable that consumption figures include
some motes, sweepings, etc., the production of which during
the 1945-46 season amounted to 42,914 equivalent 500-pound
bales. Data for stocks include stocks held in consuming es-
tablishmentŝ  in public storage and at compresses, and stocks
at cottonseed-oil mills. Data do not include stoclcs held in
private warehouses or by private individuals, stocks held at
ports, and linters in transit. Data for the excluded items
are available only as of July 31, and are partially estimated.
Total stocks, including linters in transit, as of July 31 for
recent years are as follows (in running bales): 1941, 787,398;
1942, 637,037; 1943, 739,114; 1944, 567,166; 1945, 378,551;
1946, 421,613 bales.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for con-
sumption for 1913-37 and for production and stocks for August
1925-37 are available upon request.

2 Compiled bv U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census. Data for 1937 and 1939 are from the Census of Manu-
factures; later data are compiled from reports to the Civilian
Production Administration and predecessor agencies. Statis-
tics are from reports filed by manufacturers primarily engaged
in weaving fabrics Over 12 inches in width of cotton, silk,
rayon and other synthetic fiber yarns. All such manufacturers
were canvassed and estimates were made for a few manufacturers
not filing reports. Averages for the first three quarters of
1942 are estimated in part from data on scheduled rather than
actual production. Production of tire fabrics is excluded.
Fabrics containing 25 percent or more wool by weight are not
classified as cotton, nor are fabrics containing 51 percent or
more rayon by weight. Production is that taken from the looms.
The quarterly data cover 13-week periods.

3 Compiled 'by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data for 1937 and 1939 are from the Census of
Manufactures; later data are compiled from reports to the Ci-
vilian Production Administration and predecessor agencies. In
1941 only establishments which were primarily finishers of
cotton textiles were canvassed; there may thus be a very small
understatement in the cotton goods totals because of the ex-
clusion of cotton goods finished by firms primarily engaged in
processing rayon goods. Data for 1943 through 1946 are based
on reports covering bleaching, dyeing, and printing and fin-
ishing of cotton fabrics by all known finishers of cotton and
rayon woven fabrics. Estimates were made for a few firms not
reporting in each quarter. Cotton-rayon fabrics containing
less than 5l percent rayon by weight are classified as cotton;
those containing 25 percent or more wool by weight are not
considered cotton. Yardage figures refer to finished yardage
and not gray goods yardage. The quarterly data cover 13-week
periods.

" Compiled by the u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Exports comprise cotton cloth, duck
and tire fabric, both unfinished (in the gray) and finished
(bleached, yarn-dyed or dyed in the piece, or printed). In
the period 1935-46, exports of cotton cloth, duck and tire
fabric accounted for approximately two-thirds of the value of
exports of all cotton finished manufactures and for a somewhat
larger proportion in earlier years. Prior to January 1922,
the data were reported in linear yards, but the difference be-
tween this and the present measurements is small.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1936-40
for exports are in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. Data pub-
lished in earlier Supplements have been revised beginning 1927
to include tire fabrics and beginning January 1928 to include
also heavy filter paper dryer, hose, and belting duck; these
items had been included in earlier data. The revised monthly
figures beginning 1913 may be found in table 49, p. 17, of the
November 1939 Survey.

Imports include cotton cloth, both unfinished and finished.
Data are imports for consumption. Monthly averages for 1913-
34 and monthly data for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement;
monthly data for 1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements. Data prior to 1934 are general imports.

5 Compiled by the #. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Mill margins represent the
difference between the price of cloth obtainable from a pound
of raw cotton arid the price of cotton (includes processing tax

for the period August 1933 to December 1935 amounting to about
4 cents per pound when corrected to a gross weight basis).
The mill margin thus includes all manufacturing costs other
than raw cotton, and the manufacturers profit. The cloth
prices used in computing the mill margin are spot prices in
the New York market for 17 standard carded gray goods construc-
tions (6 print cloths, 3 sheetings, 4 drills, 1 sateen and 2
ducks) compiled from the "International Textile Apparel Analy-
sis" published by the International Statistical Bureau, Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Gray goods refers to cloth that has not been
bleached, dyed, printed or otherwise finished. Prices, quoted
on a per yard basis, have been converted to a price per pound
on the basis of the approximate quantity of each cloth obtain-
able from a pound of cotton, with adjustment for salable waste.
Raw cotton prices are based on average prices in 10 spot mar-
kets (for the markets, see note 6, p. 173) for the quality of
cotton assumed to be used in each kind of cloth. However,
these prices are not necessarily those paid by mills, for
transportation and handling charges from central cotton mar-
kets to manufacturing centers have not been included. The
average margin for the 17 constructions is unweighted.

Monthly averages for 1925-34 and monthly data for 1936-40
are available also in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. Monthly
data beginning August 1925 are shown in table 51, p. 18 of the
November 1939 Survey.

6 Compiled by the u. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, and for all series are averages of weekly
prices and are f.o.b. mill. The complete specifications for
the denim series are: blue, white-backed, 28-inch, 2.20 yards
per pound, unsanforized (mill finish). The more exact descrip-
tion of the series for sheeting is brown, 36-inch, 56 by 60,
4 yards per pound, unbleached, unmercerized, except for the
July 1943-September 1946 period when prices relate to 56 x 56
sheeting as indicated in note 14. For print cloth, more exact
description is print cloth, 38-1/2-inch, 64 by 60, 5.35 yards
per pound, in the gray, except for July 1943-December 1945
when prices relate to print cloth 64 x 56, 5.50 yards to a
pound as indicated in note 14. Production of 56 x 60 sheeting
and 64 x 60 print cloth was discontinued during the war period
by War Production Board order, effective April 20, 1943, and
looms formerly producing these constructions were required to
produce 56 x 56 sheeting and 64 x 56 print cloth, respectively.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for earlier years
for print cloth and sheeting are correct as shown in the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements, except for revisions of 1 to
2 cents in the figures for print cloth for several months in
the years 1926 to 1931. Monthly data for 1915-37 for the
series on denims are available upon request.

7Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Labor. Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data are average weekly prices for Southern,
22/1, cones, carded, white, for knitting, f.o.b. mill, begin-
ning 1941. Earlier figures in italics are for Northern, 22/1,
cones, carded, white, mulespun, f.o.b. mill; the average for
1941 comparable with the earlier data is $0.360. Annual fig-
ures are averages of the weekly quotations rather than aver-
ages of the monthly figures shown. Annual averages for 1913-
34 and monthly figures for 1938-40 for the series in italics
are shown in the 1942 Supplement and earlier monthly data are
In the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

8 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data are averages of weekly prices for South-
em, 40/1, skeins, single, carded, f.o.b. mill. Annual aver-
ages are averages of the 'weekly quotations rather than aver-
ages of the monthly figures. This series was discontinued
after October 1946 (see note 1.7). Annual averages for 1921-34
and monthly figures for 1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940
Supplements. The notes in these Supplements should state that
the prices are f.o.b. mill instead of f.o.b. Boston; data pri-
or to 1933 are computed from New Bedford prices.

9Data are in running bales. The average gross weight (in
pounds) of the running bale, as computed from returns received
from cottonseed-oil mills, for recent years were as follows
(years ended July 31) : 1941-42, 628.5; 1942-43, 629.4; 1943-
44, 617.6; 1944-45, 621.7; 1945-46, 621.7.

^Quarterly average; 1937 and 1939 averages, and also the
1941 average for cotton goods finished, are computed from an-
nual totals.

11 Average for 11 months; no quotation for October.
12 Monthly averages based on total for the year which in-

cludes minor revisions not distributed monthly.
13Average for January-June. The print cloth average is for

64 x 60 cloth and the sheeting average for 56 x 60 sheeting.
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However, it will be noted that the price of the 56 x 56 sheet-
ing was also $0.108 for May-December.

1U Price for 64 x 56 print cloth (see note 6); price for
this construction for May and June 1943 was $0.087. Price for
64 x 60 print cloth for October-Deeember 1945, comparable with
later data and with data through June 1945 was $0.039.

15 Price for 56 x 56 sheeting (see note 8) ; prices for this
construction for May-June 1943 and October 1946 were the same
as for 56 x 60 sheeting. The average for 1946 is for 11
months, January-November; the October and November price in-
cluded in the average is $0.180.

ieAverage for 10 months, January-October.
J7Price for cotton yarn twisted, 40/1, carded, f.o.b. mill,

Boston, The comparable October price is $0.819.

Page 175
1 Compiled by the 1}. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the C.ensus. Data relate to all spindles consuming 100 percent
cotton. Operations, stated as a percentage of capacity, are
computed on a 5=day, 2-shift, 80-hour week basis. In comput-
ing the percentages, allowances are made for that portion of
total spindles not normally operated on holidays. Through
1945 total active spindles represents total spindles active at
any time during the month; beginning January 1946 data refer
to number of spindles active on the last working day of the
month. In the first half of 1946, the number of spindles ac-
tive on the last day of the month averaged 2 percent less than
the number active at any time during the month.

Beginning August 1945, the Bureau of the Census has col-
lected data for cotton-system spindles consuming mixed fiber,
in addition to the data shown here for those consuming 100
percent cotton.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for 1936-40
are in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. Monthly data on percent-
age of activity for August 1933-35 are shown on p. 18 of the
March 1939 Survey; data were not computed on a comparable ba-
sis prior to August 1933. Monthly data prior to 1936 for the
other series are shown in the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

^Compiled by the fexttle Economics Bureau, Inc. and pub-
Irlshed in the Rayon Organon. Both the filament yarn and the
staple series cover rayon produced by all processes of manu=>
facture; rayon waste is not included, nor are other synthetic
textile products such as nylon, protein and casein staple, etc.

Consumption data represent net deliveries (gross shipments
less returns) to domestic consumers by American rayon produc-
ers. Stock data represent stocks of all finished rayon yarn
and staple held by domestic producers.

All data represent industry totals and, since 1941, have
been based on actual reports for the entire industry; earlier
data are estimated industry totals based on actual reports
representing 86 percent or more of the total, adjusted to com-
plete coverage on the basis of data reported in the Biennial
Census of Manufactures.

Earlier monthly averages or year-end figures for yarn
stocks beginning 1923 and monthly data for 1938-40 for yarn
and staple fiber stocks are available in the 1942 Supplement
and monthly data for 1930-37 for yarn stocks are shown on p.
18 of the April, 1940 Survey; these data are correct except for
scattered revisions in the end figures which are due to more
accurate rounding of figures. Consumption data shown in the
1S42 Supplement cover gross domestic deliveries by producers
plus imports for consumption through September 194,1 and are
therefore not comparable with data shown here. Monthly data
for 1923-40 for yarn consumption, for 1932-40 for staple fiber
consumption (also annual data for 1928-31), and for 1936 and
1937 for staple fiber stocks, are available upon request.

3Compiled by the u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Rayon imports represent total
yarns, threads, and filaments. Silk imports are for unmanu-
factured silk, comprising raw silk, cocoons, and waste. Data
are imports for consumption.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are in the 1342 Supplement. Data through 1933 are general
imports. Monthly data prior to 1938 are shown in the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revisions in rayon imports:
1926, April, 739,000 pounds; May, 769,000; June, 858,000; De-
cember, 923,000; 1930, August, 225,000.

^Data compiled by U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. The complete description of the yarn series
is as follows: Viscose filament yarn, 150 denier, first qual-
ity, minimum filament, in skeins; for the staple fiber, series,
viscose, 1-1/2 denier, bright, in bales. Both series are
f.o.b, producer's plant, minimum freight allowed to destination,.

and are computed from Tuesday prices reported from a trade
organization.

Data for yarn beginning January 1947 shown in the monthly
Survey are for yarn in cones. The price quoted for cones in
January 1S47 was the same as for skeins; for February-July
1947 the price in cones was 2 cents lower than the price in
skeins.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1933=
40 are in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly figures beginning
1913 for the yarn series,1 see table 30, p. 22, of the November
1941 Survey. Monthly data for 1928-37 for the staple fiber
series are available upon request.

5Compiled by the u, S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data are compiled from reports to the Civilian
Production Administration and predecessor agencies. Statis-
tics are from reports filed by manufacturers primarily engaged
in weaving %ibrics over 12 inches in width of rayon, silk,
cotton, nylon and other synthetic fibers. All Imown manufac-
turers were canvassed and estimates were made for a few manu-
facturers not filing reports. Rayon goods are defined as
those containing 51 percent or more rayon by weight. Rayon
means synthetic yarns made by 'the viscose, cuprammonium, or
cellulose acetate processes. Silk, nylon, glass, and other

• fabrics made of synthetic yarns are not included, nor are fab-
rics containing 25 percent or more"of wool. Rayon tire fabric
is excluded. Production is that taken from the looms and is
measured in linear yards of varying widths. The quarterly da-
ta cover 13-week periods.

6Compiled by the if, S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data for 1939 are from the Census of Manufactures;
later data are compiled from reports to the Civilian Produc-
tion Administration and predecessor agencies. Data for 1943
through 1946 are based on reports covering bleaching, dyeing,
printing and finishing of rayon fabrics by all known finishers
of cotton, silk and rayon fabrics. Estimates were made for a
few firms not reporting in each quarter. Rayon fabrics are
defined as fabrics containing 51 percent or more rayon by
weight. Rayon means synthetic yarns made by the viscose, eu-
prammoriium', or cellulose acetate processes. A small quantity
made from nylon and similar synthetic fibers are included, but
fabrics containing 25 percent or more wool by weight are ex-
cluded,, Yardage figure refers to finished yardage and not
gray goods yardage and is measured in linear yards of varying
widths. The quarterly data cover 13-week periods.

7Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Prices shown are averages of Tuesday quota-
tions. A more exact description of the series is as follows:
Silk, raw, Japan, double extra crack, 13/15 denier, 78 percent,
white, New York. Beginning January 1936, data from a trade
organization have been substituted for prices based on mill
reports. However, the comparability of the series is not se-
riously affected. The overlapping data for 1936 and 1937 on
the old basis are $1.766 and $1.858, respectively.

From August 1941 through May 1942 prices represent ceilings
established by OPA and predecessor agency. All stocks of
silk were taken over by the Defense Supplies Corporation in
July 1941. Prices are not available for the period from June
1942 to June 1946, since silk was not sold for commercial use.
When silk imports from Japan were resumed after the war, the
tbited States Commercial Company (RFC) became the exclusive
selling agent of Japanese silk. 1946 prices represent selling
prices of U. S. Commercial Company; in July and August of 1946,
prices were on a bid basis and for the balance of the year
were auction prices.

Monthly averages for 1917-34, based on mill reports, and
monthly figures for 1936-40 for the current series are in the
1942 and 1940 Supplements. Monthly data for 1923-37 on the
old basis are shown in the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

6Data for rayon goods are quarterly averages.
^Data for white finished are included with plain dyed fab-

riesj data were not collected separately.
JBAverage for months shown.
11 Average of data for the third and fourth quarters.
12less than 500 pounds.
J3Beginning 1946 data are number of cotton system spindles

consuming cotton active on last working day of the month.
jyOPA ceiling price from August 1941 through May 1942.

Page 176

^Compiled by the //. S. Department of Commerce, Pureau of
the Census. Data cover total consumption on the woolen and
worsted systems and also, prior to 1946, consumption by all
other known manufacturers, including consumption in batting
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•and felt manufactures and on the cotton, silk, etc., systems
of spinning. Estimates are included for a few manufacturers
from whom reports were not received. The 1946 figures origi-
nally published also included data for all known manufacturers
using wool. They have beeft revised to cover consumption on
the woolen and worsted systems only so that data will be com-
parable with figures compiled currently since the early part
of 1947. Total consumption for the year 1946, including all
known manufacturers:, entirely comparable with earlier data,
is as follows (thousands of pounds): Apparel class:, 620,341;
carpet class:, 128,056. It will be noted that consumption on
the woolen and worsted systems accounted for 98.3 percent of
total consumption of apparel wool in 1946 and practically the
entire consumption of carpet yool.

Apparel class wool comprises wool generally regarded as
more or less suitable for apparel purposes, whereas carpet
class wool is foreign wool particularly suitable for the manu-
facture of floor coverings. Beginning 1942 all domestic and
duty-paid foreign wools have been classified as apparel and
all free foreign wools as carpet. Apparel class wool not
finer than 40s, and all carpet class wool, if used for floor
coverings:, press cloth, knit or felt boots:, or heavy-fulled
lumbermen's socks., may be imported free of duty. Prior to
1942 report€id amounts of duty-free apparel wool not finer than
40s was included in the apparel wool classification (this wool
was incompletely reported prior to September 1941) and a small
quantity of duty-paid wool was included in the carpet wool
classification. The 1941 figures shown here have been revised
to include all duty-paid foreign wool in apparel wool and all
duty-free foreign wool in carpet wool, as in figures for later
years. Earlier data have not been similarly revised but
amounts involved prior to September 1941 were small.

Data on a.n equivalent scoured basis are obtained by adding
to the wool reported in a scoured condition the wool reported
in a greasy condition converted to a scoured basis. Average
yields are assumed, varying with origin and grade, except for
carpet wool for which yields are reported. The original re-
ports give monthly consumption on a scoured basis by grade,
origin and system. They also give consumption on a greasy ba-
sis. The scoured basis figures reflect more accurately
changes in wool consumption as the greasy basis figures are
affected by shifts to heavier shrinking wools which do not af-
fect the scoured.

Prior to 1942 wool was considered consumed when carded or
otherwise advanced beyond scouring. Beginning 1942 wool is
considered consumed on the worsted system when it enters the
scouring bowls and on the woolen and other systems when it is
put into process as scoured wool. Data are reported for 4-
and 5-week periods. For 1941, 1943, 1945, and, the first
month of each quarter is a 5-week period and the other two
months of the quarter are for 4 weeks:, with the exception of
December 19451 which covers 5 weeks* In 1942 and 1944 the re-
ports were shifted to a 4- 4- 5-week basis:, except that data
for December 1942 are for 4 weeks. No data were collected for
the week of December 28, 1941, to January 3, 1942. The report-
ing year covered 51 weeks for 1942 and 53 weeks for 1943; the
monthly averages for these years were computed from 52-week
totals based on average weekly consumption for the reporting
year.

Monthly averages for 1918-34 and monthly figures for 1934-
40 are in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements (there have
been minor revisions in 1935 data for apparel class). Monthly
figures for a.pparel class wool for 1932-33 are available in
the 1936 Supplement and monthly data for 1918-34 appear on
p. 20 of the July 1935 Survey. Monthly data prior to 1934 for
carpet wool are in the September 1935 Raw i/Vool Consumption re-
port of the Bureau of the Census.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to 1942, in cooperation with the National
Wool Trade Association and the National Association of Wool
Manufacturers. Data beginning 1942 cover all, or practically
all, stocks of wool in commercial channels, including stocks
owned or held on consignment in the United States by manufac-
turers and topraakers, city dealers (including garnetters,
scourers:, pullers, meat packers, and tanners) and country
dealers and warehouse owners; beginning with the second quar-
ter 1943 they also include stocks held by the Commodity Credit
Corporation. Beginning 1945 small country dealers (defined as
dealers having total stocks of less than 10,000 pounds) were
dropped from the reports; these never held, at the peak, more
than 2 percent of total stocks.

Data prior to 1942 exclude stocks held by country dealers
and in local country warehouses. The data have been estimated

to cover 95 to 98 percent of total stocks of wool held by all
dealers:, topmakers, and manufacturers.

Statistics exclude wool on ranches and farms for all years
and wool held by the Defense Supplies Corporation. Wool
afloat, which has not been reported since 1941 is excluded for
all years except 1935 and 1936. For 1935 and the first quar-
ter of 1936 wool afloat was not shown separately from other
stocks in the original reports.

Througn 1941 reports for December relate to the end of the
month, while reports for March, June, and September are as of
the last Saturday of ttie month. Later data relate to the last
Saturday of the indicated month or the first Saturday of the
succeeding month as follows: March, June, and September 1942,
first Saturday of the following montn; December 1942 to Septem-
ber 1943, inclusive, last Saturday of the month; thereafter,
Saturday nearest the end of the month, either the last Satur-
day of the indicated month or the first Saturday of the fol-
lowing month. The figures shown on the monthly average lines
are averages of the quarterly data.

Data include w.ool in process up to the carding operations.
Apparel wool includes duty-free foreign wool 40s and coarser,
except for 1942 when foreign wool 40s and coarser was not re-
ported separately from fine carpet. The "clean equivalent"
basis as used here comprises scoured wool plus greasy wool re-
duced to the scoured basis, assuming average yields varying
with origin, grade, and other factors. In the original re-
ports the data as reported and the scoured equivalent are
given by grade and origin, classified to show amounts held by
manufacturers and topmakers, dealers, and the Commodity Credit
Corporation. Data for animal fibers other than wool and for
tops and noils are also included in the reports.

Data on wool stocks shown in earlier Supplements include
wool afloat. Quarterly figures for 1938-40 are available in
the 1942 Supplement. (Figures in the first column under
stocks as shown in that volume are total apparel class wool,
not total wool stocks.) Quarterly data on apparel class wool
for June 1934-December 1937 are shown in the 1940 and 1938
Supplements. Quarterly data beginning the second quarter of
1936 through 1940, excluding wool afloat, and earlier quarter-
ly figures for carpet wool stocks are available upon request.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau
of the Census thereafter. Data are imports for consumption and
represent unmanufactured wool in the condition received—
i.e., not converted to a uniform basis.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data prior to 1938 are
shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. (Revi-
sions for 1931: January, 13,747,000 pounds; March, 15,358,000;
June, 16,812,000; July, 13,024,000.) Data prior to 1934 are
general imports.

yCompiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Prices are from the re-
porting service of that agency and are based on the mean of
weekly ranges of quotations, Boston market. More complete de-
scription of the territory wool is as follows: Raw wool, ter-
ritory^, 64s, 70s:, 80s:, fine:, combing, scoured basis. More
detailed specifications of the fleece are: Raw wool, bright
fleece, Ohio and similar grade, 56s (3/8 blood,'strictly comb-
ing), grease basis. For Australian wool specifications are:
Raw wool, Australian, 64s:, 70s, good topmaking, scoured ba-
sis, in bond, Boston market, excluding duty. These series
have been substituted for similar but not identical series
formerly shown in the Survey, compiled by the Boston Commer-
cial Bulletin.

Beginning in April 1943, practically all domestic wools
were purchased by the Commodity Credit Corporation and sold to
mills at Office of Price Administration ceiling prices. These
purchase and sale prices were identical through November 1945,
after which Commodity Credit Corporation cut its selling price
below its purchase price.

Monthly data for 1939-40 for the two domestic series are
shown on p. 24, of the February 1945 Survey. Monthly data for
these series for 1913-38 and for Australian wool for 1936-40
are available upon request; data prior to 1924 were compiled
from the Boston Commercial Bulletin and for the territory wool
series trie figures are identical with the 1913-23 figures shown
in earlier Supplements. Monthly data for 1923-38 for the orig-
inal domestic wool series are shown in the 1942, 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements. Monthly figures for 1938-40 anrt
monthly averages beginning 1930 are shown in the 1942 Supplement.

5 Compiled by the tf. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Allowance has been made for machinery activity of
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the few manufacturers from whom monthly schedules were not re-
ceived. In collecting the data, wool machinery is regarded as
that machinery which is usually used to process wool and simi-
lar fibers, either alone or in combination with other textile
fibers, regardless of the product of the mill in which located.
Under the specific rules adopted in June 1934, hand or machin-
ery used exclusively for pattern-making, experimental, or edu-
cational purposes was to be excluded, and looms were defined
as follows: Woolen and worsted looms—all power looms, re-
gardless of size, which are usually used to produce fabrics,
blankets, or woven felts containing by weight more than 25
percent of woolen or worsted-spun yarns; wool carpet and rug
looms—all power looms which are usually used to produce floor
coverings from woolen or worsted-spun yarns. It is believed
that these definitions for all practical purposes may be re-
garded as in effect throughout the entire period covered by
the data. Broad looms are those of over 58" reed space and
narrow looms are those 50" and under. Data for pile and Jac-
quard looms shown separately in the original reports and the
monthly Survey beginning April 1947 are included in the ear-
lier totals for broad and narrow woolen and worsted looms.

The data shown on the "monthly average" lines are weekly
averages for the reporting year consisting generally of 52
weeks. The reporting year covered 51 weeks for 1942 and 53
weeks for 1943. The monthly figures are averages for 4™ and
5-week periods. For 1941, 1943, 1945, and 1946, the first
month of each quarter is a 5-week period and the other two
months of the quarter are for 4 weeks, with the exception of
December 1943 which covers 5 weeks. In 1942 and 1944 reports
were shifted to a 4- 4- 5-week basis, except that data for
December 1942 are for 4 weeks. No data were collected for the
week of December 28, 1941, to January 3, 1942. In reducing
active hours to a weekly average, no account is taken of holi-
days.

The data shown for carpet and rug looms exclude (insofar as
possible) activity of looms operating on blankets and cotton
fabrics during the 1942-45 period. Data for woolen and worsted
looms similarly exclude operations of looms on cotton fabrics
for 1942 but include operations of these looms for 1943, as
indicated in note 6.

The reports of the Bureau of the Census include details for
each kind of machinery for number in place and number active
at some time during the month, in addition to more detailed
data on active hours.

Averages for 1921-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40 are
shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures for 1934-37
(except separate figures for broad and narrow carpet and rug
looms) appear in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements; the annual
weekly averages for 1934-37 are based on annual totals which
include slight revisions not distributed to the monthly figures.

6 During the war period a large proportion of the carpet
and rug looms were converted to the manufacture of blankets
and cotton fabrics, and some woolen and worsted looms to oper-
ations on cotton fabrics. Data for such operations of the
carpet and rug looms, reported separately for February 1942-
August 1945, are excluded from the figures shown here. Data
for a small number of these looms are included for January
1942 and after August 1945; by the end of 1945, however, such
operations had virtually stopped. Weekly averages of carpet
and rug loom activity for 1942-45, including data for looms on
blankets and cotton fabrics, are as follows (thousands of ac-
tive hours): 1942, broad and narrow combined (not reported
separately), 278; 1943—broad, 158; narrow, 131; 1944—broad,
137; narrow, 94; 1945—broad, 112; narrow, 95.

Data for woolen and worsted looms operating entirely on
cotton fabrics were reported separately only for July 1942-
September 1943. Operations of these looms are Included in the
figures beginning 1943 but are excluded for July-December
1942; for the latter period data for broad and narrow looms
were not reported separately. The weekly average for 1942 in-
cluding data for the looms on cotton fabrics, broad and narrow
combined, is 2,813 thousand hours. Average weekly hours for
looms on cotton fabrics for January-September 1943, included
in the figures shown on p. 176 are as follows (thousands of
active hours): Broad—January, 50; February, 77; March, 90;
April, 85; May, 91; June, 66; July, 56; August, 63; September,
59; narrow—January, 9; February, 13; March, April, May, and
June, 15; July, 14; August, 12; September, 8. For January 1943
only total activity of looms on cotton fabric was reported;
the distribution between broad and narrow is estimated.

7 Figures for 1935-36 include data for wool afloat and are
not comparable with later data; comparable quarterly averages
for 1937 are as follows (thousands of pounds): Total stocks,

169,146; apparel class—total, 129,137; domestic, 87,815; for-
eign, 41,322; carpet, 40,009.

8Foreign braid 40s and below is included with carpet wool.

Page 177
1 Compiled by U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the

Census. Data represent virtually complete coverage of woolen
and worsted yarn production; estimates are made for a few
firms not reporting each month. Figures include all yarn pro-
duced, whether for own use, for sale, or on commission for
others. Beginning in 1946, data exclude wool content yarn
spun on systems other than woolen and worsted; in 1946 produe-
tion of such yarns totaled approximately 15 million and 17
million pounds for the weaving and knitting categories, re-
spectively. In 1945 the knitting figures include 3,384 thou-
sand pounds of roving produced for sale and in 1946, 5,002
thousand pounds; previously roving had been included in the
"weaving" category. Monthly data are for 4- and 5-week peri-
ods. The following months cover 5 weeks: July, October, and
December 1943; March, June, September, and December 1944; Jan-
uary, April, July, and October 1945 and 1946.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Prices for all series are f.o.b. mill and are
averages of Tuesday quotations. The complete specifications
of the worsted yam series are: Worsted yarn, 2/32's, cross-
bred stock, white, in skeins. From May 1942 through January
1944 the unfinished worsted suiting was not produced by the
reporting manufacturer and no price quotations are available
for this series. The complete specifications for the women's
dress goods series through April 1945 are: French serge, all
wool, 7.0 ounce, 54 inches wide. No quotations are available
for this fabric from May 1945 through September 1946. Begin-
ning in October 1946, a substitute material was priced with
specifications as follows: Dress goods, flannel, 7 to 7-1/2
ounces, 54 inches wide, worsted warp and filling. This mater-
ial is considered to be of about the same grade as the former
series on French serge.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1923-37, except figures for French serge 1923=29, are avail-
able in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (revision
for yarn, April 1926, $1.45).

3 Compiled by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data beginning 1942 are based on reports of manu-
facturers who account for 98 percent or more of the total pro-
duction of woolen and worsted woven goods (defined as fabrics
containing by weight 25 percent or more wool fiber); estimates
are included for a few manufacturers from whom reports were not
received. The quarterly averages for 1937 and 1939 are based
on annual totals from reports of the Census of Manufactures.

Data include apparel fabrics and blankets produced for
Government orders; separate figures for total apparel fabrics
produced for Government orders in 1946 are as follows (thou-
sands of linear yards) : First quarter, estimated, 176; second
quarter, 237; third quarter, 377; fourth quarter, 202. Sepa-
rate figures are not available for blankets. "General use and
other fabrics" include melton, mackinaw, snow and ski suit
cloths, bathrobe flannels, linings and interlinings, and other
apparel fabrics. Included in "other nonapparel fabrics" are
upholstery fabrics, bunting and other nonapparel fabrics.

The classifications under apparel fabrics are not strictly
comparable with data beginning 1947 shown in the monthly Sur-
vey. In addition to the exclusion of Government orders from
the individual classifications beginning 1947, further changes
have been made in the detail under apparel fabrics beginning
with the second quarter of that year; some materials formerly
classed as "general use and other fabrics" are distributed to
men's and boys' and women's and children's wear and all fab-
rics containing 25 percent or-more wool produced by cotton and
rayon weavers, formerly distributed in part to the individual
classifications, are shown as "unclassified" apparel fabrics
in the original reports. Data for these mixtures are included
in the "all other" apparel item in the monthly Survey.

u Compiled by the American Pur Merchants' Association, New
York, N. Y., representing sales of raw and dressed fur skins
by its members (located principally in New York City) to other
dealers, manufacturers, retailers, coat and suit manufacturers,
and miscellaneous sales in the United States and Canada. No
recent estimate is available on the percentage of total fur
sales represented by this series.

Monthly averages for 1925-34 and monthly data for 1938-40
are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1925-37 are shown
in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revisions:
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1925—January, $14,367,000; 1929—October, $8,787,000; Decem-
ber, $1,982,000.

5 Compiled by the U. S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, and are for 20 manufacturers for 1937, 22 for 1938.
21 beginning January 1939 through June 1945 (one went out of
business between 1938 and 1939), 24 for July 1945, 29 for Au-
gust through December 1945, 28 for January through May 1946
and 27 for the balance of 1946. The data represent operations
of processors who coat or impregnate woven fabrics with solu-
ble cotton or pyroxylin preparations, either separately or in
combination with other materials. Beginning August 1945, the
data include noncotton fabrics; previously data on cotton fab-
rics only were collected. Nonfabric materials, however, are
excluded throughout. Total shipments of pyroxylin-coated
woven fabrics (including estimates for nonreporting firms,
based on quantities of pyroxylin spread supplied by the com-
panies) are estimated as follows, in thousands of linear yards:
1940, 64,337; 1941, 93,077; 1942, 70,358; 1943, 64,317; 1944,
70,434; 1945, 77,259; 1946, 99,582. No monthly estimates are
available*

The data on poundage of pyroxylin spread through December
1944 are est, vt^d on the basis of 1 pound of guncotton to 7
pounds of so •' ,t, making an 8-pound jelly. Beginning 1945, *
however, the data are actual quantities of pyroxylin spread,
including amount spread on fabric and nonfabric materials.
For the first 6 months of 1945 the pyroxylin spread according
to the new series is approximately 3 percent greater than
quantities estimated on the old basis.

Total quantities of pyroxylin spread (including actual data
for the additional companies that began reporting in the mid-
dle of 1945) are as follows, in thousands of pounds: 1940,
63,321; 1941, 87,044; 1942, 62,533; 1943, 53,198; 1944, 59,005;
1945, 62,147; 1946, 79,209. The data on unfilled orders are
as of the end of the current month and exclude contracts with
shipping dates unspecified.

No estimates of unfilled orders, comparable with those of
pyroxylin spread and shipments, are available for the entire
industry.

Monthly data for 1934-41 are shown in the 1942, 1940, and
1938 Supplements.

6 Yardage is on an equivalent 54-inch linear yard measure
for fabrics other than blankets and a 72-inch linear yard
measure for blankets. The 1937 and 1939 data were reported in
square yards and have been converted to these equivalent line-
ar yards,

7 Not strictly comparable with data for later years; men's
wear fabrics made on commission, which represented 2 percent
of total men's wear in 1939, are included in "general use and
other fabrics•"

6 Crib blankets included in "other nonapparel fabrics";
crib blanikets accounted for less than 1 percent of the total
yardage of blankets in 1939.

9 Data for woolen and worsted woven goods are quarterly
averages.

10 Average for 4 months, January-April.
11 Average for 6 months, July-December.
12 The 1945 monthly averages are for the 21 companies in-

cluded in the monthly figures for January-June 1945 and in
earlier data. July-December monthly figures for the 21 com-
panies included in the averages are as follows (units as on
page): Unfilled orders, 10,081; 9,343; 11,472; 10,612; 10,835;
10,696; shipments, 4,418; 5,358; 4,934; 6,352; 7,077; 5,678;
pyroxylin spread, 3,624; 4,243; 4,972; 5,791; 6,185; 5,674.
August-December 1945 monthly averages for 29 companies:, compa-
• rable with later data, are as follows: Unfilled orders,
11,826; shipments, 7,195; pyroxylin spread, 5,886. (See also
note 5.)

13 Price of flannel (see note 2); the 1946 average is for
the 3 months shown.

Jy Total for 6 months; quarterly data not collected.
15 Figures for July include data for 3 companies that did

not report previously; 0 additional companies are included be-
ginning. Augus t.

Page 178
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Civil Aero-

nautics Administration through 1945; thereafter .compiled
jointly by that agency and the Bureau of the Census. Data be-
ginning 1946 are shipments as reported by all plants active in
the industry. At the end of 1946, reports were received from
51 plants operated by 43 companies. The data are reported as
shipments to "U. S. military customers" and to "other .custom-
ers," and hence represent both domestic shipments and exports.

Total production or shipments is the sum of the U. S. military
and the civil aircraft classes with the exception of 1935-39
when the exports have to be included to yield the total. How-
ever, since some of the planes exported in 1935-37 were pro-
duced in the preceding years, the sum of the data in columns
2, 3, and 4 yields a total slightly larger than the figure in
column 1 which has been adjusted to exclude such planes.

Through 1939, planes for the military were deliveries for
U. S. use only, excluding those for export. From 1940 through
1945, planes for the military were acceptances including
planes for export and civilian transport planes of 12 places
and over (most of which were requisitioned by the armed
forces), and also U. S. financed aircraft manufactured in Can-
ada. Military planes excluded gliders, helicopters, military
liaison and experimental planes through 1946; but all except
gliders are included beginning 1947 in the data reported in
the monthly Survey.

Civil aircraft represented production for domestic use only
through 1942. There was no output for civilian use in 1943
and 1944. The 1945 data are for total production including
planes for export. The data include helicopters in all years.

For aircraft production in earlier years, see the 1942,
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; monthly data for 1940
has been revised and is available upon request.

2 Compiled by the tt, S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. Data represent airplanes actually exported
with no consideration given to date of production. Beginning
January 1940 exports of landplanes minus engines are included.
Prior to 1940 these were reported with data for,parts, acces-
sories etc*, and were not available separately, but were so
small in number that their inclusion beginning with that year
does not affect the comparability of the series. Data include
both military and civil aircraft; they exclude gliders and
lighter-than-air craft. Export data for earlier years are
shown in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplement.

3 Originally compiled by the War Production Board and con-
tinued until March 1947 by the Civilian Production Administra-
tion. Although collection of these data was discontinued aft-
er March 1947, the data are presented here for the information
they contribute on motor vehicle industry operations during
this period. The data show the motor vehicle production, as
distinquished from factory sales (see note 2 for p. 179j as
reported by 37 to 38 companies comprising the entire industry.

Passenger car production, discontinued early in 1942, was
resumed in July 1945. The compiling agencies never published
a clear definition of the vehicles included in this category
but it is believed that the passenger car production data in-
clude taxicabs and also foreign assemblies of cars by foreign
branches of United States companies from parts manufactured in
the United States.

Trucks and truck tractor data cover actual production in
the United States for military and civilian use by 37 to 38
companies comprising the entire industry. Foreign assemblies
by foreign branches of U. S. companies from parts made in this
country appear to be included. The data include production of
jeeps, military ambulances, and wheel-drive personnel carriers
but exclude half-tracks, armored cars, and, beginning in early
1945, integral busses. The distinction between light, mediu-n
and heavy trucks and truck tractors was based on gross vehicle
weight: Light trucks are those up to 9,000 pounds gross
weight; medium trucks those 9,000 up to 16,000 pounds; and
heavy trucks:, those of 16,000 pounds gross weight and over.
Military vehicles were those procured by various agencies of
the United States and Canadian Governments for military use
while civilian vehicles were those produced for civilian use
under War Production Board Limitation Orders. Beginning in
May 1946, production of military vehicles was no longer re-
ported separately; hence any military vehicles produced from
then on are included with the civilian vehicles.

" Represents total production as compiled by the Civil Aer-
onautics Administration; see note 1 for this page.

5 Includes 90 planes completed during 1937 but not reported
until January 1938 and, therefore,, not included in the 1937
production report.

6 Includes small annual revisions not distributed by months.
7 Average for 6 months, July-December.
8 Monthly data not available.

Page 179
1 Compiled by the Us S. Department of Commercef Bureau of

the Census from reports to that agency beginning September
1945; prior to that date, by the War Production Board. Data
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are based on reports received from all companies known to be
in active production. The number of plants reporting each
month has varied between 107 and 119 during 1946 but the data
are adjusted to represent complete industry coverage* Uatia
represent production of truck trailers with a rated capacity
of 5 tons or more. Complete civilian trailers all other than
vans include racks, tanks, pole and logging trailers, plat-
forms, low-bed heavy haulers, off-highway trailers and dump
trailers.

Monthly data for both civilian and military production are
available separately from January 1942 through June 1945. Only
civilian production was reported for July and August 1945;
thereafter data shown here under civilian production are re-
ported as total production. Although figures for military
trailers were not reported for July and August 1945 and are
not available separately for later months, it is known that
their production tapered off rapidly to very small numbers,
becoming negligible during the last quarter of 1945 and re-
maining so since.

B Compiled by the Automobile Manufacturers Association.
Prior to 1910, the data were compiled by the U. S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census in cooperation with the Auto-
mobile Manufacturers Association (formerly Imown as the Na-
tional Automobile Chamber of Commerce). Data shown are factory
sales and represent complete coverage of the industry. Al-
though commonly referred to and sometimes interpreted .as being
identical with production, factory sales for a given period
obviously exclude, some units produced in that period but
not yet sold and' include others produced in earlier periods.
In addition to domestic sales, the totals include as foreign
sales in a given month the number of complete units or vehi-
cles that can be assembled abroad from the parts exported in
that same month. These forei^i sales account for the differ-
ence between domestic and total sales. Since military vehi-
cles are not shown separately, it should be noted that the data
include many military vehicles during 1941-45.

The passenger car classification includes, in addition to
passenger cars5 taxieabs and station wagons; it also includes
any school busses, ambulances and funeral cars made with pas-
senger car chassis. The truck classification includes truels,
and any school busses, station wagons and fire apparatus made
with truck chassis by truck manufacturers . Fire apparatus
Made by companies specializing in that line is excluded. The
motor bus classification includes all busses, primarily those
of the integral type, sold to for-hire transportation companies
whether for city or intercity service.

The passenger car, truck and motor coach classifications as
defined above give effect to a post-war revision of data by
the Automobile Manufacturers Association affecting all data
back to January 1940. Hence the factory sales data shown in
all previous Supplements differ somewhat in comparability from
those in this volume. In earlier Supplements, for instance,
all station wagons, ambulances, funeral cars, school busses
and all other busses were reported as trucks; so were road
tractors and truck tractors, now excluded. In previous Sup-
plements,, foreign assemblies from parts manufactured in the
United States were reported in the month in which they were
actually assembled abroad although the parts going into the
assembled vehicles might have been manufactured months previ-
ously. These changes in the definitions of the units counted
have affected the passenger car data only slightly but have
had the effect of lowering factory sales of trucks for 1910
and 1941 on the present basis about 4 percent below the data
shown in the 1942 Supplement for those years. See nots 6 for
p. 170 in the 1942 Supplement for a description of the data as
reported prior to 1942. Prior to January 1935, taxieabs were
reported separately from passenger cars. Monthly statistics
of factory sales for years prior to 1940 will be found in the
1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1982 Supplements; revised monthly
data for 1940 are shown on p. 24 of the June 1947 Survey.
Monthly data from 1921 to 193& are available in a release en-
titled "Automobiles" published by the Bureau of the Census on
September 25, 1939.

,5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. Data include the export of domestic new and
second hand motor trucks, busses, and chassis and new and sec-
ond hand passenger cars and chassis* Chassis are included in
order to give representation to exports of "unassembled" cars.
Monthly reports (Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of the
United States) give details for trucks, by capacity, and pas-
senger cars, by value, together with detailed exports of parts
an& accessories. During the war years, exports include

shipments under Lend-lease and IMRRA but exclude shipments for
U. S. overseas armed forces.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1908-40
are shown in the 1943 Supplement. Monthly data beginning 1923
appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 19Q3 Supplements. (Revi-
sions; 1910—March, total, 26,094; trucks, 15,331; monthly
average, total, 16,269; trucks, 8,672.)

y Production is estimated as equal to shipments.
5 Data include sales of military trucks; monthly Averages

of military sales are:' 1910—total, 5,176; domestic5 2.j913;
1911—total, 15,907; domestic, 13,757.

tf Data exclude sales of military tructe; monthly averages
of military sales are: 194&, 52,806; 1943, 56,237; 1914-,
51,780; 1945, 30,351.

7 Included with trucks; data are not available separately
during the war period.

8 Average of months shown.

Page 180
1 Compiled by 8. L. Polk $ Company except for period March

1912 through December 1945. Data represent the number of new
passenger and commercial cars registered each month and are
complete for all States and the District of Columbia* The
figures through 19Q9 for commercial cars and through 1910 for
passenger cars include deliveries to the Federal Government
which are excluded thereafter. For 1941, the monthly average
number of commercial cars delivered to the Federal Government,
as reported by the compiling agency, was 1,431. Government
deliveries of passenger cars were small prior to 1941 and were
not reported separately. The original reports of R. L. Polk &
Company show the statistics by make of car and by States; de-
tails are also available for counties and cities.

Data for the period March 1942 through July 1946 are from
the Office of Price Administration for passenger cars and from
the War Production Board and the Office of Defense Transporta-
tion for commercial cars. For this period, the data represent
rationed deliveries of cars to civilian userso Data from Au-
gust through December 19i5 are estimates by the Automobile
Manufacturers Association. The large excess of new registra-
tions ©f passenger cars over factory sales during the war pe-
riod is accounted for by the stocte of cars in the hands of
manufacturers, dealers and distributors' hands on January 1,
1942 which were taken over by the Government and released for
essential uses only. The War Production Board estimated that
on January 1, 1942, the industry's total stocks of new passen-
ger cars in all hands ivas about 538,000.

Monthly averages beginning 19S5 and monthly data for 1938-
40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; the 1940 figures for
commercial cars shown in that volume Include Federal Govern-
ment deliveries and therefore differ from the 1940 figures
shown here. For passenger cars, the 192> figures include es-
timates for Mississippi, Nevada, and Tennessee; the 1926 fig-
ures include no data for Mississippi. The 1925 figures for
commercial cars exclude data for Mississippi, Nevada, Tennessee,
and Vermont. These States accounted for only a small pro-
portion of total car registrations. Monthly data beginning
1932- are correct as shown in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supple-
ments except for minor revisions in 1938 for commercial car
registrations; earlier data for passenger car registrations
appear on p. 19 of the August 1933 issue; earlier data for
commercial cars are available upon request.

3 Reported by members of the American Railway Car Institute
and cover all car builders, including the Pullman Company, and
installations of cars built in railroad shops. Shipments of
passenger cars built in railroad shops not shown In the table
because they are insignificant are as follows: 1941, nme;
1943, 31; 1943, 4; 1944, 8; 1945, 3; 1946, 8. Annual passen-
ger car data shown here differ from those published in previ-
ous Supplements by the inclusion of those manufactured by the
Pullman Company but monthly figures are available only begin-
ning 1941. Railroad shop data are domestic shipments only and
are available monthly beginning 1941. Data for deliveries of
passenger cars by equipment manufacturers, both total and do-
mestic, include troop hospital cars, troop kitchen cars, and
troop sleepers as follows: 1941S 7; 1912, «24'; 1943, 678; 1944,
995; 1945, 905; 1946S 878.

For monthly averages for 1918=34 and monthly data for 1932-
40 as to shipments of freight and passenger ears by equipment
manufacturers only, see the 1943-, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplê
ments. Revisions for 1989 freight car shipments data are as
follows: January—total, 1,186; domes tic , i, 186; February-
total, 1,961; domestic, 1,951; June—total, 2,152; domestic,
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2,151; November—total, 2, 617 ; domestic, 2,617; December-
total, 4,516; domestic, 4,286; monthly average—total, 1,656;
domestic, 1,624.

Annual total shipments or installations of freight cars by
railroad -shops and of passenger cars including the Pullman
Company for 1918-34 are available upon request.

* Compiled by the Association of American Railroads, These
data are for class I roads only, which in recent years have
accounted for slightly over 98 percent of all equipment owned
by the railroads. "Number owned" includes leased freight cars,
but not privately owned cars. In obtaining the percent under-
going or awaiting repairs the number undergoing or awaiting
classified repairs is related to "total cars on line," rather
than to total owned, which is shown here. Total cars on line
include all rail road-owned cars on class I lines, regardless
of the class of the originating road; this figure is usually
slightly less than the total owned, because more class I cars
are on class II and class III lines than the reverse. The
freight-car ownership report includes data on car installa-
tions and retirements, by districts and for the individual
roads:, by type of car. It also includes capacity figures.
The condition report gives the ownership of cars undergoing or
awaiting heavy and light repairs, by districts, by individual
roads, and by type of car.

For earlier monthly data which are correct except for minor
revisions;, see the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments. In consulting the 1942 Supplement, it should be noted
that annual data shown for unfilled orders are as of the end
of December; other annual data are monthly averages.

" The figure shown for March is the total for January-March.

Page 181
1 Compiled by the ^association of American Railroads. Data

are for class I roads only and cover freight, passenger, and
switching locomotives. The figures shown as "other locomo-
tives" include electric and Diesel locomotives. The percent-
age of locomotives undergoing or awaiting repairs is based on
"number on line" rather than "total owned." Total locomo-
tives on line include all locomotives on class I lines regard-
less of ownership. The total on line is usually slightly
smaller than the total owned, because generally more class I
locomotives are on class II and class III lines than the re-
verse; also, some locomotives owned by class I roads are usual-
ly on terminal and industrial tracks. The condition report
gives:, for steam and "electric and other" locomotives, the
number on line, number serviceable, number stored serviceable,

and number awaiting repairs, according to the class of the
owning railroad, all shown by districts and for individual
roads. The ownership report gives number and tractive power
of steam locomotives (passenger, freight and switching) and
electric and Diesel types owned, installed and^ retired, by
districts and for the individual roads.

For monthly data for steam locomotives beginning in 1932
see the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements. In consulting
the 1942 Supplement, it should be noted that the annual .data
shown for unfilled orders are as of the end of December; other
annual data are monthly averages. Monthly data on unfilled
orders for 1938 and 1939 are available only for months shown,
Earlier monthly data for steam locomotives except total and
equipment manufacturers, unfilled orders, appear in the 1932
Supplement. Monthly statistics on steam locomotives on order
with equipment manufacturers prior to 1932 may be obtained
from the Association of American Railroads. Annual averages
for "other locomotives" are not available prior to the years
shown here. Monthly data are available for the total begin-
ning March 1936 and beginning September 1939 for equipment and
railroad shops.

2 Compiled by the tf. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce* Data for "other locomotives" as shown in
earlier Supplements has been revised to include railway, in-
dustrial, and mining locomotives of the electric, gasoline
and Diesel types. Annual averages beginning 1913 and monthly
data for 1938-40 for steam locomotives are available in the
1942 Supplement. Annual data beginning 1922 and monthly fig-
ures prior to 1941 for "other locomotives" are available upon
request.

3 Compiled by the Electric Industrial Truck Association;
prior to July 1941 by the ff. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census. Data as reported by the Bureau of the Census
covered the entire industry representing 10 manufacturers
through 1938 and 9 beginning 1939 (one of the 10 reporting
prior to 1939 discontinued business). Data as reported by the
Association cover 8 manufacturers through December 1942 and 9
thereafter; the additional company included in 1943 began pro-
ducing these products in late 1942 and made no shipments prior
to January 1943. Data are stated by the Association to cover
from 90 to 100 percent of the entire industry. Earlier month-
ly figures are shown in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements.

4 Average for 10 months, March-^December.
5 Data available for a few months only.
6 Average for 4 months, September-December.
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Explanatory Notes to the Statistical Series
* Page 6

''-Compiled by the 0. S, Department of Commerce, Office of
Business.Economics. National income is the aggregate earnings
-tit labor and! property which arise from the current production
of goods and services by the Nation's economy. The Nation's
economy refers to the labor and property supplied by residents
of the Nation* Earnings are recorded in the forms in which
they accrue to residents of the Nation, inclusive of taxes on
those earnings. They consist of compensation of employees,
the profits of corporate and unincorporated enterprises, net
interest, and the rental income of persons.

"Compensation of employees'* is the income accruing to per-
sons in an employee status as remuneration for their work. It
is the sum of wages and salaries and supplements to wages and
salaries*

"Wages and salaries* consists of the monetary remuneration
of employees commonly regarded as wages and salaries, inclu-
sive of executives' compensation, commissions, tips, and bo-
nuses, and of payments in kind which represent income to the
recipients*

"Supplements to wages and salaries'* is the compensation of
persons in an employee status not commonly regarded as wages
and salaries. It consists of employer contributions for so-
cial insurance, employer contributions to private pension and
welfare funds, compensation for injuries, directors* fees, pay
of the military reserve, and other minor items of labor in-
come.

"Proprietors* income** (shown separately for business and
professional enterprises and farm enterprises} measures the
monetary earnings and income in kind of sole proprietorships,
partnerships, and producers* cooperatives from their current
business operations—other than supplementary income of indi-
viduals derived from renting property. As with corporate prof-
its, capital gains and losses are excluded and no deduction is
made for depletion*

"Inventory valuation adjustment** measures the excess of the
value of the change in the volume of nonfarw business invento-
ries, valued at average prices during the period, over the
change in the book value of nonfarm inventories* This adjust-
ment is required since, as is customary in business account-
ing, corporate profit* and income of unincorporated enter*
prises are taken inclusive of inventory profit or loss, where-
as only the value of the real change in inventories is counted
as current output in the national product, inventory valua-
tion adjustment is shown separately only for corporations;
this adjustment is included, however, in the data shown for
unincorporated enterprises* as indicated in note 3*

"Rental income of persons" consists of the monetary earn-
ings of persons from the rental of real property, except those
of persons primarily engaged in the real estate business; the
imputed net rental returns to owner occupants of n on farm dwell-
ings, and the royalties received by persons from patents, copy*
rights, and rights to natural resources*

"Corporate profits before tax" is the earnings of corpora-
tions organized for profit which accrue t« residents of the
Nation, measured before federal and State profit taxes, with*
out deduction of depletion charges and exclusive of capital
gains and losses*

"Corporate profits tax liability* comprises Federal and
State taxes levied on corporate earnings. Disbursements of
tax refunds are deducted from tax liability in the year in
which the tax liability was incurred*

"Net interest*1 measures the monetary interest and imputed
interest accruing to the Nation's residents from private busi-
ness and froffl abroad, minus government interest disbursements
to corporations* Imputed interest consists of the value of
financial services received by persons without explicit pay-
ment and property income withheld by life insurance companies
and mutual financial intermediaries on the account of persons.
As government interest paid to corporations appears as part of
corporate profits, it is deducted in computing net interest to
prevent its inclusion in the national income*

The quarterly data for national income represent interpola-
tions of annual totals (the methods employed in calculating
the annual estimates are beyond the scope of this descriptive
note). For the most part, the interpolating data used are
components of the personal income series (described in some de-
tail in note 1 for p. 8) supplemented by special stud*** on

corporate profits, which utilize publicly reported quarterly
corporate -earnings data. In the computations of seasonally
adjusted corporate profits, separate indexes were constructed
for individual industries by « variety of methods: Ratio to
moving averages, interpolation by seasonally adjusted receipts
data, and by graphic techniques*

Quarterly data prior to 1945 are available in the July 1949
"National Income Number" of the Survey, and more detailed an-
nual data prior to 19r35 are shown in the National Income Sup-
plement to the July 1947 issue. These reports include annual
data by industrial origin for total national inccxoe and for
the various components (other than rental income of persons)
and a break-down of total national income by legal form of or-
ganization. The annual series on salaries and wages are sup-
plemented by data on employment and average annual earnings of
employees, by industries.

2 Includes the pay of employees of government enterprises
and of permanent United States residents employed in the Unit-
ed States by foreign governments and international organiza-
tions.

3 Data for business and professional income include inven-
tory valuation adjustment. Farm income is measured exclusive
of inventory profits, therefore no valuation adjustment is re-
quired* * ' ..

* Data are annual totals*
5 Less than $50,000,000.

1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Business Economics. t Gross national product or expenditure is
the market value of the output of goods and services produced
by the Nation's economy, before deduction of depreciation
charges and other allowances for business and institutional
consumption of durable capital goods* Other business products
used up by business in the accounting period are excluded.
The Nation's economy in this context refers to labor and prop-
erty supplied by residents of the Nation* Gross national prod-
uct comprises the purchase of goods and services by consumers
and government, gross private domestic investment, and net
foreign investment.

"Personal consumption expenditures'1 consists of the market
value of purchases of goods and services by individuals and
nonprofit institutions, and the value of food, clothing, hous-
ing, and financial services received by them as income in kind*
It includes the rental value of owner -occupied homes, but does
not include the purchase of new dwellings* A break- down of
personal consumption expenditures by groups is shown on p. 41;
note 1 for that page describes the statistical sources and
methods used in deriving the series.

"Gross private domestic investment" consists of acquisi-
tions of newly produced capital goods by private business and
nonprofit institutions, and the value of the change in the vol-
ume of inventories held by them* It covers all private new
dwellings, including those acquired by owner -occupants*

"New construction" consists of total private new construc-
tion as given -on p* 31, plus estimated construction expendi-
tures for crude petroleum and natural gas drilling* An expla-
nation of. the former series (unadjusted) is to be found in
note 1 for p. 31. The latter estimates are based primarily
upon reports in "Oil Weekly" and "Oil and Gas Journal" of num-
ber of new wells drilled, and upon Census studies of average
costs per well in 1939, with appropriate allowances in subse-
quent periods for changes in labor and equipment costs, dif-
ferences in average depth of wells, and deepening of old wells.
Monthly seasonal factors for private new construction are com-
puted, by components, and applied to yield seasonally adjusted
monthly totals, from which quarterly summations are then ob-
tained. Quarterly seasonal factors are applied to the unad-
justed quarterly petroleum and gas drilling estimates to pro-
duce an adjusted series*

"Producers* durable equipment" for 1939 and prior census
years was generally estimated from commodity production data
in the biennial "Census of Manufactures" combined into various
groups and raised from the manufacturers' value of production
to a value representing final prices paid by ultimate users by
allowing for transportation charges from the factory, whole-
sale and retail markups, wholesale and retail inventory chang-
es, and deducting net exports.- Chief sources of data for these
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adjustments included Interstate Commerce Commission freight
commodity statistics; Census of Business, "Distribution of
Manufacturers' Sales," "Wholesale Trade," and "Betail Trade";
Bureau of the Census, "Wholesalers' Sales, Inventories, and
Credits"; Dun and Bradstreet,"Survey of Sales and Inventories,
1935-1939"; I. S. Department of Commerce, "Foreign Commerce
and Navigation of the United States." For intercensal years,
manufacturers' values of production or sales were interpolated
by groups by series derived chiefly from the Bureau of Inter-
nal Revenue, "Statistics of Income," and from Securities and
Exchange Commission, "Survey of American Listed Corporations.
The interpolated series were raised to the value representing
final prices paid by ultimate users by the adjustments indi-
cated above.

For 1942 through the first half of 1946, the estimates were
based on manufacturers* commodity shipments data reported by
Bureau of the Census, "Fabricated Metal-Products Plant Opera-
tions," and combined by groups comparable to those based on
the "Census of Manufactures." Estimates of the portion of to-
tal shipments of each commodity destined for private domestic
use were based on priorities data reported in the same source.

For 1940 and 1941, individual groups were interpolated by
series derived chiefly from "Statistics of Income" and Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, "Industry Survey," and "Sur-
vey of Current Business."

For the second half of 1946 and subsequently, group bench-
marks of manufacturers' commodity shipments derived from- "Fab-
ricated Metal-Products Plant Operations" were extrapolated
chiefly by industry sales reported in the "Industry Survey"
and the Securities and Exchange Commission, "Survey of Ameri-
can Listed Corporations, Quarterly Sales Data," with deductions
for exports based on data obtained from export worksheets from
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

"Change in business inventories" measures the change in the
physical volume of inventories valued at average prices of the
period. To ascertain the net physical change in the stocks of
nonfarm inventories, year-end book values are expressed in
terms of constant prices by means of selected Bureau of Labor
Statistics wholesale price indexes appropriate to each indus-
try. The increments in the constant dollar inventory series
are converted to current prices by multiplying them by index
ratios of current prices to base period prices. Quarterly da-
ta are obtained by adjusting the results of similar quarter-
ly calculations made in less detail to the annual estimates.
The change in farm inventories is estimated by the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics from physical quantity data.

The book values of year-end inventories held by corpora-
tions are obtained from the "Statistics of Income, Part 2."
Noncorporate inventories in each industry are mainly derived
by mul ti ply ing noncorporate sa les data by noncorporate inventory-
sales ratios. The noncorporate sales series were developed in
the National Income Division and are prinarily based upon Cen-
sus data. Bench mark inventory-sales ratios were obtained from
the special tabulations of the 1939 tax returns of sole pro-
prietorships and partnerships published in the "Statistics of
Income for 1939, Part 1," and the "Supplement to Statistics of
Income for 1939, Part 1"; and fron data obtained from the "Cen-
sus of Manufactures," "Wholesale Trade," and "Betail Trade."
The interpolations and extrapolations of the noncorporate in-
ventory ratios are based on the movements of the corporate in-
ventory ratios in the corresponding industries.

The year-end estimates of the book value of inventories for
1947 and 1948 and the quarterly estimates of the book value of
inventories, starting in 1939, are based, for the most part,
on the inventory data obtained from the industry samples w|iich
are compiled by the Department of Commerce and publ ished month-
ly in the "Survey of Current Business."

"Net foreign investment" is the net change in international
assets and liabilities, including the monetary gold stock,
arising out of the current international flows of goods and
services, factor incomes, and cash gifts and contributions.
Thus it measures the excess of (1) domestic output sold'abroad
over purchases of foreign output, (2) production abroad cred-
ited to Lnited States-owned resources over production at home
credited to foreign-owned resources, and (3) cash gifts and
contributions received from abroad over cash gifts and contri-
butions to foreigners. The net transfer of cash gifts and
contributions offsets corresponding entries in "personal con-
sumption expenditures'* and "government purchases of goods and
services."

As a measure of net foreign investrent, the tnited States
balance of international payments on current account, rather
than the sum of kno*n capital transactions (including gold),
is accepted. While the impjied assumption that statistical

errors and omissions shown in balance-of-payments statements
consist entirely of capital items is inaccurate, there exists
no reliable basis for estimating what portion of the error oc-
curs in the current account.

The principal items in the current account of the balance
of payments, together with brief descriptions of each, are as
follows:

Merchandise trade estimates are based primarily on the re-
corded trade statistics compiled by the Census Bureau (shown
here on pp. 107 and 111), with adjustments for incorrect valu-
ations, parcel post shipments, and merchandise transactions of
the Lnited States Government not included in the recorded data.

Freight and shipping earnings are estimated by applying es-
tablished freight rates to data regarding tonnage, commodity
composition, and destination or origin of Inited States ex-
ports and imports as compiled by the Census Bureau from ship-
pers' export declarations and import entries. Pert expendi-
tures are assumed to be relatively constant proportions of
gross revenues, the percentages being based on financial re-
ports filed by steamship companies with the 1). S. Maritime
Commission.

Travel expenditures are derived by multiplying average ex-
penditures per traveler in each of several categories by cor-
responding numbers of travelers. Such numbers are based, with
regard to overseas travelers, upon records of the 1. S. Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service, and, for Canada and Mexico,
upon official records of those governments. The appropriate
average expenditures are determined chiefly from questionnaire
samples.

L. S. Government expenditures and receipts are based on da-
ta supplied by individual agencies to the Clearing Office for
Foreign Transactions, Office of Business Economics.

Income on investments is derived from withholding tax rec-
ords of the Bureau of Internal Bevenue and from questionnaire
returns filed with the Office of Business Economics by United
States corporations having foreign branches or subsidiaries
and by Lnited States fiscal agents for foreign dollar bonds.

Other current transactions are based largely upon direct
reports from motion picture companies, communications compa-
nies, banks, religious -.and charitable institutions, and other
organizations responsible for the transactions.

To the extent that gifts and contributions in kind are re-
corded under the above headings, offsetting en tries are made
under the caption, "unilateral transfers," so that they are
not reflected in the net balance on current account.

"Government purchases of goods and services" r.easures pur-
chases of goods and services by government bodies, exclusive
of acquisitions of land and used depreciable assets and of
current outlays of government center prises. Tt coiksists of
general government expenditures for compensation of employees,
purchases from business (net of sales by goverrinent of con-
sumption goods and materials), net government purchases from"
abroad and international contributions, and the gross invest-
ment of government enterprises. Therefore, "government pur-
chases of goods and services" excludes transfer payments, gov-
ernment interest, and subsidies, as well as loans and other
financial transfers outside the scope of income and product
transactions.

"Federal purchases of goods and services" is based essen-
tially on the Daily Statement of the Treasury. 11o*ever, since
the total of budgetary expenditures there reported includes
amounts not representing purchases of goods or services and
excludes other items which do constitute purchases according
to the definition of gross national product, and reflects still
others with timing different from that of the actual purchases,
numerous adjustments must be made.

The procedure is to treat the Daily Statement total of bud-
get expenditures as a bench mark, adding or subtracting appro-
priate amounts so as to derive purchases of goods and services
as a residual. The principal deduct ions are transfers to trust
accounts, net expenditures of Government enterprises, subsi-
dies, purchases of existing assets, tax refunds, grants-in-aid
to State and local governments, transfer payments, interest,
and loans and other capital transactions not included under
any of the above captions. Chief additions are the acquisi-
tion of fixed assets and inventories Ly Government enterprises,
general Government contributions to social insurance funds,
and purchases of goods or services reflected in trust, rather
than general and special, accounts of the Daily Statement. It
w i l l Le noted that some of the additions involve restoration,
with different timing, of items previously deducted. During
the v.ar years, adjustments for renegotiation of war contracts,
for Government purchases on credit, and for advances and pre-
payments were made. Still further adjustments grow out of
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technical peculiarities in the accounting practices followed
in compilation of the Daily Statement.

K.-ariy of the necessary adjustments are fodnd explicitly in
the Daily. Statement itself, but for the others resort must be
had to the Budget, the Treasury's Combined Statement of Be-
ceipts and Expenditures, financial reports of Government cor-
porations, and a wide variety of other documents ,and contacts j
with officials of Government agencies. •. •

From the gross Federal purchases of goods and services to
which the above comments relate must be subtracted foreign
sales of surplus property and domestic sales of surplus con-
sumption goods and materials* Data on the former come from
reports of the Foreign Liquidation Commission of the State De-
partment, while the latter are based upon reports of the War
Assets Administration.

"State and local purchases of goods and services" are de-
rived primarily from the "State Finances," "City Finances,"
"County Finances," and other reports of the Governments Divi-
sion of the Census Bureau. As in the case- of the Federal es-
timates, nongoods and services expenditures (such as transfer
payments, interest, transfers to sinking funds, grants to oth-
er governments, and transfers to public service enterprises)
are .omitted, and excluded goods and service expenditures (such
as the capital outlay of government enterprises) are added.
Interpolation or extrapolation of intercensal periods is ac-
complished primarily through the use of independent State and
local pay roll and public construction dat*.

Quarterly data prior to 1945 are available in the July 1949
"National Income Number" of the Survey, and annual figures
prior to 1935 are shown in the "National Income Supplement to
the July 1947 Survey."

2 The classification of purchases of goods and services in-
to war and nonwar conforms, in general, to the Daily Treasury
Statement classification of general and special account ex-
penditures. War purchases include also that part of the capi-
tal formation of Government enterprises which is attributable
to their war activities. Government contributions to the Na-
tional Service Life Insurance Fund are classified as war; all
other Government contributions for social insurance, as non-
war.

3 Consists of sales to abroad and domestic sales of surplus
consumption goods and materials.

u Data are annual totals.
5 Data'for "war" included with "nonwar.*
6 Less than $50,000,000.

Page 8
1 Compiled by the U., S.. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics. Personal income is the current income re-
ceived by persons from all sources, inclusive of transfers
from government and business, but exclusive of transfers among
persons. Not only individuals (including owners of unincorpo-
rated enterprises) but nonprofit institutions, private trust
funds, and private pension and welfare funds are classified as
"persons." Personal income is the sum of wage and salary re-
ceipts, other labor income, proprietors* and rental income,
dividends and interest, and transfer payments.

"Wage and salary receipts" is equal to wages and salaries
less employee contributions for social insurance, except that
retroactive wages are counted when received rather than when
earned, fcore detailed information on the several components
of wage and salary receipts and an explanation of "other labor
income" are given in notes 3, 4, and 5.

"Proprietors' and rental income" is the sum of income of un-
incorporated enterprises and inventory valuation adjustment
and rental income of persons as given in the components of na-
tional income (see description in note 1 for p. 6).

"Personal interest income" measures the monetary interest
and^the imputed interest accruing to individuals and nonprofit
institutions.

"Transfer payments" consists of monetary income receipts of
individuals from government and business (other than govern-
ment interest) for which no services are currently rendered,
of government payments and corporate gifts to nonprofit insti-
tutions, and of individuals' bad debts to business. The con-
tents of this item are given in detail in note 6.

Personal income differs from national income in that it in-
cludes transfer payments and governrrvent interest, while it ex-
cludes both employee and employer contributions for social in-
surance, corporate profits tax liability and inventory valua-
tion adjustment, and undistributed corporate profits. A minor
difference also appears in the wage and salary components in
that retroactive wage payments are included in personal income
when received and in national income when earned.

The sources and methods used in compiling the monthly se-
ries are given in notes following. In the quarterly series
showing disposition of personal income, total personal income
is the sum of the monthly totals.

For interpolating the annual series and for extending the
series currently, monthly data from various governmental and
private agencies are employed. Monthly reports of the U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics," Interstate Commerce Commission,
Social Security Board, Census Bureau, and other agencies are
used to estimate wages and salaries.

Estimates for wages and salaries are prepared individually
by industries, and for the period 1939-48 these are based main-
ly on pay-roll indexes of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, pay-
roll indexes constructed from wage and employment data from
the Social Security Board, reports by carriers to the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, and pay-roll estimates of the Mari-
time Commission.and Bureau of Agricultural Economics. In only
a few instances were indirect methods of estimate employed.
Since there is a considerable lag in the publication of Social
Security data, current estimates are less detailed, and resopt
is more frequently made to indirect methods of estimates. Nev-
ertheless, the total pay roll of groups for which no current
information is available, amounts to only about 10 percent of
total wages and salaries. n

Seasonal indexes for the wage and salary data were con-
structed separately for individual industries by the ratio-to-
moving-average method. For those industries in which the sea-
sonal fluctuations are relatively minor, and for others where
no adequate current information is available, no seasonal cor-
rection is applied. During the war years it was necessary to
modify the existing seasonal factors and in some cases abandon
them entirely. In the durable-goods manufacturing industries,
the seasonals were set at 100 beginning with January 1941 for
metals and metal products, except automobiles, and for those
nondurable goods industries in which pay rolls were markedly
out of line with prewar patterns. For the automobile industry,
seasonal adjustments were abandoned beginning with January
1942. In addition, the amplitude of seasonal factors used to
adjust construction pay rolls was considerably dampened during
the war period as well. Beginning with March 1947, seasonal
correction .was again applied to the nondurable manufacturing
industries.

Transfer payments, for the most part, are reported directly
by various governmental agencies such as the Veterans Adminis-
tration, Social Security Board, and 1). S. Civil Service Com-
mission. For some of the components of transfer payments (such
as State and local government employees1 retirement pensions)
no monthly information is available. The procedure used in
constructing monthly estimates was to plot the annual averages
at the mid-point of each year and to draw a smooth curve
through these annual averages. It is necessary to use this
procedure for lejss than 10 percent of total transfer payments.

Dividend payments are currently estimated from a sample of
publicly reported dividends which is maintained by the Depart-
ment of Commerce and embraces approximately 5,200 corpora-
tions. It has not been found feasible to adjust dividends for
seasonal variation except on a quarterly basis, as this is the
shortest time period for which any regularity can be estab-
lished. Ratio to moving averages yield seasonal factors which
are applied to quarterly totals. The seasonally adjusted
quarterly totals are assumed to be representative of the mid-
point of the quarter, and straight-line interpolation between
the mid-points of the quarters provides seasonally adjusted
estimates for-the other months.

Although the monthly estimates of proprietors' income and
rental income are prepared in considerable detail, they are
based on less adequate data than are wages and salaries. Farm
proprietors' income is based mainly on cash income from farm
marketings data provided by the Bureau of Agricultural Econom-
ics. Business and professional proprietors' income estimates
are based, for the most part, on annual regressions of receipts
to proprietors' income. Since the monthly receipts data which
are employed have already been corrected for seasonal varia-
tion, no further seasonal correction is necessary.

The rent estimates are based largely on information on res-
idential rents collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for
its Consumers* Price Index.

Interest estimates are in part based on current informa-
tion, as in the case of the large Federal Government component,
and on assumptions as to monthly pattern for the remainder of
the category. Since a good deal of the interest consists of
imputed interest, which represents the value of financial serv-
ices received without explicit payment, it is assumed that
these services flow regularly .throughout the year and conse-
quently this portion of interest is smoothed. The seasonally
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adjusted interest series represents a srnoothing of the annual
data. The resulting monthly data reflect, therefore, only
trend and cyclical fluctuations.

Other labor income represents, with the exception of pay of
military reservists for which some information is available
currently, a series obtained by plotting annual averages and
drawing a smooth curve through these averages.

Employee contributions for quarterly periods are based on
data reported by the various funds, with the exception of State
and local government employees' contributions. Monthly inter-
polations are based on relevant wage and salary data. Cur-
rently, it is necessary to project payments into the Old Age
and Survivors Insurance and State Lr; employment Compensation
funds and Railroad Peti'rement funds on the basis of pay rolls,
taking account of changes in contribution rates. Seasonal ad-
justment is made for the Old Age and Survivors Insurance and
Unemployment Compensation employee contributions.

Monthly data beginning 1929 are available in the "National
Income Supplement" to the Survey of Current Business, July
1947, and are revised and carried forward through 1948 in the
July 1949 "National Income Number" of the Survey.

2 "Personal tax and nontax payments'* consists of taxes lev-
ied against individuals, their incocr.e, and their property that
are not deductible as expenses of business operations, and of
other general government revenues frora individuals in their
personal capacity. It includes payr.ents for such specific
services as are provided within the framework of general gov-
ernment activities but excludes purchases from government en-
terprises. Tax refunds are deducted from payments at the time
of refund.

Federal personal tax payments- are derived from individual
income, estate, and gift tax collection data as reported by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue. In the years of their opera-
tion, the victory tax, the tax on use of noncommercial boats,
and a share (based on an estimated ratio of personal vehicles
to total registrations) of the motor vehicle use tax are also
included. Collections of withholding tax (including the vic-
tory tax) are lagged so as to reflect the timing of actual
withholding. Seasonal adjustment of the quarterly series is
accomplished by distributing such lagged calendar year totals
through four quarters in accordance «i th the movement of sea-
sonally adjusted pay rolls subject to withholding. Appropri-
ate allowances are made for changes in tax rates. Payments of
other individual income taxes (declaration, end-of-year, and
back payments.), estate and gift taxes, and the personal share
of motor vehicle use taxes in any calendar year are accepted
as an expression of the annual rates prevailing in each quar-
ter of that year. Similarly, the annual rate of personal tax
refunds netted out in each quarter of any year is the amount
of individual income, estate, and gift taxes actually refunded
during that calendar year. These ar.ounts are determined from
Annual Reports of the Coir-missioner of Internal Revenue, ad-
justed, together with indirect business and corporate profits
tax refunds, to the annual totals of all tax refunds in the
Daily Treasury Statement. Federal personal nontax payments
are determined principally from detailed analysis of Budget
data on miscellaneous receipts of the Treasury.

State and local personal tax payr.ents (which consist of in-
come, death and gift, motor vehicle, personal property, and
poll taxes, and miscellaneous personal licenses) are based oh
the "State Finances," "City Finances,"' "County Finances," and
other reports of the Governments Division of the Census Bu-
reau, with appropriate interpolation or extrapolation of in-
tercensus years. State and local personal nontax payments,
consisting largely of fines,-penalties, and charges for cur-
rent services (other than by government enterprises), are ob-
ained from the same sources and by the same'methods. Season-
lly adjusted quarterly data at annual rates are calculated
>y graphic interpolation or extrapolation, except in the case
if individual income taxes, where calendar year collections
_re taken to reflect the annual rate in each quarter of any
year.

"Total disposable income" is the incor-e remaining to per-
sons after deduction of personal tax and nontax payments to
general government.

"Personal saving" is obtained by deducting, from total dis-
posable income, personal consumption expenditures which are
not given separately here but are shown as a component of gross
national product or expenditure on p. 7 (see second paragraph
of note 1 for that page). Personal saving is therefore the
excess of personal income over personal consumption expendi-
tures and taxes and other payments to general government. It
consists of the current saving of individuals (including own-
ers of unincorporated businesses), nonprofit institutions, and

private pension, welfare, and trust funds. Personal saving
may be in such forms as changes in cash and deposits, security
holdings, indebtedness, and reserves of life insurance compa-
nies and mutual savings institutions, the net investment of
unincorporated enterprises, and the acquisition of real prop-
erty net of depreciation.

Quarterly data prior to 1945 are available in the July 1949
".National Income Number" of the Survey, and annual figures
prior to 1935 are shown in the "National Income Supplement" to
the July 1947 issue.

** Includes income in kind as well as ronetary receipts in
the form of wages, salaries, corrrcissions, etc. "Commodity
producing industries" consists of agriculture, forestry and
fisheries, mining, contract construction, and manufacturing.
"Distributive industries" consists of wholesale and retail
trade, transportation, communications, and other public utili-
ties. "Service industries" comprises finance, insurance and
real estate, and services. "Government" comprises Federal,
State and local government and government enterprises and pay
of permanent United States residents employed in the United
States by foreign governments and international organizations.

14 Includes err.ployee contributions to old age and survivors
insurance, State unemployment insurance, railroad retirement
insurance, Federal civilian and State and local employee re-
tirement funds, and cash sickness compensation funds, and pre-
mium payments to Government life insurance fund and national
service life insurance fund.

" Includes compensation for injuries, employer contribu-
tions to private pension and welfare funds, pay of military
reservists (except pay of reservists on full-time active duty
w.hich is included in Government wages and salaries), and the
following miscellaneous items: Directors' fees, jury and wit-
ness fees, compensation of prison inmates. Government payments
to enemy prisoners of war, marriage fees, to justices of the
peace, and merchant marine war-risk life and injury claims.

6 Consists largely of monetary ir.come receipts of individ-
uals for which no services are rendered currently, as follows:
Benefits under the unemployment compensation and old age in-
surance provisions of the Social Security Act and the Railroad
Retirement Act; Federal civilian pensions; Government life in-
surance benefits; Federal military pensions, disability and
retirement payments; adjusted compensation benefits; mustering-
out payments to discharged servicemen; readjustment, self-
employnient and subsistence allowances to veterans and military
and naval insurance payments; Federal, State, and local gov-
ernment direct relief; and State and local government pensions,
cash sickness compensation, and veterans' aid and bonuses. The
item includes also government payments and corporate gifts to
nonprofit institutions, and individuals* bad debts to business
and other business transfers to individuals.

Equals personal income exclusive of net income of unin-
corporated farm enterprises, farrri wages, agricultural net
rents, agricul tura 1 'net interest, and net dividends paid by
agricultural corporations.

Data are annual totals*

Page 9

* Compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the
£/. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics,
beginning 1945; earlier data are from the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System. These data are estimates for
the whole of Arrerican private industry, exclusive of agricul-
ture. Figures are rounded (to the nearest ten million for in-
dividual quarters), hence detail may not add exactly to the
totals. Estimates beginning 1945 are based on reports from a
sample consisting of most of the corporations registered with
the Securities and Exchange Commission, reporting to the Com-
mission, and a large sample of unregistered manufacturing com-
panies, unincorporated and incorporated, reporting to the De-
partment of Conferee. Quarterly estimates are not available
prior to 1945. The quarterly averages for 1935-44 are com-
puted from revised annual estimates of the compiling agency,
based on data from the Securities and Exchange Commission and
other sources. Annual data for 1929-34 are available upon
request.

These figures do not agree precisely with tlie totals in-
cluded in the gross national product estimates of the Depart-
ment of Comnierce on p. 7. The mair; difference lies in the in-
clusion in the latter data of certain outlays charged to cur-
rent account.

2 Compiled by the (J. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Monthly estimates of cash receipt*
from farm marketings are derived from estimates of monthly
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sales and prices received by farmers for the various farm com-
modities, fchere significant quantities of farm products are
placed under loan to the Commodity Credit Corporation, receipts
through loans are obtained from reports of that agency and
added to receipts from quantities sold through regular market-
ing channels. If the product is later redeemed, the cost of
redemption is subtracted from receipts at the time of redemp-
tion. Government payments, which are added to cash receipts
from marketings to obtain total cash receipts frona farming,
comprise all payments made directly to farmers under the vari-
ous programs —that is, rental and benefit, 'cotton'option, con-
servation. Sugar Act, price adjustment, parity, dairy produc-
tion, and other production payments. Government aid which is
reflected in prices received by farmers for their products is
not included in this item since it is covered in the estimates
of receipts from marketings.

The current estimates of marketings are based on estimated
production, the normal percentage of the product sold, and the
usual seasonal movement to market, supplemented by available
current data on market receipts, and various data relating to
the transportation, marketing, and processing of farm products.
The estimates are subsequently revised as more .complete data
on production, crop-year sales, and monthly marketings become
available. The estimates of monthly marketings for m o s t of
the important farm products are valued by mid-month prices.
Average prices received during the month are used in computing
income from truck crops. Cash receipts for m few crops are
computed by applying a season average price.

Estimates for 1947-48 are preliminary. The monthly esti-
mates for 1945-46 not only take into account final reports on
production and sales, but also include adjustments to levels
indicated by data collected in the 1945 Census of Agriculture.
The monthly averages for 1940-44 take account of final reports
from States on production and sales with adjustments on the
basis of census data for all livestock items and tobacco which
are not included in the monthly data. It is believed by the
compiling agency that further revisions in the annual totals
for these years are not likely to be large.

The-indexes of cash receipts from farm marketings and C.C.C.
loans are computed by dividing the estimates of the relevant
totals of cash receipts for each month by the monthly average
of the corresponding total in the base period 1935-39. The
indexes shown here are not adjusted for seasonal variation.

Monthly data for 1941-44 appear in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual d a t a for 1913-34 and monthly data for
193S-40 for total cash receipts from farming and total receipts
from farm marketings and C.C.C. loans (dollar figures and in-
dexes) are available on p. 28 of the May 1943 Survey. Monthly
data for 1935-40 for all commodity groups are available .in a
1942 report of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, entitled
"United States Estimates of Monthly Cash Farm Income and Index
Numbers of Income, January 1935 to September 1942,* which de-
scribes the method of estimating marketings of the different
commodities and the sources of the data. The 1940 data pub-
lished in this report and in the May 1943 Survey referred to
above have not been revised to agree with annual totals for
that year. Annual data for 1910-39 by conmodity groups are
available in a 1944 publication of the I*. S. Department of
Agriculture, entitled "ISet Farm Income and Parity Report, 1943,
and Summary for 1910-42."

3 Data for manufacturing includes mining p r i o r to 1939.
* Included in "Commercial and miscellaneous1' prior to 1939.
5 Includes trade, service, finance, communication, and,

prior to 1939, electric and gas utilities, and transportation
other than railroad.

s Based on annual totals including revisions not available
by months; see third paragraph of note 2.

Page 10

* Compiled by the (/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, in cooperation with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
through 1942 and by the latter agency thereafter. The index
measures the physical quantity of farm products moving to mar-
ket each month. The monthly estimates of sales of individual
farm commodities used in computing the estimates of cash farm
income shown on p.9 provide the -basic material*for calculat-
ing the index. These estimates include quantities marketed by
farmers through ordinary marketing channels and quantities
placed under Government loan leas the quantities redeemed dur-
ing the month. Furthermore, quantities delivered to the Gov-
ernment Are disposed of in so many different ways that it ia
practically impossible to determine when they enter regular

marketing channels. The marketing estimates exclude quanti-
ties of products retained by farmers for home consumption and,
for the most part, interfarm sales. However, they include a
small part of the interfarm aalea to the extent that farmers
buy agricultural products from central markets or from other
farmers in distant markets, thus resulting in tome duplication
of salea. An example of such tranaactiona is the purchase of
feeder liveatock from ranges and central markets for further
feeding. *

The index is based on marketings of 43 major agricultural
products which, in the base period 1935-39, accounted for more
than 93 percent of the caih income from all farm marketings.
Sales of individual commodities are combined into groupa of
commodities by weighting each item by the average price re-
ceived by farmers in the base period 1935-39. The group ag-
gregates, are converted to indexes and these group indexes are,
in turn, weighted in accordance with the relative importance
of each group in the base period, as measured by income from
marketings, to obtain indexes for crops, livestock and prod-
ucts, and all farm products.

Data on monthly marketings of some items included in th*
index are not available currently and it is necessary to esti-
mate monthly marketings from estimated production, the normal
percentages aold and the usual seasonal movement to market.
The eatimates are subject to revision as more complete data on
marketings become available. The indexes have been revised to
incorporate revised data on marketings for 1945-47 used in the
farm income series described in note 2 for p.9.

The index of physical quantity of farm products sold and
the index of prices received by farmera shown on p.26 provide
measures of the causes of fluctuations in cash receipts from
marketings but do not measure exactly the movement in cash re-
ceipts and in some months changes in the indexes appear incon-
sistent. Part of the apparent discrepancy in the movements of
the indexes is explained by the fact that several sources of
cash farm income cannot be included in the index of prices and
marketings. The technique of the construction of the indexes
also accounts in part for the discrepancies in the movements.
In order to provide indexes that reflect only changes in
prices or changes in volume of marketings, constant weights for
the indexes of prices and of marketings have been used through-
out the period while the index of cash receipts reflects cur-
rent variations both in quantities marketed and in prices re-
ceived for different farm products.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. For a more complete description of the index and
monthly data for 1935-40, see pp. 23-32 of the April 1943
monthly Survey and the November 1943 issue of "The Farm Income
Situation" published by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
The April 1943 Survey includes also annual indexes for 1929-40.

2 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Keserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, to measure changes
in the physical volume of production of manufactures and min-
erals. The index is derived from, about 100 individual monthly
series beginning 1939, and about 80 for the earlier years back
through 1923 and about 60 for the years 1919-22. All principal
groups of industries in manufacturing and mining are directly
represented in the index at some stage in the production proc-
ess; production at Government arsenals, quartermaster depots,
and shipyards is included. Separate indexes are shown here
only for the major industrial groups and selected subgroups or
industries included in the total index.

More than half of the individual series used in the index
are based on monthly statistics of actual units of physical
production, or volume of consumption, or shipments of products;
others represent production estimates based on man-hours or
machinery activity adjusted, respectively, for changes in out-
put per man-hour and for long-term changes in machinery effi-
ciency as indicated by Census or other bench-mark data. Many
of the other series are also adjusted to more comprehensive
physical volume figures not available monthly. Peacetime clas-
sifications and titles of the series were retained throughout
the war period but for a number of series, especially machinery
and the transportation equipment industries, the titles are
not accurately descriptive of the output during these years of
the plants covered.

In constructing the indexes, allowances are made to take
account of differences in the number of working days in the
months and each series is then converted into relatives in
terms of the average for the base period 1935-39 as 100. Se-
ries derived from man-hour figures are based on data mainly
for a single week in the middle of each month and daily aver-
age allowances are not needed. In compiling the composite in-
dexes (both unadjusted and adjusted for seasonal .variation) for
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industries, groups of industries, and for industr ial production
as a whole, the individual series are weighted according to
their re la t ive importance as ireasured by value added by manu-
facture shown in the Census of Manufac tures for 1937 and the
value of production in 193? for minera ls as shown in the Min-
erals Yearbook of the Bureau of Mines. In order to give rep-
resentation to industries for which no monthly data are avail-
able, many series used are weighted not only according to their
own relative importance but also, to some extent, for other
closely related industries. Data shown as monthly averages
are in many cases based on annual data and may d i f f e r slightly
from averages of the monthly figures.

In confuting the seasonally adjusted indexes, the relatives
for each series are adjusted for seasonal var iat ion by the
"ratio-to-freehand curve" method which is discussed at length
in the Federal Reserve Bullet in for June 1941- The seasonal
factors reflect changes from time to time in the seasonal pat-
tern. Seasonal variation was greatly reduced or eliminated in
some industries during the war period and seasonal factors were
adjusted to take account of these changes and, for a number of
industries, were fixed at 100 beginning various months from
January 1939 to November 1942. The months when the factors
were fixed at 100 for all series in the indexes shown here are
indicated in note 3. In addition, the seasonal factors for
components not shown separately were fixed at 100 as follows:
Several components of the index of paper and pulp in 1939 or
1941; two components of nonferrous metals smelting and refin-
ing in November and December 1940; two components of stone,
clay, and glass products in October and December 1941; two com-
ponents of alcoholic beverages in Apri l 1941 and March 1942;
one component of tobacco products in November 1942 and one
component of metals in November 1940.

Month ly figures for 1939-40 for total industrial production,
total manufactures, total durable and nondurable manufactures,
and all other series affected by the 1943 revision are avail-
able in a table on pp. 18-20 of the December 1943 Survey; the
table includes also (in a footnote) a few revisions for 1938
(the November 1940 figure for coke given in note 3 to the table
is incorrect; the correct figure is 148). Except as indicated
in that table, monthly data for 1938-40 are correct as pub-
lished in the 1942 Supplement; that volume provides also monthly
averages prior to 1935, with the following corrections: Total
industrial production—1934, 75; total manufactures—1931, 74.
Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly data prior to 1938 have been published in
the Survey as follows: Total industrial production, total man-
ufac tures , and total durable manufactures , 1919-37; iron and
steel, transportation equipment, automobiles and nonferrous
metals and products, 1936-37—pp. 24 and 25 of the September
1941 Survey; other series (with the exception of total miner-
als, total metals, nonferrous metals smelting and refining, and
leather tanning) , 1936-37, and total nondurable manufactures,

"1919-37 —pp. 12-17 of the August 1940 Survey (1936-37 revisions
for the adjusted indexes for stone, clay, and glass products
and cement are given in a footnote to the table on p. 20 of
the December 1943 Survey referred to above and there have been
a few scattered 1-point revisions in the monthly f igures ,
largely for 1919-22, for total industrial production, total
manufac tures and total durable manufactures) .

A complete description of the industrial production indexes,
and monthly data for all series from the earliest date avai l -
able are included in a report of the compiling agency, "Fed-
era l Reserve Index of Industrial P r o d u c t i o n , " p u b l i s h e d in
October 1943.

Seasonal factors for the indicated industries were fixed
at 100 beginning various months as follows (See fourth para-
graph of note 2): Iron and steel, coke, and rubber products,
December 1940; fu rn i tu re , February 1942; machinery, July 1940;
components of nonferrous metals fabr icat ing, January 1940, Feb-
ruary 1941 or August 1941; automobiles, September 1941; other
components of the t ransportat ion e q u i p m e n t g r o u p , v a r i o u s
months in 1939 or 1940; indust r ia l chemicals, J a n u a r y 1939;
shoes, July 1942; cotton consumption, November 1940; wool tex-
t i les, December 1940, rayon deliveries, February 1941, and the
other component of the textiles and products group, in November
1941; anthrac i te , January 1940; b i t u m i n o u s c o a l . May 1941;
c r u d e p e t r o l e u m , O c t o b e r 1941. The "adjusted" indexes for
these series subsequent to the indicated months are therefore
the same as the unadjusted indexes. In cases where seasonal
factors were fixed at 100 prior to 1945, and data for the ad-
justed and unadjusted series are the same for the entire peri-
od 1945-48, the indexes -are shown only in the unadjusted series.

Page I I
1 See note 2 for p. 10.
3 See note 3 for p. 10.
3 This series is based upon man-hour statistics for plants

classif ied in the autooiobile and automobile parts industries
and is designed to measure productive ac t i v i t y during the month
in connection with assembly of passenger cars, trucks, trrilers,
and busses; production of bodies, parts, and accessories, in-
cluding replacement parts; and output of nonautomotive prod-
ucts made in the plants covered. The level shown by this series
in 1946 is much higher re la t ive to prewar than the level shown
by factory sales of new passenger cars and trucks. The dif-
ference is accounted for in part by a sharp increase in produc-
tion of replacement parts and by other changes in the composi-
tion of output. Study is being made of production and man-hour
statistics in an endeavor to arr ive at a more accurate measure
of over-a l l production in these industries. Prior to 1935 the
automobile industry was represented by a series based on fac-
tory sales of motor vehicles; this series was continued through
November 1941 and for the period 1935-November 1941 was given
part of the weight assigned to the automobile industry in com-
put ing the indexes for transportation equipment and the totals
including this item.

Pages 12-1*1
1 See note 2 for p. 10.
2 See note 3 for p. 10.

Page 15
1 See note 2 for p. 10.
2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics. Salca are estimated aggregate dollar val-
ues and inventories are estimated book values at the end of
the month. Business sales and inventories are here defined as
the sum of data for manufac tu r ing and wholesale and retail
trade. These figures are smaller than the nonfarm business
statistics used in gross national product computations by the
amount of sales and inventories for construction, utilities,
and other nonindustrial sectors.

Monthly data for 1939-44 for business sales and inventories
are available upon request.

3 See note 1 for pp. 17 and 18 for description of the manu-
facturing series.

u The series represent sales and inventories of all whole-
salers based on the definit ions and classifications in the
1939 Census of Business, wi th two exceptions. First, the op-
erations of corporate manufacturers* sales branches have been
excluded, since sales and inventories of these branches arc
covered in the revised manufac tur ing series. The second ex-
ception is the inclusion of brokerage or commission sales on
the basis of the actual receipts of the agent or broker rather
than as the total value of goods sold as reported in the Cen-
sus of Business. Other groups of wholesalers included in the
series are service and limited-function wholesalers, assemblers
(mainly of farm products), and petroleum bulk stations.

The major sources of information used in the estimation of
wholesale trade statistics are the Censuses of Wholesale Trade
for the years 1929, 1933, 1935 and 1939; the Bureau of Internal
Revenue's Statistics of Income, Part 2, annua l ly 1938-45; and
the m o n t h l y "identical f i rm" sample of approximately 3,000
service and l imi ted-funct ion wholesalers .reporting stocks and
sales to the Bureau of the Census ( in cooperation with the Na-
tional Association of Credit Men).

The estimates of sales and stocks of motor vehicles and of
agricultural raw materials are the only ones not based on the
data described above. These estimates are derived from infor-
mation from the Automobile Manufac tu re r s Association, the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics, the Bureau of Agr icu l tu ra l Fxronomics,
and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Sales are est imated by kinds-of-business groups and the
group estimates are totaled to obtain sales of all wholesalers.
For a detailed description of the methods and sources used in
compiling the sales series, see pp. 22-24 of the August 1948
issue of the Survey. Monthly data (1941-44) for sales and for
1942-44 for inventories appear on pp. 23 and 24 of the Septem-
ber 1948 Survey. Month ly data (1939-40) for sales and 19.39-41
for inventories are avai lable upon request.

5 See note 1 for p. 42.
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Page 16
1 See note 2 for p. 15.
2 See note 1 for pp. 17 and 18.
3 As designated by the individual manufacturer; the fin-

ished product of one company may be the purchased material of
another.

* See note 4 for p. 15.
5 See note 1 for p. 46.
8 Data are for December 31.

Pages 17, 18 -
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics. The manufacturing data on these pages and
on pp. 15 and 16 are estimates based on a sample of reporting
companies which account for more than 45 percent of total man-
ufacturing sales.

The sales and inventory figures are revised data which dif-
fer from the value of the shipments and inventory series shown
in earlier Supplements both in coverage and in procedure of
estimation. The revised estimates are based on annual data
published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue in Statistics of
Income, Part 2, with an adjustment for unincorporated manu-
facturing concerns. The new dollar values of sales and in-
ventories are considerably higher than the old figures, which
were based on an enumeration of manufacturing establishments
by the Bureau of the Census published in the Census of Manu-
factures, 1939. For a detailed description of the procedures
used in the new series, see pp. 8-10 of the May 1948 Survey.

Sales are net, i. e., less discounts, returns, and allow-
ances, and are adjusted for renegotiation of war contracts.
The figures include sales and receipts involved in any activ-
ity of a manufacturing company, in contrast with the old series
which related only to the value of shipments of establishments
actually engaged in manufacturing. They include sales from
one manufacturer to another and, therefore, do not measure
changes in the net flow of goods from the manufacturing indus-
try as a whole.

Inventory data are book values of stocks on hand at the end
of the month—purchased materials, goods-in-process, and fin-
ished goods. All inventories owned by a company are covered,
including not only those located in factories but also goods-
'in-transit, in warehouses, in manufacturers' sales branches,
etc.

Monthly data for 1939-44 for sales are published on p. 15
of the January 1949 Survey and for inventories on p. 20 of the
March 1949 Survey. *

2 The indexes of sales are compiled from dollar aggregates
shown on pp. 17 and 18 after adjustment for working days. Sun-
days and, normally, six national holidays are not considered
working days. In 1945, August 15 was treated as a holiday.
The following holidays were considered working days: Labor
Day, September 1944; Thanksgiving Day, iNoveraber 1943 and 1944;
New Year's Day, January 1944 and 1945; and Memorial Day, May
1944 and 1945. The indexes of inventories are compiled from
dollar aggregates shown on pp. 20 and 21. Weights for the
base year 1941 were derived from Statistics of Income figures
for incorporated companies and from National Income data for
unincorporated companies. Indexes for total manufacturing,
total durable goo da, and total nondurable goods industries were
computed from sum of appropriate aggregates for the major in-
dustry groups. Monthly indexes for 1939-44 for sales and in-
ventories are available upon request.

Pages 19. 20
1 See note 2 for pp. 17 and 18.
2 See note 1 for pp. 1? and M.

Page 21
1 See note 1 for pp. 17 and 18.

Pages 22. 23
1 See note 2 for pp. 17 and 18.
2 The new orders indexes are not directly comparable with

the revised sales figures. The indexes are based on new orders
reported by companies for future delivery and the sales fig-
ures of companies which fill orders promptly upon receipt. The
value of new business received is reported on a net basis,
i. e., total new orders less cancellations. Data for companies
reporting net cancellations are treated in the computations as
negative items. The automobile, t ranspor ta t ion equipment

(other than automobile), printing and publishing, and miscel-
laneous industries are not included in the new orders series.

For new orders, weights were calculated for each industry
group or subgroup from 1939 Census of Manufactures data. In
the absence of direct census figures on new orders the assump-
tion was made that new orders in the year 1939 were of approx-
imately equal value to sales, i. e., value of product adjusted
for change in finished goods inventories. The orders indexes
are computed on a daily average basis excluding Sundays, and
normally, six national holidays. In 1945, August 15th was
considered a holiday. The following holidays were considered
working days: Labor Day, September 1944; Thanksgiving pay,
November 1943 and 1944; New Year's Day, January 1944 and 1945;
and Memorial Bay, May 1944 and 1945.

For more detailed description of the orders series, see
pp. 7-12 of the September 1940 Survey. Monthly data (1939 —
44) for all series except the machinery group are shown on
p. 23 of the July 1946 Survey, and for the machinery group on
p. 22 of the August 1946 Survey. Monthly data for 1941—44
are also available in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.

3 Value of orders cancelled exceeded new orders received.

Page 2H
* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Office o

Business Economics. The data on operating businesses and new
discontinued, and transferred .businesses refer to number o
"firms" as opposed to the number of "establishments." A fir
is defined as a financially responsible business*organizatio
under one management with an established place of business an«
may control one or iwire plants or outlets. All nonfarm busi-
nesses are included, regardless of size; however, professional
practices such as those of physicians, lawyers, etc., are not
considered business firms.

Discontinued businesses include closures of all kinds -with-
out reference to the reason for going out of business—e.g.,
retirement, failure, illness, etc. A firm which is maintained
as a business entity but which undergoes a change in ownership
is not a discontinuance but is counted among the business
transfers. Transfers also include firms which have undergone
a change in legal form of organization—e.e., from partnership
to corporation. New businesses include only firms, that have
been newly established, since going businesses which have been
purchased are considered transfers.

The data on number of operating businesses and number of
new, discontinued, and transferred businesses are estimates of
the Office of Business Economics. Estimates are based in part
on statistics compiled by the Bureau of Old Age and Survivors
Insurance. Break-downs by industry are presented according to
the Standard Industrial Classification as of 1942, except for
the manufacturing division for which the 1945 revision of the
Standard Industrial Classification was used. " Firms engaged in
more than one industry are classified according to the indus-
try of greatest employment*

The data shown in this Supplement represent revisions of
the series on number of operating businesses and number of new
and discontinued businesses. This, revision, along with a de-
scription of the sources and methods used in preparing the
estimates, was presented in the June 1949 Survey. In that
issue of the Survey may be found annual average number of firms
in operation (1929-48) by the industry divisions and by th€
manufacturing industry groups, and end-of-quarter number oi
firms in operation (1939-48), as well as quarterly data on ne«
and discontinued businesses (1944-48) by detailed industries.
Bevised data on the latter series prior to 1944 are not pres-
ently available. Special tables presenting current figures
for the detailed industry groups are included in the monthly
Survey from time to time.

2 Data for operating businesses are averages of quarterly
data centered at June 30. The figures for new businesses and
discontinued businesses are quarterly averages. Annual figures
for 1948 and figures for the final quarter of that year are
preliminary.

Page 25
1 See note 1 for p. 24.
* Compiled by the Corpora*ion Trust Co. from data obtained

by its local offices from the Secretaries of State of New York,
Illinois, Delaware, and .Maine. Business corporations char-
tered under the general business corporation laws of these
States, but not necessarily doing business in the State, are
included. The data exclude incorporations for fraternal and
charitable purposes, except nonprofit corporations in Dela-
ware which are incorporated under the general corporation law.
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Monthly figures beginning 1925 are available in the 1947, 1942,
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

3 Compiled by Dim and Bradstreet, Inc. A fa i lu re is de-
f ined as "a concern which is involved in a court proceeding or
a vo lun ta ry action which is l i k e l y to end in loss to credi-
tors." A l l indus t r i a l and commercial enterprises which are
petitioned into the Federal Bankruptcy Courts are included in
the fa i lu re records, as well as concerns which are forced out
of business through such actions in the State courts as fore-
closure, execution, and attachments with in su f f i c i en t assets
to cover all claims; and also voluntary discontinuances with
known loss to creditors, where obtainable.

For the period cove red h e r e the records a re conf ined
s t r ic t ly to industrial and commercial enterprises, and do not
include such activities as banks, f inancial companies, amuse-
ment enterprises, railroads, holding companies, real estate and
insurance brokers, shipping agents, tourist companies, trans-
portation terminals, etc. Also no personal bankruptcies, such
as doctors, lawyers , dentists, are included.

Ihe series shown for liabilities represent approximately
current l iabi l i t ies (i.e., all accounts and notes payable, and
all obligations whether secured or not, known to be held by
banks, off icers , a f f i l i a t ed companies, supplying companies, or
the Government).

Ihe comparability of the data is affected between 1938 and
1939 by more complete coverage (beginning the latter year) of
voluntary discontinuances with loss to creditors and of small
concerns forced out of business by such actions as attachment,
execution, or foreclosure, with insuff icient assets to cover
all claims. Inclusion of the additional cases in 1939 increased
the total number of fai lures for that year by 29 percent and
the current l iabi l i t ies by 9 percent (monthly averages for 1939
comparable w i th ear l iec years are — total number of failures,
951; l iabi l i t ies , 514,017,000). Practically all of the addi-
tions were small concerns with liabilities under 125,000, and
a majori ty of these had debts of less than $5,000.

The classification of the failure records by industries-was
revised, beginning January 1940, to conform with the "Standard
Industrial Classification Manual," in order to facil i tate di-
rect comparison between failures and any other series of data
based on the same of f ic ia l code. This revision resulted in
the s h i f t i n g of bakeries w i th retail outlets from manufacturing
to retail trade. The monthly average number of bakery failures
transferred from the manufactur ing to the retail group for 1940
was 14 and monthly average amount of liabilities, $65,500. Sim-
i lar revisions have not been made in the 1939 figures for man-
ufac tur ing and retail trade which are shown in italics.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 for total number and total li-
abilities and monthly data for 1939-44 for all series are shown
in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements. (The descriptive note in
the 1942 volume explains a revision in the content of the data
shich affects the comparability of the figures for 1913-32 with
those for la ter years.) Comparable data prior to 1939 for the
industry groups are not available because of revisions in the
series in 1939 and 1940 referred to above. Monthly figures
for 1936-39 on the old basis are available in the 1940 Supple-
ment and earlier monthly figures on the same basis appear on
pp. 17-18 of the December 1938 Survey.

a Data for 1935-38 are not comparable with figures for later
years, see fourth paragraph of note 3 above for an explanation
of revision beginning 1939.

5 Not entirely comparable with data for later years, see
f i f th paragraph of note 3 above.

6 The figures for d i s c o n t i n u e d bus inesses and business
transfers are quarter ly averages. Annual figures for 1948 and
figures for the f ina l quar ter of that year are pre l iminary .

7 Not presently available.

Pa§« 26
* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics. Prices used are those received by
farmers at local markets and are as of the 15th of the month.

The index includes 48 items accounting for 92 percent of
the total cash income from farm marketings in 1935-39. The
weights used in constructing the index are average annual quan-
tities marketed in 1935-39, with an adjustment in the weights
.of the individual crop items to give some representation to
the crops not included in the index. As price series are not
available for some fruits and truck crops, the weights for
items included in these groups were increased so as to repre-
sent the other items belonging to the groups and the weight
for every crop item was increased to allow for sugar crops and
forest, nursery, and greenhouse products (also truck crops pri-
or to 1924) which are not directly represented. As all major

livestock items are included in the index, no similar adjust-
ment in weights was necessary for these items. In computing
the indexes, the price for each commodity for each month is
multiplied by the appropriate weight to obtain a value and the
values added to obtain totals for the minor and major groups
and for all products. These aggregates are then expressed as
percentages of the corresponding average aggregates for the 60
months in the base period, August 1909-Juiy 1914.

The truck crop index, which begins 1924, the first year for
which monthly prices of truck crops are available, was adjust-
ed to the 1909-14 base by making the 1924 average equal to the
all-commodities index for that year. This series covers com-
mercial truck crops for shipment to markets.

The items included in each group and the relative impor-
tance of the groups in 1935-39, based on- aggregate values for
the period, are as follows: Food grains (wheat, rye,, rice),
7.13 percent; feed grains and hay (corn, oats, barley, hay),
6.24 percent; cotton, 9.23 percent; tobacco, 3.85 percent; oil-
bearing crops (cottonseed, soybeans, peanuts, flaxseed), 2.77
percent; fruits (apples, oranges, lemons, grapefruit, pears,
peaches, grapes, strawberries), 5.94 percent; potatoes, sweet
potatoes, and dry edible beans (included in the crop and all-
commodities indexes but not shown separately), 3.30 percent;
truck crops (snap beans, cabbage, carrots, cauliflower, celery,
onions, lettuce, green peas, green peppers, spinach, tomatoes),
4.83 percent; meat animals(cattle, calves, sheep, lambs, hogs),
27.96 percent; dairy products (milk, wholesale and retail, but-
ter, butterfat), 17.90 percent; poultry and eggs (chickens,
eggs, turkeys), 9.78 percent; wool, 1.07 percent.

The indexes shown here are not adjusted for seasonal varia-
tion. The original reports include also adjusted indexes for
four groups—truck crops, fruits, dairy products, poultry,
and eggs.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement. Monthly data for 1913-40 for all farm prod-
ucts, total crops, and total livestock and products and monthly
data for 1936-40 and earlier monthly averages for the commod-
ity groups are published on pp. 17-19 of the April 1947 Survey.
Monthly data beginning August 1909 or January 1910 for all
items except truck crops, which begins 1924, and a detailed
description of the indexes, are available in a report of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture entitled "Index Numbers of
Prices Received by Farmers, 1910-48."

2 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of
Agricultural Economics. The index of prices paid by fanners
is a measure of the over-all changes that occur in the level
of prices charged to fanners and their families for commodi-
ties used in living and farm production. The indexes are based
upon prices for 86 items used in family living and 93 items
used in farm production. Prices are obtained quarterly from
several thousand retail merchants serving the farm population
in all parts of the nation. In addition, reports obtained eacb
month from feed dealers and chain-store operators are used as
a basis for estimating changes between the regular sample sur-
veys taken in March, June, September, and December.

Prices paid for individual commodities are averaged by
States and then weighted by the latest available estimate of
purchases of each item made by farmers in each State to obtain
a national average. The national average prices are combined
into various subindexes—food, clothing, feed, etc. — by giving
each item a weight based upon the average quantity purchased
per farm during the six years 1924-29. The subgroup values
or aggregates thus obtained are then expressed as a percentage
of the value or aggregates for the same cotrinodities during the
base period 1910-14, and the subindexes are combined into an
index of prices paid for commodities used for family living
and an index of 'commodities used in farm production. These
two indexes are then combined into a single over-all index of
prices paid by farmers by weighting each according to its rel-
ative importance with regard to farm expenditures during the
six years 1924-29. For the percentage weights used in combin-
ing the various group indexes, see "Agricultural Prices" for
October 29, 1948, p. 26, published by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.

The index of prices paid, interest, and taxes is obtained
by combining the index of prices paid by farmers for all com-
frsodities with interest per acre on mortgage indebtedness se-
cured by farm real estate, and taxes per acre on farm real es-
tate. In computing this index, a weight of 86.0 percent is
given to prices paid for commodities, 7.2 percent to interest,
and 6.8 percent to taxes.

The parity ratio is obtained by dividing the index of prices
received by farmers for all farm products, by the index of
prices paid for all commodities, interest, and taxes. For «
discussion of the origin and use of the parity ratio, see "Par-
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i ly Prices, What They Are and How They Are Calculated,*' U. S.
Department of Agriculture, June 30, 1942.

.Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual averages beginning 1910 and monthly data
for 1923-40 are -ava i l able upon request.

Page 27
1 Compiled by V. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Busi-

ness Economics. The series represents the movement of prices
at retail stores and is designed for use in connection with
the Department's estimates of sales of retail stores. The price
index is based upon data collected by the U. S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and other agen-
cies. It differs from the Bureau of Labor Statistics con-
sumers* price index by the omission of rents and other service
prices and the inclusion of prices for building materials,
farm machinery, and other nonconsumer goods sold through re-
tail stores. '

The combined index is built up from eleven component in-
dexes, one for each major group of retail stores, by the use
of constant weights, namely, the dollar sales in the period
1935-39 of the group of stores to which the index applies.
Where component indexes are obta.ined by combining several se-
ries, weights are based on an analysis of sales by commodity
groups from the 1939 Census of Retail Trade.

For some of the .groups adequate price data are not avail-
able, and the choice of representative series was necessarily
arbitrary. For example, in the case of eating and drinking
places, for lack of more adequate figures, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics retail food price index is used. Hence, consider-
able caution must be exercised in the use of the retail store
price index, even in normal times. Furthermore, the effect of
the disappearance during the war and the subsequent reappear-
ance of certain lower-price lines and, in some cases, of com-
plete lines of goods, as well as changes in the quality of
products, cannot be measured. Some appraisal of these and
other qualifying factors must be made before the price series
can be used as deflators in determining changes in the physical
volume of goods sold at retail stores.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual indexes for 1929 and 1933 and monthly data
for 1939-40 are available on p. 31 of the February 1946 Survey.

2 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of ta-
bor Statistics. The jndexes are based on retail prices as of
the 15th of the indicated month for Pennsylvania anthracite,
white ash, chestnut size, in 10-25 cities, and bituminous coal,
various sizes, in 21-38 cities. Through July 1935 and begin-
ning September 1940, prices were collected monthly. In the
intervening period they were collected quarterly. Prices are
for cash sales at retail of coal for household use delivered
at the curb, or into the bin i t no extra charge .is made.

Prior to September 1940 for bituminous coal and prior to
July 1944 for anthracite, the number of cities included was
constant (38 for bituminous coal and.25 for anthracite). There-
after the number of cities covered was gradually reduced until
at the end of 1948 data for 21 cities were included in the
average for bituminous coal and for 10 cities in the average
for anthracite. In computing the indexes adjustments are made
for changes in the number of cities and in the sacnple of re-
porters so that the indexes are comparable.

The series for anthracite represents a weighted average of
prices in the cities included, heights used in combining the
prices are based upon the distribution by rail , or rail and
tidewater, to each city during the 12-month period from August
1, 1935, to July 31, 1936. The bituminous coal series repre-
sents an unweighted average of price quotations. Price aver-
ages for the period October 1922 to September 1925, inclusive,
are taken as 100 for both series, the last quarter of 1922 be-
ing substituted for the last quarter of 1925 to eliminate the
abnormally high prices which resulted from the 1925-26 strike
in the Pennsylvania anthracite mines.*

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual averages for 1929-34 and quarterly or
monthly figures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supple-
ment. Earlier quarterly or monthly data appear in the 1940
and 1938 Supplements and on p. 20 of the October 1937 Survey.

3 Compiled by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau ot Labor
Statistics. The consumers' price index measures average changes
in retail prices of goods, rents and services, weighted by
quantities bought by families of wage earners and lower-salaried
clerical workers in large cities in 1934-36 whose annual in-
comes averaged $1,524, according to a Department of Labor sur-
vey of family expenditures in those years. The index does not

measure changes in the total amount families spend for l iving,
since changes in tht l iv ing costs are determined by changes in
income, in the manner in which families live, and in quantities
and qualities of goods and services purchased, as well as by
price changes.

The items priced for the index include approximately 190
commodities and services customarily purchased by moderate-in-
come families (with more than one quality for the more impor-
tant items). They represent all family living essentials-
food, apparel, rent, fuel, electricity and refrigeration, house-
furnishings, and miscellaneous goods and serv ices , such' as
medical care, personal services, household operation, automo-
biles and the items necessary for their operation and upkeep,
other transportation, tobacco products, and motion pictures.
Income taxes are not included in the index but sales and excise
taxes are included in the prices of goods sold.

Prices center around the middle of the month. The food in-
dex is based on prices collected monthly in 56 large cities
beginning March 1943 and in 51 cities for earlier periods.
The number of food items priced for the index for March 1943
through July 1947 was 61 and prior to March 1943, 54. In August
1947 the number of foods included was reduced to 49. Prices
of other goods and services, and rent, data are collected in 34
large cities (33 cities lor 1935-39). Prices of fuel, elec-
tricity and refrigeration are collected monthly in these cities.
From 1935 through June 1947, prices of apparel, housefurnish-
ings, and miscellaneous goods and services were obtained in
the 34 cities (or 33 prior to 1940) in March, June, September,
and December ( in March, July , and October for 1935 and in Jan-
uary, April , July, September, and December lor 1936). After
September 1940, prices were collected in the intervening months
in 20 or 21 cities (21 beginning November 1941) for a shorter
list of goods and services than were priced quarterly. Indexes
based on the more limited data were linked to the quarterly
indexes and were subject to revision after each quarterly pric-
ing period.

In July 1947 a new schedule was adopted for collecting
prices of apparel, house furnishings, and miscellaneous goods
and services. Prices are obtained in 10 key cities each month
and in the 24 other large cities quarterly by rotation. Prices
are collected in 8 of the quarterly cities each month. The
all-cities or national averages for these groups are computed
by weighting indexes for the 18 cities surveyed during the
month and estimated changes in retail prices for the other 16
cities.

The rent sample represents all types of dwellings occupied
by wage earners and moderate-income workers. Bents were col-
lected in the 34 or 33 cities quarterly through June 1944 (with
the exceptions noted in 1935 and 1936 for apparel, etc., prices)
and monthly in 20 or 21 cities between quarterly surveys from
September 1940 through November 1942. Because of the general
stability of rents under Government control, effective Septem-
ber 1944 through June 1947, rents were collected only semi-
annual ly in most of the 34 cities (usually in March and Sep-
tember, or in June and December through 1946, and in 5-7 cities
each month during the first half of 1947); rents were held con-
stant in cities not surveyed during the quarter or month. A
special survey was made in August 1946 and rents were not sur-
veyed in December of that year. Beginning July 1947 rents are
surveyed at least quarterly in each of the 34 cities and, in
computing the all-cit ies average, rent changes are estimated
for the cities not surveyed during the month.*

The weights used to combine price changes for the individ-
ual goods and services into subgroups by cities represent the
relative importance of each of the goods and services in the
actual spending of moderate-income families in each city in
the period 1934-36 (except for certain adjustments during the
war period indicated below), as determined by the survey of
family expenditures in those years. The weights differ from
city to city, except for apparel and house furnishings for which
weights were derived from expenditures by regions. They were
computed so as to represent all goods and services classified
in each group rather than only the items priced. Aggregate
costs are computed for each group of items in each city for
each pricing period and the group costs added to obtain the
all-items cost for the city. These costs are then related to
the costs in the base period, 1935-39, to obtain city indexes.
The individual city group costs are combined into all-cities
averages with weights based on the population of the given
metropolitan area and other cities in the same region "and size
class. The resulting average costs are then related to simi-
lar average weighted costs in the base period 1935-39 to obtain
the indexes shown here. In the all-items index for 33 cities
in 1935-39, the relative importance of the six groups is as
follows: Food, 33.9 percent; apparel, 10.5 percent; rent, 18.1
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percent; fuel , e l e c t r i c i t y and re f r ige ra t ion , 6 .4 percent;
housefurnishings, 4.2 percent; and miscel laneous, 26.9 percent.
These percentages change from period to period because prices
in the d i f fe ren t groups increase or decrease at d i f f e r e n t rates.

During the war period it was necessary to make adjustments
in the commodities and weights used, in order to take account
of rat ioning and the disappearance from the market of some
goods. Automobiles and many household durable goods, such as
refr igerators, sewing and washing machines, vacuum cleaners,
and radios, which were not ava i l ab le to c ivi l ians , were removed
from the index. The index was calculated as though the money
usual ly spent for the articles removed was either saved to re-
place these articles when they became avai lab le or was used to
purchase other goods and services which could be purchased at
the time. In September 1946 the articles removed were rein-
treduced into the index. In making these reintreductions cur-
rent prices were compared with prices of s i m i l a r articles when
last avai lable . The increases reflected by the September 1946
prices of the items reintroduced into the miscellaneous goods
and services group were not as great as the rise for all other
items in the consumers' price index, while the increase re-
f lected by the September 1946 prices of items reintroduced
into the housefurnishings group were greater on the average
than the rise for all other items in the index. The reintro-
ductions, therefore, necessitated sortie adjustment in the level
of the indexes. During the war, for example, the relative im-
portance of gasoline, fuel oil and motor oil in the index was
reduced, as the use of automobiles was restricted and rationing
was extended, and the relative importance of automobile repairs
and public transportation costs was increased. In September
1945, the weight adjustments for these items were par t i a l ly
restored and in September 1946 the weights were readjusted to
the basic consumption pattern established by the 1934-36 study.

The index only pa r t i a l l y showed the temporary wartime ef-
fects of changes in qual i ty , availabil i ty of consumer goods,
etc. The President's Committee on the Cost of Living estimated
that such factors, together with certain others not f u l l y meas-
ured by the index, would add a maximum of 3 to 4 points to this
index for large cities between January 1941 and September 1944.
If account were taken of continued deterioration of quali ty
and disappearance of low-priced merchandise between September
1944 an'd September 1945, which was estimated at an additional
1/2 point, the total large-city adjustment would be 4.5 points
for this period. If small cities were included in the national
average, another 1/2 point would be added, making the total
upward adjustment approximately 5 points. Wi th the reintro-
ductioh of prewar qualities, reappearance of low-priced mer-
chandise, e l iminat ion of under-reporting, etc., most of the
five-point adjustment was no longer applicable.

Annual average food indexes have been computed by averaging
the monthly indexes. Annual averages for the all-items index"
and for groups other than food for years in which quar ter ly or
longer pricing periods were used, were computed by obtaining a
weighted average of the indexes for each pricing period af-
fecting the year, taking into consideration the indexes for
the last period of the preceding year and the first period of
the following year. Estimated all-items indexes for months
between pricing periods, prior to init iat ion of the monthly
series in September 1940, were computed from food, coal, elec-
tr ici ty and gas prices assuming an even rate of change in the
cost of all other groups between quarters.

The consumers' price index was formerly designated "cost of
living" index. A comprehensive revision was made in 1940 and
indexes calculated back to 1935. A complete series beginning
1913 was obtained by l inking the original series, based on a
smaller number of commodities and cities, to the current se-
ries. Monthly data for 1941-44, except for the subgroup "other
fuels" are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. The group
index titled " f u e l , electricity, and ice" in that volume is
now designated "fuel , electr ici ty, and r e f r i g e r a t i o n , " but
there has been no change in the items included in the group.
The subgroup "other fuels and ice" has been discontinued and
replaced by separate indexes for "other fuels" and "ice." The
latter subgroup, representing only a small item in the series,
is ava i l ab le in releases of the U. S. Department of Labor. An-
nual averages for 1913-34 and data for all pr ic ing periods for
1938-40, except for the subgroups under food and under fuel ,
electricity, and refrigeration, are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 Sup-
plement. Nbnthly data beginning 1923 for the food indexes are
shown on p. 16 of the November 1946 Survey (indexes for the
subgroups are not avai lable prior to 1923). Data pr ior to 1938
for a l l other series, except the subgroups under f u e l , elec-
t r i c i t y , and ice, for all pr ic ing periods, appear on p. 18 of
the May 1941 Survey. Monthly data for 1913-22 for the food

group, q u a r t e r l y da ta for 1935-10 for "gas and e l e c t r i c i t y , "
and "other fue l s " and for 1913-40 for the a l l - i t e m s index, are
a v a i l a b l e upon request.

A de ta i l ed descr ip t ion of the method of computing the con-
sumers' price index is publ ished by the I1. S. Department of
Labor .in Bu l l e t in 699, "Changes in Cost of L iv ing in Large
Cities in the In i ted States, 1913-41." This b u l l e t i n and the
month ly releases of that agency contain data for i n d i v i d u a l
cit ies in addi t ion to the na t iona l average shown here.

v A f t e r September 1941 rents were genera l ly surveyed only
in March, June, September, and December (see f i f t h paragraph
of note 3). Ihere was no survey in December 1946.

^ Average of 4 months, J anuary , A p r i l , J u l y , and October.
3 Average of 5 months, January , A p r i l , Ju ly , September, and

December.
7 Average of 4 months. March, June, September, and December.
8 In Nlay, June, September, and October it was impossible to

obtain adequate samples for some meats in a number of cities;
in such cases the latest a v a i l a b l e prices were carr ied forward
in the index; the Ju ly index ref lects the f u l l pr ice change
from mid-April and the November index, the f u l l price change
from mid-August.

Page 28
Computed by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. The index is designed to measure average
changes in commodity prices in primary markets in the tinited
States. The number of commodities covered by the index has
changed from time to time but the indexes are so constructed
as to be comparable throughout the entire period. More than
800 aeries were included in the index in 1948. The items are
grouped into 10 major classifications, and also into certain
economic classes. In addition, indexes are computed for the
group designated "All commodities other than farm products,*
representing in general the movement of nonagricultural com-
modities and processed foods, and for the group "All commod-
ities other than farm products and foods," which reflects the
trend in prices of industrial corrunodities other than processed
foods. In computing the indexes for the 10 commodity groups,
articles falling under more than one of the classifications
adopted are included under each classification, but in the
combined index for all commodities, such articles arc counted
only once, thereby avoiding duplication in the final result.

A primary market is defined as that in which the first ma-
jor corrimercial transaction occurs for a specified commodity. •
The prices used for the index arc secured weekly (in most
cases) and are generally those charged by representative manu-
facturers or producers or those prevailing on commodity ex-
changes. Price data are obtained for a definite physical de-
scription for each commodity at specified terms of trade, and
sold by specified types of sellers to specified types of pur-
chasers. Commodities are commonly priced f.o.b. point of pro-
duction or sale, unless an industry normally sells on another

'basis, e.g., delivered.
The present index is of the fixed-base, weighted aggregate

type. The base period currently used is the year 1926 and the
weights are based on quantities marketed in 1929-31, except for
agricultural commodities for which the average of the years
1929, 1930, and 1931 is used. For a description of the methods
employed in computing the indexes, see publication No. 493 of
the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
entitled "Wholesale Prices, 1913-28"; see also publication No.
572, entitled "Wholesale Prices, 1931," and an article in the
Journal of the American Statistical Association for December
1937, entitled "Revised Method of Calculation of the Wholesale
Price Index of the L. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics."

The Department of Labor is currently reviewing and revising
the samples of commodities and of reporters for the indexei,
subgroup by subgroup, to reflect postwar changes in production
and distribution. As subgroup revisions are completed, the
revisions are incorporated in the pertinent group indexes and
the all-commodity index and the subgroup indexes are revised
retroactively for the entire period covered by the revision;
however, to avoid repeated revisions of the group indexes and
the all-commodity index, these are not revised retroactively
more than two months. The revised subgroup indexes were linked
to (made equal to) the former index for the month in which the
change was made. If the revisions for motor vehicles in Octo-
ber 1946, and for tire and tubes in June 1947, had not been
introduced into the oil-commodity index, this index would have
been as follows: October 1946 — 132.5 instead of 134.1; June
1947 —148.0 instead of 147.7. The effect of the revisions in
the other subgroups, i.e., livestock and poultry; meats, poui-
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try and fish; furniture; and agricultural machinery and e,quip-
ment, on the all-con>modity index was negligible. The revisions
were not introduced into the composite indexes.

A weekly index of wholesale prices is also compiled by the
\). S. Department of Labor. The weekly series for all corwnodi-
ties, farm products, foods, and other commodities are publish*
ed currently in the Weekly Supplement to the Survey.

Sbnthly data for 1941-44 (except 1943-44 figures for furni-
ture) are shown in .the 1947 Statistical Supplement. Monthly
averages beginning 1913, or the earliest year available, and
monthly data for 1938-40 (except 1939-40 figures for tires and
tubes) are available in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly
data are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments, except for cereal products, paints and paint materials,
and oils and fats and for the following series for which re-
vised data are published in issues of the monthly Survey as
follows: Commodities other than farm products, 1913-37, Sep-
tember 1940, p. 18; cement, 1933-37, April 1940, p. 18; lumber,
1935-37, January 1941, p. 18 (data prior to 193S published in
the 1938 and earlier Supplements are correct); chemicals and
allied products and subgroups, 1933-37, August 1940, p. 18;
separate indexes for silk and rayon, 1926-37, May 1940, p. 18.

Mimeographed historical tables giving all group and sub-
group indexes from 1913, or the earliest year for which they
are computed, and group indexes back to 1890 are available
from the U. S. Department of Labor. That agency publishes cur-
rently monthly actual prices and indexes for all commodities
included in the index, with group and subgroup indexes, and
weekly indexes by commodity groups.

2 Revised data for livestock, a component of the "livestock
and poultry* subgroup, and for meats, included in the "meats,
poultry, and fish" subgroup, were incorporated beginning Oc-
tober 1948. The subgroup "meats, poultry, and fish* was for-
merly designated "meats" but included poultry; fish is included
only beginning November 1948.

3 During the war, motor vehicles were not produced for gen-
eral civilian use and, in computing the wholesale price index,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics carried forward April 1942
prices until the rate of production for one month equaled the
monthly average rate in 1941. In October 1946, production of
motor vehicles exceeded the 1941 monthly average and current
motor vehicle prices were accordingly introduced into the in-
dex beginning that month. If April 1942 prices had been used
for October 1946, the indexes for this month for the groups of
which motor vehicles is a component would have been as follows:
All commodities —132.5; manufactured products—127.0; commodi-
ties other than farm products —125.1'; commodities other than
farm products and foods —113.2; metals and metal products —
114.3. In computing the annual indexes for 1946, current
prices of motor vehicles are used for October-December and
April 1942 prices for the earlier months.

Page 29
1 See note 1 for p. 28»
Beginning January 1943, data for the furniture subgroup

were revised. The revision was incorporated in the group in-
dex beginning November 1947; if this revision had not been
made, the November 1947 index for the house furnishing goods
group would have been 133.2, instead of 137.5.

Page 30
1 See note 1 for p. 28.
2 During the war when the production of tires and tubes for

civilian use was curtailed and prices were being controlled by
the Government, and also in the postwar period through June
1947, the Bureau of Labor Statistics carried forward the May
1941 prices in the index. When postwar shipments of tires for
civilian use approximated prewar shipments, the index for tires
and tubes was revised to include current prices and also to
include off-highway (tractor) tires which had not been in-
cluded previously. The revised series wai calculated back
through 1939 and the index is shown here on the revised basis.
The revised data for tires and tubes have been incorporated in
the miscellaneous group and in the all-commodity index, beginning
June 1947. If the revision had not been made the June 1947
index for the miscellaneous group and for the all-commodity
index would have been 116.6 and 148.0, respectively, instead
of 113.5 and 147.7.

3 Computed by the &'•• £. Department of Commerce, Office of
Business Economics, from indexes compiled by the l> • S. Depart"
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the L'. 5. />e-
partment of Agriculttire. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. The
series are obtained by taking the reciprocals of the Depart-

ment of Labor consumers* price index (formerly called "cost of
living index"), index of retail food prices, and index of
wholesale prices, and converting the reciprocals to relatives
with the 1935-39 average as the base. The original indexes
from which these Series were computed are shown on pp. 27 — 28.

Since the purchasing power indexes are based on the recip-
rocals of the corresponding price indexes, percentage changes
in the former are not numerically "equivalent to percentage
changes in the latter. For example, an increase of one-third
in the price index is equivalent to a decline of one-fourth in
the purchasing power index. To calculate the an-ount by which
a given dollar value should be adjusted for changes in pur-
chasing power between two given dates, either the percentage
change in the appropriate price index should be used, or, if
the purchasing power index is used, the amount or number-of-
points change in this index should be expressed as a percent
of the index value for the later of the two given dates.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-44,
appear in the 1947 and 1942 Statistical Supplements. Monthly
data for 1913-37 are available upon request.

4 Average for January-July for 1941 and for July-December
for 1946. No data for August 1941 to June 1946.

5 See note 3 for p. 28.
8 See note 3 for p. 28. with regard to motor vehicle prices

used in calculating the wholesale price index. The index of
the purchasing power of the dollar for October 1946 based on
the wholesale price index calculated with April 1942 motor
vehicle prices is 60.7.

Data are on unrivised basis comparable with preceding
figures; for data on revised basis, see monthly issues of the
Survey beginning April 1949.

Page 31
1 Estimates of public construction prior to 1939 and of

nonrcsidential private construction for til years are by the
V. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Domestic Commerce.
Estimates of public construction commencing with 1939 and of
private nonfarm residential construction for all years arc by
the £/. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. The
estimates represent the current value of construction work put
in place, including the value and cost of installation of
equipment considered an integral part of a structure. Major
additions and alterations are included with new construction.
Costs for land and machinery are excluded. Since they repre-
sent value put in place, the estimates differ from building
permit and contract award data, which indicate value of work
started, or scheduled to be started. The data used in making
the estimatea, and the content of the series, where not self-
explanatory, are indicated below.

"Private nonfarm residential construction" • estimatea are
based on building permit valuations, with adjustments for
under-coverage, under-valuation, abandonments, areas not re-
porting, and since 1945, delays in starting construction. Val-
ue in place is derived from starts data by the application of
construction timing patterns. "Private nonresidential building
includes the following classes: Industrial, which is shown
separately; warehouse, office, and loft; stores, restaurants,
and garages; and religious, educational, hotel, social and rec-
reational, hospital and institutional, and miscellaneous. Es-
timates for each category are derived from the F.W. Dodge Cor-
poration contract award data for 37 states, adjustments being
made for under-coverage and for buildings included in public
utility construction. Relevant timing patterns are applied to
convert the data to a work-in-place basis. "Farmconstruction"
expenditures are based on estimates of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Hiis item
includes both residential and nonresidential farm construction.
"Public utility" construction ia estimated for each of the
following categories: Railroads, street railways, electric
light and power plants, gas plants and lines, telephone plant
and equipment, and capital expenditures on petroleum pipe
lines. The estimates are derived mainly from reports of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, the Federal Power Commission,
the Association of American Railroads, the American Transit
Association, the Edison Electric Institute, the American Gas
Association, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and
the Western Union Telegraph Company. The expenditures of mu-
nicipally owned utilities are included under "all other" pub-
lic construction. "Public residential building* estimates are
based on reports of the Public Works Administration, Resettle-
ment Administration, and Alley Dwelling Authority, and com-
mencing in 1939, reports of the Federal Public Housing Author-
ity and other public housing agencies. "Public nonresidential
building" estimates are derived from F. W. Dodge Corporation
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contract award data for years prior to 1942, and for subsequent
years from such contract award data and reports of Federal
agencies. " M i l i t a r y and navtl construction" estimates arc
based on reports of the Departments of the Army and Navy and
d a t a from the Budget of the United States Government. "High-
way , street, and road construction" estimates are derived from
reports of the Public Roads Adminis t ra t ion. "Other public
construction" includes expenditures on water supply and sewage
disposal systems, conservation and development work, municipal
public services, and other Federal and non-Federal construc-
t ion. Sources of data are reports of the Army Chief of Engi-
neers, the Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamat ion, the Ten-
nessee Val ley Authori ty, the Indian Service, the Forest Serv-
ice, the National Park Service, and the Soil Conservation Serv-
ice; the annual report, Financial Statistics of Cities, of the
Bureau of the Census; the Budget of the United States Govern-
ment; and contract award data compiled by the F. W. Dodge Cor-
poration, the Engineering News-Record and other agencies re-
porting contract awards.

A more detailed break-down of these construction estimates,
estimates in 1939 prices, and public construction by source of
funds and ownership are found in the Statist ical Supplement to
the May 1949 industry report on Construction and Construction
Mater ia l s published by the Construction Division of the Office
of Domestic Commerce.

This same source also contains monthly data from 1939
through 1948 and annual estimates beginning with 1915. Esti-
mates of construction by States wi l l be found in the Statisti-
cal Supplement to the June 1949 report on Construction and
Construction Materials.

Monthly averages for 1935-40 and monthly data for 1941-44
are shown in the 194? Statistical Supplement.

2 Less than $500.000..

Pages 32, 33
Compiled by the F. V. Dodge Corporation from f ie ld re-

ports of ind iv idua l project contracts in the 37 states east of
the Rocky Mountains . Reports include all areas other than
farm, al though coverage is generally less complete on low-cost
projects in rural nonfarm areas than in urban areas.

Data include new construction, additions, and major altera-
t ion projects, with a minimum cost of $2,000 from 1935 to 1945
and $6,000 in 1948. No maintenance work is included. A neg-
l ig ib le volume of farm building construction is included. In
general, force account work is included only when executed wi th
ma te r i a l s earmarked for specific projects at the time of pur-
chase. The percentage of all contract construction represent-
ed by the F. W. Dodge Corporation data is not known. An ap-
proximate indication of the coverage of the Dodge data may Le
obta ined by compar ing them wi th the total va lue of all new
cons t ruc t ion ( b o t h contract and force accoun t ) in the 48
States, as compiled by the U. S. Departments of Commerce and
Labor. The two series are not str ictly comparable, however ,
in part because the former measures the value of contract awards
and the latter the value of construction put in place. For the
entire period 1935-48, the Dodge data represented about three-
f i f t h s of the total, f luctuat ing frcxis about one-half as a m i n i -
mum to nearly three-fourths as a saximuns in recent individual
years.

The comparabi l i ty of the figures for number of residential
Lu i ld ing projects and total projects is seriously af fec ted be-
tween 1936 and 1937 by a change in the cethod of counting res-
iden t i a l projects. Beginning wi th 1937, da ta for residential
pro jec t s represent the number of i n d i v i d u a l bui ld ings , each
house or apar tment bu i ld ing in a housing development or proj-
ect being counted separately. The ear l ier da ta represent the
ac tua l number of projects whether a project covered a s ingle
bu i ld ing or a group of buildings. Monthly averages for 1937
comparab le w i t h the ear l ie r data shown in i ta l ics are as fol-
lows: Total number of projects, 12.039; number of residential
projects, 7,614.

Some minor changes were ir.a.ie in project c l a s s i f i c a t i o n be-
g inn ing in 1937. Floor area and va lua t ion figures for the af-
fected series (total and miscel laneous, nonres iden t i a l bu i ld-
i n g , e d u c a t i o n a l a n d s c i ence , s o c i a l a n d r e c r e a t i o n a l
B u i l d i n g s , public works, and u t i l i t i e s ) have been revised for
ftarlier years. Data on nurrt-er of projects h a \ e not been re-
vised but the differences are not s u f f i c i e n t to a f fec t seri-
ously the comparabi l i ty of the series involved .

The c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s of p u h l i c *orks and u t i l i t i e s i n c l u d e
cer ta in types of projects w h i c h cannot Le measured in terms of
f l o o r area, such as h i g h w a y s , pipe l ines , subways, etc. Data
fu r floor area r e l a t i ng to Luildir.j-s only are published l»y the
1. W. Dodge Corporation Imt are not included here.

A more comple te ly i t emized record of contracts awarded and
a current service w i t h geographica l break-downs is a v f i l a L l e
from the F. W. Dodge Corporation.

Monthly averages for 1925-34 for all series except va lua-
t ion by o w n e r s h i p , w h i c h begins 1932, and m o n t h l y d a t a for
1936-44 ( rev i s ions , December 1944—tota l cons t ruc t ion , total
projects, 7,141; and r e s iden t i a l b u i l d i n g s , projects, 3,093)
for all series are shown in the 1947, 1942, and 1940 Supple-
ments. Earl ier monthly data are ava i l ab l e in the 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements as fo l lows : Total construct ion, except
v a l u a t i o n by ownership, and all series for m a n u f a c t u r i n g (for-
m e r l y ca l l ed f ac to ry or i n d u s t r i a l b u i l d i n g s ) , hospital and
ins t i tu t ional , miscellaneous nonres ident ia l , publ ic , religious,
and residential bu i ld ings , 1925-35 (revisions'--total valuat ion
M a r c h 1934, $178,346,000; f ac to ry v a l u a t i o n December 1935,
$9,869,000); v a l u a t i o n by ownership , 1934-35; all series for
comrercial bui ld ings , 1925-29 and 1932-35; projects only (wi th
l i m i t a t i o n s discussed above) for educat ional and science, and
social and recreational buildings, 1925-35, for total nonresi-
den t i a l bui ldings, 1925-29 and 1932-35, and for publ ic works
and u t i l i t ies , 1932-35.- Addi t iona l month ly data are avai lable
in special tables in the mon th ly Survey as follows: Septeirler
1933 Survey, p. 2 0 — a l l series for commerc ia l b u i l d i n g s and
projects on ly for total n o n r e s i d e n t i a l b u i l d i n g s , 1930-31;
projects only for publ ic works and u t i l i t i e s , 1925-31", August
1937 Survey, p. 18—valuat ion by ownership, 1932-33. Monthly
da ta for series and years not sho*n are a v a i l a b l e upon re-
quest to the F. W. Dodge Corporation. " •

2 Excludes small number of projects in miscellaneous fcon-
resident ia l buildings.

3 Negative figure caused by revision of a prior month entry.

Page 3H
J See note 1 for pp. 32 and 33.
^ Computed by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System, Division of Research and Statistics. The index of the
value of construction contracts awarded, which is available
beginning 1919, is derived from monthly figures reported by
the F. ft. Dodge Corporation. From January 1919 to April 2921
the reports included figures for 25 States east and north of,
and including, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Misso-ari,
Tennessee, and Virginia, together with the District of Colum-
bia and portions of Kansas and Nebraska. Beginning with May
1921, figures for North Carolina and South Carolina .were added,
and in January 1923, reporting services were started in Florida,
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Okla-
hozra. In May 1924, figures for Texas were added so that since
that time the Dodge reports have covered 37 States. fn order
to obtain comparable figures for the entire period beginning
1919, the total volume of contracts awarded in 37 States was
estimated for the period January 1919 to April 1924. For all
States which were not originally included in the reports, »ith
the exception of Texas, it was assumed that contracts awarded
formed the same percentage of the total in the earlier periods
as in the 3 base years 1923-25; for Texas a similar estimate
was made on the basis of the relationship existing in the pe-
riod from Vay 1924 to December 1925. Two separate indexes are
compiled—"residential" and "all other" types of construction.
These are combined to obtain an index of total construction
contracts awarded. The indexes are based on a 3-month moving
average of actual monthly total awards, centered at the middle
month. Seasonal adjustments are computed separately for the
two individual indexes l-y the "ratio-to-movin^-average" method.
The adjusted value aggregates are then combined to obtain the
seasonally adjusted total of contracts awarded.

A more detailed description of the construction of these
indexes is published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin for July
1931, p. 3>8. For further information relative to the basic
data upon *hich these indexes are computed, see note 1 for pp.
32 and 33. Monthly averages Lecrinning 1919 and monthly iala
for 1923-44 appear in the 1947." 1942. 1940, 1938. 1936. and
1932 Supplements.

3 Data are compiled ly the Engineering News-Record and r*-p-
resent heavy engineering construction contracts awarded for
public (federal, State, and municipal) and private projects.
The published figures, however, do not represent the value of
all contracts let, but those above a certain amount. Accord-
ing to the compilers they prolably account for 60 percent of
the total new construction market other than small residential.
Larger housing projects (Loth public and private) apartments,
and hotels are included. Maintenance and operation expendi-
tures are not included. There have Lr-en several changes in
the minirr.ur. cost limit of projects included, as construction
costs have declined or increased. The minin.um cost of con-
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struction projects included for the years 1935-48 is as fol-
lows: For waterworks, excavation, drainage, and irrigation—
1935. $10.500; January 1936 through December 1936, $14,000;
January 193? to May 1946. $15,000; June 1946 to December 1946,
$22,500; January 1947 to date, $28,000. Other public works
(not specified atove)—1935, $17.500; 1936, 123,000; January
1937 to-May 1946, $25,000; June 1946 to December 1946, $40,000;
January 1947 to date, $50.000. Industrial buildings—1935,
$28,000; 1936, $37,000; January 1937 to May 1946. $40,000;
June 1946 to December 1946. $55,000; January 1947 to date,
$68,000. Other buildings—1935, $105,000; 1936, $140,000;
January 1937 to May 1946, $150,000; June 1946 to December 1946.
$205,000; January 1947 to date, $250,000. The reports of the
Engineering News-Record show, in addition to total awards, a
break-down by classes of construction and each class by States
and geographic divisions. Weekly data are also available.

The data shown here as monthly totals are combinations of
4- and 5-week periods. The reporting week ends on Tuesday,
but in computing the 4- and 5-week totals, the compilers have
combined the weekly figures on the basis of the weeks ended on
Thursday within the month. This results in some slight dis-
tortion in the figures for certain months.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34, and monthly figures
for 1923-44 are available in the 1942. 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements (revisions for 1931—July, $223,248,000;
November. $138,758.000; December, $125.131,000).

.Page 35

* Compiled by the Portland Cement Association, Chicago.
Data represent the yardage of concrete pavement awards for
roads, streets and alleys, and airports in Continental United
States. The monthly data shown in this volume and also in
earlier Supplements cover 4- and 5-week periods, except that
December figures include awards through December 31 and Janu-
ary figures begin January 1. Beginning 1947, the monthly fig-
ures include weeks ended on Friday nearest the end of the
month, and 1939-46 monthly figures include weeks ended on Sat-
urdays within the month unless a week ends on the 1st or 2d of
the month when it is included in figures for the preceding
month (exceptions were made in the case of weeks ended April
3, 1943, and January 3 and February 3, 1945, which are included
in the preceding month and August 1946 which ended on Friday).
In general, the same method of combining the weekly data was
followed in years prior to 1939 except that weeks ended on the
3d were usually, but not always, included in the preceding
month.

Month-to-month reports are, in general, received only from
the" States in which the Association has district offices, ex-
cept that beginning in the latter part of 1940 monthly reports
have generally been received for tNorthern California (in which
the Association has no office) through another agency. During
the period for which monthly data are shown here the States,
or parts of States, in which the Association had no offices
(other than Northern California) and .for which data are in-
cluded irregularly are as follows: Southern Idaho, Montana,
part of Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, New
Jersey prior to February 1943, and Colorado and Wyoming prior
to May 1946. Data for these States are obtained once or twice
a year and are not allocable by months. While the data are
included somewhat irregularly, they are for the most part in-
cluded in the December figures. This accounts for the rela-
tively high awards in December. Large amounts included in-
figures for some items in other months are as follows (thou-
sands of square yards): July 1941—airports, 1,325; roads,
326; streets and alleys, 146; August 1941—roads, 234; June

. 1942—airports, 1,349; roads, 328; streets and alleys, 57;
June, August, September, October, and November 1943—airports,
860, 100, 1,177, 832, and 86, respectively; June 1944—air-
ports, 277; May, June, and November 1945—airports, 63, 276,
and 200, respectively.

In some instances the initial yardage of an award is in-,
creased or decreased or an award is rescinded some time after
the award of the original contract. Such changes reported to
the Association throughout the year are accounted for by in-
creasing or decreasing the figures for the month in which the
reports are received. Additional adjustments for changes in
yardage not reported currently and other corrections which are
not allocated by months may be made in the annual figures when
the district offices adjust their final totals to yardage ac-
tually awarded. The monthly averages shown here are based on
these final annual totals and therefore differ in some cases
from the sum of the monthly figures. Since 1941, adjustments
included in the annual totals have been relatively small. For

1941 approximately 901,000 yardi was added to total awards and
731,000 of this amount to roads.

Monthly averages beginning 1933 for airports and 1913 for
other items and monthly figures for 1938-44 are available in
the 1947 and 1942 Supplements (as the note in the 1942 Supple-
ment indicates, 1939 monthly data for airports are too incom-
plete to be of value and are shown merely to indicate the
amounts included in the totals). Earlier monthly figures be-
ginning 1923 for roads and the total and beginning 1934 for
streets and alleys are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements (there hare been some slight revisions in the fig-
ures published in the latter volume).

2 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, The series for new permanent nonfarm dwelling
units beginning 1941 was substituted in the July 1948 Survey
for the series on "'new nonfarm dwelling units scheduled to be
started" shown in the 1947 Supplement. Nonfarm housing esti-
mates include new .dwelling units in urban areas and all other
new dwelling units not built on farms. The data beginning
1941 differ from the former series as follows: (1) The part
of the estimates based on building permit records has been ad-
justed for lapsed permits and for lag between permit issuance
and start of construction beginning 1945; these influences
were negligible prior to 1945; (2) the new series excludes
units provided by the Federal Temporary Re-use Housing Program
and all. other temporary dwelling units, since these do not add
to the country's permanent housing inventory. The adjustment
for lag between issuance of permit and start of construction
is based on data obtained in periodic surveys made by the De-
partment of Labor. For example, surveys were made in October
1947 and April 1948 (see Statistical Reporter, June 1948, p.
101). Such adjustment was unnecessary prior to 1945 when most
building was begun during the month of permit issuance. No
temporary units were reported in the series for nonfarm dwell-
ing units scheduled to be started prior to 1941; therefore
data prior to 1941 as shown in the 1947 Supplement are compa-
rable with data beginning 1941 for the new series.

•* Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. The estimates are based on building permits
issued for privately financed dwelling units and notifications
of contract awards supplied by the awarding agencies for pub-
licly financed units. No adjustment has been made to allow
for canceled permits or for the elapsed time between the is-
suance of the building permit or contract and the start of
construction, both of which factors became of importance be-
ginning in 1945j because of material shortages, limitrng or-
ders, and other construction difficulties. The data since the
beginning of 1945 should, therefore, be considered as number
of new dwelling units for which permits were issued or con-
tracts awarded. Prior to 1945 they are considered to repre-
sent the estimated number of new family dwelling units upon
which construction work was started. Family units gained by
alterations and conversions, trailer units, and dormitory ac-
commodations are not included.. The urban estimates cover ur-
ban areas as defined in the 1940 census, including all incor-
porated places with a 1940 population of 2,500 or more plus a
small number of unincorporated civil divisions classified as
urban by special rule. Separate data for privately financed
and publicly financed urban dwellings and the break-down by
type of dwelling are not available prior to 1939 and 1940, re-
spectively.

The coverage of the basic data on building permits has been
steadily expanded and reports in 1948 included over 2,500 cit-

. ies, accounting for over 85 percent of the urban population,
and approximately 2,200 rural incorporated places; since 1939
a small number of counties have reported building permits for
unincorporated areas. Supplemental data were made available
for January 1940 to August 1942 by the Defense Housing Agency
and the Works Progress Administration.

From the middle of 1942 through 1946 most of the public
housing was temporary. The monthly average number of tempo-
rary and demountable units included in the figures for publicly
financed and total urban dwelling units, beginning 1941, is as
follows: 1941. 443; 1942, 4.455; 1943, 7,085; 1944, 1,556;
1945, 841; 1946, 7,525.

Monthly figures for 1941-42 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
.cal Supplement (revised monthly figures for 1943-44 are avail-
able upon request); monthly figures for 1939 and annual fig-
ures beginning 1920 for total urban, and monthly figures for
1940 for all items, are shown on p. 15 of the November 1946
Survey. Monthly figures for 1939 for privately financed and
publicly financed urban units are available upon request. Only
annual estimates are available prior to 1939.

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Lc»fcor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Hie indexes relate to number of new family
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dwelling units and value of building construction in urban
areas. They are based on reports of building permits and Fed-
eral construction contracts awarded. The data apply to build-
ing scheduled to be started, or that for »hich permits have
been issued or Federal contracts awarded. No adjustment has
been made to allow for canceled permits or for elapsed time'
between issuance of the building permit and the start of con-
struction.

Indexes prior to 1942 were derived by the link relative
method from data for all reporting cities, the number of which
increased steadily each year from approximately 800 in 1935 to
almost 2,500 in 1941. Indexes beginning 1942 were derived
from estimates for all urban areas obtained by expanding a
carefully stratified sample of over 2,500 reporting cities.

Farlier monthly averages and monthly figures for 1938-44
are available in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements and earlier
monthly figures beginning September 1929 appear on p. 18 of
the March 1942 Survey (revision for new nonresidential build-
ing December 1937, 143.3). Revised monthly figures for 1942
(for number of new dwelling units provided, total valuation of
building, and new residential) and 1940 are available upon re-
quest.

5 Rased on annual totals; no monthly data available.
* Negative, figure due to cancellation of a large contract

(310,200 square yards).
December data includes some contracts awarded in prior

months but not reported; see second paragraph of note 1 aboYe.

Page 36
1 Compiled by the Aberthaw Company, Construction Managers,

Boston, Massachusetts. Beginning 1946 the index measures
changes in costs of 36 major items entering into the construc-
tion of five types of industrial buildings — three four-story
types (wood frame, brick walls; steel frame, wood floors; re-
inforced concrete flat slab) and two one-story types (steel
frame, monitor roof; reinforced concrete, ironitor roof). New
r.ngland prices of material items and labor rates are weighted
on the basis of estimated quantities of materials and amounts
of labor required for the types of buildings included. Labor
rates are current New England union rates for all mechanical
trades. The index includes all building construction expense,
with the exception of home-office expense and architects* or
engineers' fees.

The index prior to 1946, to which the current series is
linked, is based upon changes in the cost of constructing an
8-story reinforced concrete industrial structure originally
built by the company in Connecticut in 1914, in which cement,
steel, sand, gravel, lumber, and glass constituted the major
items. The index is confined to labor, materials, and other
construction costs actually required for construction of the
building, and excludes data for home-office overhead and prof-
it on the job, as in the current series. The data were brought
up to date at the end of each jquarter by preparing a complete-
ly new estimate of the cost of the original structure as of
that date, which took into account changes in prices of build-
ing materials, variations in labor rates (standard union
rates), and, as far as could be determined, labor efficiency.
Any improvements in the design of the original building were
not considered nor were any substitutions irade for materials
which formed a part of the building.

Prior to 1Q29 the index was computed monthly. Monthly or
quarterly averages beginning 1921 and quarterly data for 1938-
44 are shown in the 194? and 1942 Supplements; earlier monthly
or quarterly data beginning 1923 are available in the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1Q32 Supplements. Monthly figures for 1921
and 1922 are available upon request. The figures were reported
as of the first of each month for 1923 through March 1929 and
as of the first of April, July, October, and January thereafter
through January 1Q31, and are shown in the Survey as of the
end of the preceding month; the averages for some of these
earlier years shown in the 1942 Supplement therefore differ
froir averages published elsewhere.

2 Compiled by the American Appraisal Ccrpany. The indexes
are based on a detailed bill of quantities of materials and
labor entering into the structural portion of 4 representative
types of bui Idinjrs —frame , brick, concrete, and steel — in 30
cities throughout the United States, with allowance for con-
tractors' overhead and profits.

Hui loins? fixture items such as plumbing, heating, lighting,
sprinkler system, elevators, etc., are not included, Work-
men's compensation and liability insurance and old-age pension
factors are included in the labor portion.

"Ihe indexes reflect changes in average price levels with no
allowance for the extreme costs resulting from overtime wages

and bonuses, premium on materials, or sacrifice prices and
omissions of overhead costs and profits during depression pe-
riods. Die material and labor costs are recomputed monthly in
accordance with normal average prices and wages for Uie vari-
ous kinds and grades of materials and classes of building
trades, as verified or adjusted to normal from personal inves-
tigation of appraisers and information as to actual costs from
clients and others. These computations automatically result
in weighted averages for the individual buildings. Arithmetic
averages are computed for the individual buildings and cities
to obtain the city and national average. The latter covers 30
cities. The original reports give indexes for each of 22 typ-
ical cities, 4 of which are presented here. Since these index
figures are based on 1913 as 100 for each individual location,
they thus indicate the trend in each city and not the trend
among the various locations. Actual costs vary widely among
different buildings and different regions, and the indexes
therefore are not applicable to specific buildings.

The indexes are available on an annual basis only prior to
1939. Annual data for 1913-38 and monthly data for 1939-44
are shown in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements. Indexes shown in
earlier Supplements are not comparable with the current series.

3 Compiled by the Associated General Contractors of /$/?«erj-
ca, Inc., combining indexes of wages and materials in the pro-
portion of 40 percent for the former and 60 percent for the
latter, which, according to data collected in the Census of
the Construction Industry for 1929, 1935, and 1939, is approx-
imately correct. According to these censuses, combined labor
and material costs accounted for around 75 percent of the
total of all expenditures for building construction. Wages
used in computing this index are for hodcarriers and coiiimon
laborers, and the .material prices are those for sand, graiel,
crushed stone, Portland cement, cofrmon brick, lumber (all
weighted equally), hollow tile (1/2), and structural and rein-
forcing steel (both together weighted 1/2). Wages and prices
are reported by the 12 district offices of the association lo-
cated in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
San Francisco, l-os Angeles, Atlanta, L'-etroit, Paltimore, Phil-
adelphia, and Poston, as of the 15th of each month. Hie value
of the material items included in the index represented about
45 percent of the total, cost of all building materials used in
1929, according to the 1930 Census of the Construction Indus-
try.

Karlier annual indexes or monthly averages beginning 1913
and monthly data for 1923-44 are available in the 1947, 1942,
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

a Compiled by £. #. Boeckh arxJ Associates, Inc., consulting
valuation engineers, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Washington, D. C.
Indexes are simple averages of indexes for 20 major pricing
areas as ' follows: Atlanta, Haltimore, Birmingham, Boston,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dal las, Denver, Detroit, Kansas
City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York City,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Francisco, and Seattle.
These 20-city averages have been substituted for indexes for
selected cities shown in the 1947 and earlier Supplements and
in the monthly Survey through the August 1948 issue. Indexes
for the individual cities included in the averages and for the
following nine cities are included in the original reports of
the compiling agency: Ikiffalo, Columbus (Ohio), Î es Moines,
Indianapolis, Milwaukee, New Haven, Newark (N.J.), Rochester,
and Washington, U. C.

Basic cost data on materials are obtained from local build-
ing material dealers, in connection with the company's cost-
pricing service. Prevailing rates of wages are obtained pri-
marily from contractors and building-trade associations. Ac-
tual wage rates are used, rather than nominal rates, and rates
of both common and skilled labor are included. An arbitrary
labor-efficiency correction is used, based on the organiza-
tion's study of labor conditions in each area. Weights are
based on studies of actual building costs by the organization
and vary with the different types of structure.

Monthly data for 1934-44 and annual averages back to 1910
are available upon request.

5 Quarterly average.

Page 37

* See note 4 for p. 36.
2 Compiled by the Engineering Mews-Record, llie construction

cost index and the building cost index each has four compo-
nents, three material items and labor. The material items for
both indexes are: (1) the base price of structural steel
shapes at Pittsburgh; (2) consumers' net price of cement ex-
clusive of baps, f.o.b. Chicago; (3) lumber, which in the base
l-enod and through 1934 was 3" x 12" to 12" x 12" long leaf
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yel low pine, wholesale, at New York, and beginning 1935 is
2" x 4" S4.S pine and f i r in carload lots (FNB 20-cities aver-
age). The labor component of the construction cost index,
which is designed to show the movement of construction costs
in general, is the common labor rate, ENH 20-cities average,
while the labor component of the bui lding cost index is the
E1SB 20-cities average for skilled labor. The labor rates are
shown herein on p. 79.

The component series are weighted according to their rela-
tive importance as determined by.the compilers. As a step in
arriving at proper .weights, the average production of steel
and cement in the years 1913, 1916, and 1919, average produc-
tion of lumber for 1913 and 1916, and the number of common in-
dustrial laborers, according to the 1910 Census, were placed
on a dollar value basis using 1913 average prices as compiled
by KSB wherever possible. These data are shown in the follow-
ing table:

. . ' " ' ' P**^'
Value cent

33,000,000 short tons steel at $30... 1990,000,000 2%
90,000,000 barrels cement at $1.19... 107,100,000 3
w2,000,000 H board feet, lumber at $28.50 I, Iy7,000,000 29
1,200,000,000 wan-days at |l.»2 (8 hours)... I.82H,000,000 Mt

Total $*, 118,100,000 100

It should be noted that these data represent total produc-
tion in the United States and not amounts used in the construc-
tion industry. '.According to the Engineering News-Becord, they
were used as a guide, but the proportions of the items were
adjusted to their importance in the construction industry with
the aid of experienced construction men. An expenditure of
approximately S100 on the four items in these proportions was
assumed for 1913, the base period, and the quantities of the
three materials and the man-hours.of labor that could be pur-
chased for these amounts were computed. Purchases of similar
quantities of these four items were assumed to be made at each
successive period.

The expenditure of flOQ, at 1913 prices, for the proper
quantities of each item in the construction cost index is given
below, and it may be noted that the "adjustment1* mentioned
above is an important factor.

2',500 pounds of structural steel at $0.015 (Pittsburgh base) $37.50
6 barrels of cement at $1.19 (net barrel, f.o.b. Chicago) (see .

paragraph 5 below)........ 7.14
600 board feet. Southern pine, 3* x 12* to 12" x 12" at $28.50 per

M ft. (hew York base) (see paragraph 6 below) 17.10
200 (tan-hour's at $0.19 {common labor, average for country).. 33.00

Total... $99.7*

In August 1948, when cement went off basing point pricing,
the 20-cities average cement price was substituted; no adjust-
ment in the weight factor was necessary.

For the Southern pine lumber series prior to 1935 the weight
was 600 board feet. In linking this series with the series
for 2" x 4"* pine .and fir, the 1936 average value of lumber of
the old type as included in the index was first determined
(quantity weight, 600 board feet times the average price for
the year). The eauivalent 1936 average value of the new type
was represented by 1,088 board feet of lumber, which quantity
is now used as the weighting factor.

Since the total in the base year equals approximately $100,
comparisons with the base year can be made directly; that is,
the total cost of the same quantity of the same items at any
future date, in terms of dollars and cents, is automatically a
percentage of the 1913 base.

The building cost index is computed in the same manner as
the construction cost index except that the ski l led labor trend
is substituted for common labor. Since the skilled fate is
considerably higher than the cession rate, a weight of 68.38
man-hours was substituted for jhe co0xron labor weight of 200
man-hours used in the construction cost index, as shown in the
table above, in order to have the same labor component in the
base period when the rate was multiplied by the weight. The
computation for labor in 1913 for the building cost index is
68.38 x 10.555, which gives approximately 138.00. The trends
of the two indexes reflect the divergent movements of wage
rates for common and ski l led labor; sii>ce 1932, rates for the
former have increased more rapidly than those for the latter.

The indexes are computed as of the first of the month and
are shown in the Survey as of the end of the preceding month.
The construction cost index is shown on this basis beginning

with the 1940 Supplement. The monthly averages given in the
1940, 1942, and 1947 Supplements and in the present volume
therefore do not agree exactly with the annual data shown in
earlier Supplements and in the original reports. Monthly aver-
ages for 1914-34 and monthly data for 1938-44 for the construc-
tion cost index are shown in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements;
monthly data for 1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements (figures in the 1938- and earlier issues
should be moved back to the preceding month). Monthly data
for 1913-22 for the construction cost index and for 1913-40
for the building cost index are available upon request.

Compiled by the Public #r»ads Administration* The index
of highway construction costs is based on .average contract unit
bid prices for excavation, concrete pavement, reinforcing and
structural steel, and structural concrete, weighted by average
quantities for each type of work or material involved per aver-
age mile of construction in the base period 1925-29.

Quarterly data for 1931-44 and annual averages back to 1922
are available upon request.

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Domestic Commerce. The composite index of production of se-
lected construction materials combines physical production of
20 materials and is then equated to a more inclusive annual
composite index of 26 materials; it thus reflects production
of 26 materials. The composite series was developed by trans-
lating the physical quantity of each material into dol lar val-
ue terms by mult iplying the physical quantity by its 1946 aver-
age wholesale price. "Ihe individual dollar value totals *en
then summed and each monthly total was related to the average
monthly total for 1939. The resulting preliminary composite
series was then equated to the more inclusive annual index to
arrive at the published unadjusted series. Seasonal factors
for the composite series were developed by the ratio-to-IMJVing
average method from data for 1? of the 20 materials for which
actual monthly data were available for the period January 1939-
necember 1946.

Annual averages for 1915-34 are available upon request.
5 Quarterly average.

Page 38
* Compiled by the Federal Housing Adninistration. Data re-

late to mortgages on 1- to 4-family homes insured under Title
II , section 203, and Title VI, section ^03, of the National
Housing Act, as amended, and represent volunve of loans that
became premium paying during the month. Insuring operations
under section 203 of Title 1 began January 1915. Section 6P3
of Title VI, enacted March 28, 1941, provided for the insurance
of mortgages on war housing and a subsequent amendment, en-
acted May 22, 1941, provided for insuring mortgages on vet-
erans* emergency housing. Mortgages under the *ar Housing In-
surance Program first appeared in the data in June 1941 and
those under the Veterans* Emergency Housing Program in July
1946.

Ihe series includes only those mortgages on properties on
which final inspection of the completed home has been made and
the mortgage papers closed, at which time the first payment of
premiums is made by the mortgagor and transmitted to the mort-
gagee. The data represent face amount of insurance written.
Monthly data for 1941-44 for this series are shown in the 1947
Statistical Supplement.

Data shown in supplements prior to the 1947 issue are cumu-
lative totals of insured mortgages under Title II, section 203,
and Tit le VI, section 603, from the beginning of Federal Rous-
ing Administration insuring operations, instead of volume of
such insurance that became premium paying during each month
as in the present volume. These cumulative totals also repre-
sent -face amount of principal repayments on previously insured
loaps. Figures on monthly volume of premium paying mortgages
for 1935-40 may be obtained from the cumulative totals in the
1942, 19id, and 1938 Supplements.

Monthly releases of the Federal Housing Administration give
data on insurance of mortgages on rental housing projects under
section 207 of Title II and section 608 of Title VI, property
improvement loans insured under Title I of the National Hous-
ing Act, as amended, and applications under all t i t les , in ad-
dition to monthly and cumulative totals for the series shown
here.

^ Compiled by the Home Loan Bank Board. Data represent the
amount of Home 1-oan Pank advances to member institutions, ex-
cluding interbank transactions. Data as of December 31, 1932-
3$ and monthly data for 193&-44 are available in the 1947 and
1942 Supplements. Comparatively small revisions have been n.acJe
in the monthly data beginning 1933 as shown in the 1940 ar.d
1938 Supplements. Bevised data are avai lable upon request.
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~ Con-piled by the lione Loan Hank Board. The Hoir.e Owners'

Loan Corporat ion, established June 12, 1933, re f inanced the
mortgages of distressed urban home owners. Puring- the 3-year
period ended June 12, 1936, the Home ( w n e r s * Loan Corporation
ref inanced 1,017,P-21 loans i n v o l v i n r ?3.093.451,000. Subse-
quent to the completion of r e f i n a n c i n g operat ions a nurrber of
purchase loans have been granted in the sa le of Home Owners '
Loan Corporation acquired properties, and a d d i t i o n a l advances
have been made to o r i g i n a l mortgagors for such purposes as
taxes, insurance , and recondit ioning. 'Ihe balance of loans
outs tanding presented here in represents the c u m u l a t i v e total
of o r i g ina l loans and advances from -*hich the cumula t ive total
of repayirents has been deducted in each month. The l a t t e r in-
cludes an ad jus tment for loans t ransfer red as properties to
the "property account." No reserve for losses on loans has
been deducted.

I'ata as of December 31, 1933 and 1934, and monthly data for
1938-4-1 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements (note 4
for p. 28 in the 1942 volume gives also figures for August-
November 1933); monthly data for 1934-37 are shown in the 1940
and 1938 Supplements.

* Est imated by the federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration from data reported mon th ly by approximate ly 3,000 Fed-
era l ly and State chartered savings and loan associations which
hold more than fou r - f i f t h s of the aggregate resources of all
such ins t i tu t ions in the L'nited States.

Statistics presented are estimates of the amount of mortgage
loans closed by all ins t i tut ions of the savings and loan type
( i n c l u d i n g cooperative banks and homestead associations) dur-
ing the periods specified. In general , these estimated totals
are derived by expanding -mortgage loans made by reporting asso-
c ia t ions on the basis of the relat ionship between combined as-
sets of reporting institutions and total assets of all such
associations.

Oily loans on homes (1- to 4 - fami ly residential properties)
are included in the fo l lowing loan-purpose categories: Con-
struct ion, purchase, ref inancing, and repair and recondition-
ing. l.oans on homes for any other purpose (e .g . , taxes and
insurance) , loans on residential structures with 5- or more-
f a m i l y un i t s , and all nonhome loans are grouped in the miscel-
laneous category.

All Federally chartered associations a r e r e q u i r e d to be
members of the Federal Home Loan L'ank System, w h i l e membership
is optional for State chartered associations.

Monthly data for 1936-44 are ava i lab le in the 1947, 1942,
and 1940 Supplements.

Compiled by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpo-
ration. Oata are estimates of the total amount of nonfa rm
mortgages of 520,000 or less recorded in the tni ted States dur-
ing the month indicated. Fstimates for 1946 are based on re-
ports covering approximately 500 c o u n t i e s containing about
th ree- f i f ths of the total nonfarm population; the reporting
sairple was somewhat larger in ear l ie r years. Hata are l i m i t e d
to nonfa rm mortgages of $20,000 or less in order to relate the
series as closely as possible to f inanc ing ac t iv i ty in the home
mortgage f ield. It should be noted, however, that all nonfarm
mortgages within the size l imitat ion are included.

Monthly data for 1939-40 are shown on p. S-5 of the Novem-
ber 1912 Survey; monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the
1947 Supplement.

Compiled by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpo-
ration. The index expresses the estimated number of nonfa rm
properties foreclosed upon each month as a percentage of the
nurr.ber of foreclosures during the average month of the 5-year
period 1935-39. The index is m a t h e m a t i c a l l y adjusted for sea-
sonal var ia t ions in foreclosure ac t iv i ty .

Monthly estimates (ava i l ab le beginning 193t) of the total
nurrber of nonfarm real estate foreclosures in the Lni ted States,
from which the indexes shown are computed, are based on data
reported by approximately 1 ,5GC count ies , c i t ies , townships,
and other povernmenta l d iv is ions ; a p p r o x i m a t e l y 65 percent of
al l nonfarro dwe l l ings are included in the sample used.

In 1948 the index (beg inn ing 1938) was revised, because of
discovery of cer ta in errors in repor t ing. Hevised m o n t h l y data
for 1938-44 are a v a i l a b l e upon request. N b n t h l y indexes for
1934-37 are on p. 26 of the October 1941 Survey. Annua l aver-
ages for 1926-33 are shown in the 1942 Supplement.

7 Compiled by the .National Board of Fire Underwriters. Pata
represent net f i re and l i g h t n i n g losses for b u i l d i n g s and con-
ten ts reported to the agency to v k h i c h 30 percent is added be-
g i n n i n g 193b for unreported and un insured losses. lo r 1935, ?5
percent was added for this purpose. Uata do not i n c l u d e losses
for automobi les and other classes of proper ty w r i t t e n under
m a r i n e forms, tornado, i n l a n d - m a r i n e , o a r t h q u a k e , s p r i n k l e r -
leakage, explos ion , *a r - r i sk . t o u r i s t - i l o a t e r , r e g i s t e r e d - m a i l ,
pa r<:el-post, r iot , and ci vi 1-commotion i n s u r a n c e , l^ei nsuranees
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in N a t i o n a l Hoard companies a lso are excluded. The m o n t h l y
f igures are e s t i m a t e s based upon reports by agents at the time
f i res occur; wh i l e the m o n t h l y averages (except, for 1948) are
based on annua l surveys which represent the f i n a l ad jus tments
on losses. The annua l surveys vary s u b s t a n t i a l l y from to ta l s
of the m o n t h l y f igures in some years . For 1942, 1943, and 1946
the sum of the m o n t h l y f igures d i f f e r s only s l i g h t l y from the
annual t o t a l s ; for 1941 and 1947 the sum of m o n t h l y figures
exceeds the annua l to ta ls by 6 percent and 7 percent, respec-
t ive ly , and for 1944 and 1945, is 3 percent and 6 percent , re-
spec t ive ly , less than the annua l to ta ls .

Monthly averages (based on annua l to ta l s ) for 1913-34 and
monthly da ta for 1938-44 are shown in the 1947 and 1942 Sup-
plements ( revised f igure for October 19-11 , 30, £33). Earl ier
month ly data beginning 1929 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements.

8 As of December 31.
9 Quarterly a f t e r July 1948.
10 Includes an adjustment not distributed by months.
** Average of monthly figures.

Pa§e 39
1 Compi led by Dr. Hans Zeise/ , Associate Director of Re-

search, XcCann-Erickson, Inc., and pub l i shed in issues of
Printers' Ink. All series are based on expenditures for adver-
t is ing, thereby m a k i n g them sens i t ive to both rate and volume
changes. Sources of basic da ta are as follows: Magazines and
radio broadcast ing, the Publishers' Informat ion Cureau, Inc.;
for newspapers, l inage figures from Media Records, Inc. (con-
verted to expenditure figures -by McCann-Erickson, Inc.) ; out-
door adver t i s ing , Outdoor Aver t i s ing, Inc.

The base for all indexes is the average monthly expenditure
for the par t icu lar medium under consideration dur ing the years
1935-39. Each index is seasona l ly corrected, the seasonal
fac to r s being d e t e r m i n e d by the method of 12-month m o v i n g
averages. Since the seasonal pa t terns are subject to change,
they are recomputed a n n u a l l y on the basis of month ly records
of the pa r t i cu l a r medium dur ing the latest three years.

The index of magaz ine adve r t i s ing has been revised beginning
January 1947 to i n c l u d e adve r t i s i ng in f a r m magaz ines , which
was shown as a separate component in the 1947 Statistical Sup-
plement and in the m o n t h l y Survey prior to the September 1948
issue. The number of weekly m a g a z i n e s used in construct ing
the month ly index of total m a g a z i n e adve r t i s i ng varies from
month to month, but the reported expendi tures are adjusted for
this var ia t ion . A n n u a l indexes of magaz ine adver t i s ing shown
in this volume have been fu r the r revised to exclude advertis-
ing in w e e k l y newspaper supp lemen t s which fo rmer ly had been
inc luded . The indica ted revisions were not incorporated by
the c o m p i l i n g agency in the m o n t h l y f igures for total maga-
zines pr ior to January 1947 nor in those for the combined in-
dex prior to 1948. However, the a n n u a l indexes back to 1935
were adjusted for these changes, if necessary, and addit ional
m i n o r m o d i f i c a t i o n s were made . For this reason, the annual
f igures published in this Supplement may d i f f e r from averages
of the month ly indexes shown. The d i f f e r e n c e s , however, are
not signi ficant, except for radio advert is ing in 1945 and 1946.

Newspaper l inage figures are converted to a dol la r basis by
means of a rate index computed from a representat ive sample of
newspapers throughout the count ry ; the average month in 1946
is taken as the base month for this rate index. Estimates of
l inage of adver t is ing in newspapers in 110 cities in the United
States are obtained from the l i nage in 52 ci t ies reported by
Media Hecords, by means of a l i n e a r r e l a t i o n s h i p between data
for the two groups of c i t i e s . The r e s u l t i n g es t imates are
conver t ed to d o l l a r v a l u e s and used as the newspaper com-
ponent in the to ta l adver t i s ing index.

The r ad io a d v e r t i s i n g index covers ne t n a t i o n a l b i l l i n g s
( i n c l u d i n g es t imates of n a t i o n a l spot b i l l i n g s ) . Badio b i l -
l i n g s as o r i g i n a l l y reported by the Pub l i she r s ' I n f o r m a t i o n
Bureau are gross ne twork b i l l i n g s of the major networks and do
not i nc lude n a t i o n a l spot b i l l i n g s ; the es t imates of na t ional
spot b i l l i n g s are d e r i v e d from their relationship to the re-
ported gross network b i l l i n g s .

In order to i n su re proper we igh t i ng of the var ious compo-
nen t s ir t the to t a l i n d e x , each c l a s s i f i c a t i o n is adjus ted to
i n c l u d e a r t , m e c h a n i c a l , and t a l e n t costs, e s t i m a t e d a t a
f i x e d propor t ion of e x p e n d i t u r e s for t ha t m e d i u m each month,
so that the f i n a l adjusted expendi tures represent all types of
e x p e n d i t u r e s for the var ious r.edia. The revised expendi tures
are t o t a l e d , s e a s o n a l l y a d j u s t e d , and r e l a t e d to the 1935-39
base to ob ta in the to ta l index.

M o n t h l y da t a for 1944 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1947 S ta t i s t i ca l
S u p p l e m e n t ; e a r l i e r m o n t h l y f i g u r e s h a v e n o t been compi led .
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(See th i rd paragraph above regarding minor revisions not in-
corporated in the monthly indexes.)

* Compiled by Tide Kagatine, from a statistical method de-
veloped by J. K. Lasser & Co. The data have been completely
revised and new media incorporated since publicat ion in the
194? S ta t i s t i ca l Supplement. The combined index shown here
covers newspaper, magaz ine , business papers, radio (network
and national spot advertising), outdoor, and farm papers ad-
vertising. Separate indexes are computed for each medium and,
w i t h the exception of spot radio advertising, are adjusted for
seasonal var ia t ion. The seasonal corrections are based on the
medians of the unadjusted indexes in each month in the years
1935*47. In computing the combined index, the seasonally ad-
justed indexes for the component series are weighted in ac-
cordance with their relative importance as indicated by esti-
mates of 1939 advertising revenues for the seven media. The
total of these is the combined index of advertising.

The newspaper advertising index is based on general and
automotive advert ising linage in newspapers in 52 cities, as
reported by Media Records, mul t ip l ied by the rate listed by
Standard Rate and Data Service. The magazine and radio indexes
are based on the cost of magazine advertising and gross radio
net*ork b i l l i n g s of the Nat ional Broadcasting Company, the
Amer ican Broadcasting Company, and the Columbia and Mutua l
Broadcasting systems, as reported by the Publishers' Informa-
tiof* Bureau. The basic data for these three media are shown
regularly in the Survey. National spot advertising, reflected
in the combined index, is based on the N. C. Rorabaugh report
of 49 adve r t i s i ng agencies with respect to spot radio time
used, representing about 53 percent of all national spot radio
advertising. Spot advertising time sales are converted into
revenue figures on the basis of average one-time bi l l ing rates
determined from an average of 154 representative radio sta-
tions. The basic data for outdoor adver t is ing are monthly
revenues of members of the Outdoor Advert is ing Association
which comprises about two-thirds of all outdoor advertising,
and for farm papers, advertising in 11 national farm papers as
reported by Publishers' Information Bureau. The basic data on
business papers are from a report on 54 business papers by
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc., and information direct from
publishers of 37 business papers. The monthly advert is ing
pages are mult ipl ied by the one-time pace rate for each of the
91 papers** to obtain monthly revenue figures.

Vonthly data for 1936-44 art" available upon request.
~ Cottipiled by the Publishers' Infer/ration Bureau, Inc. Data

represent gross network billings ( t ime sold mult ipl ied by the
one-time rate charged for facilities) of the National Broad-
casting Company, the Columbia Broadcasting System, the American
Broadcasting Company (formerly the Blue Network of the National
Broadcasting Company) and, except prior to October 1935, the
Mutual Broadcasting System* Data for the Mutual Broadcasting
System are not avai lable by classes prior to October 1935 and
the amount included in the total and distributed by classes
for October-December 1935, $497,000, excludes data for the
supplementary stations. The monthly average for the total
for 1935, inc lud ing the Mutual Broadcasting System for all
months, is $4,173,000. Data since 1940 for the National Broad-
casting Company, and also data for the American Broadcasting
Company, are ca lcula ted by the compiling agency from time
sales records and one-time gross rates.

Beginning 1948, some changes have been made in the classi-
ficat ions of the items included in the following categories:
Electric household equipment; housefurnishinga, etc.; soap,
cleansers, etc.; and toilet foods and medical supplies. Since
data for i n d i v i d u a l i tems are not avai lable , f igures for
earlier years cannot be adjusted for the transfer of the items
invo lved . However , the comparabi l i ty of data may" no*, be
significantly impaired by the changes made.

Monthly averages for 1932-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
44 appear in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements. Monthly figures
for 1934*37 (except 1936 and 1937 figures for "housefurnish-
ings, etc.," and "al l other") are ava i l ab l e in the 1940 and
1938 Supplements and earlier monthly figures (except for minor
revisions) are avai lable on p. 20 of the September 1937 Survey;
the figures for "automobiles and accessories" shown in these
issues include data for "gasoline and oil" (separate monthly
figures are not avai lable for these series prior to 1938) and
figures for "off ice furnishings* shown separately in these is-
sues are now included in figures for "all other." The monthly
averages for 1936 and 1937 for "housefurnishings, etc.," and
"all other" have been revised to correct inconsistences in the
c las s i f i ca t ions and corresponding month ly figure* are not
available.

(The Publishers' Information Bureau's series on dollar costs
of magazine advertising, as shown in the 1947 Supplement and
earlier issues, was revised beginning January 1948 and compa-
rable data prior thereto have not been compiled. For data on
the revised basis, see the monthly issues of the Survey begin-
ning May 1948.)

Page 40
See note 3 for p. 39.

2 Compiled by Printers' Ink and represents magazine adver-
tising linage for the United States. Hie data have been esti-
mated to include from 80 to 85 percent of all magazine linage
and are regarded by the compilers and leading advertisers as a
satisfactory measure of the trend of total advertising effort.
The series does not cover identical magazines. It includes
all linage currently reported to the compilers, including new
magazines as reports become available, and thereby gives rec-
ognition to changes in advertising preference.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-44
appear in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements, Monthly data prior
to 1938 are shown in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements and
on p. 20 of the October 1933 issue of the Survey.

Compiled by Media Records, Inc., and represents newspaper
linage in all newspapers, daily and Sunday, in the following
52 identical cities: Akron, Albany, Albuquerque, Atlanta, Bal-
timore, Birmingham, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Detroi.t, El Paso,
Fort %orth, Hartford, Houston, Indianapolis, Jacksonville,
Knoxville, Los Angeles, Memphis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Nash-,
ville, New Orleans, Oakland, Oklahoma City, Omaha, Pittsburgh;
Portland, leading, Richmond, Rochester," Salt Lake City, San
Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, South bend, Spo-
kane, St. Louis» Syracuse, Tacoma, Toleao, Tulsa, Washington,
Worcester, and Youngstown. General advertising is the adver-
tising of specific products on general sale, as distinguished
from the advertising of retail stores, and automotive or finan-
cial advertising. A series on department store advertising is
also available from the original source. The application of
this definition is uniform in all cities measured by Media
Records, Inc.

Monthly averages for 1928-34 and monthly data for 1938-44
appear in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements. For earlier monthly
data beginning 1928, see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements (the figures for number of cities given in the total
column in the latter volume are transposed and should be "52
cities"1 instead of "25 cities"). The 1932 Supplement and month-
ly issues prior to December 1934 include also a series on
newspaper advertising in 22 cities beginning 1916 through Jan-
uary 1933, compiled by the New York Evening Post. The January
1926 figure in the 1932 Supplement should read 1*936,000 lines
instead of 1,036,000.

M Compiled by the V. S. Post Office Department. Hie 50
cities included in the monthly reports represented, during the
1935-42 period, about 23 percent of the total value of money
orders issued and about 57-60 percent of the total value of
money orders paid. Between 1942 and 1944 the proportion of
money orders issued, represented by the 50 cities, increased
from. 23 to 30 percent and the proportion of orders paid de-
clined from 57 to 53 percent. The percentages for fiscal years
ended June 30, 1945-48 are as follows: Money orders issued—
1945, 35; 1946, 38; 1947, 28; 1948, 24; money orders paid-
1945, 51; 1946, 53; 1947, 55; 1948, 54. Money orders paid
include, in addition to those both issued and paid in the 50
cities, those presented for payment but issued at any of the
other post offices in the United States or the 21 foreign
countries, mostly in North America and West Indies, to -which
domestic postage rates apply. For this reason, money orders
paid in the 50 cities represent a much larger percentage of
the total than do money orders issued in these same cities.
The 50 cities included are as follows: New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, Kansas City, Detroit, Cleve-
land, Los Angeles, San Francisco,. Brooklyn, Pittsburgh, Cin-
cinnati, Minneapolis, Baltimore, Milwaukee, Washington, Buffalo,
St. Paul, Indianapolis, Atlanta, Newark, Denver, Dallas, Seattle,
Onaha, Des koines, Portland (Oreg.), Louisville, Rochester,
Columbus, New Orleans, Toledo, Richmond, Providence, Memphis,
Dayton, Hartford, Nashville, Houston, Syracuse, New Haven,
Grand Rapids, Akron, Jersey City, Springfield (Mass.), Jackson-
ville, Worcester, Albany, and Scranton,

Monthly averages for 1915-34 and monthly data for 1938-44
are shown in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements. Earlier monthly
figures back to 1923 appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements*
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Page U l
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Coir.rrerce, Office of

Business Economics. These data represent a break-down of the
series on personal consumption expendi tures shown as a compo-
nent of gross n a t i o n a l product on p. 7 (see that page for to-
ta l s for du rab le goods, nondurable goods, and services).

The c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s shown are a regrouping of the de ta i l ed
est imates published on an annual basis in table 30 of the July
1949 " .National Income Number* of the Survey and! the "National
Income Supplement to the Survey of Current Business, July 1947,"
The combinations, by group .numbers as listed in that t ab le , ar**
as f o l l o w s : Durable goods—automobi les and par ts ( Y J l l , la ,
b, c); f u r n i t u r e and household equipment (V, 1-7; IX, 5h, i ) ;
other d u r a b l e goods ( I I , 12; V, 8, 9; VI, 2, 16: V I I , 2; V I I I ,
4; IX, 5a, e, f) . Nondurab le goods—cloth ing and shoes ( I I ,
1, 3, 4) ; food and alcoholic beverages (I, 1-4^; gasol ine and
oil ( V I I I , le); seridurable house furn ish ings (V, 14); tobacco
(I, 5); other nondurab le goods ( I I I , 1; V, 15-19; V I , 1; V I I ,
1; IX, 5b, d, 6; X I I , lc). Services—household operat ion (V,
10-13; 20-28); housing ( IV , 1-5); personal services ( I I , 2,
5-11, 13; I I I , 2, 3, 4); recreation ( I X , 1-4, 5c, g, j-o, 7.,
8, 9); t r anspor t a t ion ( V I I I , Id, f, g, 2, 3); other services
( V I , 3-17; V I I , 3-18; X; XI; XII . la, b, d, 2).

In dis t r ibut ing the annual estimates on a quar te r ly basis,
mon th ly and q u a r t e r l y data prepared by povernrenta l and non-
governmenta l agencies are employed. Among the sources used
for es t imat ing the movement of expenditures for goods are the
re ta i l sales series of the Department of Commerce, department
store sales, by departments (Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System), motor fuel taxed (Public Roads A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ) ,
new car r eg i s t r a t i ons (R. I.. Polk and Co. ) , r e t a i l pr ices
(Dureau of Labor Statistics), fanr. marke t ings cata (Bureau of
A g r i c u l t u r a l Economics). For services the pr inc ipal sources
used are: Tax col lec t ions on admissions, c lub dues, t rans-
p o r t a t i o n of persons, etc. (Bureau of I n t e r n a l R e v e n u e ) ,
changes in the number of d w e l l i n g un i t s , and selected pr ice
series such as rents and domestic service (Bureau of Labor
Stat is t ics) , local transit revenues (American Transit Associa-
t i on ) , sales of electr ic power for res iden t ia l use (Edison
Electr ic Ins t i tu te) , sales of gas for residential use (American
Gas Association), telephone station revenues (Federal Communi-
cations Commission).

In general , a series, where considered representat ive of
the movement of expenditures in a given group, is appl ied di-
rec t ly to the base. Where a single series is not considered
w h o l l y representat ive of a specific segment, we igh ted combi-
nat ions of several related series are employed to obtain the
desired result .

A n n u a l data for 1929-34 may be obtained fron the "National
Income Supp lemen t to the Survey of Current Business , J u l y
1947," r e f e r r ed to above. Q u a r t e r l y da ta for 1939-44 are
a v a i l a b l e upon request.

2 Data are annual totals.

Pages *42, **3
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Comrerce, Office of

Business Economics. The definition of sales of retail stores
and the classification of stores by kinds of business are in
accordance with the Census of Business, 1939- The break-down
between durable goods stores and nondurable goods stores is
based on the durability of the commodities accounting for the
major portion of sales of each kind-of-business group. Exclud-
ed from sales are State and local sales taxes (which are col-
lected by stores directly from customers over and above the
marked selling price and paid directly by stores to the local
or State taxing agency) and retailers* excise taxes on jewelry,
furs, toilet preparations, and luggage. Excise taxes and gas-
oline and other taxes which are paid by the rr.anufacturer or
wholesaler and passed along to the retailers are reflected in
sales. Data include chain stores, independent stores, and mis-
cellaneous types of retail stores.

Annual dollar sales for 1935 and 1939, and the figures for
1929 and 1933 referred to in the last paragraph of this note,
are derived from the Census of Business for those years. Month-
ly averages for 1935 and 1939 are computed from the annual
totals. The quarterly and annual movement of sales between
1935 and 1939 and since 1939 is based in large part upon chang-
es in sales-tax collections reported by a group of States.. The
States account for about one-third of the Nation's retail
sales. Since the States differ in the degree of detail shown
for the kind-of-business break-down, the number of States uti-
lized in deriving the estimates for the different business
groups varies.

For motor vehicle dealers, filling stations, farm implement
dealers, liquor stores, and the general merchandise group,
other sources of data preved more satisfactory than sales-tax
collections. The most irportant of these sources are the Fed-
eral Reserve Board estimates of department store sales, the
Bureau of the Census samples of independent and chain stores,
and the Public Roads Administration and American Petroleum In-
stitute data on the taxable quantity and average price of gas-
oline.

The monthly estimates of retail sales are obtained by inter-
polating the quarterly data by the monthly movements shown by
the independent and chain-store samples compiled by the Bureau
of the Census. The dollar sales are adjusted for variations
in trading days from one month to another, and then converted
to indexes on a 1935-39 base. These indexes are further ad-
justed for seasonal fluctuations and, where necessary, for the
shifting date of Easter.

A more detailed description of the methodology is contained
in the article, "Revised Estimates of Sales of Retail Stores,"
in the November 1943 issue of the Survey of Current Business.
Data on annual sales of retail stores fr,r 1929, 1933, and 1935-
47 appear on page 22 of the September 1948 issue of the Survey
of Current Business. The total for 1947 should be 118,328 mi.l-
lion dollars. Dollar value of sales of retail stores and in-
dexes of sales (major groups only) for 1941-44, are shown in
the 1947 Statistical Supplement to the Survey. Data for some
of the series have been revised as follows: All retail stores,
total durable and nondurable goods stores, motor vehicles and
the autcciotive group, grocery and combination and the food
group, beginning 1942; farm implements and the building mate-
rials and hardware group, beginning 1943; variety and general
merchandise group, beginning 1944- Tables on pp. 11-14 of the
November 1943 issue of the Survey provide quarterly figures
for 1935-38 and monthly figures for 1939-40, with the excep-
tion of 1§40 data for the following series: Dollar figures and
indexes for all retail stores, total nondurable goods stores,
"other retail stores, " and liquor stores. Revised 1940 data
for the indicated series are on pp. 19 and 20 of the September
1945 Surrey. Data for 1942-44 for the revised series, monthly
figures for 1941-44 for indexes of sales by kinds of stores,
monthly ^ata for 1935*38 for all series, and annual sales for

1930-32 and 1934 for all retail stores and major groups are
available upon request.

*• Includes sales of feed and farm supply stores and fuel
and ice dealers, shown separately through June 1948 in the Au-
gust 194$ and earlier issues of the Survey of Current Business
and in the 1947 Statistical Supplement to the Survey.

Pages H5
1 See footnote 1 for pp. 42 and 43.
* Includes data for subgroups not shown separately.

Page H6
* Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics. These data represent estimated book values
of nation-wide retailers* inventories. The values for December
31, 1935. and year-end 1939, and also the 1929 and 1933 figures
given in the last paragraph of this note, are from the various
Censuses of Business; data reported for years prior to 1939 «re
adjusted to the 1939 Census definitions.

Hie data are on an establishment rather than a firm or com-
modity tasis. The break-down into durable and nondurable in-
ventories is based on the durability of the commodities ac-
counting for the major portion of the retailers' sales. Tims
nondurable items carried by retailers dealing primarily in
durable *oods would be reported in durable goods inventories.

The najor sources of current data are the Bureau of the
Census ronthly chain store samples, year-end sample surveys of
inventories of indepenient stores and balance sheet data frosi
the Bureau of Internal Revenue reports; the index of depart-
ment store inventories and data on furniture store stocks from
the Boari of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; and month-
ly information on inventories of State liquor stores report-
ed by the various States. Where direct monthly statistics for
specific lines of trade are unavailable, estimates are made by
utilizira: such related information as departmental inventory
data of department stcres, chain store inventories and sales
trends. Direct year-end information, ho*ever, is available
for each important line of trade.

The series has been revised since publication in the 1947
Statistical Supplement to the Survey of Current Business. For
a more detailed description of sources and cr.ethods and year-
end data for 1929, 1933. and 1935-47, see "Revised Estimates
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of Retail Inventories,"June 1948 issue of the monthly Survey
of Current Business.. Monthly figures for 1941-47t and season-
a l l y adjusted values for 1940-47 are shown on pp. 31 and 32 of
the July 1948 issue of the same publication. Monthly data
for the unadjusted series from 1939 through 1940 are available
upon request. .

* Figures are as of December 31*

Pages U7, 48

Compiled jointly by the Office of Business Economics and
the Bureau of the Census, of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
Classification by type of operation • and by kind of business
follows the 1939 Census of Business. As therein defined, a
chain comprises four or more retail store* operating in the
saire general lines of business and centrally controlled. Cat-
alog mai 1-order sales of chain general-merchandise companies
are included in this series. The figures shown for total sales
and the totals for the apparel and general merchandise groups
include data for kinds of business not shown separately.

Annual dollar sales for 1935 and 1939, and the figures for
1929 and 1933 referred to in the last paragraph of this note,
are derived from the Census of Business for those years. Month-
1^ averages for 1935 and 1939 are computed from the annual
totals. Sales fof intercensus years and monthly sales are based
on reports from some 500 chain firms operating about 27,000
store units. Sample coverage of individual trades ranges from
30 to 90 percent of the sales of these trades as shown in the
1939 Census. The summary sample material for each kind of busi-
ness is adjusted to the 1935 and 1939 Census levels.

In computing the indexes the dollar sales are reduced to
daily averages, allowance being made for differences in number
of trading days per month and for the relative importance of
the various days of the week. The resulting figures are then
related to a 1935-39 base and adjusted for seasonal variation.
Further adjustment is made in the general merchandise and ap-
parel groups for the effect of the shifting date of Easter.

A more detailed description of the sample and the methodol-
ogy employed is contained in the article, "Retail Sales of
Chain and Mail-Order Firms," in the February 1944 issue of the
monthly Survey of Current Business. Dollar value and indexes
of sales for 1941-44 appear in the 1947 Statistical Supplement
to the Survey. Data for some of the series have been revised
as follows: .Total sales, beginning 1942 and variety and gen-
eral merchandise group, beginning 1*H4« Tables on pp. 15—17
of the February 1944 issue of the Survey provide annual dollar
sales for 1929 and 1933, quarterly figures for 1935-38, and
monthly figures for 1939-40—for all series, with the exception
of the series for automotive parts and accessories and 1940
figures for the total and for the furniture and housefurnish-
ings group; revised 1940 figures for the latter group and for
the total are on p. 20 of the September 1945 Survey. Monthly
data for 1935-38 for all series, for 1939-40 for automotive
parts and accessories, and monthly data for 1942-44 for total
sales and for 1944 for the general merchandise group and vari-
ety stores are available upon request.

Page **9

* Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, with the exception of the collection ratios prior to
1941 which were computed by the V. S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The data on sales by
type of payment, the indexes of accounts receivable, and the
collection ratios are computed from data reported to the Fed-
eral Reserve banks by the larger department stores located in
all sections of the country and accounting for approximately
50 percent of total department store business in the I'nited
States. The sample includes about 475 stores, more than 400
having charge accounts and atout 300 having instalment ac-
counts. Collection ratios represent the ratio of total col-
lections during the month to total amount of accounts out-
standing at the beginning of the month.

Monthly data ( 1941-44) for accounts receivable and sales
are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; 1940 figures for
accounts receivable (revised since publication in the 1942
Supplement) are available upon request. Monthly figures for
the collection ratios for 1933-44 are available in the 1947,
1942, 1940, 1938 and 1936 Supplements.

* Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. The index measures changes in dai ly average sales and,
for both the unadjusted and adjusted series, is computed by
combining indexes of department store sales for the 12 Federal
Reserve districts described in note 3 following. The compo-
nent indexes are combined wi th weights based on the relative

importance of department store sales in each district in total
Lnited States department store sales in the base period 1935-
39.

"Hie district indexes are based oh sample reports which in
1948 included, for. all districts combined, approximately 1,500
stores which were estimated to account for more than 75 per-
cent of total department store sales in the United States.
Department store sales account for approximately 8 percent of
sales of all retail stores.

The index has been revised since publication of the 1947
Supplement to i n c o r p o r a t e rev i s ions in the indexes of the
various districts. Monthly figures for 1919-23 are available
on p. 17 of the December 1944 Survey. Monthly data for 1924-
44 are available upon request.

A weekly index of department stores sales, available back
to the beginning of 1937, is also compiled by the Board of
Governors, and is published regularly in the Weekly Supplement
to the Survey. This index, computed on the basis of the 1935-
39 average as 100, is based on a smaller number of stores but
shows charr. s closely similar to those indicated by the monthly
index. Ihe weekly index is not adjusted for seasonal vari-
ation, or for the number of trading days. A more complete de-
scription of the weeicly series is published in the Federal
Beserve f5ulletin for September 1944.

3 Computed by the Federal Reserve banks for the specified
districts, following a general method worked out by Federal
Reserve System representatives. The indexes are based on
monthly reports of cooperating stores, including independent
and chain department stores and retail outlets ( l u t not cata-
log sales) of two large mail-order houses. The reporting sam-
ples in 1948 were estimated to account for 80-90 percent of
total department store sales in the Atlanta, Minneapolis, New
York, and San Francisco districts; 75-80 percent in the Boston,
Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, and St. Louis districts; and
60-70 percent in the Dallas, Kansas City, and Richmond dis-
tricts. The samples include stores iti virtually every depart-
ment store trading area of importance.

The majority of the district indexes are computed directly
from the daily average sales of the reporting sample, believed
to be representative of total department store sales in the
district. For f ive of the districts, the district index is
obtained by combining separate indexes for various 'parts of
the district. For the Atlanta and San Francisco districts,
individual city and area indexes are combined; for Richmond,
the combined index is obtained from separate State indexes and,
for Philadelphia and Minneapolis, from a major city and an
"all other district" index. In each case the component in-
dexes are combined with weights. In computing the district
indexes, or the component parts of a d i s tr ic t index , the
monthly sales of the stores included in the index sample are
suir/ned and these monthly totals are then divided by the number
of trading days in the month to obtain daily average sales.
The daily average sales are converted to index numbers by di-
viding each by the daily average sales during the base period
1935-39. ^here necessary, this base is adjusted for changes
in the number of reporting stores. Hie indexes have Leen ad-
justed to 1929 and 1939 Census levels if necessary. Seasonal
adjustment factors are computed by the method described in the
Federal Reserve Rilletin for June 1941. A special adjustment
is made in the March and April seasonal factors to allow for
changes in the date of Easter. In most cases where the total
district indexes are obtained by combining separate indexes
for various cities or areas within the district, each of the
component series is adjusted for seasonal variation before be-
ing consolidated into a district index.

In computing the number of t r ad ing days , Sindays, New
Year's Day, Memorial Day (except in the Atlanta and Dallas
districts), Independence Day, Labor Day (except in the Dallas
district), "Thanksgiving, and Christmas are considered nontrad-
ing days. Allowance is made also for February 22 in the New
York and San Francisco districts. In the Boston, Chicago,
Kansas City, Richmond, St. Louis, and San Francisco districts,
special allowances are made for differences in the relative
importance of particular days in the trading week.

Monthly data are available in the 1947 Statistical Supple-
ment as follows: Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Minnea-
polis and St. Louis, 1941-44 (Atlanta, adjusted index, March
1944 is 223); Fx>ston, 1941-43 (revisions, 1943—September, 146;
November, 149); Kansas City and Philadelphia, unadjusted, 1941-
44; New York, unadjusted, 1941-44, and . adjusted, 1941; Rich-
mond, unadjusted, 1941-44, and adjusted, 1941-43. -Monthly da-
ta for earlier years are available in certain issues of the
Survey as follows: At lanta , 1919-40, May 1947, p. 23; New
York. 1919-40, April 1947, p. 20; Philadelphia, 1923-40 (re-
visions, adjusted, 1940 —February, 103; October, 113; I'ecember,
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118) i September 1947, p. 17; Dallas, unadjusted, 1919-39 and
adjusted, 1919-38, February 1944, p. 20; San Francisco, 1919-
39, April 1943, p. 23; -Richmond, 1923-40, June 1944, p. 22.
Unpublished data avai lable upon request are as follows: Bos-
ton, 1919-40 and adjusted 1944; Chicago, 1921-40; Cleveland
and Minneapolis, 1919-40; Dallas, unadjusted, 19-10 and adjust-
ed, 1939-40; Kansas City, unadjusted, 1924-40 and adjusted,
1924-44; New York, adjusted, 1942-44; Philadelphia, adjusted,
1941-44; Richmond, 1919-22, and adjusted, 1944; St. Louis,
1921-40; San Francisco, 1940-44.

A complete description of the indexes is published in the
Federal Beserve Bulletin for June 1944.

Page 50
1 See note 3 for p. 49.
2 See note 2 for p. 49.

Page 51
1 See note 3 for p. 49.
2 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. The index is computed by combining revised district
indexes, compiled by the respective Federal Reserve banks in
cooperation with the Board of Governors, on the basis of the
relat ive importance of the retail value of stocks in each dis-
trict in the base period. The indexes are computed from end-
of-month figures on retail value of stocks held in the stores
or warehouses, as reported by a sarr.ple group of stores. Most
of the stock indexes are based on somewhat smaller samples
than the corresponding sales indexes discribed in note 2 for
p. 49. In 1948, reports were received from around 900 stores,
including a representative number of retail outlets of mai l -
order co-panies, which accounted for about 65 percent of esti-
mated total department store stocks. The stock indexes have
been tied to sales indexes which are adjusted to levels indi-
cated by 1929 and 1939 Census data. Vhenever necessary, be-
cause of a change iit sample, the base of the index was ad-
justed for changes in the number of reporting stores by a pro-
cedure similar to that used in the computation of the index o.f
department store sales. For a more deta i led description of
the indexes see the Federal Beserve Bulletin for June 1946.
The indexes are adjusted for customary seasonal movements by
the method described in the Federal Beserve Bulletin for June
1941. It *as found that no special adjustment for the changing
date of Easter was necessary as in the case of department
store sales.

The index has been revised since publication in the 1947
Supplement to incorporate revisions in certain district in-
dexes. -Monthly f igures for 1919-26 are ava i lab le on p. 24 of
the August 1946 Survey. Revisions in the adjusted index are
as follows: December 1924, -136; January 1925, -137; August
1926, 138. Monthly data for 1927-44 are" avai lable upon "re-
quest.

Reported direct ly to the V. S. Department of Commerce,
Office of Business Economics, by the two companies. Sales
shown are gross sales for calendar months, and include both
catalog and store sales. The nuir.ber of stores of the two
companies has increased very considerably in the period cov-
ered.

Monthly data for 1941-44 appear in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Month ly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Sapplement; monthly fig-
ures for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements.

Page 52
1 Constructed by the U. S, Department of Commerce, Office

of Business Economics. Since the nu-titer of reports received
from independent stores doing business in small communities
is insuf f ic ien t , the indexes are computed from data supplied
by large mail-order houses and a chain-s tore system which also
serves the rural popula t ion . The companies which cooperate in
supplying f igures are: Aldens Incorporated, ( f o r m e r l y Chicago
Mail Order House), Montgomery "Vard & Company, Sears, Roebuck
$ Company, and J. C. Penney Company.

Although the figures obtained provide a f a i r l y large sample
of rural sales, it should be noted tha t this sample is not en-
t i re ly representat ive. The character of the business done by
small independent rural stores is not ident ical w i t h that of
the large companies, and the trend of the i r sales may u i f f e r
from that of the larger units. Lesfite its obvious l i m i t a -
tions, the index should provide a L e t t e r i nd i ca t i on of the
volume of rura l purchas ing of general merchandise than is pro-

vided by the sales of a l imited number of i nd iv idua l companies.
For the three m a i l - o r d e r companies, only ca ta log sales (the

bulk of which go to persons in communities of less than 10,000
population) are used; the sales of retail stores m a i n t a i n e d by
two of these companies are excluded from the index, because it
is believed that they represent too large a volume of urban
trade.

Total sales of the four companies (as used in the index)
represent about one-third of all general merchandise sales in
places of less than 30,000 population, according to the 1939
Census of Distribution.

Figures are provided by the J. C. Penney Company, comparing
sales for each month wi th sales of the same stores in the cor-
responding month of the preceding year, thus mak ing it possi-
ble to e l iminate the e f f ec t of expansion i n - the number of
store units.

A complete revision of the seasonally adjusted index from
1934 forward and a recomputation of both the adjusted and un-
adjusted series from 1929-31 base to a 1935-39 base, for all
years have recently been made. No change has been made in the
basic data. The seasonal revisions were made p r imar i ly to al-
low for shifts in the seasonal pattern which have taken place
during the war period and in subsequent years. Minor revi-
sions extended back through 1934.

In constructing the index, da i ly average sales of trie four
firms in the four regions are related to the 1935-39 aver-
age, adjusted for seasonal variat ion by the "ratio-to-moving-
average" method. The re la t ives for the four companies are
weighted to obtain regional indexes in accordance wi th the
proportion of total sales represented by each in the base
years, and averaged ari thmetically. For sales of the J. C.
Penney Company, allowance is made in adjusting the data to a
daily-average basis for the varying sales importance of the
d i f fe ren t days of the week, for Sundays, and for six legal
holidays. For mail-order sales, allowance is made for Sundays
and for one-half day Saturday for two mai l -order companies and
one full Saturday for the third. No adjustment is made for
the changing date of Easter.

The composite index for the country as a whole is computed
from the total sales f igures of each of the four firms, rather
than by weighting and combining the regional indexes. A more
complete description of the index appears on p. 20 of the Lie*
cember 1934 Survey. Monthly data beginning 1929 are available
upon request.

Compiled by the V. S. Dcp>irtnient of Commerce, Office of
Business Economics. The series represent nation-wide sales
and inventories of service and l imited-funct ion wholesalers
who, in 1939, accounted for 79 and 82 percent, respectively,
of total wholesalers' sales and inventories. According to the
classification of the Census of Business, 1939, this group in-
cludes ' 'wholesale establishments engaged pr imari ly in the buy-
ing and selling of goods on their own account and which are
largely independent in ownership."

Wholesalers not included in the service and limited-function
category are manufacturers* sales branches (with and without
stocks), agents and brokers, assemblers (main ly of farm prod-
ucts) , and petroleum bulk stations and terminals. It should
be noted that manufacturers* subsidiary sales corporations
established to perform wholesale functions are classified as
service and l imited-funct ion wholesalers.

In terms of number of establishments and volume of trade
the most important distributors in the service and limited-
function category are wholesale merchants. In 1939 these deal-
ers accounted for 90 percent of the number and for 80 and 75
percent, respectively, of total sales and inventory volume of
service and 1imited-funct ion establishments. These dealers
contribute essentially all wholesale services. Selling prima-
ri ly to retailers and industr ia l users, they assemble and ware-
house goods for redistribution in small lots, make d3liveries f
and extend credit.

In addit ion to wholesale merchants, service and limited-
funct ion wholesa lers include the fol lowing types of dealers:
Vo lun ta ry group wholesalers, converters ( t ex t i l e ) , export mer-
chants, importers, industr ial distributors, c a s h - a n d - c a r r y
wholesalers, drop shippers or desk" jobbers, wagon distributors,
and re ta i ler-cooperat ive warehouses. These wholesalers perform
some, but not all , of the functions of merchant wholesalers.
For example, drop shippers or desk jobbers take title to, but
do not ir.ake del iveries or warehouse the goods they sell.

The major sources of in format ion used in the estimation of
wnolesale trade stat ist ics are the censuses of Wholesale Trade
for the years 1929, 1933, 1935, and 1939; the Bureau of Inter-
nal Revenue's "Statistics of Income, Part 2," annua l ly , 1938-
45; and mon th ly "identical f i rm" sample of approximate ly 3,000
service and l imi ted- func t ion wholesalers report ing stocks and
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sales to the Bureau of the Census (in cooperation with the
National Association of Credit Men).

The annual estimates for 1929, 1933, 1935, and 1939 are
based on the censuses of those years. Sales est imates for the
years 1936 through 1938, with the exception of motor vehicles
and farm products, are interpolated by the monthly wholesale-
trade sample. This sample was also used, with the same excep-
tions noted above, as a monthly interpolator for both stocks
and sales af ter 1938 and as an annual extrapolator for all
noncorporate series. Data are adjusted for the effects of
changes in the business population by utilizing the Department
of Commerce series on the number of operating firms.

Corporate sales and stocks for the years 1940, 1941, and
1943 through 1945 were extrapolated by data in "Statistics of
Income" for avai lable lines of trade. "Pie extrapolation of
corporate data from 1941 to 1942 was based on the Census Bu-
reau's monthly sample rather than on "Statistics of Income"
because of discontinuity in the latter series as m result of
optional f i l ing of consolidated reports beginning in 1942.

The estimates of sales and stocks of motor vehicles and of
agricultural raw materials are the only ones not based on the
data described above.' These estimates are derived from infor-
mation from the Automobile Manufacturers* Association, the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
and the Federal Peserve Board of Governors.

Data are estimated by kind*-of-business groups and the group
estimates combined to obtain the totals shown here. The esti-
mates are not adjusted either for trading days or for seasonal
fluctuations. It should be noted that the data are classified
on an establishment rather than a commodity basis. The clas-
sification into durable goods and nondurable goods establish-
ments is based on the durability of commodities accounting for
the major portion of the sales in each kind-of-business group.

For further description of methodology and annual data on
sales for 1929, 1933, and 1935-47, by types of establishments,
see pp. 22 and 23 of the Ausust 1948 Survey. Revisions for
1941 are as follows (million dollars): ToXal, 34,300; nondur-
able goods, 22,077. Year.-end data on inventories for 1938-47
appear on p. 23 of the August 1948 Survey and monthly figures
for 1942-44 are shown on p. 24 of the September 1948 Survey.

3 Data are for Deceidber 31.

Page 63
* Compiled by the (/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census. Data represent the latest published estimates for
the specified dates. These estimates are based on the 1930 and
194C censuses, taken as of April 1 of these years; on regis-
tered births and deaths, provided by the National Office of
Vital Statistics, United States Public Health Service; on sta-
tistics of civilian immigration and emigration, provided by
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, Department of Jus-
tice; and on data on the size of the armed forces, obtained
from the National Military Establishment. The estimates are
not based on a sample survey. Census figures were obtained by
complete enumeration of the population in continental United
States, information generally being secured by personal inter-
view. The resident population of the United States, including
armed forces stationed in the United States and citizens tem-
porarily outside continental United States, but excluding armed
forces overseas, was enumerated. No allowance has been made
for possible underenumeration in the censuses in making the
estimates given here. The figures for births and deaths used
in making these estimates include allowances for underregis-
tration. Death statistics include estimates of combat and non-
combat deaths of military personnel overseas in postcensal
years. Because the statistics on births and deaths for 1947
and 1948 are provisional, the population estimates for these
years are also provisional. No allowance has been made in"the
official figures for possible underreporting of immigration
and emigration; figures cover movements of civilian only, in-
cluding both aliens and citizens.

Estimates relate to the first day of the specified month.
The figures for the total population in 1935 to 1939 exclude
the small number of persons in the armed forces overseas, and
the figures for the total population in 1940 to 1948 include
the armed forces outside continental United States in excess
of the 150,000 who were stationed overseas at the time of the
1940 Census. These 150,000 persons were not enumerated as part
of the population, and for the sake of consistency this number
is excluded for all postcensal dates.

Monthly, data for the total population are available begin-
ning April 1940, and for the civilian population beginning
January 1944- Monthly averages, representing the average of
the figures for the 12 months of each year, can be computed

from the available data for the total population only in .19-11
to 1948, and for the civilian population only in 1944 to 1948.
Hence, midyear estimates rather than monthly averages are given
for the total population in years prior to 1941 and for the
civilian population in years prior to 1944. Estimates of the
civilian population are not available for 1935 to 1939.

These estimates are not fully comparable with those for the
noninstitutional population and the labor force given in the
adjacent columns. The former figures take account of more re-
cent data relating to births, deaths, immigration, and the size
of the armed forces than do the estimates of the noninstitu-
tional population shown here and used in processing the labor
force data obtained in the sample surveys. Moreover, the labor
force data refer primarily to the survey week (the calendar
week containing the 8th day of the month). During the period
of rapid demobilization, the armed forces data used in devel-
oping the labor force estimates were adjusted to the survey
week. For these reasons, the difference between the total pop-
ulation including the armed forces overseas and the civilian
population, representing an estimate of total armed forces,
does not agree with the estimate of armed forces strength shown
in the labor force section of the table.

a Estimates beginning 1940 are compiled by the U. S. 0e-
partment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. (See note 3 for
source and description of earlier data.) The estimates are
based on the 1940 census and the compiling agency's cross-
section survey which provides information on the employment
characteristics of the population 14 years of age and over.
This information is obtained through personal interviews each
month with a sample of about 25,000 households throughout the
country selected by scientific sampling methods. The figures
relate to the calendar week (Sunday through Saturday) which
contains the 8th day of the month.

The population covered by these estimates, referred to as
the "noninstitutional population11 14 years of age and over,
excludes inmates of penal and mental institutions, homes for
the aged, infirm, and needy, and— during 1942 to 1945—War Re-
location Camps. These estimates may not be fully consistent
with other estimates of population published by the Census Bu-
reau. The inconsistency results in part from the fact that
other estimates of the population., published in reports spe-
cifically devoted to that subject, are revised as more data
relating to births, deaths, immigration, and other factors af-
fecting population size become available. The estimates shown
here are included primarily to permit computation of labor
force rates and similar statistics and are not intended to be
used as precise estimates of the population itself. Defini-
tions of the major categories within which the noninstitutional
population is classified are as follows:

Armed forces—Estimates of the armed forces are derived
from data obtained from the National Military Establishment.
During the period of rapid demobilization, these are adjusted
to refer to the survey week. They include members stationed
abroad, with the exception of 150,000 who were stationed out-
side the United States at the time of the 1940 census and were
not enumerated as a part of the population; for the sake of
consistency this number is excluded for all periods. Because
of these adjustments and differences in definition regarding
men on preinduction furlough and terminal leave, the estimates
given here may differ from other estimates of the armed forces;
they are not intended to be used where estimates of the size
of the armed forces are the primary concern.

Employed—Employed persons comprise those who, during the
survey week, were either (a) "At work" — those who did anyv»ork
for pay or profit, or worked without pay for 15 hcurs or more
on a family farm or business; or (b) "With a job but not at
work" — those who did not work and were not looking for work
but had a job or business from which they were temporarily
absent because of vacation, illness, industrial dispute, bad
weather, or temporary lay-off with definite instructions to
return to work within 30 days of lay-off;-also included are
persons who had new jobs to which they were scheduled to re-
port within the following 30 days. Members of the armed forces
are included as part of the total labor force, but are not in--
cluded in the "employed" category.
« Unemployed—Unemployed persons include those who did not
work, at all during the survey week, and who were looking for
work. Also included as unemployed are persons who would have
been looking for work except that (a) they were temporarily
ill, (b) they expected to return to a job from which they had
been laid off for an indefinite period, or (e) they believed
no work was available in their line of work in the community.
During the period in which public emergency work projects were
being conducted by the Works Project Administration, the Na-
tional Youth Aiiministration, the Civilian Conservation Corps,
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and State and local work re l ie f agencies ( th i s period ended
ahout June 1943), persons at work on, or assigned to, such
projects were also included among the unemployed. Of the two
NYA programs, on ly the out-of-school program was considered as
emergency work; youths in the M'A Student Work program were
c la s s i f i ed as "in school" and not in the labor force.

Jiot In the labor force—All persons 14 years of age and over
in the non ins t i t u t i ona l populat ion who are not c l a s s i f i e d as
employed, unemployed, or in the armed forces are def ined as
"Not in the labor force." The group includes all persons re-
ported as keeping house, in school, re t i red, too old or perma-
nen t ly unable to work , seasonal workers for whom the survey
week f e l l in an "off season, and the v o l u n t a r i l y id le . Also
included are those doing only incidental unpaid f a m i l y work
(less than 15 hours) during the survey week.

The estimates of nonagricul tural employment d i f f e r appreci-
ably from -those compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(p. 53). The differences are accounted for p r i n c i p a l l y by the
fact that the P15 figures do not inc lude domestic service
workers, the sel f-er.ployed, and unpaid f a m i l y workers. The
remaining di f ferences are due to several factors of wh ich the
most s ign i f ican t are (1) the BLS estimates, based on employ-
ment and pay rolls reported by a sample of business establish-
ments, may include some persons under 14 years of age, and some
who, by holding f*o or more jobs or by changing jobs in the
reported week, are counted more than once; (2) both estimates
are Lased on samples and thus are subject to sampl ing error;
13) the Census estimates include employed persons temporar i ly
a»ay from work, who w i l l not be reported in the .BLS sample by
the i r employers du r ing the corresponding pay- ro l l period un-
less they received pay; and (4) the Census estimates relate to
employment in the week inc lud ing the 8th of the month, whi le
the BLS estimates refer in general to employment in the pay-
rol l period ending nearest the 15th of the month, so that the
B1*S f igure w i l l often represent a later week than the Census
figure.

Monthly data are a v a i l a b l e only beginning March 1940. The
f i r s t sample survey covered May 1940. Niarch data were based
on the decennial census covering the week of March 24-30. Apr i l
estimates were interpolated from the data for March and the
est imates for May. The 1940 average includes an a l lowance for
January and February. The March-December 1940 monthly figures
are a v a i l a b l e upon request.

More detailed descriptions of these data are given in the
fo l lowing jublicat ions of the Bureau of the Census: Issue of
the I-abor Force Bul l e t in entitled "Labor Force, Fjnployment and
Inemployment in the tn i ted States, 1940 to 1946" and "Current
Population Beports : L a b o r Force , Series P-57," published
monthly.

3 Estimates of the labor force for years prior to 1940 were
constructed by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, to provide a historical series comparable in con-
cept to the estimates issued by the Bureau of the Census be-
g inn ing that year. The censuses of 1930 and 1940 were used as
bench-marks, a f t e r adjustments for comparabil i ty with the cur-
rent labor force concepts and enumeration procedures of the
Bureau of the Census, and a fu r the r adjustment of the 1940
census data to include approximately 150,000 members of the
armed forces who *ere stationed outside the Uni ted States at
the time of the 1940 census and were not enumerated as a part
of the population. It should be noted tha t the estimates be-
ginning 1940 compiled by the Bureau of the Census exclude the
150,000 members of the armed forces for a l l years (see third
paragraph of note 2) and should be adjusted upward by that
amount for more accurate comparisons w i t h ea r l i e r da ta . The
number stationed outside the Uni ted States in the ea r l i e r years
of the series was somewhat smaller than in 1940. Intercensus
est imates were constructed as fo l lows: Total labor force—
Estimates were based on a s t ra ight -1 ine in terpola t ion of age-
sex specific worker rates ( i .e . , percentages of the popula t ion
in each 5-year age sex group who were in the labor force) be-
tween the adjusted Census bench-marks , extended backwards to
1929. The worker rates were then a p p l i e d to Census popu la t ion
est imates , by age and sex, for each yea r , to y i e l d the esti-
mates of the total labor force. Civilian labor force—Estimates
of the armed forces, i n c l u d i n g those outs ide of the con t inen ta l
I'm ted States, were obtained d i r ec t l y from the armed services,
nnd were - sub t r ac t ed from the to ta l labor force to p rov ide es-
t i m a t e s of the c i v i l i a n labor force. Total employment — Agr i -
c u l t u r a l employment was es t imated on the basis of the movement
of the f a r m einployr.ent series of the Bureau of A g r i c u l t u r a l
Fconomics. The es t imates of n o n a g r i r u l tura 1 wage rind s a l a r y
workers , e x c l u d i n g domes t ics , were based on the movejr.cnt of
the revised estimates of employees in n o n a g r i c u l t u r a l estab-
l i s h m e n t s , of the Bureau of l^bor Sta t is t ics . Independent es-

t imates of the n o n a g r i c u l t u r a l sel f -employed and of domestics
were developed on the basis of data from the Censuses of Manu-
factures , Business, and Const ruct ion, arid from other a v a i l a b l e
sources. Unemployment — Fs t imates of u n e m p l o y m e n t were derived
by subt rac t ing the es t imated to ta l err.pl oyir.ent from the c i v i l i a n
labor force.

Month ly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 S ta t i s t i ca l
Supplement. Annua l averages for 1929-34 are a v a i l a b l e upon
request.

y For d i f f e r e n c e s in est imates of the armed forces , see
fourth paragraph of note 1 and th i rd paragraph of note 2 for
this page.

5 Data represent midyear estimates, not monthly averages.

Page 5H

The estimates without seasonal adjustment are compiled by
the £'. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics; the
data are adjusted for seasonal va r i a t i on by the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System. The estimates include
all f u l l - t i m e and part- t ime wage and sa lar ied workers in pri-
vate nonagr icu l tu ra l es tabl ishments who worked or received pay
during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the month, in
Federal establishments during the pay period ending just be-
fore the first of the month, and in State and local government
establ ishments .during the pay period endine on or jus t before
the last of the month. Persons who worked in more than one
establishment during a single report ing period are counted
more than once. Proprietors, se l f -employed persons, u n p a i d
f a m i l y workers, domestic servants, and personnel of the anred
forces are excluded. Dnergency employees O>PA, NYA, and CCC)
are excluded from all employment estimates. For a discussion
of the d i f fe rence between these estimates of employees in non-
agricul tural establishments and estimates of nonagr icul tura i
eiriployrnent by the Bureau of the Census, see seventh paragraph
of note 2 for p. 53.

In preparing employment estimates, the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics establishes a bench mark or level of employment, rep-
resenting a con.plete count or an estimate »ith a satisfactory
degree of accuracy, which is carried forward on the basis of
month ly reports from a sample group of establishments. When a
new bench tr.ark becomes ava i l ab le , estimates prepared since the
last bench mark are reviewed and revised if any adjustment in
the level is required.

Prior to 1939 the various industr ial censuses taken by the
Bureau of the Census were used as sources of bench-mark data
for pr ivate employment. Since that time data obtained from
unemployment compensation agencies and the Bureau of Old Age
and Survivors Insurance, Federal Security Agency, are the main
sources for bench marks. The estimates shown in this Supple-
ment have been adjusted to bench-mark data through 1946. Bench
marks for State and local governments are based on data com-
piled by the Bureau of the Census, whi le most of the data on
Federal Government employment are made ava i lab le by the U, S.
Civil Service Commission. The Interstate Corm-erce Commission
is the source of d"ata for railroads.

In general, iron th-to-month changes ref lect f luc tua t ions in
employment shown by establishments in many d i f fe ren t indus-
tries reporting to the Bureau oi Labor Statistics.

Because the existence of new firms is not readily ascer-
ta inable , they are f requent ly introduced into the reporting
samples a f t e r they have been in operation for some time. The
lapse of time in taking account of new f i rms produces a con-
sistent understatement. This bias is corrected in the periodic
adjustments to bench-mark data.

The estimates prior to 1939 shown for industry groups were
computed by l i n k i n g to the current series, which begins 1939,
ear l ie r series adjusted to the Censuses of Manufactures , Busi-
ness, and Population through 1939. The series were l inked by
the rat io between the two 1939 figures.

i The methods and sources used in prepar ing the estimates are
described in deta i l in mimeographed month ly releases of the"
Bureau of L a b o r S t a t i s t i c s . Estimates of wage and sa lary
workers in r r anu fac to r i ng by major industry eroups and by States
are publ ished in these releases.

The seasonal adjus tment allowances incorporated in the Fed-
eral Reserve adjusted employment series have been computed on
an over-a l l basis for each major i n d u s t r y d iv is ion w i t h the
exception of m a n u f a c t u r i n g . For m a n u f a c t u r i n g , separate ad-
justments have been made for the durable and nondurable groups
of i ndus t r i e s . For prewar years ad jus tment in the durable
manufac tu res group is based on de ta i l ed ad jus tmen t s by indus-
tries. Since 1941, adjustments have been rrade only for two
i n d u s t r y groups ( l u m b e r and stone, c l ay , and glass products).
Adjus tment for the nondurab le manufac tu r e s group has been made
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on an over -a l l basis for the group as a whole. The seasonal
adjustments have been brought in line with the Rireau of Labor
Stat is t ics data for al l of the groups for 1939-48.

Month ly averages for 1929-34 for mining, manufactur ing, and
transportat ion and publ ic u t i l i t ies are shown on p. 24 of the
Ju ly 1945 Survey and averages for this period for other se-
ries, which have been revised, are available upon request. A
table on p. 22 of the May 194? Survey provides month ly figures
for 1939-40 for the unadjusted series, except for the finance
and service industries and the total; 1939-40. monthly figures
for the unadjusted series and 1939-44 monthly figures for the
adjusted series are avai lable upon request, ^^onthly data for
1941-44 for the unadjusted series are shown in the 1947 Sta-
tistical Supplement.

2 Ihe construction series covers only firms engaged in con-
struction on a contract basis for others. Force-account con-
struction workers in pr ivate industries are included wi th the
regular industrial act ivi ty of the establishment. Government
force-account construction workers are included in the series
for government.

Covers Federal, State, and local government establish-
ments performing legislative, executive, and judicial func-
tions, as well as all Government-owned and operated establish-
ments and institutions (arsenals, navy yards, transportation
systems, public utilit ies, hospitals. Federal Heserve banks,
etc.) and government force-account construction workers. Armed
forces are excluded.

Page 55
' Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of £,a-

foor Statistics.- The employment estimates and the correspond-
ing employment indexes on pp. 58-62 relate to all full-time
and part-time production workers (prior to 1945 wage earners)
in private manufacturing industries, who worked or received
pay during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the month.
The pay-roll indexes on pp. 63-66 relate to amount of pay roll
for the identical week. Governmental manufacturing operations
such as arsenala and navy yards are excluded. The terra "pro-
duction workers"is limited to working foremen and all nonsu-
pervisory workers except administrative, office, and sales
personnel. It was substituted for wage earners in 1945 to
conform with the terminology and standard definition of class-
es of workers in manufacturing industries formulated by the
Division of Statistical Standards, U. S. Bureau of the Budget.
The change has no appreciable effect on the comparability of
the .data since there is very little difference in the defini-
tions. The industry classifications conform with the defini-
tions of the 1939 Census of Manufactures. During the war pe-
riod, plants converted to war production were continued under
these peacetime classifications. The series shown here in-
clude all major industrial groups, with the exception of the
miscellaneous group, and selected principal industries includ-
ed in the original report*.

In preparing employment estimates, the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics establishes a bench-mark or level of employment, rep-
resenting a complete count or an estimate with a satisfactory
degree of accuracy, which is carried forward on the basis of
monthly reports from a sample group of cooperating establish-
ments. When a new bench-mark becomes available, estimates pre-
pared since the last bench-mark are reviewed and revised if
any adjustment in the level is required.
. Because the existence of new firms is not readily aseer-

tainable, they are not introduced into the monthly sample until
they have been in operation for sose time. The lapse of time
in taking into account new firms causes a downward bias. This
bias is corrected in the periodic adjustments.

The level of the employment estimates beginning with 1939
is determined mainly by data obtained from the Bureau of Em-
ployment Security, relating to workers covered by State unem-
ployment compensation programs, and data supplied by the Bu-
reau of Old Age and Survivors Insurance, Federal Security
Agency. Prior to 1939, the estimates for individual indus-
tries were based upon data from the 1939 Census of Manufac-
tures. Except as indicated in note 2 following, employment
estimates (and corresponding employment and pay-roll indexes)
for the individual industries, as well as for the major groups
and the totals, have now been adjusted to levels indicated by
Federal Security Agency data through 1946. Adjustment of the
employment estimates to levels indicated by Federal Security
Agency data resulted in raising the over-all estimate of wage-
earner employment in manufacturing in 1939 approximately 4
percent above the number of wage earners reported in the 1939
Census of Manufactures, and made substantial changes in the
level of the employment estimates for a number of individual
industries.

At the end of 1947, the reporting sample, upon which monthly
trends are based, included 34,000 establishments, employing
around 7,500,000 production workers, or 60 percent of the pro-
duction workers in all manufacturing. In 1939, the sample
coverage was approximately 55 percent.

The monthly averages for years prior to 1939 are derived
from an earlier aeries of estimates adjusted to wage-earner
data reported in the Biennial Census of Manufactures. The in-
dustry classifications in the earlier estimates were first ad-
justed, insofar as possible, in line with the present industry
groupings and the 1938 and 1939 figures were then corrected
for a distortion in the trends resulting from a narrower defi-
nition of wage earners in the 1939 census than in earlier cen-
suses. Since there was a substantial difference between the
1939 figures from the old series and those from the current
series for 1939 and later years, the estimates for 1929-38 for
each industrial group, and for individual industries where the
classifications were fairly consistent, were linked to the cur-
rent series by the ratio between the 1939 figures.

The employment indexes shown on pp. 58-62 were computed
from the employment estimates using the 1939 average as a base.

The methodology for obtaining the pay-roll indexes is simi-
lar to that for employment data. Wage data from the 1939 Cen-
sus of Manufactures are used as a base and these data are pro-
jected by the use of link relatives derived from monthly re-
ports of the cooperating concerns. These estimates are con-
verted to indexes with the 1939 average as 100. After the em-
ployment series are adjusted to Social Security bench-marks,
the pay-roll indexes are adjusted upward by the same percent-
age as the employment indexes. The cooperating concerns are
instructed to report pay rolls of production workers prior to
deduction for old-age and unemployment insurance, withholding
taxes, bonds, and union dues. Pay for sick leave, holidays,
and vacations taken is included. Respondents are instructed
to exclude pay for vacations not taken, cash estimates of any
payments in kind, and bonuses unless earned and paid regularly
each pay period. If the pay period covers more than one week,
the total earnings are reduced to the equivalent of one week's
earnings.

Employment and pay-roll indexes prior"to 1939 were computed
by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Eco-
nomics, from data supplied by the U. S. Department of Labor
for the following industries: Machine tools, furniture, saw-
mills, etc., cotton manufactures, silk and rayon goods, woolen
and worsted manufactures, men's clothing, women's clothing,
baking; canning and preserving, newspapers and periodicals,
book and job printing, and chemicals. Indexes of employment
prior to 1939 for the major industrial groups were also com-
puted by the Office of Business Economics, from the employment
estimates shown on pp. 55-57.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 on the product ion-worker em-
ployment series are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.
Comparable data prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1939-40
for some series have been published in issues of the monthly
Survey as follows: All manufacturing, total durable and total
nondurable goods industries, and the industry groups—estimat-
ed number of production workers, monthly averages for 1929-34
and monthly figures for 1939-40, December 1945, p. 22; indexes
of employment and pay rolls, monthly figures for 1939-40, De-
cember 1942, pp. 23*24. Data on individual industries, cover-
ing estimated number of production workers and indexes of em-
ployment and pay rolls, by months for 1939-44, are shown in
monthly issues of the Survey as follows: Aircraft and parts
and aircraft engines, August 1945, p. 20; men's and women's
clothing, June 1947, p. 22; furniture, July 1947, p. 23; boots
and shoes, September 1947, p. 24; sawmills and logging camps,
and book and job printing, October 1947, p. 23.

Monthly data beginning 1939 for the selected industries
shown here and additional industries, and also earlier data
for some industries, are available in mineographed reports of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

2 Data for the indicated industries have been adjusted to
levels indicated by data from the 1939 Census of Manufactures
and not to Federal Security Agency data, and therefore may not
be consistent with figures for the relevant industrial groups.
(See third paragraph of note I.) „

Page 56
* See note 1 for p. 55.
9 Except dyeing and finishing.
3 The two clothing industries are designated "women's cloth-

ing not elsewhere classified" and "men's clothing not elsewhere
classified" in the original reports. "Women's clothing" in-
cludes establishments engaged primarily in the manufacture of
women's and misses' blouses, dresses, uniforms, aprons, coats
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(except f u r ) , suits , skir ts , and miscel laneous c lo th ing such as
beach wear , r i d ing habi t s , and ski suits; c h i l d r e n ' s and in-
fants ' ou te rwear ; women's , chi ldren 's , and i n f a n t s ' underwear
and n i g h t w e a r ; women's neckwear and scarfs, not kni t ted . "Men* s
c lo th ing" inc ludes es tab l i shments engaged p r i m a r i l y in the man-
u f a c t u r e of men 's , youths ' , and boys* suits, overcoats,, trou-
sers, s l acks , washable service appare l , work c lo th ing (except j
work sh i r t s ) , and sport garments; the indust ry does not include
men's shirts , col lars , nightwear, underwear, and neckwear.

Pages 57, 58
1 See note 1 for p. 55.
2 See note 2 for p. 55.
3 The de f in i t i on of the machine tool indust ry was changed in

1939 to include establ ishments engaged in the manufac tu re of
bending, d ie-cas t ing, forging, and punching machines, presses,
and portable metal working tools. The indexes for 1935-38 were
con-puted fro-a data for the industry as formerly constituted,
using comparable 1939 figures as a base.

Page 59
1 Sec note 1 for p. 55.
2 Except dyeing and finishing.
3 See note 3 for p. 56.

Page 80
1 See note 1 for p. 55.

Page 61

* See note 1 for p. 55.
2 Computed by the Poard of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. The indexes adjusted for seasonal var ia t ion are de-
rived frorr; the unadjusted employment series compiled by the U.
S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, described
in note 1 for p. 55« The procedure for adjusting the produc-
t ion-worker employment series is the same as for the manufac-
tu r ing corponent of the series on n o n a g r i c u l t u r a l errployment
shown on p. 54. See eighth paragraph of no-te 1 for that page.

-' Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, and, wi th the exception of information for the
a n t h r a c i t e - m i n i n g industry (most of which is obtained through
the Anthracite Institute), are based upon monthly reports re-
ceived d i r e c t l y from repor t ing f i rms or through cooperating
State agencies. The returns cover the pay period ending near-
est the 15th of the month. If the pay period reported covers
more than i week, the total earn ings reported are reduced to
the equiva len t of 1 week's earnings. The industry indexes are
month- to-n.onth l i n k re la t ives , which, in turn, are compounded
into chain relatives; they are not adjusted for seasonal vari-
at ion, and w i t h the exception of the composite index for re-
tail trade and for metal min ing , they are unweighted.

Per t inent in fo rmat ion re la t ive to each of the nonmanufac -
t u r i n g indust r ies is shown in separate notes. The number of
es tabl ishments and the amount of employment reported by them
v a r y from r ronth to month . Figures quoted in these notes for
nur.ber of reporting es tab l i shments and their employment as a
percentage of the indus t ry total are estimates based upon data
for the end of 1947. The base period used for the indexes of
employment and pay rolls for all of the n o n m a n u f a c t u r i n g in-
dust r ies is the 12-month average for the year 1939.

Employment da ta for al l m in ing indus t r ies represent pro-
duct ion and related workers only, exc lud ing clerical workers ,
executives, m a n a g e r i a l , supervisory, tecFinical , or profession-
al personnel , except for the c rude-pe t ro leum-produc ing indus-
try, in w h i c h employees enfaged in contract rig b u i l d i n g and
the d r i l l i n g of new w e l l s are excluded, but the c ler ica l f i e l d
force w o r k i n g on p r o d u c i n g proper ty is i n c l u d e d . The d a t a
cover app rox ima te 1y 2,300 establishments; employees represent
about 53 percent of the es t imated p roduc t ion workers in the
industry .

The indexes for all m i n i n g indus t r i e s have been adjusted to
conform wi th the t rends ind ica ted by the annua l d a t a through
19-16 made a v a i l a b l e by the Social Security A d m i n i s t r a t i o n . For
periods prior to 1939, the indexes for a n t h r a c i te and l i t u n i n o u s -
coal-mi nir.g indus t r i es have been adjus ted to conform * i t h the
trends ind ica t ed by the annua l da ta for -acre earners and uages
for these indus t r i e s a v a i l a b l e from the Federal Census of Mines
for 1929, 1935. and 1939. Since Census da ta for these two in-
dus t r ies are not a v a i l a b l e for years l^tween 1929 and 1935, a
7 - y e a r ad jus t r -en t method was used to t r i n g the Bureau of Labor
S ta t i s t i c s indexes for 1935 in to c o n f o r m i t y w i t h the .-:overrents

ind i ca t ed by Census data over the period. Indexes f-or total
m e t a l m i n i n g and qua r ry ing and n o n r o e t a l l i c m i n i n g were adjusted
from 1929 to 1939, us ing -an 11-year adjustment method.

Data for all r i n i n p series have been rev ised b e g i n n i n g 1939.
Monthly f igures for 1939-44 are a v a i l able upon request. Monthly
f igu res p r io r to 1939 h a v e not been computed on the present
basis.

' Reports are c u r r e n t l y received from about 7,000 publ ic
u t i l i t y es tabl ishments representing all employees, except cor-
poration off icers , executives, and other employees whose dut ies
are m a i n l y superv isory for all years shown. The coverage for
e lectr ic l igh t and power is about 90 percent of the industry;
street ra i lways and busses, about 57 percent; telephone, about
77 percent; t e legraph , about 100 percent.

Data for the four pub l i c u t i l i t i e s series have been adjusted
to conform in general w i th the Census of Elec t r ica l Industries
for 1932 and 1937. Data lor the e lec t r ic l i gh t and power in*
dustry cover cor-mercial es tabl iskments only. Combined gas and
elect r ic companies where income results p r i m a r i l y from die sale
of e l ec t r i c current are included. In the street r a i l w a y and
busses i ndus t ry , the indexes cover both p r i v a t e and municipal
street r a i l w a y companies and a f f i l i a t e d , subs id ia ry , or suc-
cessor t ro l ley-bus and motor-bus companies; data include repair
shops. Data for the telegraph indus t ry inc lude all l and - l i ne
employees except those compensated on a commission basis; ex-
clude general and d iv i s iona l headquar ters personnel, trainees
in school, and messengers.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for the four publ ic uti1ities series
are shown in the 1947 S ta t i s t i ca l Supplement . Mon th ly data
(1939-40) for the electric light and power . indus t ry and street
r a i l w a y s and busses are on p. 31 of the June 1943 Survey;
nonthly data (1929-38; are ava i l ab l e upon request. Month ly data
for 1937-38 for the telephone indus t ry are on p. 20 of the May
1945 Survey and for the telegraph i n d u s t r y , on p. 23 of the
August 1946 Survey; only combined data are ava i lab le for these
two industries prior to 1937.

Page 62
' See note 3 for p. 61.
2 Repor ts for c l e a n i n g and dyeing p l a n t s and for power

laundr ies i n c l u d e p l a n t operatives, engineers , f i r emen , por-
ters, jani tors , -*atchmen, and e l eva to r operators. They exclude
o f f i c e employees, execut ives , m a n a g e r i a l , superv i sory , tech-
nica l or profess ional personnel, c le r ica l workers, dr ivers and
routemen, and employees in apencies. V a l e t shops and garment
repair shops are not i n c l u d e d . At the end of 1947, reports
from a p p r o x i m a t e l y 1600 es t ab l isbrnents covered about 21 percent
of the est imated number of workers in the Uni ted States total
for these i n d u s t r i e s combined . The indexes for c leaning and
d y e i n g establ ishments and for power l aundr i e s have been ad-
justed to conform wi th the trends ind ica ted by the annua l data
through 1946 made a v a i l a b l e by the Social Secur i ty Admin i s t r a -
t ion. Reports from a p p r o x i m a t e l y 1,300 year - round hotels cover
about 35 percent of all employees (except corpora t ion o f f i ce r s
and execut ives) es t imated as the total employed in year-round
hotels hav ing 6 or more puest rooms; indexes have been adjust-
ed to conform wi th the trends indicated by the annua l data for
waee e a r n e r s a n d wages ( c a s h p a y m e n t s o n l y , n o t i n c l u d i n g
v a l u e of board, room, u n i f o r m s , and t i p s ) for th is i n d u s t r y
a v a i l a b l e from the 1!. S. Bureau of the Census for 1929, 1933,
1935, and 1939.

M o n t h l y d a t a for 1941-44 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1947 Statis-
t i c a l S u p p l e m e n t ; m o n t h l y d a t a fo r 1939-40 fo r yea r - round
hotels are on p. 31 of the June 1943 Survey. M o n t h l y data for
1929-38 for year- round hotels and for 1939--JO for the c leaning
and d y e i n g and power l a u n d r y i n d u s t r i e s a r e a v a i l a b l e upon
request.

~ Reports for r e t a i l and w h o l e s a l e t r ade cover all employ-
ees except c o r p o r a t i o n o f f i c e r s , e x e c u t i v e s , arid o ther employ-
ees whose dut ies are m a i n l y supervisory. Reports fron: approx-
i m a t e l y 35,000 re ta i l establ ishments cover about 22 percent of
the e s t i m a t e d t o t a l w o r k e r s engaged in th i s i n d u s t r y ; reports
f ron ; a p p r o x i m a t e ! y 12,500 w h o l e s a l e concerns represent about
19 p e r c e n t o f t h e e s t i r ^ t e d t o t a l e n p l o y e e s i n w h o l e s a l e
t rade . 'lite indexes for w h o l e s a l e t ra<!e h a v e Leen adjus ted to
c o n f o r m w i t h t l:e t r e n d o f t he Census o f W h o l e s a l e Trade fo r
1S29, 1933, 1935, and 1939.

T i e r e t a i l t r a d e i n d e x e s h a v e Keen a d j u s t e d t o conform i n
g e n e r a l w i t h the l e v e l s i n d i c a t e d Ly t h e Census o f R e t a i l Dis-
t r i b u t i o n for i929, 1933, 1935, and 1939. S e p a r a t e indexes
h a v e i-een computed for 25 i n d i v i d u a l l i n e s of *rac!e, 7 groups,
and t h e t o t a l . I n d e x e s o f employment and pay r o l l s by l i nes
o f t r a d e u e r e c o m p u t e d f rom m o n t h l y p e r c e n t a g e changes .sho*n
l v t h e r e p o r t s ' i f s a n p l e and these i n d e x e s w e r e a d j u s t e r ! t o
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conform w i t h the various censuses. The group indexes were com-
puted by we igh t ing the indexes for the component lines in the
respective groups, the weight factors representing total em-
ployment or weekly pay ro l l s in the index base period, 1939.
These group indexes were then adjusted to Census trends where
necessary and weighted by the 1939 group weights to secure to-
tal re ta i l trade indexes. Data for second-hand stores, res-
taurants , and auto-repair garages are not included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are ava i l ab le in the 194? Statis-
t ical Supplement; monthly data for 1939-40 are on p. 31 of the
June 1943 Survey (revis ions for total retail trade 1940: Em-
ployment index—Apri l , 99.4; June-Dec ember, 101.8, 98.6, 98.3,
102^7, 104.3, 106.6, 119.4j. Month ly figures for 1929-38 for
total retai l trade am! the general m e r c h a n d i s i n g group, and
monthly figures for 1935-38 and earlier annual indexes for the
food group, are ava i lab le upon request. Monthly indexes prior
to 1939 have not yet been computed on the present basis for
wholesale trade. <

'4 Compiled by the Federal $orks A&ency, Public Roads Admin-
istration, and represent the number of persons employed on
various classes of road work, under the supervision of Federal
and State agencies. Data inc lude employment on highway con-
struct ion in Alaska , Hawai i , and Puerto Pico. Prior to 1940
the figures cover only persons (other than supervisory and en-
gineering employees) engaged d i rec t ly on road work; beginning
w i t h January 1940, the total includes also data for State en-
gineer ing , supervisory, and a d m i n i s t r a t i v e employment which
are not shown separately in the Survey. The figures for road
cons t ruc t ion represent those employed on Federal (nat ional
forest and nat ional park, publ ic lands, flood rel ief) , Federal-
aid, State, and State-aid roads. The figures for maintenance
are for persons employed on State roads only.. Data represent
the average number of persons employed du r ing the month on
each project. Comparable data for the series shown here are
avai lable by months for States, and employment for the various
classes of road cons t ruc t ion m e n t i o n e d above also are pub-
lished by the Public Roads Adminis t ra t ion by months and States.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are ava i lab le in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement; m o n t h l y averages for 1931-34 and monthly
data for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Data for
1938 for maintenance (StateJ and the total have been revised
as fo l lows: Total , A p r i l , 213,902; May, 272,416; August,
318,942; m a i n t e n a n c e (State), Apr i1 , 132,000; May, 156,563;
August, 165,433. Monthly Sata prior to 1938 are shown in the
1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements and on p. 19 of the June 1933
Survey.

5 Compiled by the V. S. Civil Service Commission. Data rep-
resent the number of c ivi l employees in the executive branch
of the Federal Government, i nc lud ing adminis t ra t ive personnel
paid from emergency re l ief appropr ia t ions . Figures include
both permanent and temporary employees ( f u l l - t i m e and part-
time basis) and occupants of c lass i f ied positions (subject to
competitive examinat ion under eivi1-service law) and unclassi-
fied positions (excepted from competative examinat ion by law
and Executive Order). Figures do not include project person-
nel paid from emergency r e l i e f appropr ia t ions , enrol lees of
the C iv i l i an Conservation Corps, m i l i t a r y (uniformed) person-
nel, employees of the jud ic ia l and legislat ive branches of the
Federal Government, or the employees of the District of Colum-
bia Government. The data for 1935 and 1936 (in italics) rep-
resent the number of persons h a v i n g Federal appointments on
the last day of the ironth regardless of whether or not they
received any pay in the month in which they were reported;
la ter da ta through May 1943 re la te to the number of employees
who received pay dur ing the last pay-rol l period of the month.
B e g i n n i n g June 1943, the da ta r e l a t e to pa id employees in
act ive duty status on the last day of the month and cover em-
ployees in cont inenta l Uni ted States only; ea r l ie r data in-
clude some of f -cont inen t employees. A l l employees who are on
leave without pay* on fur lough, on a dol lar-per-year basis, or
who serve w i t h o u t pay, are exc luded b e g i n n i n g June 1937.
(There is no s a t i s f a c t o r y o v e r l a p between the f igures prior
to June 1937 and those beginning t h a t m o n t h . ) Temporary sub-
s t i tu te post o f f i c e employees h i red dur ing the Chris tmas rush
are i nc luded pr ior to 1941 but are exc luded b e g i n n i n g that
year. Such employees have not been reported since 1943; the
number for Uni ted States to ta l reported for 1941-43, but ex-
cluded here, is as fo l lows (in thousands) : 1941, December,
50; 1942, November, 10; December, 80; 1943, December, 220.

In addi t ion to the change in repor t ing as ci ted above, the
comparab i l i ty of the data was fu r the r a f f e c t e d in June 1943 by
the exclusion of employees on t e r m i n a l leave. The es t imated
United States total for June 1943 on the old. basis is 3,068,000,
as compared w i t h 3,002,000 on t^e new basis. The total begin-
n i n g November 1943 r e f l e c t s a f u r t h e r change in report ing re-

s u l t i n g in an upward adjustment of 25,000 in that month. Data
for June to October 1943 for the District of Columbia i n c l u d e
persons serving without pay and $l-a-year employees, estimated
at about 3,000 per month; c*ata for such employees have been
excluded from the United States totals.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1925-32, June or July figures
for earlier years, and mon th ly figures for 1938-40 are avai l-
able in the 1942 Supplement. Data beginning 1933 through May
1937 have been revised to include temporary employees in the
Post Off ice Department and there have been minor revisions" in
the m o n t h l y f igures for July-December 1937. Revised monthly
figures for 1933-37 and earlier monthly figures are avai lable
upon request.

8 Compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Data for
number of employees represent the number of persons, excluding
executives, o f f i c i a l s , and s taff assistants, for class I steam
r a i l w a y s , i nc lud ing the swi tching and terminal companies of
these railways. Figures are for those on the pay roll at the
midd le of the month. It should be noted that these data dif-
fer from the data used in computing the indexes shown on this
page and described below.

Monthly figures for the series on number of employees for
1941-44 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1947 Statist ical Supplement;
m o n t h l y averages for 1921-34 and monthly data for 1938-40 are
shown in the 1942 Supplement; earl ier monthly data beginning
July 1921 are avai lable in the 1940. 1938, and 1936 Supplements
and 6n p. 20 of the November 1936 Survey. The monthly averages
include in some years comparatively small revisions that can-
not be allocated by months. Comparable data are not avai lable
prior to July 1921 because executives, o f f i c i a l s , etc., were
not reported separately and therefore cannot be excluded. Data
for total employment ( i n c l u d i n g all classes) for years prior
to 1922 are published by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The indexes of ra i lway employees are based on data for all
employees ( including executives, of f ic ia ls , and s ta f f assist-
ants/ for class I steam railways, excluding switching and ter-
m i n a l companies. The f igures are for the number on t.he pay
roll at the midd le of the month. The base period for the un-
adjusted series is the average for the 60 months of 1935-39;
the adjusted index is computed by re la t ing the data for each
month to the average for 1935-39 for the corresponding month.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly figures for 1939-40 are ava i l ab l e upon re-
quest. Month ly indexes on the revised basis have not been
computed for years prior to 1939.

7 The-method of report ing employees was changed in June
1937 (see note 5); the "average shown is for 7 months , June-
December. Averages for Janua-ry-May (in thousands), s t r ic t ly
comparable wi th ear l ie r data, are as follows: United States
total, 856; District of Columbia, 115.

* The monthly data included in the averages are not entire-
ly consistent; see notes 5 (2nd paragraph) and 9 for this page.

9 The United States totals beginning August 1945 inc lude
approximately 53,000 clerks at third-class post o f f ices and
substitute rural carriers not reported previously.

Page 63

See note 1 for p. 55.
See note 2 for p.

3 See note 3 for p.
55.
58.

Pages 6UV 65
1 See note 1 for p. 55.

Except dyeing and finishing.
3 See note 3 for p. 56.

Page 66
1 See note 3 for p. 61.
2 See note 4 for p* 61.
3 See note 5 for p. 61.
a See note 2 for p. 62.
5 See note 3 for p. 62.

Page 67

Compiled by the &'. S. Department of Labor, tfureau of Ha-
bor Statistics. The series on average hourly and weekly earn-
ings and average hours per worker are based on monthly reports
from cooperating establishments covering, both fu l l - t ime and
par t - t ime employees who worked or received pay during any part
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of the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the month. The
data re la te to production workers on ly ( p r i o r to 1945, wage
earners ) . In^genera l , the s u b s t i t u t i o n of the term "production
*orkers" for "wage earners'* beginning J a n u a r y 1945 had no ap-
preciable e f f ec t on the c o m p a r a b i l i t y of the data , since there
is only a s l ight d i f fe rence in the d e f i n i t i o n s , ^here the
change made a not iceable difference." in the averages, it is in-
dicated in notes on the item.

Ihe data for hours and earnings are reported on the same
schedules as those used to obtain employment and pay-roll in-
format ion described in note 1 for p. 55; ho*eyer, not all es-
tabl ishments in the samples report rr.an-hour data. At the end
of 1947, the sample report ing man-hour data included approxi-
m a t e l y 32,000 establishments employing 7,300,000 p roduc t ion
workers. The number of establishments report ing varies from
r.onth to month and the averages are therefore not s t r i c t ly
comparable. The sample, however, is be l ieved to be adequate
in v i r t u a l l y all instances to indicate the general movement of
hours and earnings. Average earnings do not represent f u l l -
t ime earnings since they are based on data for both par t - t ime
and fu l l - t ime employment. They include o v e r t i m e , p remium,
and vacation pay but exclude special bonuses (see instructions
for reporting pay rolls or earnings in note 1 for p. 55 re-
ferred to above). Ilie number of hours reported represents
hours worked or paid for. Where reporting f i rms use a two-
week or longer pay period, reports are reduced to the equiva-
lent for a weekly period.

Averase hourly earnings and average weekly hours per worker
for i n d i v i d u a l industries are computed d i rec t ly from the sam-
ple report ing man-hours. Average weekly earnings for ind iv id -
ual industries are computed from the larger sample for employ-
ment and pay rolls; for this reason, t hey nay vary sl ightly
from the product of average weekly hours and average hourly
earnings. Averages for the major r r . anufac tu r ing groups, for
the durab le and nondurable m a n u f a c t u r i n g groups, and for al l
n - a n u f a c t u r i n g ( w i t h the exception of averages prior to 1939
for weekly earnings) are weighted averages. Group averages
for average weekly hours are obtained by we igh t ing the aver-
ages for each ind iv idua l industry by the est imated number of
production workers in the week covered. Croup averages for
hour ly earnings in manufac tu r ing are -derived beginning 1939 by
weight ing hour ly earnings for each industry by the total num-
ber of man-hours worked in that industry for the par t icular
week. It n.ay be noted that these estimates of man-hours worked
(the product of average hours worked and the estimated number
of production workers) are obtained in the course of computing
group averages of weekly hours worked. Prior to 1939, group
averages for hour ly earnings were obtained by weight ing aver-
age hour ly earnings for each industry by employment. All group
averages for weekly earnings beginning 1939 and ea r l i e r aver-
ages for all m a n u f a c t u r i n g and for the durable and nondurable
n .anufac tu r ing d i v i s i o n s , a re computed by m u l t i p l y i n g the
weighted average hour ly earnings by the weighted average weekly
hours for the group rather than by weighting weekly earnings
ior the ind iv idua l industries. Averare weekly earnings prior
to 1939 for the indust r ia l groups are computed direct ly from
the sample and are unweighted.

The industry classif icat ions were revised beginning 1939 to
conform w i t h the 1939 Census of Manufactures. Because of sub-
s tan t ia l changes in the composition of sorr.e of the industr ial
groups and industries, and also in the method of computing the
group averages for hourly and weekly earnings beginning 1939,
en t i r e ly comparable data for years prior to 1939 are not a-
v a i l a b l e in many instances. Data prior to 1939 are shown here
for indus t r ia l groups and industries only where the 1939 fig-
ures in the current series and those on the old basis are the
same or the d i f f e rences are smal l . In the latter case, the
da ta pr ior to 1939 are shown in i ta l ics and averages for 1939
comparable w i t h the earl ier averages are given in notes on the
items. For all m a n u f a c t u r i n g and for t o t a l durable goods and
total nondurable goods industr ies , the averages p r io r to 1939
for weekly hours and h o u r l y ea rn ings were cor puted by app ly ing
the r a t i o of the 1939 averages in the cur ren t series and the
old series to the e a r l i e r d a t a of the old series.

The series shown in the 5-urvey i n c l u d e al l m a j o r r ranufac-
t u r i n g groups (except the n.iscel laneous nroup) and selected
n u m u f a c l u r i n c indus t r ies . The o r i ^ i r a l reports of the I'. S.
Depar tment of Labor i nc lude separate d a t a for addi t iona l in-
dus t r ies . Mireograr-hed h i s to r i ca l report* of tha t agency give
m o n t h l y data fo r a l l series h e f c i i n n i r r 1039, e a r l i e r n o n t h l y
d a t a L i . - t M n n i n e J ( ' 32 for a l l r r u n t i f a r t s ; r in t> , t o t a l d u r a b l e goods
i n d u s t r i e s and total n o n d u r a b l e poo-is i n d u s t r i e s , and annual
averages lor 1909, 1911, 1^10, and IV23-31 for a l l m a n u f a c t u r -
ing. M o n t h l y d a t a p r io r to I V t l ? corresponding to the m o n t h l y

averages shown here are also a v a i l a b l e in mimeographed form
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

M o n t h l y da ta for 1941-44 are ava i l ab le in the 1947 Statis-
t ical Supplement; m o n t h l y averages pr ior to 1935 and .7x?nthly
f igu res for 1938-4U publ ished in the 1942 Supplement are com-
parable w i t h data shown here on ly for the f o l l o w i n g series:
Average weekly and h o u r l y earnings — automobiles (except 1939-
40 data for week ly e a r n i n g s ) ; machine tools; a i r c r a f t and
parts, exc lud ing engines; s h i p b u i l d i n g and boa tbu i ld ing (revi-
sion for October 1940 — average week ly ea rn ings , $36.93; hourly,
$0.877); s a w m i l l s and logg ing camps; fu rn i tu re ; boots and
shoes; baking; s laughter ing and meat packing; paper and pulp;
chemicals; petroleum re f in ing ; rubber tires and tubes ( r ev i s ion
for ^October 1940 — average weekly earnings, $34.27).

Data shown in i t a l ics on this page and on pp. 72t 75, and
76 are not s t r i c t ly comparable w i t h figures beginning 1939
(see fourth paragraph of note 1 above). Averages for 1939
comparab le w i th ear l ie r data are as follows: Iron and s'teel
and their products—hours , 36.8; weekly earnings, $28.00; hourly
earnings, $ 0 . 7 5 9 ; b l a s t furnaces, steel works and rol l ing
mi l l s —hours, 35.5; weekly earnings, $29.92; hourly earnings,
$0.843; machinery and machine-shop products (da ta prior to 1939
and the comparable 1939 averages are for "foundry and machine-
shop products")—hours , 38.9; weekly earnings, $27.83; hourly
earnings, SO.716; nonferrous metals and products—hours, 39.0;
weekly earniifgs, $26.36; hourly earnings, $0.677.

3 E f f e c t i v e January 1945 the term "production worker" was
subst i tu ted for "wage earner" (see f i rs t paragraph of note I
above). Noticeable d i f ferences in averages of hours and earn-
ings occurred in a few industries. January 1945 averages for
the series a f f e c t e d , comparable wi th ea r l i e r data re la t ing to
wage earners, are as fo l lows: Machine tools — hours, 51.6; air-
c r a f t engines—hours, 46 .3 ; h o u r l y e a r n i n g s , $1.350; ship-
bui ld ing and b o a t b u i l d i n g — h o u r s , '18.7; women's clothing-
weekly earnings, $40.35; h o u r l y e a r n i n g s , $1.054; baking-
weekly earnings, §38.57; hourly earnings, $0.848.

Pata re f lec t incomplete return to previous work schedule
af te r terminat ion of work stoppages and observance of Armi-
stice Day in some yards.

Page 68

* See note 1 for p. 67.
2 Data shown in italics on this page and on pp. 73, 76, and

77 are not strictly comparable with figures beginning 1939 (see
fourth paragraph of note 1 for p. 67). Averages for 1939 com-
parable wi th earlier data are as follows: Stone, clay, and
glass products—houra, 36.8; weekly earnings, $24.01; hourly
earnings, SO.650; text i le-mil l products and other .fiber manu-
factures (old series, " f ab r i c s " )—week ly e a r n i n g s , S16.68;
hourly earnings, $0.464; apparel and other finished textile
products (old series, "wearing apparel")—hours , 34.0; weekly
earnings, S18.10; hourly earnings, $0.522; food and kindred
products—hourly earnings, $0.618. Although there are some
differences between the composition of the text i le -mi l l prod-
ucts and the food, etc., industr ies beginning 1939 and the
earlier series, data for average hours on the old and the new
basis are the same for 1939.

3 Except dyeing and finishing.
K See note 3 for p. 56.
5 Sample changed in Apri l 1947 to omit bakeries that alto

retail. Figures for Apr i l 1947 comparable wi*th earlier data
are as fol lows: Hours, 42.5; weekly earnings, $45.26; hourly
earnings, $1.065.

• See note 5 above.

Page 69
; See note 1 for p. 67.
2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, ttureau of La-

bor Statistics. "The f i r s t and second paragraphs of note 1 for
p. 67, desc r ib ing the series on hours and e a r n i n g s in the man-
u f a c t u r i n g i ndus t ry , app ly a l so to the series for nonmanufac-
t unng indus t r i e s , except w i t h respect to the classes of work-
ers covered by the data for th~ fou r p u b l i c u t i l i t i e s , whole-
sa le and r e t a i l t r ade , and year - round h o t e l s . Pata for these
i n d u s t r i e s , u n l e s s o t h e r w i s e ind ica ted , r e l a t e to a l l employees
except h iph p a i d execut ives and o f f i c i a l s . The number of es-
t a b l i s h m e n t s r epor t ing and the number of employees covered by
t h e reports v a r y f rom month to month . The s i z e of the samples
at the rnd of 1917 is g i v e n in separate notes on the several
i n d u s t r i e s . Average hours and average h o u r l y e a r n i n g s are com-
p u t e d d i r e c t l y from the samples , w i t h the e x c e p t i o n o f the av-
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erages for retail trade and metal mining which are weighted
averages of component series.

Data on hours and earnings in nonmanufacturing industries
are not included in Supplements prior to the 1947 issue and
monthly data prior to 1941 for most of the industries have not
been published in the Survey. Mimeographed historical reports
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics and Bulletin No. 697, "Hours
and Earnings in the Initei States, 1932-40," published by that
agency, give available monthly data prior to 1941 for all se-
ries.

3 See note 2 for p. 74.
y Data are based on reports from contract construction firms

numbering approximately l?,oOO in 1947. The data cover al l
employees of these firms working at the site of privately fi-
nanced projects—skil led, semi -sk i l l ed , and unski l led , super-
intendents, t ime clerks, etc. Employees of these f i rms engagec*
in pub l i c ly financed projects and o f f - s i t e work are excluded.

Monthly figures are ava i l ab le beginning 1934-
5 The samples reporting man-hour data for the m i n i n g indus-

tries included at the end of 1947 about 2*500 establishments
wi th 360,OCO production workers. (See note 4 for p. 61 for
classes of employees included in reports.) Averages for metal
m i n i n g beginning 1939 are obtained by weight ing average hours
in the component industries by employment, and average hourly
earnings by estimates of the total hours worked in the indus-
tries. Cther averages are computed directly from the samples.

Monthly figures are avai lable beginning 1932 for anthracite
m i n i n g , 1934 for bituminous coal and metal mining (also 1932
and 1933 annua l averages) , 1933 for quarrying and nonmetallic
m i n i n g , and 1935 for crude-petroleum production.

ff Unweighted averages, not s t r ic t ly comparable with data be-
g inn ing 1939. Comparable average for 1939, 40.0.

7 Pata reflect work stoppages.

Page 70
1 See note 2 for p. 69.
2 See note 5 for p. 69.
3 The sample reporting man-hours for the 4 public utilities

included (at the end of 1947) 7,000 establishments with 795,000
employees. Data for the te legraph industry relate to all
l a n d - l i n e employees except those compensated on a commission
basis; they exclude general and divisional headquarters per-
sonnel, .trainees in school, and messengers. Notes 7 and 9 for
this page indicate the classes of employees covered by the
other series.

Monthly figures are avai lable beginning 1932 for the elec-
t r ic light and power industry and street railways and busses.
Monthly data for 1937-40 for the telephone industry are on p.
20 of the May 1945 Survey; monthly figures for 1941-44 for all
four series are available in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.

a The samples reporting man-hours for power laundries and
cleaning and dyeing plants included (at the end of 1947) 1,300
establishments with 61,000 production workers and for hotels
(year-roundj, 900 establishments with 91,000 employees. Aver-
age hour ly earnings for year-round hotels relate to money pay-
ments only; add i t iona l va lue of board, room, uniforms, and
tips is not included. See note 2 for p. 62 for information
on the classes of employees covered by the reports.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 arc shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly figures are ava i lab le beginning 1935 for
cleaning and dyeing establishments and for hotels and 1934 for
power laundries.

5 The samples reporting man-hour data for retail trade in-
cluded (at the end of 1947) 28,300 establishments with 740,000
employees and for wholesale trade, 9,300 establishments with
260,000 employees. Reports, beginning 1938, cover all employees
except corporation of f ice rs , executives, and other employees
whose duties are ma in ly supervisory (see also note 7). Aver-
age hours and average h o u r l y ea rn ings for retail t rade are
obtained beg inn ing 1939 by we igh t ing corresponding averages
for component lines of trade by employment and total man-hours,
respect ive ly , in these lines. Prior to 193V, average hours
and average h o u r l y earnings in two main groups (namely , gen-
eral merchand i s ing and re ta i l trade other than general mer-
chandising) were weighted by employment to obtain the averages
for all retai l trade. Averages for wholesale trade are com-
puted directly from the sample.

Monthly f igures fo r r e t a i l and w h o l e s a 1 e t r a d e a re
a v a i l a b l e beg inn ing 1935; they are shown for 1941-44 in the
1947 Statistical Supplement.

9 Compiled by the t'. S. Department of Labor, Pitreau of La-
bor Statistics. Data include a l l known work stoppages arising
out of labor-management disputes i n v o l v i n g 6 or more workers
and c o n t i n u i n g as long as a f u l l day or sh i f t , whether in i t i -

ated by the workers or by the employers. The data are based
on not ices or leads r ega rd ing labor disputes appear ing in
da i l y papers and labor papers and trade journals , as well as
records from Federal and State agencies that deal with employer-
employee disputes. Letters are sent to representatives of
parties in the disputes asking for detailed and authentic in-
formation to substantiate these published reports.

The figures on %an-«iays idle" and "workers involved" cover
all workers made id le in establishments directly involved in a
stoppage. They do not measure the indirect or secondary ef-
fects on other establishments or indust r ies whose employees
are made idle as a result of mater ia l or service shortages.
The figures for "in effect during the month" include data for
stoppages beginning in the specified month and those continu-
ing from the preceding months.

Monthly averages beginning 1916 for stoppages beginning in
the month (number and workers involved) and beginning 1927 for
man-days idle, and monthly data for 1934-44 for these series
and for stoppages in effect during the month are avai lable in
the 1947. 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements. (Data are desig-
na ted " Indus t r i a l disputes, s t r ikes and lockouts" in the
la t t e r three volumes.) Monthly figures for 1927-33 for all
series are avai lable upon request.

7 Averages for years prior to 1938 shown in italics are not
strictly comparable with figures for later years as the latter
exclude data for corporation off icers , executives, and other
employees whose duties are m a i n l y supervisory, which are in-
cluded in the earlier data. December 1937 data excluding such
employees, but not based on samples strictly identical w i th
those used in compi l ing the December 1937 figures on the old
basis, are as follows: Year-round hotels—average hours, 46.5
(old series, 47.4); average hourly earnings, 10.317 (old se-
ries, SO. 322); retail trade—average hours, 43.1 (old series,
43.0); average hourly earnings, SO. 524 (old series, 10.547);
wholesale trade—average hours, 42.7 (old series, 42.5); aver-
age hourly earnings, 10.684 (old series, 10.699). Simi lar
figures for the electric light and power industry and street
ra i lways and busses are not available because of changes in
the samples.

8 Average for 7 months, June-December.
9 New series were established in April 1945 which relate to

employees covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act; the new
series are not comparable with earlier data which relate to
all employees except corporation officers, executives, and
other employees whose duties are mainly supervisory. The new
series also include data for all employees in the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company long-lines departments, which
were formerly reported for only a few States, and are based on
revised and improved procedure for reporting. The monthly av-
erage for 1945 is for 9 months, April-December. Apr i l 1945
figures comparable with earlier data are as follows: Average
weekly hours, 42.9; average hourly earnings, $0.952.

* Average is based on rounded annua l data ra ther than
monthly figures shown.

Page 71

* Compiled by the Federal Security Agency, Social Security
Adtrinistration. Bureau of Employment Securify—USES (formerly
the V. S. Employment Service under the V. S. Department of La-
bor). A placement represents a ver i f ied entry of a worker on
a job as a direct result of employment service ac t iv i t ies .
Data re la te to c o n t i n e n t a l U n i t e d States beg inn ing 1939.
Ear l ie r data i n c l u d e placements in Alaska and H a w a i i . The
forestry and fishing industry is excluded for 1936-39.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. The data shown in the 1942 Supplement include
agricul tural as wel l as nonapricultural placements and, there-
fore, are not comparable with figures in later volumes. Be-
ginning in 1943, agricul tural placements were made by the U.S.
Employment Service only in cooperation with the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agr icu l tu re Extension Service. Month ly figures for
nonagricul tural placements for 1935-40 are ava i l ab le upon re-
quest.

^ Compiled by the federal Security Agency, Social Security
f'oard through J u l y 1946, and the Social Secur ity Adr»in is t ra-
tion thereafter. Data include, except as noted, operations in
all. States, the Distr ic t of Columbia, Alaska , and Hawaii , in
which benefits were payable. However, any interpretation made
of these data n.ust take into consideration v a r i a t i o n s in the
number of States in i t i a t ing benefit payments at any given time;
bene f i t s were payable in Wisconsin only in 1936 and 1937; in
23 States in January 1938; 25 States in Apri l 1938; 29 States
in September 1938; 31 States in December 1938; and in January
1939 in all States except I l l i n o i s and Montana (benef i t s f irst
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p a y a b l e in these States in J u l y 1939), and in the D i s t r i c t of
C o l u m b i a , A l a s k a , and I !a«ai i . South Dakota agency suspended
operat ions July 28-September 26, 1939.

M o n t h l y data for a l l series for 1941-44 are a v a i l a b l e in
the 1947 S ta t i s t i ca l Supplement. Monthly f igures for 1938-40
for c o n t i n u e d c l a i m s and b e n e f i t paymen t s are shown in the
1942 Supplement; month ly figures for 1938-40 for i n i t i a l c la ims
are a v a i l a b l e upon request.

" An " i n i t i a l c l a i m * is the f i rs t c l a i m in a b e n e f i t year
f i l e d by a w o r k e r a f t e r l o s ing his job, or the f i r s t c l a i m
f i l e d at the beg inn ing of a second or subsequent period of un-
employment in the same bene f i t year. A b e n e f i t year is the
12-month period w i t h i n which a worker may receive benef i ts , if
e l i g i b l e , f o l l o w i n g his f i r s t initial claim. In i t i a l c la ims do
not result in benef i t payments but are just the f i rs t step in
the process.

14 A "cont inued c l a i m " represents a w a i t i n g - p e r i o d c l a i m
( c l a i m f i l ed fol lowing the l -or2- '*eek wai t ing period required
by all States except M a r y l a n d ) or a co^pensable c l a i m ( c l a im
f i l ed for each add i t i ona l week of insured unemployment a f t e r
a worker has completed his w a i t i n g period). Only compensable
c l a ims can resul t in benef i t payrents. Data shown exclude the
f o l l o w i n g States for the periods indicated: C a l i f o r n i a , Maine ,
and Oregon for January T;»38; Massachuset ts and V i r g i n i a for
J a n u a r y - M a r c h 1938; New York for J a n u a r y 1938-March 1939;
Ind iana for May-June 1938; Maine reported continued claims for
total unemployment only dur ing February and March 1938.

" Data for week ly average number of benef ic ia r ies receiving
benef i t payments are es t imated for 1^33; for 1939 they relate
to the number of c l a iman t s receiving benef i t s du r ing the week
ended nearest the m i d d l e of the nr.onth. Monthly figures repre-
sent the average weekly nur.ber of benef ic iar ies , computed from .
weeks compensated in the ca lendar month. W i t h the exception
of the 1938-39 averages, %hich are based on estimated data for
some months, the annua l averages represent the average weekly
nun.ber based on weeks cor.pensated in the calendar year ra ther
than averages of the monthly figures.

5 Month ly data and the mon th ly averages for 1936-37 repre-
sent gross amount of benef i t payments and conta in no adjus t -
m e n t fo r voided b e n e f i t checks; m o n t h l y averages beg inn ing
1938 are based on net amounts adjusted to exclude such checks.

7 Compi l ed by the Veterans A-lwinistrat ion, Readjustment
Allowance Service. Data relate to readjustment allowances for
unen.ployrrent payable from Federal funds under the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944 and operating in all States, the Dis-
t r ic t of Columbia, Alaska , Hawai i , and Puerto Oico. E f f ec t i ve
September 9, 1944, read jus tment a l lowances were a v a i l a b l e to
veterans of Wor ld War 11 hav ing leen in active service for at
leas t 90 days, or less if d ischarged or released from ac t ive
service because of an in jury incurred in l ine of duty, and who
were discharged under conditions other than dishonorable. Al-
lowances are payable to veterans who are ei ther unemployed or
se l f -employed. Only data r e l a t ing to unemployment a l lowances
are shown here. The a l lowance for any week of total unemploy-
ment is $20, payable for a maximum of 52 weeks or less accord-
ing to length of service. A self-employed veteran is e l ig ib le
for an al lowance i f his net earnings du r ing the month are less
than 1100. The month ly average number of veterans receiving
se l f -employment al lowances for 1945-48 and the monthly average
amount of payments are as fol lows: Nurber of veterans —1945,
10,000; 1946, 203,000; 1947, 181,000; 1948, 79,000; amount of
payments-194S, $973,000; 1946, $21,035.000; 1947, 516,515,000;
1948, 16.966,000.

f i Data for " i n i t i a l claims" re la te to the f i r s t c la im f i l e d
by a ve t e ran f o l l o w i n g his d ischarge from the Armed Services
and a d d i t i o n a l c l a i m s (second or subsequent period of unem-
p loymen t ) . No w a i t i n g period is required.

5 A "continued c la im" cer t i f ies to the completion of a week
of unemployment for which an a l lowance is c laimed.

1C Data prior to May 1946 represent the average weekly num-
ber of veterans paid unemployment a l lowances d u r i n g weeks end-
ed in the m o n t h ; b e g i n n i n g May 1946 d a t a represent a v e r a g e
week ly number of cont inued c la ims f i l e d d u r i n g weeks ended in
the month.

*• Amounts are gross and are not adjusted for voided checks.
*2 Compiled by the V. 5. Department of Labor, Ihtre^j of La-

bor Statistics, based on ron th ly reports from a v a r y i n g number
of representa t ive m a n u f a c t u r i n g es tab l i shments . In the ea r l i e r
years of the period shoun here reports u^re received from ai.out
3,000 e s t a b l i s h m e n t s wit!; a p p r o x i m a t e l y 2,500,000 employees.
The scope of the survey has Leen g r a d u a l l y broadened and in
December 1948 the repor t ing sample i n c l u d e d 6,800 m a n u f a c t u r -
i n g e s t a b l i s h m e n t s w h i c h e m p l o y e d a p p r o x i m a t e l y 4 ,500 ,000
w o r k e r s . C e r t a i n seasonal i n d u s t r i e s , such as c a n n i n g and

preserv ing , and si^ce March 1943, p r i n t i n g and pub l i sh ing , are
not covered by the su rvey . The da ta represent a general rate
for each month for al l indus t r i e s c o m b i n e d , weighted by esti-
mated emplovrrent i.i ma jo r indus t ry groups. Data for indiv idual
i ndus t r i e s are i n c l u d e d in the o r i g i n a l reports. The rates
re la te to all employees beg inn ing 1943, whereas e a r l i e r data
rela te to fac tory sorkers, or wagre earners, only.

Since September 1945, the rates have been computed by di-
v i d i n g thenimber of accessions or separat ions d u r i n g the month
by the number of employees who worked, or received pay for,
any par t of the pay p e r i o d e n d i n g nea res t the 15th of the
month , and "ult ipHmg the resul t by 100. Through September
1945 the employment base used was an "average employment" fig-
ure (average of employment at the end of the preceding and the
current month) and inc luded all employees who were car r ied on
the employment roll whether they were a c t u a l l y at work or were
on author ized unpa id leave. A test ind ica ted that the change
in base had l i t t l e e f f e c t on the rates for the indus t ry as a
whole.. In c o m p i l i n g the ra tes , the ac tua l numbers for the
several e s tab l i shr. »nts are added and the general rates com-
puted from the grsnd total . The d e f i n i t i o n s adopted by the
Cureau of Labor S ta t i s t i c s for the var ious captions used in
this table are as fol lows:

."Accessions* are all addi t ions to the work force during the
calendar month, whe the r of new or rehired employees. Returns
to work a f t e r l a y - o f f s or a f t e r any u n a u t h o r i z e d absence of
at least 7 calendar days are considered accessions.

"Separations" are all t e rminat ions of employment during the
calendar month which last at least 7 consecutive calendar days.
Separations are f u r t h e r c l a s s i f i ed according to cause: quits
(or v o l u n t a r y separat ions) ; and discharges, l ay -o f f s , and mis-
cellsuieous separations (co l lec t ive ly ca l led invo lun ta ry sepa-
rations).

"Discharges" are t e r m i n a t i o n s of employment d u r i n g the
ca lendar month i n i t i a t e d by the employer for such reasons as
incompetence, v io la t ion of rules, dishonesty, insubordinat ion,
laziness , and hab i tua l absenteeism. Discharges also i n c l u d e
t e r m i n a t i o n s because of employees' i n a b i l i t y to n.eet an or-
gan i za t i on ' s physical standards.

"Lay-offs'* are terminations of employment dur ing the calen-
dar month ( las t ing or expected to last 7 consecutive calendar
d a y s ) i n i t i a t e d i-y the e m p l o y e r , w i t h o u t p r e j u d i c e to the
workers, for such reasons as l ack of orders or mater ia ls , con-
version of plant , release of temporary help, and introduction
of labor-saving m a c h i n e r y or processes. A t e rmina t ion of em-
ployment wi th def i j s i te . ins t ruct ions to return to work wi th in 7
days is not regarded as l a y - o f f . Vacations or suspensions of
operations dur ing inven tory periods are l ikewise not consid-
ered lay-offs .

"Quits" are t e rmina t ions of employment du r ing the calendar
month i n i t i a t ed bv employees for such reasons as acceptance of
a job elsewhere, d i s sa t i s f ac t ion , return to school, marr iage ,
f r a t e r n i t y , i l l h e a l t h , or v o l u n t a r y ret i rement (except on com-
pany pensionj . I 'nauthor i zed absences of 7 consecutive calen-
dar days are cons idered qui ts . Quits for the purpose of en-
ter ing the Armed Fcrces are reported under miscellaneous sepa-
rat ions . Pr ior to September 1940, miscel1aneous separat ions
were inc luded with quits.

"Miscel laneous separations ( i n c l u d i n g m i l i t a r y ) " are termi-
n a t i o n s of employrent d u r i n g the c a l e n d a r mon th because of
p e r m a n e n t d i s a b i l i t y , d e a t h , r e t i re ren t on pension, or en-
t rance into the Aired Forces. Prior to September 1940, miscel-
laneous separa t ions are inc luded wi th quits.

B e g i n n i n g Septe.nr-ber 1940, w o r k e r s l e a v i n g to en te r the
Armed Services of che Un i t ed States are inc luded . Transfers
from one p l a n t to another of the same company are not consid-
ered accessions or separations.

Month-to-r.onth changes in total enp loyment in m a n u f a c t u r i n g
i n d u s t r i e s as i n d i c a t e d by l a b o r t u r n o v e r rates are not pre-
c i se ly comparable to those shown by the c o m p i l i n g agency 's re-
ports on e r p l o y m e n t and pay r o l l s , as the former are based on
data for the en t i re month , w h i l e the latter, for the .Tost part ,
r e f e r to a i - w e e k p e r i o d e n d i n g nea re s t the m i d d l e of the
r ;on th . The tu rnover sample is not so e x t e n s i v e as that of the
e r r p l o y m « - n t a n d ' p a y r o l l su rvey ( p r o p o r t i o n a l l y fewer s m a l l
p l a n t s are i n c l u d e ! ) and c e r t a i n i n d u s t r i e s are not covered,
as i n d i c a t e d abo\e. In a d d i t i o n , e m p l o y m e n t and pay rol l re-
por t s r e l a t e to p roduc t ion and r e l a t ed worke r s (wage ea rners
pr ior to 1945) for a l l years.

A n n u a l t u rnove r rates beg inn ing 19CV and m o n t h l y da ta prior
to 1945 are shown an the 1947, 1942, 19.Jo. and 1936 Supplements,
and on p. 20 of the A p r i l 1935 Survey.

* 3 " Q u i t s " and 'n;i seel 1 aneous" c o m b i n e d p r i o r to J a n u a r y
1940.
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•" Average for 6 months, July-lVcember.
* * Average for 11 months , February-December. Data not

ava i l ab l e for January.
*T* January f igures included for several States are esti-

mated.
J7 Inc ludes $1,177,000 resu l t ing from recalculation of

weekly benef i t amounts in Ohio, not allocated by months.
Is Includes $162,000 resul t ing from recalculation of weekly

benef i t amounts and payment of miners* claims resulting from
labor dispute in 1939 in Ohio. •

19 Includes $297,000 delayed as a result of labor disputes
in Ohio.

20 Includes $104,000 resul t ing from review of 1938-41 sea-
sonal claims in Oregon, not distributed by months.

21 Inc ludes $89,000 resu l t ing from rev iew of seasonal
claims for 1938-41 in Oregon and for 1941-42 in Colorado, not
distributed by months.

22 Average for 4 months, September -December.

Page 72
1 Sec note 1
2 See note 2

for p.
for p.

67.
67.

Page 73

* See note 1 for p. 67. x-
2 See note 2 for p. 68.
3 Except dyeing and finishing.
* See note 3 for p. 36.
5 See note 3 for p. 67.

Page 7H
1 See note 1 for p. 67.
2 Data shown in italics on this j>age and on p. 78 are not

strictly comparable with figures beginning 1939 (see fourth
paragraph of note 1 for p. 67). Averages for 1939 comparable
wi th earlier data are as follows: Food and kindred products-
weekly earnings, $24.74; cke.mic.als and allied products (prior
to 1939 "chemicals other than petroleum refining")— weekly .
earnings, $26.25; hourly earnings, $0.661; rubber products-
weekly earnings, $28,22; hourly earnings, $0.767. A v e r a g e
hours for 1939 for chemicals and allied products and rubber
products (p. 69) are the same in the series beginning that
year and the earlier series.

3 See note 3 for p. 67.
* * See note 5 for p. 68.

Page 75
1 See note 1 for p. 67.
2 See note 2 for p. 74.
3 See note 2 for p. 67.
a The average for workers who were employed in February

1946 was $1.217; this average is affected by strike conditions,
since maintenance workers were left on during the strike while
low-paid production workers were out; this average is there-
fore omitted from the table to avoid misinterpretation.

Page 76

* See note 1 for p. 67.
2 See note 2 for p. 67.
3 Except dyeing and finishing.
u See note 3 for p. 67.

See note 1 for p. 67.
~ See note 2 for p* 68.
3 See note 3 for p. 56.

*VaA nnf-m, "9 fnw n (if

Page 77
ee note or p.

See note 2 for p*
See note 3 for p. 56.
See note 3 for p.

5 See note 5 for p.

Page 78

* See note 1 on p. 67.
2 See note 2 for p. 74.
3 See note 2 for p. 69.
**' See note 4 for p. 69.
5 See note 5 for p. 69.
9 Unweighted averages,

beginning 1939.
not strictly comparable with

Comparable average for 1939. $0.705.
data

In January 1945 -the term "production worker" was substi-
tuted for "»age earner," resulting in a noticeable d i f f e r e n c e
in the figures for average hourly earnings; the January 1945
average for wage earners comparable with e a r l i e r d a t a is
11.171.

Page 79
J See note 2 for p. 69.
2 See note 3 for p. 70.
3 See note 4 for p. 70. *' . • "
v See note 5 for p. 70.
5 Compiled by the Engineering Kevs-Record and represents

the hourly wages of both common and skilled labor in the con-
struction industry as of the 1st of each month. The data are
compiled from monthly reports of correspondents in 20 cities
as follows: New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Atlanta,
Birmingham, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Dallas, Minneapolis, Denver, Seattle, San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, and N'ew Orleans. Both the
skilled and common rates are arithmetic averages of wages ac-
tually paid in the 20 cities, thiion wages actually paid are
used, except where nonunion jobs predominate. In some instances
it has been necessary to average the rates for union and non-
union, where both exist. The skilled rates are averages of
three principal trades—carpenters, bricklayers, and structural
ironworkers—in heavy construction.

Monthly figures for 1938-44 and monthly averages for 1913-
34 are available in the 1947 and 1942 Statistical Supplements.
For monthly figures for 1922-37 se.e the 1940, 1938, and 1936
Supplements and p. 19 of the September 1933 Survey. Pevisions
in the published data are as follows: Common rates, August
1930, $0.562; February 1932, SC.452; July 1932, $0.411; skilled
rates, July 1925, Sl.f*2; September 1929. SI.37; May 1933, $1.00;
July 1936, $1.16.

tf Compiled by the If. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, based upon reports submitted by a
varying number (18,000 at the end of 1948) of crop reporters
to the Bureau's regional offices, and represent the average
farm wage rate (without board) for hired labor on farms of
these crop reporters. Data are compiled regularly as of the
1st of January, April, July, and October and occasionally for
selected months between the quarterly dates. Only the quar-
terly data are used in computing the yearly averages which are
weighted average rates obtained as follows: Ouarterly figures
for each region are weighted by estimates of the number of
hired farm- employees to obtain the quarterly average for the
country as a whole; the quarterly rates are weighted by the
total number of hired farm employees in each quarter to obtain
the annual averages. A complete description of the inquiries
made for farm wage rates and data prior to 1913 for the series
here presented are available in reports of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The original reports include also av.er-
age monthly wage rates with board, average wage rates per day
with and without board, and index numbers based upon a weighted
average wage rate per month.

Comparable quarterly data prior to 1944 are shown in the
1947, 1942, and 1940 Supplements and table 53, p. 18, of the
November 1939 Survey. Revised figure for Apri1 1938, S36.01.

The series described above was discontinued by the compil-
ing agency after the October 1948 data. A new series on "hourly
farm wage rates without board or room*1 has been substituted in
the monthly Survey beginning with the March 1949 issue (compa-
rable data for the substituted series are not available prior
to January 1948).

7 Compiled by the Interstate Commerce Conmission and repre-
sent average hourly earnings of persons employed by the class
I steam railways, including the switching and terminal compa-
nies of these railways. These data were computed from the num-
ber of persons (excluding executives, off ic ia ls , and s t a f f as-
sistants) on the pay roll at the middle of the month. Back pay
resulting from retroactive wage agreements is not included in
the monthly figures but is included in computing the monthly
averages. The figures shown as monthly averages therefore dif-
fer substantially in some years (notably in 1943 and 1946) from
the average of the monthly figures, fcage increases which be-
came effective in December 1943 and January 1944, retroactive
to February 1 or April 1, 1943, are not fu l ly reflected in the
monthly figures unti l March 1944. It should be borne in mind
that the average hourly earnings are affected by changes in
tne proportion of employees in each wage group, as well as by
changes in wage rates.

Monthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
44 are avai lable in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements. For monthly
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f igures pr ior to 1938 see the 1940. 1938, and 1936 Supplements
and p. 20 of the November 1936 Survey.

8 Compiled ky the Federal Hor/rs Agency, Public Koads Admin-
istration. Data represent average h ou r ly wage rates for un-
s k i l l e d (common) labor in road b u i l d i n g on Fede ra l - a id proj-
ects. The wage rates va ry considerably in d i f f e r e n t regions.
Changes in United States average shown here are a f fec ted by
the relat ive number of men employed in areas »i th higher or
lower wage rates. The annual averages through 1946 are com-
puted^by the compiling agency from total hours and wages for
the 12 months and are not averages of the m o n t h l y figures.
Beginning July 1947, data are reported quar te r ly . instead of
monthly , and the annual average ( a f t e r 1947) is computed from
the quar ter ly reports.

Annual averages for 1922-31 and 1934 and monthly da ta for
1938-44 are ava i lab le in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements; m o n t h l y
data for 1934-35 are in the 1938 Supplement. Monthly figures
prior to 1934 (with the exception of the 1928-31 figures in
the 1932 Supplement) and for 1936-37 have been revised since
publication in the Survey; revisions are a v a i l a b l e upon re-

•quest.
9 See note 7 for p.70.
10 Average for 7 months, June-December.
11 Data beginning Apr i l 1945 are not comparable with ear l ie r

data; see note 9 for p. 70.
12 Sample changed. June 1945 average comparable with ear-

lier months, $("'.666-
13 Not included in weighted average for year; see note 6.
Jy Average based on m o n t h l y reports for iirsl ha l f of year

and qua r t e r l y thereaf ter .
5 Not presently available.

Page 80

* Compiled by the Federal Reserve Bank of Aew York since
July 1936; earlier data were compiled by the American Accept-
tince Council. The figures represent the total acceptance lia-
bility outstanding on the last day of the month of banks and
bankers in the United States and agencies of foreign banks in
this country. Acceptances based on (a) imports, (b) exports,
(c) goods stored in or shipped between points in the Lnited
States and foreign countries, and (d) dollar exchange are in-
cluded. Data by classes of acceptances are available from the
Federal Reserve Bulletin.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement. Earlier year-end figures beginning 1920 and
monthly figures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supple-
ment; monthly figures for 1925-37 appear in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements.
' Compiled by the Federal Reserve Hank of A'ew York and pub-

lished in the Federal Reserve Bulletin. Data represent the
volume of paper outstanding as reported by the principal deal-
ers in the country; some finance company paper sold in open
market is included. Thirteen dealers reported for January
1935-January 1937; 12 for February 1937-November 1941 (except
for Viarch 1940 when 15 reported); 11 for December 1941-February
1943; and 10 beginning March 1943 (except for June 1945 when
11 reported).

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement. Earlier year-end figures beginning 1918 and
monthly figures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supple-
ment. Monthly data for 1923-37 which appear in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements are correct except for revisions in
the figures for May 1931-April 1932, and a few minor revisions
for 1923, 1928, and 1929; monthly data for 1918-22 and the re-
visions mentioned are available upon request.

Compiled by the Farm Credit Administration, to provide a
comprehensive picture of the farm credit activities under the
supervision of this agency. The Farm Credit Administration
supervises the activities of the Federal land banks, the na-
tional farm loan associations, the Federal intermediate credit
banks, the production credit corporations, the production cred-
it associations, and the banks for cooperatives. It super-
vises also the lending activities of the Federal Farm Mortgage
Corporation, an emergency institution on whose behalf the Land
Rank Commissioner makes loans, and liquidation of the regional
agricultural credit corporations (consolidated into one corpo-
ration as of February 1, 1944) and the Agricultural Marketing
Act revolving fund. The loans represent farm-mortgage loans,
short-term production credit, and advances to farmers* cooper-
ative purchasing and marketing associations. District units
of the Farm Credit Administration are located in each of the
12 farm credit districts, coinciding geographica1ly with the
Federal land bank districts. The offices are located in
Springfield (Mass.), Baltimore, Columbia (S. C.), Louisville,

New Orleans, St. Louis, St. Paul, Oteaba, Wichita, Houston,
Berkeley, and Spokane. In each district organization there
are 4 permanent credit institutions—a Federal land bank, »
Federal intermediate credit bank, a production credit corpora-
tion, and a bank for cooperatives —in addition to local na-
tional farm loan associations and production credit associa-
tions.

The Farm Credit Administration also supervises the liquida-
tion of the.joint-stock land banks, which were privately capi-
talized institutions" organized-under the Federal Farm l-oan Act.
Liquidation of these banks has been practically completed.
Loans of the joint-stock land banks through June 1945 are
available in the 1942 and earlier Supplements and the 1943-45
issues of the monthly Survey. The Farm Credit Administration
formerly supervised the emergency cr.op and drought relief loan
offices; effective November 1, 1946, jurisdiction over these
offices was transferred to the Farmers Home Administration.
Data for these loans have been excluded from the figures shown
here for all years.

Data on agricultural loans included in the summary table on
Government corporations and business-type agencies on p. 87
include agricultural loans of the Commodity Credit Corporation,
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Farmers Home Administra-
tion and predacessor agencies, and the Rural Electrification
Administration, as well as loans of agencies under the super-
vision of the Farm Credit Administration. In addition, data
for loans of agencies under the supervision of the Farm Credit
Administration included in the summary table differ from data
shown here in that the summary table includes Federal inter-
mediate credit bank loans to and discounts for production
credit associations, which are not included in the totals
shown here, and excludes loans by production credit associa-
tions which are here included.

Data in greater detail and descriptions of the lending in-
stitutions in the system may be found in the annual reports of
the Farm Credit Administration.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement; year-end figures prior to 1935 and monthly
figures for 1932-40 are shown in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936
Supplements and, except-for a few minor revisions in the 1932-
33 figures, are correct and comparable with data in the pres-
ent volume and in the 1947 Supplement after adjusting the
"grand total" and "total short-term credit" to exclude emer-
gency crop loans and drought relief loans. Figures for Feder-
al land banks published in the 1932 Supplement are substan-
tially correct.

" Loans to cooperatives include loans (direct) by Federal
intermediate credit banks, loans by the district banks for co-
operatives and the Central Bank for Cooperatives (excluding
advances in connection with CCC programs), and loans from the
Agricultural Marketing Act revolving fund.

" Data on short-term credit include Federal intermediate
credit bank loans to and discounts for financing institutions
(exclusive of loans to other Farm. Credit Administration agen-
cies), and loans by production credit associations and region-
al agricultural credit corporations. Federal intermediate
credit bank loans to and discounts for other Farm Credit Ad-
ministration agencies (regional agricultural credit corpora-
tions, production credit associations, and banks for coopera-
tives) are omitted from the total for short-term credit and
total loans for all agencies to avoid duplication. Emergency
crop loans and drought relief loans, which were formerly under
the supervision of the Farm Credit Administration and are in-
cluded in the totals for short-term credit shown in the 1942
and earlier Supplements, have been excluded for all years.

* Cocrpiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. The series include debits at reporting member and
nonmetrber banks in 141 centers. Beginning in 1942 a number
of banks which formerly did not report were added; the figures
beginning that year are therefore not entirely comparable with
earlier data (see note 10). The data represent debits or
charges on the books of repo'rting banks to deposit accounts of
individuals, corporations, partnerships, the United States
Government, and State and local governments. Debits to sav-
ings accounts, payments from trust accounts, and certificates
of deposit paid are included. Figures do not include debits
to the accounts of other banks or in settlement of clearing-
house balances, payments of certified and officers' checks,
charges to expense and miscellaneous accounts, corrections, or
similar charges. Monthly figures are derived' from weekly re-
ports through April 1942, prorating the figures for weeks
which do not fall entirely within a single calendar month;
thereafter data have been collected for calendar months.

Monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly data for 1938-44
are available in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements; monthly data
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for 1923-37 appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments.

The condition of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks is re-
ported as of the end of each month by the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System. Detailed statements are pre-
sented in the monthly Federal Reserve Bulletin.

Effective June 12, 1945, only gold certificates are eligi-
ble as reserves (for year-end figures 1935-44 and monthly data
1941-May 1945, see the 1947 Statistical Supplement). The re-
serve ratio represents the percentage which gold certificate
reserves (total reserves prior to June 12, 1945) are of the
combined deposit and Federal Reserve note liabilities.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement; year-end figures prior to 1935 and monthly
figures for1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (the
year-end 'figures for total reserves.have been revised as fol-
lows, in millions of dollars: 1919, 1,990; 1920, 2,250; 1921,
3,010; 1922, 3,166; 1923, 3,169; 1924,3,047; 1925, 2,824;
1926,2,948; 1927,2,867; 1928,2,709; 1929,3,011; 1930, 3,082;
1931, 3,158; 1932, 3,331). Monthly data for 1923-37 are avail-
able in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements, except for
revisions of the 1936 and 1932 Supplements as follows (millions
of dollars): U. S. Government security holdings, July 1926,
372; member bank reserves, March 1930, 2,367; total reserves,
1932—January, 3,169; February, 3,140; March, 3,235; April.
3,213; May, 2,987; June, 2,777; July, 2,836; August,. 2.980;
September, 3,091; October, 3,195; November, 3,242; December,
3,331; 1933—January, 3,457; February, 3,126; March, 3,455;
April, 3,633.

8 Includes direct and guaranteed securities.
9 Data for all items except bank debits are as of the end

of the year, not monthly averages.
10 Beginning May 1942, data were collected for additional

banks in the reporting centers and are included in the figures
shown here; figures for January-April 1942 include estimates
for the additional banks. Monthly averages for 1942 on the
old basis, comparable with earlier data, are as follows: 141
centers, 146,116,000,000; New York City, $17,580,000,000; out-
side New York City, $28,536,000,000; corresponding monthly fig-
ures on the old basis are available on p. S-14 of the March
1943 monthly Survey.

31 Beginning July 1, 1948 farm mortgage loan data are re-
ported quarterly.

Pago 81
1 See note 7 or p. 80.
2 The data are reported weekly by the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System and are for reporting member banks
in leading cities; the figures given here are for the Wednes-
day nearest the end of the month or year.

Beginning July 2, 1946 (shown here as June), the series for
weekly reporting banks was revised to increase and improve the
coverage; a number of important cities were added while some
cities formerly included were eliminated and the coverage with-
in included cities was broadened (101 cities were covered in
the series prior to the June 1946 data). In addition, all
branches of reporting banks were included regardless of the
location. The inclusion of all branches of reporting banks
removes the possibility of indicating precisely the number of
cities covered. The total number of cities, counting only the
head-office city of branch systems, included in the new series
is 94. The number of banks reporting was increased from 371
to 441. The percentage of total commercial bank deposits rep-
resented by the new series was increased from 49 to 57 and the
percentage of total member bank deposits represented was in-
creased from 57 to 67.

The reporting banks numbered about 400 in 1935. "Hie total
was gradually reduced by mergers and other causes and at the
end of 1946 reports included about 370 banks. Total loans and
investments and total deposits of the weekly reporting banks
in 101 cities in 1935 amounted to approximately 70 percent of
the totals for all member banks and 60 percent of the totals
for all banks in the United States, excluding mutual savings
banks. During the war period the proportions declined and at
the end of 1946 the reporting banks in 101 cities had about 60
percent of the loans and investments and deposits of all member
banks and around 50 percent of these items for all commercial
banks. In the middle of 1946, a new and enlarged series for
weekly reporting banks was initiated, as indicated above. The
data for June-December 1946 shown on pp. 73 and 74 of the 1947
Statistical Supplement are the 101-cities series, comparable
with earlier data, thus providing a 7-months overlap on the
old and new basis.

Since the weekly reporting banks are chiefly large city
banks, which are most affected by short-time money-market fac-
tors, they are especially significant in showing current changes
in the credit situation. The assets and liabilities of banks
in smaller places change more slowly, and weekly figures for
these banks would ordinarily be of less significance and, owing
to the larger number of such banks, more difficult to collect.

Because of a revision in the classification of "leans" in
May 1937 (described in the Federal Reserve Bulletins for May
and June 1937) and a regrouping of the items, data for the pe-
riod prior to that time cannot be shown for the individual
classifications except for loans to banks, real estate loans,
and loans to brokers and dealers in securities. The latter
item includes, beginning with May 1937, when the revision was
made, a small amount of unsecured loans to brokers and dealers
(when such loans are made for the purpose of purchasing or car-
rying securities); earlier data include only loans on securi-
ties. In the Federal Reserve presentation of these data, sev-
eral combinations of the new classifications are shown which
provide a fairly comparable continuation of the earlier series.

Beginning February 1939, data for time deposits, demand de-
posits, and investments in U. S. Government direct obligations
were subdivided and new classifications were brought out. A
small amount of U. S. Government time deposits (2 million dol-
lars on February 8) was shifted from the U. S. Government de-
mand deposit series and included in the time deposit total.
Minor changes were also made in the composition of several
items of loans and investments. Certain amounts which had been
previously classified as loans or securities, but indirectly
representing bank premises or other real estate owned, are
classified as "other assets" (not shown in this tabulation).
These amounts on February 8, 1939, were $47,WO,000 for loans
and $53,000,000 for securities. A transfer of a small amount
of loans theretofore classified as "commercial, industrial, and
agricultural" to "other loans" was also made at that time.

The data shown herein for interbank deposits include demand
and time deposits of both domestic and foreign banks and dif-
fer from figures in the 1942 and earlier Supplements which rep-
resent only domestic interbank deposits. Monthly figures for
1938-44 and year-end figures beginning 1919, or the earliest
year available, for all other items are shown in the 1947 and
1942 Supplements (loans on open-market paper shown separately
in the 1942 and earlier Supplements are combined with indus-
trial, commercial, and agricultural loans in the 1947 volume).
Monthly figures prior to 1938 are available in the 1940, 1938,
1936. and 1932 Supplements as follows: Adjusted demand depos-
its (prior to September 1934, "net demand deposits"—see note
on item in 1940 Supplement), total time deposits, total invest-
ments, and total loans, 1923-37 (except for minor revisions for
June 1923, February 1925, and January 1926); U. S. Government
deposits, 1936-37; investments in U.S. Government obligations,
1932-37; investments in guaranteed obligations and in "other
securities," loans to brokers and dealers in securities, real
estate loans, and loans to banks, 1934-37; other classifica-
tions under loans, 1937. Available data for 1919-40 for all
items are included in Banking and Monetary Statistics, pub-
lished by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

5 Adjusted demand deposits represent deposits other than
interbank and United States Government, less cash items re-
ported as on hand or in process of collection. Data for ad-
justed demand deposits include certified and officers' checks
in addition to other demand deposits shown here.

y Includes U. S. Government and postal savings deposits not
shown separately.

^ Data for Federal Reserve banks are as of the end of the
year; data for weekly reporting member banks are for Wednesday

- nearest the end of the year.
6 Revised basis; not comparable with preceding data (see

note 2 above).

Page 82
1 See note 2 for p. 81.

For separate data on guaranteed obligations (1935 through
June 1946), see the 1947 Statistical Supplement, p. 74.

Data are for Wednesday nearest the end of the year.
Guaranteed obligations only.

5 Revised basis; not comparable with preceding data (see
note 2 for p. 81).

G Beginning June 30, 1948, figures for individual loan items
are reported gross (i. e., before deduction of valuation re-
serves) instead of net as previously; therefore, they are not
entirely comparable with prior figures and do not add to total
loans, which continue, to be reported net. Data for July 1947-
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May 1948 for the various loans items, adjusted to a gross ba-
sis, are available upon request.

Page 83
1 Computed bv the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. The data through 1938, shown in italics, are averages
of prevailing rates, or range of rates, for the week ending:
the 15th of each month, by banks in the 19 cities indicated,
on conmercial loans eligible for rediscount uyder the Federal
Reserve Act. Pepinning 1939, they are averages of actual" in-
terest rates charged by the banks on new commercial and indus-
trial loans made during the first half of March, June, Septem-
ber, and December (i.e., quarterly). Tbe banks reporting ac-
count for at least three-quarters of tl-e commercial loans made
by all weekly reporting hanks in the selected cities. The
rates reported by the banks in each city are weighted accord-
ing to the dollar volume of new loans made at. the various
rates. In obtaining the group averages the city figures are
then weighted according to the amounts of loans outstanding in
each city relative to total loans of ir-ember banks in 101 cit-
ies. For a more complete description of the series, including
a discussion of comparability retween the old and new series,
see pp. 426-7 of Banking and Monetary Statistics, published bv
the compiling agency.

Earlier monthly averages beginning 1928 and monthly or
quarterly data for 1938-44 appear in the 1947 and 1942 Supple-
ments; monthly data for 1928-37 are available on p. 17 of the
March 1940 Survey and in the 1940 Suoplerrent.

^ Reported by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Annual data represent rates in force on December 31
of each vear. Monthly data are for rates in force at end of
month. Data cover rates to member banks on all discounts and
advances under Sections 13 and 13a of the Federal Peserve Act
except that a preferential rate of 0.50 percent on advances
secured by Government obligations maturing or callable in one
year or less was in effect from October 30, 1942 to April 24,
1946, inclusive.

For monthly data beginning 1923 and rates as of December 31
for 1914-22, see the 1947, 1942, 1940, 1938, 193*, and 1932
Supplements (November 1929 rate shown in the 1932 Supplement
should be 4.50 percent). The rates prior to 1922 shown in
these Supplements cover 61- to 90-day commercial, agricultural,
and livestock paper.

* Compiled by the Farm Credit Administration and the prede-
cessor agency, the Federal Farir Loan Board. The figures rep-
resent'i nterest rates charged by the Federal intermediate
credit banks for direct loans only. During the 1935-February
1947 period, except in February 1939, the 12 banks had the same
rate. When the banks have different rates, as in February 1939
and after February 1947, the loan rates of the 12 banks are
averaged. If a change of rate occurs during a month the bank's
average rate for that month is obtained bv weighting each rate
by the number of business days it was in force. No weight is
given to the .number of loans closed at the various rates.

Monthly averages for 1923-34 and monthly figures beginning
1929 are available in the 1947, 1942. 1938. 1936, and 1932
Supplements (revisions: May 1930, 4.82; August 1930, 4.13;
June 1933, 3.12). Monthly data for 1923-28 are available upon
request.

* Compiled by the Farm Credit Administration and the pred-
ecessor agency, the Federal Farm Loan Board. The figures are
averages of the 12 banks* contract rates, or rates charged on
new loans closed by the 12 Federal land banks on loans made
through national farm loan associations. The law lin.its the
rate to 6 percent. Direct loans are made at a rate i/2 of 1
percent higher than those made through the associations. Where
the banks had different loan rates, the rates of the 12 banks
*ere averaged. When a change of rate occurred during a month,
the bank's average rate for that month-was obtained by weight-
ing each rate in effect during the month by the number of busi-
ness days it mas in force. No weight was given to the number
of loans closed at the various rates.

A temporary interest rate of 4 1/2 percent was established
by legislation on instalments maturing during the period July
11, 1933 through June 30, 1935, on loans made through the
national farm loan associations; on instalments n.aturing from
July 1. 1935 through June 30, 1944, the rate was further tem-
porarily reduced to 3 1/2 percent. On expiration of this re-
duced rate on June 30, 1944, the banks voluntarily reduced the
interest rate to 4 percent on all loans outstanding, some of
which bore a contract rate as high as 6 percent. No further
changes were yade until August 1, 1948 when the Columbia bank
raised its rate to 4 1/2 percent on association loans, and on

January 1, 1949 the Springfield bank raised its rate to 4 1/2
percent.

For monthly data beginning February 1917, see the 1947,
1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements and r». 20 of the April 1935
Survey.

5 Compiled bv the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System from data collected bv the New York Federal Beserve
Cank. The nonthly figures for bankers" acceptances, commercial
paper, and time loans are averages of weeklv prevailing rates.
Pates for New York Stock Exchange call loans are averages of
daily quotations.

Monthly averages for 1918-34 for bankers' acceptances, and
1913-34 for other series, and rronthly data for 1938-44 for all
series are shown in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements (see note in
the 1942 volume regarding commercial paper rates for vears
prior to 1919); the 1933 averages for acceptances, commercial
paper, and time loans have been revised to 0.63, 1.73, and
1.11, respectively, and there have been a few rinor revisions
in the earlier averages. MontHy data on rail loans for 1926-
37 are available in the 1940. 1938, 193n, and 1932 Supplements;
monthly data prior to 1938 for other series and prior to 1926
for call loans are available upon request.

6 Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.

Monthly data for "bills" are average rates on new offerings
within the month of 3-month Treasury bills beginning December
17, 1937, and of bills of the following maturities for the
earlier period: 6 months through February 23, 1935; 9 months.
March 1, 1935-October 15, 1937; bills maturing about March 16.
1938, October 22-Decerber 10, 1937. When no rate is shown no
bills of the stated maturity were offered. Pates are for tax-
exempt bills prior to March 1. 1941; taxable bills thereafter.

Data shown for "taxable issues" includes only Treasury
notes through September 14, 1945, after which date there were
no notes outstanding within the maturity range. (There were
no tax~exen.pt notes outstanding within thetraturitv range after
March 15, 1942) monthly averages for 1935-41 and monthly fig-
ures for 1941-March 1942 for tax-exempt notes are shown in the
1947 Statistical Supplement. Taxable notes were first offered
in December 1940. For September 15 to December 14, 1945. the
series consists of Treasury notes of September 15, 1948, and
Treasury bonds of December 1950, and thereafter, of 3-5 year
taxable bonds. Data are monthly averages of daily figures.
The averages are derived from the yields on individual issues
computed by the Treasury Department. Each daily figure is an
unweighted average of the yields of the issues included and is
based on averages of closing bid and asked quotations. Prior
to September 15, 1945, each issue with a maturity of more than
3 years was included until its period to maturity reached 3
years. A single selected issue was substituted for periods
when it was considered more representative; substitutions in
the taxable series consisted of the 1 percent March 15, 1946,
notes lor the period from November 1, 1941 to June 4, 1942,
and the 1 1/2 percent December 15, 1946 notes for the period
from June 6. 1942 to March 13, 1943. Beginning December 15.
1945, a revised method is used which provides for semiannual
adjustments to include continuously Treasury bonds whose aver-
age yield reflects that of a Treasury bond with first call
date ranging between extremes of approximately 3.8-4.0 years
at the time of revision to 3.3-3.5 vears just prior to the
revision.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and nonthly data for 1938-44
are shown in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements (revisions: Dills—
1934 average. 0.256; notes—1932 average, 5 months, 2.81).
Monthly data for 1934-37 for Treasury notes appear in the 1940
and 1938 Supplements (revisions: 1934—March, 2.44; A^ri 1,
2.07; June, 1.72; August, 1.74; September, 2.26; 1935—June.
1.15; 1936—September, 1.09).

7 Compiled from data furnished by the Savings Banks Associ-
ation of the State of A'ew York on deposits in all savings
banks in New York State — numbering 131 in recent years. For
December figures prior to 1947, reports of the Xew York State
Banking Department are used. Since January 1935, the coverage
of the monthly reports has been complete and, except for minor
differences, data are comparable with the December figures from
the State Banking Department.

Year-end data for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-44 are
available in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements. ''onthly data for
1924-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938. 1936. and 1932 Stipplef^ents;
the 1924-31 figures shown in the latter volurre include sr.all
estimates and the December figures differ slightly from the
December figures from the State Cankinp Department shown in
the 1942 Supplement. Only semiannual data are available prior
to 1924.
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* Compiled by the £/. S. Post Office Department. Data tabu-
lated here are as of the end of the year or month indicated.
Data on postal savings are shown in greater detail in the an-
nual reports of the Postmaster General.

Balance to credit of depositors represents outstanding
p r i n c i p a l as evidenced by certif icates of deposit and un-
claimed deposits (accounts inactive over 20 years).

Year-end data for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-44 are
a v a i l a b l e - in the 194? and 1942 Supplements. Earlier monthly
figures which appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments are correct except for minor revisions in the figures in
the latter volume'.

Averages for bank rates to customers for 1939-48 are based
on quarterly figures. Data for savings deposits are as of the
end of the year.

10 Average for 8 months; ^ February", Apri 1-September, and
November. Bates were negative for January, March, October,
and December.

* See note 6 for composition of the series beginning Sep-
tember 15. 1945.

Page 8H
J Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System beginning September 1942. Original estimates for the
period January 1929-August 1942, inclusive, were made by the
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, and were based to some extent on data prepared by
the National Bureau of Economic Research in cooperation with
the Russell Sage Foundation and the V. S. Department of Com-
merce. The data represent national estimates based on sample
reports and are adjusted periodically to more comprehensive
data which are collected at less frequent intervals. The meth-
od of estimation and sources of data originally used are set
forth in detail in the Survey for November 1942, pp. 15 and
23-25. Revisions made in the segments of consumer credit are
described in the Federal Reserve Bulletins for October 1942,
pp. 992-994; December 1944, pp. 1177-1181; January 1945, pp.
27-28; April 1946, pp. 383, 432-434; June 1947, pp. 830-833;
August 1948, pp. 933-934; January 1949, p. 14; and May 1949.

The instalment sale credit series include credit arising
from the instalment sales of all types of retail stores except
those whose sales are predominantly to farmers, contractors,
or others for business purposes. The estimates of instalment
receivables, which are shown by type of store, refer to credit
arising from instalment sales of each type of retail outlet
regardless of whether the receivables are held by the vendor
originating the paper or by a financial agency to which the
accounts have been sold. The amount of instalment sale credit
outstanding includes finance charges. Current estimates are
based on month-to-month movements of instalment accounts re-
ceivable reported by sample groups of stores in the more im-
portant, instalment credit-granting retail lines. Sample cover-
age varies from more than 5C percent of total instalment ac-
counts outstanding for automobile dealers, department stores,
and mail-order houses to 20 percent, or less, for furniture,
jewelry, and household appliance stores.

The instalment cash loan series refer to the amount of cred-
it arising, from loans made directly to consumers by cash lend-
ing agencies and repayable in instalments. Miscellaneous
lenders are lending agencies which closely resemble industrial
and small loan companies, but which lack adequate State regu-
latory controls. The series for insured repair and moderniza-
tion loans represents estimated amounts outstanding at the end
of the month on consumer loans insured under Federal Housing
Administration Title 1, Class 1 and Class 2- Interest charges
are included in estimated amounts outstanding for all types of
lenders except small loan companies and credit unions. Small
loan companies usually make their charge each month on the un-
paid balance and do not include the charge as a part of the
loan or as a part of the loan balance outstanding. For the
most part, credit unions use a similar lending technique and,
to that extent, the credit union series excludes interest
charges. Data published in the 1947 Statistical Supplement ana
earlier issues of the Survey have been revised, beginning 1929,
to exclude real estate mortgage loans of State credit unions.
The related totals have been correspondingly revised to incor-
porate this change.

Monthly estimates for the components of the cash loan series
are carried forward on the basis of reports from the several
types of lending institutions. Reports from industrial banks
and small loan companies account for about two-thirds or more
of total consumer instalment loans made by these agencies.
Sample coverage for other types of-lenders ranges from around

40 percent for commercial banks to one-third or less for in-
dustrial loan companies and credit unions. A l l estimates are
adjusted periodically to call reports or other official data.

The charge account series covers consumer credit arising
.from retail and, to some extent, wholesale charge-account sales
to consumers. Generally, interest is not required on charge-
account credit; therefore, these estimates exclude such charges.
Retail outlets excluded from the charge-account series are the
lumber-building group; farm implement-tractor-hardware stores;
hay, grain and feed stores; farm and garden supply stores; and
office, store appliance, and equipment dealers. In addition,
approximately 5 percent of "other retail store" charge accounts
receivable are excluded as nonconsumer and 13 percent of auto-
mobile dealer receivables, representing an allowance for trucks.
The charge accounts receivable of all other types of retail
stores are included.

The series on single-payment loans covers credit arising
from the consumer lending activities of commercial banks and
pawnbrokers, when no repayment schedule is specified. Interest
charges, for the most part, are not included in these estimates.

The series on service credit includes the amount of indebt-
edness (in length of term similar to charge accounts) arising
from services rendered by medical practitioners, hospitals,
laundries, cleaning and pressing establishments, funeral par-
lors, public utilities, and correspondence schools. The prin-
cipal exclusion is probably consumer credit arising from legal
services, for which field no data are available at the present
time. Generally, interest is not charged in the extension
of service credit and therefore these estimates exclude such
charges.

Monthly data prior to 1945 are available in the 1947 Sta-
tistical Supplement as follows: Total sale credit and the com-
ponents, furniture stores, household appliance stores, jewelry
stores and "all other" retail stores, 1941; data for 1941-44
for ail other series except total consumer credit, total in-
stalment credit, total cash loans, credit unions, and insured
repair and modernization loans are correct as published in that
volume.. Monthly data for 1929-40 for charge accounts, single-
payment loans, and service credit outstanding are available on
p. 24 of the April 1948 Survey; monthly data prior to 1941 for
individual types of sale credit and cash loan credit outstand-.
ing are available on pp. 17 and 18 of the November 1942 Survey
as follows: All items under sale credit 1929-40 (corrections
for department stores and mail-order houses, millions of dol-
lars—August 1932, 99; September 1932, 98); commercial banks,
1929-33; industrial banks and industrial loan companies (com-
bined figures shown as "industrial banking companies'*), 1929-
37 (monthly data for 1929-37 for loans made by these institu-
tions .are available on p. 18 of the September 1940 Survey).
The following unpublished revised monthly data are available
upon request: Total consumer credit, total instalment credit,
total .instalment cash loans, and credit unions under cash loans
and loans made, 1929-44; insured repair and modernization loans,
1934-44; total sale credit and the components (furniture stores,
household appliance stores, jewelry stores, and "all other"
retail stores), 1942-44. Credit outstanding and loans made for
commercial banks 1934-40; for industrial banks and industrial
loan companies, 1938-40; for small loan companies, 1929-40;
miscellaneous lenders,, credit outstanding, 1929-40.

* Data are end-of-year figures, not monthly averages.
3 Data for industrial loan companies for 1935-37 are in-

cluded with data for industrial banks.
v Small loan companies in California are included for the

first time in the data for December 1939. It is estimated that
their loan balances outstanding amounted to $24,800,000 in that
month.

Page 85
1 See note 1 for p. 84.
8 Compiled by the V. S. Treasury Department. Figures in the

present volume represent a revision of data shown in the 1947
Statistical Supplement; comparable data on a calendar-year ba-
sis prior to 1940- are not presently available for all items
(see last paragraph of this note).

Data cover only budgetary operations of the Federal Govern-
ment, excluding from expenditures the amounts for public debt
retirement which are chargeable to the sinking fund, etc., un-
der special provisions of the law. They are on the basis of
dai ly Treasury statements, known as "current cash basis," com-
piled from daily reports received from Government depositories
and Treasury offices holding Government funds. Owing to the
distance of some of the offices from the Treasury, their re-
ports may be somewhat delayed. Tne figures do not include de-
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layed reports for the month concerned and include reports for
the preceding month received too late for inclusion in the fig-
ures for that^month. Effective July 1, 1946, payments made by
the Division of Disbursements of the Treasury Department, are
classified as expenditures when checks are issued instead of
when paid, as formerly. The figures as shown in the daily
Treasury statements are the basis for the Budget estimates
submitted to Congress.

Budget accounts include general accounts, which are credited
with receipts not designated by Congress for specific purposes
and cover most appropriations and expenditures, special ac-
counts, or funds earmarked by Congress for specific purposes,
and operations in checking accounts of wholly owned Government
corporations and credit .agencies, other than transactions of
these agencies on account of borrowings or repayments. They
exclude trust account receipts and expenditures and related
items. Both receipts and expenditures exclude (1) refunds of
receipts and (2) interagency transactions involving payments
to the Treasury, principally by wholly owned Government corpo-
rations, for retirement of capital stock and for disposition
of earnings. Expenditures for June 1948, and the total expend-
itures on which the 1948 monthly average is based, include 3
billion dollars transferred in June to the Foreign Economic
Cooperation Trust Fund. Expenditures from this fund are not
included after June 1948.

Information on the content of various items of expenditures
is given in notes 2-4 for p. 86. Items under receipts are ex-
plained as follows: "Income taxes" includes individual income
and corporation income and profits taxes, unjust enrichment
taxes (through June 1946), and victory taxes (withheld pursuant
to the Revenue Act of 1942). "Employment taxes" consists of
receipts for old-age insurance, unemployment insurance, and
railroad retirement; excludes railroad unemployment insurance
contributions, which are included in "other receipts." "Mis-
cellaneous internal revenue" includes liquor taxes, tobacco
taxes, manufacturers' and retailers' excise taxes, estate and
gift taxes, capital stock taxes, stamp taxes, and other mis-
cellaneous taxes. This item and the two preceding items (in-
come and employment taxes) compose total internal revenue as
classified in Treasury reports.

"Other receipts" includes proceeds from the sale of surplus
property (Act of October 3, 1944) and from Government-owned
securities, deposits resulting from renegotiation of war con-
tracts, Panama Canal tolls, seigniorage, and miscellaneous re-
ceipts. Deposits resulting from the renegotiation of war con-
tracts represent a large proportion of "other receipts" in cer-
tain years. Separate figures for such deposits are not avail-
able on the basis of daily Treasury statements; on the basis
of covering warrants, such amounts (including so-called volun-
tary returns) for fiscal years ended June 30 were as follows
(in millions of dollars): 1943, 558; 1944, 2,235; 1945, 2,041;
1946, 1,063; 1947, 279; 1948, 162.

Monthly averages (based on data for fiscal years ended June
30, 1937-40, and comparable with calendar-year averages shown
in this Supplement beginning 1940) for budget receipts, net,
and budget expenditures are, respectively, as follows (in mil-
lions of dollars): Net receipts—415; 484; 425; 439; total ex-
penditures— 646; 582; 747; 765. Figures prior to 1940, as shown
in the present Supplement, for various items on receipts and
expenditures are in agreement with those published in the 1947
Statistical Supplement.

* "Net receipts" represents total receipts less appropria-
tions to Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust fund
and refunds of receipts (principally refunds for overpayment
of taxes).

v Data for consumer credit outstanding are end-of-year fig-
ures, not monthly averages.

5 Monthly averages computed from yearly totals.
e Data for industrial loan companies for 1935-37 are in-

cluded with data for industrial banks.
7 Average for 1 months, June-December; social security taxes

were first collected in June 1936.
* Prior to July 1, 1939, figures include railroad unemploy-

ment insurance contributions (paid under Title IX of the Social
Security Act) amounting to 2.7, 5.3f and 6.8 million dollars,
respectively, for the calendar years 1936, 1937, and 1938, and
2.9' million for January-June 1939. Similar contributions un-
der the "Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act," effective July
1, 1939, are largely deposited directly in the trust fund ac-
count for railroad unemployment insurance; the portion included
in receipts is credited to funds for administrative expenses
and is not classified as an employment tax under the Internal
Revenue Code.

9 See footnote 4 for p. 84.

Page 86

' See note 2 for p. 85. As indicated in the aforementioned
note, expenditures exclude refunds of receipts, which are shown
as" a deduction from receipts, certain payments to the Treasury
( p r i n c i p a l l y by whol ly owned Government corporations), and
amounts for publ ic debt re t i rement which are chargeable to the
sinking fund, etc., under special provisions of the law. Ex-
pendi tures include transfers to trust accounts, and net expend-
itures of wholly owned Government corporations, etc., except
payments to the Treasury mentioned above.

2 Includes transfers to the adjusted service cert if icate
fund and the National service life insurance fund, administered
by the Veterans Adminis t ra t ion , in add i t ion to expenditures
for veterans' pensions and compensations, benefits under the
Servicemen's Readjustment Act, publ ic works undertaken by the
Veterans Adminis t ra t ion , and all other expenditures of the
agency.

3 Expenditures for "national defense and related activities"
currently include those of the Departments of the Air Force,
the Army, and the Navy; payments under Armed Forces Leave Act;
expenditures of the U. S. Maritime Corrnnission, LNRRA, surplus
property disposal agencies, and the Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration ( a f t e r J u l y 1, 1947, expenditures of RFC for na-
tional defense and related ac t iv i t ies were not segregated from
other expenditures of the Corporation and its a f f i l i a t e s , which
are included under "other" expenditures).

" "Other expenditures" includes the fol lowing items: Inter-
national finance and aid (beginning in the fiscal year 1946);
aid to agriculture; expenditures under the social security pro-
gram; public works expenditures; housing and home finance; di-
rect and work relief (not classified separately af ter June
1945); and miscellaneous expenditures.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department. Figures rep-
resent gross debt at the end of the year or month specified!.
Beginning July 1942 data are on the basis of dai ly Treasury
statements (see note 2 for p. 85 for an explanation of data on
this basis); earlier figures are from Public Debt Statements
which take into account delayed, reports. Data include matured
debt on which interest has ceased and debt bearing no interest,
in addition to interest-bearing debt. "Public issues—interest-
bearing" consists of bonds, Treasury notes, certificates of
indebtedness, and Treasury bills, and includes both marketable
and nonmarketable issues. "Special issues to Government agen-
cies and trust fund—interest-bearing" consists of notes or
certificates issued to the following trust funds or accounts:
Retirement funds, unemployment trust fund, Federal old-age and
survivors insurance trust fund, adjusted • service certificate
fund, Postal Savings System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration, Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, Fed-
eral home loan banks, housing insurance funds, National serv-
ice l i fe insurance fund, mutual mortgage insurance fund, and
Government l i fe insurance fund. "Noninterest-bearing" consists
of matured debt on which interest has ceased, United States
notes (less gold reserve), nat ional bank and Federal-Reserve
bank notes assumed by the United States on deposit of lawful
money for their retirement, and other debt bearing no interest.
The figures for January and November 1944, and May, October,
and November 1945 include prepayments on securities sold dur-
ing loan drives beginning in the month but issued af ter the
close of the month. The public debt ref lects debt incurred to
finance expenditures of Government corporations and credit
agencies for which obligations of such corporations and agen-
cies are held by the Treasury. Debt so incurred amounted to
53,953,000,000 on December 31, 1948. The reduct ion in the
debt from the peak in February 1946 was accomplished almost
entirely by a reduction in the cash balance in the Treasury
dur ing that year.

The balance in the Treasury general fund as of December 31
in recent years has been as follows ( m i l l i o n s of dollars):
1940, 1,928; 1941, 3,560; 1942, '10,543; 1943, 12,294; 1944,
22,236; 1945, 26.003; 1946. 3,502; 1947, 3,097; 1948, 4,208.

Data as of June 30 of each year beginning 1913 and monthly
data for 1936-44 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1947, 1942, and 1940 Sup-
plements; ear l ier monthly data for total gross debt appear in
the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements and for the break-down,
on p. 16 of the April 1939 Survey. Total interest-bearing debt
is not shown in these earl ier volumes but can be obtained by
adding the two component series.

0 Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department (data through
1941 were compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System from reports of the U. S. Treasury Department).
Data are as of end of the year or month specified and repre-
sent the pr incipal amount of obligat ions issued by Government
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corporations and credit agencies which are guaranteed as to
principal and interest. Obligations of the Home Owners* Loan
Corporation, issued July 1, 1933, guaranteed as to interest
only, which were cal led for redemption July l t 1935, are not
included. Only public issues are included; excluded through-
out are obligations held by the United States Treasury and re-
flected in the public debt. Data include interest-bearing debt
and matured debt on which interest has ceased beginning 1939;
earlier data are interest-bearing debt only.

Since October 1941 funds needed by the Government corpora-
tions and credit agencies have been provided by the Treasury
instead of by sale of guaranteed securities in the open market,
except in the case of certain transactions- involving the Fed-
eral Housing Administration and the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion. As a result of this policy, there has been a large de-
crease in guaranteed obligations outstanding. Securities of
the Government corporations and credit agencies held by the
Treasury for debt incurred to finance their expenditures and
reflected in the public debt totaled $3.953,000,000 on Decem-
ber 31, 1948.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Earlier monthly data appear in the 1942, 1940,
1938, and 1936 Supplements; data for all years shown in these
volumes represent interest-bearing debt. The 1942 and earlier
Supplements and the monthly Survey through the July 1944 issue
show data by principal issuing agencies; since May 1945 the
total has consisted of demand obligations of the Commodity
Credit Corporation and debentures issued by the Federal Hous-
ing Administration in connection with mortgage insurance.

7 Data for public debt outstanding are as of the end of the
calendar year, not monthly averages.

* Excess of credits, reflecting excess of credits in data
included for wholly owned Government corporations.

* Includes $3,000,000,000 transferred to the Foreign Eco-
nomic Cooperation Trust Fund (established in accordance with
the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948); figures for subsequent
months exclude expenditures from this fund.

10 See note 9 above.

Page 87
1 Compiled by the V. S. Treasury Department. U. S. savings

bonds were first offered in March 1935 and were designed to
encourage the investment of small savings in United States se-
curities. Data cover all issues of U. S. savings bonds, in-
cluding bonds of series A-D, which were sold between March
1935 and April 1941, and series E, F, and G which have been on
sale since May 1. 1941.

Series A-E bonds are 10-year discount bonds sold at 75 per-
cent of maturity value, and yield 2.90 percent per annum if
held to maturity. Series F bonds are 12-year discount bonds
sold at 74 percent of maturity value, and yield 2.53 percent
per annum if held to maturity. Series G bonds are 12-year
current income bonds, sold at par, bearing interest at 2-1/2
percent per annum, and redeemable at par at maturity or at
stated prices less than par before maturity. Purchases of se-
ries A-D bond* were limited to 17,500 issue price in any one
calendar year. These bonds were available to all subscribers
prior to April 1, 1940, and to individuals only after that
date. Purchases of series E bends are limited to S3,750 issue

* price in any one calendar year, and may be made only by indi-
viduals. The limit for series F and G combined is $100,000
issue price in any one calendar year (150,000 in calendar year
1941). Series F and G bonds are available to all subscribers
except commercial banks. Commercial banks, however, were per-
mitted to purchase these bonds during certain periods and with
certain restrictions.

Sales figures are funds received from sales and therefore
represent issue price of bonds. Since May 1941, sales figures
represent series Ef F, and G; comparatively smal l amounts
credited during several later months from sales of series A-D
do not affect the figures in millions. Sales of series C in-
cluded in the combined figures are as follows (monthly aver-
ages in mil l ions of dollars): 1941 (average for May-December)r
143; 1942, 499; 1943, 862; 1944, 1,031; 1945. 819; 1946, 372;
1947, 340; 1948, 352. Redemptions and amounts outstanding are
at current redemption values, including accrued discount, ex-
cept that amounts outstanding of series G are valued at par.
The figures for redemptions include bonds redeemed before n.a-
turity and matured bonds turned in for redemption. .Matured
bonds not turned in for redemption are reflected in amounts
outstanding. The first series of bonds began, to mature in
March 1945.

IVbnthly figures for .1911-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement. Monthly data for 1935-40 are available upoi
request.

2 Compiled by the V. S. Treasury Department from report
received from the agencies and published in the Treasury dail
statement. The agencies included consist of (1) corporation
in which the U. S. Government has a proprietary interest, di
rect or indirect, except Federal savines and loan associations
and those corporations in which the proprietary interest of
the United States is evidenced only by preferred stock or cap-
ital notes acquired through the Reconstruction Finance Corpo-
ration or production credit corporations; and (2) certain ac-
tivities of the executive departments and independent estab-
lishments of the U. S. Government.

Data as shown in the present volume and in the 1947 Sup-
plement conform with the basis adopted in September 1944, when
the form of reporting was completely revised and data were
included for some agencies that formerly did not report. Be-
ginning that month all interagency items, which are excluded
here, are segregated in the Treasury statement, whereas they
were only partially segregated in earlier reports, reporting
of some other items is more complete than formerly, and total
assets are shown on a net basis (after reserves for losses).
The major classifications under assets are shown in the origi-
nal reports on both a gross and a net basis; only the net fig-
ures are shown here. Data as of June 30, 1939-44, have been
revised by the U. S. Treasury Department, insofar as possible,
to conform with the classifications adopted September 1944.
Prior to that month reserves against loans and valuation re-
serves were reported as Bother liabilities" rather than as
suspended credits to the respective asset items. No adjust-
ment has been made for this change in reporting. The total a-
mount of reserves deducted from assets for September 30, 1944,
is $772 ,000 ,000 . inc luding $432,000,000 reserves against
loans, $184,000,000 for land, structures, and equipment, and
5156,000,000 for "all other assets."

Comparable data for the several classifications under loans
have not been con, pi led prior to September 1944. The content
of the classifications is as follows: ''Loans to aid agricul-
ture" include, farm mortgage loans,loans to agricultural cred-
it corporations and to cooperative associations, crop, live-
stock, and contfnodity loans, and miscellaneous loans. They
represent largely loans by Fans Credit Administration agen-
cies, the Commodity Credit Corporation (including guaranteed
loans held by lending agencies), the-Farm Security Administra-
tion (loans transferred to Farmers Home Administration Novem-
ber 1946), and the Pural Electrification Administration. Loans
of all Federal land banks are included although by the end of
1946 all but one of these banks had retired the capital stock
and paid-in surplus held by the U. S. Government. On June
26, 1947, the proprietary interest of the Ikited States in
these banks ceased and data for the banks are -excluded there-
after. "Loans to aid home owners'* include loans by the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation and its affiliates, by the Hous-
ing and florae Finance Agency, and loans by the Home Owners*
Loan Corporation and the Defense Homes Corporation (the latter
two agencies are now in liquidation). "Loans to railroads"
are largely loans by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
"Loans to aid industry" are largely loans by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and its affiliates. "Loans to aid banks"
include loans by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. "Loans to aid other
financial institutions" represent loans to insurance companies
and mortgage loan companies by the Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration and the Federal horoe loan banks. "Foreign loans"
include loans by the Treasury, the Export-Import Bank, and the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

because of changes in reporting referred to above and dif-
ferences in the classification of items, particularly in the
classification of loans by purpose, only the data for loans to
railroads and privately owned interests are comparable with
data shown under assets and liabilities of Government corpora-
tions and credit agencies in Supplements prior to the 1947
issue. The revised figures for total assets and United States
Government interests for June 30, 1939, do not differ materi-
ally from figures for that date in the earlier series. .The
latter item has been revised to include loans to Federal re-
serve banks, amounting to 128,000,000 on June 30, 1939, which
were not reported previously; the f u r t h e r d i f f e r e n c e of
S20,000.000 between the revised figures for June 30, 1939, and
the figure shown previously for this item represents a correc-
tion in the original report.

Lata prior to 1945 are shown in the 1947 Statistical Sup-
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plement as follows: 1939-44, data as of June 30 for all series,
except the break-down of loans receivable; and quar ter ly fig-
ures for all series for September and December 1944.

J Total loans prior to September 1944 and the detail under
loans are a m o u n t s b e f o r e r e s e r v e s (see note 2); reserves
against loans are not completely segregated as to type of loans
to which they are applicable; however, most of the reserves
are held against agricul tural loans. Reserves held against
loans on September 30, 1944 (deducted from total loans), a-
mounted to $432,000,000. Loans include beginning September
1944 loans guaranteed by the Commodity Credit Corporation, a-
mounting on that date to $378,000,000, which are not included
in earlier data.

y Data for t'. S. savings bonds outstanding for all years
and for assets of U. S. Government corporations, etc. , begin-
ning 1944 are as of December 31; the latter data prior to 1944
are as of June "30.

•* Average for 8 months, May-December. Receipts from sales
in March and April f i rs t appeared in funds received in May.

s Data for commodities, supplies, and mater ia ls are included
in figures for land, structures, and equipment shown on p. 88.

Page 88
1 See note 2 for p. 87*
2 Compiled by the Reconstmet ion Finance Corporation; data

cover the l end ing act ivi t ies of this o rgan i za t i on , which was
organized in February 1932 by act of Congress. Beginning May
1947, figures are shown on a revised basis and are not avai l -
able on a comparable basis prior to that d a t e . The revised
c lass i f ica t ions ref lect the outs tanding loans and securit ies
(at cost) reported by RFC according to its current l e n d i n g
act ivi t ies . Changes in classes have been caused by l i qu ida -
tions, t ransfers , expansion of business enterprises, anH new
legislation.

The i ta l ic ized figures shown for total loans prior to May
1947 (representing those on the old basis as published in the
1947 Stat is t ical Supplement) include loans made by the Smaller
War P l an t s Corporation befor*" i t s . t r ans fe r to PFC for l iqu ida-
tion ( former ly classed under "business enterprises"); loans to
and investment in capital stock of the RFC subsidiaries—name-
ly, Federal Na t iona l Vortgage Association, RFC Mortgage Com-
pany, and the U. S. Commercial Company (previously included
in "national defense"); and loans to other Government agencies
(p rev ious ly inc luded in "other f i n a n c i a l ins t i tu t ions") . In
the revised c lass i f ica t ion all such loans are excluded, since
they are not s t r i c t l y a pa r t of the C o r p o r a t i o n ' s lending
ac t iv i t ies , and, in l i e u thereof , mortgages purchased by the
Fl C Mortgage Company and the Federal Nat iona l ^fortgage Associ-
a t ion are included. These are shown here under the classif i-
cation "mortgages purchased,* together with mortgages partially
guaran teed by the Veterans Admin i s t r a t i on and mortgages in-
sureH by Fl-A.

Securities of railroads and States, territories, and pol i t -
ical subdivisions purchased from Public Works Administration
are now inc luded in the statement under the designated subdi-
visions; these are not included in the to ta l figures prior to
May 1?47.

Loans to the United Kingdom and the Republic of the Philip-
pines are shown by c lass i f ica t ion in the revised data instead
of under "other loans" as previously. The loans to the Defense
Homes Corporation (previously included in "nat ional defense")
are omitted from the revised figures u n t i l Ju ly 1948 when the
equi ty in the mortgage loans of this Corporation was transfer-
red to the RFC, and are s ince i n c l u d e d in "other loans."

The to ta l loans f igure on the old basis for May 1947 is
$1,250,076,000 as compared v i t h 5988,949,000 on the revised
method of repor t ing . Data on the old basis g iv ing year-end
figures for 1935-40 and m o n t h l y f igures for 1941-46 are shown
in the 1947 S ta t i s t i ca l Supplement w i th explanatory notes as
to the c lass i f i ca t ions used in repor t ing the l end ing ac t iv i -
ties of the Corporation for th is period. Data for each class
shown inc lude loans and au tho r i za t ions for this purpose under
all acts of Congress. Year-end figures for 1932-34 and month-
ly f igures for 1938-40 for to ta l loans and loans to railroads
are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 Supplement. Only vear-end f igures
have been compiled for the years pr ior to 1941 for the other
c lass i f ica t ions as given in the 1942 volume.

3 Data are as of December 31, wi th the exception of 1939-43
figures for Government corporations and credit agencies which
are for June 30.

y Data for commodities, supplies, and m a t e r i a l s are includ-
ed in f ipures for l a n d , s t ruc tures , and equipment.

5 Data for "other" bonds, notes, and debentures are inc lud -
ed with figures for those guaranteed by J:. S.

- less than $500.000.
7 Inc ludes e q u i t y in mor tgage loans of the Defense l!oir es

Corporation. See the fou r th paragraph of note 2 abov*?.

Page 89

Admitted assets are those used in the determination of a
company's statutory surplus*

* Compiled by the Institute of Life Insurance, Division of
Research and Statistics. These data, representing -100 percent
of the assets of all L'nited States legal reserve life insur-
ance companies, are estimated on the basis of monthly reports
received from 125 to 140 companies accounting for 92 to 98
percent of the totals on various items.

Assets for the accident and health business-of life insur-
ance companies are included in the total assets of all com-
panies (and of the 19 companies shown in adjacent columns on
p, 89) but are only partially included in the data on securi-
ties and mortgages; however, in 1947 accident and health assets
represented less than 1 percent of total assets of life insur-
ance companies.

End-of-year figures are available.beginning 1916.
" Compiled by the Life Insurance Association of America

(formerly The Association of Life Insurance Presidents). Data
cover reports of 49 legal reserve life insurance companies
which at the end of 1948 held about 90 percent of the assets
of all such companies (see data for all companies shown in
adjacent columns on p. 89). Figures presented in this volume
supersede data shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement and
earlier issues, which covered only 36 or 27 companies. The
data given are as of the end of each month and year and are
designed to show the fluctuations in the various kinds of in-
vestments held by life insurance companies. "Hie classification
"real estate" includes real estate sold on contract but does
not include real estate owned subject to redemption. Foreclosed
liens subject to redemption are included in "mortgage loans
and are not transferred to "real estate* until -the redemption
period is past. "U. S. Government bonds includes both direct
Government obligations and bonds of Federal agencies fully
guaranteed by the L. S. Government. Bonds of Federal agencies
not guaranteed by the L*. S. Government are included in "other
bonds and stocks. "Die classification "other admitted assets
includes collateral loans, bills receivable, interest due and
accrued, and deferred and unpaid premiums. (See also second
paragraph of note 2 for this page.)

End-of-year data for the 49 companies are available begin-
nin| 1906.

Data are as of the end of the year.

Page 90

•* Compiled by the Life Insurance Agency Management Associa-
tion, successor to the Life Insurance Sates Research Bureau.
Data represent the estimated total volume of new paid-for life
insurance sold in the United States, exclusive of revivals,
increases, dividend additions, annuities, arid reinsurance from
other companies. The data are based on monthly company re-
ports which at the end of 1948 accounted for around 8/ percent
of the new ordinary insurance (80-65 percent in earlier years),
76 percent of the new industrial insurance, and 95 percent of
the new !!roup and wholesale contracts, and have been raised to
represent total sales of all companies operating in the Lnitedl
States. For ordinary insurance, the reported data for each
State are raised to a 100 percent basis and the State figures
summed to obtain Inited States and regional totals. A ratio
of the sales of the reporting companies to annual sales of all
companies in each State based upon four years' aggregate expe-
rience was used to raise the reported monthly fipures through
1944. Beginning January 1945, the ratios for raising the data
are based on the average of only two years experience as it
was found that use of a longer period tended to make the fig-
ures inaccurate in a State when the contributing conpanies
showed a difinite upward or downward trend. These ratios arc
revised each year, dropping the earliest year "and adding the
latest year for which data are available. Details by States
are given in the regular monthly reports of the compiling
agency.

States comprising the geographic areas shown here are: New
England—-Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut; Middle Atlantic—Mew York, Ne» Jer-
sey, and Pennsylvania; East North Central—Ohio, Indiana, Il-
linois, Michigan, and 'Visconsin; V/est North Central—Minneso-
ta, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, and
Kansas; South Atlantic—Del aware , Maryland, District of Colum-
bia, \irginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
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Georgia, and Florida; East South Central—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama, and Mississippi; West South Central—Arkansas, Loui-
siana, Oklahoma, and Texas; Mountain—Montana, Idaho, Wyoming,
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Nevada; Pacific-
Washington, Oregon, and California.

Group and industrial insurance are estimated for the United
States only, using a raising factor based 6n the percentage of
sales of reporting companies to all companies during a two-
year period.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for all series are shown in the
1947 Statistical Supplement. Monthly averages for 1923-34 and
monthly data for 1938-40 for ordinary insurance are available
in the 1942 Supplement; for monthly data for 1930-37 see the
1940 Supplement and pp. 18-19 of the September 1937 Survey.
Comparable monthly data for industrial and group insurance
have been compiled only beginning 1940; monthly data for this
year are available upon request. Data for ordinary and .indus-
trial insurance from the Association of Life Insurance Presi-
dents, shown in earlier Supplements, are for reporting compa-
nies only and are therefore not comparable with data shown
here.

3 Includes a year-end adjustment not allocated by months or
geographic regions; the adjustment figure for 1947 is $210,000
and for 1948, $253,000.

Page 91

* Compiled by the Institute of Life Insurance, The data
represent estimated total payments to policy holders and bene-
ficiaries in the I'nited States, including payments by Canadian
companies. They do not i n c l u d e payments made outside the
United States by American companies. The estimates are based
on reports from 125 to 150 companies covering 90 to 95 percent
of the total and are adjusted to allow for companies not re-
porting. Data for death claim payments include additional
accidental death benefits. Surrender values include premium
notes and liens voided by lapse.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement..

* Compiled by the Life Insurance Association of America
(formerly The Association of Life Insurance Presidents) from
reports of 39 companies which collected 78 percent of the pre-
mium income of all United States legal reserve life insurance
companies in 1947. The figures include both new and renewal
premiums and considerations for annuities. They do not in-
clude accident and health premiums, data for which were not
collected by the compiling agency prior to January 1948. Such
data for 1948 are as follows (in thousands of dollars): Janu-
ary, 21,621; February, 27,211; luarch, 26,954; April, 26,106;
May, 24,801; June, 27,181; July, 26,036; August, 25,249; Sep-
tember, 28,886; October, 25,792; November, 26,456; December,
37.742.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-44
are available in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements; supplementary
contracts involving and not involving life contingencies are
included from 1913 to Decen-ber 1925, inclusive; annuities are
shown separately only beginning January. 1930 but are included
for all years. Data shown in the 1940 and earlier Supplements
cover 40 companies but differ only slightly, from data shown
here for 39 companies. Monthly figures for 1921-37 for the
39-company series are available upon request.

Page 92

*• Statistics on exports and imports of gold are from the
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of the Census there-
after. Data on changes in the amount of gold held under ear-
mark are from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. The amount of net release from earmark represents gold
released from earmark at Federal Reserve banks for foreign ac-
count, less gold placed under earmark for foreign account (with
allowance when necessary for changes in gold earmarked abroad
for account of Federal Reserve Banks). Beginning August 1946,
figures include gold held for account of international insti-
tutions. The minus sign indicates an increase in earmarked
gold. An increase in earmarked gold is the equivalent of net
export and a decrease the equivalent of net import. Monthly
averages beginning 1913 for exports and imports and 1916 for
net release from earmark, and monthly data for 1938-44 are
available in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements; earlier monthly
figures beginning 1923 appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements. The following revisions should be made in the
published figures for net release from earmark (in thousands

of dollars): April 1923, 1,000; May 1927, 35,452; June 1927.
36,748; July 1927, 23,116; December 1931, -22,913; June 1939,
-104.846; July 1939, -163.961.

* Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System from the "Circulation Statement of United States Money,"
issued monthly by the Treasury. Figures are the gold stock at
the end of the months and years indicated.

Until January 30, 1934, the gold stock of the United States
consisted of gold coin in circulation in the United States and
gold held by the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Banks except
gold held under earmark for foreign account. On that date,
title to all gold owned by Federal Reserve Banks was trans-
ferred to the United States Government, while by a series of
Executive Orders in 1933 gold coin was retired from circula-
tion. Since January 30, 1934, the regular gold stock figures
for the United States have represented only gold held by the
Treasury, exclusive of relatively small amounts held since
April 1934 in the active portion of the Stabilization Fund, the
figures for which are reported quarterly and on a delayed ba-
sis. The Federal Reserve Banks now hold gold certificates, or
gold certificate credits on the books of the Treasury, which
have been issued against the bulk of the Treasury's gold hold-
ings. The reported gold stock also includes gold against which
no certificates or certificate credits have been issued; i.e.,
the inactive portion of the Stabilization Fund's holdings (liq-
uidated February 26, 1947), gold held against certain Treasury
currency issues, and gold in the Treasury's General Fund, in-
cluding from December 24, 1936 through April 13, 1938, amounts
set aside by the Treasury in a special Inactive Account.

According to the original estimates of gold coin in circu-
lation, based on payments of gold coin into circulation and
withdrawals from circulation, reported imports and exports of
gold coin, mintings, meltings, and gold coin used in the arts,
the circulation figure on January 30, 1934 *as $287,000,000.
Beginning January 31, 1934, however, this amount was excluded
from the gold stock and from money in circulation. This was
done primarily because private holdings had become illegal;
but there was also reason to believe that much of the computed
amount of gold coin in private hands had in fact been lost or
taken out of the country by travelers.

"Hie factors accounting for changes in gold stock are domes-
tic production of gold, net gold imports, and changes in the
amount of gold under earmark. For several reason* the combined
net movement of these factors in any given period may not cor-
respond exactly to the reported change in gold stock in that
period. There are usually various lags in the statistics as a
result, for example, of delays in refining or assaying newly
mined or imported gold; and net domestic consumption of gold
in the arts and industry may affect the figures from month to
month. There are also less regular influences which, when they
occur, are generally of much greater importance. Of this char-
acter was the increase in the gold stock in February 1934 at-
tributable to the devaluation of the dollar, the decrease in
the gold stock in February 1947 (see monthly Survey) resulting
from the payment of the United States gold subscription to the
International Monetary Fund, and—since April 1934—net changes
in gold held in the United States by the active portion of the
Stabilization Fund.

Year-end data for 1914-34 and monthly data for 1936-44 are
available in the 1947, 1942, and 1940 Supplements; earlier
monthly data are available upon request. The figures shown in
these Supplements have been revised back to 1913 to exclude
the $287,000,000 of gold coin which was dropped on January 31,
1934, as explained above, in order to make then comparable with
later data. The resulting figures for the earlier years prob-
ably understate somewhat the amount of gold coin held by the
public but fluctuations in the total are not affected by the
revision. The large increase in the figures in 1934 resulted
primarily from the revaluation of the gold stock on the basis
of the changed gold content of the dollar. The revaluation
added $2,806,000,000 to the gold stock on February 1, 1934.

^ Compiled by Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Data cover production in countries and areas for which
monthly reports are available. Values are calculated at the
rate of $35 per fine ounce.

Figures for total gold production and for Africa published
in the 1947 Statistical Supplement have been revised beginning
1938. Data for Africa now include the Belgian Congo, formerly
reported (on unrevised basis) only through 1940. The revision
in the total is due to this inclusion and also to the addition
of data for Australia, other than Western Australia, not re-
ported previously for 1944-46- The African total includes the
Union of South Africa, \Hest Africa, Rhodesia, and the Belgian
Congo. The data on production in the United States prior to
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July 4, 1946 include Philippine Islands production received in
the Inited States; monthly figures are estimates of the Ameri-
can Pureau of Metal Statistics adjusted to accord with the an-
nual estimates published by the United States Mint. The Cana-
dian data are reported by the Dominion Pureau of Statistics;
figures for 1948 are subject to o f f i c i a l revision. Other
monthly reporting areas included in the figures for "total re-
ported monthly" but not shown separately include, when avail-
able, reports from Mexico, Colombia, Chile, Nicaragua, India,
and Australia. Of the important producers in the group, Mexico
is not available monthly from April 1942 through December 19-16;
Australia is not available monthly prior to June 1945- Pelgian
Congo is not available monthly for 1938-46; therefore, monthly
data for Africa for 1945 and 1946 have not been revised.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for Canada and the United States
are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. Monthly averages
prior to 1935 for the total and for Africa, Canada, and the
United States and monthly figures for Canada and the United
States for 1938-40 appear in the 1942 Supplement. For earlier
monthly data see pp. 11 and 12 of the March 1940 Survey and
the 1940 Supplement. It should be noted that data prior to
1934 shown in these volumes are computed at the rate of 520.67
per fine ounce.

y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau
of the Census thereafter. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and
monthly figures for 1938-44 are available in the 1947 and 1942
Supplements; monthly figures for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940,
1938, l°-36, anc 193? Supplements (revisions: 1925, imports, in
thousands of dollars, January, 7,339; February, 4,929; March,
6,661; April, 4,945; 1930. December, 2,660).

5 Silver prices are daily averages for the month as com-
piled by Handy and Harmon and reported in "Metal and Mineral
Markets" a weekly news service of the engineering and Mining
Journal, flotations are per troy ounce C.999 fine on the basis
of market prices for bar silver in amounts of 50,000 ounces or
more for nearby delivery, New York. Cuotations prior to July
1946 are for foreign silver or silver not eligible for sale to
the U. S. Government. Beginning July 1946, they apply also to
domestic and Treasury silver if such silver enters into New
York market transactions.

Cn April 24, 1935, the U.S. Government price of newly mined
domestic silver was established at 5C.7757 per fine ounce.
Subseouent changes in the Government price for such silver
were as follows: SO.6464 from December 31, 1937 to July 1,
1939; 50.7111 from July 1. 1939 until July 1, 1946; S0.905 ef-
fective July 1, 1946.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
44 are available in the 194"/ and 1942 Supplements; monthly
figures for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938. 1936, and
1932 Supplements (revisions: January 1923, 50.657; July 1933,
50.376).

* Compiled by the Department of Trade and Commerce, Domin-
ion Bureau of Statisticsf • Chemical Branch. The data cover
silver in all forms from Canadian ores, including a small
amount of silver in United States ores treated. The accounting
is on the basis of either refinery production or silver in base
bullion and in blister or converter copper produced, plus sil-
ver in ores and concentrates exported. Monthly averages be- .
ginning 1913 and monthly figures for 1938-4i are shown in the
1947 and 194? Supplements. Monthly figures prior to 1938 shown
in earlier Supplements are from the American Bureau of Metal
Statistics and are not in agreement with the monthly averages
shown here.

7 Compiled by the American Snreau of Yetal Statistics. Pata
for the United States represent production of refined silver
in commercial bars, 0.999 fine, or other refined forms, by
United States refineries (from material of domestic origin)
plus receipts of crude silver by the United States Mint, the
latter representing only a small portion of the total. Refined
fonrs other than bars cot-prise shot, crystal, etc.; these are
relatively unimportant. Production in the Philippine Islands
is included in the United States figures through the year 1943
and for 1945. Reports of compiling agency give also silver
production from foreign material; the separation between sil-
ver of foreign and domestic origin is only approximate.

Production for Mexico in general is based on refined silver
bullion, plus silver content of ores, etc., exported. The 1946
and 1947 ninthly averages are based on the Mexican official
iigures for these years and differ from the averages of the
monthly figures, which are in rart estimated. Monthly data
are not available for 194?-July 1946; the monthly averages are
based on annual totals and, for 1943-45, are partly estimated.

Monthly averages beginning 1913 for the United States and
1921 for Mexico and monthly figures for 19?.8-44 are available

in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements. For mon th ly figures for
1923-37 see the 1940, 1938, 1916, and 1932 Supplements (revi-
sions for United States, in thousands of f ine ounces: 1923 —
Ju ly , 5,986; September, 4,901; October, 5,014; November, 5,249;

"December, 5,140; 1924—December, 5,674).
* Monthly averages lor 1942-46 include the fo l lowing amounts

(monthly averages based on annual totals) for which tronthly
dis t r ibut ion is not a v a i l a b l e : M e x i c a n p r o d u c t i o n , 1942,
^2,335,00,0; 1943, SI,838,COO; 1944, $1, 482,000; 1945, 51.456.000;
1946, 51,226,000; adjustments in Aus t ra l i an and Nicaraguan pro-
duction, 1943, $2,000.

9 Includes revisions not distributed in monthly data.
10 Revised monthly data for 1945 and 1946 on total gold pro-

duction are not presently a v a i l a b l e . Monthly averages shown
for 1945 and 1946 are based on revised annual totals.

** Total for January-June.
12 Price for Ju ly 11-31; there was no quotation for July

1-10.
13 Not presently available.

Page 93

* Compiled oy the I1, S. Treasury De^arinent. L-ata are as
of the end of the year or month indicated. They include all
kinds of United States money outside of the Federal Heservc
banks and the Treasury, except that silver coin known to have
been exported and any gold coin outstanding are excluded. The
figures represent, therefore, not only money neld by the puirlic
but vault cash held by banks and such United States tr-aney as
may have been carried abroad, other than silver coin known to
have been exported and gold coin. The latter has been excluded
for all years since title to all gold and gold coin was vested
in the United States under the Gold Reserve Act of 1934 and
private holdings became illegal after January 30, 1934.

Year-end figures for 1914-34 and monthly figures for 1936-
44 are shown in the 1947, 1942, and 1940 Supplements; conthly
figures for 1914-35 are available upon request. Figures orig-
inally published for the period through January 1934 have been
revised to exclude S267,000,000 of gold coin for the reason
explained in the third, paragraph of note 2 for p. 92.

^ Data are compiled by the t*oard of Governors of the Feder^
al Reserve System. They show deposits at all banks in conti-
nental United States and currency outside banks, and provide
an indication of the total volume of the means of payment out-
standing in the country. The figures have been adjusted to
show as nearly as possible the deposits and currency c*ned by
the public. Currency held as vault cash in banks has teen de-
ducted from the total amount of currency outside the Treasury
and Federal Reserve Banks. Deposit figures, which are partly
estimated, exclude interbank deposits, which do not represent
money available to the public, and items in process of collec-
tion (commonly called "float"), inclusion of which would rep-
resent a double counting of deposits.

Through 1942 the figures are compiled only for June or June
and December call dates. Beginning 1943 estimates are included
for the other months and are rounded to the nearest 100 mil-
lion. These monthly estimates are based on end-of-axmth re-
ports for all member banks beginning December 1945. Prior to
that month estimates were based on averages of daily figures
reported semimonthly by member banks, averaging reports for
the last half of the month and the first half of the following
month. Estimates for nonmember banks were based on such re-
ports for country member banks. The monthly data are adjusted
to June and December data for all banks based on reports to
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the
Comptroller of the Currency, and the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation.

The totals and data for time deposits include postal sav-
ings redeposited in banks and amounts not so redeposited. The
amount of U. S. deposits, which are not shown separately, may
be obtained by subtracting the sum of demand and time deposits
from the figures for total deposits.

June and December figures for 1941-42 and monthly figures
for 1943-44 are available in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.
June figures for 1913-40 and December figures for 1923-34 are
available upon request.

3 Compiled by the Board of 'Governors of tne Federal Reserve
System. The rate of turnover of bank deposits is computed
from data for weekly reporting member banks in leading cities,
described in note 2 for p. 81, and is based on the relation-
ship between total deposits of individuals, partnerships, cor-
porations, States, and political subdivisions and debits as
reported to those identical accounts. Deposits used in "the
computations are averages of the four or five Wednesday fig-
ures falling w i t h i n the .month. Total debits for calendar
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months are calculated from weekly totals; the figures for a
week falling in two months are prorated on the basis of the
number of business days of the week falling in each month.
For a given month, debits are divided by the number of busi-
ness days in the month and multiplied by the number of busi-
ness days in the year, with allowance for generally observed
holidays—January 1, February 22, Kay 30, July 4, Labor Day,
November 11, Thanksgiving, and Christinas. The annual rate of
debits thus derived is divided by the monthly average deposits
to obtain the annual rate of turnover for the month.

Beginning in July 1946, data for banks in leading cities
were reported on a revised basis (see note 2 for p. 81), and
the turnover rates as shown here are revised accordingly.
Data for the first six months of 1946 are partly estimated.
For a complete description of the revision see the Federal
Beserve Bulletin for June 1947, pp. 692-693.

Monthly data for 1941-46 (old basis) are shown in the 1947
Statistical Supplement. Monthly figures for 1935-40 are avail-
able upon request. Annual data beginning 1919 for a slightly
different series are available in "banking and Monetary Sta-
tistics,"* published i>y the compiling agency.

* Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Met profits are Before the deduction of dividends and
after the deduction of all charges, including depreciation,
interest, special reserves charged as expense, and a 11 taxes.
The nuir-Jt>er of companies shown in the column headings represents
the coverage beginning 1939 when data for 629 companies, com-
piled quarterly, are available; identical companies have been
included throughout the reporting period. Earlier data shown
in italics are for 488 of these companies distributed as fol-
lows; 36 iron and steel; 57 machinery; 12 automobile; 54 other
transportation equipment; 50 nonferrous metals and products;
56 other durable goods; 40 foods, beverages, and tobaccb; 36
oil producing and refining; 25 industrial chemicals; 66 other
nondurable goods; and 56 miscellaneous service companies.
Data for the 488 -companies are available only on an annual
basis. These annual data are tabulated on the basis of the
yearly accounting periods covered by published annual reports
and include reports for fiscal years ended between the period
July 1 of the specified year through June 30 of the following
year.
* Quarterly averages for 1939 (based on annual totals) for the
468 companies, comparable with earlier data, are as follows
(millions of dollars): Total, 337; iron and steel, 35; ma-
chinery, 27; automobiles, 55; other transportation equipment,
21; nonferrous metals and products, 23; other durable goods,
15; foods, beverages, and tobacco, 35; oil producing and re-
fining, 23; industrial chemicals, 46; other nondurable goods,
30; miscellaneous 27.

The 629 companies include 351 companies engaged primarily
in the production of durable goods, 204 in the production of
nondurable goods, and 74 in various service activities such as
wholesale and retail trade, restaurants, amusements, and water
and air transportation. Companies are classified by industrial
groups on the basis of their predominant prewar activity. To
a considerable extent, the data represent large and very large
companies. The sample includes no representation of companies
with total assets under $250,000 and a very limited represen-
tation of companies with assets between $250,000 and $5,000,000.
Some important nondurable goods industries, such as meat pack-
ing, sugar refining, and rubber, are not represented. The 555
manufacturing and mining companies in the sample accounted for
at/out 40 percent of the net income of all United States manu-
facturing and mining corporations in 1939,

For a more complete description of the data, see pp. 214-
215 of the March 1942 Federal Beserve Bulletin.

Quarterly averages for 1929-34 and quarterly figures for
1939-44 are shown in the 1947 and the 1942 Supplement.

* Data for currency in circulation and deposits (adjusted)
are as of December 31. Data for net profits are quarterly
averages.

^ Based on revised data; see second paragraph of note 3
above. •

7 Net profits for the year 1946 include, and those for the
fourth quarter exclude, certain large extraordinary year-end
profits in the following amounts (in millions of dollars): 629
contpany series — total, 67; machinery, 49; other durable goods
18; 152 company series —total, 49.

9 Preliminary.
-Deficit.

Page 9H
1 S«e note 4 for p. 93.
* Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System. Net profits of the 152 companies covered by these da-

ta are included in the 629- and 488-corrpany series shown by
industries on p. 93 (see note .4 for that page). Identical
companies are included for all years. Aggregate dollar divi-
dends are reported quarterly by only a few companies and for
most of the 152 companies dividends are computed for each
class of stock on the basis of dividends per share and the
number of shares outstanding.

Quarterly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement. Quarterly averages for 1929-34 a-nd quarter-
ly figures for 1939-40 are available on p. 21 of the April
1942 Survey.

Compiled by the Rtwrd of Governors of the federal Reserve
System. "Net income" refers to income after all charges and
taxes and before dividends. These data are for Class A and B
electric utilities, including affiliated nonelectric opera-
tions. They cover about 95 percent of all electric power op-
erations, Quarterly data are available only beginning 1940;
data for that year are as follows (millions of dollars): First
quarter, 148; second quarter, 128; third quarter, 123; fourth
quarter, 149. Quarterly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the
1947 Statistical Supplement.

Data are quarterly averages.
5 Partly estimated.
9 See note 7 on p. 93, ,
d Deficit. "

Page 95 .
J Compiled by the Commercial and Financial Chronicle. In-

cluded in the series are all capital issues which are publicly
listed as being for sale, except bank loans and United States
Treasury issues. Securities sold at private sale are included
when the compilers are aware of such a sale. Securities of
any character issued to retire other outstanding securities
are classified as refunding. "Domestic issues" include secu-
rities sold by all companies incorporated in the United States
or its territories, regardless of where the funds may be spent.
"Foreign issues" include only that part of an issue of a for-
eign company which is floated in th« United States. The "clas-
sification "Federal agencies" includes issues for which the
United States Treasury acts as fiscal agent such as .those of
the Federal intermediate credit banks, the Federal Farm Mort-
gage Corporation, the Federal land banks, the Home Owners* Loan
Corporation, the Federal home loan banks, and the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation. In recent years this item has con-
sisted of issues by the Federal intermediate credit banks and
the Federal home loan banks, since the U. 5. Treasury Depart-
ment, in Cctober 1941, adopted the policy of providing funds
for agencies which had formerly financed their needs through
sale in the market of obligations guaranteed by the United
States. The item "Municipal, States, etc.," contains financing
of all political subdivisions in the United States, but does
not include temporary loans or loans obtained directly by
States and municipalities from Federal agencies. The compilers
state, however, that the latter issues are generally absorbed
by one of several Federal agencies, and are reflected in these
statistics when they are later sold by the original purchaser
in the private investment market. Data on long-term State and
municipal issues compiled by The Bond Buyer and shown on p. 98
include loans to States and municipalities by Federal agencies.
"Foreign" comprises flotations in American markets of bonds of
foreign corporations and bends of foreign governments and their
political subdivisions. Issues of United States territories
and possessions are included with foreign issues. However,
issues of corporations in these places are included with the
domestic corporate issues.

Monthly averages are based on annual totals, reported by
the compiling agency, which may not include some revisions of
the monthly figures.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement (revisions for May 1944—millions of dollars—
total securities issued, 413; total refunding, 355; total do-"
mestic, 346; Federal agencies, 17). Monthly averages for 1919-
40 and monthly figures for 1936-40 are shown in the 194? and
1940 Supplements. Monthly figures for 1919-35 appear on pp.
14-21 of the February 1938 Survey and p. 21 of the April 1938
issue.

2 Less than $500,DOC.
3 Includes $250,000,000 of issues of the International Bank

for Beconstruction and Development, not shown separately.
y Based on data including issues stated in note 3 above.

Pages 98, 97

Data are compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion and represent new securities offered for cash by all
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classes of issuers. The series include flotations irrespec-
tive of whether the issues were publicly or privately placed
and regardless of whether they were registered under the Se-
curities Act of 1933. The statistics thus embrace certain
corporate and noncorporate issuing groups exempt from regis-
tration under the Securities Act of 1933, Ly virtue either of
the nature of the transaction or issuer, such as securities of
common carriers, issues placed privately, and Federal, State
and local govern-r.ent issues. In general, the data on new of-
ferings cover issues over 5100,000 in amount and, in the case
of debt issues, of a maturity of r.ore than one year that are
reported as offered for cash in the financial press, in docu-
ments filed with the Commission or other available sources,
(fritted from the statistics are issues which do not appear in
the financial press (largely securities sold through continu-
ous offering, such as issues of open-end investment companies),
intercorporate transactions, U. S. Government "special issues"
and interagency sales, notes issued exclusively to commercial
banks, and parts of issues known to have been sold outside of
the United States. The figures represent offerings, not actu-
al sales. However, the proportion of the total remaining un-
sold is believed to be quite minor, and is composed chiefly of
nonunderwritten issues of small companies.

Estimated gross proceeds are derived by multiplying the
principal amounts of units by offering prices except for mu-
nicipal issues for which principal amounts are used. Net pro-
ceeds represent estimated gross proceeds less estimated cost
of flotation.

Definitions of the various classifications which are not
self-explanatory, are as follows: The industrial group com-
prises manufacturing, mining, merchandising, construction,
service, industries, motor transportation, steam shipping, avi-
ation, radio, and miscellaneous companies. The public utility
group comprises electric light and power, gas, water, tele-
phone and telegraph, pipe lines, and street railway companies.
The figures for total net proceeds shown for the industrial
group on p. 97, and for the public utility, railroad, and real
estate and financial groups on p. 98, include, in addition to
arounts for new money and retirement of debt and stocks, amounts
to be used for other purposes not shown separately, "United
States Government and Fec'eral agency*1 issues include United
States Government direct issues and issues both guaranteed and
not guaranteed by the Government; only issues to the public
are included, the United States Government "special issues"
(issues to trust funds.and government agencies) and other in-
teragency sales being excluded; sales of Treasury bills also
are excluded because of their short-term maturity. The agency
issues not guaranteed include securities issued by Federal
land banks, joint-stock land banks. Federal intermediate cred-
it banks. Federal home loan banks, and the Federal National
Mortgage Association (separate data for 1935-46 for agency is-
sues not guaranteed are shown in the 194? Statistical Supple-
ment). ''State and municipal" issues include all governmental
subdivisions and issues of United States territories and pos-
sessions and are as compiled by the Commercial and Financial
Chronicle. "Foreign government" issues exclude portions of
issues offered abroad. "Nonprofit" agencies include educa-
tional, religious, charitable, etc., institutions.

These data compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion differ in several respects from the series compiled by
the Commercial and Financial Chronicle also included in the
Survey. As stated above, gross proceeds in the former are
based on offering price while the Chronicle data are based on
offering price in the case of preferred stock of no par value
and all classes of common stock, but represent par amount for
bonds, notes, and preferred stock of a stated par value. The
Chronicle frequently includes entire issues offered in ex- •
change for outstanding securities where only unexchanged bal-
ances are offered for cash sale, while the Commission includes
only the balances of such issues- actually sold for cash. Among
the more important differences in coverage are the following:
The Securities and Exchange Commission's data include United
States Treasury issues excluded from the Chronicle series; the
corporate group, in the Commission's series includes foreign
corporate issues offered in the United States while the Chron-
icle's series covers only domestic corporate issues. The clas-
sification of issues by purpose also differs in the two series.
The Chronicle allocates proceeds either as being for refunding
purposes or nonrefunding purposes (new capital), including in
the latter category all uses except retirement of funded debt
and preferred stock.

The series have been revised since publication of the 1942
Supplement to exclude issues maturing in exactly one year from
date of issues, to include Treasury tax series notes with the
United States Government long-term issues and to transfer is-

sues of Federal agencies not guaranteed by the United States
from the corporate classification to "noncorporate."

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement, and monthly figures for 1934-40 are available
upon request.

* Uess than S500.000.

Page 98
1 See note 1 for pp. 96 and 97.
2 Compiled by The Daily Hond Buyer and represent sales of

securities, including long-term refunding issues, by States and
municipal!ties, in the United States and bonds of United States
territories and insular possessions and niunicipalities therein.
Included in long-term loans are Public Vorks Administration
loans and Reconstruction Finance Corporation loans to States
and municipalities as follows (thousands of dollars): PuLlic
Korks Administration loans —1935, 20,869; 1936, 18,125; 1937.
50,923; 1938, .18,783; 1939, 19,134; 1940, 2,320; 1941, 1,300;
1942, 1,000; Peconstruction Finance Corporation loans—1935.
58,162; 1936, 37,648; 1937, 57,625; 1938, 1.05,443; 1939, 38.653;
19-10, 12,017; 1941, 159,109; 1942, 12,867; 1943, 1,000; 1944.
500; 1945. 800; 1946, 13.500; 1947, 18,420; 1948, 13,777. Also
included are U. S. Housing Authority note and bond issues as
follows (thousands of dollars): Long-term, bonds—1940, 21,569;
1941, 22,380; 1942, 88,978; 1943, 60,558; 1944. 12.799; 1945.
2,956; 1946, 18,950; 1947, 4,366; 1948, 65,770; short-term,
notes—1939, 50,671; 1940, 495,858; 1941, 392.135; 1942, 426,298;
1943, 287,180; 1944, 228.447; 1945, 249,790; 1946, 339,03S; 1947.
412,927; 1948, 495,540.

A comparison of thes-e figures with those for municipal.
State, etc., issues compiled by the Commercial and Financial
Chronicle and shown on p. 95 of this Supplement indicates that
the differences between the two series are to a large extent
due to the exclusion from the Chronicle data of short-term
loans and the Federal agency loans previously mentioned.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
44 are shown in the 1947 and 1942 Supplements. Monthly figures
for 1923-37, except April 1927 and 1934-35 figures for short-
term issues, are available in the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments (the October and November 1930 figures for long-term is-
sues in the latter volume are reversed and April 1927 figure
for short-term issues should be 67,252). Bevised fr*>nthly fig-
ures for 1934-35 for short-term issues are available upon re-
quest.

^ Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Co/mod-
ify Exchange Authority (formerly the Grain Futures Administra-
tion or Commodity Exchange Administration. Data represent vol-
ume of trading in wheat and corn futures for all contract mar-
kets combined, compiled from required daily reports from ex-
change clearing members. Figures are for the following markets-
whenever trading occurred: ttheat—Chicago Poarc? of Trade, Chi-
cago Open Board of Trade, and the Minneapolis, Kansas City,
iHiluth, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Seattle, Portland, Hutchinson ex-
changes; corn—Chicago Board of Trade, Chi capo Open Hoard of.
Trade, and the Minneapolis, Kansas City, St. Louis, and Mil-
waukee exchanges. There has been no trading on some of these
markets in recent years.

Monthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly figures for 1934-
44 are available in the 1947, 1942, 1940. and 193& Supplements
(see notes in these volumes for source of data prior to 1924).
Monthly data for the period 1921-35 shown on p. 20 of the March
1936 issue of the Survey are correct except for the following-
revisions (bushels): Corn—July 1932. 98,283,000; wheat—June
1930, 1,377,342,000. and May 1934, 1,045.805,000.

tf Less than $500,000.
^ Average for 6 months, January-June.
s Average for 4 months, September-December.
7 Less than 500.000 bushels.
5 Trading in *heat futures was suspended on the t»o Chicago

markets and the Kansas City and Milwaukee markets on June 13
and on the l.*uluth market on June 15, and *as lirrited to liqui-
dation only in July. September, and LVcer.her deliveries on the
Minneapolis market. The Chicago markets resurred trading in
wheat on August 26, Kansas City on August 5, Minneapolis and
Duluth on July 31, and Milwaukee on September 11. The Chicago
markets suspended trading in some corn futures and Kansas City
trading in all corn futures on June 13; Kansas City resumed
trading August 21. Milwaukee suspended trading in • July and
September corn futures on June 13.

Page 99

* Compiled by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. The data are as of the end of the nx>nth or year speci-
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fied and are based on the reports of member firms of the New
York Stock Exchange carrying margin accounts for customers.
It is estimated that these firm* supply at least 90 percent of
the credit that is extended to customers by all brokers and
dealers in securities in the Tnited States. Since July 1942
complete figures- for all members of New }ork Stock Exchange
carrying margin accounts have been collected only semiannually
for end of June and December; for August 1942-February 1945,
the intervening monthly figures for the items shown here are
estimated on the basis of reports from a small number of large
firms; subsequent intervening monthly figures are as reported
to the New York Stock Exchange. The principal items published
in the Federal Reserve Bulletin are reproduced here. "Custom*
ers* debit balances" represent credit extended by the reporting
brokers to their custoiners. Uata exclude credit extended to
other member firms of the New York Stock Exchange, to member
firms of other national securities exchanges, and to the firms*
own partners. Figures given are "net," i.e., after deduction
of offsetting credit balances in individual accounts. "Cash on
hand and in banks'* represents the cash resources of reporting
brokers, including cash segregated for the benefit of customers.
"Money borrowed*1 includes all borrowings on all types of col*
lateral by member firms of the New York Stock Exchange carry-
ing margin accounts for customers, except borrowings between
firms. A series on loans to brokers by weekly reporting mem-
ber banks in leading cities appears on p« 82. "Customers*
free credit balances" represent cash balances due from brokers
to customers.who are in no way obligated to such brokers.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly figures beginning 1934,-or the earliest
month available, appear in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supple-
ments. Year^end figures for 1918-34 for an earlier series on
brokers* borrowings are also shown in the 1942 Supplement (see
note in that volume) and corresponding monthly figures are in
the 1936 and 1932 Supplements.

The monthly Federal reserve Bulletin gives further details
including customers* "net*1 credit balances, debit and credit
balances in partners* and firm investment and trading accounts,
and ledger credit balances in capital accounts. A detailed
description of the dat» and monthly figures beginning 1931 for
some items appear in "Banking and Monetary Statistics" pub-
lished by the compiling agency. "

2 Computed by the New York Stock Exchange. Data represent
the average price of all bonds listed on the exchange as of
the end of each month, computed from the data on market value
and par value of all listed bonds shown herein on p. 100. An-
nual figures are averages of the 12 monthly figures*

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly data for the period December 1924-40 ap-
pear in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

^ Compiled by Standard and JPoor'.i Corporation* The price
series are based on a varying list of bonds, the issues con-
stantly changing in an effort to maintain representative is-
sues in each group. The yield to maturity of each bond is
first * obtained, the price being a conversion of the computed
(median or average) yield for the groups. All series are com-
puted on a daily basis and the daily figures averaged to ob-
tain the monthly indexe*.

The high grade index beginning 1947 is the average of 12
issues (-11 since September 1948), converted to a price basis
by assuming a 2-3/4-percent bond with 30 years to maturity.
For 1937-46, this index was computed on the basis of a 4-percent
bond, with 20 years to maturity, using a list of 15 bonds (com-
parable price index for January 1947 is 122.6).

The composite index (including industrial, public utility,
and railroad issues) coyers only medium grade issues beginning
1947 and is an average of the three subgroups. Yields are
converted to a price basis by assuming a 3-percent bond and 30
years to maturity and are based on 14 bonds through August
1948 and 12 bonds thereafter (number of industrial and rail-
road bonds each reduced from 5 to 4 in September 1948). For
1937-4*, the composite included both medium and lower grade
bonds (10 industrial, 20 public utility, and 20 railroad is-
sues) and prices were computed from yields on the basis of a
5-percent bond with 20 years to maturity (comparable price in-
dexes for January 1947 for composite, industrial, public util-
ity, and railroad bonds are 116,3, 123.5, 111.2, and 114.3,
respectively).

Monthly data for 1938-44 (old series) are shown in the 1947
and 1942 Supplements and monthly data for 1937 are on p. 19
of the January 1942 Survey. (Hevision for composite (SO),
medium and lower grade bonds, September 1941 is 98*9.).

tf Compiled by Standard and Poor's Corporation. Data are
based on Wednesday closing prices. An arithmetic average of
yields to maturity for the IS high-grade municipal bonds is

first computed (see p. 103 for the yield series). The result-
ing series is then converted to a price basis using bond yield
tables. A 4-percent coupon with 20 years to maturity is as-
sumed*

This series differs from th« series published in the 1942
Supplement which is based upon an assu/r-ed 3-3/4-percent coupon
with 22 years to maturity. The new rate and period to ma'turi-
ty reflect the average component bond in the list more accu-
rately than the rate and maturity formerly used.

Monthly data for 1941*44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly figures for 1913-40 are available upon re-
quest.

5 Compiled by the Hoard of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Monthly data are averages of daily figures. Begin-
ning November 1941 the price index includes all taxable bonds
due or callable in 15 years or more and is a straight average
of the market prices of the bonds. There was only one issue
of taxable bonds within the maturity range .prior to October 20,
1941 (taxable bonds were first issued in March 1941). The in-
dex through October 1941 relates to long-term partially tax-
exempt bonds; it is calculated to show the approximate trend
of prices of a representative bond of unchanging coupon rate
and maturity, rather than an average of actual market quota-
tions which varied widely because of differences in coupon
rates and maturities of the issues included. The price index
for this earlier period is derived from the average yield se-
ries of long-term partially tax-exempt bonds due or callable
in IS years and over shown on p. 92 of the 1947 Statistical
Supplement, by calculating the price at which the "representa-
tive bond" would sell to return the average yield; the calcula-
tion is on the basis of a 2-3/4-percent 16-year bond.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1931-34 are shown in the 1942
Supplement arid monthly figures for January 1931-November 1935
are available on p. 17 of the December 1940 Survey. All fig-
ures shown in the December 1940 Survey and the 1942 Supplement
are based on average yields of bonds due or callable in 12
years or more, while the series shown in the current and the
1947 Statistical Supplements are based on yields of bonds due
or callable in 15 y e a r s or more, but the two series were
identical for the January-November 1935 period. Monthly data
for December 1935-December 1940 "for the current series, and
monthly data for 1919-30 based on a yield series for bonds due
or callable in 8 years, are available upon request.

* New series; not comparable with preceding data (see note
3 above),. .

7 Includes bonds of the International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development not shown separately.

Page 100
1 Compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commission on the

basis of trades cleared during the calendar month. Clearances
are usually effected two days aXter the actual trading date.
The reports are from all registered exchanges, but most of the
sales are made on the New York Stock Exchange (for which fig-
ures are given separately) and on the New Y*ork Curb Exchange.
Data include sales of mortgage certificates and certificates
of deposit. ̂

These figures cover all sales on registered exchanges, ex-
cept that they exclude for January to March 1935 stopped sales
on the New York Stock Exchange and New York Curb Exchange and
since March 1944, United States Government issues. Figures
for the New York Stock Exchange excluding stopped sales through*
out are shown in the series described under note 2 for this
page.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; earlier monthly data beginning October 1935 are
shown in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements and are correct
except as follows (thousands of dollars): 'Market value, all
exchanges, 1935—March, 349,657; April, 319,926; August, 323,441;
and September, 271,505; and face value, March 1937— all ex-
changes. 494,975; New York Stock Exchange, 442,012.

2 Compiled by the A'ew York Stock Exchange. Data represent
volume (par value) of bond sales on the New York Stock Ex-
change, as reported on the ticker, computed as of the trading
date. Stopped sales and other sales not reported on the tick-
er are excluded*

Monthly data for 1941*44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages beginning 1913, or the earliest
year available, and monthly figures for 1936-40 are shown in
the 1942 and 1940 Supplements; monthly data for 1913*35, where
available, are given on pp. 18-19 of the December 1937 Survey.

Compiled by the A>«- Yorjr Sfoc* Exchange to show the price
movements of bonds on the exchange and the growth in the se-
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curities listed. The market values are based on bid prices as
of the close^ of the last market session of the month or, if
bid prices are not available, on asked quotations or last sale
prices. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shewn in the 1947 Sta-
tistical Supplement; monthly data beginning December 1924 are
available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

Includes bonds of the International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development not shown separately.

Page 101
1 Compiled by 'foody's Investors Service. These averages

were set up in 1928 to include 10 bonds of each ra t ing (Aaa,
Aa, A, and Paa) for each group (rai lroad, public ut i l i ty, and
i n d u s t r i a l ) , making 120 bonds in a l l . Since January J , 1935,
however , there has not been a fu l l set of ten bonds in some
ra t ing classif icat ions because of the l imi ted number of suit-
able issues. At that time the Aaa indust r ia ls contained only
7 bonds and the Aa industrials only 6 bonds, compared with 10
bonds in each of the other ra t ing c lass i f i ca t ions ; the total
number of bonds was therefore 113. On December 1. 19-18, there
were 101 bonds used, dis t r ibuted in each group as follows:
Ra i l road —5 Aaa. 5 Aa, 10 A, and 10 Paa bonds; publ ic u t i l i t y —
10 Aaa , 10 Aa, 10 A, and 10 Paa bor.ds; and industr ial — 5 Aaa,
6 Aa, 10 A, and 10 Paa bonds.

Occasional substitutions in the bond l ist have been made
when ratings "have been changed, when a bond has been called,
when a bond sold too far above its ca l l price, or because of
approaching m a t u r i t y . Suitable adjustments ( u s u a l l y s m a l l ) ,
which are g r a d u a l l y amortized, are introduced to prevent such
substitutions from i m p a i r i n g the cocrpa rabi l i ty of the series.
No convertible or other unusual issues are included. The av-
erage m a t u r i t y on December 1, 1943, was 27.15 years.

Averages are computed as follows: A daily yield based on
the c los ing price for each i n d i v i d u a l bond is f i rs t computed
and then unweighted ar i thmet ic averages of these yields are
compiled for the d i f ferent rat ing classif icat ions. The corpo-
rate averages by ratings (Aaa, Aa, A, and Paa) and the group
averages ( ra i l road , publ ic u t i l i t y , and i n d u s t r i a l ) are com-
pi led by averaging these rating c lass i f ica t ion Yields . Thus
each ra t ing group enters into the over-a l l averages on the
same basis whether it contains ten bonds or less. The over-all
corporate yield average is the average of the four ra t ine clas-
s i f i ca t ions (Aaa , Aa, A, and Paa) and is also the average of
the three groups ( ra i l road , public u t i l i t y , and indus t r i a l ) .
The monthly series are averages of d a i l y figures and the an-
nua l series are averages of 12 trjonthly f igures. Comparable
weekly data are shown regular ly in the weekly Supplement to
the Survey.

In addit ion to the series shown here, averages by ratings
are ava i l ab l e for the railroad, public u t i l i t y , and industr ia l
groups.

Monthly data for 1941-41 are shown in the 1947 Stat is t ical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are ava i l ab l e in the 1942 Supplement; for earl ier
month ly figures beginning 1919, see the 1940 and 1936 Supple-
rents and pp. 19-20 of the November 1937 Survey. It should be
noted that 60 bonds were used in the averages prior to 1928.

2 Compiled by The Bond buyer. Data for the most part relate
to bonds of 20 large cities and represent the yie ld of a rep-
resentative bond, hav ing a matur i ty of about 20 years and sell-
ing at a price close to par. Or ig ina l l y the series included
bonds of the 20 largest cities (exc lud ing Wash ing ton , D. C. ).
Substitutions in the list of cities have been made from time
to t ime, as some cities paid off the bulk of their debts or
for many years had no debt ou ts tand ing wi th a s u f f i c i e n t l y
long ma tu r i t y . In January 1940, bonds of one State and of the
Port of New York Author i ty and the Metropol i tan ^ater District
( long) were substituted for three city bonds. Two State bonds
are included for 1941-45, three beginning 1946, and four be-
g inn ing in 1943. Pata were compiled as of the f i rs t of each
month through December 1, 1946, and are shown as of the end of
the preceding rronth. Subsequently data have been compiled as
of Thursday of each week and the figures shown here are for
the Thursday nearest the end of the month (e i the r the last
Thursday of the given month or f i rs t Thursday of the f o l l o w i n g
rron til).

Month ly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 S t a t i s t i c a l
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and month ly f igures
for 1936-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (see note in that
volume w i t h regard to the averages for 1913-16); m o n t h l y fig-
ures for 1923-37 are given in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements.

3 Compiled by Standard tm>1 Poor's Corporation ( former ly by
Standard Statistics Co., Inc.). The series is an ari thmetic
average of y ie lds to m a t u r i t y of 15 h igh-grade m u n i c i p a l bonds.
The y i e l d s are based on Vedne^day c losing prices and are aver-
ages of the four or f i v e w e e k l y f i rures for the month. The
yie ld series is used to compute the p r i c e data for munic ipa l
bonds shown on p. 99.

Month ly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1917 Sta t is t ica l
Supplement; m d n t h l y averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 3938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Month ly figures
for 1923-37 appear in the 1940, J936. 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments ( revis ions: 1930 —Janua ry, 4.22; 1931—July, 3.85; August,
3.83; September, 3.91; October, 4.35; November, 4.42; December,
4.64).

" Compi led by the U. S. Treasury Department. The data are
averages of d a i l y f igures computed on the basis of the mean of
closing bid and asked quotations on the over- the-counter mar-
ket. The series consists of Treasury bonds ne i ther due nor
ca l lab le for 15 years or more, and are those the interest on
w h i c h is subject to both normal and surtax rate of the Federal
income tax . There were no p a r t i a l l y tax-exempt bonds outstand-
ing w i t h i n the m a t u r i t y range a f t e r Decanber 15, 1945 ( fo r ref-
erences to data on p a r t i a l l y tax-exempt bonds, see last para-
graph of this note).

Monthly figures beginning October 20, 1941-44 for taxable
bonds are shown in the 1947 Stat is t ical Supplement.

Data on p a r t i a l l y tax-exempt bonds are a v a i l a b l e as fol-
lows: Monthly f igures for 19 41-December 1945 and monthly av-
erages for 1935-45, in the 1947 Sta t i s t ica l Supplement; monthly
averages for 1919-34, in the 1942 Supplement, and month ly fig-
ures for this period, on p. 18 of the March 1939 Survey; (it
should be noted that the series beg inn ing January 1926 in-
cludes issues not due or callable for 12 years or more and
ear l ier data include issues due or ca l lab le a f t e r 8 years);
month ly figures for 1935-40 (which have been revised since pub-
l ication of the ea r l i e r Supplements) are shown on p. 20 of the
September 1944 Survey ( revised average for March 1938, 2.67).

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
business 'Economics. Data represent cash d iv idends paid by all
companies for which reports are included in body's Dividend
kecord. The amount paid by each company is computed by mul t i -
p l y i n g the dividend rate per share as reported in the Dividend
Record by the n u m b e r of shares ou t s t and ing as reported in
Moody's Manual o/ Investments. Cash dividends paid on both
preferred and common stock are included.

Stock dividends are excluded from the series. In cases in
which the shareholder is of fered a dividend payment in either
stock or cash, it is assumed that the corporations make the
o f f e r i n g of stock s u f f i c i e n t l y a t t ract ive to induce most of
the shareholders to accept the stock. Consequently, such divi-
dends are omitted. Liquidating dividends are also excluded,
since they represent a repayment of capi ta l investment rather
than a disbursement of earnings. Dividend payments by compa-
nies incorporated outside the United States and its possessions
are eliminated.

Data are on a gross basis; that is, intercorporate dividend
payments have not been excluded.

The corporations have been c lass i f i ed by indus t r i a l groups
in accordance wi th the 1942 edi t ion of the Standard Indus t r i a l
Class i f ica t ion Code, developed by the Division of Sta t is t ica l
Standards, Bureau of the Budget; the classification is based
on the major peacetime a c t i v i t y of the corporations. The mis-
cellaneous group includes agr icu l ture , contract construction,
t ransporta t ion other then ra i l roads, pub l ic u t i l i t i e s other
then heat , l igh t , and power , and motion pictures and other
services.

The number of corporations inc luded has increased f r o m
n e a r l y 4,500 in 1941 to over 5,400 in 1946. Publ ic ly reported
div idend payments in 1945, for example, amounted to about 64
percent of cash d iv idend payments as reported for that year in
Sraf i s f ics of Income, based on corporation tax returns, issued
by the Bureau of In te rna l Revenue. The re la t ionship of the
p u b l i c l y reported series to the Statistics of Income totals
varies cons iderably from indus t ry to i n d u s t r y . It should be
made c lear lhat no at tempt is made to m a i n t a i n a convent ional
sample, either in the sense of identical f i rms from year to
year , or in the sense of represent ing a constant proportion of
a changing un ive r se . Al though the increase in the number of
companies inc luded over t ime is probably due in par t to a gen-
uine increase in the number of corporations in the universe ,
it is l i k e l y that improvement in a v a i l a b i l i t y of dividend re-
ports to Moody is an even more important factor.

M o n t h l y f igures for 1941-44 are sho*n in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement.
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Page 102

\ See note 5 for p. 101.
z Computed by Moody*s Investors Service. The 200 stocks

used in deriving the averages represent, for the most part, an
identical list, except in the public utility group* Because
of the elimination of many utility holding companies and the
consequent wider distribution of operating company shares, a
new list of 24 operating electric utilities was included be-
ginning in 1946 and was chained to the average of the old list
(revised to reflect the operating companies only, over the
years 1942-45). The result is a continuous series, represent-
ing combined holding and operating companies prior to 1942 and
operating electric companies thereafter. The 25th stock in
this group (American Telephone and Telegraph Co.) has been in
the group from the beginning.

Dividends are at annual rates and are determined at the end
of each month on the basis of each company's most recent dec-
laration. These dividends are multiplied by the number of
each company's common shares outstanding and the products are
added to obtain aggregate values (for the 200 companies and
for companies in each industry), which are then divided by the
total number of shares outstanding to obtain the per share
figures. The number of shares by which each group was divided
to.get the per share figures as of December 31, 1946, was the
actual number of shares outstanding at that time. For prior
years the number of shares outstanding as per companies' bal-
ance sheets was used, adjusted for stock splits, etc., so as
to be comparable with the number outstanding December 31, 1946;
for subsequent periods the number of shares outstanding is al-
so adjusted for comparability with data at the end of 1946.

Individual stock prices at the end of each month are used
as the basis for deriving per share prices. Earnings are net
after taxes and contingencies less preferred dividend require-
ments (whether actually paid or not). Data (except for utili-
ties) represent quarterly earnings (partly estimated for in-
dustrials) at annual rates; for utilities, they are for 12
months ended each quarter* The method of computing per share
data on stock prices and earnings is similar to that used for
dividends.

Yields are obtained by dividing per share dividends by per
share prices.

Monthly data for 1929-44 are available upon request.

Page 103
; See note 2 for p.102.
2 Compiled by Standard and Poor's Corporation. Yields an

computed for each of 15 high-grade noncallable issues (14 in
August and September 1948 and 11 thereafter), including public
utility as well as industrial preferred stocks. The group
yield is determined from the average of the 9 median yields.
The indexes are based upon one price weekly with the monthly
index computed from the average of the four or five weekly in-
dexes of the month. Throughout the series the issues are con-
verted to a price equivalent to $100 par and a 7 percent an-
nual dividend before averaging.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1928-
44 are available in the 194? and 1942 Supplements and on p. 22
of the January 1942 Survey. The data prior to February 1928
were computed from the average price of 20 stocks (see note in
the 1942 Supplement); monthly figures beginning 1923 for this
series appear in the 1932 Supplement. (Revisions: April 1938,
4.55; November 1941, 4.41; and April 1944, 4.02.)

Compiled by the .Vew York Stock Exchange. The index is
based on average price obtained by dividing the market value
of all listed shares at the end of the month by the number of
shares, adjusted for stock split-ups, split-downs, and stock
dividends.

Monthly averages for 1925-34 and monthly figures for 1934-
44 are available in the 1947, 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements;
earlier monthly figures are available upon request.

Compiled by Dow-Jones & Co., Inc., from the daily closing
quotations furnished by the Wall Street Journal. The figures
shown here are averages of the daily figures. The industrial
averages include 30 stocks and the railroad averages 20 stocks
over the entire period; the public utility averages are for 20
stocks until June 1938 when the number was , reduced to 15.
Changes have been made in the stocks used for the averages at
various times. • Over the period covered a number of split-ups
have occurred, and many large stock dividends have been paid.
Adjustment has been made for these changes and the historical
continuity of the series'has been preserved. A complete de-
scription of the methods used in constructing the index, to-

gether with daily and hourly indexes, are given in "The Dow-
Jones Averages," published by Barren's Book Department, 30
Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1934-
44 are available in the 1947, 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements;
earlier monthly figures for industrial, railroad, and utility
stocks appear in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements (revisions-
railroad, September 1932, 35.3; utility. November 1929, 79.0).
For monthly figures for 1929-33 for 65 stocks, see p. 19 of
the September 1938 Survey.

5 Deficit.
6 Data are based on 14 stocks in August and September and

11 stocks thereafter.

Page IOH

Compiled by Standard and Poor's Corporation. The formula
used in computing these indexes is a "base-weighted aggrega-
tive" where the weighting factor is the number of shares of
each stock outstanding in the base period. Certain modifica-
tions of this method have been found necessary to make allow,
ance for the sale of new stock through the issuance of rights,
consolidations, and for the addition of new securities neces-
sary to maintain group representations as new corporations are
formed in an industry* The index of 416 common stocks includes
the industrial, public-utility, and railroad stocks, but not
the bank and fire and marine insurance stocks. The indexes
are based upon Wednesday's closing prices or the last preced-
ing sale price. The number of stocks represents number cur-
rently used; the change in number does not affect the continu-
ity of the series.

For a complete description of the indexes refer to "Long-
term Security Price Index Record" published by Standard and
Poor's Corporation. This publication and "Current Statistics"
published monthly by that agency provide weekly figures be-
ginning 1918 or the earliest year available.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; for monthly fig-
ures see pp. 20-21, of the January 1942 Survey. Revisions for
industrials, consumers' goods, December 1942, 75.6 and for
other issues, fire and marine insurance, 1944: May. 113.4;
June, 112.5; July, 117.3; August, 117.1; September, 116.1; Oc-
tober, 118.1; November, 118.4; and December, 118.3.

^ Compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commission on the
basis of trades cleared during the month. Clearances are usu-
ally effected two days after the actual trading date. Sales
of voting trust certificates, American depository receipts,
certificates of deposit, rights, and warrants are included.
Data represent the total value and volume of stocks sold on
all registered exchanges, except that for the period January-
March 1935 they exclude odd-lot and stopped sales on the New
York Stock Exchange and New York Curb Exchange.

These data are available only beginning October 1934; month-
ly figures prior to 1944, except October 1934-March 1935 fig-
ures for shares sold, are shown in the 1947, 1942, 1940, and
1938 Supplements. There have been a few minor revisions in
the 1935 market value data.

3 Data on volume of sales excluding odd-lot and stopped
sales are compiled by the <vew For* Times. Monthly data for
1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; monthly
averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown
in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements and monthly figures for 1923-
37 appear in the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements under the
title "Stock Sales, New York Stock Exchange."

u Compiled by the A'ew York Stock Exchange to show price
movements of all stocks on the exchange and the growth in the
securities listed. Market values are based on bid prices as
of the close of the last market session of the month or, if
bid quotations are not available, on asked quotations or last*
sale prices. The figures have been compiled on a monthly ba-
sis (as of the end of the month) as far back as December 1924.
Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly figures prior to 1941 are available in the
1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

Pago 106

* Compiled by the United States Department of Commerce,
Office of Business Economics* Exports and imports (receipts
and payments) of goods are based chiefly on the official for-
eign trade statistics of the United States as compiled and
published by the Bureau of the Census with certain adjustments,
principally for merchandise transactions in which the goods do
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not actually cross the boundary of the United States. Incorre
on investments includes all international payments of interest,
dividends, and profits. Fstirr.ates of receipts are based largely
on information furnished by American companies with foreign
branches and subsidiaries and by fiscal agents for foreign
dollar bonds. Payments to foreigners are derived largely from
income tax records. Other services consist principally of in-
ternational payments for shipping, travel, and miscellaneous
Government expenditures. The shipping estimates are derived
from statistics of international tonnage movements by flag of
carrier and area of origin or destination. The international
movement of persons is recorded by the F.r^igration and Natu-
ralization Service, United States Department of Justice. Tne
number of travelers is multiplied by average expenditures se-
cured from a questionnaire distributed to a sample of the trav-
el population. Data for other miscellaneous service transac-
tions, such as Government expenditures, motion picture royal-
ties, insurance, communications, etc., are obtained mainly frocr.
the agencies or companies participating in such transactions.

Unilateral transfers consist of all gifts to or from for-
eign countries by either private citizens or the Government.
Private gifts include personal and institutional remittances.
The former are based largely on money order data and informa-
tion received from banks and include parcel post gift packages;
the latter are based on data furnished by the institutions
making the remittances. Government unilateral transfers con-
sist of the various aid programs of the United States Govern-
ment, such as Lend-I^ase, UNRRA, Interim Aid, European Recovery
Program, and others.

Long-term capital movements represent changes in United
States claims on foreign countries or foreign claims on the
United States having an original maturity of more than one
year. Private capital movements consist of the purchase (-)
or the sale (/) by Americans of either An-.erican or foreign
securities or other types of assets such as direct investments.
The Government column includes only the foreign loan transac-
tions of the United States Government.

All other capital movements (short-term) and gold transac-
tions are separated between foreign assets (gold and foreign
short-term capital in the United States) and United States
assets (United States capital abroad). The former includes
changes in the monetary gold stock of the United States, for-
eign deposits in American banks, foreign holdings of short-
term United States Government securities, and other short-
term capital items. A minus sign indicates a reduction in such
holdings, i.e., the transfer of gold or United States balances
from foreign to American ownership. United States capital
abroad includes all short-ten* claims on foreigners, chiefly
claims owed to American banks.

Errors and omissions represent the residual element in the
statement and would be zero if all the preceding items Had j
been correctly estimated. j

More complete information on these series is contained in !
the publication entitled "International Transactions of the !
United States During the War, 1940-45," Economic Series No. |
65, particularly in Appendix B. Annual data prior to 1935 are
available in the same volume, table XXVI, p. 221. j

^ Quarterly average. j
3 Less than $500,000. j

Page 108 j
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Co/wrerce, Office of I

International Trade, based on foreign tra-de statistics com- j
piled by the Bureau of Foreign and Dor-estic Commerce through j
April 1941 and the Bureau of the Census thereafter (see note 1 j
for p.107). Approximately 265 commodities are included in the i
direct calculations of the quantity and unit value (price) for i
both exports and imports. The import indexes are based on in- j
ports for consumption. All leading co-modi ties for which :

quantities are available and which show a reasonable degree of \
homogeneity are included in the calculation for the entire pe-
riod covered by the indexes. Quantity figures for many ar- ;
tides, particularly finished -anufactures, are not available, j
and for other items the reported data lack homogeneity. Oving j
to changes in the classification of articles and the inclusion j
of new items which increased in relative importance, or for •
which quantity data become available in later years, the nurr.- j
her of items and the proportion they hear to the total varies
somewhat over the period. The selected commodities are, hew- j
ever, closely comparable from year to >ear and sufficiently j
varied to be fairly representative of each economic class of j
exports and imports. The coirxrodi ties used in the computations •
represented 55-60 percent of the total value of United States !
merchandise exports for 1935-39, 40--17 percent for 1940-41 and '

191*5, 30-35 percent for 1942-44, and about 50 percent for
19*6-48. The decline in the percentage during the war period
reflects the large increase in the proportion of total exports
represented by finished ,-ranufactures, which are less adequate-
ly represented in the index than are other economic groups.
The import commodities represent about 70 percent of the total
value of imports into the United States for all years except
19*1-42 and 1947-48 and about 77 percent for those years.

The index .numbers have been constructed by the so-called
"ideal formula." The quantities of the several articles -for
each year and the year immediately preceding are used as
weighting factors of their unit values. In effect, the per-
cent change in the unit values of the selected articles from
each year to the next is combined into an average weighted by
the cean of the values for each pair of years compared.

It is assumed that the price movement for export and import
corrodities not included in the ca-lculation is the same as for
those selected. The value of the articles not covered in each
economic class (crude materials, crude foodstuffs, manufactur-
ed foodstuffs and beverages, semimanufactures, and finished
manufactures) is, therefore, adjusted by the computed price
index for that class and included in the aggregate totals from
which the quantity indexes for each pair of years are calcu-
lated. Quantity and unit value indexes for total exports and
imports are based on the combined adjusted totals for the eco-
nomic classes. The index numbers for each pair of years are
made into a series by the chain method. The annual indexes
are computed directly from the total annual data. Export in-
dexes for 1947 and 1948 have been adjusted to .include Army ci-
vilian supply shipments; such data for earlier years are not
available.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are available in the 194? Statis-
tical Supplement. Annual indexes for 1913 and 1919-34 and
mc.itilly figures for 1933-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement;
quarterly figures for January 1932-June 1933 and monthly fig-
ures for July 1933-December 1937 are available in the 1940,
1933, and 1936 Supplements. Quarterly figures from 1929 through
1932 may be found in "Foreign Trade of the United States in
1935" published by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Office
of Foreign Agricultural Relations, from basic data of the
U. S. Department of Corar.erce. The index numbers ire computed
by weighting quantities traded in a given period by average
unit values during the 6-year base period. The monthly index
nurrbers are adjusted for seasonal variation by a variant of the
sirple-averages method.

The export index is based on exports of 74 commodity clas-
sifications which, during the 1924-29 base period, amounted to
96 percent of the total value of agricultural exports. The *
cotton classification covers cotton fibers and 1 inters. Sepa-
rate indexes not shown in the Survey of Current Business arc
available for cotton, tobacco, fruits, wheat including flour,
grtins and grain products other than wheat, cured pork, and
lard. Export indexes for 1947 and 1918 have been adjusted to
include Army civilian supply shipments; such data for earlier
yesrs are not available.

The import index is based on data for imports of 122 com-
modity classifications which, during the 1924-29 base period,
amounted to 97 percent of the total value of agricultural im-
ports. Separate indexes are prepared for supplementary and
complementary imports (complementary imports consist of prod-
ucts that are neither conwerciaily produced in the United
States nor to any significant extent used interchangeably with
agricultural corarodities cormercially produced in the United
States; supplementary consist of the remaining itercs). Indi-
vidual import indexes are computed for sugar and molasses,
dairy products, hides and skins, grains, tobacco, vegetable
oils, and oilseeds, and dutiable wool and are shown in the De-
partment of Agriculture releases.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are available in the 1917 Statis-
tic*! Supplement. Annual indexes for 1915-34 and monthly fig-
ures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1912 Supplement; monthly
data prior to 1938 are available upon request. A complete de-
scription and historical data for all series are shown in a
special release of the Department of Agriculture issued April
1941, entitled, "New Quantity Indexes of the Foreign Trade of
the United States in Agricultural Products".

~' Corrpiled by the (/. S. Qepartirent of Cnn.merce, Bureau of
tl~e Census. The shipping weight represents the gross weight
of *he shipments including the weight of containers, wrappings,
crates, etc. The data cover only water-borne trade, including
tr&iiic through Atlantic, Gulf, Pacific, and Great Lakes ports.
They include shipments on all types of watercraft engaged in
the foreign trade which are required to make formal clearance
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and to file manifests of cargoes laden aboard under U. S. Cus-
toms Regulations, and also, beginning January 1946, shipments
by vessels not required to make formal customs clearances,
which include ferryboat* and passenger vessels making three or
more trips a week between a United States port and a foreign
port. Shipments on such passenger vessels and by ferry ac-
counted for 1 to 2 percent of the totals in 1946. Import fig-
urea are general imports. See also note 1 for p. 10? for a
general description of foreign trade statistics.

Monthly data on shipping weight of both exports and im-
ports, covering trade by all methods of transportation, were
compiled by the Bureau of the Census beginning January 1943
through June 1947; thereafter data were compiled for, water-
borne trade only. Data for water-borne trade are not available
separately by months prior to January 1946 and the only earli-
er data available at present are 1943 and 1944 totals for ex-
port trade. Army civilian supply shipments, included in vari-
ous export series beginning 1947, are not included in the
shipping weight data shown here.

Page 107
' Compiled by the fr. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Complete monthly details may be found
in the " M o n t h l y Summary of Foreign Cosinerce of the United
States," published by the Bureau of the Census. The statis-
tics are compiled from copies of Export Declarations and Im-
port Entries f i led with the United States customs officials.
The statistics show trade (except gold and silver in the form
of ore, bullion, and coin) between the United States customs
area (continental United States, Alaska. Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
and for January 1, 1935 through December 31, 1939, the Virgin
Islands) and foreign countries but do not include trade be-
tween continental United States and the noncontiguous territo-
ries named above. The Philippine Islands (Republic of the
Philippines since July 4, 1946) and the Panama Canal Zone are
considered for these statistical purposes as foreign countries
for all years.

Total exports include exports of United States n.erchandise
plus reexports of foreign merchandise. Export figures cover
all merchandise shipped from the United States customs area
with the exception of goods destined to the United States Armed
Forces abroad for their o*n use. Beginning January 1947, goods
supplied to civilians in occupied areas through the United
States Armed.. Forces are included in the export figures. These
shipments totaled $910,500,000 in 1947 and 5901,000,000 in
1948. The export figures also include lend-lease shipments
and shipments made under the United Nations Belief and Reha-
bil i tation program and other foreign aid and relief programs
for periods when such programs are effective. Further details
on these programs are given in the following three paragraphs.

Amounts on lend-lease shipments included are as follows
(in thousands of dollars): 1941 (total for 10 months, March-
December), 740,903; 1942, 4,932,739; 1941, 10,357,533; 1944,
11,297,514; 1945, 5,559,810; 1946, 653,904; 1947. 23,532. Lend-
lease shipments were negligible during the first half of 1948
and separate data are not available alter June of that year.
Lend-lease exports represent merchandise shipped under provi-
sion of the Lend-L^ase Act of March 1941 which authorized the
President to furnish, without compensation, supplies to the
government of any country whose defense he deemed vital to the
defense of the United States. Shipments of supplies in lend-
lease channels at the close of the war anc! supplies procured
thereafter through lend-lease procurement facilities are clas-
sified as lend-lease exports although after the progras offi-
c ial ly ceased to operate, the recipient nations (with few ex-
ceptions) arranged to finance them prior to the exportation of
the merchandise. Statistics of lend-lease exports are not a
measure of the total aid extended to foreign countries under
the lend-lease program, but only a measure of that portion of
the aid extended in the form of commodities exported from the
Lnited States. .

Shipments made under the United Nations Relief and Rehabil-
itation Administration program are included beginning Septem-
ber 1944; separate data are as follows (in thousands of dol-
lars) : 1944, 609 (total for 3 months, September, November, and
December); 1945, 355,266; 1946, 1.013.910; 1947, 387,711; a-
mounts for January-June 1948 are negligible and separate data
are not available after June 1948. These 11NHBA shipments
were made in accordance with the provision of the Act of
Congress of * arch 28( 1944, authorizing Inited States partici-
pation in the work of the Inited Nations Relief and rehabili-
tation Administration.

Other aid and relief shipments, initiated and included dur-
ing 1947, are the Greek-Turkish aid. International Belief Or-
ganization shipments, and exports under the lj. S. Foreign- and
Interim-Aid programs. Shipments under the authority of these
aid organizations totaled 1222,474,000 in 1947. Beginning
April 1948, exports include shipments initiated under the au-
thority of the Economic Cooperation Act of April 3, 1948; this
act provides for financial assistance to the 16 nations that
met in 1947 to plan the European Recovery Program.

Export data for 1941-46 are shown by type of shipment in
the 1947 Statistical Supplement, under the captions of commer-
c i a l , lend-lease, and UNBBA. Details on the latter two items
are as given above. Commercial exports represent all exports
except lend-lease and UNWH shipments. They include commer-
cial trade, goods purchased and shipped by foreign purchasing
missions stationed in this country, relief or charitable sup-
plies shipped by the Red Cross and other private relief agen-
cies (including church groups), and after June 1945, goods sent
to United States agencies abroad.

Imports .include private commercial trade, foreign merchan-
dise purchased by United States Government agencies, merchan-
dise owned by foreign governments and entering this country
for their official use or for storage, and merchandise trans-
ferred to the United States under the reciprocal-aid program
(reverse lend-lease). General imports include merchandise en-
tering consumption channels immediately upon arrival plus en-
tries into bonded warehouses. Imports for consumption repre-
sent merchandise entering consumption channels immediately up-
on arrival plus withdrawals from bonded warehouses.

Figures for the month of December frequently show a high
level of trade which, may result in part from a special effort
to include in the December figures any data for the year which
have been held out during the year for investigation or veri-
fication, as well* as all possible late December data, in order
to provide complete data for the calendar year.

Export values are those declared by the shipper at the time
of exportation (except reexports from bonded warehouses, which
are expressed at import values). Values of containers and cov-
erings are included. If the merchandise is produced at an in-
terior place, freight charges to the point of export are in-
cluded, but freight and other charges from the place of depar-
ture in the United States to the destination in the foreign
country are not included. The import value, as defined in Sec-
tion 402 of the Tariff Act of 1930, is usually the "market
value or the price at the time of exportation of such merchan-
dise to the United States, at which such or similar merchan-
dise is freely offered for sale to all purchasers in the prin-
cipal markets of the country from which exported, in the usual
wholesale quantities and in the ordinary course of trade, in-
cluding the cost of all containers and coverings of whatever
nature, and all other costs, charges, and expenses incident to
placing the merchandise in condition, packed ready for ship-
ment to the United States." Essentially the same definition
was carried in previous tariff acts. The foreign values of
imported merchandise are converted into United States currency
at the rate of exchange prevailing on the day the merchandise
is shipped to the United States.

Foreign trade figures as shown in this Supplement for 1947
and for 1948 (in particular) are subject to revision upon re-
ceipt of final reports.

2 Export statistics generally show country of ultimate des-
tination; if this is not known, country of consignment. Goods
consigned to the Armed Forces or other representatives of the
Allies stationed in a foreign country are included as a part
of exports to that country. Imports are shown by country of
origin. Pre*ar boundaries are still designated to serve for
statistical purposes in foreign trade schedules but in prac-
tice, since the close of the war, de facto boundaries have
generally served. However, import commodities that are re-
quired to be stamped with the country of origin are credited
to the country shown in the foreign trade schedules rather than
to the de facto country.

Monthly averages are based on 12 months in all cases, al-
though during the war period there was no trade with the enemy
and blockaded countries in most months.

Monthly data for all series for 1941-44 are available in
the 1947 Statistical Supplement. There have been minor revi-
sions in the 1944 monthly data for general imports from total
Latin American Republics (revisions avai lable upon request);
revisions for August and October 1943 for the same series are
?131,401,000 and £129,775.000, respectively. Monthly averages
beginning 1913 and monthly figures for 1938-40, except for Co-
lombia ano Venezuela, are available in the 1942 Supplement.
.Monthly figures for 1923-37 for total exports, including reex-
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ports, lo't.il general imports, and exports and imports for geo-
graphic regions, and for Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico,
Canada, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, and Japan are
shown in the 1940, 193£, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. The pub-
lished figures are correct except for minor revisions in the
figures in the 193? volun»e and t»o major changes as follows:
Total exports, including reexports, August 1929, S3£0,565,000;
Europe, total, April 1931, ?94,634,OCO.

w Data for Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Asia are
included in total for Europe.

y Includes minor revisions not distributed by rronths.
5 Less than S50C.

Page 108

See note 1 for p. 107 for a general description of foreign
trade statistics.

2 See note 2 for p. 107.
2 Burma included prior to January 1.-1938.
* Japanese Manda ted I s l ands inc luded with Japan pr ior to

Janua ry 1, 1942. Exports to Japan in 1942, 1943, and 1945
represent r e l i e f shipments , i n c l u d i n g shipments to prisoners
of war in Japan for 1943 and 1945. Figures for 1947 and 1948
i n c l u d e goods suppl ied to occupied areas through the Uni ted
States anted forces (these da ta were not included in ear l ier
years); shipments to Japan under the C i v i l i a n Supply Program
amounted to $354,380,000 in 1947 and $244,925,000 in 1948.

5 For s ta t i s t ica l purposes t rade wi th Germany was de f ined
to include (as far as ascertainable) trade with German-occupied
areas from the f o l l o w i n g dates u n t i l the close of the war :
Austr ia , May 6, 1938; Sudeten area of Czecho-SIovakia, November
10, 1938; o t h e r Czecho-Slovak p rov inces (Pro tec tora te of
Dohemia -Vorav ia and par t of S l o v a k i a ) , March 18, 1939; and
Danzig and the German-occupied par ts of Poland, November 16,
1939. Trade w i t h Germany inc ludes also trade wi th Memel ter-
r i tory of Li thuania from "arch 25, 1°39 unt i l January 1, 1948.
An e x p l a n a t i o n of the s t a t i s t i c a l coverage for Germany and
other countries a f t e r the close of the war is included in note
2 for p. 107 referred to above.

Exports to Genrany since 1942 represent r r a i n l y rel ief ship-
ments ; d a t a for 1947 and 1948 i n c l u d e goods supplied to oc-
cupied areas through the United States armed forces, amounting
to $456,925,000 in 1947 and $588,254,000 in 1948.

f f igures for 1947 include goods supplied to occupied areas
through the United States armed forces, amounting to 59,108,000
for that year. No goods were supplied to I t a ly through this
channel in 1948.

7 Includes Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Asia and
Europe.

f Includes twenty Lat in American Republics and for 1935-37,
Canal Zone.

Mess than 1500.
* * Inc ludes minor revisions not dis t r ibuted by months.
•* * Includes Anny c iv i l i an supply shipments; see notes 4, 5f

and 6, respectively, above.

Page 109
1 ^ee note 1 for p. 107 for a general description of foreign

trade statistics, including information regarding the inclu-
sion of Army c iv i l ian supply shipments beginning 1947.

2 See note 2 for p. 107.
3 Monthly data for all series for 1941-44 and mil i tary ex-

ports for 1941-46 are available in the 1947 Statistical Sup-
pleirent. Monthly averages beginning 1913, or the earliest year
ava i l ab l e , and monthly data for 1938-40 for all series except
tex t i l es and manufactures are avai lable in the 1942 Supple-
ment. Monthly data for 1923-37 for total exports of United
States r.erchandise and exports by economic classes and for
cotton unmanufactured (except 1936 figures which have been re-
vised), packing house products, automobi les , parts and acces-
sories, and total machinery are shovm in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 193? Supplements. The data are correct except for minor
revisions in the f igures in the 1932 Supplement and revisions
in the 1935-37 figures for "total machinery." Figures begin-
n ing 1935 for machinery , as shown in the J94C and ear l ie r Sup-
plements, have been revised to include Hiesel and semi-Diesel
m a r i n e engines. Packing house products are shown as "meats and
fats" in Supplements pr ior to 1942. Month ly data for series
and years other than those indicated have not been published
in the Survey bu t , except for total a g r i c u l t u r a l and total non-
a g r i c u l t u r a l products, are a v a i l a b l e in the "Monthly Surrrrary
of Foreign Commerce of the t 'nited States." Month ly averages
for total a g r i c u l t u r a l and total n o n a p r i c u l t u r a l products shown
in the 1942 Supplement for years pr ior to 1919 are for f i sca l

years ended June 3C; calendar year figures for 1914-18 are
a v a i l a b l e upon request.

y Agr icu l tu ra l products are exclusive of liquors and other
spirits and of forest products.

^ Includes linters.
* Packing house products includes total meat products, ani-

mal oils and f a t s , edible, and animal oils and greases, in*"1-
ible, except f ish oils.

7 Includes minor revisions not distr ibuted by months.
s Beginning 1947, Army c iv i l i an supply shipments are in-

cluded in items to which they apply; for fu r the r . information,
see note 1 for p. 107.

Page 110
1 See note 1 for p. 107 for a general descript ion of foreign

trade statistics, also for in fo rmat ion regarding the inclusion
of Army c i v i l i a n supply shipments beginning 1947.

2 See note 3 for p. 109 for reference to ear l ier data.
3 Excludes au tomob i l e service app l i ances and par t s , and

trailers.
* Pepresents the t o t a l "chemica ls and r e l a t ed products"

group as shown in the or ig ina l foreign trade reports; includes
chemicals (coa l - ta r , specialties, i ndus t r i a l , m e d i c i n a l ^ , pig-
ments , pa ints , and varnishes , f e r t i l i z e r s and m a t e r i a l s , ex-
plosives, soap, and toilet preparat ions. Amounts included for
explosives, c lass i f ied as m i l i t a r y dur ing the war period, are
as fo l lows (mon th ly averages in thousands of do l la r s ) : 1940,
1,739; 1941, 4,168; 1942, 6,556; 1943, 11,180; 1944, 5,504;
1945, 1,369; 1946, 396; 1947, 786; 19-18, 708.

5 Includes o f f i c e appl iances and p r i n t i n g machinery in ad-
di t ion to the classes of machinery shown separately.

* Includes all f inished text i le products and yarn and other
semimanufactures.

7 Data for a i r c r a f t , parts , and accessories were combined
w i t h other m i l i t a r y exports in the m o n t h l y f igures for 1942
and separate mon th ly data have not been compiled; the monthly
average is computed from the total for the year. The monthly
averages for 1943 and 1944 are based on revised annual totals
which - inc lude $4,232,000 and $14,141,000, respect ively , not
distr ibuted by months. %

fi Includes minor revisions not distributed by months. •
5 Beginning 1947, Army c i v i l i a n supply shipments are in-

cluded in items to which they apply. Such shipments in 1947
are as fol lows (thousands of do l l a r s ) : Total nonagr icu l tura l
products, 126,476; automobiles, parts , and accessories, 246;
chemicals and re la ted products, 66,725; copper and manufac-
tures, 32; iron and steel -mi 11 products, 227; total machinery,
917; ag r i cu l tu ra l machinery , 369; e lec t r ica l machinery , 295;
other i ndus t r i a l , 252; petroleum and products , 284; and tex-
tiles and manufactures , 42,820.

Page III
1 See note 1 for p. 107 for a general description of foreign

trade statistics.
2 See note 2 for p. 107 for reference to earlier data.
3 Data for Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Asia are

included in total for Europe.
" Includes minor revisions not distributed by months.
5 Less than $500.

Page 112
: See note 1 for p. 107 for a general description of foreign

trade statistics.
2 See note 2 for p. 107 for reference to ear l ier data and

minor revisions for total La t in Amer ican Republics.
3 Japanese Manda ted I s lands inc luded w i t h Japan pr ior to

January 1, 1942., .
* See note 5 for p. 108.
5 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Asia and Europe.
5 Includes twenty La t in American Republics and for 1935-3

Canal Zone.

.
publics and for 1935-37,

a one.
7 Less than $500.
3 Includes minor revisions not d is t r ibuted by months.

Page 113
' See note 1 for p. 107 for a general descr ip t ion of foreign

trade statistics.
2 See note 2 for p. 107.
3 Mon th ly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Stat is t ical

Supplement . Mon th ly averages for 1913-34 and m o n t h l y f igures
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for 1938-40 arc ava i l ab l e in the 1942 Supplement and monthly
figures for 1923-37 for total imports for consumption and im-
ports by economic classes are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements. The published f igures are correct ex-
cept for minor revisions in the 1932 Supplement. The data by
economic classes prior to 1934 are general imports.

* Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 Supplement ( the figures
prior to 1934 are general imports instead of imports for. con-
sumption). Monthly f igures for years prior to 1938 have not
been published in the Survey but, except for total agricultural
and total nonajrricul tu ra l imports, are available in the "Month-
ly Summary of Foreign Commerce of the Uni ted States." The
month ly averages for total a g r i c u l t u r a l and total nonagri-
cu l tu ra l imports shown in the 1942 Supplement for years prior
to 1935 are for fiscal years ended June 30; calendar year fig-
ures for 1914-34 are avai lable upon request.

5 See note 4 for p. 109.
6 Includes minor revisions not distributed by months.

Page IIH

* See note 1 for p. 107 for a general description of foreign
trade statistics.

2 See note 2 for p. 107. "
• 3 Includes all nonferrous ores, metals , alloys, and manu-

factures, except precious metals , jewelry, and plated ware.
" Includes minor revisions not distributed by months.

Page l!5

* Compiled by the Civil Aeronautics Board beginning January
1945 and, .with the exception of data for air mail ton-miles,
by the C/. S. Department of Commerce, Civil Aeronautics Admin-
istration and predecessor agencies, prior to 1945. Data cover
scheduled operations of all trunk air lines operating in con-
tinental United States, according to the recent classification
of such lines by the Civil Aeronautics Board. Data for Colo-
nial Airlines, operating from New York to Montreal, are in-
cluded beginning January 1945, since most of the mileage of
this line is in the United States* Earlier data have not been
revised to include this company; however, it accounted for
only 1.5 percent of the passengers carried in 1945, less than
1 percent of miles flown and passenger-miles, and a negligible
percentage of other items. Operation of one line now classi-
fied as a feeder line (scheduled air carrier conducting local
service) is. included prior to 1945, but figures for this line
are comparatively small and do not materially affect the com-
parability of the data*

All data cover revenue traffic only, whereas data relating
to passenger traffic shown in Supplements prior to the 1947
issue cover revenue and nonrevenue passengers. There is du-
plication in the figures for number of passengers where the
same passengers are carried by more than one air carrier and
also, in the figures prior to 1945, where some passengers are
carried on more than one route of an air carrier. Monthly
averages for- 1942-44 (based on annual totals), excluding the
duplication existing where passengers are carried on more than
one route of the same carrier are as follows: 1942, 251,000;
1943, 238,000; 1944, 322,000. Data excluding this duplication
are not" available prior to 1942 or by months for 1942-44. Sim-
ilarly, there is some duplication in the figures for tons of
express and freight carried. "Hiere is no duplication in the
figures for ton-miles and passenger-miles which take into ac-
count the distance carried. A "ton-mile1* is equivalent to one
ton carried one mile and a "passenger-mile" is equivalent to
one passenger carried one mile.

Monthly data are available beginning 1946 for feeder, inter-
national and overseas, and domestic territorial lines in addi-
tion to data for trunk lines shown here.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly figures for 1932-40 and earlier monthly
averages for revenue miles flown and express and freight car-
ried are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supple-
ments, and monthly figures for July-December 1931 are on p. 19
of the January 1935 Survey. Express and freight carried is
shown as "express" and is in pounds instead of in short tons
as in the 1947 and present volumes. Monthly figures for 1931-
40 for air mail ton-miles are also available in the Supple-
ments referred to a b o v e (the 1931 figures are given in the
note for the item in the 1938 Supplement); the data are shown
under the heading "postal business" in the Domestic Trade sec-
tion and are in pound-miles; they should therefore be con-
verted to ton-miles by dividing by 2,000 for comparison with

figures shown here. Monthly figures for 1935-40 for expres
and freight ton-miles, revenue passengers carried, and revenu
passenger-miles are available upon request.

2 Data prior to 1945 are from the (/. S. Post Office Depart
ment and are approximately comparable with later data from tht
Civil Aeronautics Board. Data for air lines to Hawaii and the
Caribbean Islands, which are excluded from the figures begin-
ning 1945, are included in the earlier figures, while data for
Colonial Airlines, which are included beginning 1945, are ex-
cluded for earlier years. The 1945 monthly average entirely
comparable with earlier figures is 5,394,000 ton-miles.

3 Compiled from reports to the Intersfare Conferee Commis-
sion. Data cover t o t a l operations of the Bailway Express
Agency (formerly the American Railway Express Co.) and also,
through June 1938, operations of the Southeastern Express Co,
which was absorbed by the Bailway Express Agency in July 1938.
The data represent practically complete coverage of the ex-
press business on railroads, plus the operations of the ex-
press companies servicing electric lines, steamboats, stage
lines, and airplanes. Operating income represents net operat-
ing revenues (equal to the difference between total operating
revenues and operating expenses), less uncollectible revenue
from transportation and express taxes.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1918-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; for earlier
monthly figures beginning 1923 see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements. Revisions of figures in the latter are as
follows: Operating revenue, 1930—November, $10,474,000; De-
cember. 110,826,000; operating income, 1923—December, defi-
cit, $85,000; 1925—January, $83,000; April. $76,000; December,
deficit, 55.000.

Compiled by the American Transit Association, Data on
average cash fares are based on fares paid in more than 400
cities having a population of 25,000 or more, according to the
1940 Census. The average fare is unweighted; i.'e., each city,
regardless of size, counts as -a unit in the average. Averages
are computed as of the last day of the month. No adjustments
have been made for token fares or passes. Fare's paid to motor
bus and trolley bus operators have been substituted where such
services ha«re replaced street railways.

This series differs from data shown in earlier Supplements
in that the latter is restricted to 357 cities with popula-
tions of 25,000 or more according to the 1930 Census. Annual
and monthly figures beginning 1933 for the new series are
available upon request.

Data for passengers carried, .which cover revenue passengers^
and operating revenues are estimated totals for all local
transit lines, including electric %ailways and all common car-
rier motor bus lines, with the exception of long distance in-
terstate motor carriers. Tlie estimates are based on monthly
reports from member and nonmember companies whose-operations,
in terms of revenue or traffic, represent approximately 80
percent of the total transit industry and annual reports, in-
cluding additional con panics, which account for about 90 per-
cent of the industry. The current series on revenue passengers
and operating revenues differ from similar series published in
the 1942 and earlier Supplements, in that the latter include
only those bus lines that were affiliated with or were succes-
sors to electric railways and exclude so-called independent
bus lines which had no historical connection with the old elec-
tric railway industry; in addition, data for passengers car-
ried, published in these issues are reported data and do not
include estimates for nonreporting companies. The monthly
averages for 1935 for revenue passengers and for 1935-40 for
operating revenues are computed from annual totals.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Earlier annual totals beginning 1926 and monthly
figures for 1936-40 for passengers are available upon request.

5 Compiled by the Association of American Railroads, Car
Service Division, and represent cars of revenue freight loaded
for all reporting Class I roads and their subsidiaries. Most
Class I roads are included. The data include all cars of rev-
enue freight originated for initial road haul by reporting
road and all cars of revenue freight for initial road haul by
reporting road which are originated in switch service on con-
necting roads. Figures are placed on a monthly basis in ac-
cordance with the number of weeks ending within each month of
the year 1948, and this number governs the number of weeks in
each month of the years prior to 1948. The months consist of
exactly 1 weeks, with the exception of January, ̂ ay, July, and
October, which cover 5 weeks. The large decline from April to
Septerr-ber 1942 in the number of l.c.l. cars reflects increases
in the average load under an order issued on V-»rch 24, 1942,
by the Office of Defense Transportation, which provided for
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min imum weight l imits, with some exceptions, beginning at 6
tons on \'ay 1, rising to 8 tons on Ju ly 1, and to 10 tons on
September 1.

Monthly averages for 1918-34 are sho*n in the 1942 Supple-
ment. Hie month ly figures for 1941-44, shown in the 1947 Sta-
t is t ical Supplement, and for I93fc-40 ( a v a i l a b l e in the 1942
issue) cover the weekly data which were combined on the basis of
weeks ending in each month of the years 194^ and 1941, respec-
t ively. Weekly figures for 1929-48 are given in the report of
the Association of American Railroads relating to cars of rev-
enue freight loaded, 1929-48, issued January 15, 1949.

d Deficit.

Page 116
1 See note 4 for p. 115.

Computed by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System from weekly data compiled by the Association of Ameri-
can Railroads, In computing the index, monthly loadings are
derived from the weekly data by prorat ing the figures for
weeks not included ent i re ly wi th in a single month according to
the number of working days f a l l i ng in each month. l;aily aver-
ages for each class of freight are computed and related to the
1935-39 daily average. Allowance is made for Sundays, New
Year's Day, Washington 's . Birthday (1/2 d a y ) , through February
1942, Memorial hay (1/2 day) , Independence Pay, labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas.

In computing seasonal adjustment factors for all groups ex-
cept ore loadings, the ra t io- to-freehand-curve method is used.
For the seasonal factors for ore loadings, the usual procedure
is modified for April and May and for October and November.
The distortion resul t ing from the very erratic movement of
loadings of iron ore in these months is lessened by treat ing
April and May as a single period for seasonal adjustment pur-
poses and treating October and November s imi la r ly . A single
index for each of these periods has been computed and assigned
to each of the two months in the period. In m a i n t a i n i n g the
index currently, preliminary indexes are computed for April
and October and these are revised when the succeeding month's
figures become available. Similarly for the livestock index,
June and Ju ly have been treated as a single period for season-
al adjustment beginning 1939, except in 1946. Changes have
been made in the seasonal adjustment factors from time to time
to reflect chanpres in the seasonal pattern. The seasonal fac-
tor for coal was fixed at 100 beginning May 1941.

Weights derived from 1935-39 revenues by commodities, pub-
lished by the Interstate Commerce Commission, have been used
in combining the indexes for eight classes of freight irjto the
total index. The weights are as follows: Coal, 21.3; coke,
0.7; f o r e s t p r o d u c t s , 5.8; grain and grain products, 5.6;
livestock, 1.8; merchandise, l.c.1.,7.6; ore, 2.4; miscellane-
ous, 54.P.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual indexes beginning 1919, or the earliest
year avai lable , and monthly indexes for 1938-40 are available
in the 1942 Supplement and are correct except for revisions in
the 1939-40 adjusted indexes for < r r a i n , livestock (June and
July only) , ore, miscellaneous, and the total, and a few ad-
ditional one-point revisions; the weights used in combining the
group indexes prior to 1931 d i f f e r e d from those used in later
years as indicated in the note in that volume. Month ly indexes
for 1931-37 are ava i l ab le on pp. 21 and 22 of the August 19U
Survey. For ear l ier monthly indexes, together with a detailed
description oi the methods user! in confuting the index, see
the Federal Reserve Bulletins for June 1937, pp. 522 and 523,
and for June 1941, pp. 529-533.

Page I 17
1 See note 2 for p, 116.
^ Compiled by the Association of A-nerican Railroads, Car

Service Division. B e g i n n i n g June 1941, da ta represent the
d a i l y average f r e igh t - ca r surplus and shortage for 4- and 5-
week per iods based on data for weeks end ing Sa tu rday w i t h i n
the month ; ea r l i e r 1941 figures are averages of data reported
for four periods of each calendar month. From September 1939
through December 1940 the averages are based on da t a for the
per iod f rom the 23d through the las t day of each month and
prior to September 1939, for the period from the 15th through
the las t day of each month. Data inc lude only cars on class I
railroads of the U n i t e d States. P r i v a t e l y owned cars, except
r a i l r o a d - o w n e d p r i v a t e r e f r ige ra to r cars, are exc luded . The
car shortages cannot o r d i n a r i l y be f i l l e d from id le cars be-
cause of the unequa l geographical d i s t r i b u t i o n of the la t ter .
The totals inc lude f l a t cars and misce l l aneous cars, not shown
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separate ly , in add i t ion to box and coal cars. Reports of the
Associa t ion g ive add i t i ona l d e t a i l by types of cars.

Month ly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Stat is t ical
Supplement . For car su rp lu se s , m o n t h l y averages b e g i n n i n g
1917 and m o n t h l y f i g u r e s for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942
Supplement, and month ly data for 1923-37 are ava i l ab l e in the
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revisions of figures
in the la t ter volume are as follows (thousands of cars): Dec-
ember 1928 — t o t a l , 411; box, 199; coa l , 159; August 1930 —
total , 432; box, 233; coal, 142. Data for 1917-30 for short-
ages are a v a i l a b l e in the 1931 Supplement ; there were no
shortages reported for the 1931-42 period, except for a few
months in 1936, 1937, and 1939, and the series for shortages
were therefore not included in la te r Supplements. The periods
covered by the month ly data prior to 1935 are indicated in the
note on the series in the 1942 Supplement.

3 Beginning J u l y 1947, na ta exclude covered hoppers which
previously had not been reported separately from other hoppers;
however, the number of these cars included in total coal cars
was insignif icant .

" Compiled by the Interstate Commerce Co/r/r/ssion. Data
cover class I r a i l roads o n l y (those h a v i n g annua l operat ing
revenues in excess of $1,000,000) and exclude swi tch ing and
terminal companies. During the 1935-48 period, the operating
revenues of class I roads, exclusive of switching and terminal
companies, have represented about 99 percent of the total op-
erating revenues of all roads.

The number of class I ra i l roads varies s l ight ly from year
to year. Data given in the Commission's monthly reports for
the latest month and for the corresponding month a year earl ier
are based on the roads reporting in the most recent month; any
revisions made in the f igures for the earl ier year are in-
cluded in the Survey presentation, and hence data for the max-
imum number of ra i l roads are not a lways inc luded. For this
reason, the data shown here may d i f f e r slightly from those ap-
pear ing in annual reports of the Commission ent i t led "Statis-
tics of Rai lways in the United States." In addition, several
carr iers make the i r mon th ly reports on a system basis which
does not obtain in the annua l reports. This d i f ference in re-
port ing has been unimportant since 1935 (see note 3 for p. 118
with regard to net income for that year).

Net r a i lway operat ing income represents operating revenues
remaining a f te r deduct ing 'operating expenses, r a i l w a y tax ac-
cruals, and equipment and joint f ac i l i t y rents. Net income is
the remainder a f t e r deduct ing from total income (net ra i lway
operating income plus other income) the f ixed and contingent
charges and certain miscel laneous items. It therefore repre-
sents income a f te r all charges and taxes and before dividends.
The monthly averages for f inanc ia l operations, which are based
on annual summaries issued in the monthly series, include some
revisions not dis t r ibuted to the monthly figures.

Data for f re ight carr ied 1 m i l e include both rovenue and
nonrevenue freight . Revenue passengers carried one mi l e re-
late to all revenue passengers, inc lud ing commutation.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages pr ior to 1935 and monthly fig-
ures for 1934-40 (except 1934-37 f igures for taxes and joint
faci l i ty and equipment rents) are shown in the 1942, 1940, and
1938 Supplements. Ear l ier monthly data are ava i l ab le as fol-
lows: Operating revenues and expenses and net ra i lway operat-
ing income, 1922-33—p. 20 of the Apr i l 1934 Survey; net in-
come, 1932-33 — 1936 Supplement ( m o n t h l y da t a for 1931 are
a v a i l a b l e upon reques t ) ; o p e r a t i n g resul ts , 1923-33 (except
for minor revisions in 1923-31 f igu res )—1 936 and 19-32 Supple-
ments. Month ly data for 1922-37 for taxes and jo int fac i l i ty
and equipment rents may be obtained by deducting operat ing ex-
penses and net r a i l w a y ope ra t ing income from operat ing reve-
nues. This series added to opera t ing expenses provides f ig -
ures for total expenses corresponding to the adjusted figures
for r a i l w a y expenses on p. 118. See note 3 for p. 118 wi th
regard to net income figures for 1935 and earlier years.

Page 118
1 See note 3 for p. 117.
2 Computed by the Board of Governors of the federal Reserve

System. The basic data used are statistics compi led by the
Inters ta te Commerce Commission shown in part on this page and
on p. 117. (For a desc r ip t ion of the data see note 3 for p.
117.) In comput ing the seasonal ly adjus ted data, the basic
f igures are f i r s t placed on a u n i f o r m - m o n t h basis Ly d i v i d i n g
the totals by the number of w o r k i n g days in the month and mul -
t i p ly ing the resul t by 1/32 of the total number of w o r k i n g days
in the year. Hie seasonal ad jus tments are obta ined directly
for passfn jser and f r e igh t revenues, but for total operat ing
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revenues, total r a i l w a y expenses (operating expenses plus rail-
way tax accruals and equipment and joint faci l i ty rents), net
ra i lway operating income (total operating revenues less total
ra i lway expenses), and net income, the adjustments are made in
the major classifications of revenue and expense, and the sea-
sonally adjusted f igures so derived are combined to obtain the
series shown here. The seasonal adjustment factors were com-
puted by the modi lied ratio-to-12-month-moving-average method
generally used by the Board.

Seasonally adjusted data for net income were obtained by
adding to the seasonally adjusted net railway operating income
already compiled, a 12-month moving average of "other income*
and then subtracting "other fixed charges" and a moving aver-
age of interest charges. The use of 12-month moving averages
rather than the usual method of seasonal adjustment for "other
income" and interest charges was decided upon because the
short-term movements of these series are very irregular and
because the monthly figures are based to a considerable ex-
tent on annual estimates made by the roads. For "other fixed
charges" a seasonal adjustment did not appear necessary. In
recent years there have been some revisions in the seasonal
adjustment factors due to a redistribution of tax accruals.
The seasonal factors are tentative and subject to revision.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement, Monthly figures for 1923-36 are available on p. 16
of the September 1940 Survey. See note describing the data in
that issue with regard to adjustments for net income prior to
1931. Data beginning 1937 shown in the September 1940 Survey
and in the 1942 Supplement have been revised; the revised fig-
ures for 1937-40 are available upon request.

3 Net income figures for 1935 include returns for the South-
ern Pacific Company and the Texas and New Orleans Railroad
Company on a system basis, including leased lines, instead of
on an individual road basis, and therefore exclude offsetting
debits and credits for rent of leased roads and equipment and
bond interest, between companies included, and intrasystem
dividends. In later years reports for these roads are included
on an individual road basis. The monthly average for 1935
based on the total for the year in Statistics of Railways re-
ferred to in note 3 for p. 117, which includes these roads on
an individual road basis, is $628,000.

There are similarly material differences between net income
figures for years prior to 1935 reported in the monthly series,
as shown in earlier Supplements to the Survey, and figures
from annual reports published in Statistics of Railways, as
indicated in note 4 for p. 97 in the 1942 Supplement. However,
the note is misleading since differences between the monthly
and annual series since 1935 have been small.

y For September-December 1945 a number of carriers included
in their charges to operating expenses for amortization of de-
fense projects, amounts in excess of normal accruals and cred-
its .to rai lway tax accruals because of the shortened period
of amortization of these projects; the total amounts of such
charges to operating expenses and credits to railway tax ac-
cruals for 1945 were S593,885,000 and 5433,867,000, respec-
tively; large portions of these amounts, $376,585,000 charges
to operating expenses and $264,106,000 credits to tax accruals,
are reflected in the December figures. In 1946 a number of
carriers included, in their Federal income tax accruals, cred-
its covering refunds of 1944 and 1945 taxes on account of car-
ry-backs in the 1946 unused excess profits credit and net op-
erating loss; these credits totaled $170,491,000 for the year
1946; $70,643,000 of this amount was credited against taxes in
December. .

5 Includes $49,596,000 accrued in October-December 1948 in
anticipation of major wage awards.

* Deficit.

Page 119
* Compiled by the Cf. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1942 and Bureau of Foreign and Dcetes-
tIc Commerce prior to July 1936, and by the #. S. Treasury
Department, Bureau of the Customs, for the intervening period.
Data represent the carrying capacity (including ships in bal-
last) of ships clearing ports of the United States, Virgin Is-
lands, Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico; they do not relate to
the actual weight of cargo carried. A net ton represents 100
cubic feet carrying capacity after prescribed allowance for
space occupied by crew, engines, and other machinery, etc.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1932-40 appear in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supple-
ments; monthly figures for earlier periods (revised since pub-
lication) are avai lable upon request.

* Compiled by the office of the Governor of the Fanana Ca-
nal. Data represent cargo carried by ocean-going commercial
vessels, which include only tolls-paying vessels of 300 net
tons or over, Panama Canal measurement. The smaller toils-
paying craft and certain vessels which are exempt from paying
tolls (noncommercial t raff ic) are not included here.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1914-34 and monthly figures
for 1934-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supple-
ments. For earlier monthly data on total tonnage beginning
August 1914, see p. 19 of the September 1935 Survey and for
monthly figures for 1923-33 for ca.rgo carried on United States
vessels, see the 1936 and 1932 Supplements; monthly figures
for 1914-22 for the latter series are available upon request.

3 Compiled by Horwath Si Horwath. Data represent a compila-
tion from reports of a large number of hotels, transient and
residential, throughout the country. During 1935-41 reports
were received from between 300 and 400 hotels in about 140
cities (both large and small) located in 30 States. The num-
ber of contributing hotels and the number of cities declined
during the war years. For the 1942-48 period, data are based
on reports from between 250 and 300 hotels in about 110 cities.
Practically all of the hotels included operate throughout the
year. .

Figures for average sale per .occupied room cover room reve-
nue only. An indication of the trend of room sales can be ob-
tained by multiplying average sales per occupied room by the
percent of total rooms occupied. The resulting series would
represent the average sale per available room. The restaurant
sales indexes for each month are related to the corresponding
month of the base year 1929. As the sample varies from month
to month, it is necessary to compute the index from percentage
changes (the given month as compared with the corresponding
month in the preceding year) based on the reports received.
These indexes include both food and beverage sales. Most large
hotels now permit the sale of alcoholic beverages and these
sales are included in the data. Data for the principal cities
are included in the Horwath & Horwath reports.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages beginning 1926 or 1928 and month-
ly figures for 1932-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938,
and 1936 Supplements; earlier monthly figures on average sales
per occupied room and rooms occupied are shown in the 1932
Supplement.

u Compiled by the V. S. Department of Justice, Immigration
and Naturalization Service (under U. S. Department of Labor
prior to June 14, 1940). Data cover continental United States,
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. The Philippine Islands are
treated as a foreign country (except in figures prior to May
1934, shown in the 1942 and earlier Supplements, which include
no data relating to the Islands); hence, citizens of the Is-
lands admitted to the United States for permanent residence
are included as immigrant aliens. Emigrants represent alien
residents of the United States for 1 year or more who have
departed for intended permanent residence in a foreign country.
Immigrants represent aliens or newcomers admitted for perma-
nent residence in the United States.

Data regarding arrivals and departures of United States
citizens cover all travel between United States seaports and
foreign countries (since July 1932 passengers making cruises
or round-trips without change of vessel have been excluded),
and permanent arrivals and departures via international land
boundaries.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. .Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Revisions:
Departures—October 1939, 10,093; December 1940. 7,626; emi-
grants—1915 month ly average, 13,387; October 1939, 1,994.
Monthly figures for 1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements, except for the following revisions:
U.S. citizens, arrivals—1923, June, 19,603; September, 51,894;
1926, Septemter, 71,268; November, 21,844; 1937, December,
21,377; U. S. citizens, departures—1923, September, 16,025;
1925, May, 33,583; December, 19,274; emigrants—1927, June,
8,133; immigrants—1930,-March, 19.759.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of State, Passport Divi-
sion. Data represent total passports issued, including renew-
als, -and passports issued to American seamen which were re-
quired by the State Department from February 1942 to August
1945.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; earlier
monthly figures beginning 1923 shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements are correct except for the following re*
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visions: 1929—September, 9,132; 1930—August, 10,473; Sep-
tember, «,770; October, 7.826; November, 7, "^0.

e Gcxr.pi.led by the V. S. Depart/nent of the Interior, Nation-
al Park Service, from reports for ail nat ional parks in the
United States. The parks covered are Acadia, bis Bend (opened
1944), Eryce Canyon, Carlsbad, Crater Lake, Everglades (opened
December 1947), Glacier, Grand Canyon, Grand Teton, Great Scr.oky
Mountains, Hot Springs, Isle Royal e (opened 1940), Kings Canyon
(former ly General Grant but expanded and renamed in 1940),
Lassen Volcanic, Mammoth Cave (opened in 1936), V.esa Verde,
Mt. Rainier, Olympic, Platt, Bocky Mountain, Sequoia, Shenan-
doah, Wind Cave, Yellowstone, Yosemite, and Zion. Month ly
figures are available for all parks only beginning October
1940. Monthly averages prior to 1941 are for the travel year,
October 1 to September 30.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are showti in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. This series replaces data in the 1942 and earlier
Supplements which are for 11 parks only. Monthly figures be-
ginning 1932 and earlier monthly averages for the travel years
for the selected parks are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements.

7 Compiled by the Pullman Co., and reported to the Inter-
state Commerce Commission. Data are for passenger-miles of
paying passengers, exclusive of passenger-miles of chartered
car passengers, and for the revenues (berth and seat) derived
therefrom. Data for all United States, Canadian, and Mexican
railroads on which the Pullman Company has cars are included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures
for 1936-40 are available in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements
(revision for passenger revenues, May 1940, $3,749,000); for
earlier .nonthly figures on revenue passenger-miles beginning
1915, and passenger revenues beginning 1913, see p. 18 of the
January 1939 Survey.

8 Average for the travel year ending September 30 of the
indicated year. Comparable average for the 1941 travel year
is 672,000.

Includes annual revisions not available by months as fol-
lows: Total, -I- 59,000; foreign, + 22,000; United States, + 37,000
net tons.

10 Monthly fifures for December 1941-May 1942 not available
for Acadia. The total for these a.onths, 6, 144, is included in
the 1942 average.

11 Average for 6 months, January-June; data for July-December
not presently available.

Page 120
1 Compiled by the Federal Comamni cat ions Commission. Data

are for carriers having annual operating revenues in excess of
$250,000 and cover 91 reporting companies for 1935-38, 94 for
1939, 97 for 1940, 98 for 1941. 105 for 1942-43. 114 for 1944-
45, 110 for 1946, and 111 for 1947-48. The companies report-
ing for 1940 and later years accounted for about 96 percent of
the gross revenues of all telephone carriers in 1937 as re-
ported in the Census of Electrical Industries for that year.
Operating expenses include depreciation. Net operating income
equals ope r a t ing revenues less operating expenses, general
taxes, and provision for Federal taxes on income.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for the financial series and De-
cember data for telephones in service for years prior to 1935
and monthly figures for 1934-40 are shown in the 1942, 1940,
and 1938 Supplements. The data prior to 1932 cover a slightly
different number of companies than those for following years
and the comparability of the data for some items was material-
ly affected in 1932 by a change in the accounting classifica-
tions; see note for the series in the 1942 Supplement. Month-
ly figures for 1933 for the current series and for 1916-32 for
the earlier series are available upon request.

2 Cot-piled Ly the Federal Communications Commission. Data
through December 1948 are compiled from the reports and rec-
ords of telegraph carriers (wire, ocean-cable, and radiotele-
graph) having annual operating revenues of $50,000 or more;
these carriers account for practically all of the telegraph
business in the United States. Data beginning January 1949
(shown in the April 1949 monthly Survey and subsequent issues)
are compiled from reports of carriers having annual operating
revenues of $250,000 or more; however, the one radiotelegraph
carrier, excluded on the new reporting basis, accounted for
only 0.3 percent of the total operating revenues of radiotele-
graph carriers in 1947 and 1948. Monthly data for 1948 re-
stated on the new basis will be sho*n later. The landline and
cable operations of The Western l.'nion Telegraph Company have

been included under telegraph and cable carriers, respective-
ly. The data for telegraph and radiotelegraph carriers in-
clude comparatively small arriounts for telephone and radiotele-
graph operations; the data for cable carriers include compara-
tively small amounts for radiotelegraph operations. "Net op-
erating revenues" equals operating revenues less operating ex-
penses and depreciation, operating taxes, and miscellaneous
operating revenue deductions. The item includes no deduction
for income- taxes.

Insofar as possible, certain items of revenue and expenses
for years prior to 1943 for wire and ocean-cable telegraph
carriers and prior to 1940 for radiotelegraph carriers have
been restated to take account of changes in the accounting
systems in those years and to place the data on a basis compa-
rable with current reporting. Data are not available for re-
stating statistics by months prior to changes in the account-
ing system and annual statistics have been restated only be-
ginning 1935.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for radiotelegraph carriers and
for 1943-44 for wire-telegraph and cable carriers are shown
in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. Combined figures for wire
and ocean-cable systems shown in the 1942 Supplement are not
comparable with combined totals of the separate figures shown
in subsequent volumes because of the revisions referred to
above. For radiotelegraph carriers, only operating revenues
are shown in earlier Supplements; the 1940 figures for this
item in the 1942 Supplement are approximately comparable with
those shown in later issues.

3 Annual data are as of December 31.
Includes annual, adjustments not available by months as

follows (dollars): Operating expenses—1947, +245,000; 1948,
+14,000; net operating revenues—1947, +280,000; 1948, Hi,000.

* Deficit.

Page 121

•* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census (data for sodium sulfate and sulfuric acid are col-
lected in cooperation with the 1T. S. Department of Interior),
except for the wholesale price of sulfuric acid which is era-
pi led hy the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Sfa-
tistics. The production data cover all known commercial manu-
facturers of the selected chemicals (except as indicated in
note 7 for sodium silicate) and represent the primary manufac-
ture of new material, includine quantities produced for fur-
ther processing in the same plant, for intra-company transfer,
and for sale. However, they do not include purchased material
or that received from other plants in the same company. TKe
figures are believed to be corrplete except for quantities pro-
duced by Government-owned arsenals, ordnance works, and by
Government-owned privately operated plants producing war mate-
rials exclusively. Data for Government-owned privately oper-
ated plants producing material for civilian consumption are
included.

It. was necessary to estimate the operations of some plants
in order to provide complete statistics. In rr.ost cases, the
estimates were trade on the assumption that month-to-month
changes in the operations of n^rireporting establi shirents *ere
similar to those for reporting companies. The estimates in
practically all cases are small and are indicated in footnotes.

The number of plants reporting for each chemical in Decem-
ber 1948 is as follows: Amrronia, synthetic anhydrous, 15;
calcium arsenate, 14; calcium carlide, 12; carton dioxide, 65;
chlorine, 52; hydrochloric acid, 51; lead arsenate, 14; nitric
acid, 25; oxygen, 205; phosphoric aciH, 20; soda ash, 9; sodi-
um bichromate and chrorr.ate, 6; sodium hydroxide, 50; sodium
silicate, 31; sodium sulphate, 42; sulfuric acid, 166. "Hie
number of plants producing for any period during the years
covered here may differ from the number reporting at the end
of 1948. Plants known to have ceased operations are exclutW
fron- tliis count but production data for such plants are in-
cluded for the period durinp vhich they were in operation.

Monthly data have been collected only beginning 1941 and
data were not collected for 1940. Data for additional chemi-
cals are given in the original reports.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement.

Data for anhydrous anmonia, calcium carl-ide, nitric acid,
and phosphoric acid include in each case c*ata for one plant
operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority. Output of other
Go ve rnrr en t- owned plants, which »as large throueh 1946 for both
anhydrous ammonia and nitric acid and for the ir.ost part for
military use, is not included (see note 14 reparding plants
formerly Government-owned which are included l-eginning in Juue
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or August 1946). Data for a small amount of aqua ammonia are
included in the figures for anhydrous ammonia reported by one
company beginning January 1943.

3 Monthly data for 1941-43 include estimates for a few com-
panies based on reported annual totals. The estimates do not
exceed 5 percent in any one month.

14 represents total production of gas, including quantities
l a t e r liquefied for use, shipment, or storage. Data for
Government-owned plants are not included.

^ Soda ash (commercial sodium carbonate) production includes
quantities processed to finished light and finished dense soda
»sh and quantities diverted to the manufacture of caustic soda
•nd sodium bicarbonate. The production of electrolytic soda
ush and of natural soda ash is excluded from these statistics.

Data for sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) includes total
production of liquid material by the electrolytic and 1 ime-
»oHa processes, including quantities of liquid caustic which
• re later solidified. They do not include quantities produced
»nd consumed in the soap and paper industries. Production of
sodium hydroxide by Government plants, which was only a small
part of the total production, is not included.

7 Data represent total production of soluLle silicate glass,
l i q u i d and solid, and material which is further processed to
ortho, meta, and sesqui forms. Excluded, however, are data
for two plants which manufacture sodium metasi1icate directly
without going through the soluble glass stage. Itierefore, the
production is slightly understated.

9 Production figures are based on annual data from the 1939
Census of Manufactures, or earlier censuses. For the most
part the figures shown in the census reports cover only produc-
t ion for sale. Therefore, 1939 and earlier figures are shown
here only when they are known to be complete or where it was
possible to estimate quantities made and consumed in the same
plant. The estimates in no case exceed 5 percent. Data for
milfuric acid shown in reports of the Census of Manufactures
are on a 50° Caume basis and are here converted to 100 percent
Mr*L'

Monthly data for 1941 not ava i lab le ; previous figures
published by the Bureau of the Census were understated because
of the exclusion of data for four companies which reported an-
nual totals only.

10 Includes estimates amounting to 1 percent of the totals
for April-June 1941,6 percent for September-December 1941, and

'l percent for April-June 1942.
11 Proportion of estimate for January-June 1942, 3 percent.
12 Proportion of estimate for January-February 1942,20 per-

cent.
'^ December figure not a v a i l a b l e for publication; the month-

ly average is for 11 months.
lu Data for nitric acid and synthetic anhydrous ammonia in-

c lude operations of two large plants beginning June 1946 and,
for the lat ter , one addit ional p lant beginning August 1946,
w h i c h did not report previously; production at these plants
*MS c lass i f ied as m i l i t a r y prior to the months indicated and
was not included.

'5 Data not available for publication.
18 Average of 12-ironths total.

Average for 8 months, January-August.
18 Average for 8 months, January-July and December.

Page 122
1 See note 1 for p. 121.
2 Data for sul furic acid are combined totals for sulfuric

ic id produced by the contact and chamber processes, including
•pent acid fort i f ied in the contact plants with the simulta-
neous production of new acid. The contact process figures in-
clude data for sulfuric acid of oleum grade (above 100 percent
MfSO w ) as wel l as lower strength acid, and a small amount of
« c i J which is also included in the chamber process statistics
(2 p l a n t s f o r t i f y chamber acid by dripping it into contact
»i«uts in the process of producing new contact acid). Produc-
t i o n of Government-owned p l a n t s , which was large during the
*«r period, is not included; for the most part, this production
*«» a v a i l a b l e only for m i l i t a r y use. Beginning in January
1*146, the figures include estimates of byproduct operations of
• IK smelters which formerly reported to the Bureau of Mines;
the estimates represent approximately 7 percent of the chamber
process and 2-2 1/2 percent of the contact process or about 4
percent of the combined figures shown here.

Hie series shown here and in the 1947 Statistical Supple-
»f»nt d i f f e r s from data shown in the 1942 and earl ier issues
• Inch re la te only to s u l f u r i c ac id produced by f e r t i l i z e r
»»nufacturers.

3 Compiled by the (•• • S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
hor Statistics. Data represent the average of the Friday
(prior to 1940, Saturday) market price (low) of sulfuric acid,
66°, commercial, tanks, large lots, f.o.b. eastern works.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are avai lable in the 1942 Supplement (prices for 1913-
25, or ig inal ly reported per pound, have been converted to a
per-ton basis). Monthly data for 1923-37 appear in the 1940,
1933, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

w Compiled by the (/. S. Tariff Co^/rission, with the excep-
tion of data for natural acetic acid which are compiled by the
£/. S. Department of Corrrrerce, Bureau of the Census. Data cover
all known commercial manufacturers of the selected chemicals
and include production for sale and consumption, if any, in
reporting plant. Production of acetic acid and acetic an-
hydride by Government plants is not included. Data for acetic
acid include synthetic acetic acid and natural acetic acid
produced by direct process from wood and dist i l led from calci-
um acetate. Statistics for recovered acetic acid are not in-
cluded. Acetic anhydride is produced from ketene, acetylene,
ethylene, and from acetic acid by the vapor phase process.

Monthly data for 1943-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual data for 1933-34 for acetic anhydride, and
for 1919-34 for acetyl salicylic acid are available upon re-
quest.

5 Compiled by the V. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. The data cover operations of all denaturing
plants, including plants in Puerto Rico and Hawaii. The data
include completely denatured and specially denatured alcohol
produced from domestic alcohol and spirits and, beginning in
July 1942, also from imported alcohol. Prior to July 1942,
the data include small quantities produced from rum. An idea
of the small quantities involved may be obtained from the fol-
lowing data for denatured rum whic'i are excluded beginning
with July 1942 (in thousands of wine gallons, for years end-
ing June 30j: Production, monthly average —1943, 104; 1944,
97; 1945, 98; 1946, 86; 1947, 86; 1948, 89; consumption,month-
ly average—1943, 104; 1944, 98; 1945, 96; 1946. 88; 1947, 85;
1946, 88; stocks, June 30-1943, 43; 1944, 28; 1945. 42; 1946,
21;-1947, 39; 1948, 42. The consumption figures represent re-
movals from plants and include amounts shipped to bonded
dealers. A wine gallon is a standard United States gallon of
231 cubic inches.

Data by States, withdrawals classified according to formu-
las, amounts used in manufacturing, etc., are contained in an-
nual reports of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Monthly data for .1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1927-34 and monthly figures
for 1934-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supple-
ments. The monthly data through 1933 shown in earlier Supple-
ments are substantially correct except for scattered revisions
in the consumption figures which are given in note 1 for p.
102 in the 1942 Supplement; further information regarding the
data for 1927-33 is included in that note.

* Compiled by the V• S. Treasury Depart/rent, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. Data represent complete coverage of the indus-
try, including operations in Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Produc-
tion figures are net, excluding products used in redist i l la-
tion. Except during part of the war period, production in-
cludes comparatively small amounts produced for beverage pur-
poses, which were reported separately only for the fiscal year
1944-45; for that year production for beverage purposes to-
taled 16,253,000 proof gallons. The amounts withdrawn tax-
paid, representing withdrawals from industrial alcohol bonded
warehouses upon payment of tax, are largely for use in the
rectifying of beverage spirits.

Data for withdrawals for denaturation for July 1941-June
i 1947 represent all products used for denaturation (that is,

domestic ethyl alcohol, imported ethyl alcohol, and spirits)
which were regarded, upon receipt at denaturing p lants , as
alcohol , whether o r i g i n a l l y produced as alcohol by industrial

j alcohol p lant s or as spir i ts or unf inished spirits by reg-
istered d i s t i l l er ies . During this period, denaturing plants
were permitted to store ethyl alcohol for purposes other than
denaturation; therefore, alcohol used for denaturation was re-
ported in l ieu of withdrawals for denaturing.

In addit ion to the tax-paid withdrawals and withdrawals for
denaturation, quanti t ies are withdrawn tax-free for hospital,
sc ient i f ic , and educational use; for use of United States and
subdivisions; for export; for transfer to vinegar plants; and
in Puerto Rico for m e d i c i n a l , beverage, and other purposes.
These transactions, of course, af fect the stock figures which
represent the amount remaining in warehouses at the end of each
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month. Stocks are also a f fec ted by losses. Stocks at dena tu r -
ing p l a n t s were compara t ive ly sma l l prior to 1942 and were not
reported.

A standard proof f a l l en is a wine ga l lon (231 cubic inches)
c o n t a i n i n g SO percent of e thy l a lcohol by volume. In a w i n e
ga l lon c o n t a i n i n g more or less than 50 percent by volume, the
number of proof g a l l o n s is p ropor t iona te ly greater or sma l l e r
than 1 proof ga l lon . Hie proof of sp i r i t s is twice the percent
of the content, by volume, of ethyl alcohol. Accordingly, the
standard proof gallon is 100 proof.

Dur ing the war period, sp i r i t s produced at registered dis-
t i l l e r i es and stocks of u n f i n i s h e d spir i ts at industr ial alco-
hol bonded warehouses were p r i m a r i l y for i n d u s t r i a l purposes.
For such data by months for 1942-45 (as wel l as combined da ta
on ethyl alcohol and spir i ts) , see p. Ill of the 194? Statis-
tical Supplement; see also notes 3 and 5 for that page regard-
ing fur ther detai ls on these items.

More complete annua l f igures for ethyl a lcohol , i nc lud ing
details by States, are contained in the annual reports of the
Commissioner of In terna l lievenue.

Month ly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Sta t is t ica l
Supplement. Monthly averages pr ior to 1935 and mo n th ly figures
for 1934-40 are avai lable in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supple-
ments. Ea r l i e r month ly f i gu res b e g i n n i n g 1932 for t a x - p a i d
w i t h d r a w a l s and 1923 for other series are shown in the 1936
and 1932 Supplements and t ax-pa id w i t h d r a w a l s for 1925-31 are
ava i l ab le on p. 20 of the Apri l 1935 Survey; some revisions in
the da ta are given in note 2 for p. 102 in the 1942 Supple-
ment, which also explains certain l im i t a t i ons in the data prior
to July 1933.

7 See note 8 for p, 121.
* Data not ava i l ab l e for publication.
* Inc ludes annua l revisions which are not d is t r ibuted by

months.

Page 123
Data for creosote oil include production by coke-oven op-

erators and production by tar distillers from purchased coal
tar only or from oil-gas or water-gas tar produced or pur-
chased by tar distillers. Statistics for creosote oil produc-
ed by tar distillers, ethyl acetate, and phthalic anhydride
are compiled by the V. S. Tariff Con./nission and the data for
creosote oil produced by coke-oven operators are compiled by
the V. S. flepartnient of Interior, bureau of Kines. Data in-
clude production for sale and for consumption, if any, in re-
porting plant, and are industry totals.

Monthly data for 1943-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual totals for 1928-34 for creosote oil and for
1921-34 for ethyl acetate are available upon request.

^ Compiled by the I'. S. Pepartnent of Commerce, Bureau of
the Censtts. Data for production are industry totals and in-
clude amounts produced for sale and for consumption in the
producing plants. Stock figures include quantities held by
and in transit to producers and consumers and in public stor-
age. Monthly data were not collected prior to July 1942; the
annual figures for production and consumption are monthly av-
erages for all years.

Quarterly or monthly data-for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947
Statistical Supplement. Quarterly figures for 1919-40 are
available upon request.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Comrerce, Bureau of
the Census, with the exception of data beginning October 1945
for synthetic methanol which are from the U. S. Tariff Commis-
sion. Data are for all known manufacturers beginning 1941 and
cover production for sale and for consumption in own plant.
The number of plants reporting in 1948 was 11 for natural and
7 for synthetic methanol. Data prior to 1941 for natural
methanol are approximately complete and comparable with later
data. Reports for natural methanol prior to June 1945 were
for crude methanol 80-82 percent strength; all fieures have
been converted to equivalent 100 percent QKQII.

Comparison with data reported in the 19o9 Census of Manu-
factures indicates that figures for synthetic methanol prior
to 1941 cover production for sale only; monthly average pro-
duction for 1939 for consumption and sale, based on annual fig-
ures reported for 1939, is as follows (thousands of gallons):
Total, 3,877; for sale, 2,846; for consumption, 1,031.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages beginninc 1930 and monthly fie-
ures for 1932-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and
1936 Supplements and monthly figures for 1930-31 are on p. 20
of the April 1933 Survey; the 1930-33 data for natural methanol
are believed to cover oily about 80 percent of the industry.

Figures on natural methanol shown in these volumes are for
crude methanol, 82 percent strength, and should he multiplied
by 0.82 to obtain the refined equivalent, 100 percent, as shown
in the present volume..

Averaees are based on end-of-nuarter stock fiprures.
" Includes annual revisions not available by months.

Page I2U

* Con-piled by the National Fertilizer Association from tax
tag sales reports of the con:mi ssioners of a g r i c u l t u r e in 10
Southern S t a t e s ( V i r g i n i a , N o r t h C a r o l i n a , South Ca ro l i na ,
Georgia , F l o r i d a , A l a b a m a , Tennessee, Arkansas , Oklahoma, and
Texas) and in 4 M i d w e s t States ( I n d i a n a , K e n t u c k y , Missour i ,
and Kansas) .

M o n t h l y records of f e r t i l i z e r tax tags are kept by State
cont ro l o f f i c i a l s and may be s l i g h t l y l a rge r or s m a l l e r than
the a c t u a l sales of f e r t i l i z e r in any p a r t i c u l a r month. The
figures ind ica te the equ iva l en t n u n b e r of short tons of fer t i -
l i z e r represented by the tax taes purchased and required by
law to be a t t ached to each bag of f e r t i l i z e r sold in the vari-
ous States . For some States the reports i n c l u d e cottonseed
meal used as f e r t i l i z e r . Direct d i s t r ibu t ion of f e r t i l i z e r by
Government agencies ( the AAA and the TVA) is not inc luded in
these data. Such consumption is a r e l a t i v e l y smal l proportion
of the total (less than 1 percent in 1948 for the States in-
c luded here) . The sales for the 14 S t a t e s i n c l u d e d in this
series amounted to about 60 nercent of t o t a l Un i t ed States
sales in recent vears on the basis of annua l es t imates for all
States compiled by the Association.

Da ta for 1935-46 for consumpt ion by Midwestern States,
Southern States, and the total, as shown in the 1947 Stat is t ical
Supplement, have been revised (and are shown here in total only)
to exclude I l l i n o i s and l o u i s i a n a which d i scon t inued tax tag
sales beginning Ja.nuary and September 1948, respectively. Data
for consumpt ion in the Southern States as shown in the 1942
and e a r l i e r Supplements exclude Oklahoma, w h i c h compiled tag
sales b e g i n n i n g 1927, and i n c l u d e Miss iss ippi w h i c h discon-
t inued m o n t h l y reports March 1946. A n n u a l da ta for 1910-34
and month ly f igures for 1933-40, comparable -with f igures shown
here, are a v a i l a b l e upon request.

^ Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beg inn ing May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Dorres-
tic Commerce prior to that month. Import figures are imports
for consumption. The to t a l s for both imports and exports in-
c lude prepared and m i s c e l l a n e o u s f e r t i l i z e r s and f e r t i l i z e r
ma te r i a l s wl.ich are not shown separately.

Some imported f e r t i l i z e r ma te r i a l s are reexported but quan-
tities reexportec* are in general r e l a t i v e l y s m a l l , except for
sodium n i t r a t e and potash ma te r i a l s in some years. Reexports
of sodium n i t r a t e and potash m a t e r i a l s are shown in the fol-
lowing table (annual totals in short tons):

Year

1935

1936

1937

1938
1939

19 ¥0
1941 I....

Sod i urn

1,848
3,304

• 2,510
6,869

22, 142
18,282
43,700

Potash

3, 118
2,955
1,481
1,540
8,449
4,851

623

fear

I9H2
1943
I9H4

1945

I9H6
1947

1948

Sodium

130 015
32,090
7,833
6,085
4,815
3,768
1,075

Potash
_ i _ _ I ai _

0
5,233
3, 193
5,362
4, 166

0
0

M o n t h l y da ta for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Sta t is t ical
Supplement ( r e v i s i o n for t o t a l impor ts , A p r i l 1941, 125,451
short tons) . V o n t h l y averages prior to 1935 and n in th ly fig-
ures for 1934-40, except for the series on exports of potash
m a t e r i a l s , are shown in the 1942, 19-10, and 1938 Supplements;
the 1937-40 f igures for total imports of ni trogenous mater ia l s ,
as p u b l i s h e d in those v o l u m e s , h a v e been revised to exclude
t a n k a g e no t f e r t i l i z e r w h i c h was e r roneous ly i n c l u d e d ; these
r e v i s i o n s and r r o n t h l v f i g u r e s p r i o r to 1941 for exports of
potash m a t e r i a l s a r e a v a i l a b l e upon request . M o n t h l y da ta
p r i o r to 1934 for most i t ems are a v a i l a b l e in the 1936 and
1932 Supplements as i n d i c a t e d in note 4 for p. 103 in the 1942
S u p p l e m e n t ; t h i s no te e x p l a i n s c e r t a i n l i m i t a t i o n s o f t h e
e a r l i e r da ta . I t should be noted that f igures in the 1942 and
e a r l i e r Supp lements are in long tons i n s t e a d of in short tons
as shown here.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Lahnr, Pureau of L«»-
hor Statistics. D a t a a re a v e r a g e s of F r i d a y m a r k e t pr ices
( l o w ) of sod ium n i t r a t e , c rude , i m n o r t e d , in 100-pound bags,
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c . i . f , At lant ic , Oulf , and Pacif ic port warehouses. The annual
figures are averages of the weekly quotations rather than aver-
ages of the monthly figures.

Kkmthly data for 1541-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Monthly data for 1935-40 are ava i lab le upon re*
quest. This series, compiled only beginning 1935, is obtained
by the Department of Labor from a d i f ferent source than a
s i m i l a r series, designated "c.i .f . Atlantic ports," shown in
the 1942 and earlier Supplements, which provide figures for
1913-41, and quotations are now shown per short ton instead
of per 100-pounds as in the ear l ier series; however, prices
for August 193?-July 1941, expressed per short ton, are the
same in the t»o series.

* Compiled by the American Potash Institute representing
deliveries within the continental United States and to Canada,
Cuba, Puerto Pico, and Hawaii. Data represent deliveries of
material of domestic origin only as reported by the major do-
mestic producers beginni.ng 1940. They cover four producers
for 1940-42 (one of which began operations in 1940} and five
producers beginning 1943. The company added in 1943 began op*
erations in the latter part of 1938. Prior to 1940, salts of
foreign and domestic origin were included as reported by one
large importer and three domestic producers. In 1940 the im-
porter who previously reported monthly delivered 92,060 tons
of potash. The total volume of deliveries from these primary
suppliers is estimated to be between 95 and 98 percent of the
total industry prior to 1943 and practically the entire indus-
try beginning that year* Fert i l i zer manufacturers have ab*
sorbed in recent years about 90 percent of the total potash
produced, while the remaining 10 percent goes to chemical man*
ufacturers.

The total bulk potassium salts have been reduced to their
KyO content because of the variance in the equivalent K^O in
the salts mined in different parts of the world.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1928-34 and monthly figures
for 1936-40 are avai lable in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements;
slight differences between the averages for 1936-39 shown here
and in those volumes represent small revisions in the annual
totals not allocated by months.

5 Compiled by the V. S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, beginning September 1942. Data cover all known
manufacturers of superphosphate, including the Tennessee Val-
ley Authority, except for one company that was producing in
1945 but was not included until 1946. However, the exclusion
of this company prior to 1946does not appreciably affect the
comparability of the data. The figures include all grades of
superphosphate, normal, concentrated, and wet-base goods con*
verted to a basis of 18 percent available phosphoric acid.

Comparable monthly data are not available prior to Septem-
ber 1942. The monthly averages for 1935-42 are computed from
annual totals compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Sails, and Agricultural Engineering.
The 1940 and 1941 figures are based on a survey of production
of ordinary superphosphate and wet-mixed base by all plants,
made by the National Fertilizer Association with the coopera-
tion of the Department of Agriculture, and data on production
of concentrated superphosphate obtained by the latter agency
in complete surveys of such production for the years 1929-42.
Annual figures for years prior to 1940 and for 1942 are based
on the surveys of production of concentrated superphosphate
and monthly statistics collected by the Bureau of the Census
on production of bulk superphosphate (the series shown in the
1942 Supplement to the Survey) and wet-mixed goods by 52 manu-
facturers through August 1942 and total production of a l l
grades of superphosphates by all plants for later months of
1942. The monthly series through August 1942 did not cover
a l l manufacturers and also did not include production by the
Tennessee V a l l e y Authority. Comparison of data for 1940 and
1941 in the monthly series with data collected in the surveys
of all plants for 1940 and 1941 indicated that the Census se-
ries through August 1942 represented approximately production
of ordinary superphosphate and wet-mixed base, and those data
were therefore combined with figures for concentrated super-
phosphate to obtain totals for a l l superphosphates.

Vfonthly data for 1941-44 are shov.ti in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1929-34, based on annual to-
tals fron; the U. S. Department of Agriculture, are as follows
(short tons): 1929, 345,183; 1930, 36?,825; 1931. 221,200;
1932, 142,033; 1933, 214,442; 1934. 235,558.

The coverage of the Census series on production of bulk
superphosphate by 52 manufacturers shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment is overstated in the note in that volume, on the basis of
information referred to above, and does not talte into account
production by the Tennessee Val ley Authority. Moreover, the

coverage of the series declined by 1942, owing to increased
production of plants not included in the series. The series
in the 1942 Supplement is shown on a 16-percent basis.

Includes small annual revisions not available by months.
7 Average.for 4 months, September-December.

Page 125
1 Compiled by the V. S. Departenant of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics (by the Bureau of Agricultural -and
Industrial Chemistry prior to April 194?)• Data represent
total production of gum and wood products and stocks held by
producers, wholesale distributors, and industrial plants pro-
ducing turpentine and rosin. Stocks of wood rosin do not in*
elude so-called "B wood resin," a byproduct produced in re-
fining FF wood rosin to paler grades* Data are expressed in
commercial units—for turpentine, barrels of 50 gage gallons,
and for rosin, drums of approximately 520 pounds net weight*

These series have been substituted for the data shown in
the 1942 and earlier Supplements for three ports, which have
declined in importance. Quarterly figures for the current
series beginning the latter part of 1942 through 1944 (not
available prior to this period) are shown in the 194? Statis-
tical Supplement*

2 Compiled by the U, S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics* Data are averages of T u e s d a y quotations.
Prices are quoted per 100 pounds bulk beginning July 1940.
Earlier data are based on average prices in barrels of 280
pounds gross, converted to the bulk basis (conversion factor,
2.324).

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement, Monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement and monthly
prices beginning 1919 are on p. 17 of the January 1941 Survey
(revision, April 1940, $2.12).

3 Compiled by the £/. S. Department of Labor. Bureau of La»
bor Statisticsi Data are averages of T u e s d a y quotations.
Prices are quoted per gallon, bulk basis, beginning July 1940;
prior to that month they were quoted on a barrel basis, line
price of the turpentine barrel (50 gallons) was established at
S3.00 in July 1940, equivalent to 6 cents per gallon, and this
amount has been deducted from the original figures for January-
June 1940 to obtain prices on a bulk basis for this period.
Earlier data in italics are shown as quoted, on a barrel basis;
the average for 1940 comparable with earlier data is $0.312.
Annual data are averages of the monthly quotations rather than
averages of the monthly figures.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1926*34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 for the italicized series are shown in the 1942
Supplement and earlier monthly figures beginning 1926 are on
p. 18 of the September 1938 Survey. Data for 1913-25 for price
of gum turpentine in New York are also included in the 1942
Supplement (see note in that volume)*

* Compiled by the Institute of Makers of Explosives, The
data cover the manufacture and sale for domestic consumption
of black blasting powder, permissible**, and other high explo-
sives for industrial use only, and. do not include ammunition
and fireworks, or nitroglycerin.

The Institute states that the figures are based-on reports
from all companies manufacturing b l a c k blasting powder and
permissible explosives and from companies that accounted for
more than 96 percent of the total production of high explo-
srves other than permissibles in 1935 and 93 percent or over
in subsequent periods. The figures shown here for high explo-
sives are combined figures for permissibles and other high ex*
plosives; based on comparisons with annual data through 194?
collected by the L. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Mines, these combined figures cover 95 percent of total ship-
ments of such explosives for 1947, nearly 96 percent for 1945-
46 and years prior to 1940, except 1937, approximately 95 per-
cent for 1937, 1940-41, and 1944, and 94 percent for 1942 and
1943.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Data shown in the 1942 and earlier Supplements
are combined totals for black blasting powder and high explo-
sives; separate monthly figures for 1926-40 and earlier annual
figures beginning 1913 are available upon request. Data prior
to July 1933 were compiled by the Bureau of &:ines.

5 Compiled by the U, S. Department of the Interior, bureau
of Mines* Data cover total production of crude native sulfur
and producers' stocks at mines, in transit, and in warehouses
at end of month. These monthly data replace the quarterly se-
ries for Louisiana and lexas, which account for virtually the
entire production, s h o w n in the monthly Survey through the
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July 1914 issue am* in the 1942 and earlier Supplements.
ViOfithly data for 1911-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement.% Annual production figures for 1920-34 and monthly
figures for August-December 1940 for the current series are
available upon request.

As indicated above, the quarterly series for production in
Louisiana and Texas, available beginning 1923 in the 1942 and
earlier Supplements, differ only slightly from data shown here.

^ Quarterly averages based on totals for the crop year end-
ing ^areh 31 of the following year.

7 Stocks are as of the end of the crop year, or hiarch 31
following the indicated year.

8 Average for five months, August-December.
^ Includes small annual revisions not distributed by months.
•̂  Quarterly averages.

Page 128

' Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Pureau of
the Census. The statistics relate to consumption and stocks
of raw materials used in producing vegetable oils, and to fac-
tory production, factory consumption, and factory and ware-
house stocks of animal and vegetable fats and oils. Factories
canvassed in order to obtain information on factory produc-
tion, consumption, and stocks are as follows: (1) factories
producing animal and vegetable .fats and oils, including ex-
pressers, extractors, Tenderers, and reclaimers; (2) factories
consuming fats and oils in the production of other fats and
oils products or products of which fats or oils are a constit-
uent part, including refineries, mixing and compounding estab-
lishments, and other similar establishments; (3) factories
consuming fats and oils in the production of soap, paint, var-
nish, linoleum, oilcloth, lubricants, and other products which
contain considerable quantities of the fats and oils; and (4)
factories consuming fats and oils as agents in the production
of tin plate, textiles, leather, and other products.

As considerable equipment is required in producing most
oils, the factory production reported, to which these statis-
tics are limited, is intended to represent the total output in
the United States of such oils as cottonseed, peanut, coconut,
forn, soybean, olive, palm kernel, babassu, tung, peri Ha,
castor, sesame, fish, and marine manssal. However, in the case
of some animal fats, factory production does not represent to-
tal production, as considerable quantities of lard, tallow,
and grease are produced on farms and by a large number of lo-
cal butcheries and small tenderers not included in the estab-
lishments canvassed.

The statistics on factory consumption include only the con-
sumption in factories and do not, therefore, represent total
consumption in all instances. Considerable quantities of some
fats and oils are consumed outside of factories, such as in
homes, hotels, restaurants, and bakeries; by painters, build-
ing contractors, garages, and machine shops; and for lubricat-
ing purposes. Data for consumption of "other fish" oils during
1946-4? indicate an excess of approximately 20,000,000 pounds
and 23,000,000 pounds, respectively, over supply. This may be
accounted for, in part, by duplication of 6,127,000 pounds in
1946 and 9,474,000 pounds in 1947 reported once by hydrogena-
tors and, again, when further processed by fat splitters and
other users. Other consumption duplication involving similar
cases, as well as the reporting of consumption oils which were
processed while still in bond and possible understatement of
production, may account for a part of the remaining discrepan-
cy.

Paw materials reported as stocks represent the quantities
held in crushing mills and mill warehouses. Fats and oils re-
ported as stocks include the quantities held by and in transit
to producers, factory consumers, and public storages. Stocks
include some imports not yet withdrawn from bonded warehouses.
Stocks in the possession of household consumers and stocks
held in private storages by retailers, wholesalers, and job-
bers are not included. Considerable quantities of some Cats
and oils are stored outside factories and public warehouses;
therefore, data do not represent total stocks of fats and oils.

Data for animal fats inelude lard (rendered lard, including
neutral lard, and rendered pork fat), tallow, and neat's-foot
oil; butter is not included. Data for production and consump-
tion of total vegetable oils represent oils in the crude state.
The data for flaxseed and soybeans are shown in ton-s in the
original reports and have been converted to bushels. Data for
shortenings and compounds include extractions from both vege-
table and animal sources. In recent years production has been
largely from vegetable oils.

Figures given in the Survey represent only summary totals
and selected individual products. Separate data for addition-
al products are included in current reports of the Bureau of
the Census and more detailed statistics appear in the quarter-
ly and annual reports of the Bureau. Data were collected
quarterly through June 1942 and monthly thereafter. Annual

figures shown in this volume and in the 1947 Statistical Sup-
plement are monthly averages, unless otherwise indicated in
notes on the figures. Annual figures shown in earlier Supple-
ments are quarterly averages.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 issue.
Quarterly averages prior to 1935 and quarterly figures for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement and quarterly
figures for 1932-37, except for soybeans and soybean oil, ap-
pear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements; the figures for
copra as shown in the 1942 and earlier volumes have been re-
vised to include comparatively small amounts for coconuts and
skins, which have been included in the data reported for copra
in recent years but formerly were shown separately. There
have been minor revisions also in the 1932-33 consumption fig-
ures for total vegetable oils and cottonseed oil; the third
quarter production of fish oils in 1937 should be 129,394,000
pounds. The indicated revisions and quarterly data prior to
1938 for soybeans and soybean oil are available upon request.

2 Data have been collected monthly beginning July 1942 but,
since final revisions are available only on a quarterly basic
prior to January 1946, the figures noted are quarterly aver-
ages.

v Averages are based on end-of-quarter stocks.
** See note 1, 3rd paragraph, for this page for explanation

of duplication in reporting.

Page 127
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Ditreau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time.

11»e series on vegetable o i l exports inc ludes cottonseed,
1inseedu corn, coconut, peanut , and soybean o i l , cocoa butter,
vege tab le soap stock, cooking fa ts other then la rd , and all
edible and ined ib le vegetable oils and fa t s . "The data include
a quan t i t y of cooking fa ts con ta in ing some an imal cooking fats
which are not reported separately. Oleomargarine is not in-
cluded. The series includes, except as noted, all vegetable
oils, fats, and compounds thereof, which have subs tan t ia l ly
related or competi t ive uses, though not all the items included
are > . t r i c t ly oils . Peg inn inp 1947, data include Army civi l ian
supply shipments which were not reported previously (see note
1 for p. 107). For 1947 these shipments anounted to 187,000
pounds.

Month ly da t a for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Month ly averages for 1922-34 and month ly figures
for 1934-10 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supple-
ment.*! ant! ear l ier m o n t h l y figures beginning 1922 are on p. 18
of the June 1938 Survey; there have been a few minor revisions
in the figures for 1938 and the September 1933 f igure should
read 4,995.

2 Compiled by the U, S. Department ot Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and ttureau ot foreign and Axnes-
tfc Commerce prior to that t ime. Data are imports for con-
sumption.

Paint-oi l imports inc lude tung oil, l inseed o i l . p e r i l l a oil
and beginning 1936, o i t i c ica oi l . Separate data on oi t ic ica
oil for ea r l i e r years are not a v a i l a b l e , but. the quanti t ies
imported in those years are believed to have been too small to
a f f e c t m a t e r i a l l y the comparab i l i t y of the series. 'Ihe clas-
s i f i c a t i o n of "pa in t oi ls" is segregated because from £0 to
over 90 percent of the domestic factory consumption of these
oils is in the p a i n t , v a r n i s h , l i n o l e u m , and oi l cloth indus-
tries. Although other vegetable oils, no t ab ly soybean oil and
castor o i l , are used in p a i n t r r . a n u J a r t u r e , their other uses
are more impor tant .

It is not possible to make any f u r t h e r c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of
vegetable oil impor ts Ly type of use, since most of the vege-
table oi ls imported ran be, an«l are, used in t e rchangeab ly in
the m a n u f a c t u r e of v e g e t a b l e shor tenings , o leomargar ine , soap,
and other edible and ined ib le compounds, the type of use for
any one oi l s h i f t i n g . s u b s t a n t i a l l y from year to year. "All
other vegetable oi ls" covers all types of ed ib le and inedible
expressed vegetable o i l s , excr-pt the p a i n t o i l s , but excludes
vegetable t a l l o w and *ax, and essent ia l or d i s t i l l e d oils. The
m a j o r o i ls covered i n c l u d e coconut , corn, cottonseed, linseed,
peanut , o i t i c i c a , o l i v e , p a l m , p a l m kernel , p e r i l l a , soybean,
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rapeseed, sunflower seed, and tung oil. In recent years, how-
ever, imports of some of these oi ls—notably corn, palm kernel,
peanut, and peri Ha—have been small .

Some imported oils are reexported. The quantities for paint
oil and other oils are given in the table below (annual totals
in thousands of pounds). The fibres shown in this table cover
only, free oils (with the possible exception of a small amount
of dutiable oil that may have been reported in a group of mis-
cellaneous oils and t h e r e f o r e i n c l u d e d in the figures for
"other oils"), since dutiable oils imported for reexport would
not be included in the figures of imports for consumption. The
figures for paint oils represent tung oil and beginning 1943,
oiticica oil, the only free paint oils reexported.

Year

I93»i
1936
[937

1938
1939...

1940.
I94K...

faint
oils

4 321
5,961
7,053
4,628
b 91 1
4,481

3,102

Other
oils

16,358
12,311
12,745
8,bll

25 867
HI ,336

51,480

Year

I9H2.,
1 $43. ..........
(91*4
I9H5 .

19*16
(9H7. . .....
1948

Paint
oils

83
853
913

999
1 212
5 708
8,636

Other
oils

8 008
43 804
34 678
2| €87
14 044
50 089
10 745

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures
for 1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements and are
correct except for small revisions in the 1937-38 figures for
"all other vegetable oils* and the total, because of an error
in converting one of the oils from gallons to pounds, and a
correction in the August 193fr figure for paint oils; the re-
vised figures are available upon request; oiticica oil, in-
cluded in paint oils in the monthly average for 1936, is in-
cluded in "all other vegetable oils" in the monthly figures for
that year since it was included in a miscellaneous group in
the monthly reports. Monthly figures for 1921-35 for paint
oils and 1923-35 for "all other vegetable oils" are shown on
p. 18 of the June 1938 Survey.

3 See note 1 for p. 126.
* Compiled by the U. S, Department of Coromerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning April 1941 and Bureau of Foreign mid Do-
mestic Commerce prior to that time. Import -figures cover id-
ports for consumption. Substantial quantities of copra and
coconut oil are r e e x p o r t e d in some years. Monthly average
amounts reexported for 1935-48 are as follows: Copra (short
tons)—1935, 503; 1936, 505; 1937, 2,058; 1938, 2,449; 1939.
500; 1940, 1,514; 1941. 2,686; 1942, 315; 1947, 1,437; 1948,
78; coconut oil (thousands of pounds)—1935, 190; 1936, 272;
1937, 84; 1938, 157; 1939, 792; 1940. 1,044; 1941, 440; 1942,
144; 1943, 197; 1944, 387; 1946. 11.2; 1947, 223; 1948, 32; there
nere no reexports of copra in 1943-46 and of coconut oil in
1945, riaxseed was not reexported.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1936-10 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (revisions—copra,
1917 average, 15,279 short tons); monthly data for 1923-37 ap-
pear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; there have
been some minor revisions in figures shown in the latter vol-
ume and a few larger revisions as follows: Copra (short tons) —
January 1931, 17,028; February 1931r 16,567; November 1931.
22,465; coconut oil, August 1930, 28,320 thousand pounds.

Averages are based on end-of-quarter stocks.
e Less than 500 pounds.

Page 128
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census. Data are collected under an Act of Congress which
provides that the Bureau of the Census shall collect monthly
reports from all of the oil mills concerning cottonseed re-
ceived, crushed, and on hand, and cottonseed products manufac-
tured, shipped out, and on hand; also that information be ob-
tained from the refineries and consuming establishments and
from brokers and warehousemen concerning crude and refined
cottonseed oil. Complete coverage is maintained for cotton-
seed oil mills and refineries. Stocks of refined cottonseed
oil exclude quantities held by a number of small occasional
consumers; however, the total quantity held by these estab-
lishments accounts for only a small part of total stocks and
has no significant effect on the statistics.

There were 346 mills in the United States which crushed
cottonseed during the years ended July 31, 1947 and 1948, com-
pared with 360 in 1946, 382 in 1945. 394 in 1944, 410 in 1943,

426 in 1942, 446 in 1941 and 1940, and 462-478 in 1935-39. In
addition, there were 29 mills with the necessary equipment
which did not crush any cottonseed in 1948, 42 mills in 1947,
and 48 mills during the 1940-46 season.

Receipts of cottonseed at mills represent net receipts, ex-
cluding seed reshipped; they include some seed later destroyed.
Stocks of crude oil include holdings of crude mills and of re-
fining and manufacturing establishments, and oil in transit to
refiners and consumers. Defined stocks include (in addition
to stocks held at refineries and consuming establishments) oil
held by refiners, brokers, agents, and warehousemen at places
other than refineries and manufacturing establishments, and
stocks in transit to refiners and manufacturers.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statist!*
cal Supplement. Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly fig-
ures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly
figures for 1932-37 appear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supple-
ments (revisions for cottonseed consumption, 1934, in short
tons—February, 437,274; July, 100,699; monthly average 326,157).
Monthly data for 1923-30 are available in the 1932 Supplement
and 1931 figures (revised) arc on p. 20 of the February 1933
Survey.

, 2 See note 1 for p. 126.
3 See note 3 for p. 130.
u Compiled by the C/. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La»

bor Statistics. Data represents the price of prime, summer,
yellow, bleachable, tank-car deliveries, per pound, Mew York.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly fig-
ures for 1923-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements; the July 1926 figure in the latter vol-
ume should be $0.151.

5 Compiled by the £/. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. TKe figure given for each year is
the estimated total United States crop for the year. Figures
for 1935-47 are final estimates. Estimates for 1913-33 are
available in the 1942 Supplement; revised estimate for 1934,
5,719,000 bushels.

8 Averages are based on end-of-quarter stock figures.
7 No quotation for August and September; 1946 average is

for 10 months.

Page 129
1 See note 4 for p. 127.
2 Wholesale price data for flaxseed are from the V. S. De-

partment of Agriculturet Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and
for linseed oil from the 0. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The flaxseed price is an average of daily
prices, weighted by car-lot sales, obtained originally fras
the Minneapolis Daily Market Record. The linseed oil price is
the average of the market price (low) for Saturday for raw,
carlots, drums, f.o.b. New York.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (revisions
for flaxseed, 1939—March, 11.96; August, $1.53). Monthly
figures for 1923-37-are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements (revision, linseed oil, November 1933, $0.096).
Prices of linseed oil were quoted per gallon prior to October
1925 and were reduced to a per-pound basis at 7-1/2 pounds to
the gallon.

3 See note 1 for p. 126.
* See note 5 for p. 128.
5 Averages are based on end-of-quarter stock figures.
8 No quotation.
7 Average for 11 months, January and March-December.

Page 130
1 See note 1 for p. 126.
2 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. The series for soybean oil is for refined,
edible, returnable drums, l.c.l., f.o.b. New York, beginning
1940. Earlier data, shown in italics, are for domestic, re-
fined, tank carlots, f.o.b. New York; the comparable average
for 1940 is $0.066. Monthly figurea for January-December 1940
for the current series for edible oil are as follows (dollars):
0.078, 0.078, 0.081, 0.078, 0.076, 0.071, 0.072. 0.068, 0.065,
0.064, 0.067, 0.068. Monthly averages for 1930-34 and monthly
figures for 1938-41 for the italicized series are shown in the
1942 Supplement; monthly figures for 1930-37 for this series
are available upon request.

The oleomargarine price is for vegetable fat in one-pound
cartons, in cases of 12 and 24, delivered eastern United States,
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manufacturer to jobber. This series replaces the price series
for animal fat shown in the 1942 and earlier Supplements.
Monthly figures for 1926-40 are available upon request.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for the new soybean oil and oleo-
margarine series are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.

^ Compiled by the V. S, Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue, from returns made for tax purposes.

Data on production of oleomargarine and consumption of re-
fined cottonseed oil in the production of oleomargarine (p. 128)
represent the total for the industry. Data on consumption of
oleomargarine represent all tax-paid withdrawals (except by
the Government) of both colored and uncolored oleomargarine
for domestic use. Complete data on materials used in oleomar-
garine production are available from reports of the office
named above*

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual data beginning 1913 for tax-paid withdraw-
als and production, and beginning 1922 for consumption of cot-
tonseed oil and monthly data for 1934-40 for the three series
are available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements. Earli-
er monthly data beginning 1913 for tax-paid withdrawals are on
p. 20 of the June 1938 Survey and monthly data for 1923-33 for
the other two series appear in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements;
revisions of figures in the latter volume (thousands of pounds):
Production—January 1923, 20,877; March 1923, 21,054; February
1928, 27,624; July 1931, 11,380; August 1931, 15,999. Cotton-
seed oil, consumption in oleomargarine—September 1925, 1,872;
July 1931, 885.

Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, from reports of 680 establishments beginning 1936.
Of this number, 580 reported classified sales and 100 reported
only total sales. The reporting establishments accounted for
approximately 90 percent of the total value of the output of
the industry as reported in the. Census of Manufactures for
1939. The 1935 average and averages for earlier years shown
in the 1942 Supplement are based on reports of 579 establish-
ments, raised to the level of data for 680 establishments on
the basis of the relationship between the annual totals for
680 and 579 companies for 1936-41. The ratio between the two
series was fairly consistent and was approximately 1.04.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1928-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly fig-
ures for 1936-37 are available on p. 26 of the July 1942 Sur-
vey.

5 Averages arc based on end-of-quarter stock figures.

Page 131

Compiled by the Federal Power Commission. Total produc-
tion of electric energy is the sum of energy produced by elec-
tric utilities and other organizations producing electric en-
ergy for public use and by industrial establishments.

The series for "utilities" represent a continuation of the
revised data published in the 1947 Supplement to the Survey.
Reports are solicited from all utilities and other organiza-
tions generating electric energy for public use. The capacity
of small standby plants operating infrequently and having in-
significant production amounts is included although regular
monthly reports are not requested from such plants. The se-
ries covers production by privately owned and municipally
owned electric utilities and a group of other producers gener-
ating electric energy for public use, including Federal proj-
ects, cooperatives, power districts, State projects, and pub-
licly owned noncentral stations. The latter operate primarily
for such functions as public street lighting or water pumping.
JReports are received each month representing approximately to-
tal production. At the end of 1948, 1,522 establishments op-
erating 3,879 generating plants were reporting.

The present series for utilities, or production for public
use, excludes production of stationary generating plants op-
erated for motive power by electric railways and electrified
steam railroads, formerly included in the data, and a compara-
tively small quantity formerly included for certain mining and
manufacturing plants supplying energy to utilities and to
others. In eliminating d ? for railways and railroads, plants
of the municipally owned *isit system in New York City, for-
merly included in the pubJUciy owned noncentral station class,
were also excluded.

The series for industrial establishments represent esti-
mated total production by manufacturing (including Government
manufacturing) and extractive industries and stationary plants
operated for motive power by electric railways and electrified

stfam railroads, exclusive of production where plant capaci-
ties are less than 100 kilowatts, where activities are presum-
ably on a temporary basis as in Army camps and other r.onmanu-
facturing Government establishments, and where data are not
currently available because of the size or character of the
business. The data are based upon reports of industrial pro-
ducers of electric energy with plant capacities of 100 kilo-
watts or more, which account for around 85 percent of total
production by industrial establishments, on data reported by
the lJ. S. Bureau of the Census in the 1939 Census of Manufac-
tures, the 1939 Census of Mineral Industries, and related sta-
tistics. Data are not available prior to 1939.

Monthly data for 1941-44 (revised basis) on the production
of electric energy by electric utilities and industrial estab-
lishments are available in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.
Monthly figures for 1920-40 for privately owned and munici-
pally owned utilities are available in the 1942 Supplement and
on p. 18. of the December 1940 Survey. Revised monthly aver-
ages for 1920-34 and monthly figures for 1936-40 for total
production by utilities and production by source are shown on
p. 32 of the February 1947 Survey; revised monthly averages
and monthly figures for the indicated periods may be obtained
for "other producers" by substracting from the revised totals
in that issue data for privately owned and municipally owned
utilities referred to above. As indicated above, the data on
electric power production beginning with the 1947 Supplement
differ from the data for utilities formerly carried chiefly by
the exclusion of energy produced by electric railways and
electrified stean railroads. Exclusion of these producers
from the present series for utilities has reduced the totals
of the series carried in the 1942 Supplement by amounts
ranging from 3 percent in 1935 to 9 percent in 1920. Monthly
data for 1920-35 covering output of electrical utilities as
reported prior to the revision will be found on pp. 17 and 18
of the December 1940 Survey.

^ Compiled by the Edison Electric Institute. Monthly data
beginning 1937 have been revised by the Institute to conform
with the published data of the "1937 Census of Electric Light
and Power Industry" and on the basis of the System of Accounts
of the Federal Power Commission which was effective January 1,
1937.

Data are industry estimates computed from enterprises rep-
resenting approximately 85 percent of the industry. These da-
ta cover statistics for the entire electric light and power
industry contributing to the public supply in the United
States, which includes all private, cooperative, runicipal,
governmental, and industrial enterprises engaged in the pro-
duction or distribution of electricity for the use of the pub-
lic. Comparability of data prior to 1937 is discussed below.

The classification "rural" beginning 1937 is based on the
filed rate schedule and includes rural and fans customers
served on a distinct rural or farm rate; it covers, in addi-
tion to a limited number of farm customers, the residences and
cojranercial establishments in the smaller communities which arc
served on "distinct rural rates." A large part of the agri-
cultural pumping or irrigation load in the West is on distinct
or special rural rates. Those farm customers which are served
on residential or domestic rates are included in the "residen-
tial or domestic" classification beginning 1937. Many farms
and residents of small hamlets are served on the regular resi-
dential rate schedules and hence are included in the "residen-
tial or domestic" classification. Prior to 1937, data in the
latter classification represent a total of residential service
(urban-rural nonfarm) and service to farms in the East, while
data under "rural" include data for western fares only.

Data prior to 1937 for commercial and industrial service
distinguishing between small and large customers are not
strictly comparable with later figures because of changes in
the systems of accounts and in the service classifications.
The dividing point between small and large is now on the basis
of 50 kilowatts of demand or as near to this as rate classifi-
cations will pennit.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are available in the 1947 Sup-
plement; monthly averages for 1926-34 (except for street and
highway lighting, other public authorities, and interdepart-
mental) and monthly data for 1938-40 will be found in the 1942
Supplement. Revised data for all series for 1937 are available
upon request. Pecause of classification changes, monthly data
for 1937 published in the 1940 Supplement are not comparable
with data sho*n in later Supplements. With regard to total
sales, revenue from sales, residential or dorr.estic sales, small
light and po*er (previously called retail co.T«rercial and in-
dustrial) sales, and railways and railroads, rrouthly data for
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the years 1934-36 are available in the 1940 and 1938 Supple-
e>ents, while for the years 1928-33 they may be had upon request.

3 Interdepartmental sales in these years were considered
either energy used by the company or by the railway department
thereof and were not included in sales. Beginning 193? such
energy is considered as sales.

* Average based on annual data; no comparable monthly fig-
ures available*

Page 132
1 See note 2 for p. 131.
2 Compiled by the American Gas Association. Data represent

complete coverage of the gas utility industry; they are a con-
tinuation of data on the revised basis as shown in the 1947
Statistical Supplement.

Formerly it was the practice of the Association to present
data for a "comparable group of companies" rather than statis-
tics pertaining strictly to each branch of the gas industry.
The data were revised each year, classifying the companies in
the natural or the manufactured and mixed gas series according
to the type of gas distributed at the beginning of the latest
complete year. When * company changed from the distribution
of manufactured or mixed gas to the sale of natural gas, data
for that utility, for the entire period since 1929, were trans-
ferred from the manufactured and mixed gas series to the natu-
ral gas series. This procedure resulted in the inclusion of a
substantial amount of manufactured gas in the natural gas data
for the earlier years, ranging up to a maximum of 18 percent
in 1929.

Beginning with 1945, the classifications have been based on
the kind of gas actually distributed. For statistical pur-
poses the types of gas are defined as follows: "Natural Gas*—
straight natural gas, "stabilized" natural gas, and any mix-
tures thereof. "Manufactured gas"—water gas, retort coal gas,
coke oven gas, oil gas, blue gas, producer gas, reformed gas,
and any mixtures thereof; includes mixtures of manufactured
and natural gas, or liquefied petroleum gas, where the natural,
or liquefied petroleum gas, has been introduced into what was
formerly a straight manufactured-gas process as a substitute
for oil enrichment and where the heating value of the result-
ing gas does not exceed that of the straight manufactured gas
previously produced. "Mixed gas"—mixtures of manufactured gas
with natural or liquefied petroleum gas, except where the
natural or liquefied petroleum gas is used for enriching** or
"reforming." Hie separate figures for manufactured and mixed
gas, available only beginning 1945, are combined in the Survey.
"Liquefied petroleum gas" (defined as undiluted liquefied petro-
leum vapors, butane-air gas, propane-air gas) if distributed
through pipelines and any mixtures thereof; figures for this
type of gas are compiled by the Association on an annual basis
only and are not included here.

For comparison with the later data, the old series prior to
1945 has been revised to show all data relating to manufac-
tured gas for any given year in the manufactured and mixed gas
series and similarly only data relating to natural gas in the
natural gas series. In the old series liquefied petroleum gas,
regardless of the heating value at which it was distributed,
was included with manufactured gas data. Data relating to
mixed gases distributed at heating values of 900 B. t.u. or
less per cubic foot were combined with manufactured gas data;
if the heating content was over 900 B.t.u. per cubic foot, the
data were included in figures for natural gas. No adjustment
has been made for the differences in definitions of the types
of gas as used prior to 1945 and beginning that year; there-
fore, data shown for 1935-44 are not entirely comparable with
those for later years. Quarterly averages for 1945, strictly
comparable with earlier data, are as follows: Natural gas—-
customers (thousands), total, 9,274; residential, 8,595; in-
dustrial and commercial, 676; sales (millions of cubic feet),
total, 546,168; residential, 153,767; industrial and commer-
cial, 383,331; revenues (thousands of dollars), total, 173,133;
residential, 94,907; industrial and commercial, 76,804. Manu-
factured and mixed gas—customers (thousands), total,10,703;
reaidential, 10,223; commercial and industrial, 469; sales
(millions of cubic feet), total, 126,136; residential, 80,393;
commercial and industrial, 44,633; revenues (thousands of dol-
lars), total, 114,523; residential, 87,897; commercial and in-
dustrial, 25,997. Oily annual figures are available on the
revised basis for years prior to 1943.

Monthly (or quarterly) data for 1943 and 1944 are based on
reports of companies representing 90 percent of the industry;
quarterly data thereafter are based on reports of utilities
representing approximately 80 percent of the industry. The
reported monthly or quarterly data are expanded to account for

100 percent of the gas utility industry, based on annual sur-
veys covering almost the entire industry, supplemented by data
from secondary sources. Beginning 1945, monthly data are col-
lected for sales only and from a smaller group of utilities
which account for about one-third of total sales of gas utili-
ties and are expanded to 100 percent coverage. Monthly fig-
ures are available for all series for 1943 and 1944; however>
for comparison with later data, figures for revenues and cus-
tomers are shown on a quarterly basis (data for customers are
averages of monthly figures for the quarter). Both the month-
ly and quarterly figures as published currently are prelimina-
ry and are subsequently adjusted by the Association to data
based on the more comprehensive annual surveys. The reported
1948 monthly figures on total sales are adjusted to quarterly
sales data (based on the larger sample) by applying to the
quarterly totals the percentage distribution of the reported
monthly figures.

All data relate to sales to ultimate consumers; sales for
resale and related revenue are excluded. Figures for natural
gas do not include natural gas used in field operations and in
the manufacture of carbon black (unless sold by a utility), or
gas used by distributing companies in the conduct of gas oper-
ations. Data on residential sales of natural gas include house
heating, since there is usually no special rate for house
heating by natural gas companies. Sales for industrial use
include, in general, that gas used in production or manufac-
ture of some commodity destined for further sales, while com- '
mercial gas sales generally relate to gas consumed in render-
ing a service, as delicatessen shops, hotels, retail stores,
etc. Sales of gas for street and highway lighting (very snail)
and other municipal uses are included.

Monthly or quarterly data for 1943-44 are available in the
1947 Statistical Supplement. Bevised annual figures for 1932-
34 are available upon request. Data for 1929-31 shown in the
1942 and earlier Supplements have not. been revised to a com-
parable basis with figures shown in this or the 1947 volume.

The averages for' manufactured and mixed gas sales and
revenues, including those for total sales, a>re quarterly aver-
ages and, prior to 1945, are based on revised annual totals.
The figures for customers are monthly averages for 1935-44 and
averages of end-of-quarter figures for 1945-48. Data for 1935-
44 are not entirely comparable with data for later years (see
fourth paragraph of note 2).

The quarterly average for industrial and commercial sales
for 1943 in the natural gas series, based on the annual total,
differs.slightly from the average of the quarterly data. There
are also minor differences between the quarterly averages for
1944, based on annual totals, and averages of the quarterly
figures for both natural gas and manufactured and mixed gas.

v Average based on annual data; no comparable monthly fig-
ures available.

Page 133
1 See note 2 for p. 132.
2 The averages for sales and revenues, including those for

total sales, are quarterly averages and, prior to 1945, are
based on revised annual totals. The figures for customers are
monthly averages for 1935-44 and averages of end-of-quarter
figures for 1945-48.

Page I3H
1 Compiled by the V. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-

fernal Revenue. Data represent complete coverage of the do-
mestic fermented ma l t liquor industry, including beer, ale,
and other liquor produced from fermented malt. Data for Ha-
waii and, through June 1942, data for Alaska are included. The
number of breweries operated and the amount produced, removed
by pipe line, removed in barrels and kegs, and stocks on hand,
by States, are given in the regular monthly press releases.
Tax-free withdrawals, including the amount withdrawn for ex-
port, consumed on brewery premises, used for cereal beverages,
and also the arrount lost, are not included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1933-34 (also estimated tax-
paid withdrawals for 1913-19) and monthly data for 1938-40 are
available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for^pril 1933-
37 appear on p. 16 of the Ju ly 1939 Survey and in the 1940
Supplement.

^Compiled by the V. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ferna/ Revenue. The data represent complete coverage of oper-
ations of registered distilleries and frui t distilleries, ex-
clusive of production for industr ial purposes from January
1942 through September 1945.
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In addition to whisky which is shown separately, the totals

for disti l led spirits include rum, gin, brandy, and other dis-
t i l l ed sp i r i t s produced for beverage purposes. Normally reg-
istered and f ru i t disti l leries are author ized to produce on ly
beverage spirits. Because of the great ly increased demand for
i n d u s t r i a l alcohol dur ing the war , Congress, by the acts of
January 24 and March 27, 1942, made it legal for beverage dis-
t i l le rs to engage in production of h igh proof spirits for in-
dus t r i a l purposes. Subsequently production of spiri ts other
than brandy and rum for beverage purposes was prohibited a f te r
October 8, 1942, un t i l the end of the war period, except under
special au thor iza t ion during so-called liquor hol iday months
(August 1944, January 1945, and July 1945). Production figures
for January 1942-September 1945 include only amounts of high
proof spirits produced for beverage purposes. Small amounts
for i n d u s t r i a l purposes are i nc luded a f t e r September 1945
since such production was not reported sepa ra te ly . (Total
production of high proof spirits by registered distilleries for
1942-45 are shown on p. Ill of the 1947 Supplement and the
amounts for beverage purposes included in the totals and du-
plicated here are given separately in a note on the i tem.)
Production figures are net, that is, gross production less
amounts used in redistillation.

Stocks are domestic stocks in internal revenue bonded ware-
houses, based on the original entry gauge. Losses are not de-
termined unti l wi thdrawal and are therefore not included ex-
cept for d i s t i l l ed spirits in cases for which losses have
already been determined.

Wi thdrawals represent tax-paid wi thdrawals from distil ler-
ies and internal revenue bonded warehouses, but do not include
w i t h d r a w a l s of brandy and spirits for the f o r t i f i c a t i o n of
wine and rum and other spirits for denaturat ion. For statis-
tics relating to ethyl alcohol produced at industr ial alcohol
plants, see p. 122 of this volume. The amounts of ethyl alco-
hol w i t h d r a w n t ax-pa id shown on that page are l a rge ly for
beverage purposes.

A tax gallon for spirits 'of 100 proof or over is equivalent
to the proof gallon (see note 5 fol lowing for definit ion of a
s t anda rd proof gal lon) . For spirits of less than 100 proof
the tax gallon is equivalent to the wine gallon.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement . Month ly averages for 1913-19 and 1933-34 and
monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement;
ear l ier monthly data appear in the 1940 Supplement and on pp.
15-16 of the July 1939 Survey.

3 Compiled by the Distilled Spirits Institute, Inc. Data
are based on sales in all States in which sales of dis t i l led
spirits are legal. Beginning 1939 they cover 45 States and
the District of Columbia. The sale of dis t i l led spirits in
Kansas, Mississippi, and Oklahoma is prohibited. Sales were
prohibi ted in one or more addi t ional States prior to 1939.
Data represent actual gallonage sales based on tax stamp sales
in the 28 license States and in the District of Columbia (ex-
cept that in 1947 and 1948, data for several States represent
gallonage shipments to wholesalers) and on actual wholesale
and retail sales, as reported by State Liquor Control Authori-
ties, in the 17 monopoly States.

Month ly data for 1941-43 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; data for 1941 are shown on p. S-27 of the November
1948 Survey. Monthly average for 1934 and monthly figures for
1938-39 are avai lable in the 1942 Supplement and monthly fig-
ures for 1940 (revised since publicat ion of that volume) are
shown on p. 22 of the July 1946 Survey. Monthly data for 1934-
37 are a v a i l a b l e upon request.

u Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beg inn ing May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mest ic Commerce pr ior to that tirre. Data include spir i ts ,
cordials, l iqueurs, bitters, ethyl alcohol, and compounds con-
taining spirits. They represent iirports for consumption.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Sta t i s t ica l
S u p p l e m e n t . M o n t h l y averages for 1913-19 and 1933-34 and
m o n t h l y da ta for 193*6-40 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 and 1940
Supplements ; m o n t h l y data for 1933-38 for the to ta l and for
1934-38 for whisky are shown on pp. 15 and 16 of the July 1939
Survey. Revis ion: Total d i s t i l l e d sp i r i t s—December 1935,
705,545 proof gallons.

" Compiled by the V. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. Data represent complete coverage of the in-
dus t ry . R e c t i f i e d s p i r i t s a r e sp i r i t s changed from the i r
o r i g i n a l c h a r a c t e r , such as b lended w h i s k i e s , l i q u e u r s , and
cordials . Total r e c t i f i e d spirits and wines produced include
w h i s k y , g in , cord ia l s , and l i q u e u r s , and s m a l l q u a n t i t i e s of
a lcoho l , rum, b r andy , wine , v e r m u t h , and cock ta i l s and other
u n c l a s s i f i e d spir i ts . M a t e r i a l s used and product ion by kinds
are a v a i l a b l e in the or ig ina l reports.

A standard proof gal lon is a wine gallon (231 cubic inches)
of 100 proof spirits, the proof being twice the percent of the
content , by v o l u m e , of e thy l a lcohol . In a wine g a l l o n of
sp i r i t s of more or less than 100 proof , the number of proof
gallons is proport ionally greater or smaller than 1 proof gal-
lon.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1934 and mon th ly data for
1938-41 are ava i l ab l e in the 1942 Supplement; ear l ier monthly
data are shown in the 1940 Supplement and on p. 17 of the July
1939 Survey. Fiscal year totals prior to 1934 are available
in reports of the compiling agency.

Page 135

Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. The data represent complete coverage of.the
industry. Figures are reported in taxable units and converted
to wine gallons on the basis of 20 taxable units (one-half
pint or fraction thereof in Lottie or container) per wine gal-
lon. Data cover champagne, other sparkling wine, and artifi-
cially carbonated wine.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly figures for 1936-40 are available in the
1942 and 1940 Supplements and earlier monthly figures are on
p. 18 of the July 1939 Survey.

^ Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Pureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. Data represent imports for
consumption.

Monthly deta for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly avera£es for 1913-19 (fiscal years ended
June 30) and monthly figures for 1936-40 are available in the
1942 and 1940 Supplements and earlier monthly figures appear
on p. 18 of the July 1939 Survey.

5 Compiled by the *;. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. The data represent complete coverage of the
industry. Data for Hawaii are included. Production of still
wines represents the amount removed from fermenters exclusive
of distilling materials produced at wineries beginning July
1942 in the monthly figures and 1943 for the monthly averages.
Increases due to amelioration, fortification, and blending
occurring after removal from fersienters are not shown.

Distilling materials produced at wineries represent sub-
standard wines produced with excessive water or residue mate-
rials, which are used as distilling materials in the production
of brandy. They were not reported separately from production
of still wines prior to July 1942.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly figures for 1936-40 are available in the
1942 and 1940 Supplements and earlier monthly figures are on
p. 17 of the July 1939 Survey.

y Compiled by the £'• S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, from reports of factories made di-
rect to the Department. Data for butter include the produc-
tion of whey butter. Total cheese production includes Ameri-
can type cheese (whole milk and part skim) and foreign and!
miscellaneous types (Swiss, Brick and Munster, Limburger,
Italian, Neufchatel, cream cheese, etc.), but excludes cot-
tage, pot, and bakers' cheese and American full skim. The
latter is included in data shown in the 1942 and earlier is-
sues of the Supplement. The figures shown separately for-
American cheese include production from whole milk only which
generally accounts for about 99 percent of the total American
cheese output; data represent largely Cheddar cheese but in-
clude other varieties known as Colby, washed curd, high and
low moisture Jack, Monterey, and granular.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages beginning 1913 (1919 for American
cheese) and monthly figures for 1933-40 are available in the
1942 Supplement. See note in that volume for source of data
prior to 1930. Monthly data for butter and American cheese
for 1932-37 appear in the 1940, 1938. and 1936 Supplements,
and monthly data for 1930-37 for total cheese production (in-
cluding American full ski-? amounting to not more than two-
tenths of 1 percent of tht: total) are shown on p. 17 of the
November 1939 Survey (revifiion, August 1930, 44,504,000 pounds).
Earlier data for these series shown in the 1932 Supplement and
on p. 17 of the November 1939 Survey have been revised to allow
for incompleteness in reports. The revised monthly data are
available on pp. 63-65 of Technical Bulletin No. 722, "Produc-
tion and Consumption of Manufactured Dairy Products," pub-
lished in April 1940'by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Data are compiled by the ̂ . S. Department of Agriculture,
Production and Marketing Arfministrat ion, from reports made by
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cold-storage establishments and are given on a "net weight*
basis. Data cover stocks held in publ ic and pr iva te cold-
storage warehouses »nd cover approximately 99 percent of all
stocks held.

Stocks of butter and cheese include those held by the vari-
ous States for relief distr ibution from April 1938-April 1940
and, since June 1938, Government holdings, which represent
stocks held by the U. S. Department of Agriculture and other
agencies. They include also stocks owned by the armed services
and.s tored in warehouse space not owned or leased by them.
Stocks held in space owned and operated by the armed services
are not included. Hie monthly figures are the stocks as re-
ported for the first of the month following the period desig-
nated.

.Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages beginning 1915 or 1917 and monthly
figures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (re-
vision for total cheese, July 1939, 118,809.000 pounds); monthly
figures for 1923-37 (except cheese for December 1926-December
1931} appear in the 1940 and earlier Supplements* Data for
cheese were revised jfor the period December 1926-December 1931
and are shown on p. 19 of the April 1933 Survey, except figures
for December 1926 which are as follows: Total, 74,217,000
pounds; American, 56,758,000 pounds.

9 Compiled by the V. S, Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Data are average wholesale
prices of creamery butter, 92-scor.e, in bulk, at New York City,
for cash and short-term credit. Prices were under Government
control from the latter part of 1942 until July 1946. Tempo*
rary price ceilings were established by the Office of Price
Administration in October 1942 and specific doll-ar-and-cents
ceilings on December 30, 1942, The method of quoting the
prices was changed effective the latter date. The base ceil*
ing price, delivered market, in January-May 1943, comparable
with the December 1942 figure, is $0.46^4. The prices shown
beginning January 1943 include permitted mark-ups over the
base ceiling price* The decline in price from May to July
1943 reflects the "roll-back" in the ceiling price when the
processors* subsidy of 5 cents per pound became effective in
June 1943, while the increase from October to December 1945
reflects the increase in the ceiling price to offset discon-
tinuance of the subsidy.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data
for 1923-37 appear in the 1940, 1938. 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments. Revisions: February 1924, $0..5U April 1925, $0.45;
January 1927, $0.49; March 1927, $0.50; December 1928, $0.50*

7 Stocks as of June 30.
9 Production of distilling materials is included in figures

for production of still wine*; sec note 3-
9 Average of stocks as of June 30, September 30, and Decem-

ber 31.
10 See note 6 for explanation of price change.

Page 136
* Compiled by the U* S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce prior to that time* Data for imports of
cheese are imports for consumption. All classes of cheese are
included*

Export* include Army civilian supply shipments beginning
1947; data were not reported prior thereto (see note 1 for p.
107). In 1947, 5,000 pounds of condensed milk and 142,000
pounds of evaporated milk were included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages beginning 1913 for imports of
cheese and 1920 for exports of condensed and evaporated milk
and monthly figures for 1938-40 for all series are available
in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-37 are shown in
the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Bevisions of data
in the latter voluir.e, in thousands of pounds: Cheese—1926,
October, 9,719; 1930, October, 6,325; December, 5,237; con-
densed milk—December 1924, 3,151- Cata through 1933 for im-
ports of cheese are general imports.

2 Compiled by the t'. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The series for cheese represents
the average wholesale price of single daisies at Chicago which
has been substituted for the price of twins on the Wisconsin
Exchange, shown in the earlier Supplements. Prices were under
Government control from the latter part of 1942 until July
1946. The wholesale price ceiling was increased 3-3/4 cents
per pound February 1, 1946, to offset the discontinuance of

the processors* subsidy of 3-3/4 cents which %was in effect
from December 1, 1942, through January 31, 1946.

Prices of condensed and evaporated milk are based on the
reports made by manufacturers covering actual sales or goods
delivered at manufacturers* distributing points on the basis
of cash or short-term credit, and represent the average whole-
sale selling price per case (forty-eight 14-1/2-ounce cans).
Temporary ceiling prices were established by the Office of
Price Administration in October 1942 and specific dollar-and-
cents ceiling was established for evaporated milk effective
December 30, 1942, and for condensed milk effective April 8,
1944. Price control was discontinued in July 1946.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for condensed and evaporated milk
are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; monthly averages
prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1938-40 are available in
the 1942 Supplement. Prices of evaporated milk through January
1931 were quoted on the basis of 16-ounce cans and were con-
verted to 14-1/2-ounce cans by multiplying by 0.90625. Monthly
figures for 1928-44 for cheese and for 1920-37 for condensed
and evaporated milk are available upon request.

3 Compiled by the V. 5. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data represent practically the en-
tire industry for evaporated milk and for sweetened condensed
milk. The series on evaporated milk relate to case goods pro-
duced from unskimmed milk. Figures for condensed milk include
production from skimmed and unskimmed milk sweetened by the
addition of sugar* In addition to the monthly series shown
here, which are available currently, monthly data on produc-
tion of unsweetened condensed milk in bulk for industrial us-
ers are issued annually by the Department of Agriculture.
Stocks of bulk goods for condensed milk have not been availa*
ble since September 1939.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures
for 1936-40 (except 1939-40 monthly figures for production of
condensed milk, bulk goods) are available in the 1942 and 1940
Supplements. Monthly data for 1923-35 appear in the 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements, except for revisions in the data
for stocks, as follows (thousands of pounds): Sweetened con-
densed milk, bulk goods—December 1925. 4.760; August 1928,
19,610; April 1931,15,941; May 1932, 9,367; July 1933, 11,892;
evaporated milk—September 1924, 164.538; May 1925, 151,620;
August 1928, 161,706; February 1930, 153.202. The figures for
evaporated milk for 1923-30 given in the 1932 Supplement in-
clude small amounts produced from skimmed milk which are not
included in the present series and therefore, are not strictly
comparable. The series for production of sweetened condensed
milk bulk goods is not shown in the 1942 Supplement but is in-
cluded in all earlier issues; the 1939 monthly figures for
this series, as shown in the 1940 Supplement, have been re-
vised; the revised figures for 1939 and monthly figures for
1940 are available upon reauest.

41 Compiled by the £'. 5. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data are estimated total produc-
tion of milk on farms, based on daily average milk production
per cow (in about 22,000 herds kept by crop correspondents)
and the estimated number of cows on farms.

Monthly averages for 1924-34 are shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment and monthly figures for 1940 are on p. 19 of the April
1947 Survey. Monthly data for 1929-39 are available upon re-
quest.

5 Compiled by the U S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data represent the consumption of
fluid milk in the manufacture of the principal dairy products,
with the exception of ice cream. The items included and the
conversion factors applied to the production figures of these
items to compute the milk equivalent are as follows: Creamery
butter, 20*3; American whole milk cheese, 10.1; other whole
milk cheese and part skim, 9,6; evaporated milk, 2.16; con-
densed milk, sweetened and unsweetened (bulk and case), 2,2;
and dried whole milk, 7.6. The products included accounted for
94 percent or over of the total whole-milk equivalent of all
manufactured dairy products prior to 1941, 92 to 93 percent
for 1941-43, 90 percent for 1944*45. 84 percent for 1946, and
86 percent for 1947-48. Increased production of ice cream and
other frozen products, which is not included here, accounts
for the decline in the percentage.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly data for 1920-40 are available upon re-
quest.
° Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics, from reports of milk distributor*,
producers' associations, and municipal officers for more than
100 cities (excludes all cities where milk is purchased on the
basis of current butter market quotations, but includes cities
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where "flit" and "basic* prices apply). Prices represent
dealers' buying prices for standard grade milk testing 3.5
percent butterfat which is used for city distribution as milk
and cream and are for milk delivered f.o.b. local shipping
point or at country plant. The prices at country points apply
to milk delivered direct by farmers in their own cans to local
milk shipping stations and nearby city milk plants. Price per
100 pounds may be reduced to centt per quart by dividing by
46.53.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1922-34 and monthly figures
for 1936-40 are in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. For earlier
monthly data beginning 1922 see p. 18 of the August 1939 Sur-
vey (revision, May 1923, 2.55).

Page 137
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics. Data cover production and stocks
of dry whole milk and nonfat dry 'milk solids, representing
production for huran consumption, as reported by the principal
firms operating dry-milk factories in the linited States.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Monthly data for 1938-40 for production and stock
of nonfs dry milk solids (designated as "dry skim milk for
human consumption") appear in the 1942 Supplement; monthly
data beginning 1935 (the first year they were reported sepa-
rately from animal feed) are available upon request. Data for
total dry skim milk, which include dry skim milk for animal
feed, are shown ip the 1942 and 1940 Supplements and on p. 17
of the March 1939 Survey. The production of dry skim milk for
animal feed has been comparatively small since 1943, accounting
for only 2 percent of the total production of dry skim milk in
1948.

Monthly data for production of dry whole milk beginning
1918 and stocks beginning 1935 are available upon request.

* Compiled by the C/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce prior to that time. Data for exports of non-
fat dry milk solids beginning 1944 represent only exports of dry
skim milk for human consumption. Earlier data are believed to
similarly represent only that for human consumption, although
the data are reported only as "dry skim milk" in export sta-
tistics and are not specifically stated to exclude exports of
dry skim milk for animal feed, if any. Army civilian supply
shipments are included beginning 1947; data were not reported
prior thereto (see note 1 for p. 107). In 194?. 10,164,000
pounds of dry whole milk and 134,950.000 pounds of nonfat dry
milk solids were included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Data shown in the 1942 and earlier Supplements
are combined totals of dry whole milk and dry skim milk; month-
ly averages beginning 1920 and n-onthly figures for 1923-40 for
the combined totals may be found in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 issues. Separate monthly figures for 1932-40 are
available upon request.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Prices are based on reports made
by manufacturers covering actual sales to jobbers, wholesalers,
grocers, and sisilar buyers, f.o.b. factory, on the basis of
cash or short-term credit.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly data for 1938-40 may be found in the 1942
Supplement; earlier monthly data beginning August 1934 are
available upon request.

a Compiled by" the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The figures represent the year's
total crop (not monthly averages) and, with the exception of
the figure for 1948, are the final estimates. Quantities
unharvested on account of market conditions are included. The
data represent estimates of production in the commercial apple
areas of each State and include fruit produced for sale to
commercial processors, as well as that for sale for fresh con-
sumption.

Commercial production of apples is available only beginning
1934. Data for 1935-46 are also shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Data for 1913-28 for the total production of apples
are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Revised data for 1929-34
are as follows (thousands of bushels): Total production—1929,
135,102; 1930, 156,623; 1931, 205,404; 1932, 146,809; 1933,
148,640; 1934, 128,203 (1934 figure for commercial production
comparable with the later data is 106,005).

5 Data are corpiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture,
Production and Marketing Administration, from reports of offi-
cials and local agents of common carriers. Shipments cover

those by rail and water (reduced to carlot basis) but do not
include shipments bv truck which have become increasingly in-
oortant during the period covered here. Data include ship-
ments for emergency relief and other Government purchases.
Shipments of citrus fruits include oranges, lemons, erapefruit,
tangerines, and other citrus fruits.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1917-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data
appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (revisions
for apples (in carlots) 1932—July, 3,593; August, 1.668; Sep-
tember, 8,412; October, 23,736). There have been some revi-
sions in the rronthly figures for earlier years but, with the
exception of the last three months of 1931 for all series, re-
visions are of a minor nature.

* Data are from the *•'. 5. Department of Agriculture, Pro-
duction and Marketing Administration. The monthly averages
for cold-storage holdings of apples are based on fieures for 9
months (January-May and September-December) for 1935-42 and
for 10 months (January-May and August-December) for 1943 and
1944. Small stocks of apples are carried during the summer
months, but reports for these periods prior to 1945 are incom-
plete; hence the reported data are not included in the figures
shown here. Stocks of frozen fruits include fruits processed
by both "cold-pack" and "quick-freeze" methods.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly
data for 1936-37 for cold-storage holdings of apples may be
found in the 1940 Supplement; monthly data prior to 1936 as
shown in the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements are reported in
barrels and may be converted to bushels by multiplying by 3.
They are correct except for the following revisions (in bar-
rels): May 1927, 534.000; May 1928, 602.000. Monthly data
for cold-storage stocks of frozen fruits for June 1923-Decem-
ber 1937 and of frozen vegetables for 193? are available upon
request.

Page 138
J Beported by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics. The figures represent the year's
total crop (not monthly averages) and, except for 1948, arc
the final estimates.

Estimates for 1913 to 1928 are available in the 1942 Sup-
plement. Revisions for 1929-34 arc aa follows (thousands of
bushels): Potatoes-1929, 333,392; 1930, 343,817; 1931, 384.317;
1932. 374,692; 1933, 343,203; 1934, 406.482; barley—1929.
280,637; 1930. 301,619; 1931. 200,280; 1932, 299,394; 1933.
152.839; 1934, 117,390; corn—1929, 2,515,937; 1930, 2,080,130;
1931,2,575,927; 1932. 2,930,352; 1933,2,397.593; 1934.
1,448,920.

* See note 5 for p. 137.
* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. The new series beginning March 1947 repre-
sents the average price at New York for all varieties and types
of white potatoes (old and new stock), U.S. No. 1 rytrchantable
quality and condition; quotations are as of Monday (»s of Tues-
day prior to September 1947).

Prices prior to March 1947 (shown in italics) are not com-
parable with succeeding data. They represent New York prices
of white potatoes, U. S. No. 1 (old stock only, until new stock
became plentiful). Data for this series for March-May 1947.
respectively, are as follows: $3.006; S3.490; and S3.812.
Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; sr.onthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1923-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Sup-
plements; these prices were incorrectly described as quota-
tions for Long Island No. 1 potatoes, whereas only the prices
prior to 1933 (shown in the 1936 and earlier Supplements) cov-
ered this classification.

y Compiled from statistics of the 11. S. Depart rent of Com-
merce, Bureau of the Census beginning May 1941 ard Pureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce prior to that tire. Data in-
clude exports of barley, corn, oats, rye, and wheat, plus the
grain equivalent of malt, cornmeal. oatrr.eal, and *heat flour.
The conversion factors used are as follows: Malt—9/10 of a
bushel to a bushel of barley through 1943 and beginning 1944,
1 bushel of zalt per bushel of barley; cornmeal—4 busheli of
corn to a barrel of cornmeal through 1945 and 6.194 bushels
beginning 1946; oatmeal—5.56 bushels of oats to 100 pounds of
oatmeal through 1942 and 7.6 bushels beginning 1943; wheat
flour—4.7 bushels of wheat to a barrel of flour through 1943
(wheat flour was converted to wheat at the rate of 4.5 bushels
to a barrel for 1918-19 and 4.6 bushel, for 1920); 1944-Kcb-
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ruiry 1946 and November 1946-June 1947, 2.33 bushels of wheat
per 100 pounds flour; the factor for the period March 1946-
October 1946 ranged from 2.172 to 2.282 bushels of wheat per
100 pounds of flour and for July 194? through 1948 from 2.190
to 2.276 buahela. For periods when barley flour and rye flour
were exported, these are also included, converted to grain
equivalent at 5.5 bushel* to the barrel for. barley and 6 bush-
el* to the barrel for rye flour* The new conversion factora
cited above were supplied by U. S.* Department of Agriculture
and take into account changes in milling practices. Revisions
in export data ahown in this Supplement prior to 1944 are due
to alight changes in the conversion factor for malt prior to
1944 and for oatmeal prior to 1943.

Army civilian supply shipments *re included beginning 1947;
data were not reported prior thereto (see note 1, p. 107)* In
1947 the amounts included are as follows (thousands of bush-
els): Barley, 24,152; corn, 45,643; oats, 8,803; rye, U;
wheat, 158,751.

Revised monthly averages for 1913-34 and reviaed monthly
data prior to 1945 are available upon request.

5 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, on a weekly basis, and rep*
resent the receipts at Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, and
Duluth. as reported in market publications. Weekly figures
are reduced to a monthly basis by the U. S, Department of Com-
merce. Office of Business Economics, by prorating data for
weeks falling in two months.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement, Monthly averages for 1920-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly fig-
ure, for 1932-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, and 1936
Supplements (revisional November 1932, 3,254,000 bushels;
April 1933. 5,154,000; July 1933. 5,144,000); earlier monthly
data are on p. 20 of the November 1932 Surrey.

6 Compiled by the Vt S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Commercial stocks include
domestic grain in storage in public and private elevatora at
principal organized grain markets and grain afloat in vessels
or barges in harbora of lake or seaboard ports. They do not
include grain in transit either by rail or water, stocks in
mills or mill elevators attached to mills, or private stocks
of grain intended for local use. Figures are as of the Satur-
day nearest the first of the following month*

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1927*34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 may be found in the 1942 Supplement and monthly
figures for 1932-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, and 1936
Supplements; earlier monthly data beginning 1927 are on p* 19
of the June 1936 Survey, the figures as shown in the 1938
Supplement and earlier issues have been revised for some months
from the week ended nearest the end of the month to the week
ended nearest the first of the following month; revisions are
available upon request.

7 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics* Data for stocka on farms are as of
the first of the month following that for which they are shown*
June figures represent old crop only; new grain is not report-
ed in the stock figures until the beginning of the crop year.
Quarterly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Quarterly figures for 1940, also June and Decem-
ber figures for 1934-38, and June, September, and December fig-
ures for 1939 are available upon request.

8 Compiled from source indicated in note 4 for this page,
using the conversion factor indicated for malt. Army civilian
supply shipments are included beginning 1947; data were not
reported prior thereto (see note 1, p, 107); such shipments in
1947 amounted to 24,152,000 bushels of malt.

Monthly data beginning 1913 are available upon request. Re-
visions in data prior to 1944 were due to a slight change in
the conversion factor for malt.

9 Compiled by the U, $. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economic*, from quotations given in daily trade
papers, and represent the average price per bushel weighted by
the number of carlota sold.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages from the earliest year available
and monthly figures for 1938-40 may be found in the 1942 Sup-
plement. Earlier monthly data are available as follows: No.
3 straight, 1936-37, 1940 Supplement (earlier data beginning
1921 are available upon request; No. 2 malting, 1934-37, 1940
and 1938 Supplements.

10 Compiled by the Corn Xefinerm Statistical Bureau through
August 1946 and by Price, Waterhouse and Co., thereafter, from
date reported by 11 companies, representing complete coverage
of the industry. They include grinding* by the wet process
for both domestic consumption and export.

Monthly data for 1941*44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data
for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements.

11 Data are furnished by the Chicago Board of Trade and
represent receipts at 12 interior primary markets. Beginning
1941 the monthly figures are reported calendar month totals.
Monthly figures published in the 1942 and earlier Supplements
were obtained from data supplied on a weekly basis by prorat*
ing data for weeks falling in two months.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
(calculated from weekly data) for 1938-40 are available in the
1942 Supplement. There have been minor revisions in the month-
ly figures for 1923-37 shown in the 1940 and earlier Supple-
ments; the revisions are available upon request.

12 Data are available only for June and December, or June,
September, and December for 1939; see note 7 for this page.

13 Not comparable with preceding data; see second paragraph
of note 3 above.

1M Average for 10 months, March-December.

Page 139
1 See note 6 for p. 138.
3 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau

of Agricultural Economics. Data are as of the first of the
month following that for which they are shown. September
figures for corn and June figures for oats represent old crop
only; new grain is not reported in the stock figures until the
beginning of the crop year.

Annual averages shown here are quarterly averages through-
out. Quarterly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement. Reviaed quarterly averages for 1926*34 are
as follows (thousands of bushels): Corn—1926, 801,755; 1927,
733,497; 1928. 625,997; 1929, 674,159; 1930. 592,284; 1931,
667,510; 1932, 885,070; 1933, 902,256; 1934. 616,124. Oats-
1926, 577,209; 1927, 502,918; 1928, 554,661; 1929. 529,797;
1930, 558,602; 1931, 532,942; 1932, 563,912; 1933. 436.709;
1934, 294,978. Quarterly data beginning 1927 are available
upon request.

3 See note 4 for p. 138 for source of data and for factors
used in converting meal to grain equivalent. Exports include
Army civilian supply shipments beginning 1947; such data were
not available prior thereto (see note 1 for p. 107); amounts
included in 1947 were 45,644,000 bushels of corn and 8,803,000
bushels of oats,

Monthly data for 1941-44 for corn are shown in the 1947 Sta-
tistical Supplement; monthly averages for 1913*34 and monthly
figures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement;
monthly data for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements (revision—March 1931, 494,000 bushels).

Monthly data beginning 1913 for oats are available upon
request; revisions in the data prior to 1943 were due to a
sli|ht change in the conversion factor for oatmeal.

Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, and represent the average price per
bushel weighted by the number of carlots sold. The weighted
average price of all grades of corn at five markets covers
cash sales in the Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha, Kansas City, and
Minneapolis markets. Prior to November 1938 data are included
for Cincinnati, but the volume and variation are not sufficient
to affect the comparability of the series.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are ahown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages from the earliest year available
and monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment. Earlier monthly data are available as follows—corn,
No. 3 yellow, 1913-37, p. 18 of the April 1940 Survey; corn,
weighted average, 5 markets, 1918-37, p. 18 of the August 1939
Survey; corn, No. 3, white and oats, No. 3, white for 1923-37,
the 1940. 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

5 Compiled by the #• 5. Department of Agricu/t»»re>, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The figures represent the year's
total crop (not monthly averages) and, except for 1948, are
the final estimates.

Estimates of production for 1913-31 are shown in the 1942
Supplement. Revised data for 1932-34 are as follows (thousands
of bushels): 1932, 1.254,584; 1933, 736,309; 1934, 544,247.

* See note 11 for p. 138.
Average for 11 months; no quotation for January 1936 and

August 1937.
8 Average for 10 months; no quotation for June and August.
9 Average for 8 months; no quotation for May and July-

September.
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10 Average for? months; no quotation for July and September-

December.
11 Average for 7 months; no quotation for July-November.
*^ Quotation for November only.
13 Average for 5 months; no quotation for March-September.
* M Average for 7 months; no quotation for February-June.
15 No sales.
19 Average for months shown.

Page IHO
1 Compiled*by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. Bureau

of Agricultural Economics. The figures represent the year 's
total crop (not month ly averages) and, except for 1948, are
the f inal estimates.

Estimates of rice production for 1913-34 and of rye produc-
tion for 1913-28 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Revised
data for rye for 1929-34 are as follows (thousands of bushels):
1929, 35,411; 1930, 45,383; 1931, 32,777; 1932, 39,099; 1933,
20,573; 1934. 16,285.

* Compiled by the If. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, and cover the movement of
domestic rice at all m i l l s in Cal i forn ia . Brewers' rice is
not included. The stock figures include both rough rice in
terms of cleaned (converted on the basis of 162 pounds of
rough to 100 pounds of clean) and mil led rice, but do not in-
clude rice in store in other positions than at mills. Monthly
data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.
For monthly data for 1934-40 and average for October-December
1933, see the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements. Data in these
Supplements are expressed in bags of 100 pounds instead of in
thousands of pounds as in the 1947 and present volumes.

3 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, based on reports of the
Rice Millers Association for association mil ls and reports of
nonassoc ia t ion m i l l s report ing d i rec t ly to the Depar tment .
Statistics cover the movement of domestic rice at all mi l l s in
Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Tennessee. P-rewers* rice is
excluded from all f igures. The stock figures i n c l u d e both
rough rice in terms of cleaned (converted on the basis of 162
pounds of rough rice to 100 pounds of mil led) and mil led rice,
but do not include rice in store in other positions than at
mills.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1914-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly fig-
ures for 1923-37 may be found in the 194$, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements. Data in these Supplements are expressed in thou-
sands of pockets of 100 pounds ins tead of in thousands of
pounds as in the 1947 and present volumes. The heading in
the 1932 Supplement should be "Shipments from mi l l s " rather
than "to mil ls ." Revisions: 1934—receipts, February, 931,932
barre ls , April., 192,786; shipments, March, 738,091 pockets,
April , 444,508, May, 408,753. See note 4 for p. 107 appearing
on p. 190 of the 1938 Supplement for revisions in earlier data.

Reported by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce pr ior to tha t time. Figures are on a clean
equivalent basis, with rough rice reduced on the basis of 162
pounds of rough rice to 100 pounds of clean. Imports repre-
sent imports for consumption.

Figures shown in the 1942 and in earl ier Supplements are
expressed in pockets of 100 pounds instead of in thousands of
pounds as shown in the 1947 and present volumes. Monthly data
for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Sta t is t ica l Supplement .
Monthly averages for 1913-34 and m o n t h l y figures for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement (revised average for exports,
1927, 258,333 pockets); monthly figures for 1934-37 are shown
in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements; data prior to 1934 for im-
ports are general imports. Month ly f igures for exports for
1932 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1936 Supplement, and for 1923-31 in
the 1932 Supplement ( rev is ions for 1931: J anua ry , 369,214
pockets; November, 382,898; December, 195,350). A nuirber of
the figures on exports for 1933 shown in the 1936 Supplement
have been revised. Import data for 1926-33 shown in the 1932
and 1936 Supplements have been revised to include patna rice
(rice used in soups). Revised data are ava i lab le upon request.

^ Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
. bor Statistics, and is the Tuesday price for rice, blue rose,

head, clean, medium to good. New Orleans. The annual averages
are averages of the weekly quotations and may d i f f e r s l i g h t l y
from averages of the month ly figures.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Stat is t ical
Supplement. Month ly averages beginning 1915 and month ly f ig-

ures for 1923-40 are avai lable in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements.

8 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, on a weekly basis, and rep-
resent receipts at Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Oucapo, and Duluth
as reported in m a r k e t publ ica t ions . The m o n t h l y series is
computed by the I'. S. Department of Commerce, Of f i ce of Busi-
ness Economics from weekly totals by prorating data for weeks
fa l l ing in two months.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1927-34 and month ly data for
1938-40 are ava i l ab le in the 1942 Supple.rent and monthly da ta
for 1932-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements.
(Revis ions , thousands of bushels: 1942 Supplement—-1927,
monthly average, 3,128; 1939, March. 1,241; May, 1,044; July,
1.473; 1936 Supplement—July 1932, 332; July 1933, 1,473; and
a few addit ional minor corrections.) For earlier monthly data,
see p. 20 of the November 1932 Survey (revision for December
1931, 383 thousand bushels).

Compiled by the #• S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Data i nc lude domestic
grain in storage in public and private elevators in the prin-
cipal organized grain markets and af loa t in vessels or barges
in harbors of lake and seaboard ports. Data do not include
grain in transit either by rail or water, stocks in mi l l s or
mi l l e levators attached to m i l l s , or pr ivate stocks of grain
intended for local use. Figures are for the Saturday nearest
the first of the following month.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1927-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
for 1932-37 appear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements and
earl ier monthly data beginning 1927 are on p. 20 of the Nov-
ember 1932 Survey. The figures as shown in the 1938 Supplement
and earlier publications have been revised from data for the
Saturday nearest the end of the indicated ironth to the Saturday
nearest the first of the following month. Revisions for months
affected by this change are available upon request.

* Compiled by the #• S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, and represent average prices per
bushel of reported cash sales, weighted by the number of car-
lots sold.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1923-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements (revision, May 1923, $0.72).

* Barrels of 162 pounds.
10 No quotetion.
** Avera'ge for" 11 months.

Page IUI

Compiled by the V. 5. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The figures represent the year**
total crop (not monthly averages) and, except for 1948, are
the final estimates.

Estimates of production for 1913-28 are- shown in the 1942
Supplement. Revised data for 1929-34 are as follows (thousands
of bushels): Wheat-total, 1929, 824,183; 1930, 886,522; 1931,
941.540; 1932, 756,307; 1933, 552.215; 1934, 526,052; spring
wheat—1929, 237,126; 1930, 252,713; 1931.116,225:1932,
264,796; 1933, 173,932; 1934, 87,369; winter wheat—1929,
587,057; 1930, 633,809; 1931, 825,315; 1932, 491,511; 1933,
378.283; 1934, 438,683.

Data are furnished by the Chicago Board of Trade and rep-
resent receipts at 12 interior primary markets. Beginning 1941
the ronthly figures are reported calendar ronth totals. Month-
ly figures published in the 1942, 1938, and earlier'Supplements
were obtained from data supplied on a weekly basis by prorating
data for weeks falling in two months.

Monthly data for 1941-44, based on calendar month totals
are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures (calcu-
lated from weekly data) for 1938-40 are available in the 1942
Supplement. There have been minor revisions in the monthly
figures for 1923-37 shown in the 1938 and earlier Supplements;
the revisions are available upon request. This series was not
included in the 1940 Supplement.

"" Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, and represent the disap-
pearance of domestic wheat as used for flour, feed, seed, al-
cohol production, and for export. The figures shown on the
monthly average lines are quarterly averages. Quarterly data
for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. Hata
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have been revised since published in the 1942 and earlier Sup-
plements, and Quarterly data for 1934-40 are available upon
request.

a Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics.

Stocks of Canadian wheat in Canada include practically all
Canadian wheat held within Canadian borders exclusive of farm
stocks. Subsequent to April 1932 "in transit" lake stocks are
included. Through July 1947. stocks are as of the Friday
nearest the first of the following month; thereafter, as of
the Thursday.

Stocks of United States wheat on farms and stocks in inte-
rior mills, elevators, and warehouses are estimates of the
Crop Reporting Board based on reports of crop reporters as of
the first of each quarter. The series on commercial stocks
includes domestic grain in storage in public and private eleva-
tors in the principal organized grain markets and grain afloat
in vessels or barges in harbors of lake or seaboard ports. It
does not include grain in transit, stocks in mills or mill el-
evators attached to mills, or private stocks of grain intended
for local use. Figures are as of the Saturday nearest the
first of the following month. Stocks in merchant mills (in-
cluding wheat in elevators and stored for others) are based on
wheat stocks as reported by the Bureau of the Census and are
raised to a 100-percent basis by the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics.

Stocks of domestic wheat on farms and in interior mills,
elevators, and warehouses for July 1 (shown here as June) in-
clude only old wheat. Any new wheat which comes into stock
position is not reported until the new crop year begins. Be-
ginning 1937 this is also true of the commercial and merchant
mills series. Prior to 1937, an indeterminable amount of new
wheat is included in the latter two series. (See note 1 for
p. 121 in the 1942 Supplement for amounts of new wheat origi-
nally included in the July 1 figures for 1937-41 but excluded
from the figures shown in that volume and in later issues of

the Survey.) Total United States stocks beginning June 1942
include wheat owned by the Commodity Credit Corporation stored
off farms in its own steel and wooden bins, which is not shown
separately.

Stocks reported as of April 1, July 1, October 1, and Janu-
ary 1 are shown here as-of the end of March, June, September,
and December. Annual data are quarterly averages with the ex-
ception of commercial stocks which are monthly averages.

Monthly or quarterly averages for 1941-44 are shown in the
1947 Statistical Supplement.

Monthly averages for 1927-34 and monthly figures for 1932-
40 for stocks of Canadian wheat are shown in the 1942, 1940,
1938, and 1936 Supplements and earlier monthly figures are on
p. 19 of the June 1936 Survey. Averages prior to 1935 and
monthly or quarterly figures prior to 1941 for United States
stocks are available in earlier volumes only as follows: Com-
mercial stocks—June 30 figures or monthly averages for 1923-
34 and monthly figures for 1938-40, 1942 Supplement; monthly
figures for 1927-37, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements, and
p. 19 of June 1936 Survey (the figures for 1923-26 are as com-
piled by Dun .and Brads tree t; the figures beginning 1927 as
shown in the 1938 and earlier Supplements have been revised
from the Saturday ended nearest the end of the indicated month
to the Saturday nearest the first of the following month).
Merchant mills—June 30 figures or quarterly averages for 1923-
34 and quarterly figures for 1938-40, 1942 Supplement; quarter-
ly figures for 1931-37, p. 17 of June 1939 Survey (revised June
1937 figure, 40,399,000 bushels). Stocks on farm and total
stocks through 1926 and stocks in interior mills, elevators, and
warehouses (formerly shown as "country mills and elevators")
through 1933, 1942 Supplement;later data for these series have
been revised; the revised quarterly figures through 1940 are
available upon request.

* Compiled by the #» 5. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time* In the total for wheat and
flour, wheat flour is converted to a grain equivalent on the
basis of 4.7 bushels to the barrel of 196 pounds through 1943
(wheat flour was converted to wheat at the rate of 4.5 bushels

, to a barrel for 1918-19 and 4.6 bushels for 1920); 1944-February
1946 and November 1946-June 1947, 2.33 bushels of wheat per
100 pounds flour; the factor for the period March-October 1946
ranged from 2.172 to 2.282 bushels of wheat per 100 pounds of
flour and for July 1947 through 1948 from 2.190 to 2.276
bushels. The new conversion factors cited above were supplied
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture and take into account
changes in milling practices.

Army civilian supply shipments are .included beginning 1947;
data were not reported prior thereto (see note 1 for p. 107);

such shipments in 1947 amounted to 158,751,000 bushels of wheat
and flour and 102,129,000 bushels of wheat only.

Monthly data for 1941-43 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; revised data for 1944 are available upon request.
Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1934-40 are
available in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements and earlier
monthly data for "wheat only" and for wheat flour appear in.the
1936 and 1932 Supplements. There have been many revisions in
the data shown in the latter volumes for "wheat including
flour." Revisions for "wheat only" for 1931—May, 6,494,000
bushels; August, 8,911,000; for wheat flour for June 1931,
792,000 barrels. Data for wheat flour are shown in the 1942
and earlier Supplements in barrels and should be converted.to
sacks of 100 pounds by multiplying by 1.96 for comparison with
data shown here*

Page IH2

Compiled by the V- S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics* Data are average prices per bushel
of reported cash sales, weighted by the number of carlots sold.
The weighted average price of wheat in 6 markets represents
the reported cash sales of all classes and grades combined at
the following markets: Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City, St.
Louis, Omaha,'and Duluth.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1938-40 appear in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
earlier years are available as follows: All series except
wheat, No. 1 dark northern spring, 1923-37 in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements; wheat, No. 1 dark northern spring,
1917-31 on p. 20 of the June 1935 Survey, 1932-37 in the 1940,
1938. and 1936 Supplements.

* Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, from monthly returns from around 1,000 to 1,100
merchant mills. The reporting mills accounted for about 95
percent of total wheat flour production in 1935-42, 96-97 per-
cent for 1943-44, and 98 percent for 1945-48, on the basis of
comparisons with data reported in the Census of Manufactures
for 1935, 1937, and 1939, and estimated total wheat flour pro-
duction for later years based largely on changes in production
indicated by data for identical mills.

The series representing the percent of total capacity oper-
ated is derived by multiplying the daily 24-hour capacity in
wheat flour (as reported) by the number of working days in the
month. The result is known as the maximum rated output. This
figure is then divided into the total wheat flour produced
during the month, giving the percent of total capacity oper-
ated.

All data relate to regular grind flour only. In addition,
from 1943 through February 1946, some mills produced granular
flour, which was flour coarsely ground for the production of
alcohol to be used in the manufacture of synthetic rubber.
Monthly averages of data relating to granular flour for 1943-
45 are as follows: Grindings of wheat (thousands of bushels)—
1943, 3,301; 1944, 3,720; 1945, 2,442; production of granular
flour (thousand sacks)—1943, 1.270; 1944, 1,591; 1945, 1,039;
offal (tons)—1943, 35,613; 1944, 31,992; .1945, 21,380. Oper-
ations as a percent of capacity for regular and granular flour
combined —1943, July-December (percentage not computed for ear-
lier months of 1943), 72.0; 1944, 73.1; 1945, 80.0. Data by
months for January 1944-February 1946 are available in the
December 1944 to May 1946 issues of the monthly Survey.

The higher extraction rate required by War Food Order No.
144 during March-August 1946 accounts for the large decline
for these months in wheat ground and in the production of
offal (the by-products of the milling process, such as bran,
middling, and shorts).

Since January 1943, wheat flour production has been shown
in the reports of the Bureau of the Census in sacks of 100
pounds and beginning January 1946, offal has been shown in
short tdns; earlier data for wheat flour reported in barrels
of 196 pounds and for offal reported in pounds have been con-
verted to a comparable basis.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1924-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. The figures
for 1923 shown in that volume are incorrect; the correct month-
ly average for 1923, covering May-December only is as fol-
lows: Wheat grindings, 40,548,000 bushels; flour production,
8,797,000 barrels; offal production, 719,724,000 pounds. Month-
ly data for 1923-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936. and
1932 Supplements. (Revision, offal production, November 1933,
653,276 thousand pounds.) Figures for May and June 1923 not
published in the 1932 Supplement are as follows: Grindings
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19 STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT—SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS 257
(thousands of bushels)—May, 36,210; June, 30,943; flour
production (thousands of barrels) —May, 7,912; June, 6,735; offal
production (thousands of pounds)—May, 635,330; June, 549,484.
Data for wheat flour are shown in the 1942 and earlier Supple-
ments in barrels and should be multiplied by 1.96 for compari-
son with figures given here, while offal is shown in pounds and
should be converted to tons of 2,000 pounds.

Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data are based on reports from merchant mills re-
porting wheat flour production (see note 2 above). The number
of mills reporting stocks (around 900-1,000) has been sor>ewhat
smaller than the number reporting wheat flour production. How-
ever, some mills reported that no stocks were held and others
that did not report on stocks also may have held no stocks.

Data cover total stocks held by reporting mills at the end
of each quarter, including stocks in mills, public and private
warehouses, and in transit—sold and unsold.

The figures shown on the monthly average lines are averages
of the end-of-quarter figures. Quarterly data for 1941-44 are
shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; quarterly averages
for 1925-34 and quarterly data for 1938-40 are shown in the
1942 Supplement. Quarterly data for 1925-37 are available in
the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

Compiled by the U. S. department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. Army civilian supply ship-
ments are included beginning 1947; data were not reported prior
thereto (see note 1, p. 107). In 1947, 24,770,000 sacks (100
pounds) of such exports were included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1923-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements (revision, June 1931, 792,000 barrels). Data are
.shown in the 1942 and earlier Supplements in barrels and should
be converted to sacks by multiplying by 1.96 for comparison
with data shown here.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data are averages of weekly quotations. The
Minneapolis price for wheat flour is for spring, bakery, stand-
ard patents, in sacks, carlots, f.o.h. Minneapolis, and the
Kansas City price is for hard winter, bakery, straights, in
sacks, carlots, f.o.b. Kansas City. Prices for March-August
1946 are for flour of 80 percent extraction; beginning Sep-
tember 1946, quotations were resumed for flour of normal ex-
traction. Since May 1943, prices are quoted per sack of 100
pounds; earlier data quoted per barrel of 196 pounds have been
converted to price per sack by the Office of Business Econom-
ics, Department of Commerce.f The annual data, except for 1943
and 1946, are averages of.the weekly quotations rather than
averages of the monthly figures shown.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data for
1923-35 may be found in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments. (Revision for straights, hard winter, Kansas City,
January 1932, S3.17.) All prices in these publications are
per barrel of 196 pounds.

8 Average for 10 months; no quotations for March and June.
7 See note 5 above.
Average for 7 months; no quotations for January-May.

9 No quotation.
i0 Average for months shown.

Page 1H3
** Reported by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-

tion and Marketing Administration, from compilations of the
Bureau of Animal Industry. Data represent the nun: her of ani-
mals slaughtered under Federal inspection. Government-relief
slaughter is included for certain months of 1935 and 1936 as
follows: 1935, January-May—cattle, 186,683; calves, 39,358;
1936, August and September—catt le, 3,500; 1936, August —calves,
136. For 1948 slaughter under Federal inspection accounted
for approximately 56 percent of all calves slaughtered, 67
percent of the cattle, 88 percent of the sheep and lambs, and
66 percent of the hogs. While the proportions of total slaugh-
ter vary from year to year, the differences generally are not
large. However, for 1946 the proportion was substantially
lower for cattle (58 percent), for calves and hogs for 1945
and 1946 (51 and -18 percent and 57 and 58 percent, respective-
ly), and the proportion for sheep and lambs increased from
around 80 percent in 1940 to 89 percent in 1947.

Data were shown in the 1942 and earlier Supplements under
the "leather and leather products" section as an indication of

843743 O—49 17

the output of hides and skins. Monthly data for 1941-44 are
shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. S?onthly averages
for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1923-40 are available in
the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revisions:
Calves, A-igust 1928, 338,000 animals; hogs, May 1928, 3,884,000.
(See r.ote in the 1942 Supplement with regard to Government-
relief slaughter included in the 1934 figures, and Government
purchases for the Emergency Hog Production Control Program in
1933.) Monthly data beginning 1907 for calves and 1900 for
the other classes are shown in a bulletin issued by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture entitled "Livestock Market News,
Statistics and Related Data, 1947,"

* Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. These data represent the
total receipts at practically all public stockyards (between
60 and 70 in number), including through shipments and direct
shipments if unloaded at the stockyards.

The data for cattle and calves include animals purchased
for the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation for January and
February 1935 and August and September 1936.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1923-40 are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements. The June-December 1934 data for cattle and calves
and September-December 1934 data for sheep include animals
purchased for the Federal Surplus Relief Corf-oration; the Au-
gust and September 1933 data for hogs include many pigs and
sows received for sale on Government account in the Emergency
Hog Production Control Program. Monthly data beginning 1915
are shown in a bulletin issued by the U, S, Department of Agri-
culture entitled "Livestock, Meats, and Wool Market Statistics
and Belated Data, 1943."

3 Compiled by the £'. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, from reports obtained from
offices of the State veterinarians in the following 8 cornbelt
States beginning 1941: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Min-
nesota, Nebraska, Ohio, Wisconsin, Data prior to 1941 cover 7
States, excluding Illinois. Monthly averages for 1941 exclud-
ing this State, comparable with earlier data, are as follows:
Cattle and calves, 158,000; sheep and lambs, 267,000. Data
include stockers and feeders bought at public stockyards and
stockers and feeders coming from other States from points oth-
er than public stockyards, some of which were inspected at
public stockyards while stopping for feed, water, and rest en-
route. They represent total shipments to the States included.
These data were not collected prior t© 1938.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the
1942 Supplement.

u Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Prices for beef steers are
for native (from the corn belt) sold out of first hands for
slaughter at Chicago. Western steers are excluded. Monthly
and yearly prices are weighted averages of all grades (choice
and prime, good, medium, and common). Prices are weighted by
the number sold in each grade. The yearly average is the av-
erage of the monthly figures weighted by the quantity of all
grades sold within each month.

The price of stocker and feeder cattle shipped from Kansas
City is the average price of all weights of such cattle,
weighted by the number shipped for each weight group. The
yearly average is the average of the monthly figures weighted
by the quantity of all weights shipped within each month.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplerjent. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. (See note
in that volume with regard to prices of beef steers prior to
1922.) Monthly data for beef steers for 1936-37 may be found
in the 1940 Supplement; monthly data for 1913-38 are shown on
p. 18 of the August 1939 Survey. Monthly data for 1925-37 for
the price of stocker and feeder cattle are available upon re-
quest.

" Compiled by U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Data beginning January 1946 represent the price
per ICO pounds of good and choice grades (all weights), based
on weekly quotations as of Monday. These prices are essen-
tially a continuation of the series (shown in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement and prior issues) designated as "good to
choice," but are taken from a different source and reflect a
slight change in specifications.

Annual figures are averages of weekly data rather than av-
erages of the monthly data shown.

Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for 1934-44
are available in the 1947, 1942, 1940, and 1918 Supplements.
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Monthly data for 1913-3? arc shown on p. 18 of the September
1938 Survey.

? Compiled by the ('. S. Departa>ent of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Beginning 1920 the price
represents the average price of packer and shipper purchases
at Chicago weighted by the number of hogs purchased. The
prices do not include the processing ta* of $2.25 for January
1935 to January 6, 1936. The processing tax is excluded also
from the data for November 1933 to December 1934, shown in the
1942 Supplement.

The hog-corn price ratios, representing the number of bush-
els of corn equal in value to 100 pounds of hog (live weight),
are based on average prices received by farmers on the 15th of
each month for all grades of corn and all grades of hogs.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 for the price of hogs are available in the 1942 Sup-
plement; earlier monthly data for this series and monthly data
for 1913-40 for the hog-corn ratio are available upon request;
the latter series has been revised since publication of data
in the 1942 Supplement.

Page IW

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. The average price of lambs
at Chicago represents the bulk of sales prices from data of
the livestock and meat reporting service. During the late
spring, marketings of lambs include both wooled and shorn
lambs from the preceding year's crop and early lambs from the
current year's crop.

The price of feeder lambs is for range stock, good and
choice, 50-75 pounds.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1938-40 may be found in the 1942 Supplement; earlier
monthly data are available upon request. See note in the 1942
Supplement with regard to prices of lambs at Chicago prior to
1921 and of feeder lambs prior to July 1927.

2 Reported by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Data for meat production,
except data for pork production excluding lard, represent the
total dressed carcass weight of livestock slaughtered under
Federal inspection, exclusive of meats from condemned animals.
Total production is obtained by applying the average dressed
weight (obtained from concerns representing about 90 percent
of the total Federally inspected slaughter) to the total Fed-
erally inspected slaughter. For the proportion of animals
slaughtered under Federal inspection to the total slaughter
see note 1 for p. 143. Data do not include meats from slaugh-
ter of animals purchased for the Federal Surplus Relief Corpo-
ration for January and February 1935 and for August and Sep-
tember 1936.

"Pork production excluding lard" includes all of the dress-
ed hog carcass, exclusive of head bones and all carcass fat
rendered into lard. Lard data (p.145) represent the actual
production of rendered lard and rendered pork fat in Federally
inspected plants as reported by the Bureau of Animal Industry
beginning January 1937. ("Lard" and "rendered pork fat" have
been reported as separate items under definitions in effect
beginning November 1, 1940, and are here combined to have fig-
ures comparable with earlier data reported as "lard.") Prior
to 193? lard production was estimated by applying an average
yield per hog to the number of hogs passed for food. Produc-
tion from Federally inspected slaughter accounted for 53-68
percent of the total production of lard, as estimated by the
I'. S. Department of Agriculture, for 1935-41, about 72 percent
for 1942-43, 78 percent for 1944, 63 percent for 1945-46, and
approximately 71 percent for 1947 and 1948. Rendered lard and
rendered pork fat are estimated to be about 70 percent of raw
fat obtained from hogs.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly
data for the total meat production and for beef and veal, lamb
and mutton, and pork (including lard) for 1923-37, and lard
for 1923-36, see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
Revised 1937 monthly figures for lard are on p. 18 of the Jan-
uary 1941 Survey. Monthly data for 1921-3? for pork produc-
tion (excluding lard) are available upon request. Data begin-
ning 1921 for all series are available in the publication of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Livestock, Meats, and
Wool Market Statistics and Related Data, 1943."

3 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketin$ Administration. Data are about 98 percent

complete. The monthly figures are stocks as reported on the
1st of the month following that for which they are shown here.

The total for all meats is the sum of the individual meat
items (including edible offal and, beginning June 1944, mis-
cellaneous meat products) and lard shown on this page and on
p. 145. The content of the several items is as follows:
"Pork"—frozen, dry salt in cure and cured, and other in cure,
cured, and smoked; "beef and veal"—beef frozen, in cure, and
cured and smoked and, beginning June 1944, frozen veal which
amounted to 8,517 thousand pounds for that month; veal was not
reported until June 1944, although prior to that month some
may have been held as beef or included in data formerly re-
ported as "trimmings and edible offal" (the figures shown in
italics in the column for edible offal) "lamb and mutton"—fro-
zen; "edible offal" under miscellaneous meats and meat prod-
ucts— the figures through May 1944 (shown in italics) include,
in addition to offal, stocks of beef, pork, and mutton trim-
mings frozen, cured, or otherwise prepared for food and may
include some veal; they do not include trimmings that have not
been frozen, cured, or processed; beginning June 1944, trim-
mings have been distributed to the individual meat items and
the figures shown in the column are for edible offal only.
Miscellaneous meat products shown on page 145 include canned
meats and meat products and sausage and sausage-room products;
data for these products were not reported prior to June 1944.
Lard data (p. 145) include rendered lard and rendered pork fat.
Stocks of meats from "drought-stricken livestock" purchased by
the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation in 1935 are not includ-
ed in the figures.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1917-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 may be found in the 1942 Supplement; monthly fig-
ures for 1923-3? are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements. (Revisions, thousands of pounds: Lard,
April 1923, 85,251; pork, 1928 monthly average, 742,995.) The
figures for edible offal and trimmings are shown as "miscella-
neous meats." The comparable item for pork is designated in
the 1940 and earlier Supplements as "fresh and cured" pork;
the series for total stocks of pork (including lard) shown in
these Supplements has been discontinued. Monthly data prior
to 1923 are available in a publication of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, "Livestock, Meats, and Wool Market Statistics
and Related Data, 1943."

* Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. Exports of total meats in-
clude beef and veal, pork, mutton and lamb, canned meats, horse
meat, fresh poultry and game, kidneys and livers, tongues,
sausage, sausage ingredients, casings, and lard. Exports of
beef and pork include fresh, canned, pickled, and cured meats.
Exports of lard (p.145) include neutral lard. Army civilian
supply shipments are included beginning 1947; data were not
reported prior thereto (see note 1 on p. 107). In 1947, such
shipments were as follows (thousands of pounds): Total meats
(including lard)» 141,846; beef and veal, 941; pork (excluding
lard), 759; lard, 28,079.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for
1936-37 for total meats and meat products including lard and
for lard alone are in the 1940 Supplement; earlier data begin-
ning 1913 are shown on p. 16 of the November 1939 Survey.
Monthly data for 1923-37 for beef and veal are shown in the
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements and are correct except
for revisions as given in the appropriate note in the 1940
volume. Monthly figures for 1923-37 for pork may be obtained
by subtracting the data given for lard on p. 16 of the Novem-
ber 1939 Survey from the monthly data for exports of pork, in-
cluding lard, shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Data represent the whole-
sale price for beef, fresh, steer carcasses, good grade (600-
700 pounds). Monthly data are averages of weekly prices which
are based on the mean of the daily range of quotations of the
market news service; annual figures are simple averages of
monthly data. Monthly data beginning 1917 are available upon
request.

Average for 10 months; no quotations for May and June.
Average for 11 months; no quotations for May.
Average for 9 months; no quotations for April, May, and

June.

Mav.
Average for 9 months; no quotations for March, April, and

Average for 10 months; no quotations for April and May.
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II
12
13

July

Average for 11 months; no quotations fcir June.
Average for 10 months; no quotations for June and July.
Average for 9 months; no quotations for May, June, and

Page IH5
1 See note 2 for p. 144.
2 See note 3 for p. 144.
3 See note 4 for p. 144.
4 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor

Statistics. Prices are averages for the month based on weekly
quotations. Annual averages are averages of weekly prices.

The price of hams is for smoked, loose hams at Chicago,
weekly as of Tuesday, through November 1946. This series was
discontinued by the compiling agency a f t e r that month. Begin-
ning December 1946, prices are for fancy, skinned, smoked,
wrapped hams (14-18 pounds); the November 1946 price comparable
wi th succeeding data is $0.545. Beginning March 1947, prices
are for 12-16 pound hams; the change does not a f fec t the com-
parabili ty of the figures. The lard price is the weekly Thurs-
day price for refined lard in tierces, bulk, at Chicago.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly data for hams for 1923-40 are ava i lab le
in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements and earlier
monthly data for lard may be found in the 1942, 1940, 1938,
1936 and on p. 18 of the January 1934 Survey.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Prices are based on the
mean of the daily range of quotations as supplied by the mar-
ket news service.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement; monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly fig-
ures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly
data beginning July 1919 are shown in the publication of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, ''Livestock, Meats , and Wool
Market ing Statistics and Related Data, 1941."

6 Average for 7 months, June-December.
7 The monthly average is for 11 months , January-November.

The December figure is not comparable wi th earlier data, see
note 4.

9 Average for 10 months; quotations are not available for
July and December.

Page IU6

Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc~
tion and Marketing Administration. Data represent the re-
ceipts of poultry at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
and San Francisco.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement. Monthly averages for 1920-34 and monthly fig-
ures for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; earlier
monthly data appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments. Revisions: 1925—August, 17,643; 1926—February,
19,261; April. 13,966.

2 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, /Voduc-
tion and Marketing Administration, representing about 98 per-
cent of all stocks held in public and private warehouses*
Shell eggs are for cases of 30 dozen each, weighing about 45
pounds; 35 pounds of frozen eggs are approximately equivalent
to 1 case of 30 dozen shell eggs.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1923-37 appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
Earlier monthly data on frozen eggs are given on p. 22 of the
May 1927 Survey.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of la-
bor Statistics, with the exception of data for cocoa prior to
1943. The poultry price is the weekly Tuesday price for live
fowls, small to heavy hens, general run, at Chicago. The
price of eggs is for U. S. standards at Chicago (weekly as of
Monday) beginning July 1943 and is approximately comparable
with the earlier data which are for fresh firsts. The cocoa
price is weekly as of Tuesday for beans, Accra, bulk, f.o.b.
New York, from importer, beginning 1943; prior to 1943 the
prices are averages of daily quotations compiled by Scarburgh
Company, 90-96 Wall Street, New York. N. Y.

Annual averages, except for the price of cocoa prior to
1943 and in 1948, are averages of the weekly figures rather
than averages of the monthly figures shown.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual averages prior to 1935 and monthly data

for 1938-41 for poultry and cocoa are available in the 1942
Supplement. Earlier monthly data for cocoa may be found in
the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Monthly data for
1913-37 for poultry and for 1913-40 for eggs are available up-
on request. The monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data
for 1933-40 for eggs shown in the 1942 Supplement are as com-
piled by the Department of Agriculture; for the 1935-40 peri-
od, they are approximately the same as the data shown here.

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Monthly estimates of total eggs
produced are based on returns from about 25,000 crop corre-
spondents who report for the first day of each month the num-
ber of layers on hand and the number of eggs produced. The
total conthly egg production is obtained by multiplying the
estimated total nur.ber of layers by the number of eggs pro-
duced per layer obtained from reports of the crop correspond-
ents.

Annual estimates of layers on January 1 of each year are
based on an annual survey secured from about 150,000 flocks,
in addition to the returns from the regular monthly crop cor-
respondents. At the end of the year adjustments .are made in
the number of layers on the first of each month so that they

will Be in agreement with the annual estimates. The monthly
rates of lay are then applied to the adjusted number of layers
to secure the adjusted total egg production for each month.
Data for all years have been so adjusted. The estimates are
also adjusted every five years to data reported in the Census
of Agriculture; they have now ieen adjusted to data from the
Census of 1945.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 192S-34 and monthly data for
1938 and 1939 appear in the 1942 Supplement and monthly fig-
ures for 1940 are on p. 24 of the June 1947 Survey; monthly
data for 1925-34 are available upon request.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Data represent dried egg produc-
tion froa fresh and storage shell eggs and from frozen eggs.
Data are available separately for whole, albumen, and yolk
production froa the Department of Agriculture reports. Month-
ly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supple-
ment. Monthly data for 1927-40 are available on p. 20 of the
March 1945 Survey.

8 Compiled ty the */. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce from "reports to that Bureau
through 1938 and froe data reported by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus since that year. The data represent manufacturers* sales
of confectionery and chocolate products competitive with con-
fectionery. Data through 1936 are as reported by an identical
group of companies. The original reports for later years
cover a varying nu~ber of concerns. To obtain a comparable
series, data beginning January 1937 were computed by carrying
forward the earlier data on the basis of month-to-month
changes in sales reported by identical concerns. Since 1933,
the series has accounted for about 70 percent of-estimated to-
tal sales and 60-67 percent prior to that time. This series
continues data published in the 1942 Supplement to the Survey;
it was omitted fro~ the 1947 Supplement because of discovery
of inconsistencies in the data. All data since 1939 are sub-
ject to revision -hen data from the 1947 Census -of Manufac-
tures becor.e available.

For monthly data for 1928-41, see the 1940 and 1942 Supple-
ments and table 6, p. 17, of the January 1939 Survey. Monthly
data for 1943 and 1944 are available upon request.

7 Compiled by the C'.' S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Corrrerce prior to that time. Data represent general im-
ports prior to 1934 and imports for consumption thereafter.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supple-ent. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are shc*n in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly
figures are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements. Revisions, in long tons: 1931—May, 22,513; July,
17,542; December. 15,369..

5 Average of the .r.onthly data.

Page IU7
1 Reported by the .Yew For* Coffee and Sugar Exchange, Inc.

Data on clearances from Brazil cover total exports from the
ports of Bio de Janeiro, Santos, Eahia, Victoria, Pemambuco,
Paranagua, and Angra dos Beis.

The visible supply represents stocks of green coffee in
" f i r s t hands* stnre-d in Exchiinge l icenced warehouses and on the
clocks of such *ar*houses. It includes stocks at the ports of

; New York, New Orleans, and San Francisco, the a r r iva l s at other
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ports being considered by the Exchange as stocks that pass
more or less immediately into consumption channels. Bat a do
not include any stocks afloat in transit to the Ijni ted States.

Data are in baps of original weights as reported. The weight
of the B r a z i l i a n bag of coffee is about 132 pounds; bags of
other kinds of coffee usually average about 154 pounds.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-3? and monthly c'ata for
1938-40. are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 Supplement (see note in that
volume for the ports included prior to 1932). Earlier monthly
figures may be found in the 1940, 1938, 1936. and 1932 Supple-
ments and in the Apri l J92b Survey. Revisions (thoysands of
bags): Clearances from Brazi l , total —1927. August . 1,312;
September. 1.334; Cctober , 1,563; November. 1,510; visible
supply—1931, November, 936; 1935, January, 705.

3 Compiled by the </'. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes*
tic Commerce prior to that time. Data are imports for consump-
tion. The figures are reported in pounds and have been con-
verted to bags on the basis of 132 pounds to the bag.

Monthly data for 1941-44 arc shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly
data way be found in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments.

s Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The price is an average of weekly quotations for
green coffee, f.o.b. New York.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for
1913-40 are shown on p. 22 of the April 1942 Survey.

* Reported by the V. S. Department of the Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service. Data for all years include landings of fresh
fish from fishing vessels at the ports of Boston and .Glouces-
ter, Massachusetts, and Portland, Maine, plus fish received by
Seattle wholesale dealers (except fish received from Alaska
and Canada), including fish landed by the halibut fleet; they
also include landings at New Bedford, Massachusetts, beginning
1938- Data for New Bedford are not available prior to 1938
and monthly data are not available prior to 1942; the monthly
average for 1938 comparable with earlier averages (New.Bedford
excluded) is 37,'531,COO pounds. Data for receipts by wholesale
dealers at Seattle beginning 1943 and data for New EnglanJ
ports are weights of fish as landed. Prior to 1943 weights
of fish as landed (round and drawn) for receipts by wholesale
dealers at Seattle were converted to equivalent round. Data
are therefore not strictly comparable.

Detailed data on landings of both fresh and salt fish are
shown in the monthly statements of the compiling agency.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly data for
1931-40 exclusive of the landings at New Bedford, Massachusetts
(monthly data not available prior to 1942) are available in
the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data are given in the
1940, 1931, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; revisions in data shown
in the 1932 Supplement are available upon request.

5 Compiled by the (/. S. Department of the Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service (prior to 1945 data were collected by the
(J. S. Department of Agriculture, Production and Marketing Ad-
ministration, and reported by the Fish and W i l d l i f e Service).
These data represent the total holdings of fish, both fresh-
water and salt-water species, in cold-storage warehouses in
the United States. The monthly figures are the stocks as re-
ported for the 15th of the month through 1942 and beginning
1943 as of the 1st of the month fol lowing the period desig-
nated. The monthly reports give details as to holdings and
the amount of fish frozen each ironth.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. 'Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly data for
1938-41 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data be-
g inn ing October 1916 through 1937 appear in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements, and on p. 19 of the July 1928 issue
of the Survey. Revisions (thousands of pounds): 1930—Sep-
tember, 85.358; October, 88,603; November. 91,872; December,
85,323; 1931—June, 39,384; Ju ly , 48,445; October, 73,144.

8 Compiled from the Weekly Statistical Sugar Trade Journal,
published by V i l l e t and Gray, Inc. Data represent all stocks
on the island as of Saturday nearest the end of the month. A
Spanish ton (the unit of measurement) is equivalent to 2,271.64
English pounds.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1920-34 and monthly data for
1934-40 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements;
data shown in ear l ier Supplements have been revised and are
a v a i l a b l e upon request.

* Compiled by the (/. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration, from reports by cane sugar
refiners, beet sugar processors, importers of direct consump-
tion sugar, and continental cane sugar mi l l s . Data represent
both raw and refined sugar in terms of raw sugar (96° equiva-
lent). Deliveries for domestic consumption include deliveries
for V. S. m i l i t a r y forces at home and abroad. Deliveries for
export include deliveries for lend-lease and deliveries for
liberated areas and mil i tary relief during periods when such
shipments were made.

Data on entries from offshore areas are secured from re-
ports from the importers and represent the amounts charged
against quotas, except for the periods September 11 to Decem-
ber 31, 1939, and April 13, 1942 to December 31, 1947, when
the quotas were suspended. The data include shipments from
Puerto Pico, Hawaii , Virgin Islands, Cuba and other foreign
countries, and, through March 1942 and beginning 1948, from the
Philippine Islands. Invert molasses, produced and shipped in
lieu of raw sufar at the request of the U. S. Government, is
included as follows (annual totals, in terms of sugar equiva-
lent, short tons): 1942, 316,466; 1943, 260,977; 1944, 700,914.

The data on entries from offshore areas di f fer from the im-
ports of raw and refined sugar for consumption on p. 148, com-
piled by the Bureau of the Census, largely in that the latter
are as reported, without conversion to equivalent raw sugar of
uniform polarization, and do not include receipts from Virgin
Islands.

Stocks include refiners* raw and refined stocks, stocks of
beet processors, importers of direct-consumption sugar, stocks
of mainland cane mills beginning December 1938, and importers*
raw stocks beginning September 1939.

Monthly data for 1941-44 (except for entries from Hawaii
and Puerto Rico) are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.
Monthly figures prior to 1941 are available upon request.

8 Data through 1941 are actual exports, as reported by the
V. S. Department of Commerce, converted to raw value.

9 Monthly average computed from annual totals; monthly fig-
ures not available.

10 Excludes importers* raw stocks and also, prior to 1939,
stocks of mainland cane mi l l s . Monthly averages for 1939.and
1940 excluding stocks of mainland cane mi l l s and importers'
raw stocks, comparable with averages for 1935-38, are as fol-
lows (short tons): 1939, 1.874,532; 1940, 1,974.696. The 1940
average comparable with the average for 1939 (excluding im-
porters' raw stocks but including stocks of mainland cane
mills) is 2,033.633.

11 Average based on total which includes minor revisions
not distributed by months.

12 J a n u a r y - A p r i l 1948 total , including corrections for
months prior to April is 248,372 tons; corrected monthly fig-
ures are not available.

Page IU8
Data on exports of refined sugar and imports of tea are

compiled by V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census
beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
prior to that time. Exports of refined sugar include maple
sugar. Data for sugar are reported in pounds and converted to
short tons for comparability with other sugar data. Exports
of refined sugar include Army civilian supply shipments be-
ginning 1947; data for such shipments are not available prior
thereto (see note 1 on p. 107). Sugar exported under the Army
ci v i l i a n supply program in 1947 amounted to 43,876 short tons.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1923-37 may be found in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments. Data in the 1942 and earlier issues of the Supplement
are in long tons^ and should be converted to short tons for
comparison *ith figures shown herein and in the 1947 Supple-
ment.

2 Data are compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau cf the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce prior to that time. Data are for cane
sugar only and represent imports for consumption. Raw sugar
represents all" sugar testing not above 98° by the polariscope,
while refined sugar is sugar testing above 98°. The data on
sugar, originally reported in pounds, have been converted to
short tons.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data
for 1936-37 may be found in the 1940 Supplement (data in ear-
lier Supplements have been revised). Data in the 1942 and
1940 Supplements are in long tons and should be converted to
short tons for comparison with figures shown in later volumes.
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3 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. Wholesale prices are averages of weekly quo-
tations, whereas the retail price of sugar is for the Tuesday
nearest the 15th of the month.

The raw sugar price is for 96° centrifugal, Cuban sugar,
including duty, at New York. The note in the 1940 Suppleirent
erroneously states that duty was excluded.

Betail prices of sugar prior to November 1937 (shown in
italics) are based on a one-pound bag of sugar, while subse-
quent prices are from quotations on ten-pound bags of sugar.
The average for the year is based on the one-pound quotations
through October and the ten-pound quotations for November and
December. The October 1937 price on the ten-pound basis is
5.5 cents per pound against 5.7 cents on the old basis. See
note 10 with regard to a change in the series in January 1946.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Nkmthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly
data are given in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
Revisions: Paw sugar for January and February 1928, $0.045;
refined sugar, retail price—June 1933, 10.054; July 1933,
$0.052.

Compiled by the I/. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. The totals shown represent the
latest revised estimate (not monthly averages) of the year's
total crop. The Department of Agriculture issues preliminary
estimates as of the first of the month for July-December, and
revised estimates in the following spring. Data for 1913 to
1930 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Revised data for
1931-35 are as follows (millions of pounds): 1931, 1,565;
1932, 1,018; 1933, 1,372; 1934, 1,085.

5 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, Produc-
tion and Marketing Administration. Data represent stocks of
tobacco in the United States and Puerto Rico (on a farm-sales-
weight basis) owned by all leaf tobacco dealers, manufacturers,
quasi-manufacturers, growers' cooperative associations, ware-
housemen, brokers, holders, and owners (except manufacturers
manufacturing less than 35,000 pounds of tobacco, less than
185,000 cigars, or less than 750,000 cigarettes during the
first three quarters of the preceding calendar year). Growers
are not required to report their stocks under the law; Data
are on an ownership basis, i.e., they include stocks actually
owned by those enumerated above*

All data on domestic steirmed tobacco have been converted to
an unstemrred basis and the unstemmed is further converted to a
farm-sales weight by allowing for normal shrinkage and losses
of dirt, sand, and moisture in handling. Each type of tobacco
has a different yield; the conversion factors used in these
computations are shown in circular No. 435, "Tobacco Shrink-
ages and Losses in Weight in Handling and Storage," issued in
July 1937 by the Department of Agriculture. Foreign data are
converted to an unstemired basis, and, since the weight at time
of entry is analogous to the farm-sales weight of domestic
types, they can be combined directly with the data for domes-
tic types on a farm-sales-weight basis. Data for the total
and cigar leaf have been revised for January 1936-April 1940
by deducting 5,550,000 pounds on the basis of discovery of er-
rors in returns for one large dealer. It is known that a sim-
ilar error occurred over a longer period of years but no defi-
nite records are available on which to base revisions earlier
than 1936. Data are reported as of the first of April, July,
October, and January, and have been moved back to the last day
of the preceding month for presentation in the Survey.

Quarterly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement. Quarterly averages for 1913-34 and quarterly
data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; earlier
quarterly data are correct as shown in the 1940 Supplement and
on p. 15 of the March 1940 Survey, except for the total and
cigar leaf for 1936 and 1̂ 37 which have been revised to ex-
clude 5,550,000 pounds for each quarter (see preceding para-
graph). Data for fire-cured and dark air-cured, flue-cured
and light air-cured, and miscellaneous domestic (given sepa-
rately in the 1947 and earlier issues of the Supplement) should
be combined for comparison with the data shown in this volume.

Data for tobacco stocks are averages of quarterly fig-
ures.

Average for 10 months; no quotation for November and De-
cember.

No quotation.

10
Average of months shown.
Data beginning January 1946 reflect a change in the sam-

ple and in the method of sunwarizing reports; January 1946
price comparable with earlier dati. is SO.064. The 1946 aver-
age is for 11 months.

Page 1H9
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Cotr&erce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and Ktireau of Foreign and Domef-
tic Corrrerce prior to that time. Data for leaf tobacco repre-
sent to ta l exports or imports of u n m a n u f a c t u r e d tobacco, in-
c l u d i n g stems, t r i m m i n g s , and scrap. Expor ts i n c l u d e Army
c i v i l i a n , supply sh ipments beg inn ing 1947; da ta were not re-
ported pr ior there to (see no te 1, p. 107). In 1947, l e a f
tobacco i n c l u d e d 110,000 pounds of such shipments and ciga-
rettes, 405 m i l l i o n . Import data are imports for consumption.

M o n t h l y data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statist ical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and month ly figures
for 1938-40 are avai lable in the 1942 Supplement ( l ea f tobacco
exports, January 1939 revised, 28,013 thousand pounds^. Month-
ly da t a for 1923-37 may be found in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements. Revisions: Leaf tobacco, 1931 (thousands
of pounds)—exports, Apr i l , 46,829; August, 23,107; September,
44,933; October, 49,155; imports , March, 10,417. Cigarettes
(thousands) exports, 1927, November, 548,984; 1930, November,
251,314; December, 338,916; 1931, M a r ch, 338,308; November,
228,^3::8; 1932, January, 190,833.

* Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue, and represent, the production of all manufac-
tured tobacco. Scrap chewing, f ine cut, p lug, and twist are
combined for the column designated "chewing, pluf , and twist."
The r o n t h l y averages, except for 1948, are based on revised
annual to ta ls and d i f f e r from averages of the m o n t h l y f igures
which are from current reports and are not revised. The dif-
ferences, however, are small.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and month ly figures
for 1938-40 are ava i l ab l e in the 1942 Supplement and monthly-
data for 1934-37 appear in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements. Data
for snuf f were not reported monthly prior to 1941 and month ly
figures through 1940 for the total therefore exclude this item;
it is also not included in the month ly averages for the total
as shown in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements . (Data for scrap
chewing , f i n e cut, .plug, and t w i s t , shown in the 1947 and
earl ier Supplements, may be added for comparison with the data
shown here.)

3 Compiled by the V. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. Tax-free w i t h d r a w a l s inc lude w i t h d r a w a l s of
small cigarettes (those weighing not more th?n 3 pounds per
thousand^ for the f o l l o w i n g purposes: For shipments outside
continental United States, inc lud ing exports and shipments for
the use of the United States m i l i t a r y forces (except shipments
to Alaska and Hawaii for the use of m i l i t a r y forces beginning
January 1, 1946, which are tax-paid); for use as sea stores oh
vessels on the high seas beyond the jurisdict ion of the inter-
nal revenue laws (does not apply to coastwise shipping); for
purchases by agencies such as the Veterans Administration, the
Public Hea l th Service, and the Red Cross for distribution in
hospitals, etc.; for personal consumption by employees in .fac-
tories.

Monthly data for July 1943 through December 1944 are shown
in the 1947 Sta t i s t ica l Supplement. Data by months are not
a v a i l a b l e prior to J u l y 1943; mon th ly averages, except for
1948, are based on annual totals and d i f f e r slightly from aver-
ages of the monthly figures, which are from current reports and
are not- revised.

* Compiled by the U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue. Data represent tax-paid w i t h d r a w a l s for do-
mestic consumption. With the exception of data beginning 1944
for cigarettes, the figures are est imates compiled! on the ba-
sis of stamps sold by collectors' offices. Ihey include with-
drawals of domestic products from registered factories, with-
drawals from bonded m a n u f a c t u r i n g warehouses, and irrports (ex-
cept imports from Philippine Islands prior to July 1946). Data
beginning 1944 for c igaret tes are actual wi thdrawals as reported
by r r s n u f a c t u r e r s and impor ters . S n a i l c igaret tes , weighing
not rore than 3 pounds per thousand, "represent over 99 percent
of the total production of cigarettes, and lar/re cigars, weigh*
inp 3 pounds per thousand, have accounted for 96 to 98 percent
of the to ta l p roduc t ion of c ipars d u r i n g the per iod covered
here. The figures for m a n u f a c t u r e d tobacco and snuf f comprise
p lug , tw i s t , f i n e - c u t , and s m o k i n g tobacco, and s n u f f . Tne
m o n t h l y statements of the Bureau of Internal Revenue give sta-
t ist ics of t ax-pa id w i t h d i a w a l s of tobacco products from Puerto
Pico and, through 1942, w i t h d r a w a l s frorr. P h i l i p p i n e I s lands ,
which are not included in the f igures shown here.

Monthly d a t a for 1941-44 are shown in the i947 Stat is t ical
Supplc-fiient. M o n t h l y averages for 1915-34 and m o n t h l y data for
1933-40 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 Supplement; e a r l i e r mon th ly
data appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Re-
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vision, manufactured tobacco and snuf f , December 1931, 25,013
thousand pounds.

s Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Monthly prices are averages of weekly figures.

The cigarette price is a composite price of three brands,
per 1,000, f.o.b. destination, weekly as of Tuesday from manu-
facturer.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages and monthly data beginning 1926
appear in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

6 Based on revised annual totals and d i f f e r from averages
of the monthly figures which have not been revised.

Page 160
* Compiled by the U, S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes*
tic Commerce prior to that time. Data represent imports for
consumption.

Total imports include buffalo hides, India water-buffalo,
horse, colt, and ass hides, kangaroo and wallaby skins, deer
and elk skins, fish skins, reptile skins (excluded from Janu-
ary 1936-December 1940when they were reported in pieces only),
and seal (nonfur) skins, as well as the four other items given
separately in the table. Prior to January 1936, other hides
and skins not specified above were also included; since that
date these have been excluded as they are reported in number
of pieces rather than in pounds. The amount is small. Data
for the four types shown separately are given here in pieces
so that they will be of more value for use with the other
leather series. They were shown in the 1940 and earlier Sup-
plements in pounds.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are available in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. The monthly average
for 1914 for total hides should read 46,350,000 pounds and the
monthly average for 1921 for goat and kid skins (designated
"goat skins" in that volume) should read 3,265,000 pieces. The
data prior to 1934 represent general imports. Monthly data
prior to 1938 for the total are available in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements. Minor revisions have been made in
data for 1928 and 1931. Monthly data (in pieces) for the four
other series prior to 1938 are available upon request.

2 Prices are from the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The series on steer hides is for green
salted, bundled, f.o.b. Chicago. Data on calfskin prices are
for city, 8 to 15 pounds, bundled, f.o.b. Chicago, freight
equalized. Both series currently are averages of weekly prices
as of Thursday; earlier data are Saturday prices for steer
hides and Tuesday prices for calfskins. Annual figures are
averages of weekly quotations rather than averages of the
monthly figures shown.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are available in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-
37 for the steer hides and for 1932-37 for the calfskin" price
are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Month-
ly data prior to 1932 for the calfskin prices, which differ
from the series in the 1932 Supplement, are available upon re-
quest.
' Compiled by the Tanners' Council of America. Data are

based on reports received from practically the entire industry
and are adjusted to an industry basis. Data for production.of
sheep and lamb leather include, for all years, the flesh side
leather of split sheepskins (flcshers) and exclude the grain
leather (skivers); data prior to 1940 as shown in earlier Sup-
plements include skivers instead of fleshers and therefore
differ slightly from the data shown here.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are available in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement; monthly averages for 1922-34 and monthly
figures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; monthly
figures for 1932-37 appear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supple-
ments. Monthly data for 1925-31 for calf and kip and cattle
hide leather are available on p. 19 of the June 1933 Survey
and data for 1922-31 for goat and kid and sheep and lamb leath-
ers are on p. 19 of the June 1935 issue. Data prior to 1940
for sheep and lamb leathers shown in these volumes differ
slightly from figures shown here as explained above; revised
figures for 1922-39, including fleshers instead of skivers, are
available upon request.

u Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. The series on sole leather

offal, including belting offal, includes data reported as "other

sole leather, including offal" prior to 1936 and as "other sole
leather" and "sole and belting leather offal" for 1936-40.
These data appear to be approximately comparable with data
classified in the original reports as "sole and be!ting leather
offal" beginning January 1941, which includes bellies, heads,
and shoulders. Exports of cut soles are not included in any of
the data.

Upper leather exports (p. 150) include cattle side uppers
(black and other) and finished splits; calf and kip (black and
other); sheep and lamb; goat and kid (black and other, induct-
ing glazed kid); horse and colt; other upper leather not else-
where specified; and patent upper leather (cattle, calf and
kip, goat and kid, and other patent). Wax and rough splits are
not included, since they are reported in pounds rather than in
square feet; a conversion factor cannot be determined, as it is
impossible to ascertain the varying weight of the wax used.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are available in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly
data 1938-40 will be found in the 1942 Supplement. The unit
for upper leather is erroneously stated in that volume as 1,000
pounds instead of the correct unit of 1,000 square feet. Ear-
lier monthly data on sole leather series beginning 1923 are
available upon request; combined figures for the two series
prior to 1936 are available in the 1938 Supplement. Monthly
figures on upper leather exports beginning 1922 appear in the
1940 and 1938 Supplements and in table 54, p. 20, of the Janu-
ary 1938 Survey.

5 Wholesale prices are compiled by the V. S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. The price of sole leather
is for steer bends, packers', tannery run, vegetable tanning,
in carlots, f.o.b. tannery, beginning 1939. Earlier data are
for steer bends, tannery run, f.o.b. Boston; also the specifi-
cations differ slightly from the current series and prices are
for any quantity and are from a different source. The 1939
average comparable with earlier data is $0.377.

The chrome series is an average of prices at tanneries re-
ported by five.firms. Because of a change in source of data
beginning 1938, the comparability of the chrome series is
slightly affected at that point. A further minor change in the
composite chrome' price was made in September 1947 when one
firm's B grade was substituted for an erroneously reported A
grade.

Both series are based on Tuesday quotations. 'Annual fig-
ures (except for 1947) are averages of weekly quotations rather
than averages of the monthly figures shown.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data for
1938-40, except 1939-40 data for the current series for sole
leather, are in the 1942 Supplement. The 1934 monthly average
for chrome calf should read $0.324. Monthly data for chrome
calf for 1928-37 are shown in the 1940. 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements. Monthly figures for 1939-40 for the earlier se-
ries, are available upon request (see note in the 1942 Supple-
ment with regard to data prior to 1931 for an approximately
comparable series). Revisions for sole leather are as fol-
lows: March 1939, $0.319; January 1940, $0.369.

0 Based on annual total including minor revisions not dis-
tributed by months*

7 Less than 500 pieces.
* See second paragraph of note 5 above.
9 Average of monthly data.

Page 151
3 Compiled "by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census, from monthly reports of manufacturers representing
approximately 99 percent of the total production for 1935-36,
98 percent for 1937-42; and practically the entire production
for 1943-48. -Beports cover factories which use conventional
shoe machinery and are classified in the shoe and slipper in-
dustry. They do not include factories which produce rubber
footwear primarily, or fabric-upper footwear with vulcanized
rubber soles. Data for leather shoes made under Government
contract were reported separately for 1941 to 1946; these shoes
are included in total shoe production for this period but are
not included in the break-down by types and kinds (for monthly
data, 1941 -46, and further detail on military production, see
the 1947 Statistical Supplement).

The data by kinds for shoes, sandals, and play shoes, except
data for infants* and babies*, include only those with leather
uppers, through 1943. Data for all categories beginning 1944
and earlier figures for infants* and babies' shoes, include
also those with part leather and nonlea ther uppers. Beach
sandals were reported in the classification for shoes, sandals
and play shoes beginning 1945 and are distributed by kinds for
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1945-48. For 1936-44 production of beach sandals was reported
separately and is included here in the total and in the part
lea ther and nonlea ther c l ass i f i ca t ion . For 1935 they were re-
ported with the "a l l other" group. The number of beach san-
dals included in total shoes, sandals, and p l ay shoes and in
the part leather and nonleather c lass i f icat ion is as fol lows
(annua l totals, thousands of pairs): 1936, 3,746; 1937, 3,929;
1938, 4,491; 1939, 4,571; 1940. 4.324; 1941, 6,874; 1942, 7,294;
1943, 2,578; 1944, 2,747. Some footwear c lass i f ied as beach
sandals in 1942 was reported as p lay shoes in the all leather
and part leather and nonleather c lass i f i ca t ion in 1943. Some
play shoes w i t h leather uppers are therefore included in the
par t leather and nonleather c lass i f ica t ion for 1942 and ear l ier
years.

Data for a thlet ic shoes include all types of uppers begin-
ning w i t h 1945; prior thereto only those wi th all leather up-
pers are included w h i l e a th le t ic shoes w i th part leather and
nonleather uppers are included wi th data for part leather and
nonleather shoes, sandals, etc.

The "all other" group represents barefoot sandals, theatri-
cal footwear, and other footwear not distributed as to kind.
Beginning in 1937, an indeterminable quan t i ty of women's part
leather, p a r t fabric, and al l f a b r i c (satin, canvas , etc.)
shoes previously included incorrectly in women's leather shoes
was c lassif ied in the proper groups. This accounts for part
of the increase in the part-leather and nonleather c lass i f ica-
tion in 1937 as compared w i t h 1936. Certain other revisions
have been made in the 1937 totals for the year which cannot
be apportioned to the proper months. The revisions, occasioned
by the discovery of incorrect reporting, reduced the total for
the par t - leather and nonleather c lass i f icat ion by 3.7 percent
while increasing the women's class 0.6 percent and misses' and
children's and total leather uppers each 0.3 percent. The re-
porting error also affects the 1935 and 1936 figures, but the
extent of the revision for these years cannot be determined.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; ear l ier monthly averages and monthly data for 1938-
40 (except for total shoes, sandals, and play shoes, the part-
leather and nonleather classifications, and "other footwear")
are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data prior to
1938 appear in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements. In the
1932 Supplement, data are avai lable only for the total and for
men's , boys" and youths ' , women's, misses' and chi ldren 's , and
slippers for housewear. Data for all fabric and for part fab-
ric and part- leather shown in later volumes and beach sandals,
formerly included in "all other footwear," compose the part-
leather and nonleather classi fication shown here. Current cen-
sus reports include a break-down of the various kinds of shoes
by type of uppers and soles, and total production by States.

* Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census beginning May 1941 and Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce prior to that time. The data represent the ex-
ports of boots and shoes, inc lud ing a t h l e t i c and sporting,
men's , youths" and boys', women's and misses' , and i n f a n t s * and
children's", and all leather slippers. Exports of footwear with
leather soles but with uppers of mater ial other than leather
are not included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly f igures for
1913-37, see the 1940 and 1938 Supplements and p. 18 of the
January 1938 issue.

3 Compiled by the 17. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
S-tatistics. All series are f.o.b. factory and are based on
Tuesday quota t ions . It is, of course, d i f f i c u l t to m a i n t a i n a
homogeneous series on these products, since var ia t ions in qual-
ity, and, to a lesser extent, shif ts in consumer preference,
a f f e c t the comparab i l i ty of the series.

The series for men 's black calf oxford, p l a i n toe (Goodyear
we l t , leather sole) was substituted in the 1947 Stat is t ical
Supplement for the black calf blucher price shown in ea r l i e r
Supplements; monthly data for this series are a v a i l a b l e begin-
n ing 1933 and are shown for 1941-44 in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement.

Month ly figures for 1941-44 for men ' s black ca l f oxford, tip
toe, are a v a i l a b l e in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; m o n t h l y
averages for 1926-34 and monthly figures for 1936-40 are shown
in the 1942 and 194C Supplements (des ignated "men's black ca l f
oxford , corded t ip") ; ear l ie r mon th ly data beginning 1926 are
a v a i l a b l e upon request.

Data shown for women's black kid blucher oxford are compa-
rable beginning 1940 (more exact descr ipt ion — p i ain b lack kid
blucher oxford , leather sole, composition base heel w i th rub-
ber top l i f t ) . Ea r l i e r data , shown in i ta l ics , are for colored
elk blucher oxford, leather sole, leather heel base wi th rub-

ber top l i f t . The 1940 average comparable wi th the i t a l i c ized
series for ea r l i e r years is $3.292 compared w i t h 53.000 for
the current series. Month ly data for 1941-44 for the current
series are shown in the 1947 Stat is t ical Supplement; monthly
data for 1940 are ava i lab le upon request. Month ly f igures for
1934-41 for the i t a l i c i zed series are shown in the 1942, 1940,
and 1938 Supplements ( t i t le in the lat ter vo lume , "women ' s col-
ored ca l f , " in error). Monthly averages for 1921-33 for an
ear l ie r series are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 Supplement and the
note in that v o l u m e g i v e s a c o m p a r a b l e average for 1934;
month ly figures for 1923-31 for this series are in the 1932
Supplement.

w Beach sandals , included wi th "al l other" footwear in 1935,
are included under "shoes, sandals, and p l a y shoes" beginning
1936. Both the 1935 and 1936 f igures for "part- leather and
nonleather" are a f fec ted by incorrect reporting in these years
(see 4th paragraph of note 1).

5 Includes some men's , youths' and boys', women's, misses*
and ch i ld ren ' s shoes not reported by kind.

* Includes shoes produced under Government contract; these
data, reported separately in 1941-46, are not included in the
break-down by types and kinds (see first paragraph of note 1
above).

^ The month ly average and the corresponding monthly figures
for 1944 include 2,747 (monthly average 229) thousand pairs of
beach sandals not distributed by kinds.

8 Data for 1944 comparable with ear l ier years, which repre-
sent only shoes with leather uppers, are as follows (monthly
a v e r a g e s , in t h o u s a n d s of pairs): Men's , 5,510; boys' and
youths', 1,355; women's, 9,752; misses' and chi ldren 's , 2,970.

9 Monthly average production of athlet ic shoes with leather
uppers on ly , comparable with ear l ier data, 234 thousand pairs.

10 Ihe total and the distr ibution by kinds include small
revisions not ava i l ab le by type of uppers.

11 Camp moccasins, loafer-type shoes, strollers, and sports-
wear, formerly included wi th a thlet ic , are included wi th shoes,
sandals, and playshoes beginning September 1946.

Page 152

* Compiled by the V. S. Denartmetnt of Conferee. J'.ureau of
Foreign fird Dorestfc Comrerce through Apri l 1941 and Purean of
the Census thereaf te r . Total exports of s a w m i l l products in-
c lude all types of hardwood and s o f t w o o d sawed t imber and
boards, p l a n k s , and scan t l ings . Sawed t imber includes al l
sizes 6 inches or l a r g e r in leas t d imens ion w h i l e boards,
p l anks , and scant l ings are less than 6 inches in least -dimen-
sion. Included in total exports but not in the separate clas-
s i f ica t ions are box shocks and, beg inning 193V, sawed railroad
ties. Because of changes in commodity c l a s s i f i ca t ions , figures
for 1949 (as shown c u r r e n t l y in the m o n t h l y Survey; exclude
exports of box shooks w h i c h ave raged 1 ,244 ,000 board feet
n.onthly in 1948. Data for hardwood flooring are included with
boards, p lanks , and scant l ings and in the total . Data on laths
and shingles, i nc luded in the s a w m i l l products c lass i f i ca t ion
through 1938 in the o r i g i n a l reports, are here excluded for
all years. Hoards, p l anks , and scan t l ings inc lude l«oth rough
and dressed types , and s m a l l hardwood d imens ion stock and
squares. Bepinn inp 1947, data for exports of boards, p lanks,
and s c a n t l i n r s i n c l u d e Army c i v i l i a n supply s h i p m e n t s (not
prev ious ly a v a i l a b l e ) which arrounted to 5b*0,000 board feet in
1947.

Imports of s a w m i l l products are imports lor consumption and
inc lude imports of all sawed woods i n c l u d i n g t irnl .er , rough and
dressed boards and f l o o r i n g , and in some cases smal l arrounts
of cabinet woods (sawed and p l aned , and tonpued and grooved).
The c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of s a w m i l l p roducts covers boards and lum-
ber through i937; c lapboards were added beg inn ing January 1938
( these amounted to 3.8 percent of to ta l imports in 1937, 1.1
percent in 1936, and were n e g l i g i b l e pr ior to that year) ; be-
p i n n i n p J a n u a r y 1939, box shooks and sawed r a i l road ties are
inc luded but *ere not separa te ly c l a s s i f i e d before that date.
Laths, shingles, pickets, and pa l ings , included in the sawmill
products c l a s s i f i c a t i o n in the o r i g i n a l reports through 1938,
are excluded from data shown here for all years.

Month ly da ta for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; m o n t h l y averages for 1913-34 and month ly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supp lemen t ; see note in tha t
vo lume w i t h regard to ce r t a in i tems e x c l u d e d pr ior to 1923;
da ta pr ior to 1934 are general imports. Monthly data for im-
ports and sawed t imber exports for 1913-37 are shown on p. 18
of the October 1939 Survey. Month ly data for 1913-37 for total
exports and exports of boards, pi anks, and scan t l ings are shown
on p. 18 of the March 1940 Survey ( the series were revised to
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include hardwood flooring beginning 1923 instead of beginning
1926 as stated in the note appended to the data).

2 Compiled by the National Lurrber Manufacturers Associa-
tion. Data are estimates based on month ly reports from re-
g ional assoc ia t ions adjusted to annua l product ion f igures
through 194? compiled by the Bureau of the Census. Coverage
of the reported rronthly data varies widely within the regions
(from 8 to 83 percent for 1948). Reported figures from pro-
ducers for the country as a whole averaged around 75 percent
of estimated total lumber production for 1935, 50 to 65 per-
cent for 1936-37, 50 to 60 percent for 1938-40, 48 to 52 per-
cent for 1941-44, 42 percent for 1945, 38-34 percent for 1946-
48. Separate data for three of the principal softwood regions
(Southerly pine, West Coast woods, and Western pine) included
in the nat ional totals are shown on pp. 152 and 153 and de-
scribed in the appropriate notes fc*r the series; these re-
gional figures for West Coast woods and Western pine beginning
January 194? are subject to later revision.

Shipments cover both domestic and foreign shipments, gtocks
represent those at m i l l s and also at concentration yards for
the Southern pine region, and are gross stocks (except as in-
dicated in note 3). Stock figures for the Southern pine region
were revised as of December 1943 to include stocks at concen-
tration yards and adjustments were made in all earlier data by
adding a constant amount, 798 million board feet, to the pre-
viously published figures. (See note 3 for p. 153.) Stock
figures for total lumber and for softwoods, as shown in the
1942 and ear l ie r Supplements, have been increased by this
amount. Stock figures published in earlier Supplements have
been fur ther revised beginning December 1936 to include for
the Southern hardwood region gross stocks, sold and unsold, as
for other regions, and beginning December 1938 to include
"green" stocks for the Appalachian region which was found to
have been reporting only "dry" stocks. The December 1936 and
December 1938 figures included in the monthly averages are in
each case comparable with data for other months of the year;
the revised December figures are given in note 3.

There is considerable undercoverage in the Census data for
lumber .production prior to 1942 which is reflected in the as-
sociation data adjusted to Census totals. In 1942 the Bureau
of the Census made a special effort to cover all mills and in
a f ie ld canvass in certain eastern States, found a large num-
ber of mills, mostly of small size, which had not been covered
in previous canvasses conducted by mail , or largely by mai l ,
in these States prior to 1942. The Bureau of the Census has
as yet made no appraisal of the undercoverage of the earlier
data. Estimates of lumber production prior to 1942 have been
prepared by the U. S. Forest Service, however, and these are
believed to approximate more nearly total lumber production
than the Census totals used by the association and to give a
better picture of trends. Monthly averages for 1935-41 based
on these estimates are as follows (millions of board feet):
Total lumber—1935, 1,912; 1936, 2.302; 1937, 2,417; 1938,
2,069; 1939, 2.396; 1940. 2,597; 1941. 3.045; hardwoods—1935.
396; 1936. 467; 1937, 488; 1938, 406; 1939, 455; 1940. 461;
1941. 556; softwoods-1935, 1,516; 1936. 1.835; 1937, 1.929;
1938. 1,663; 1939, 1,941; 1940, 2.135; 1941, 2.489. Similar
estimates are available also for earlier years.

Monthly data for p roduc t ion , sh ipments , and stocks for
1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical Supplement. For
production and shipments, monthly averages prior to 1935 and
monthly figures for 1936-40 may be found in the 1942 and 1940
Supplements and monthly data for 1934-35 for hardwoods and
quarterly data for 1932-33 for all series are available in the
1938 and the 1936 Supplements, respectively. Stock figures
for the same periods, with the exception of softwood stocks

'for 1940 and total and hardwood stocks for December 1936-De-
cember 1940, can be obtained from the indicated sources by ad-
ding 798 to the figures for total lumber and softwoods (see
explanation above); revised monthly stock figures for 1937-39
for the total and hardwoods and for 1939 for softwoods (except
December 1939 figures) may be obtained by similarly adding 798
to the total and. softwood .figures in table 2, p. 27 of the
March 1943 Survey (revised December 1939 figures, including
the adjustment of 798 and other revisions, in millions of board
feet—total, 9,428; hardwoods, 2,688; softwoods, 6,740); re-
vised December 1936 f igures are in note 3 for this page.
Monthly data for total lumber and softwoods for 1934-35, 1940
data for stocks, and quarterly data for 1929-31 for all series
are available upon request.

3 Data for 1935-38 exclude "green" stocks for the Appa-
lachian region, included in later data. In addition, the 1935
and 1936 figures include only "net," or unsold, stocks for the
Southern hardwood region. These omissions seriously a f fec t
the comparability of the data for hardwoods and, to a lesser

extent, the data for total stocks as indicated by comparison
of the following figures (in millions of board feet) for De-
cember 1936 and December 1938: December 1936 figures included
in the 1936 average—total stocks, 8,755; hardwoods, 1,956;
December 1936 figures revised to include gross stocks for the
Southern hardwood region as in later data —total stocks,
9,418; hardwoods, 2,619; December 1938 figure included in the
1938 average—total stocks, 9,930; hardwoods, 2,801; softwoods,
7,129; December 1938 figures revised to include green stocks
for the Appalachian region comparable wi th later data—total
stocks. 10,108; hardwoods, 2,969; softwoods, 7,139.

8 Based on revised annual totals including minor correc-
tions not distributed by nxmths.

Page 153
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Exports of Douglas fir sawmill prod-
ucts include untreated sawed timber and rough and dressed
boards, planks, and scantlings. This series does not cover
logs, hewn and round timber, railroad ties, laths, shingles,
and other wood manufactures.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements (see
notes in those voluir.es regarding the 1922 and 1923 data);
monthly figures for 1923-35 (except for minor revisions in the
1931 data) for sawed timber and boards, scantlings, etc., (des-
ignated" timber" and "lumber," respectively) are available in
the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements, and monthly figures for
the total may be obtained by addition. Monthly figures prior
to 1923 appear in the Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of
the United States but in some instances have been revised.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. A more complete description of the framing
lumber is as follows: Dimension, No. 1 common, 2 by 4 inches
by 16 feet, dried, S4St SIE, or rough. For the flooring se-
ries the complete specifications are: "B" and better, flat
grain, 1 x 4, random length. Both prices are for mixed carlot,
f.o.b. eill. Data are computed from Tuesday prices reported
by manufacturers.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1922-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly, data for
1922-3? are shown on p. 17 of the May 1941 Survey.

3 Compiled by the Southern Pine Association, Inc., and re-
ported to the National Lumber Manufacturers Association. Data
relate to all yellow pine, as listed by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus, and are estimated industry totals based on reports from
mills representing from 40 to 60 percent of total production
from 1935 to mid-1936, roughly 30 percent from mid-1936 t
1941, 20 to 25 percent through 1947, and 16 percent for 1948.

Data on production are adjusted to annual totals throug
1947 reported by the Bureau of the Census; 1948 estimates ar
projected on the basis of 194? figures of the Bureau of the
Census. Shipments include domestic and export sh ipments .
Stock figures are estimated gross stocks at mills and concen-
tration yards and are computed from the difference between
total production and shipments. Unfilled orders are similarly
computed from differences between total orders and shipments.
The estimate of stocks for December 31, 1943, has been adjust-
ed to agree approximately with the U. S. Forest Service esti-
mate of Southern pine stocks as of that date and unfilled or-
ders for December 1943 have been adjusted on the basis of the
ratio of unfilled orders to stocks shown by units reporting to
the Association. Stocks and unfilled orders since that date
have been computed by carrying forward the December 1943 esti-
mates, on the basis of differences between production and ship-
ments, and orders and shipments, respectively. The revisions
as of December 1943 were carried back to 1929 by adding to the
computed figures previously published for stocks and unfilled
orders constant amounts of 798 million and 110 million board
feet, respectively.

There is known undercoverage in the Census canvass of mills
in the eastern States prior to 1942, as explained in note 2
for p. 152. Since the Association's data are adjusted to Cen-
sus annual totals, this undercoverage is reflected in the data
and affects the comparability of the figures for 1941 and ear-
lier years with those beginning 1942. Information is not a-
vailable on the extent of incompleteness in the Census figures
for Southern pine prior to 1942.

It is stated by the Association that since the Southern
pine industry is so widely scattered and consists of so many
small mills which operate intermittently and under different
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circumstances, no basis is afforded for exact computations for
the industry.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. All figures for unfilled orders and stocks shown
in Supplements prior to the 1947 issue should be increased by
110 and 798 million, respectively, as indicated above. Subject
to this adjustment, monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly
figures for 1938-40 are available if* the 1942 Supplement, and
monthly data for 1934-37 may be found in the 1940 and 1938
Supplements; the 1929-31 Averages for unfilled orders and
stocks shown in the latter issues are based on end-of-quarter
instead of on monthly figures as in later volumes. Monthly
figures for 1929-33- are available upon request.

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Total exports of Southern pine sawjr.ill
products include sawed timber untreated and creosoted and
otherwise preserved, and boards, planks, and scantlings, both
rough and dressed, of long leaf pitch pine. Excluded are:
Logs, hewn and round timber, railroad ties, laths, shingles,
and other wood manufactures.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-40 and monthly data for
1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. Monthly
figures for boards, planks, and scantlings for 1923-35 (except
for minor revisions in figures for 1931) and for sawed timber
for 1923-27 and 1934-35 are available in the 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements; the two series are shown in these volumes as
"lumber" and "timber," respectively; the total for sawmill
products is not shown but can be obtained by addition. The
figures for timber as shown in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements
beginning with the year 1928 have been revised and are 2 to 3
percent higher than there shown. This revision was the result
of the addition of exports of creosoted and otherwise pre-
served timber, which were already included for years prior to
1928. The revised 1928-33 monthly figures for timber and 1931
figures for boards, planks, and scantlings ere available upon
request. Monthly data prior to 1923 appear in the Monthly
Summary of Foreign Commerce, but in some instances have been
revised.

Page I5U
1 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. Beginning August 1942 each of the price series
for Southern pine is a composite of data reported by 9 manu-
facturers and includes both eastern and western mills. The
specifications beginning February 1945 are as follows: Boards-
No. 2 common, l"*x 6" and I "x8" , x 12* (average length) , short
leaf , surfaced on one to four sides, dried, loose, carlot or
mixed cars, f.o.b. mil l ; flooring—B and better, 1" x 4" x 12-
14', f lat grain, plain end, kiln dried, bundled, carlot or mixed
cars, f.o.b. mi l l . Data beginning August 1942 through January
1945 are estimates computed by the U. S. Department of Com-
merce, Office of Business Economics, by linking slightly dif-
ferent price series to current data beginning February 1945.
Earlier data, shown in italics, are for carlot or mixed car
shipments, f.o.b. mi l l west of the Mississippi, mi l l average
to wholesaler and retailer, based on Tuesday quotations from
trade organization; the specifications for these data are as
follows: Boards—No. 2 common, 1" x 8", short leaf , standard
length, including rough, surfaced on one to four sides, sh ip lap
and center matched; flooring—B and better, f la t grain, I n x 4 " ,
short leaf.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1926-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and monthly data for
1926-37 are available on p. 22 of the April 1942 Survey (revi-
sion for boards, January 193"5, $18.113).

Compiled by the Western Pine Association. Data are esti-
mated totals for the Western pine region as reported to the
National Lumber Manufacturers Association. The estimates are
based on monthly reports of a varying number of m i l l s and are
adjusted to regional totals on the basis of annual production
data compiled by the Bureau of the Census. M i l l s reporting
monthly production, shipments, and stocks represented, on an
average, about 90 percent of the estimated totals for 1935-41,
around 85 percent for 1942-45, 80 percent for 1946, and about
75 percent for 1947-48. Mi l l s reporting new and u n f i l l e d or-
ders account for a somewhat smaller percentage of the tojtals.
Production figures have been adjusted to annual totals reported
by the Bureau of the Census through 1947. Data for new and
u n f i l l e d orders and shipments have been changed proportion-
ately. Stocks, representing gross m i l l stocks, are computed
by applying the difference between production and shipments

each month to f igures for the preceding- month and are checked
against ac tual inventory figures supplied by the repor t ing
mi l l s . Production figures are also checked by the Association
against confident ia l figures by counties compiled by the li. S.
Forest Service. t

The data relate to a l l softwoods produced in the pine re-
gions of the fol lowing States: Washington and Oregon, east of
the crest of the Cascades, in addition to the pine production
in Jackson and Josephine Counties of Oregon; Ca l i fo rn ia , ex-
cept the Northwestern coastal counties or redwood region; Ida-
ho; Montana; South Dakota; Wyoming; Colorado; Utah; Nevada;
New Mexico; and Arizona. The woods included and their approx-
imate percentage of total production in the Western pine re-
gion in 1947 are as follows: Ponderosa pine, 59 percent; Sugar
pine, 4 percent; Idaho white pine, 4 percent; Lodgepole pine,
2 percent; Larch and Douglas f i rs , 25 percent; white f i r , 3
percent; Engleman spruce. Western red, and Incense cedar, com-
bined, 3 percent. The series for Western pine have been re-
vised since publication of the 1947 Statistical Supplement be-
cause of changes in the regions covered and include pine pro-
duction only (instead of total production as formerly) in two
counties of Oregon which now produce largely Douglas f i r , and
total production in Colorado, Utah , and Wyoming instead of only
partial production of these states. The series for West Coast
woods have been revised (beginning 1946) to include all species
except pine production in the two counties of Oregon. The
data for 1947-48 for both series are subject to later revision.
Monthly figures beginning 1924 are ava i lab le upon request.

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, from information furnished by the Western Pine
Association. The complete specifications are as follows: Pine,
Ponderosa, boards, No. 3 common, 1" x 8", random length, sur-
faced on 2 to 4 sides. Prices are for loose carlot or mixed
car shipments, f.o.b. mill.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1926-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are avai lable in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1932-40 are shown on p. 22 of the April 1942 Survey.

* Data are compiled by the West Coast Lumbermen's Associa-
tion and represent estimated total operations for the region
as reported to the National Lumber Manufacturers Association.
The region is limited to the portions of the States of Wash-
ington and Oregon west of the Cascades, and also includes Doug-
las fir production in two coastal counties of California; the
pine production of Jackson and Josephine counties of Oregon is
reported ty the Western Pine Association (see note 2, above).
Although the lumber is predominantly Douglas f ir , there are
also included Western hemlock, Western red cedar, and Sitka
spruce. The estimates are based on monthly reports represent-
ing 75 to 80 percent of the totals for 1935-40, 70-75 percent
for 1941-45, and 66-68 percent for 1946-48. They have been
adjusted to trends indicated by annual production data through
1947 reported by the Bureau of the Census. Stock figures are
gross mill stocks. Shipments include domestic and export ship-
ments.

Data for production, orders, and shipments reported in 4*
and 5-week totals by the Hest Coast Lumbermen's Association
and are adjusted by the National Lumber Manufacturers Associa-
tion to represent approximately calendar months. The adjusted
monthly data are corrected to quarterly totals. Stocks and
unf i l l ed orders are as of the end of the 4- or 5-week periods
shown in the original reports, and are for Saturday nearest
the end of the month (either the last Saturday of the given
month or Saturday of the following month if the week ends on
the 1st to the 3d). Stock figures are computed on the basis
of differences between production and shipments and surveys of
actual inventories.

Monthly data for 1941-44 (on the former basis of regional
coverage, as noted above) are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly or quar ter ly averages pr ior to 1935 may
be found in the 1942 Supplement and monthly figures for 1938-
40 (revised since publ ica t ion of that Supplement) are ava i la -
ble for new orders, production, and shipments on p. 28 of the
March 1943 Survey. There have been some revisions in the 1931-
37 data published in the 1940 and ear l ie r Supplements and fig-
ures for 1929-33, formerly ava i l ab le qua r t e r ly only, are now
ava i lab le on a month ly basis. Monthly figures for 1929-37 for
all series, and for 1938-40 for u n f i l l e d orders and stocks,
are avai lable upon request.

5 Average for 5 months, August-I^ecember. The average for
the entire year comparable with the ear l ier figures in italics
is $30.160 (average for August-December S30.000).

* Average for 5 months, August-Pecember. The average for
the ent ire year comparable w i t h the ea r l i e r f igures in italics
is $54.830 (average for August-December $55.000).
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Page 155
* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census. Data cover all known softwood plywood mills. They
include total softwood plywood production with the exception
of a small quantity (approximately 1 percent of the total) pro*
duced in establishments engaged principally in the manufacture
of hardwood plywood. There were 34 active mills in September
1941 and 48 at the end of 1948. Estimates were made for some
mi l l s that did not report for certain months, on the assump-
tion that month-to-month changes were the same for nonreport-
ing mills as for reporting mi l l s . Shipments data include con-
sumption in reporting plants. All thicknesses of plywood are
reported on a 3/6? equivalent basis. Hie original reports show
separate data for interior and exterior plywood, and data on
consumption and stocks of logs and glue.

Monthly data were not collected prior to September 1941;
monthly data for September 1941-December 1944 are shown in the
194? Statistical Supplement. The monthly average for 1939 is
based on production reported in the Biennial Census of Manu-
factures for that year; estimates are included for small quan-
tities reported by value only. Comparable data are not avail-
able for earlier years.

3 Compiled by the Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association,
and reported to the National Lumber Manufacturers Association.
The data, which are raised to a total industry basis, are based
on reports of a varying number of mills, estimated to represent
86 to 88 percent of the total for 1935-43, around 80 percent
for 1944, and 90 percent for 1945-48, The Association states
that, with the possible exception of data for .1940 and 1941,
the estimates are fairly dependable, since reliable informa-
tion on the operations of nonreporting mills was available. In
1940 and 1941, information regarding nonreporting mills was
less complete than in other years and the margin of error in
the estimates is larger.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly fig-
ures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement and quarterly
or monthly figures for 1932-37 may be found in the 1940, 1938,
and 1936 Supplements; quarterly figures for 1929-31 are avail-
able upon request. This series differs from that shown in the
1932 Supplement.

9 Compiled by the National Oak Flooring Manufacturers v4sso-
ciation. Data are based on reports of member companies which
account for 75 to 80 percent of the industry prior to Septem-
ber 1947, gradually decreasing to about 68 percent in December
1948.'Estimates are included for nonreporting companies. Prior
to September 1946, prefinished flooring, the manufacture of
which began in £pril 1941, is incompletely reported in the
data. Data for this item, which was initially a small factor
and which has become of increasing importance, are as follows
(thousand board feet): 1941-46, 20,798; 70,574; 59,749; 48,724;
41,820; 39,389. Beginning September 1946 reports cover both
finished and unfinished flooring and include relatively small
amounts of flooring of heavy hardwood species other than oak.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1914-33 for production and
monthly figures for 1936-40 for all series are available in
the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. Revised 1934 monthly averages
(thousand board feet): New orders, 8,936; unfilled orders,
11,387; production, 8,725; shipments, 9,109; stocks, 64,143.
Revised monthly figures for 1934 and 1935 are available upon
request. The 1914-33 monthly averages shown in the Supplement
beginning with the 1938 issue are based on revised annual to-
tals and differ from figures in earlier volumes (see note in
1942 Supplement).

* Average for four months, September-December-

Page 156
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Business Economics, from data collected by the Bureau of For-
eign and Domestic Coninerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Iron and steel products cover all com-
modities for which tonnage figures are available, classified
according to the present foreign trade schedule as steel-mill
products (formerly designated iron and steel semimanufactures
and steel-mill manufactures), plus ferromanganese, ferrosili-
con, and certain other ferro-alloys; they do not cover the
advanced manufactures of iron and steel. Imports data repre-
sent imports for consumption.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Earlier monthly averages beginning 1913 for total
exports anil imports and 1922 or 1923 for scrap and monthly
figures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (it

should be noted that data in the 1942 and earlier Supplements
are in long tons). .Monthly figures prior to 1938 are available
in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements, as follows: Total
exports and total imports, 1932-37 (monthly figures for 1919-
31 for total imports are on p. 20 of the November 1932 Survey);
scrap exports, 1936-37 (in 1940 Supplement there have been
minor revisions of data in the 1938 volume); scrap imports,
1934-37 (revision—March 1935, 2,387). Other monthly figures,
beginning 1922 for exports and 1913 and 1923, respectively,
for total imports and scrap imports* are available upon .re-
quest.

2 Including tin plate scrap, tin plate circles, strips,
cobbles, etc., and waste-waste 'tin plate.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. The data are estimated industry totals based on re-
ports from consumers accounting for 96 to 99 percent of the
industry total beginning in the latter half of 1941 and 93 to
95 percent in the earlier period. Home scrap includes largely
scrap resulting from manufacturing processes (recycled or run-
around scrap), and some old material produced at the plant re-
porting. Purchased scrap consists not only of scrap purchased
from outside sources but also of scrap transferred from other
plants under the same control and scrap received tinder exchange
contracts or conversion agreements*

The monthly averages for consumption are computed from an-
nual totals, based on actual reports from all consumers, and
differ from averages of the monthly figures; in most cases,
the differences are minor. The year-end stock figures for
1938-40 are also from the annual surveys.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement; quarterly data December 1939-.December
1940 for consumption and September 1939-December 1940 for
stocks are shown in a footnote on p. S-29 o£ the November 1942
Survey (it should be noted that the 1939-40 figures for con-
sumption given in this note relate only to the last month of
each quarter).

y Compiled by the &*. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of
Mines. Monthly data, available only beginning January 1943,
are based on reports from practically all mines in the 0. S.;
they include estimates for a number of very small mines in the
southeastern area, whose output is only a few thousand tons
per month. Monthly averages for production and shipments are
computed from annual totals based on actual reports from all
mines and for 1943-48 differ slightly from averages of the
monthly figures. The year-end stock figures for 1935-42 are
also from the annual surveys and for 1935-41 are not entirely
comparable with data for later years (see note 6). All fig-
ures exclude ore containing 5 percent or more of manganese.

The iron ore producing districts, and the percentage of to-
tal production in each for 1947-48, are: Lake Superior
District—Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, 82 percent;
Southeastern States—Alabama, Georgia, and Virginia, 8 per-
cent; Northeastern States—New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylva-
nia, 4 percent; Western States—California, Missouri, Nevada,
Texas, Utah, and Wyoming, 5 percent. The remaining 1 percent
of production consists of byproduct ore (iron cinder and sin-
ter obtained from the pyrites industry), produced-chiefly in
the Southeastern States.

Monthly data for 1943-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. •

Data compiled by the Lake Superior Iron'Ore Association
and cover Lake Superior ore only. Consumption by furnaces in-
cludes interior furnaces in central and eastern districts, and
lake front furnaces in the United States, and those which re-
ceive ore by rail and lake-shore Canadian furnaces. Beginning
in November 1936 consumption includes tonnages at eastern
plants which use only a small proportion of lake ore. Total
stocks and stocks at furnaces are similarly affected beginning
April 19371 Stocks at furnaces include stocks at both United
States and Canadian furnaces. Stocks on Lake Erie docks are
those on U. S. docks only. The number of furnaces has varied
from 341 to 186 (195 at the end of 1948), the large reduction
resulting from the dismantling of furnaces and from the elimi-
nation of furnaces which no longer use lake ore. Shipments
represent movement of lake ore through the upper lake ports,
including not only tonnage passing through the Sault Ste.Marie
Canals but also that from ports on Lake Michigan, but do not
include direct rail shipments; comparatively small amounts
shipped from Canada are included beginning August 1939. In
most years the Lake Superior region accounts for approximately
85 percent of the total iron ore shipments in the country.
Because navigation is closed, no shipments are made during
January and February and usually during March (in 1944 there
were also no shipments during December); monthly averages,
however, are based on 12 months. Tonnages for the upper lake
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ports are railroad weights, whereas those at other ports are
bill-of-lading weights.

Monthl? data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement; earlier monthly data are found in the 1942, 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; only minor revisions have
been made.

Data are as of December 31 based on reports from all
mines; they exclude stocks of byproduct materials (pyrites
cinder and sinter at plants that produce these products for
consumption in iron and steel furnaces) which are included in
data for later years; the December 31, 1942, stock figure ex-
cluding byproduct material, comparable with earlier data, is
3,36? thousand long tons.

7 Stocks as of December 31.
Average for 8 months, March, and June through December.
Based on annual total including revisions not distributed

by months.
1 Stock data were not collected for January.

Average for 11 months, February-December.
Monthly average based on total for the year revised to

exclude small amount of western manganese ore included in the
monthly figures for May to October.

Page 157
1 See note 5 for p. 156.
2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Data represent imports for consumption,
and those for imports of manganese ore represent manganese
content.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and n.onthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (data for
manganese ore prior to September 22, 1922, represent gross
weight and for 1923-26 exclude imports from Cuba). Earlier
monthly data are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements (1927-31 figures for manganese ore have been revised
to include imports from Cuba).

3 Compiled by the (/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, from reports to that agency beginning October 1945,
and from earlier reports to the ^ar Production Board. All data
are estimated industry totals. Data beginning December 1943
are based on monthly reports from approximately 1,100 found-
ries, both corrmercial and captive, which account for 94 per-
cent of the total tonnage shipped by the industry, and annual
reports for 1944, 1945, and 1946 from practically all found-
ries. Shipments for January-November 1943 are based on reports
from slightly less than 2,000 foundries representing approxi-
mately 98 percent of the industry. The reported data for 1943
are shown in the original reports and have been raised to in-
dustry totals by the Office of Business Economics. Data be-
ginning July 1947 published in the monthly Survey are based on
a scientifically selected sample of approximately 500 found-
ries. The term "gray iron castings" relates to all iron cast-
ings, except malleable, including semisteel, alloy iron, and
white iron castings. Tonnages represent the weight of rough
castings before machining. Total shipments include shipments
for use by the same company, or an affiliate, subsidiary or
parent company, and shipments for sale to other companies shown
separately beginning November 1944.

Similar data were not collected prior to 1943. Production
figures for 1937 and 1939, compiled from reports of the Bien-
nial Census of Manufactures, are as follows (annual totals):
1937, 7,818,000 tons; 1939, 7,125,000 tons; these figures in-
clude estimated tonnage for a small quantity reported by value
only.

The original reports give separate monthly figures for cast-
iron soil pipe and cast-iron pressure pipe beginning January
1943 and for chilled-iron railroad car wheels and molds for
heavy steel ingots beginning July 1944. Annual reports for
1944, 1945, and 1946 include also State data on iron foundry
activity and foundry capacity.

Monthly figures for total shipments for 1943-44 are shown
in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.

u Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data for 1935 cover reports of 112 manufacturers
operating 121 plants; for 19'36, 109 manufacturers with 118
plants; for 1937, 108 manufacturers with 117 plants; for 1938,
104 manufacturers with 114 plants; for 1939 and 1940, 102 man-
ufacturers with 113 plants; for 1941 and the first 8 months
of 1942, 99 manufacturers with 110 plants; for September 1942

through April 1944, 103 manufacturers with 113 plants; and be-
ginning May 1944, 105-107 manufacturers with 115-116 plants.
The reduction in the number of reporters through 1941 in most
cases resulted from manufacturers discontinuing operations.
Beginning May 1944, the coverage of the industry is complete;
for September 1942 through April 1944 the estimated coverage
was 97-98 percent; and the manufacturers reporting prior to
September 1942 produced about 93 percent of the total value of
the output of the industry as reported in the Census of Manu-
factures for 1939 and 193? and about 88 percent of the value

of the output as reported in the 1933 and 1935 censuses. Total
shipments by the 103 manufacturers included beginning Septem-
ber 1942 were 4.1 and 5.5 percent higher in September and No-
vember 1942, respectively, than shipments of the 99 manufac-
turers reporting previously, w h i l e shipments for sale were
only 0.1 percent higher in both months, and new orders for
sale, 0.2 and 0.3 percejit higher. These are the only months
for which data are available for both 99 and 103 manufacturers.
New orders represent orders bocked, less cancellations.

Monthly data for 1941-44 (except for unfilled orders) are
shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; monthly averages for
1926-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40 for total shipments
are shown in the 1942 Supplement and earlier monthly figures
for 1932-37 are available in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supple-
ments and on p. 20 of the April 1933 Survey. Monthly figures
for 1936-40 for new orders and shipir»ents for sale are availa-
ble upon request.

•* Compiled by the American Iron and Steel Institute begin-
ning January 1942 and by The Iron Age prior to that date. The
Institute data cover blast furnace production of pig iron and
ferro-alloys, including production by charcoal furnaces. The
Iron Age data through 1941 exclude charcoal furnace production,
but since this represents only a small fraction of the total
(one-tenth of one percent in 1939, according to the Census of
Manufactures) the two series may be considered as comparable..
For 1941 the Institute reports total production as 56,063 thou-
sand short tons as compared with 55,904 thousand reported by
The Iron Age. Both series represent substantially complete
coverage; according to the Institute, its coverage of total
blast-furnace production was 99.5 percent in 1943, 99.8 per-
cent in 1942 and 1944, and 100 percent thereafter. Both series
exclude the production of electric furnaces. The monthly av-
erage for 1942-48 are based on revised annual totals which in-
clude small year-end adjustments not distributed by months.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (the figures are
in short tons instead of in long tons as indicated). Data in ear-
lier Supplements are in long tons. Monthly figures for 1913-37
are shown in short tons on p. 14 of the October 1940 Survey.

* Compiled by the (/. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. The data are estimated industry totals based on re-
ports from consumers accounting for 96 to 99 percent of the
industry total beginning in the latter half of 1941 and 93 to
95 percent in the earlier period. Prior to 1941, data were
collected only for the last month of each quarter. Consumers'
stocks include suppliers' and producers' stocks.

Monthly averages for consumption are based on annual data
and include minor revisions not distributed monthly; year-end
stock figures for 1938-40 are also from annual surveys. Monthly
data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.

7 Stocks as of December 31.
^ Average for 8 months, March and June-December.
9 Monthly average computed from estimated total shipments

for sale in 1944, based on the distribution between shipments
for sale and shipments for own use during November and Decem-
ber 1944.

10 Cancellations exceeded new orders.
** Average for 11 months, February-December.

Page 158

* Compiled by the American Metal Market. Data represent
averages of daily prices of pig iron, computed from 10 tons
distributed as follows: " 1 ton each of Bessemer, valley; No. 2
foundry, valley; No. 2 foundry at Philadelphia, at Buffalo, at
Cleveland, and at Chicago (No. 2 x foundry prior to 1938 for
Philadelphia and Buffalo and, prior to 1930, for Cleveland); 2
tons each of basic, valley, and No. 2 southern foundry, Cin-
cinnati.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
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1938-40 arc shown in the 1942 Supplement. Earlier monthly
data beginning 1923 are in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements*

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, flureau of La-
bor Statistics, representing averages of Tuesday quotations
for basic pig iron and Saturday quotations for foundry, as re-
ported by The Iron Age. Basic pig iron prices are those at
the Mahoning and Shenango Valley furnaces. The foundry prices,
f.o.b. Neville Island, replace the Pittsburgh delivered prices,
shown in Supplements prior to tbe 1947 issue. Beginning July
1948, the bases of quotations for both series were changed to
f.o.b. mill or shipping point.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for basic, furnace, and foundry
pig iron (on the old bases) are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages beginning 1913 and monthly data
for 1938-40 for basic pig iron prices are shown in the 1942
Supplement and earlier monthly data beginning 1923 appear in
the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

3 Compiled by the £/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data represent shipments of total steel castings
and commercial steel castings (castings made for sale) begin-
ning October 1945, and production of commercial steel castings
only prior to that date. Beginning 1945 the data, including
the new series on total shipments, are estimated industry to-
tals, the monthly reports from larger firms being augmented by
annual data from the smaller firms. Data include in 1945, 347
foundries, of which 18 discontinued production of steel cast-
ings during the year, and in 1946, 334, of which 6 discontinued
steel castings by the end of the year; in both years 273 firms
accounted for the total shipments for sale. For 1947-48, the
estimated totals are based on reports received from approxi-
mately 120 foundries representing about 82 percent of the in-
dustry. Although data prior to October 1945 represent produc-
tion rather than shipments, comparability of the series is not
significantly affected, since this "industry usually ships its
production quickly; this was particularly true during the war
years when for any month production and shipments were practi-
cally the same.

Figures for 1935-37 cover reports from 180 manufacturers;
for 1938, 183 manufacturers;, and for 1939-44, 187-193 manufac-
turers. It is believed that changes in the number of firms
reporting in the 1935-44 period did not materially affect the
comparability of the data. The 187-193 firms reporting for
1939-1944 produced approximately 96 percent of the total value
of steel castings made for sale as reported to the Census of
Manufactures for 1939; this percentage appears to be approxi-
mately correct for total production for sale for later years
through 1944. Throughout the period 1935-44, the production
of railway specialties was substantially complete, and as far
as is known all production was shipped for sale. The 183 man-
ufacturers reporting for 1938 represented practically the en-
tire industry as reported to the 1937 Census of Manufactures;
the manufacturers reporting prior to 1938 represented 95 per-
cent of the total value as reported to the 1935 Census and 90
percent of the 1933 Census of Manufactures totals. Railway
specialties include such items as bolsters, side arms, draft
arms, couplers, and cast-steel car wheels.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for shipments for sale and railway
specialties are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement;
monthly data for 1935-40, and also for 1926-34 for a smaller
number of companies, are available in the 1942, 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements; the descriptive note in the 1942
Supplement indicates the difference in coverage between the
data beginning 1935 and the earlier series.

" Production for sale prior to October 1945 (see note 3).
5 Compiled by the £/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census. The data are based on monthly reports from larger
forge shops (those shipping 300 or more tons of steel forgings
per month) whose shipments normally represent about 79 percent
of the industry, and data from the smaller shops collected an-
nually, giving complete coverage of the commercial steel forg-
ings industry, including the commercial output of captive forge
shops. Monthly data included for the smaller forge shops are
estimated.

The forge shops covered by these data include only those
producing forgings for sale to the trade. The forgings not
included in "for sale," i.e., those for own use, are forgings
which are further processed or machined in the same plant in
which the forgings were produced; in other plants of the same
company; or in affiliated, subsidiary, or parent companies.
All other forgings are considered as commercial forgings, and
are included in "for sale." The term "drop and upset forg-
ings'1 includes all steel products whose final forming opera-

tions are completed on a steam drop hammer, board drop hammer,
upsetter, or mechanical press. "Press and open hammer fcrg-
ings" are steel products whose forming operations are completed
on a flat die, either on open hammer or press. The tonnages
reported for shipments and unfilled orders represent the weight
of the forgings before machining.

e Compiled by the American Iron and Steel Institute. Steel
production includes, in addition to the ingot production by
the open-hearth and Bessemer processes, electric ingots and
steel for castings, except steel for castings produced in
foundries operated by companies which do not produce ingots.
Crucible steel production, which has been negligible during
the period shown here, is not included. Monthly figures, which
are not available from all companies, are calculated to 100
percent production on the basis of the ratios of the annual
production of the reporting companies to the total production
of all companies. In the latest year, before the total annual
production of all companies becomes available, the monthly
figures of the reporting companies are calculated to 100 per-
cent production according to the ratio applied in the preced-
ing year; they are later revised when the final total produc-
tion for the year is available. Data for 1941-46 are based on
reports by companies which accounted for 98 percent of the
open-hearth, 100 percent of the Bessemer, and 86-88 percent of
the electric ingots and steel for castings produced by the in-
dustry; for 1947-48, the coverage was 100 percent for all
types of furnaces.

Percent of the capacity shown here is the ratio of average
veekly production in a given month to average weekly capacity
calculated on annual capacity as of the end of the preceding
year (with the exception of percentages for July-December 1937
and 1941-44 which are based on capacity as of the middle of
the given year), no allowance being made for Sundays or holi-
days. The annual capacity as of December 31 of each year, on
which the percentage of capacity for the following year is
based, is as follows (in thousands of short tons): 1925,
62,833; 1926, 65,283; 1927, 66,907; 1928, 69,554; 1929, 71,011;
1930, 75,299; 1931, 76,875; 1932, 76,744; 1933, 78,078; 1934,
78,440; 1935, 78,152; 1936, 78,137; (July 1, 1937, 78,464);
1937, 80,176; 1938, 81,824; 1939, 81,614; 1940, 84,148; (June
30, 1941. 86,145); 1941, 88,566; (July 1, 1942. 89,195); 1942,
90,289; (July 1. 1943, 90,877); 1943, 93,648; (July 1, 1944,
94,051);1944, 95,501; 1945, 91,891;1946, 91,241;1947, 94,233;
1948, 96.121.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; for monthly data for 1917-40 for production and
1926-40 for percent of capacity, see table 9, p. 16, of the
Warch 1941 Survey, and the 1942 Supplement.

7 Average for 6 months, July-December.

Page 159
' Compiled By the American Metal Market. Data represent

the average price of finished steel products, excluding rails,
based on daily prices of 10 pounds of steel products weighted
according to the importance of their production. The compos-
ite since 1933 includes the following: 2 pounds of bars; 1 1/2
pounds each of plates, pipe, and sheets; 1 pound each of shapes,
wire nails, and strips; and 1/2 pound of tin plate.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data
beginning 1923 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements.

5 Compiled by the I/. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, representing unweighted averages of Tuesday
quotations as reported by The Iron Age. All series are f.o.b.
Pittsburgh prior to July 1948 when the basis of quotation was
changed (except for the scrap price) from basing point to f.o.
b. mill or shipping point. -Steel billet prices cover primari-
ly those of open-hearth billets; beginning January 1948, the
compiling agency has published the price per short ton; for
comparability with earlier data, figures as shown here have
been converted to price per long ton. Structural steel prices
are mill prices of structural shapes, beams, etc., 3"-15"; be-
ginning January 1948, the specifications were revised from
3"-15" up to 80' to 12" up to 60', but the January price for
both the prior and current series was $0.028 per pound. The
scrap price replaces the series for steel scrap, Chicago,
shown in Supplements prior to the 1947 issue.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly data for 1935-40 for the steel scrap price
are available upon request. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and
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monthly data for 1938-40 for the other series are available in
the 1942 Supplement; earlier monthly data are shown in the
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data cover reports of 30-34 manufacturers in 1935-
42, accounting for approximately 90 percent of production of
heavy steel barrels and drums. From 1943 through 1947 the
number decreased from 32 to 23, largely as a result of consol-
idations; in 1948 until July (when production data were dis-
continued by the compiling agency), figures cover reports of
24 manufacturers. In this period (1943-July 1948) the report-
ing companies represent substantially complete coverage of the
industry. Beginning July 1948, data for production were dis-
continued by the compiling agency. Data represent steel bar-
rels and drums (except beer barrels) of 19-gauge or heavier
steel, and steel barrels and drums made wholly or partly of
20-gauge, when of other than open-head construction; also
grease drums of 100 pounds capacity when made of 20-gauge or
heavier steel. Data for light types (lighter than 19-gauge)
and, since June 1944, steel packages, kegs, and pails, are al-
so available on the same report of the Bureau of the Census.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1933-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in" the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
for 1934-37 appear in the 1940 and 1938 Supplement*. Data
shown in the 1936 and earlier Supplements are not comparable,
since they are for a smaller number of companies. Comparable
data for 1933 are available upon request.

y Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, bureau of
the Census, from reports received from ail producers in the
industry, numbering 88 in 1948. Shipments are reported as
number of base boxes of steel sheets consumed. These base
boxes are converted to short tons by means of standard conver-
sion factors which differ according to type of can. A metal
can is defined as an unused container made wholly from tin
plate, terneplate, black plate, or waste plate, of 29 gauge or
lighter. Food cans include those used for fruits and vegeta-
bles, evaporated and condensed milk, other dairy products,

iish and other sea food, coffee, lard and shortening, meat and
poultry, and miscellaneous food cans; nonfood cans include
those for beer, oil (open top, 1 and 5 quart), pet food, and
miscellaneous nonfood cans.

The data are total shipments, including shipments for own
use (defined as those for use by the same company, or an af-
filiate, subsidiary, or parent company) and shipments for sale.
Separate data for shipments for sale were collected beginning
only October 1945. Monthly data for 1943-44 on total ship-
ments are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; no similar
data were collected prior to 1943.

* Average for 3 months. October-December.
" Average for 6 months, July-December.

Page 160

Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, beginning September 1945; the reporting companies,
numbering over TO in 1948, represent the entire industry. Data
prior to September 1945 *ere compiled from reports submitted
to the War Production Board. Commercial closures include those
for both food and nonfood containers; for 1946 and 1947, clo-
sures produced for food containers were 55 and 52 percent of
the total, respectively. For 1946-48, crowns produced for
beverage containers were 99 percent of the total.

* Compiled by the Arrerican Iron and Steel Institute, from
reports of companies representing 99.5 percent of the pro-
duction of the industry for 1947, 99.3 percent for 1946, 99.0
percent for 1944-45, 98.'" percent for 1941-43, more than 95
percent for 193P-40, more than 96 percent in 1937, and more
than 97 percent in 1935-3*. The industry includes only those
processors who are also primary producers of steel. Data
shown here are net shipments (excluding shipnents to members
of the industry for conversion into further finished products
or for resale) beginning 1944. larlier data represent pro-
duction for sale outside the industry. Sales to rembers of
the industry for further conversion, shown separately in re-
ports of the Institute, are excluded. The items which are not
self-explanatory are as follows: The c l a s s i f i c a t i o n "hot
rolled bars — carbon and alloy" is approximately comparable to
the item referred to in the'1^42 and earlier Supplements as
"merchant bars," but. also includes hoops and bailing bands,
and alloy bars; data for reinforcing hot rolled bars(including
new billet and rerolled) and semimanufactures (ingots, blooms,
slabs, billets, tube rounds, sheet and tin bars, etc.) are
shown for the first time in this Supplement; plates include

sheared and universal; pipes and tubes include butt weld, lap
weld, electric weld, seamless and conduit pipe, and mechanical
tubing; sheets include hot rolled, hot rolled-annealed, gal-
vanized, cold rolled, and all other sheets; wire and wire
products comprise wire rods, drawn wire, nails and staples,
barbed and fence wire, bale ties, all other wire products, and
fence posts (prior to 1937). Total steel products include, in
addition to the iterrs shown, data on ingots, blooms, billets,
slabs, sheet bars, steel piling, skelp, slice bars and tin
plates, concrete reinforcing and cold finished bars, alloy
bars (hot rolled and cold finished), black plate, wheels, ax-
les, track spikes, and other products. The annual totals in-
clude small revisions that can not be allocated to the sepa-
rate rronths because the number of reporting companies is not
identical in all rronths and some companies rr.ake adjustments in
their yearly figures which are not available on a monthly ba-
sis. Vonthly averaees are based on the annual totals. .

Monthly data for 1941-41 (except for hot rolled bars and
semimanufactures) are shown in the 194? Statistical Supple-
ment; for monthly data for 1940 (the earliest available) and
quarterly data for 1933-39, see the 1942 Supplement and table
-15, p. 14 of the November 1°40 Survey; the data shown for tin
plate cover both tin and terne plate; see note above regarding
data shown for merchant bars.

3 Monthly averages computed from annual totals.
** Data for January included with data for February.

Page 16!

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of the Infer ior , Bureau
of Mines, based on reports to that agency, or to the War Pro-
duct ion Board, by all producers . The m o n t h l y averages are
based on totals from annua l surveys wh ich d i f f e r s l i gh t l y in
some years from the sum of the month ly figures.

Month ly f igures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
tical Sipplerr.ent; month ly data are riot ava i lab le prior to 1941.
Annual data beginning 1913 are avai lable upon request.

2 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Cor-rerce, Rureau of
Foreign and Dotrestic Cmrrre-rce through Apri l 1911 and Pttreati of
the Census thereaf te r . Data represent imports for consumption;
data prior to 1934 are general imports.

Monthly data for 1941-14 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages beginning 1913 an*i monthly figures
for 1923-40 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942, 1940, 1938, J936, and
1932 Supplements.

3 Co.-pi led by the American V.etal Market, representing aver-
ages of dealers ' da i ly buying prices at New York for a l u m i n u m
scrap castings consisting c h i e f l y or e n t i r e l y of automobile
crank cases.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement and data for 1925-40 are shown in the 1942, 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

y Compiled by the tr. S. Department of Co~rrerce, Bureau of
the Census, beg inn ing October 1945, and the Var Production
Board prior to that date. The data cover a luminum and alun.i-
num-base a l loy castings and wrought products. Beginning 1944
the castings data cover all types of castings; the categories
"sand," "permanent m o l d , " and "die," and "all other" are shown
separa te ly in the mon th ly releases of the compi l ing agency.
The data for 1942 and 1943, however , Ho not include figures
for the "all other" types and thus are not s t r ic t ly comparable
w i t h those for l a t e r years; but this lack of comparabi l i ty is
not serious, since the "all o ther" group is a negligible part
of the total (monthly average shipments for this group in 19*4
were 233,000 pounds) . B e g i n n i n g 1945 the da ta for cas t ings
are e s t i m a t e d i n d u s t r y to t a l s based on m o n t h l y reports from
the larsrer foundries and annual reports from the smaller ones;
the foundries from which r.onthly f igures were est imated repre-
sen ted , in 1918, abou t en pe rcen t of the to ta l sh ipmen t s .
Pr ior to 1915 the f i g u r e s for cas t in rs are e s t ima ted totals
based on reported sh ipments r ep re sen t ing about 98 percent of
the i n d u s t r y to ta l . The coverage of wrought products is com-
plete. Total wrough t products i n c l u d e — i n ai ' i i t ion to plate,
sheet, an.I st r i p — r o l l e d s t r u c t u r a l shapes, ro>i bar , and wire ;
extended shapes, tube L-loorrs, and t u b i n g ; an-i powder, f l ake ,
and p a s t e . C o m p a r a b l e « i a t a fo r t o t a l w r o u g h t p roduc ts a re
a v a i l a b l e o n l y b e g i n n i n g October 19 li. The f l a t a for p l a t e ,
sheet, ar.i s t r i p inc lude weigh t of fo i l stock t h i n n i n g Octoler
1915 w h i l e e a r l i e r da ta -i nc lude w e i p h t of the fo i l ; th is change
does not m a t e r i a l l y a f f e c t the c o m p a r a b i l i t y of the data.

M o n t h l y da ta for 1042-11 for cast ings and p l a t e , sheet, and
s t r i p are shown in the 1917 S t a t i s t i c a l Suppler-ent.

5 Cor p i led by the */. S. Department of Lnl>nr, Pureau of La-
bor Statistics, r e p r ^ s f n t i n ^ f averages of Tnps-s.iy ,{notations on
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270 1949 STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT—SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS

yel low brass sheets, base sizes,- wider than 2 inches and in*
eluding 8 inches, No. 16, B and S gage, f.o.b* mill*

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1*947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages beginning 1913 and monthly figures
for 1923-40 are available in the 1942, 1940. 1938t 1936, and
1932 Supplements.

* Compiled by the U* S. ftepartipent of the Inferior, Bureau
of Mines. Data are in terms of recoverable metal from domes-
tic mines (including Alaska). Monthly data are on an esti-
mated 100 percent coverage basis and arc adjusted after the
year-end to final annual figures. The monthly figures through
1944 are based largely on smelter receipts; beginning January
1945 they represent actual mine output. The monthly averages
prior to 1944 are based on annual surveys of mine output.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement.

7 Compiled by the Copper Institute* Data prior to 1947 in-
clude copper derived from domestic raw material and from duty-
free foreign raw material, except that beginning March 1941
domestic deliveries include deliveries of duty-paid foreign
copper for domestic consumption. The excise tax on copper was
removed April 1947; all data beginning January 1947 have been
revised to include copper from all sources. Deliveries repre-
sent deliveries to fabricators. Crude production represents
mine or smelter production or shipments and custom intake (in-
cluding scrap intake) by primary smelters and refineries. Re-
finery production represents the output of primary refineries
for account of industry members, including some scrap refined
to standard grades. Stock figures represent refined stocks at
refineries, on consignment, and in commodity exchange ware-
houses; they;do not include stocks at consumers' plants*or
warehousesr or stocks of foreign copper held by the Metals Re-
serve Company.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly data for 1934-40 (revised September and
October1938 data for domestic deliveries, 53,804 and 70,010
short tons), arc in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements; data
for the last six months of 1933 are available upon request.
No earlier comparable.data are available.

8 Compiled by the U» S. Depart went of Commerce, Bureau of
foreign and Domestic CWwerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Exports cover refined copper (in ingots,
bars, and other forms), old and scrap copper, pipes and tubes,
plates and sheets, rods, wire, and insulated copper wire and
cable. Imports, representing imports for consumption, include
the metal content of copper in all forms (ore, concentrates,
matte, regulus, unrefined, black, blister, refined, scrap, etc,).
Both exports and imports exclude a small amount of copper manu-
factures for which no quantity data are available. The im-
port data "for smelting, refining, and export" (shown sepa-
rately prior to the December 1948 issue of the Survey of Cur-
rent Business) have been included with the series for "unre-
fined, including scrap" since removal of the excise tax on
copper in April 1947; subsequent to that date, only a part of
the copper for smelting, refining, and export has been reported
separately from copper for domestic consumption.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly data
prior to 1938 for exports, total imports, and imports for
smelting, refining, and export, see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements. Data relating to exports published in the
1932 Supplement do hot include insulated copper wire and cable*
Revised data beginning July 1932 for the break-down of imports
for domestic consumption into refined and unrefined copper are
available upon request. ,

• * Not available; no data for August-November (average for 7
months, January-July s 321,771 short tons and the December
figure is 159,485).

20 Average for eleven months; no quotation for March 1941.
'• " Average for three months, October-December.

Page 162
J See note 8, p. 161,
9 Compiled by the Engineering and Mining Journal. Data are

based on domestic sales for both prompt and future delivery,
and represent average quotations for copper in the form of
ordinary wire bars and ingot bars. In the trade, copper prices
are quoted on a delivered basis. Since delivery and interest
charges vary with the destination, the figures here are net
prices at refineries on the Atlantic seaioard. Most of the
refineries on the Atlantic seaboard are located in the New

York tidewater area so that, for all practical purposes, f.o.b.
refinery*New York, is the sane as f.o.b. Atlantic seaboard.

Monthly, data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data prior
to 1938 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments. . _ .

3 Compiled by the U* S. Department of Interiort Bureau of
Mines. Data are in terms of recoverable metal from domestic
mines, including Alaska. Monthly reports are on an estimated
100 percent coverage basis and are adjusted after the year-end
to final annual figures. Through 1944 the data were based
largely on smelter receipts; beginning January 1945 and fig-
ures represent actual mine output.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement.

"Compiled by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics.
Data, representing the lead content of domestic ore received by
United States smelters, are computed on the basis of estimated
recoverable lead. According to the reporting source, these
monthly totals probably underrun the actual production of pig
lead because of the estimationsI factor and the possibility
that some lead receipts may escape attention.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. For earlier data see
the 1940, 1938, -1936, and 1932 Supplements.

5 Data are compiled by the American Bureau of Metal Statis-
tics (except data relating to prices, which are compiled by
the Engineering and Mining Journal and represent arithmetic
averages of daily prices of desilverized pig lead). The data
cover both soft and hard (antimomal) lead. Total lead output
represents production of refined lead by all primary refiners
from both domestic and foreign ores and by a few refiners of
secondary material. The data therefore include only a small
proportion of the total secondary lead produced. Primary pro-
duction represents the refined lead produced from both domes-
tic and foreign ore as reported by primary refiners, except
that there is some inclusion of secondary material with ore
insofar as it enters into base bullion and loses its identity.
These data on primary lead output are available only beginning
January 1946. The data previously shown on production from
domestic ore alone are no longer available.

Shipments represent the total reported shipments of domes-
tically refined lead from domes tic and foreign ore and second-
ary material, including antimonial, for consumption in the
United States,.but do not include lead for domestic consumption
shipped from stocks of imported refined lead. Stocks (includ-
ing antimonial) comprise those of primary refineries and some
secondary refiners; they exclude refifled lead produced from
ore or base bullion of foreign origin.

With the exception of data on production of primary lead,
monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical'
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. See the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements for monthly data prior to
1938.

* Compiled by the #« S. Department of Com/r*erce» Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Data represent imports for consumption;
they include the lead content of all lead ores and of bullion
and base bullion, pigs* bars, scrap and old, as well as the
lead content of babbitt metal, solder, etc., type metal, and
antimonial lead, excluding only a small amount of imports of
lead manufactures fojr which no quantity data are available.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1934-37
are in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements. Figures shown in the
1936 and 1932 Supplements do not include data for babbitt metal,
solder, etc., type metal, and antimonial lead; monthly data
prior to 1934, revised to include these items, are available
upon request.

* Compiled by the V. S. Departinent of Commerce, Office of
D&rrestic Commerce beginning June 1948 and Office of Materials
Distribution from January 1947-May 1948; data prior to 1947
were compiled by the Civilian Production Adtrinis.trat ton and
its predecessor agency, the *«*" Production Board. Production
represents pig tin produced in the United States from both
primary sources (imported tin ore or concentrates) and second-
ary sources (t in recovered from detinning tin plate, scrap,
and used cans). Substantial quantities of tin alloy, which
are recovered from tin, lead, and base alloy scrap, are con-
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1949 STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT—SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS 271
sumed directly in the production of other alloys and are not
inc luded in the production or consumpti6n figures. Domestic
mine production of tin is v i r t ua l l y n i l . More than 90 percent
of to ta l pic tin production since 1945 was produced from im-
ported tin concentrates i-y the Tin Processing Corporat ion,
wh ich manages the Governr.ent-owned smelter p l an t located in
Texas City, Texas. Consumption represents domestic consumption
for all uses as reported Ly fabricators. Total stocks repre-
sent the sum of-Government and indus t r i a l stocks of pig tin.
Government stocks represent those owned by O f f i c e of Me ta l s
Reserve , loca ted w i t h i n the bounds of c o n t i n e n t a l Un i t ed
States, but exc lude those held in the nat ional stock pile.
Indus t r ia l stocks represent stocks held Ly pr ivate smelters,
fabricators, and distributors.

Monthly data for 1942-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; rronthly figures for these series are not available
for years prior to 1942 nor are monthly averages avai lable for
years pr ior to 1939. The present series for tin consumption
and stocks is r.ore inclusive than that published in the 1942
Supplement.

Includes small revisions not distributed by months.

Page 183
1 See note 7 for p. 162.
2 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Co/^irerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Data represent imports for consumption.

Month ly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement; month ly averages prior to 1935 and monthly
data for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
prior to 1938 for bars, blocks, pips, etc., are available in
the 1940, 1933, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Monthly data for
blocks, pigs, etc., beginning 1913 and for ore beginning 1916
are available upon request.

3 Compiled Ly the Engineering and Mining Journal, represent-
ing averages of daily prices of Straits tin in New York.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supp 1 err.ent; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-
37 are in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; month ly
data for 1913-23 are available upon request.

v Compiled by the V. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of
Mines. Data represent mine production of recoverable metal
( i n c l u d i n g that made into zinc pigments and salts) in the
United States and Alaska. Monthly data are on an estimated
100 percent coverage basis and are adjusted af ter the year-end
to f i n a l annual f igures. Month ly averages for 1935-40 are
computed fror. annual totals. Through 1944, data were based
largely on smelter receipts; beginning January 1945, the fig-
ures represent actual mine output.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement.

* Compiled Ly the American Zinc Institvte, representing the
production, shipments, and stocks of slab zinc as reported by
all producers represented in the membership of the Institute;
beginning January 1948, data include reports from some second-
ary smelters not previously reporting; production by these few
plants averaged about 1,200 short tons monthly in 1947. Prior
to 1940, the data represent virgin zinc produced from domestic
ore only, plus secondary zinc produced by primary smelters.
Beginning January 1940, production from foreign ores is in-
cluded in the figures which ref lect total output at smelters
of slab zinc of a l l grades. Production from foreign ores was
qui te small prior to 1940. According to data compiled by the
U. S. Bureau of Mines, product ion from foreign ores averaged
only 1-1/2 percent of total smelter production of pr imary zinc
for the 1935-39 period (3.2 percent for 1939). Monthly aver-
ages for 1940 prior to revisions which included data on pro-
duction from fo.reign ores are as follows (short tons): Pro-
d u c t i o n , 53,616; s h i p m e n t s , t o t a l , 58,041, and domestic,
56,973; stocks, 51,523.

Total shiprints include both domestic shipments and ship-
ments for export ; beg inn ing 1940 they also include drawback
shipments and beginning December 1945, shipments for Govern-
men t account. Beginning Janua ry 1943, the stocks f igures
underwent a large revision to include some stocks not previ-
ous ly reported, hence are not comparable w i th those through
December 1942. The stocks f igure for December 3942, compar-
able w i t h the data beg inn ing J a n u a r y 1943, is 89,275 short
tons.

Monthly f icures for 1942-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
t i c a l S u p p l e m e n t ; for m o n t h l y a v e r a g e s p r i o r to 1935 and
m o n t h l y da ta pr ior to 1941, see the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936,

and 1932 Suoplements. (Revis ions: J anua ry 1927, domestic
shipments, 45,975; June 1928, total shipments, 51,582, domes-
t ic , 49,780.)

6 Compiled by the Engineering and fining Journal, represent-
ing averages of d a i l y prices for comr^on grades of s lab zinc,
u s u a l l y descr ibed as p r i m e wes te rn . Common grades of s lab
zinc are reported on the basis of St. Louis, a l though relative-
ly l i t t le slab zinc is ac tua l ly delivered at that point. Sales
are rrade for delivery at the places where required, and prices
are figured back to a St. Louis basis or are r^ade on St. Louis
basis and figured up to points of de l ivery , w i th allowance for
freight d i f f e r en t i a l s either way.

Monthly f igures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement; m o n t h l y averages for 1913-34 and mon th ly
da ta for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement . Mon th ly data
prior to 1938 appear in the 1940, 1938. 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments.

Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and dotrestic Corrrrerce through Apr i l 1941, and Bureau
of the Census thereaf ter . Data represent imports for consump-
tion. Data for bars, blocks, pigs, etc., include old, dross
and skimmings, and sheets. Zinc dust is not included.

M o n t h l y f igures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statis-
t ical Supplement; month ly averages pr ior to 1935 and monthly
data for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for
years prior to 1938 are ava i lab le upon request.

8 Stocks as of December 31.
Average based on total which includes minor revisions not

distributed monthly.
10 Beginning January 1, 1943, stock f igures inc lude some

stocks not previously reported (see second paragraph of note

See note 5 above.

Page I6H
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Coronerce, Bureau of

the Census, beginning January 1946; the War Production Board
and Civilian Production Administration, 1943-45 and total pro-
duction and shipments for 1942; and the Institute of Boiler
and Radiator Manufacturers, through August 1942. The original
figures are reported in square feet of radiation and in pounds
of iron for boilers. The boilers, which are low pressure cast-
iron boilers used for heating, include both round and square
boilers (reported separately prior to 1942). Data for radia-
tion include, in addition to ordinary type cast-iron radia-
tors, cast-iron convectors and convector-radiators, (but not
nonferrous metal convectors) for all reporting firms beginning
January 1940. Prior to 1940 the convectors were incompletely
reported. For radiation, only production figures are availa-
ble for 1943-45 and the latter months of 1942. Convectors arc
represented by thousands of square feet of equivalent radia-
tion.

For the period 1942-March 1948, these data are based on re-
ports of 22 companies, second quarter 1948,21, and thereafter,
20 companies — all the known producers of these products. Prior
to 1942, the reporting firms were estimated by the Institute
to account for nearly 99 percent of the cast-iron low pressure
heating boilers and cast-iron radiators and convectors pro-
duced for 1940 and 1941 and 90-95 percent for the earlier year*
back to 1935.

Monthly data for January 1941-August 1942 for all series,
and 1943-44 for boilers are shown in the 1947 Statistical Sup-
plement; monthly data for 1932-40 appear in the 1942, 1940,
1938, and 1936 Supplements (in these issues, data for round
and square boilers are shown separately). The radiation fig-
ures are designated "ordinary type radiators'* in the Supple-
ments prior to that of 1942, but, according to the Institute,
include in part data for cast-iron convectors and radiators.

2 Compiled by the (/. S. Department- of Corrrrerce, bureau of
the Census. The data represent substantially complete cover-
age of the industry. They are largely galvanized iron and
steel, but include small quantities of stone lined, porcelain
lined, and nonferrous range boilers.

For monthly data on production of range boilers for June
1944-June 19 &, see the 1947 Statistical Supplement and month-
ly issues - ' ' V Purvey of Current Business through August
1948 (pro: **ta were discontinued by the compiling agen-
cy in July 'f .

3 Compiled ijy the V. S. Department of Cororerce, Bureau of
the Census, from reports by manufacturers numbering as fol-
lows: 1935, 160, but 8 of these discontinued business during
that year; 1936-39, 178; 1940, 170; 1941, 159; 1942, 148; 1943,
137; 1944-45, 124; 1946, 150; 1947, 155; and 1948, 152. The
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26 companies added during 1936 were newly established concerns
except for a few small ones not reporting prior to 1936. For
the period January-June 1936. the ratios of data for the 160
firrras previously reporting to those for the 178 concerns, are
as follows: Unfilled orders, 99.9 percent; shipment*, 97.9
percent; stocks, 99.7 percent. "Hie changes between 1939 and
1941 resulted from firms going out of business or becoming in-
active and from the addition of 2 new eamifacturers before the
close of 1940. The changes from 1942 through 1946 reflect the
temporary decline in activity in the industry during the war
and the resumption of activity in 1946. The manufacturers
whose data are included here prcduced approximately 90 percent
of the total value of output reported to the Census of Manu-
factures in 1937 and 1939. Since 1944, the reported data rep-
resent virtually the entire industry, i.e., all known manufac-
turers.

These statistics refer to oil burners and oil burner units
consuming fuel oil of commercial standard No. 1 grade or heav-
ier, used for application to the following: Central heating
plants for homes, apartments, office buildings, churches, the-
aters, and similar buildings, and residential water heaters,
industrial-process equipment such aa heat-treating furnaces,
industrial ovens, etc.; and for generation of steam for power.
They do not include burners of the so-called distillate type
used in ranges, stoves, water heaters, .and space-heaters. Da-
ta included for furnace burner units, boiler burner units, and
water heater units include only those produced by manufactur-
ers of oil burners; units produced by manufacturers who pur-
chase oil burners for installation in furnaces, boilers, and
water heaters of their own manufacture are excluded; beginning
1945, data for water heating units are excluded (previous to
1945, water heating units were not called for on the schedule
but were largely reported in data for residential burners
shipped separately). Data for net new orders shown in earlier
Supplements were discontinued by the compiling agency begin-
ning July 1948. Shipments include those for export as well as
those for domestic use.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1933-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 may be found in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1933-37 are available in the 1940, 1933, and 1936 Supplements.

tt Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to October 1945, data were compiled by the
War Production Board. Since reports are received from all
known manufacturers of these products, numbering approximately
130 in 1946 and from 124 to 125 in 1947-48, industry coverage
is virtually complete.

Combination ranges or those designed to use two different
fuels interchangeably, shown separately in the original re-
ports, are included herein with gas stoves since gas is one of
the fuels used in most of such ranges. The gas stove category
also includes bungalow ranges, which are designed to use more
than one fuel but may employ the fuels for different purposes,
such as, one for cooking and another for heating water, etc.

Monthly data on shipments beginning September 1943 are
available upon request. Note that data shown in the 1947 Sta-
tistical Supplement are for production; publication of these
data have been discontinued by the compiling agency.

5 Monthly average for shipments based on annual total from
the War Production Board. Stock figure is as of December 31,
1942.-

e Average for 8 months, January-August.
7 Average for 4 months, September-December.

December 31, 1945 stocks derived from January 1946 dats.
9 Average for 9 months, January-September.
•- Average for 10 months, January-September and December.

Page 165

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, from reports received frees all known producers of
these products. Data for September 1943 to September 1945
were compiled for the War Production Board. Liquid fuel types
include stoves designed for kerosene, gasoline, and fuel oil.

Monthly data for September 1943-1944 are available upon re-
quest. Note that data shown in the 1947 Statistical Supple-
ment are for production; publication of these data have been
discontinued by the compiling agency.

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, from reports received directly beginning January
1945, and from reports r? the War Production Board for 1944.
These data represent the shipments of manufacturers who ac-
count for nearly the entire production of warm-air furnaces,
numbering about 100 in 1944. from 121 to 125 in 1945, 133 in

1946, and 148 and 159 at the end of 1947 and 1948, respective-
ly. Changes in the number reporting represent for the most
part the postwar expansion of the industry by the entrance of
new firms. The data cover forced-air and gravity air-flow
furnaces made of cast iron and of steel.

Monthly data for 1944 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement.

3 Compiled by the ('. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. The data represent substantially corpietc cover-
age of the industry. They include direct fired water heaters
for use with gas, oil, or coal and wood, and indirect fired
types, including storage heaters, generator tanks with and
without integral coils, and instantaneous heaters.

Note that data shown in the 1947 Supplement are for produc-
tion; publication of these data have been discontinued by the
compiling agency.

a Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data for blowers and fans and the unit heater
group represent orders booked by manufacturers accounting for
more than 90 percent of the production of the industry. In
1942-46, of the 101 manufacturers reporting at the beginning
of this period, a nui,.ber discontinued production for the dura-
tion of the war, and others reported no orders booked. The
number reporting orders decreased to a minimum of 62 in the
first quarter of 1944 and increased to 90 in the last quarter
of 1945; 85-87 manufacturers reported orders booked in 1946,
78 in the first quarter of 1947, 83̂ 84 through the third quar-
ter of 1948, and 88 in the last quarter of 1948. For 1941 the
data are as reported by 105 manufacturers of which 4 discon-
tinued these products in 1942; for 1940, a few additional man-
ufacturers who had gone out of business or ceased working on
this type of equipment "by 1941 were included. Data for 1936-
38 are from monthly reports of 125 manufacturers and, for
1939, from reports of 267 manufacturers, covering both these
products and air-conditioning and heating systems and equip-
ment; the number reporting blowers and fans and unit heaters
is not available separately. Available information indicates
that there was no appreciable change in the coverage between
1939 and 1940 but a substantial increase from 1938 to 1939.
The ratio of data for 1939 from reports of 125 companies, com-
parable with data for 1938, to the 1939 data shown here was
94.1 percent for blowers and fans and 91.8 percent for the
unit heater group. Data for 1935 for unit heaters cover 56
companies (2 of which discontinued business in December 1935).
The coverage of the data for unit heaters was not materially
changed between 1935 and 1936 as most of the new companies
added in 1936 produced primarily air-conditioning systems and
equipment.

Figures for blowers and fans relate almost entirely to com-
mercial and industrial equipment; they include centri fugal
blowers and fans and blowers or fans for mechanical draft and
axial fans, including bearings, pulleys, or other equipment
for installation when furnished. Blower-filter units (furnace
blower) were not included prior to 1939 but production prior
to that year, was probably small. The unit heater group covers
industrial type unit heaters and unit ventilators, including
heating element and motors when furnished, and heat transfer
coils. Data beginning 1947, for both blowers and fans and the
unit heater group, include also spare parts which, with the
exception of some wheels and housings for blowers and fans,
were not included prior to 1947. However, the change did not
significantly affect comparison of the 1947 figures with those
for 1946 and earlier years shown here. Data are shown in de-
tail in the original reports.

Quarterly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement; quarterly data for 1938-40 are shown in the
1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1936-37 appear in the 1940
Supplement, and 1933-35 monthly data for unit heaters are
available in the 1938 and 1936 Supplements.

5 Quarterly average.
ff Average for 4 months, September-December.

Page 166
1 Compiled by the Foundry Equipment Manufacturers Associa-

tion. Data represent net new (total , less cancellations) or-
ders received for new equipment from or sales to all meta l -
working industries. The indexes are based on reports of 24 to
31 members d u r i n g 1940 through 1948, estimated to represent
between 70 and 75 percent of the total do l la r sales of the
foundry equipment industry. The principal products are mold-
ing m a c h i n e s , s a n d - c u t t i n g mach ines , sand-blast mach ines ,
tumbl ing barrels, sand-mixing machines, cupolas, ladles, core-
making machines, etc.
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Monthly data for 1941-44 arc shown in the 194? Statistical

Supplement; monthly data for May-Decerrber 1940 are avai lable
in the 1942 Supplement.

2 Compiled by the National Machine Tool Builders' Associa-
tion. The index is based on the do l l a r volume of shipments
reported by Association members estimated to account for about
90 percent of the total industry shipments.

Machine tools included in the index are machine tools of
the metal cut t ing type, def ined as power d r iven , complete
meta l -working machines, not portable by hand, used for pro-
gressively removing metal in the form of chips.

The index does not include data for machine tools of the
type that form metal such as presses and forging machines.

The index of shipments has been substi tuted for estimates
of total dollar shipments which were discontinued by the As-
sociation af ter 1947; monthly data for 1937-44 are available
upon request. Data for 1939-47 for total dollar shipments are
available as follows: Monthly figures for 1940 are shown in a
note on p. S-30 of the November 1942 Survey; monthly data for
1941-46 are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; data for
1947 are published in the February and March 1948 issues of
the Survey of Current Business; data for 1939 are avai lable
upon request.

3 Compiled by the U. S." Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census.. Data are based on the following number of manufac-
turers reporting sales during the years 1941-48: 1941, 75-82;
1942, 79-47; 1943, 36-47; 1944. 42-66; 1945, 61-75; 1946, 77-
66; 1947, 54-74; 1948, 71-63. During the war period, 1941-45,
many of these firms discontinued stoker production but have
resumed operations since then. The reporting manufacturers ,
including those who temporarily discontinued production during
the war, produced approximately 95 percent of the total value
of the output of the indust ry as reported to the Census of
Manufactures for 1937 and 1939. Beginning 1945 the data rep-
resent almost the entire industry. A mechanical stoker is a
device consisting of a mechanically-operated feeding mechanism
and a grate, used for feeding solid fuel into a furnace, ad-
mi t t i ng air to the fuel for combustion and providing a means
of removal or discharge of refuse. Mechanical stokers are
classified by use as follows: Class 1, residential; class 2,
small apartment house, f lat , and small commercial heating jobs;
class 3, apartment house and general small commercial heating
jobs; classes 4 and 5, large commercial and high-pressure
steam p lan t s (capaci ty over 300 pounds rt coal per hour) .
Prior to 1937 data for class 4 were reported separately but
are practically equivalent to the present classes 4 and 5 com-
bined. Output of class 1 type stokers was suspended for the
duration of the war beginning in October 1942.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. For monthly averages for years 1933-34 and for
monthly data for years 1933-40, see the 1942, 1940, 1938, and
1936 Supplements.

* Compiled by the Hydraulic Institute from reports of com-
panies as follows: 31 in 1945-46, representing about 70 per-
cent of the industry; 33 in 1947-May 1948, account ing for
about 80 percent; and 32 companies thereafter. Data reported
are new orders booked. The classes of pumps inc luded are
single steam pumps, duplex steam pumps, s implex and duplex
power piLtips, tr iple and mult iplex power pumps, close coupled
centr i fugal pumps ( inc lud inp motors), all other centrifugal
pumps (single and ir.ul ti-stage), and rotary pumps.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1919 to 1934 and monthly fig-
ures for 1934-40 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942, 1940, and 1938
Supplements. For comparable monthly figures for 1919-30, see
the April 1937 Survey, p. 19. Figures beginning 1931 shown in
the April 1937 Survey have been revised to cover the addi t ion
of a new company and to exclude data for a company previously
report ing; this change does not a f f e c t the figures prior to
1931. The revised monthly data for 1931-33 are 'available upon
request.

5 Compiled by the Market ing and Research Division of Dun d
Brxdstreet, Inc., for the.Association of American Battery Manu-
facturers, Inc. The data are est imated industry totals based
on reports of manufac tu re r s representing, beginning 1939, ap-
proximately 90 percent of total automotive replacement battery
uni t sales according to the 1939 Census of Manufac tures . Prior
to 1939 the reporting concerns represented 75-85 percent of
the total. These shipments data replace the indexes of ship-
ments shown in the 1942 Supplement.

Monthly data for 1941-14 are shown in the 1947 Statist ical
Supplement; annual f igures for 1930-34 and monthly f igures for
1937-40 are a v a i l a b l e upon request.

6 Compiled by the National Electrical Manufacturers Assad*
at ion. The index is based on uni t sales of e lec t r ic household

refrigerators, complete, inc luding porcelain and lacquer cabi-
nets. There were 11 companies reporting to the Association for
1946-March 1948, and 14 at the end of 1948. The current sample
is comparable with the prewar sample; however, the percentage
of the industry represented by the sarple is estimated to have
decl ined from nea r ly 95 percent in prewar years to around 85
percent through 1948. S u f f i c i e n t data are not a v a i l a b l e to
complete the index for 1942-45. The index does not include an
adjus tment for seasonal v a r i a t i o n nor does it include export
sales.

M o n t h l y data for 1941 are shown in the 1947 Stat is t ical
Supplement; month ly data for 1934-40 are ava i l ab l e upon re-
quest.

7 Compiled by the Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturers Association.
Data are based on reports of members of the Association and
several nonmember companies, and cover practically the entire
industry. They represent manufac turers* sales to all outlets
i n c l u d i n g export and domes t i c sales. Cur ren t data cover
s tandard type vacuum cleaners , e x c l u d i n g reconditioned and
hand units, and are not comparable with data shown in the 1942
Supplement.

M o n t h l y data for 1941-42 and 1946 are shown in the 1947
Statistical Supplement; monthly data for 1936-40 are available
upon request.

^ Compiled by the American Washer and Ironer Manufacturers'
Association. Data represent sales, inc lud ing those for ex-
port, and excluding small or midget types ( f i r s t reported in
1947—monthly average 1947-48,41,488 and 25, 500, respectively).
Beginning 1947, the figures include estimates for nonreport-
ing companies to give complete indus t ry coverage of standard
size models; data for earlier years are based on reports of
the members of the Association number ing as follows: 1946 —
24-27 (accounting for about 97 percent of the industry); 1942—
24; 1941—24 to 29 companies. Data represent units sales of
both electric and gasoline washers. Sales of gasoline washers
have become an increasingly small part of the total as shown
by the following percentages of gasoline to total washer sales:
1938, 9.3 percent; 1939, 7.2 percent; 1940, 6.3 percent; 1941,
6.6 percent; 1946, 3.7 percent; 1947, 3.3 percent; 1948, 2.4
percent.

Monthly data for 1941-June 1942 are shown in the 1947 Sta-
tistical Supplement; monthly averages for 1929-34 and monthly
data for 1938-40 are ava i l ab l e in the 1942 Supplement. Farlier
month ly data wi l l be found in the 1940 Supplement and in the
October 1939 Survey, p. 17. Data for the years 1929-32 include
estimates for nonreporting companies to raise the figures to
complete industry coverage.

Average for 8 months, May-December.
10 Average for 6 months, January-June.

Page 167

' Compiled by the Industrial Furnace Manufacturers Associa-
tion, Inc. Data, representing.the new orders (less cancella-
tions) for electric resistance furnaces for industrial pur-
poses, are based on reports of 12 member companies from Janu-
ary 1936 to June 1937 and 14 to 16 companies since that time,
comprising 85 to 95 percent (95 percent or over in 1941) of
total new orders for electric furnaces for industrial purposes.

Monthly data for 1941-44 ire shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly data for 1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and
1940 Supplements; no comparable data are available prior to
1936.

2 Compiled by the National Electrical Manufacturers Associ"
at ion. The indexes cover the following products: Motors and
generators—A. C. generators, engine and belt driven, all sizes
(excluding waterwheel and turbogenerators); integral horsepower
motors, polyphase induction, 1-200 horsepower, inclusive; in-
tegral horsepower motors and generators, D. C., 1-200 horse-
power, 3/i to 150 kilowatts, inclusive; synchronous motors,
all sizes; integral horsepower motor generator sets, all types,
3/4 to 150 kilowatts, inclusive, beginning August 1940; and
integral horsepower motors, single phase, 1 horsepower and
larger, beginning January 1944. Data for fractional horsepower
motors ire not included; electrical insulating materials—lam-
inated products, electrical; manufactured electrical mica; spe-
cial electrical porcelain; varnished fabric and paper; and vul-
canized fiber.

Basic data for the component series are compiled from re-
ports of both nonmember and member companies of the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association; the reports do not in-
clude all manufacturers of these products but are stated by
the compilers to be fairly representative of the industry. The
indexes are based on dollar figures of billed sales for elec-
trical insulating materials and of orders received for motors

843743 O-
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and generators. The method of computation is.as follows: First
the value reported monthly to the Association for each compo-
nent product is inflated to represent 100 percent of the indus-
try, baaed on estimates of the coverage of the reports prepared
by the Association from available data; the inflated dollar
figures for all products covered by the index are then combined
for each month and the aggregate for each month is related to
the average aggregate monthly figure for the base year 1936,
The 1942-45 data for motors and generators have been adjusted
for cancellations reported through December 1945; in making
this adjustment the cancellations are deducted from data for
the month in which the original order was reported. Similar
adjustments have hot been made in the earlier data nor in the
data since 1945. No adjustments have been made for renegotia-
tions of contracts nor for accidental fluctuations due to ex-
tremely large orders* The indexes are not adjusted for seasonal
variations nor for differences in the number of working days
in the month.

These indexes have been completely revised since publica-
tiort of the data in the 1942 Supplement; in addition, the in-
dex for motors and generators has been computed on a quarterly
instead of a monthly basis, since the baaic data are collected
quarterly beginning 1947. The revision resulted from the use
of a new method in constructing the indexes to correct a strong
upward bias ' in the former index of orders received, the in*
elusion of additional products, and enlargement of the report-

•- ing samples.
Monthly data for the insulating materials index and quarter*

ly data, for the motors and generators index for 1941*44 are
shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; monthly or quarterly
data for 1934-40 are available upon request.

"Compiled by the National Electrical Manufacturers Associ-
ation from data furnished voluntarily by its members. It should
be noted that the statistical coverage of the industries is not
altogether comprehensive. The Association states that the fig*
urea shown are hot necessarily complete nor are they necessar-
ily comparable, and that .care should be taken, in employing
these figures, to avoid misinterpretation, for some items the
number of companies reporting has varied only slightly. Infor-
mation relating to the individual series is given below.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement, Earlier data
are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936,and 1932 Supplements (there
have been minor revisions in the 1931 data for laminated prod*
ucts and revisions in the 1934 and 1935 figures for shipments
of vulcanized fiber; the revisions are available upon request).

Motors and £en^rafors—-billed sales and new orders of elec-
tric motors and generators cover domestic business only; that
is, sales to organirations in continental United States, Alaska,
Hawaii, and Canal Zone. All series include rails, pulleys, and
parts sold with motors and generators but exclude spare parts
sold separately, V-beIts and other transmission units, and
switchgear. Data for direct current integral motors and gen-
erators, which comprise motors and generators 1-200 horsepower
(3/4 to 150 k.w.), except mill type motors, include also direct
connected exciters sold with generators, belted or motor gen-
eritor exciters, and field rheostats and discharge resistors
sold with generators.

Data for polyphase induction motors are as reported by 24-
27 companies for 1935-40, 24 for 1941. 21-24 lor 1942, 25-27
for 1943-44, 27-29 for 1945*46, 34-36 for 1947, and 33 for
1946. Data for direct current motors and generators cover 19-
21 companies for 1935-42, 23-24 lor January-May 1943, 26-27
beginning June 1943 through December 1946, 28*30 for 1947; and
29 for 1948.

Vulcanized fiber—data for vulcanized fiber cover 6 iden-
tical companies, except for January-September 1935 when one
additional company is included. Shipments, which are domestic
and are exclusive of intercompany shipments, comprise shipments
of vulcanized fiber sheets, rods, specialties, and tubes but
exclude hollow ware (other than tubes). Data for consumption
of vulcanized fiber paper include total consumption of paper
(both sheets and tubes), including consumption in hollow ware.

Laminated products—data for laminated products cover 10
identical companies plus one additional company for June-De-
cember 1940, October 1944-April 1946, and June-December 1948.
They represent domestic sales billed (excluding intercompany
and intracornpany sales) and include airplane pulleys, molded
gears (automotive), refrigerator doors, breaker strips, bear-
ings, decorative (including translucent, excluding engravings),
and commercial gears and gear stock.

9 Compiled by the Marketing and Ses ear ch Division of Dun and
Br&dstreet, Inc., for the Rigid Steel Conduit Industry. Fig-

ure* for 1937-41 are reported by an identical group of 12 manu-
facturers. In 1942, two of the companies discontinued business;
since these accounted for a negligible proportion of total
shipments and their sales were probably absorbed by the remain-
ing firms, shipments for 1942̂ 48 for 10 companies are accepted
by the compiling agency as fully comparable with the earlier
data. Production of the reporting manufacturers is estimated
to represent over 95 percent of the industry's output. No
comparable data are available prior to 1937. The data, which
represent domestic sales only, include all orders billed and
shipped and also consignment customers' sales reported to
manufacturers during each month* Data for black enameled and
galvanised conduit are shown separately in the reports.

Monthly data for 1937 are shown in table 33, p. 26, of the
November 1941 Surrey, and for 1938-39, in the 1942 Supplement
(revisions in short tons: 1937—October, 9,975; 1938—January,
7,025). Revised data for 1940 are available upon request;
monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement.

* Quarterly average.
9 Based on adjusted annual totals which include revisions

not distributed by month*.

Page J68
* Compiled by the V, S. Department of the Interiort Bureau

of Mines. Data represent the output of Pennsylvania anthracite
only; the small azcpunt of anthracite mined outside of Pennsyl-
vania is included with bituminous coal production. Figures are
derived from weekly data on carloadings of anthracite as re*
ported by the Association of American Kail road a, prorated to
a monthly basis. A census of mine operators is taken annually
and the monthly data are then adjusted to the reported total.
Figures include coal loaded at mines for shipment (breakers,
washeries, dredges), including shipments by truck from author-
ized operations, coal used at collieries for power and heat,
and coal sold to local trade and used by employees. I l l ic i t
operations are not included through 1940. For 1941-46, data
include bootleg coal purchased by legitimate operators and
prepared at their breakers in the following annual totals
(short tons): 1941, 6,300,00$ 1942, 3,931,000; 1943, 1,912,000;
1944. 1,333,000; 1945, 1,026,000; 1946, 352,000.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938*40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly
figures beginning 1923 given in the 1940, 1938, 1936. and 1932
Supplements are correct as shown except for minor revisions in
the data for 1931* These revisions and monthly figures begin-
ning 1913 are available upon request.

* Compiled by the Anthracite Committee of the Department of
Commerce of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania beginning June
1941; by the Anthracite Institute from the middle of 1932
through May 1941; and by the Anthracite Bureau of Information
prior to the middle of 1932. Data represent primarily pre-
pared coal in ground storage. Excluded is coal on cars at
breaker sidings, enroute, at piers, and in boats at piers.
Data cover domestic and steam sixes of coal and run-of-mine
and its various steam coal derivatives. Variations in the size
and homogeneity of the sample affect the strict comparability
of the series. Thus, data oh broken coal have been included
intermittently since the beginning of compilation, but they
represent less than one-tenth of one percent of the total*

According to the Anthracite Institute, data include reports
of companies representing 91.4 percent of the entire industry
from May 1936 through August 1937, 92.6 percent from September
1937 through March 1939, 94 percent from April 1939 thr6ugh
September 1939, and 98 percent through 1941. Such information
was not furnished by the compiling source prior to May 1936 or
since 1941.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Rtenthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
prior to 1938 shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments are correct as shown except for October 1924 which should
be 4,667,000 short tons.

^ Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941, by the Bureau of'. Foreign and
Domestic Commerce* Bunker coal on vessels engaged in foreign
trade is not included. Monthly data for 1941-44.are shown in
the 1947 Statistical Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34
and monthly figures for 1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supple-
ment. For monthly figures prior to 1938, refer to the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; data in these volumes are ex-
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pressed in long tons and may be converted to short tons by
m u l t i p l y i n g by 1.12.

y Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau ^of La-
bor Statistics. Data are average retai l prices as of the 15th
of the indicated month for Pennsylvania anthracite, white ash,
chestnut size, in 10-25 ci t ies, and b i tuminous coal, various
sizes, in 21-38 cities. Prior to August 1935 for anthracite,
prior to September 1935 for bituminous, and a f t e r an in te rva l ,
b e g i n n i n g aga in in September 1940, pr ices were co l l ec ted
monthly. In the intervening periods they were collected quar-
terly. Prices are for cash sales at retail of coal for house-
hold use de l ivered at the curb, or into the bin i f no extra
charge is made.

Prior to September 1940 for b i tuminous coal and prior to
J u l y 1944 for an thrac i te , the number of cit ies included was
constant (38 for b i tuminous coal and 25 for an thrac i te ) .
Thereaf ter the number of cities covered was gradually reduced
unt i l at the end of 1948 data for 21 cities were included in
the average for bituminous coal and for 10 cities in the aver-
age for anthracite. In most cases the average was not materi-
a l l y a f fec ted by the change in the number of cities; see note
16 for this page and note 16 for p. 169.

The series for anthracite represents a weighted average of
prices in the cities included. Weights used in combining the
prices are based on the d i s t r i bu t ion by r a i l , or rai l and
tidewater, to each city during the 12-month period from August
1, 1935 to July 31, 1936. The bituminous coal series represents
an unweighted average of price quotations.

Month ly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement. Annual averages for 1929-34 for anthracite and for
1913-34 for bituminous and quar ter ly or month ly figures foi !
1938-40 are avai lable in the 1942 Supplement (minor revisions
for bituminous coal for 1939 and 1940 are avai lable upon re-
quest). Monthly data for anthracite for 1929-37 are shown in
the 1940 Supplement and table 10, p. 20, of the February 193?
Survey. For mon th ly figures for bi tuminous coal beginning
1923, see the 1940, 1938, 1936. and 1932 Supplements.

^ Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics:. Prices are averages of Tuesday quotations for
Pennsylvania anthracite, chestnut, as reported by 15 firms, on
tracks, destination. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in
the 1947 Stat is t ical Supplement. Annual averages for 1923-34
and monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supple-
ment. For monthly data for 1932-37, see the 1940, 1938, and
1936 Supplements; monthly figures for 1923-31 are ava i l ab le
upon request.

- Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bitumi-
nous Coal Division. The monthly figures as or ig inal ly com-
piled and reported in the Survey are estimates based on daily
and weekly statements of cars of coal and beehive coke loaded
by the principal railroads and of shipments over the more im-
por tant or ig ina t ing r ivers, supplemented by direct reports
from a number of min ing companies, local coal operators* as-
sociations, and detailed monthly production statistics com-
p i l ed by the State Mine Departments of Colorado, I l l ino i s ,
Pennsylvania , Washington, and West V i rg in ia . Al lowance has
been made for commercial truck shipments, local sales, and
colliery fuel , and for small truck or wagon mines which pro-
duce over 1,000 tons a year. These est imates are later re-
vised to agree with the results of the annual statistical re-
ports from the coal producers. Data include l ignite and an-
thracite mined outside of Pennsylvania, coal used at collieries
for power and heat, and coal made into coke at the mines. In
recent years the output of small trucking mines producing less
than 1,000 tons a year is excluded. Figures also exclude the
production of illicit coal.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938 are ava i l ab le in the 1942 Supplement (data for 1939-
40 as shown in the l a t te r volume have been revised and are
available upon request). Monthly data prior to 1938 are shown
in the 1940, 1933, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

7 Reported by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bitumi-
nous Coal Division. Total indus t r ia l consumption and retail
deliveries statistics are based on data collected by the Bitu-
minous Coal Division and by several other agencies as speci-
f ied in notes 8 to 12 for this page and note 1 for p. 169.
About 80 percent of total consumption for all purposes and of
total stocks are accounted for by actual monthly reports. The
ba lance represents est imated a l lowances for other indus t r ia l "
consumption and stocks not accounted for in the specific clas-
s i f i ca t i ons shown in the tables presented herein and in the
d i s t r i bu t ion through re ta i l yards and stocks in those yards
not covered by reports. "Other i n d u s t r i a l consumption* and

"other indust r ia l stocks" as given here are based on reports
from a sample of m a n u f a c t u r i n g plants (see note 11).

Indus t r ia l consumption and retai l dealer del iveries repre-
sented in 1948 about 99 percent of total reported domestic
consumption. In recent years , indus t r i a l consumption alone
accounted for about 80 percent of total domestic consumption,
though this percentage varies somewhat, m a i n l y in reflection
of changing business conditions and variat ions in the weather.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for the total indust r ia l con-
sumption and retai l de l ive ry series as shosrn in the 1942 and
ear l ier Supplements have been s l igh t ly revised and are avail-
able upon request (see note 14 for this page).

8 Compiled by the V. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. See note 7 for this page. Prior data shown in the
1942 and ear l ier Supplements are subs tan t ia l ly correct, al-
though there have been minor revisions in the consumption data.

9 Compiled by the Federal Power Commission (.prior to July
1936, by the U. S. Geological Survey). Data represent bitumi-
nous coal consumed and stocks H e l d by p r iva te ly and municipal ly
owned electric u t i l i t i e s , * rau of Peel arr.a tion plants, and
miscel laneous Federal, S t a l e , and other publ ic projects con-
suming coal for gene ra t ing e lec t r ic energy. Beginning wi th
January 1945, coal consumed by p lants generat ing electric
energy for electr ic railways and railroads and by manufac tur -
ing plants generat ing e lectr ic energy for publ ic sale have
been excluded from the data. Dur ing 1944, the last year of
their inclusion, electric ra i lways and rai l roads and manufac-
t u r i n g p l a n t s genera t ing energy for pub l i c sale consumed
2,230,531 tons of coal, the exclusion of which would result in
lowering the 1944 monthly average of the electric u t i l i ty group
as shown herein by 2.8 percent in order to make it comparable
with the 1945 and subsequent data. There have also been some
slight revisions in the data shown in the 1942 and ear-lier
Supplements. *

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Revised monthly averages for years prior to 1935
are avai lable upon request; however, monthly revisions prior
to January 1945 are not available at present.

^^Consumption by class I rai lways is based on the average
da i ly consumption of coal as reported by the ^4ssociafion of
American Railroads to the U. S. Department of the Interior,
Bituminous Coal Division. Data relating to stocks held by
class I railways are reported by the same source. Data repre-
sent coal consumption for all purposes, inc luding road train
service, yard switching service, shops, station fuel , etc.
Data for switching and terminal companies are not included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly data from 1933 through 1940 are in the
1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements. Data published in the
1932 Supplement are not comparable with subsequent figures, as
the earlier data represented consumption in road train service
only.

** Data are compiled by the (/. S. Department *of the Interi-
or, Bituminous Coal Division, from a sample of large manufac-
tur ing plants which numbered about 2,000 in 1941. (In 1948,
the sample numbered about 1,200 representative large firms re-
porting each month.) On the basis of these reports, an esti-
mate is made of total consumption by all r ranufactur ing plants
not elsewhere spec i f ied so as to obtain complete indust ry
coverage. Coal consumption by coal gas retorts, previously
shown separately, is now included in this group.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and mon th ly data
for September 1932 through 19-10 can be obtained from the 1942,
1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements by a d d i n g the data shown
separa te ly for coal gas retorts to those for "other indus-
trial."

12 Data are collected by the V. S. Department of the Inte-
rior, Bituminous Coal Division, from a selected list of repre-
sentat ive re ta i l dealers ( i n c l u d i n g some smal l m a n u f a c t u r i n g
p lan t s ) and est imates of total re ta i l de l iver ies and stocks
are made from this sample.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Month ly averages for 1932-40 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are ava i lab le in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
beginning 1933 are a v a i l a b l e upon request. Monthly data for
stocks beg inn ing September 1932 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1940,
1938, and 1936 Supplements.

13 Average for 4 months, January, Apri l , July , and October.
*u Averages are based on annua l totals which include revi-

sions not ava i l ab le by months.
15 Average for 5 months, J anuary , Apr i l , July, September,

and December.
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19 The comparability of the data is slightly affected in
some months by a reduction in the number of cities or by a
change in the sample; averages for August, September, November,
December 1946, and January 1947, comparable in each case with
the data shown for the following month, are $16.54. $16.80,
$16.62, 116.60,- and $16.85, respect ively (February-July
1947 prices are directly comparable and cover 16 cities).

i? The comparability of the data is slightly affected begin*
ning March 1948 by a substitution for one of the reporting
companies; February 1948 figure strictly comparable »*ti» March,
$15.011. The annual figure for 1948 is an average for 10
months, March-December.

28 Beginning 1948, figures include data for coal mine fuel;
data prior to 1948 on this item are shown on p. 169.

Pa0« 169
* Compiled by the #. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census; prior to May 1941, by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. Data represent coal loaded for consumption
by vessels engaged in foreign trade.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Earlier monthly
figures beginning 1923 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements; revisions (in long tons): June 1923, 440,000;
September 1925, 376,000; December 1926, 718,000. Data in the
1940 and earlier Supplements are shown in long tons; these can
be converted into short tons by multiplying by 1.12.

3 Compiled by the V. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. In deriving this series, a factor based on the re-
lation of average consumption for colliery fuel to total pro-
duction, as revealed by annual canvasses of the industry, is
applied to total monthly production. Monthly data for 1941-44
are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. Annual averages
as shown in the 1942 and earlier Supplements have been revised
(see note 12 for*this page). For monthly data beginning Sep-
tember 1932. see the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements.

See note 7 for page 168.
See note 8 for page 168.
See note 9 for page 168.
See note 10 for page 168.
See note 11 for page 168.
See note 12 for page 168.
Com pi led by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census; prior to May 1941, by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. Beginning 1947, data include Army civilian
supply shipments which were not reported previously; see note
1 for p. 107. For 1947 these shipments amounted to 102.200
short tons.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly
data beginning. 1923, refer to the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements. Data as shown in the 1940 and earlier Supplements
are reported in long tons and may be converted to short tons
by multiplying by 1.12 to agree with data shown here.

10 See note 4 for page 168.
" Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. The wholesale price of mine-run bituminous
coal is an average based on prices reported by 20 firms at the
end of 1948, on tracks, destination. The prepared sizes com-
posite price is an average of prices reported by 22 firms, on
tracks, destination.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual averages for 1923-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940.1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments (correction for mine-run composite for February 1928,
$4.097).

" Averages are based on annual totals which include revi-
sions not available by months.

13 Average for 4 months, January, April, July, and October.
** Average for 5 months, January, April , July, September,

and December.
15 Average for 4 months, March, June, September, and De-

cember.
19 The comparability of the data is affected in some months

by a reduction in the number of cities or by a change in the
sample; averages for August, September, November, Decembe:.- 1946,
and for January, July, and November ,1947, comparable in each
case with the data shown for the following month are $10.93,
$11.07, $11.12. $11.40. $11.94. $13.04, and $14.45, respec-
tively (February-July 1947 are directly comparable and cover
30 cities).

17 Beginning 1948, data for coal mine fuel are included in
"other industrial."

" The comparability of the data is slightly affected be-
ginning March 1948 by substitutions in the reporting companies;
February, April, and September 1948 figures for bituminous
coal (prepared sizes) and November 1948 figure for mine run,
strictly comparable in each case with the data shown for the
following month are: $8.122, $8.154, $9.196, and $8.744, re-
spectively. For mine run, there was no change in price between
February and March on the basis of comparable reports. Annual
averages are not.available because of insufficient data.

Page |?Q
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau

of Mines. Data are based on reports from plants accounting
for practically the entire output of coke (exclusive of
screenings), except gas-house coke and coke made from coal-tar
pitch, and include data from public utility plants having coke
ovens. The coke trade is concerned primarily with beehive and
byproduct-oven coke, since only such coke is adapted to blast-
furnace and foundry uses, which consume the bulk of all coke
produced. Data on petroleum coke, the residue from the petro-
leum refining process, are also given here, since this product
has some importance as a petroleum refinery fuel, and as a
household fuel and for industrial uses.

Data relating to stocks at plants are here restricted to
byproduct and petroleum coke, since beehive plants as a rule
carry but small stocks. Stocks of byproduct coke at furnaces
refer to stocks held by furnace plants, which are defined by
the Bureau of Mines as those plants whose main business is the
production of furnace coke which has an assured outlet either
through financial affiliation with or direct ownership by an
ironworks, or through long-tine contracts. Merchant plants,
as the name implies, refer to those plants producing coke for
sale. Included are a few plants affiliated with local iron
furnaces which produce more coke than the furnaces can absorb
and which therefore sell in competitive markets; plants affil-
iated with alkali and chemical works; and a number of plants
(though constructed primarily to supply city gas) which must
dispose of their coke in the usual trade channels..

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Earlier
data are available as follows: For production of beehive and
byproduct coke and petroleum coke, also stocks of petroleum
coke, beginning 1923, see the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements; for beehive and byproduct coke, data for 1927 and
1931 have been revised and are available upon request; monthly
figures beginning 1913 for beehive and byproduct coke and be-
ginning 1917 for petroleum coke production are available upon
request; for stocks at byproduct plants (at furnace plants and
at merchant plants separately) beginning 1932, see the 1940,
1938, and 1936 Supplements; data beginning 1918 for petroleum
and beginning 1928 for byproduct planta are available upon re-
quest.

2 Compiled by the 0. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in
the 1947 Statistical Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34
and monthly figures for 1938-40 are available ia the 1942 Sup-
plement. For monthly data beginning 1923, refer to the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; data as shown in these Sup-
plements are reported in long tons and may be converted to
short tons by multiplying by 1.12 in order to agree with data
shown herein. Monthly figures beginning 1913 are available
upon request.

3 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data represent averages of weekly quotations
for beehive coke, Connellsville furnace, f.o.b. ovens. Monthly
data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplements;
annual averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40
are available in the 1942 Supplement. For monthly data be-
ginning 1923. refer to the 1940, 1938. 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments; monthly figures beginning 1913 are available upon re-
quest.

* Reported by the V. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines from data supplied by the Oil and Gas Journal. Prior
to 1947, California data were furnished by the American Petro-
leum Institute. Also prior to 1947, data as originally re-
leased covered 4-or 5-week periods but were later revised, ac-
cording to the compilers, to cover calendar months.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
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1939 and 1940 arc in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1938 in the 1942 Supplement have been revised. For monthly
fibres for 1923-37, see the 1940. 1938, 1936. and 1932 Sup-
piements. Monthly data for 1938 and 1922 are available upon
request.

5 Compiled by the C'. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Production data represent oil transported from pro-
ducing properties plus that remaining on properties and con-
sumed on leases. Refinery operations are based on the ratio
of the daily average crude runs to stills to the total rated
capacity per day of operating refineries. Consumption (runs
to stills) includes consumption of both domestic and foreign
crude oils, but does not include reruns of unfinished oils and
unfinished gasoline.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages beginning 1913 for production,
1916 for consumption and 1925 for refinery operations and
monthly data for all series for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Sup-
plement. Consumption data for July 1939 should be corrected
to 106,899. Monthly data prior to 1938 for all series are
available in the 1940, 1938. 1936, and 1932 Supplements (data
for 1931 production have been revised; these revisions and
monthly production data for 1916-22, and monthly consumption
data for 1917-22, are available upon request).

* Barrels of 42 gallons.

Page 171
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau

of Mines. Stocks of gasoline-bearing crude petroleum repre-
sent stocks of refinable crude oil (light crude oil and heavy
crude oil outside California used in refining).- Data for heavy
crude oil (specific gravity of less than 20°) in California
are not available separately for any year prior to 1938 and
for 1935-37 are included with stocks of residual fuel oil.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1921-34 for gasoline-bearing
oil and monthly data for 1938-40 for all series are available
in the 1942 Supplement (gasoline-bearing oil is shown as "re-
finable in United States"). Data for stocks at refineries for
March 1940 have been corrected to 50,194 thousand barrels. As
explained in note 1, p. 156 of the 1942 Supplement, data prior
to 1933 for each of the following classifications are stocks
east of California only: Stocks at refineries, at tank farms
and in pipe lines, and on leases. Although stocks of light
crude petroleum in California are not available by location
for this period they are included in the figures for total
stocks. Total stocks data also include for 1922-23 heavy crude
in California.

Monthly data for 1924-32 for stocks at refineries and at
tank farms and in pipe lines, east of California, are correct
as shown in the 1936 and 1932 Supplements (data for 1923 as
shown in the latter volume have been revised). Total stocks
figures beginning 1933 shown in the 1940 and earlier Supple-
ments have been revised to include stocks of light crude in
California with other gasoline-bearing crude and to include
stocks on leases. Revised c-onthly figures for 1933-37 for all
series and earlier data for the total and for stocks on leases,
and also monthly data prior to 1924, are available upon request.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign -m.-/ Domestic Conferee through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Ccr-'-f- subsequently. Data for imports are imports for con-
sumption. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947
Statistical Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and
monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supple-
ment. Monthly data for imports for 1923-37 are available in
the 1940. 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; prior to February
1923, they include some topped oil (see note 2 for p. 156 in
the 1942 Supplement). .Monthly export data prior to 1938 are
available upon request.

3 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data are averages of weekly prices. The spe-
cific quotation is for crude petroleum, Kansas-Oklahoma, 33.0°
to 33.9° gravity, at the well. Monthly data for 1941-44 are
shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; annual averages for
1913-34 and monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942
Supplement. For monthly data for 1923-37, see the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements.

a Cor.piled by the V. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Sta-
tistical Supplement. Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly
data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement (distill-
ate fuel oil is shown as "gas oil and distillate fuel oil").
Only combined totals of distillate and residual fuel oil are

available prior to 1930; monthly data for 1917-29 are available
upon request. Comparability of the data prior to 1929 is some-
what affected by duplication which resulted when a considerable
volume of fuel oil was erroneously reported as "finished oils"
but which was later redistilled. For monthly data for 1930*37,
see p. 20 of the February 1933 Survey, and the 1940, 1938, and
1936 Supplements.

5 Compiled by the (/. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Data represent apparent consumption as computed
from production plus imports, minus exports, plus or minus the
change in stocks. The export data used differ from those shown
here for the items separately since the former include ship-
ments to noncontiguous territories. No break-down between re-
sidual fuel oil and distillate fuel oil data is available prior
to 1935. The comparability of the series is affected slightly
beginning 1939 by the inclusion of net transfers of crude oil
east of California and by the change in method of computing
stocks (see note 9 for p. 172).

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1931-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for
1932-37 are available upon request.

e Compiled by the federal Power Commission (prior to July
1936 by the U. S. Geological Survey). Data for 1945-48 and
the monthly averages for earlier years represent fuel oil con-
sumed by privately and municipally owned electric utilities.
Bureau of Reclamation plants, miscellaneous Federal, State,
and other public projects. The monthly data for 1941-44 shown
in the 1947 Statistical Supplement, include also consumption
by plants operated by electric and steam railroads and a com-
paratively small quantity formerly included for certain indus-
trial plants which sold some energy for public use.

Monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supple-
ment; earlier monthly data beginning 1921 are available in the
1940 Supplement and table 75, p. 20, of the September 1938
Survey. Revised annual figures beginning 1920 are available
upon request. All data shown in the 1942 and earlier publica-
tions include consumption by plants operated by electric and
steam railways and the .industrial plants referred to above.

^ Compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Data rep-
resent the consumption of fuel oil by locomotives in road train
service of class I steam railways, and beginning January 1937
include switching and terminal companies. Figures do not in-
clude consumption of gasoline by motor car trains, of diesel
fuel by either locomotives or motor-car trains, or of fuel oil
used in yard switching service.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1921-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Earlier monthly
data beginning 1923 are shown in the 1940, -1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements; data in the 1932 volume have been revised
but are sufficiently accurate to indicate the trend. Revised
monthly data for 1921-31 are available upon request.

8 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter, covering fuel oil loaded for consump-
tion by vessels- engaged in foreign trade.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1914 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement (revisions in thou-
sands of barrels: 1940—June*, 2,925; July, 3,008; August.
2,681). For earlier monthly figures beginning 1923, see the
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Minor revisions in
some of the figures shown in the 1932 Supplement and monthly
data for July 1914-22 are available upon request.

9 Barrels of 42 gallons.
10 Based on annual total; monthly figures available only

for distillate and residual fuel oil combined.
11 Includes minor revisions not distributed by months. See

note 6 for this page.
12 Revised basis; 11,615,000 barrels transferred at the be-

ginning of the year from refinery to tank farm and pipe line
stocks.

13 Heavy crude in California included with stocks of resid-
ual fuel oils,' p. 172 , prior to 1938. Stocks of heavy crude
as of December 31, 1937 (the e a r l i e s t figure available),
14,505,000 barrels. No separate data are available.

lu Revised basis; 993,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

15 Revised basis; 793,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

16 Revised basis. See note 5 for this page and note 9 for
p. 172 for explanation of a change affecting comparability of
the data and figures for 1939 comparable »itli those for earlier
years.
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17 Excludes substantial August shipments which were omitted
due to incomplete information on original documents.

18 Revised basis; 1.374,000 barrels deducted at the begin-
ning of the year.

'• Revised basis; 1.017,000 barrels deducted at the begin-
ning of the year.

30 Revised basis; 199t000 barrels transferred at the begin-
ning of the year from crude oil stocks to natural gasoline
stocks.

Page 172
1 Compiled by the #. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau

of Mines. Data include all refinery stocks of distillate and
residual fuel oils, bulk terminal stocks in California and,
beginning 1939, bulk terminal stocks east of California. Data
for residual oil for 1935-3? (shown in italics) include also
heavy crude oil in California. Beginning 1938 heavy crude in
California has been reported separately and is shown herein on
p. 171 . The addition of bulk terminal stocks east of Califor-
nia beginning 1939 materially affects the comparability of the
data (see note 9 for this page).

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; annual averages for 1917-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures
for 1932-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements.
Data for the combined figures for distillate and residual fuel
oils shown in the 1940 and earlier issues are for "east of
California" only; monthly data except for 1930 and 1931, cor-
responding to the monthly averages shown in the present volume
can be obtained from the earlier Supplements by adding heavy
crude and fuel oil in California to the figures for stocks
east of California after correcting December figures for cer-
tain years as follows: 1927, disti l late fuel oil, 34,022;
1932, heavy crude and fuel oil in California, 95,933; 1933,
residual fuel oil east of Ca l i fo rn ia , 18,649; 1937, heavy
crude and fuel oil in California, 67,656; 1930 and 1931 month-
ly data are available upon request.

* Compiled by the U* S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. Separate data for distillate fuel oil an4
residual fuel oil are not available prior to 1932. All lubri-
cating oils are included in that series. Monthly data for
1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. Monthly
averages for distillate and residual fuel oil and kerosene for
1913-34, lubricating oils for 1917-34. and monthly data cover-
ing 1938-40 for all series are available in the 1942 Supple-
ment. Monthly data for kerosene for 1923-37 are in the 1940,
1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revised export data in
thousands of barrels are as follows: Kerosene, 1930—June,
1,735; October, 1.401; 1938—July, 203; lubricating oils,
monthly averages, 1926, 779; 1927, 807. Monthly data for dis-
tillate and residual fuel oil for 1932-37, kerosene for 1913-
22, and lubricating oils for July 1917-37 are available upon
request.

9 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor. Bureau of La~
bor Statistics. Data represent the average of weekly prices
for fuel oil, in Pennsylvania, 36°-40° gravity, tank cars,
f.o.b. refinery. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the
1947 Statistical Supplement. Annual averages for 1918-34 and
monthly data for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement,
but it should be noted that the unit is erroneously stated
there as dollars per barrel, instead of per gallon. Monthly
data for 1918-37 are shown in table 46, p. 14, of the November
1940 Survey.

* Compiled by the V, S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Domestic demand represents apparent consumption aa
computed from production plus imports, minus exports, plus or
minus the changes in stocks. The export data used in this
computation d i f f e r from those shown separately on this page,
in that the former include shipments to noncontiguous U. S.
territories.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1916-34 for production,
1917-34 for domestic demand, and monthly data for both series
for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1923-
37 are available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
Monthly data for July 1917-22 are available upon request.

5 Compiled ty the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Stocks of kerosene includes stocks held at refin-
eries and, beginning January 1942, bulk terminal stocks. Pri-
or to January 1942, the data cover ref inery stocks only (see
note 14 for this page). Stocks of lubr ica t ing oils exclude
distributors' stocks in California beginning January 1948 (see
note 15 for this page).

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual averages for 1917-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are ava i l ab le in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data
for 1923-37 are avai lable in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements. Monthly data for July 1917-22 are available upon
request.

6 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data represent monthly averages of weekly
quotations. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1-947
Statistical Supplement. Annual averages for 1913-34 for kero-
sene, monthly averages for 1930-34 for lubricating oil and
monthly data for 1938-40 for both series are available in the
1942 Supplement. Earlier monthly data beginning 1923 for ker-
osene and 1930 for lubricating oil prices will be found in the
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

7 Barrels of 42 gallons.
8 Revised basis; 460,000 barrels deducted at the beginning

of the year.
9 Revised basis. Stock data include bulk terminal stocks

east of California beginning January 1939. (Bulk terminal
stocks in California have been included since 1924.) The do-
mestic demand data, in addition to including changes in bulk
terminal stocks east of California, include net transfers of
crude oil east of California beginning 1939. (Transfers of
crude oil in California have been included with residual fuel
oil statistics for all years shown here and with distillate
fuel oil beginning 1938.) Monthly averages for 1939 compara-
ble with data for 1938 are as follows (thousands of barrels):
Domestic demand—distillate fuel oil, 11,560; residual fuel
oil, 26,645; stocks — distillate fuel oil, 25,807; residual
fuel oil, 92,948. December 31, 1938 stock figures comparable
with 1939: Distillate fuel oil, 36.224; residual fuel oil,
101.971.

20 Revised basis; 29,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

11 Revised basis; 1,278,000 barrels deducted at the begin-
ning of the year.

72 Revised basis; 596,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

13 Revised basis; 236,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

J" Revised basis; 4,916,000 barrels deducted at the begin-
ning of the year.

*5 Revised basis; 923,000 barrels deducted at the beginning
of the year.

Page 173
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau

of Mines. Data represent production of all motor fuels, in-
cluding aviation gasoline. Gasoline and naphtha from crude
oil (the combined total of straight-run and cracked gasoline
as previously classified) is gasoline produced at refineries.
The natural gasoline and allied products classification in-
cludes natural gasoline, cycle products, motor benzol and, be-
ginning 1941, liquefied petroleum gas produced at natural gas-
oline and cycle plants. The monthly average production in
1941 of l iquefied petroleum gas included in the figures for
that year is 1,403,000 barrels;, while the inclusion of this
item affects the comparability of the figures between 1940 and
1941, the industry had grown very rapidly and production prior
to 1939 was probably small. "Sales of liquefied petroleum gas
and t ransfers of cycle products" shown in column 4 include
sales for fuel purposes beginning in 1941, transfers of cycle
products beginning 1943, and sales for chemical purposes be-
ginning 1945. "Natural gasoline used at refineries" represents
that part of the total production of this item consumed in
blending at refineries. The difference between total produc-
tion of natural gasoline and allied products and the amounts
accounted for in columns 4 and 5 as sales of liquefied petro-
leum gas, transfers of cycle products, and used at refineries,
represents unblended natural gasoline used as such, exports,
un ident i f ied uses and losses which, for the most part , occur
during shipment from natural gasoline plants to the refiners.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; see the 1942 Supplement for monthly averages prior
to 1935 and for monthly data for 1938-40. Monthly data for
1936-37 for all series are in the 1940 Supplement. For ear-
lier monthly data on gasoline and naphtha from crude oil and
natural gasoline used at refineries, beginning 1923, see table
41. p. 19. of the October 1937 Survey; for benzol production,
beg inn ing 1923, see tab le 52, p. 18, of the November 1939
Survey. Monthly data beginning 1920 for natural gasoline pro-
duction are available upon request.
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2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of the Inferior, Bureau

of Mines. Data represent the apparent .consumption in conti-
nental United States of refinery and natural gasoline (includ-
ing aviation gasoline) and benzol as computed from production
plus imports, minus exports, plus or sinus the change in
stocks (figures through 1926 represent the consumption of gas-
oline only). The export figures used in this computation dif-
fer from those shown in column 11 in that the former include
shipments to noncontiguous U. S. territories. Natural gaso-
line losses are included beginning with 1932; in that year,
such losses represented about 1 percent of total motor fuel
consumed. It should be noted that the consumption of motor
fuel by the Armed Forces at,home and abroad is included in
these estimates of domestic demand.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1917-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for
1923-37 are correct as shown in the 1940. 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements except for minor revisions which are available
upon request.

3 Compiled by the U. S, Department of the Inter/or, Bureau
of Mines. Finished gasoline stocks are those held at refin-
eries, at bulk terminals, and in pipe lines. Stocks at re-
fineries and terminals also include domestic shipments of gas-
oline consigned to them and in transit by water or rail. Un-
finished aviation gasoline, cost of which is probably held at
refineries, is included in the finished gasoline stocks. Un-
finished gasoline is held only at refineries. Natural gaso-
line and allied products stocks are those held at natural gas-
oline plants, at refineries, and at bulk terminals. Stocks of
natural gasoline at bulk terminals have fceen included only be-
ginning 1935 and stocks at refineries beginning 1930; previ-
ously, only stocks at natural gas plants were counted. Stocks
of liquefied petroleum gas are included with natural gasoline
stocks beginning in 1942; prior to that time only stocks of
natural gas and cycle products were included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement (revised data for un-
finished gasoline in November 1939, 5,171,000 barrels). Month-
ly data for total stocks of finished gasoline, stocks at re-
fineries, and stocks of natural gasoline are correct as shown
in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements except that the
data for 1930 and 1931 have been revised and are available
upon request. Monthly data for stocks of unfinished gasoline
from 1930 through 1937 are also available upon request.

y Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and Do~
trestle Commerce. Data cover commercial and lend-lease exports,
but motor fuel sent to the Armed Forces abroad during the war
is excluded. Beginning 1947, data include Army civilian supply
shipments which were not reported previously (see note 1 for
p. 107 ). For 1947 these shipments amounted to 879,000 barrels
of benzol. Exports of motor fuel are cade up of exports of
refinery (including aviation) gasoline, natural gasoline, other
petroleum motor fuels, benzol, naphtha, solvents, and other
finished light products.

Beginning January 1940, blending agents and other anti-
knock compounds were counted in, while starting in January
1941, exports of mineral spirits are included since that item
was no longer reported separately; the inclusion of these minor
items affects the conr.parability of the series only to a negli-
gible extent.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown ir* the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1933-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1913-37
are shown in table 54, p. 16, of the December 1940 Survey.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Both series represent monthly averages of
weekly prices for motor gasoline. The New York price repre-
sents posted tank-wagon price of motor gasoline delivered to
undivided dealers (i.e. one who handles only gasoline of a
single company, exclusively) plus the New York State and Fed-
eral gasoline taxes. The Oklahoma gasoline price is for regu-
lar grade, f.o.b. refinery.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown i£ the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913-34 for the Oklahoma
price and monthly data for 1938-40 for loth prices are in the
1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1935-37 for the New York
price are shown in table 6, p. 18, of the January 1941 Survey.
Monthly data beginning 1927 for the Oklahoma price are shown
in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; monthly data
for this series for 1918-26 are available upon request.

9 Reported by the American Petroleum Institute, as corrpiled
by the Texas Co. The prices are simple averages of service-
station prices for regular-grade gasoline, exclusive of.taxes,
on the 1st of each month in 50 representative cities. The $0
cities include 2 in the State of New York and 1 in each of the
other 47 States and the District of Columbia. The prices for
the 1st of the month are shown here as of the end of the pre-
ceding month.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1920-34 and ronthly data for
1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1920-37
are shown in table 10, p. 16, of the March 1941 Survey.

7 Barrels of 42 gallons.
Liquefied petroleum gas produced at natural gasoline and

cycle plants is included beginning 1941. See r.ote 1 for this
page.

Revised basis; 354,000 barrels deducted at beginning of
the year.

*° Revised basis; data beginning January 1942 include liq-
uefied petroleum gases at natural gasoline and cycle plants;
162.000 barrels added at the beginning of the year.

i; Revised basis; 1,100,000 barrels transferred from refin-
ery to unfinished gasoline at the beginning of the year.

12 Revised basis; 199,000 barrels of California condensate
transferred from crude oil stocks at the beginning of the year.

Page J7H
1 Conpiled by the V. S. Department of the Interior. Bureau

of Mines. Data cover total output and stocks held at all re-
fineries. Aviation gasoline is distinguished from ordinary
motor fuel chiefly by its higher octane rating but also by ad-
ditional components blended into it for various purposes. In
addition to the "100-octane and above" classification, there
is also 90 but tender 100-octane and some under 90-octane avia-
tion gasoline produced. Stocks include both finished and un-
finished aviation gasoline. Unfinished aviation gasoline is
included in the finished gasoline stocks on p.173 (see note 3
for that page). Stocks other than those held by refiners but
still .in the production stage, such as stocks in transit, are
believed to be negligible.

Data for total production and stocks are not available prior
to October 1939; separate data for 100-octane and above are not
available prior to 1942. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown
in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.

* Compiled by the &'. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Data cover, only asphalt and wax made from petroleum.
Asphalt production includes that produced by refiners from both

•domestic and imported petroleum. Stocks are those held by pe-
troleum refiners only; beginning January 1948 -fata exclude dis-
tributors* stocks in California (see note 9 for this page).
Wax data refer to output and stocks of petroleum refineries
only.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are .shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1916-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for
1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

3 Compiled by the 0. S. Department of Corc-erce, Bureau of
the Census. Data cover total shipments (including those for
export) from vir tual ly all plants and also from their ware-
houses, known to be manufacturing asphalt and tar roofing, sat-
urated felts, and siding products. Reports are made on a plant
rather than a company basis, hence the necessity of including
shipments from warehouses; it is believed that interplant and
plant-to-warehouse shipments have been eliminated. The number
of reporting plants is as follows: September 1943, 109 (this
represented comple t e cove rage of the industry); 1944, 108
plants most of the year; 1945, 102 plants cost of the year;
1946, from 102 plants in January to 96 plants in December;
1947-48, 95 plants. $nen some of the plants in any month fail
to report, estimates are included for those nonreportinp plants;
hence the data as reported by the Census Bureau represent vir-
tua l ly complete industry coverage.

For some time prior to September 1943 when the Bureau of
the Census began publication of the present series of asphalt
products data, roofing shipments statistics had been received
from 33 manufacturers operating 78 plants vhich represented
the following percentage of complete industry coverage as of
September 1943: Smooth-surfaced roll roofing and cap sheet,
94.7 percent; mineral-surfaced roll roofing and cap sheet, 94. 5
percent; s t r i p s h i n g l e s , 95.1 percent; ind iv idua l shingles,
99.4 percent. On the basis of these percentages, the asphalt
roofing data beginning Apr i l 1939 through Au^st 1943 were ex-
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paneled to represent • industry-wide coverage, to compare with
the present series beginning in September 1943 which repre-
sents, as nearly as possible, complete industry coverage. An-
nual data for total roofing shipments for 1936-38 and.January*
March 1939 were expanded to represent complete coverage on the
basis of reports to the 1935 Biennial Census of Manufactures
indicating 92 percent coverage for that period.

Shipment statistics for asphalt sidings and saturated felts*
available only starting in September 1943. also represent prac-
tically complete coverage of the industry, including estimates
for non reporting plants in any month.

Monthly data for 1941-44 *re shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Asphalt roofing data in the 1942 and earlier Sup-
plements are not comparable with the present series.

¥ Parrels of 42 gallons.
5 Average lot. 3 months, October-December.
8 Average for 9 months, April-December.
7 Includes some 98-99-oetane.
* Average for 4 months, September-December.
* Revised basis; 45,500 short tons deducted at the begin-

ning of the year.

Page J?5
* Compiled by the (/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census, beginning September 1945 and prior to. 1941; and by
the iar Production Board for 1941 through August 1945 (Septem-
ber 1945 data are estimates based on partial reports to the
latter agency). Data include both domestic and imported pulp-
wood and, beginning 1941 ( represent total receipts, consump-
tion, and stocks at all wood pulp mills, including mills pro-
ducing defi bra ted, exploded, asplund fiber and similar grades
of pulp. Estimates are included for a few mills that do not
report regularly. Consumption prior to 1941 exclude data for
mills producing wholly defibrated, exploded, etc., pulp; how-
ever, it is believed that exclusion of such mills does not ma-
terially affect the comparability of the data. Only annual
data on consumption are avai lable priojf to 1941; monthly aver-
ages are computed from the annual totals. The unit of meas-
urement is the standard cord of 128 cubic'feet, foughwood basis.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement.

2 All data beginning October 1945, and earlier 1945- monthly
figures and 1939*44 annual totals for consumption, were com-
piled by the (/...$.. Department of Commerce* Bureau of the Cen-
sus; other data through August 1945 were, compiled by the Xar
Production Board. September 1945 figures are estimates based
on jpartial reports to the latter agency. The data relate to
mills producing paper and -paperboard, except that receipts and
inventories far 1943 and 1944 and monthly consumption figures
for 1943 include also reports from a few mills producing"othei
products. All paper and paperboard mills are covered in the
figures beginning 1941* Estimates arc included for a few mills
that did not report in some months or years, the 1939 and 1940
monthly averages for consumption, computed from annual totals,
exclude data for some* mills that, were not classified in the
industry prior to 1941 or 1942 (for explanation, see note 1
for p.177.

Monthly figures for 1943*44 are shown in the J947 Statisti-
cal Supplement.

* Compiled by the V. S. Pulp Producers Association, or based
on data compiled by that agency, with the exception of data
for soda pulp prior to 1944 which are based on reports to the
Soda Pulp Manufacturers Association. Data relate to total pro-
duction of all grades of pulp, exclusive of defibrated, ex-
ploded, asplund fiber and similar grades for 1940-45. Data
beginning 1944, except data for ground wood and defibrated, etc.,
pulp, are based on reports to the compiling agency by all pro-
ducers. Soda pulp production data (as reported monthly to the
Soda Pulp Manufacturers Association for 1937-38 and 1940-43)
and monthly production data for all other grades for 1935-43,
for ground«ood for 1944*48 and for defibrated, etc., pulp for
1946-48, as reported to the IL S. Pulp Producers Association,
have been raised by the latter agency to annual totals com-
piled by the Bureau of the Census, Bleached sulphate includes
semibleached. Beginning 1946. figures for groundwood and de-
fibrated, etc.« pulp include an adjustment between the grades
in conformity with a change made by the Bureau of the Census
in 1947, transferring approximately 120.000 tons of pulp for-
merly classified as defibrated, etc., to groundwood. the 1940-
45 data for groundwood are subject to a similar adjustment;
therefore groundwood production figures for this period are
not entirely comparable with those for other years.

Reported soda pulp data for 1935-36 and 1939 were raised by
fche Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The 1939 data

were adjusted to the Census total for that year. The 1935 and
1936 data were raised on the basis of the coverage of the re-
ported data for 1937, as indicated by the Census total for that
year, .since soda pulp was not classified separately in Census
reports prior to 1937*

Total production includes for all years a small quantity of
semi-chemical and miscellaneous pulp (including screenings) not
reported separately. Defibrated, exploded, asplund fiber, and
similar grades of pulp are excluded for 1940-45. Some pulp of
these special grades, which are used in the manufacture of high*
strength building paper and wallboard, is included in produc-
tion reported to the Bureau of the Census prior to 1940 and is
therefore included in the Association totals adjusted to Cen-
sus fifures. However, the processes used are comparatively
recent developments in the manufacture of pulp and it is be*
lieved that such production represented a much smaller propor-
tion of the totals in earlier years than in the period begin-
ning 1940. Production of these special grades as reported by
the Bureau of the Census for 1940-45 is »« follows (monthly
averages, based on annual totals, in short tons)*. 1940, 22,029;
1941, 30,398; 1942, 43,316; 1943, 52,271; 1944, 55,222; 1945,
57,560. As indicated above, these data include some pulp clas-
sified beginning 1946 under groundwood and are therefore sub-
ject to revision. The figures may be added to total production
of all other grades, as reported by the Association, to obtain
total production for 1940-45 entirely comparable with data for
other years.

Stock data are stocks of own production at pulp producing
mills and therefore are not comparable with the Bureau of the
Census figures which include also stocks at the paper and board
mills , and purchased (foreign and domestic) pulp* All data be-
ginning 1940, and bleached and unbleached sulphate stocks for
earlier years, are totals for all producing mills, exclusive
of mills producing defibrated, etc., pulp, furnished by the
U. S. Pulp Producers Association, and are either estimated or
reported industry totals. Soda pulp stocks for all years are
shown as reported either to the Soda Pulp Manufacturers Asso-
ciation or to the 0. S. Pulp Producers Association, since' re-
ports are stated to cover all mills producing for market, and
nonreporting mills producing for their own use probably carry
only small stocks. Reported stock figures prior to 1940 for
sulphite and groundwood were adjusted to raised production
figures by the tL S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce. Except in the case of sulphite stocks
for 1937 and 1938, the adjusted data were computed by applying
to reported stocks the ratio of reported to raised production
figures. Sulphite stocks for 1937 and 1938 were computed by
carrying forward the 1936 raised stock figures through the use
of link relatives based on month-to-month and year-to-year per-
centage changes in the reported stocks, with adjustments for
estimates made by the Association for nonrepbrting mills.

The total stock figures beginning 1940 include .a small quan-
tity of semi-chemical and miscellaneous pulp not shown sepa-
rately. Similar data are not included in the figures for ear-
lier years. Data for defibrated, etc., pulp (included in the
production figures beginning 1946) are not included in stock
figures, but stocks of such pulp are comparatively small.

The approximate percentages of the industry totals repre-
sented by mills reporting monthly to the U. S. Pulp Producers
Association, as indicated in Association reports, are as fol-
lows: Bleached sulphate, 100 percent, all years; unbleached
sulphate, 95-100 percent (100 percent beginning in 1944 and for
1935-37); bleached sulphite, 100 percent beginning 1941 and
97-99 percent for earlier years; unbleached sulphite, 82 per-
cent for 1947-48, 90-96 percent for earlier years; groundwood,

-88 percent for 1935, 67-72 for 1936-42, 62^64 percent for 1943-
44, and 73-79 for 1945-48'. Additional annual reports are re-
ceived by the Association. More detailed information on the
coverage of the reported data for individual years prior to
1941 is given in the note on the series in the 1942 Supplement*

Tonnages are air-dry weights.
Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical

Supplement; monthly averages for 1934 and monthly data for
1938-40 for all series, also monthly averages for production
for 1914 and 1916-33, based on annual totals from the Bureau
of the Census, are available in the 1942 Supplement; monthly
data for 1936-37 for all series except soda pulp stocks are
available in the 1940 Supplement*. Bleached sulphate and un-
bleached sulphite are not shown separately in these volumes
but data can be obtained by subtraction. Soda pulp stocks in-
cluded in the 1940 Supplement are raised figures and are not
comparable with data in later volumes.

tf The 1941-44 monthly averages are based on annual totals
which include lor 1943 and 1944 small estimates for some mills
that did not report one or more months of the year and esti-
mates for 1941 and 1942 amounting to 3.4 percent and 5.4 per*
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1949 STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT—SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS 281
cent, respectively; data for one mill included for 1941 were
estimated by the Office of Business Economics. As indicated
in note 2, the figures beginning 1941 include data for some
mills that are not included for the earlier years. The average
for 1941 approximately comparable with earlier data is 494,686
short tons; this average includes reports for 10 mills not
classified in the industry prior to 1941. However, these mills
accounted for only slightly more than 1 percent of the total
production of paper and paperboard in 1941.

5 Estimated figure.
e Based on annual total which includes revisions not dis-

tributed by months.

Page 176
1 See note 3 for p. 175.
Compiled by the tr. S. Department of Conferee, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Comnerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Data represent irr.ports and exports of
total chemical and mechanically ground wood pulp. Pulpwood,
rags and rag pulp, and other paper base stocks are not includ-
ed. Data for irr.ports are imports for consumption. Imports
for all years and exports beginning 1936 are air-dry weights.
The total for imports includes beginning 1940 a small quantity
of chemical and groundwood screenings not shown separately.
Screenings were not reported separately in import statistics
prior to 1940; imports of screenings in 1940 amounted to only
677 tons, including 627 .tons of unbleached sulphite screenings
and 50 tons of ground-*ood screenings.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are sho»n in the 1942 Supplement. Bleached sul-
phate and unbleached sulphite are not shown separately in the
1942 volume but may he obtained by subtraction; in that volume,
the 1940 figures for imports of unbleached sulphite and
groundwood pulp include screenings whereas in later Supple-
ments screenings are included only in the total as stated
above. For monthly data for 1934-37, see pp. 13 and 14 of the
October 1940 Survey. Data prior to 1934 are general imports.

Page 177
* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census (except data beginning 1941 through September 1945
which were compiled from reports to the War Production Board).
Data are based on reports from all operating paper and paper-
board mills during rest of the period beginning 1942. Esti-
mates are included for a few mills that did not report in some
months and production of 1 rill producing insulating board,
which did not report until 1943, is estimated for the entire
year 1942. In 1941 and 1942, 32 manufacturers operating 52
mills (which were not included in previous surveys) were brought
within the scope of the industry. The additional mills are
mainly producers of building paper and building board. They
were formerly excluded because the equipment used was not
usually regarded as paper-making machinery. However, since
the physical characteristics of these products are similar to
those usually classified as building paper and building board,
they have been classified in the industry. The 1941 figures
include estimates for a few of these mills which did not re-
port for that year, amounting to 3.5 percent of the total.
The estimate for the one insulating board mill included in the
figures for 1942 accounts for 1.1 percent of the total for
paper and paperboard and 22.2 of the total for building board.
The estimate was rade on the assumption that the production of
this mill was proportionately the same in 1942 as in 1943.

All data pertain to prir-ary operations, or paper and paper-
board, as it leaves the paper rachine or the primary finishing
operations directly behind the machine. Measurements are in
terras of finished production; that is, machine and finishing
room wastes are deducted.

Parerboard as given here includes paperboard and wet ma-
chine board, which are now shown as separate classifications
in the original reports. The paperboard classification in-
cludes container board, set-up boxboard, folding boxboard, and
other boards which can be manufactured on the sarre equipment
and of the saire materials as container and box grades. In
1946 the classification was revised by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus to include liners for gypsum and plaster board and stocks
for laminated wallboard and other building board, which former-
ly had been classified under building board. These liners and
stocks w*»re reclassified because they are materials for subse-
quent fabrication into construction products, n o t finished
products. The classification of these data now conforms with

industry practice. Data prior to 1946, as originally pub-
lished, have been revised by the Office of Business Economics
similarly to include liners for gyrsum and plaster board in
paperboard instead of in building board. however, stock for
building board, which is not shown separately irv the original
reports prior to 1946 (except in the total for 1945), is in-
cluded in building board through 1945. ^et machine board, in-
cluded here in raperboard, comprises binders* board, shoe
board, and other wet machine board. Building board, beginning
1946, covers only the solid or homogeneous types of wallboard,
insulating board, and flexible wood fiber insulation. Earlier
data include also stock for building board as indicated above.
Laminated and similarly fabricated building boards and gypsum
and plaster boards are not included in this class of primary
building boards. Comparable data for building board and pa-
perboard are not available prior to 1942 because of changes in
the classification and also considerable undercoverage in the
data for building board prior to 1941.

The paper total covers all grades, including newsprint and
building paper. As indicated in note 2 following, the data
shown on this page and on page 178 for paper production, ex-
cluding building paper and newsprint, (compiled by the Airverican
Paper and Pulp Association) are in agreement with production
data compiled by the Bureau of the Census, except for certain
adjustments for changes in the individual classifications. The
Association data therefore provide a partial break-down of the
paper total shown here. The newsprint production figures shown
on p. 178 similarly are approximately the same as newsprint
figures compiled by the Bureau of the Census.

Quarterly data for 1942 and monthly data for 1943-44 are
shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement.

2 Compiled by the American Paper and Pulp Association. Da-
ta are estimated industry totals based on monthly reports to
the Association adjusted to 100 percent coverage on the basis
of production data compiled by the Bureau of the Census annu-
ally for 1935-43, and monthly thereafter. Figures for the
latest month published currently in the monthly Survey are pre-
liminary estimates by the Association and are adjusted the
following month to Census data. Beginning 1941 the production
figures are entirely in agreement with Census figures except
that a comparatively small amount has been transferred from
fine paper to printing paper for 1942-44 in conformity with a
recent revision in the classification made by the Bureau of the
Census in the figures beginning 1945. Certain adjustments have
been made in the Census figures prior to 1941 to make the data
comparable with classifications beginning that year, The con-
tent of the classifications and adjustments in Census data are
explained below.

"Fine paper* includes writing paper (rag and chemical wood
pulp writing paper), cover and text paper, Bristols, and thin
paper (carbon, cigarette, condenser, etc.). Bristols, text and
cover paper, and thin paper were classified under paperboard,
book paper, and tissue paper, respectively, in Census reports
prior to 1941 and Census production figures for fine paper for
1935-40 were therefore revised by the Association to include
these items. Production of .text and cover paper and Bristols
for 1936 and 1938 and for thin paper prior to 1939 were esti-
mated by the Writing Paper Association, since these items were
not shown separately in Census reports for the indicated years*
The Association made an adjustment also in the Census figures
for writing paper for 1938 and a small adjustment in the fig-
ures for Bristols for 1939. Writing paper accounts for around
four-fifths of the fine paper group.

"Printing paper9 includes book paper and groundwood printing
and specialty paper. Book p a p e r constitutes about three-
fourths of the group. Groundwood papers were not completely
segregated in Census reports prior to 1937 and were estimated
by the Groundwood Paper Association. Adjustments were made
also in the Census figures for groundwood paper for 1937-40-to
include some amounts included with miscellaneous paper in Cen-
sus reports. The Census figures for book paper were revised
to exclude cover and text paper which were transferred to
printing paper as explained above.

"Coarse paper" (unbleached kraft and other wrapping, bag,
and converting paper, shipping sack, and glassine, greaseproof,
and vegetable parchment, beginning 1941, represents the series
formerly shown as wrapping paper revised to exclude special
industrial paper. (Production of special industrial paper
averaged 240,692 tons a year for 1943-46.)

"Total paper, excluding newsprint and building paper,* in-
cludes miscellaneous papers which are not shown separately, in
addition to fine, printing, and coarse paper. The totals are
in agreement with the corresponding totals frorn Census reports
except that Bristols, allocated to paperboard prior to 1941,
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have been added to the 1935-40 Census figures for paper (see
also fine paper above).

The approximate coverage beginning 1941 of the data report-
ed monthly to the Association which are used as the basis for
estimating the monthly industry totals is as follows: Fine
paper. 68-71 percent (for 1947-48, respectively, 76 an d 74
percent); printing paper, 82-90 percent; coarse paper, 87-89
percent; total paper, excluding newsprint and building paper,
81-86 percent. :

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement, except for total paper for 1942-43 and fine paper
for 1942 which have been adjusted to Bureau of the Census
quarterly figures; data shown in the 1942 Supplement are re-
ported figures and are not comparable with the industry totals
shown in l a t e r volumes. Monthly figures for 1934-40 and
monthly data for the substituted series on coarse paper begin-
ning 1941 are available upon request.

* The average for 1941 comparable with earlier years is
1,424.424 tons (see note 1 above).

* Beginning January 1946, data for laminated wallboard stock
and other building board stock are classified under paperboard;
for the earlier years these data are included in figures for
building board.. Monthly averages for 1945 comparable with
figures for 1946 are as follows (in short tons): Paperboard,
668,242; -building board, 74,569.

* Eased on annual total which includes revisions not avail-
able by months.

Page 178
J See note 2 for p. 177.
2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. Data are averages of weekly prices and re-
present prices for uncoated book, "B" grade, English finish,
white, freight allowed, Zone 1. Beginning February 1947, quo-
tations are for the imperial English finish which is priced
slightly higher than the grades formerly included, the manu-
facture of which was discontinued. The price for the former
series for February 1947 is $9.68 per 100 pounds and for Ifcrch-
June 1947, $9.80; the MarchVJune 1947 price for the new grade
is $10.05.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement; monthly data for 1936-40 for the former series
and monthly averages prior to 1935 for a slightly different
series for book paper are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supple-
ments. The note in the 1942 Supplement contains a description
of the earlier series and monthly figures for 1935 for 'both
series.

3 Compiled by the Nevs Print Service Bureau. The data cover
practically the entire industry for both Canada and the United
States. Oh the basis of comparisons of production figures for
the United States with data compiled by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus (in the Census of Vsanufactures and surveys of paper and
paperboard mills), the Association data cover about 96 percent
of the entire production of newsprint in the United States for
1935 and 1940, 98 percent for 1936, 1938-39, and 1941-42. 97
percent for 1937, 99 percent for 1943, and practically 100
percent for 1944-48. Through December 1935, shipments repre-
sent only paper moved in the given period and stocks are for
tonnage at the mills; beginning January 1936, shipments in-
clude all invoices whether or not movement has occurred, and
stocks include supplies in destination warehouses. Included
in the monthly averages for some years are small quantities of
paper referred to by the Bureau as "year-end adjustments.11

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1933 and monthly figures
for 1936-40 are available in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements (re-
visions for Canada, short tons—December 1937 shipments, 345, 405;
stocks, 52,854; January 1938 shipments, 168,960). tarlier
monthly data are shown in the 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements
and are correct except for minor levisions.

* Compiled by the American Newspaper Publishers Association,
based on reports from 422 publishers representing 525 newspa-
pers beginning 1942 and 421 publishers representing 524 news-
papers for 1941. The number of newspapers represented is not
available for earlier years. Data for 1940 were reported by
421 publishers and for 1935-39 by 431 publishers. The compa-
rability of the series is not affected by the change in the
number of publishers between 1939 and 1940 as the difference
between the figures for the two groups in 1939 was less than
0.2 percent. According to the Association, consumption by
these publishers in 1935-36 accounted for approximately 80
percent of all newsprint consumed; 1937-40, 77 percent; 1941-
43. around 75 percent; 1944, 73 percent; 1945, 70-71 percent;
1946, 73 percent; 1947. 75 percent; 1948, 78 percent.

Monthly data for 1941-44 ere shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures
for 1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements; earlier
monthly data for consumption are available in table 6, p. 10,
of the Verch 1940 Survey and for stocks, in table 74, p. 20,
of the September 1938 Survey. An error in the note on the da-
ta in the latter issue is explained in the note, on the series
in the 1942 Supplement.

Page 179
1 See note 3 for p. 178.
2 See note 4 for p. 178.
Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census subsequently. Data cover standard newsprint paper
and are imports for consumption. Monthly data for 1941-44 are
shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement; monthly averages for
1913-34 and monthly figures for 1938-40 appear in the 1942
Supplement; earlier monthly data are in the 1940, 1938, 1936,
and 1932 Supplements. (Revisions are as follows: Year 1931 —
April, 175,516 short tons; June, 190,919.) Data prior to 1934
are general imports.

Compiled by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Prices are averages of Tuesday quotations for
standard newsprint, rolls, contract price, New York basis,
freight allowed. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the
1947 Statistical Supplement; monthly averages for 1926-34 and
monthly data for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement.

Based on weekly data compiled by the National Paperhoard
Association. The weekly data are compiled from reports of
member companies representing at present approximately 85 per-
cent of the industry, and are advanced to industry totals on
the basis of annual reports obtained by the Association from
practically all mills known to be" producing paperboard. The
monthly fieures shown for orders and production represent cal-
endar month totals computed by the Office of Business Economics
from the weekly data by prorating figures for weeks falling in
two months. Figures for percent of activity are averages of
weekly percentages for 4- and 5-week periods, weeks ended on
the 1st, 2d, and 3d of the ir:onth being included in the average
for the preceding month as in the Association's 4- and 5-week
period reports. Unfilled orders are as of the end of the 4-and
5-week periods covered by the percentages. The data coyer all
production of paperboard machines, including all boards used
by fabricators of corrugated and solid fiber shipping cases,
which in some instances fall as low as 0.008 or 0.009 of an
inch in thickness, and boards used for folding and set-up boxes
and specialties. Building boards are not included although
there is included some board which is subsequently fabricated
into building hoard C for example the liner board used in making
gypsum plaster board). Percent of activity is computed from
inch-hours which take into account machine widths (based on
last dryer width) and hours of operation. A 6-day week of
continuous operation is taken as 100 percent activity.

For 1946-48, total production of paperboard as compiled by the
Association is approximately in agreement with figures for the
paperboard classification of the Bureau of the Census as re-
vised beginning 1946. "Paperboard" from the latter source as
shown on p. 177 includes, however, wet machine board which is
not included here.. There are further differences between the
two series for earlier years, largely because paperboard fig-
ures from the Bureau of the Census exclude through 1945 stocks
for building board which are included in Association data.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly figures for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Sup-
plenent. Monthly data for 1936-37 are available upon request.

9 Compiled by the Fibre Box Association beginning 1940 and
by the National Container Association for earlier years. Data
are estimated industry totals based on monthly or weekly re-
ports of member companies advanced to 100 percent on the basis
of the coverage indicated by annual totals obtained by the As-
sociation in a census of all box mills. The reported data rep-
resented 80 to 90 percent of the totals for 1935-39, 65 per-
cent for 1940, 80 percent for 1941, and 85 to 92 percent for
later years. For 1935-39, calendar month figures were report-
ed by the compiling agency. Beginning 1940 the monthly fig-
ures are based on weekly data, prorating figures for weeks
falling in two months on the basis of a 6-day week (5-day week
if July 4 or Labor Day fall in the week prorated). Data are
expressed in terms of surface area of corrugated and solid
fiber containers, including area of interior packings.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly figures for 1934-4C are shown on p. 20 of
the September 1944 Survey.
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7 Compiled by the Folding Paper Box Association from re-

ports of companies representing about 50 percent of the indus-
try. Indexes are computed by the link chain method based on
comparisons for identical companies. Indexes for the current
year are computed by the Office of Business Economics from
percentage change from corresponding month of preceding year
given in the reports and are subsequently checked to figures
shown in the Association's yearbook.

Monthly data for 1941-14 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplernent; tronthly figures for 1936-40, also earlier annual
figures beginning 1927 for the index of shipments, are avail-
able upon request.

Compiled by the Publishers' Weekly. Data are based on
reports from publishers, numbering over 800 in 1946-47, and over
9CO in 1948. In order to assure as complete a coverage as
possible, the records of the compilers are checked against
book reviews and notices, and also against the card index of
the Library of Congress. Only books are included; pamphlets,
theses, and reports are excluded. Reprints, in the sense of
reprints with no change whatsoever, are not included. However,
popularly-priced editions in reprint series, usually done by
a different publisher from the original, are included.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947.Statistical
Supplement; earlier monthly figures., except for a few minor
revisions are shown in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932
Supplements.

Page 180
Compiled by the #• S. Department of Commerce, Office of

Domestic Commerce, beginning May 1948 (by the O f f i c e of Hate-
rials Distribution for April 1947-April 1948); by the Civilian
Production Administration and predecessor agencies for June
1941-March 1947; and by the *>'. S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Foreign find Domestic Commerce, and the Rubber Manu-
facturers Association, Inc., for the earlier period. The data
include crude rubber and natural latex, reported on the basis
of estimated dry-weight content, and guayule. Gutta balata,
gut ta-percha, gut ta-s iack, and gu t t a - j e lu tong-pon t i anak are
not included.

Consumption figures represent consumption by all rubber us-
ers. For July 1941-June 1947, consumption data are based on
complete reports. Beginning Ju ly 1947, consumption data are
estimated totals based on samples representing almost the en-
tire industry. Earlier consumption figures are based on monthly
reports to the Rubber M a n u f a c t u r e r s Assoc ia t ion , from both
member and nonmember companies, adjusted to industry totals on
the basis of annual surveys-of the rubber industry by the Bu-
reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The reported month ly
figures for this earl ier period represented 90-98 percent of
the totals.

Stock figures relate to total industry stocks on hand and,
for the period b e g i n n i n g December 1939 th rough June 1947
(shown in the month ly Survey), also Government stocks. The
figures beginning July 1947 represent estimated total stocks

.based on reported stocks available to industry, but do not in-
c lude Government strategic stocks. Stock f igures beginning
1941 were calculated from the d i f fe rence between imports plus
a smal l arcount of guayu le produced in the United States in
1943-46 (359, 130, 536, and 12 tons) and consumption plus re-
exports, and were per iod ica l ly adjus ted to reported stocks.
Prior to 1941,year-end stocks were derived from annual surveys
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and data for

•other months were calculated from the year-end figures by add-
ing imports and deducting consumption and reexports.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement . M o n t h l y averages pr ior to 1935 and m o n t h l y
d a t a for 1938-40 are ava i lab le in the 1942 Supplement; notes
1 and 11 for p. 160 of that volume g ive i n f o r m a t i o n on the
coverage of the reported da ta for i n d i v i d u a l y e a r s pr ior to
1941 and the method of adjust ing the da ta to indus t ry totals.
Monthly data for 1934-37 for consumption and 1924-37 for stocks
are a v a i l a b l e in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements
(revis ion for stocks, March 1924, 72,576 long tons). Month ly
data for consumpt ion shown in the 1936 Supplement have been
revised and consumption figures in the 1932 Supplement are re-
ported da ta instead of industry totals . M o n t h l y consumption
f igu re s for 1921-33 raised to i n d u s t r y to ta l s are ava i l ab l e
upon request.

^ Con-piled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through Apr i l 1941 and the Bu-
reau of the Census thereafter.

Data for n a t u r a l rubber represent imports for consumption
of crude rubber and m i l k of rubber, or l a t e x ( d r y rubber con-
tent ) , inc lud ing guayule rubber. Ba la t a , je lu tong, pon t i anak ,

gu t t a -pe rcha , and other gut tas are not included. Quant i t ies
are reported w i t h no al lowance for shrinkage which was of neg-
l igible importance prior to 1943 and a f t e r 1945, but was sig-
n i f i can t in 1943-45 because of the increase in imports of non-
planta t ion rubber which requires washing. Shrinkage was esti-
mated by the C iv i l i an Production Adminis t ra t ion to reduce the
1943-46 totals by the fo l lowing amounts: 1943, 8.8 percent;
1944, 5.5 percent; 1945, 6.7 percent; 1946, 1.3 percent. Re-
exports of rubber are c o m p a r a t i v e l y smal l . M o n t h l y average
reexports for 1941-48 are as follows (long tons): 1941, 448;
1942, 905; 1943, 1.882; 1944, 812; 1945, 792; 1946. 643; 1947.
343; 1948, 556.

Monthly figures for natura l and chemical rubber for 1941-44
are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. Monthly averages
for 1913-34 and m o n t h l y f i gu re s for 1936-40 for imports of
n a t u r a l rubber are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements
and earl ier monthly f igures beginning 1913 appear on p. 18 of
the May 1940 Survey.

The 1941 and 1942 f igures for chemical rubber exports rep-
resent a l locat ions for export from the War Production F«oard.
Imports, which are not shown here, are small. Monthly averages
for 1944-48 are as follows (long tons): 1944, 849; 1945, 944;
1946, 626; 1947, 112; 1948, 1.306. There were no imports prior
to 1944.

^ Compiled by the Rubber Trade Association of A'ew York,
Inc., through January 1942. Thereafter through March 1947 the
Uni ted States Government was the sole purchaser of n a t u r a l
rubber and the pr ice shown is the G o v e r n r e n t base s e l l i n g
price. The Government price was fixed at JO.225 in 1941 and
continued at this f igure u n t i l January 13, 1947, when it was
raised to iO.257 1/2. There was a free market a f t e r April 1,
1947, and prices shown beg inn ing that month (compiled by the
V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics) are spot
market prices at New York. However, the Government continued
to sell rubber at *0.257 1/2 in April and early May 1947.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement. Month ly averages beginning 1921 and monthly
f igures for 1923-40 are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942, 1940, 1938.
1936, and 1932 Supplements.

* Compiled by the I'.. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Domestic Con'irerce beginning May 1948 (by the O f f i c e of Kate-
rials Distribution for A p r i l 1947-April 1948); and by the
Civilian Production Administration and predecessor agencies
prior to April 1947. All data are industry totals and include
GR-S, Neoprene, Butyl , and Butadiene-Acyrlor. i tr i le. Production
for the ent ire period and consumption and stocks through August
1945 are based on complete reports; thereafter, consumption and
stocks are based on samples representing almost the entire in-
dustry and are adjusted to coniplete coverage. Stock figures
include Government and industry stocks for the entire period.
Stocks shipped for export but not c leared are not included.
Prior to Ju ly 1947, stocks were ca lcula ted f rom new supply
(production plus a smal l amount of imports beginning 1943),
consumption, and exports, adjusted per iodica l ly to reported
inventories. Beginning July 1947, figures represent estimated
total stocks based on reported stocks.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement.

5 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Domestic Commerce beg inning May 1948 (by the O f f i c e of Mate-
rials Distribution for April 1947-April 1943); by the Civilian
Production Administration and predecessor agencies for January
1941-March 1947; and Ly the Rubber Manufacturers Association,
Inc., and the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau -of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, pr ior to 1941. Data include only natu-
ral rubber rec la ims pr ior to 1944 and both n a t u r a l and syn-
thetic rubber reclaims subsequently. Synthetic reclaim opera-
tions were not a v a i l a b l e , nor were they s i zeab le , prior to
1944. Consumption and production for Apri l 1942-August 1945
and la te r p roduc t ion data are as reported by all companies;
da t a for the ear l ie r per iod and consumption d a t a b e g i n n i n g
September 1945 are based on m o n t h l y reports , represen t ing a
large proport ion of the indus t ry , adjusted to complete cover-
age. The repor ted da ta for consumpt ion l e g i n n i n g September
1945 represent over 90 pe rcen t of the i n d u s t r y total . For
J u l y 1941 to M a r c h 1942 reported f igu res *ere ra ised 1 to 2
p e r c e n t , to a l l o w for n o n r e p o r t i n g companies ; e a r l i e r 1941
f igures were es t imated from incomplete reports to the Rubber
M a n u f a c t u r e r s Associa t ion. Stock f igu res for 1941-June 1947
are ca l cu la t ed from consumption, p roduc t ion , exports, and im-
ports and are adjusted p e r i o d i c a l l y to reported inventor ies ,
represen t ing complete coverage. Beginning J u l y 1947, stocks
represent e s t ima ted total stocks based on reported figures.

Consumption and stocks pr ior to 1941 *ere ba.sed on month ly
reports to the Rubbe r M a n u f a c t u r e r s A s s o c i a t i o n , accoun t ing
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for 70 to 85 percent of the totals, adjusted to complete cov-
erage by the Association beginning May 1938 and by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce for the earlier period, on
the basis of annual surveys of "the industry by the latter
agency. Annual production figures prior to 1941 were derived
from changes in stocks, amounts consumed, and amounts exported
and imported; monthly figures reported to the Rubber Manufac-
turers Association, representing 95 to 100 percent of the in-
dustry, were adjusted to these annual totals. Information on
the coverage of the reported monthly data for individual years
prior to 1941 and the method of adjusting these data to indus-
try totals are given in the 1942 Supplement in notes 1 and 12
for p. 160.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statisti-
cal Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly
figures for 1932-40 (except for 1932 revisions in production)
are'available in the 1942. 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements.
Data shown in the 1932 Supplement are reported data instead
of data raised to 100-percent coverage. Monthly figures prior
to 1933 for production and prior to 1932 for consumption and
stocks are available upon request.

6 The monthly averages for consumption and production are
based on annual totals; stock figures are for December 31. The
1939-41 data, with the exception of production for 1939 and
1940, are estimated.

f Includes small adjustment (4123 tons for chemical and -126
for reclaimed rubber).

* Data for indicated months include inventory adjustments
as follows: 1945—February, -2,500 tons; December, -2,037
tons; 1946—January, -230 tons; 1947—March, 45,739 tons;
April, 41,030 tons; May, +1,389 tons; June, 4792 tons.

9 Includes inventory adjustment of f1,565 tons.
10 Includes an adjustment of +5,384 tons.
;; Beginning July 1947, data are estimated total stocks;

see note 1 for this page.
12 Beginning July 1947, data are estimated total stocks

based on reported stocks.
13 Includes 120 tons of latex coagulum, declared scrap.
'* Includes year-end adjustment of 43,863 tons.
is Includes year-end adjustment of -2,087 tons, applicable

to the first 10 months.
16 Includes year-end adjustment of -8,200 tons.

Includes year-end adjustment of -12,336 tons.

Page 181
1 Compiled by the Rubber Manufacturers Association, Inc.

All d»ta are 100% industry totals, based on monthly and quar-
terly reports from manufacturers accounting for a large pro-
portion of the industry. Estimates are included for nonreport-
ing companies. The reporting companies accounted for 91-94
percent of total production for 1941-43, and the entire pro-
duction of casings and 92-98 percent of the production of inner
tubes for later years. The estimates were adjusted by the As-
sociation to biennial Census of Manufactures data through 1939.
Figures cover only automotive casings and inner tubes; they do
not include data for solid rubber tires or pneumatic tires for
motorcycles, bicycles, and aviation, industrial, and agricul-
tural equipment.

Total shipments include all shipments to purchasers from
factories, regional branches, and sectional warehouses, except
shipments to other tire manufacturers(inter-manufacturers pur-
chases), and, beginning 1944, also transfers to company-owned
stores. Tires on consignment are included in shipments at the
time they are sold and contract mileage tires at the time they
are shipped to the account or servicing point. Shipments to
factory warehouses are not included. Shipments for original
equipment represent shipments to vehicle m a n u f a c t u r e r s for
original equipment.

Export shipments are as reported by manufacturers and cover
new tires only. From 1941 until the end of the war the Asso-
ciation reported lend-lease shipments as replacements instead
of shipments for export, except that from late 1943 until the
end of 1945 orders placed by the Office of Economic Warfare
(formerly Foreign Economic Administration) were classified un-
der exports. It is stated by the Association that companies
were requested to conform with the export definition of the
Govemff»ent and to consider shipments to Alaska, Hawai i , and
Puerto Pico as domestic business but that one or two companies
reported shipments to those areas in exports. Inconsistencies
in data for export shipments have a bearing on the accuracy of
the figures for replacement sales which represent total ship-
ments less shipments for export and for original equipment.
Export shipments as reported by the Association d i f fer from

export statistics of the U. S. Department of Commerce shown in
the last column, which cover total exports to foreign countries
(including lend-lease shipments), based on declarations of all
exporters, and include used and retreaded tires as well as new
tires.

Stocks include stocks at factory, regional branches, sec-
tional warehouses, and consigned stocks, as well* as stocks in
transit between such points, and, prior to 1944, stocks of
company-owned stores. Stocks purchased from other manufac-
turers are included. Ihe change beginning 1944 in the treat-
ment of transfers to company-own^d stores (whereby these trans-
fers were considered sales and stocks at company-owned stores
were excluded from inventories) was made to coincide with the
OPA Rationing Board control plans.

Louring 1942, Government restrictions required vehicle manu-
facturers to return excess stocks and exporters to return some
stocks originally intended for shipment to foreign customers.
Dealers also cade large returns of stocks to manufacturers un-
der a Government-sponsored program. The shipments figures are
not adjusted for such returns. As a result, there arc distor-
tions in the data and it should be noted that inventories in-
creased in SOBC months out of all proportion to production.
Ihe Association cautions that, because of considerable confu-
sion in the industry in 1942, figures for that year should not
be used to indicate trends.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement. Monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly
fipres for 1936-40 for all series, except shipments of casings
for export and for replacement equipment, are available in the
1942 and 1940 Supplements; earlier monthly figures for produc-
tion, total shipments, and stocks are on pp. 16-18 of the May
1939 Survey. Export data shown in these volumes arc exports
as reported by the U. S. Department of Commerce (see explana-
tion of the data above) plus shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico and, beginning 1935, Virgin Islands, while replacement
shipments are total shipments less these export figures and
shipments for original equipment; however, for 1936-38, these
data for exports and replacement shipments are approximately
the same as export and replacement shipments reported by the
Association. Monthly figures for 1936-40 for export shipments
and replacement shipments, as reported by the Association, are
available upon request.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and the Bu-
reau of the Census thereafter.

Data for exports of tires and tubes cover only automotive
tires and tubes, including used and retreaded tires as well as
new tires. They do not include exports of solid and cushion
tires nor airplane, bicycle, motorcycle, tractor, and farm im-
plement tires. The data shown here and in the 1947 Supplement
include only shipments to foreign countries and therefore dif-
fer from export figures shown in earlier Supplements which in-
clude shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico and, begin-
ning 1935, Virgin Islands. Monthly figures for 1941-44 are
shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. Monthly data for
1924-40 comparable with the figures shown here are available
upon request.

Page 182

* Compiled by the Coafecf Abrasives Association (formerly
called the Abrasive Paper and Cloth Manufacturers' Exchange)
from reports of 7 manufacturers and are estimated by the As-
sociation to represent about 94 percent of the industry at
present. The totals given include the domestic shipments of
garnet, emery, f l i n t , and art i f ic ia l (si l icon, carbide, and
aluminum oxide) paper, cloth, and combinations. Figures are
stated in equivalent reams, 9 by 11 inches.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1919-34 and monthly data for
1928-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures
for 1923-37 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supple-
ments.

2 Compiled "by the V. S. Depart.-nent of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines. Beginning January 1940 and September 1942, data for
two plants in Puerto Rico are included; also, one new plant in
Hawaii started operation in September 1944 but was dismantled
in December 1946. New plants, using the wet process method,
located in Colorado, Utah, and South Carolina started operations
in June, October, and December 1948, respectively. Clinker
cement is unground cement; data for production of cl inker
cement are avai lable in the reports of the Bureau of Mines.
The coverage of themonthly figures on operations is practical-
ly complete, according to annual figures of the Cureau of
Mines.
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Month ly data for 1941-44 arc shown in the 1947 Stat is t ical

Supplement . M o n t h l y averages for 1913-34 (except stocks of
c l inker which begin 1923) and mon th ly f igures for 1938*40 are
ava i l ab le in the 1942 Supplement. Mon th ly f igures for 1923-37
are shown in the 1940, 1933, 1936, and 1932 Supp lemen t s .
M o n t h l y da ta back to 1915 for the i tems for wh ich data are
presented prior to 1923 are shown on p. 47 of the September
1923 Survey. These figures are correct except for the De-
cember 1922 stock figure, which should read 9,352,000 bar re ls
instead of 9.134,000.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Cowrerce, Pureat* of
the Census. Data include ung lazed common and face brick and
cover all known manufacturers . Est imates are made for a few
establishments from which reports were not received.

Comparable m o n t h l y data for product ion for 1943-44 and
shipments and stocks for September 1942-44 are a v a i l a b l e in
the 1947 Statistical Supplement.

An ear l ier series for shipments and stocks compiled by the
Bureau of the Census for a s m a l l e r n u m b e r of companies is
ava i lab le for January 1941-September 1942, thus providing a 1-
month overlap with the present series.

" Compiled by the tr. 5. Depart/rent of Labor, Rureev of La-
bor Statistics, and represents the wholesale price of comn-on
bui ld ing brick, f.o.b. plant , average of 50 quotations, month-
ly from manufac turers . It should be noted that brick prices
vary considerably in d i f f e ren t parts of the country, and that
the series shown here is only indicative of the trend.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are ava i lab le in the 1947 Statis-
t ica l Supplement . Month ly figures for 1932*40 and m o n t h l y
averages for 1931-34 for th'is series and for 1919-30 for an
ear l ie r series (based on 82 quotat ions) are ava i l ab le in the
1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements. The 1931 average for
the series based on 82 quotations is $12.396.

5 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Co^/rerce, Bureau of
the Census. The mon th ly series include estimates for a few
establishments from which reports are not received; they cover
all known manufac tu re r s . The 1935-39 figures for production
and stocks are from reports of the Biennial Census of Manufac-
tures for 1935, 1937, and 1§39 and the Census of Clay Products
Manufac tu res for 1936. The 1940 figures ire estimated indus-
try totals based on data for about 94 percent of the industry
from the 1940 Census of Clay Products Industries. Stock fig-
ures for 1935-40 are as of December 31; production figures are
monthly averages computed front annual totals.

Monthly data for production for 1943-44 and shipments and
stocks for September 1942-44 are available in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement.

* As of December 31.
Average for 4 montlcs, September to December."

8 Series discontinued by the compil ing agency.
* Average for 8 months, January to August.

Page 183

* Compiled by the 6. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. The data cover all known manufacturers , i nc lud ing
estimates for a few establishments from which reports are not
received. There are no comparable earlier data.

Monthly data for production for 1943-44 and shipments and
stocks for September 1942-44 are ava i lab le in the 1947 Statis-
tical Supplement.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, since October 1945; prior to that date by the Class
Container Association and the G/.3SS Container Manufacturers
Institute through 1944 and the Har Production Board d u r i n g
January-October 1945- Tata cover all known manufac tu re r s Lut ,
prior to 1945, include (except for stocks figures through 1943)
estimates for two small companies that did not report. The
omission of the stocks data for these two companies prior to
1944 does not a p p r e c i a b l y a f f ec t the comparabi l i ty of the
stocks data. There were 35 reporting companies in 1945 and
1946, 38 in 1947, and 36 in 1948.

The principal types of containers included in the various
classif ications are as follows: (1) Narrow neck food—catsup,
noncarbonated f ru i t juices, tomato juice, vinegar , salad dress-
ing; (2) wide mouth food—(packers' w a r e ) candies, jel1ies,
jams, mayonnaise, meats, mus ta rd , ol ives, peanut but ter , pick-
les, spaghetti; this classif icat ion includes packers* tumblers
which are approximately the same as the item formerly called
"^pressed food ware" and reported separately in the 1942 Sup-
plement; (3) beverages—primarily nonalcoholic carbonated bev-
erages, noncarbonated soft dr inks, and chocolate m i l k ; data
for the most part represent returnable containers, except in
1944 when the data include a smal l amount of nonre turnab le

containers; also a smal l q u a n t i t y of nonre turnable containers
was inc luded for cer ta in months of 1948 as ind ica ted ; (4) beer
bottles — returnable and nonre turnable containers for beer, ale,
and other a lcohol ic carbonated cereal beverages; (5) liquor
and wine—alcoholic beverages except carbonated cereal bever-
ages; (6) medicinal and toilet — all containers for pharmaceu-
t ical and toilet purposes except where otherwise specified;
(7) chemical, household, and industrial—carboys, f lower pots,
inks, paints , table cream 1- and 2-ounce jars , and miscellane-
ous items not elsewhere c l a s s i f i e d ; (8) dairy product s —mi Ik,
cream, m a l t e d or c h o c o l a t e m i l k - b o t t l e s used by dai ries;
(9) fruit jars and jelly glasses — a l l wide mouth containers
and j e l l y glasses for home preserving. In the 1942 Supplement,
the "pressure and nonpressure" group is the same as the bever-
age c lass i f ica t ion described above; the "general purpose" class
includes the data covered (in the 1947 publ ica t ion and in this
Supplement) by (7) above; and the da i ry products group shown
since the 1942 Supplement was former ly ca l led "mi lk bottles.1*

Current data as reported to the Census Bureau include a
break-down of production and stocks by type of container simi-
lar to the classes shown here for shipments only.

Production and shipments have been revised since publica-
tion of the 1942 Supplement to include estimates for 2 small
companies, and data for .the ^est Coast manufacturers (which
formerly were distr ibuted only in part to the . individual clas-
sifications under shipments) have been completely distributed
in the shipments data. Monthly data for 1941-44 are avai lable
in tKe 1947 Statistical Supplement. Revised monthly figures
for 1940 and annual figures beginning 1932 for production and
1928 for shipments are ava i l ab l e upon request. There have been
no revisions in the stock figures for 1938-40 published in the
1942 Supplement.

* Average for 4 months, September-December.
y Je l ly glasses included wi th wide mouth food containers.
5 Represents average based on the total number of wide mouth

food containers shipped dur ing the year, rather than average
of monthly figures shown.

e Represents average based on the total number of fruit jars
and je l ly glasses shipped during the year, rather than average
of monthly figures shown.

^ Includes a small quant i ty of nonreturnable containers.
6 Series discontinued by compil ing agency.
* Average for 8 months, January-August.

Page I8U

* Compiled by the American Glassware Association, Data on
tumblers co\er only machine-made drinking tumblers and packers* tum-
blers designed for reuse by consumers, including automatic pressed,
automatic press-blown, and automatic blown paste mould tumblers
of all sizes, and also a sn.all nun-oer of miscellaneous items,
such as goblets, footed wine glasses, mugs, etc. llie figures
for tumblers beginning 1944 are based on reports of 8 compa-
nies which accounted for 95 percent of total shipments of these
products in 1945, according to data compiled by the l.uieau of
the Census. The coverage as indicated by Census data declined
to 86 percent for 1916 and increased to 94 percent in 1947;
however, the Census figures for these years include semiauto-
matic as well as automatic glassware and t h e r e may be other
differences that affect comparisons of Association data with
these figures. Packers' reuse tun.blers produced by firms man-
ufacturing chiefly glass containers are excluded from these
data. Lata prior to 1944 cover f> companies which accounted
for 90 percent of production by all companies in 1939, 93 per-
cent in 1937, and 95 percent in 1935, as indicated by informa-
tion from the Census of ^'anufactu^es for the respective years.
Ratios of data for 6 companies to data for 8 companies for
1944 are as follows: Production, 96.7; shipments, 96.6;
stocks, 99.1. 'Ihere are substantial inconsistencies in the
stock figures for tumblers from the middle of 1941 until the
latter part of 1912, apparently resulting largely from correc-
tions in ships-rents data originally reported with no corre-
sponding correction in stocks. The December 1942 stock fig-
ures were corrected to include inventory adjustments.

The data for rrachine-made table, kitchen, and household
ware include transparent and opaque cups, saucers, plates,
dishes and all other tableware (all sizes), console bowls,
jugs (pressed or blown), hostess trays, syrup jugs, oil bot-
tles, mustard jars, candlesticks, ash trays, cigarette boxes,
ice tubs, decanters, cookie jars and covers, candy jars, cock-
tail shakers, graduates, salad bowls, percolator tops, refrig-
erator and utility jars and covers, lemon and orange reamers,
measuring cups, water bottles, jello moulds, mixing bowls, ice
box butters, rean.er jugs, graduate jugs, drip jars and covers,
utility bowls and covers, and castor cups. These data are
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compiled from reports of 7 companies through 1946, and 8 com-
panies for 194? and 1948, estimated by the Association to ac-
count for about 92 percent of shipments of these products in
1945 and 90 percent in 194?. Comparable figures are not avai l -
able prior to 1944; an earlier series for 5 companies published
in the 1942 Supplement and in the monthly Survey through the
February 1946 issue is not included here because the compara-
bi l i ty of the data was mater ia l ly affected by the inclusion of
reports for the 2 additional companies and there was no con-
sistent relationship throughout 1944 between data for the 5
companies and the 7 companies included through 1946.

Monthly data for tumblers for 1941-44 and table, kitchen,
and household ware for 1944 are available in the 194? Statis-
tical Supplement. Monthly data for tumblers for 1939-40 are
avai lable in the 1942 Supplement.

a Compiled by the U, S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Mines, except imports which are compiled by the C/. S» $e-
partment of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
through April 1941 and Bureau of the Census thereafter. Data
for imports are imports for consumption. The Bureau of Mines
figures cover all primary gypsum producing and processing com-
panies and, except as indicated below for gypsum products, are
based on quarterly reports.

Data on crude gypsum, which exclude byproduct gypsum, cover
98 to 100 percent of the industry. Data on calcined gypsum
include production from domestic, imported, and beginning with
1938, byproduct crude, and represent complete coverage begin-
ning 1938; for the earlier years they cover 98 to 99 percent
of the industry.

Data on gypsum products beginning 1938 are based on quar-
terly reports (except data for "industrial plasters" which are
based on annual data for 1938) covering total sales of cal-
cined products and 95 to 100 percent of sales of uncalcined
products. The quarterly averages for 1935 through 1937 are
computed from annual totals that represent complete coverage
of the market for uncalcined and calcined gypstim products.
Sales by processing companies that use byproduct crude or that
do not mine or calcine gypsum are included for all years and
adjustments made for changes in the classifications used in
the different canvasses to make statistics for the earlier
years comparable with data currently reported. Data for lath,
tile, and wallboard for 1935 and 1936 are partly estimated.

Uncalcined gypsum products include Portland-cerent retarder,
agricultural gypsum, gypsum for use as fi l ler and rock dust in
brewers' fixe, color manufacture, and for unspecified minor
purposes. Industrial plasters include plasters sold to plate- i
glass, terra-cotta, and pottery works and orthopedic, dental, |
and all .other plasters sold for industrial or manufacturing j
uses; "other building plasters" includes plasters sold to mix-
ing plants, and ready-sanded, gauging, molding, prepared fin-
ishes, and miscellaneous bui lding plasters. Tile includes
partition, roof, floor, soffit, shoe, and all other gypsum
tile and planks, tailboard includes sheating and all other
gypsum board and, beginning September 1942, includes laminated
board reported as area of component board. Laminated board is
a new product which was first marketed in 1942.

Quarterly data for 1941-44 are available in the 194? Statis-
tical Supplement. Quarterly averages for 1928-34 for all the
series (except calcined production data which began in 1930 and
basecoat plasters which are included with "all other building
plasters" for 1928-30) and quarterly d a t a for 1938-40 are
available in the 1942 Supplement. Quarterly figures for 1933-
37 are shown in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements. The descriptive
note in the 1940 Supplement explains the coverage and limita-
tions of these earlier quarterly data on gypsum products.

3 Data for gypsum and gyp sura products are quarterly averages.

Page 185
' Compiled by the Rational Association of Hosiery %anufac~

turers. Data are estimated industry totals. Since the fall
of 1935, the estimates are based on monthly reports of member
and nonmember concerns which account for approximately 80 per-
cent of the total indus t ry ; in addit ion, annual reports of
production for 1944 were obtained from a large proportion of
the nonreporting mi l l s and were used in computing final data
for that year. During the existence of the Hosiery Code Au-
thority in the years 1934 and 1935, reports were received from
622 concerns operating 807 plants which accounted for 98 per-
cent of the output of the industry. Stocks include gray and
finished hosiery at mil ls; they are currently computed from
month-to-month changes in production and shipments, and are
subsequently adjusted to semiannual surveys made by the As-
sociation to a l low for i n t e r m i l l purchases, returned goods,
etc. Inc luded in the Associat ion's reports are detai ls for

all series by type of hose and by fibers,used. Annual reports
include also a geographic distribution of production. The As-
sociation's figures for total production of hosiery are ap-
proximately in agreement with production reported in the Census
of Manufactures for 1937. Production reported to the Bureau
of the Census in the Census of M a n u f a c t u r e s for 1939 was
152,342,000 dozen pairs.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; ninthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are published in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data
for 1934-37 are avai lable in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements.
Shipments for 1929-33 have been revised since publication"in
the 1938 Supplement and data in ear l ier Supplements are not
comparable with data shown here.

2 Compiled by the C/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, based on reports obtained from ginners. The Bureau
of the Census reports cumulative ginnings in running bales for
12 specified dates during the cotton year—July 31, -August 15
and 31, September 15 and 30, October 17 and 31, November 13
and 30, December 12, January 15, and February 28, and total
ginnings (preliminary figures) on March 20. A final report on
total ginnings is issued in April. Total ginnings for the sea-
son are given in both running bales and equivalent 500-pound
bales. The latter figures are derived from reported ginnings
in running bales. A consolidated report issued by the Bureau
of the Census and the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, July to December inclusive, gives
estimated total production in 500-pound bales; these estimates
are published in the monthly Survey until total ginnings, con-
verted to equivalent 500-pound bales, become available in Mi»rch.
As the weight of the running bale varies for different locali-
ties, as well as (to a lesser degree) from year to year (see
note 6 for this page), running bales are converted to bales
of uniform weight in order to measure more accurately the size
of the cotton crop. Prior to 1945, bale weights for about half
of the cotton crop were obtained from local weighers, merchants,
•and other handlers of cotton. For 1945, bale weights of the
cotton ginned obtained directly from ginners amounted to about
10 percent of the crop, for 1946, 15 percent, and for 1947, 7
percent. On the basis of these reports, weighted average bale
weights were computed for each county and used to convert run-
ning bales to equivalent 500-pounds gross weight. County totals
were added to obtain State and United States totals.

Monthly figures shown herein arc cumulative ginnings as of
the end of the month specified (except December 12 period,
given here as of the end of December and the January 15 period,
given as of the end of January) for the cotton-ginning season,
the March figure representing total ginnings from the crop
grown in the preceding year. Annual figures represent total
production or ginnings from the crop grown in the year shown.

Annual figures beginning 1913 and monthly data prior to
1945 for the selected reporting dates are avai lable in the
1947, 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Figures
for 1913-22 include small amounts of Lower Cal i forn ia and
Mexican cotton ginned in the United States. Figures for ear-
lier years back to 1899 and also county and State data are
given in the original reports of the Bureau of the Census.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of
the Census, from reports received from all raw cotton-consuming
establishments. A bale is considered to be "consumed* when
it is opened at the mill. The monthly reports of the Bureau
of the Census show total consumption by cotton-growing States,
New England States, and "all other" States, separate figures
for consumption of foregin cotton (Egyptian and other foreign)
and American-Egyptian cotton, stocks in consuming establish-
ments and in public storage, the number of active spindles in
operation, imports, and exports.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; earlier monthly averages beginning 1913 and month-
ly data for 1923-40 are avai lable in the 1942, 1940. 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements.

* Compiled by the .yew For* Cotton Exchange. Total stock
figures shown here include ginned stock in all hands, both
private and Government controlled, and also, for dates in har-
vesting periods, the unpicked portions of the current crop.
The exchange uses figures compiled by the Bureau of the Census
for stocks of American cotton in consuming establishments and
in public storage and at compresses and stocks of foreign cot-
ton. Figures are in running bales, counting round as ha l f
bales, except foreign cotton which has been converted to equiv-
alent bales of 478 pounds net weight. Of the total carry-over
of cotton in the Uni ted States on Ju ly 31, 1946, the end of
the 1945-46 crop year, approximately 971,000 bales were owned
by the Federal Government and 210,000 were held by the Govern-
ment as collateral against loans to growers; on July 31, 1948
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(1947-48 crop year ) these amounts were 41 bales and 33 bales,
respectively.

Month ly data for 1941-44 (except for mino r rev is ions) are
shown in the 1947 S t a t i s t i c a l Supp lemen t ; m o n t h l y averages
pr ior to 1935 and mon th ly data for 1936-40 for domestic cotton
are a v a i l a b l e in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements; ea r l i e r month-
ly data beginning August 1925 are shown on pp. 15-16 of the
August 1939 Survey (da t a for "publ ic storage and compresses"
and "consuming establishments" are designated "warehouses" and
"mi l l s , " respect ively) . Monthly data pr ior to 1941 for stocks
of foreign cotton in the Uni t ed States and total stocks in-
c lud ing foreign cotton, and month ly data prior to August 1925
for stocks in publ ic storage, etc., and at consuming es tabl ish-
ments, have not been published in the Survey and are a v a i l a b l e
upon request.

5 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Pureau of
Foreign and Dorestic Commerce through April 1941 and the Bu-
reau of the Census thereaf ter . Imports are imports for con-
sumption. In the or ig ina l reports, exports are given in de-
tail by countries of des t inat ion, and imports by countries of
origin. Imports are shown in the o r i g i n a l reports in pounds
and in this volume have been converted to bales ( through March
1946) by d i v i d i n g by 478; they are therefore in bales of 478
pounds net, e q u i v a l e n t to bales of 500 pounds gross weight ;
beginning April 1946, the bales (as reported by the Cureau of
the Census) are of 480 pounds net. In ear l ie r Supplements the
data are in bales of 500 pounds net weight. Beginning 1947,
data inc lude Army c i v i l i a n supply shipments (not p rev ious ly
a v a i l a b l e ) which amounted to 30,395 bales in 1947.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; ear l ier ninthly averages beginning 1913 and month-
ly data for 1923-40 are publ ished in the 1942, 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements. Revisions for exports in 1940 in
bales are as follows: March , . 426,942; A p r i l , 340,469; May,
212,323; June, 129,887. Data for imports should be converted
to 500-pound gross weight bales, by m u l t i p l y i n g by 1.046, to
have f igures comparable with those shown here. Figures for
impor ts pr ior to 1934 are general imports. Linters are in-
c luded in the J a n u a r y - A u g u s t 1913 f igures for exports, as
separate data for l inters are not ava i l ab le for this period.

^ Production of l i n t cotton is expressed in both running
bales and equiva len t 500-pound bales (gross weight), as indi-
cated. All other figures are in running bales, except imports
and stocks of fore ign cotton which have been converted to
bales of 478 pounds net , equ iva l en t to bales of 500 pounds
gross. Inc luded in r u n n i n g bales of l in t cotton are round
ba les which are counted as h a l f bales. The average gross
we igh t of the r u n n i n g bale for recent crop y e a r s f o l l o w s
(pounds ) : 1941-42, 511.3; 1942-43, 515.3; 1943-44, 513.5;
1944-45, 516.5; 1945-46, 511.5; 1946-47, 507.2 (revised); 1947-
48, 513.0. The average gross weight of bales of l in t cotton
exported is s l igh t ly higher; the average weight of bales ex-
ported for the crop year ended July 31, 1946, is 517.7 pounds;
Ju ly 31, 1947, 516.1 pounds; Ju ly 31, 1948, 514.4 pounds. Part
of the d i f f e r ence between these types is due to heavier wrap-
pings and bindings for export and to the fact that the larger
portion of export cotton comes from States in which bales aver-
age highest in weight.

7 Total g innings from crop grown in the year shown and not
a monthly average.

® Total ginnings 'from crop grown in preceding year.

Page 188

Compiler1, by the V- S. /Vparfn.enf of A%i -jculture, Bureau
of Agric'tltiiral F.conoric.t (farm prices) and Production and
y<irketinp. Administration (market prices). In computing the
average price received by farmers, State prices received by
farmers for all grades of lint cotton, as determined from re-
ports of special price reporters, are weighted by monthly
sales in each State to obtain a monthly average price for the
Lnited States. Prices are taken a.« of the 15th of the month.
Annual figures shown here are unweighted averates of calendar-
month prices; reports of the Department of Agriculture give a
weighted crop-year averace price.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for farm prices for 11*28-34 and
monthly data beginning 1934 through July 1937 are available in
the 1940 and 1936 Supplements (revised figure for May 1936,
SO. 114); mont!,!y data for August 1937-December 1910 (revised
since publication of the 1942 and earlier Supplements) are
given in a note on p. S-35 of the June 1944 Survey. Data in
the 1936 and 1932 Supplements and data prior to 1928 in the
1940 and 1938 Supplements are based on St.-.te prices weighted

by production and are not entirely comparable with the current
series weighted by sales. Monthly averages for all years
shown in the 1942 Supplement are wei^hte**! averages instead of
simple averages of the monthly figures as in earlier Supple-
ments and in the later volurres. Monthly data beginning August
1909 are available in the January 1946 issue of "Crops and
Markets" published by the I. S. Department of Agriculture.

The 10-markets price represents the average spot price of
middling 15/16-inch cotton in the following southern markets:
Charleston (this market was substituted for Norfolk beginning
August 6, 1941), Augusta, Savannah, Montgomery, New Orleans,
Memphis, Little Rock, Dallas, Houston, and Galveston. The
prices are computed from official daily quotations of cotton
exchanges in the designated rarkets. Beginning August 1939,
prices are as quoted on middling 15/16-inch. For the earlier
period, the prices were computed by adding the monthly average
premiums for 15/16-inch to the average price of 7/8-inch in
the 10-markets, premiums for 4 markets (Norfolk, Augusta,
Savannah, and Montgomery) being estimated.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1928-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 for the 10-markets price, and r.onthly averages for
1913-27 for price in New Orleans, are available in the 1942
Supplement. The note on the series in that volume explains
the method of computing the 10-markets price for 1928-34 and
gives a comparison between this series and the earlier New
Orleans price. Monthly data for 1913-37 are available upon
request.

^ Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Linters are the short fiber obtained -by the cot-
tonseed-oil mills in delinting cottonseed. The quantity of
linters obtained from a ton of cottonseed varies considerably.
In recent years, the average quantity obtained has varied as
follows (years ended July 31): 1939, 154 pounds; 1940, 160;
1941, 171; 1942, 186; 1943, 190; 1944, 184; 1945, 176 (revised);
1946, 182 (revised); 1947, 191; 1948, 186. Production data are
based on reports from all cottcnseed-oi1 raills. It is probable
that consumption figures include some motes, sxveepings, etc.,
the production of which during the 1947-48 season amounted to
46,384 equivalent 500-pound bales. Data for stocks include
stocks held in consuming establishments, in public storage and
at compresses, and stocks at cottonseed-oil mills. Data do
not include stocks held in private warehouses or by private
individuals, stocks held at ports, and linters in transit.
Data for the excluded items are available, o'nly as of July 31,
and are partially estimated. Total stocks, including linters
in transit, as of July 31 for recent years are as follows (in
running bales): 1941, 787.398; 1942, 637,037; 1943, 739.114;
1944, 567,166; 1945, 378,551; 1946. 421.613 bales; 1947,
356,986; 1948, 370,137.

Mor.thly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly
data for consumption for 1913-37 and for production and stocks
for August 1925-37 are available upon request.

Compiled by V. S. Department of Ccvra.erce, Bureau of the
Census. Data for 1937 and 1939 are from the Census of Manu-
factures; data for certain later periods were compiled from
reports to the Civilian Production Administration and prede-
cessor agencies. Statistics are from reports filed by manu-
facturers primarily engaged in weaving fabrics over 12 inches
in width of cotton, silk, rayon, and other synthetic fiber
yarns. All such manufacturers were canvassed and estimates
were made for a few manufacturers not filing reports. Averages
for the first three quarters of 1942 are estimated in part
from data on scheduled rather than actual production. Produc-
tion of tire fabrics is excluded. Fabrics containing 25 per-
cent or more wool by weight are not classified as cotton, nor
are fabrics containing 51 percent or r:ore rayon by weight.
Production is that taken from the looms. The quarterly data
cover 13-week periods.

Quarterly data for 1942-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement.

u Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Exports comprise cotton cloth, duck
and tire fabric, both unfinished (in the gray) and finished
(bleached, yarn-dyed or dyed in the piece, or printed). In
the period 1947-48, exports of cotton cloth, duck, and tire
fabric accounted for approximately three-fourths of the value
of exports of all cotton finished manufactures, for 1935-46,
a°bout two-thirds, and for a somewhat larger proportion in
earlier years. Beginning 1947, exports include Army civilian
supply shipments (not previously available) which for that
year amounted to 12,016,000 square yards. Prior to January
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1922, the data were reported in linear yards, but the differ-
ence between this and the present measurements ia small*

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly data for
1936-40 for exports are in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. Data
published in earlier Supplements have been revised beginning
1927 to include tire fabrics and beginning January 1928 to in-
clude also heavy filter paper dryer, hose, and belting duck;
these items had been included in earlier data. The revised
monthly figures beginning 1913 may be found in table 48, j>. 17,
of the November 1939 Survey, ,

Imports include cotton cloth, both unfinished and finished.
Data are imports for consumption beginning 1934 and general
imports previously. Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in th«
1947 Statistical Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and
monthly data for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement; monthly
data for 1923-37 are available in the 1940. 1938, 1936, and
1932 Supplements.

5 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Agriculture, fVocfoe-
tion and Marketing Administration. Mill margins represent the
difference between the price of cloth obtainable from a pound
of raw cotton and the price of cotton (includes processing tax
for the period August 1933 to December 1935 amounting to about
4 cents per pound when corrected to a gross weight basis).
The mill margin thus includes all manufacturing costs other
than raw cotton, and the manufacturer's profit. The cloth
prices used in computing the mill margin are spot prices in
the New York market for 17 standard carded gray goods con-
structions (6 print cloths, 3 sheetings, 4 drills, 1 sateen,
1 twill , and 2 ducks), compiled from the "International Textile
Apparel Analysis" published by the International Statistical
Bureau, Inc. . N e w York, N. Y. Gray goods refers to cloth that
has not been bleached, dyed, printed, or otherwise finished.
Prices, ,quoted on a per-yard basis, have been converted to a
price per pound oh the basis of the approximate quantity of
*ach cloth obtainable from m pound of cotton, with adjustment
for salable waste. Raw cotton prices are based ofi average
prices in 10 spot markets (for the markets, see note 1 above)
for the quality of cotton assumed to be used in each kind of
cloth. However, these prices are not necessarily those paid
by mills, for transportation and handling charges from central
cotton markets to manufacturing centers have not been includ-
ed. The average margin for the 17 constructions ia unweighted.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1925-34 and monthly data for
1936-40 are available also in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements;
Monthly data beginning August 1925 are shown in table 51, p.
18 of the November 1939 Survey.

9 Compiled by the V* S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La*
bor Statistics, and for all series are averages of weekly
prices and are f.o.b* mill* The complete specifications for
the denim series are blue, white-backed, 28-inch, 2.20 yards
per pound, unsanforized (mill finish). The more exact descrip-
tion of the series for sheeting is brown, 36~ineh, 56 by 6t),
4 yards per pound, unbleached, unmercerized, except for the
July 1943-September 1946 period when prices relate to 56 x 56
sheeting as indicated in note 15. For print cloth, more exact
description is print cloth, 38-1/2-inch, 64 by 60, 5.35 yards
per pound, in the gray, except for July 19 43-December 194$
when prices relate to print cloth 64 x 56, 5.50 yards to a
pound as' indicated in note 14. Production of 56 x 60 sheeting
and 64 x 60 print cloth was discontinued during the war period
by War Production Board order, effective April 20,1943, and
looms formerly producing these constructions were required to
produce 56 x 56 sheeting and 64 x 56 print cloth, respectively.

Monthly figures for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statisti-
cal Supplement; monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly
data for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for
earlier years for print cloth and sheeting are correct as
shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements, except
for revisions of 1 to 2 cents in the figures for print cloth
for several months in the years 1926 to 1931. Monthly data
for 1913-37 for the series on denims are available upon re-
quest.

7 Compiled by the #« S. freparttnent of Labor, Bureau of La-
bor Statistics. Data are average weekly prices for Southern,
22/1, cones, carded, white, for knitting, f.o.b* mill , begin-
ning 1941. Earlier figures in italics are for Northern, 22/1,
cones, carded, white, mulespun, f.o.b. mill; the average for
1941 comparable with the earlier data is 10.360. Annual fig-
ures are averages of the weekly quotations rather than aver-
ages of the monthly figures shown.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; annual averages for 1913*34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 for the series in italics are shown in the 1942

Supplement and earlier monthly data are in the 1940, 1938,
1936, and 1932 Supplements.

* Compile^ by the V. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La*
bor Statistics. Data beginning July 1946 are averages of weekly
prices for cotton yam twisted, 40/1, carded, f.o.b. mill,
Boston; earlier data are for Southern, 40/1, skeins, single,
carded, f.o.b. mill . This series was discontinued after Octo-
ber 1946 (quotations for July-October, $0.672; $0.756; $0.804;
10.834). Annual averages are averages of the weekly quotations
rather than averages of the monthly figures. Monthly data for
1941-44 for the prior series are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; annual averages for 1921-34 and monthly figures
for 1936-40 are shown in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. The
notes in these Supplements should state that the prices are
f.o.b. mill instead of f.o.b. Boston; data prior to 1933 are
computed from New Bedford prices.

* Data are in running bales. The average gross weight (in
pounds) of the running bale, as computed from returns receiv-
ed from cottonseed -oil mills, for recent years is as follows
(years ended July 31): 1942, 628.5; 1943, 629.4; 1944, 617.7
(revised); 1945,621.7; 1946, 621.8 (revised); 1947, *15.7;
1948, 613.7.

/* Quarterly average; 1937 and 1939 averages are computed
from annual totals*

11 Average for 11 months; no quotation for October,
J* Monthly averages based on total for the year which in-

cludes minor revisions not distributed monthly*
13 Average for January-* June. Hie. print cloth average is for

64 x 60 cloth and the sheeting average for 56 x 60 sheeting.
However, it will be noted that the price of the 56 x 56 sheet*
ing was also $0.108 for May- December,

** Price for 64 x 56 print cloth (see note 6); price for
this construction for May and June 1943 was $0.087. Price for
64 x 60 print cloth for Oetober^December 1945, comparable with
later data and with data through June 1945 was $0.099.

'* Price for 56 x 56 sheeting (see note 6); prices for this
construction for May- June 1943 and October. 1946 were the same
as for 56 x 60 sheeting. The average for 1946 is for 11
months, January-November; the October;, and November price in-
cluded in the average is $0.180.

•** Average for 6 months, July-Bftcefnber.

* Compiled by t)ie #. S. Department . of Cooanerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data relate to all cotton system spindles, and
beginning August 1945, include data for spindles spinning syn-
thetic and blended fibers; earlier monthly averages and figures
shown in previous Supplements and in monthly Surveys prior to
September 1948 are for spindles consuming 100 percent cotton.
Operations, stated as a percentage of capacity, are computed
on a 5-day, 2-shift, 80*hour week basis. In computing the per-
centages, allowances are made for that portion of total spin-
dles not normally operated on holidays* Figures beginning
August 1945 for total active spindles refer to number of spin-
dles active on the last working day of the month; earlier data
and figures shown in previous Supplements (except where noted
for 1946 in the 1947 Supplement), and in monthly Surveys prior
to September 1947, relate to total spindles active at any time
during the month. In the first half of 1946, the number of
spindles active on the last day of the month averaged 2 per-
cent less than the number active at any time during the month.

Earlier data relating to spindles consuming: 100 percent
cotton are available as fo l lows: Act ive spindles — monthly
figures for 1941-July 1945^ in the 1947 Statistical Supple-
meat; percentage of capacity— monthly figures for August 1933-
35, p. 18 of the March 1939 Survey (data were not computed on
a comparable basis prior to August 1933); spindle hours oper-
ated—monthly data prior to 1936, in 1938, 1936, and 1932 Sup-
plements.

' . * Compiled by the Textile Economics Bureau, Inc., and pub-
lished in the Rayon Organon. Both the filament yarn and the
staple series cover rayon produced by all processes of manu-
facture; rayon waste is not included, nor are other synthetic
textile products such as nylon, protein, and casein staple,
etc.

Consumption data represent net deliveries (gross shipments
less returns) to domestic consumers by American rayon produc-
ers* Stock data represent stocks of all finished rayon yarn
and staple held by domestic producers.

All data represent industry totals and, since 1941, have
been based on actual reports for the entire industry, earlier
data are estimated industry totals based on actual reports
representing 86 percent or more of the total, adjusted to com-
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plete coverage on the basil of d.att reported in the Biennial
CehsUs of Manufacture!*

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; earlier monthly average* or year-end figures for
yarn stocks beginning 1923 and monthly data for 1938-40 for
yarn and staple fiber stocks are available in the 1942 Supple-
ment and monthly data for 1930-3? for yarn stocks are shown on
p. 13 of the April 1940 Survey; these data are correct except
for scattered revisions in the end figures which are dut to
more accurate rounding of figures. Consumption data shown in
the 1942 Supplement cover gross domestic deliveries by produc-
ers plus imports for consumption through September 1941 and
are therefore not comparable with data shown in later Supple-
ments. Monthly data for 1923-40 for yarn consumption, for
1932-40 for staple fiber consumption (also annual data for
1928-31), and for 1936 and 193? for staple fiber stocks, are
available upon request*

3 Compiled by the £/. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
foreign and Domestic Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter. Rayon imports represent total yarns,
threads, and filaments. Silk imports are for unmanufactured
silk, comprising raw silk, cocoons, and waste* Data are im-
ports for consumption*

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 194? Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Data through 1933 are
general imports. Monthly data prior to 1938 are shown in the
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements, (Revisions in rayon
imports.: 1926, April, 739,000 pounds; May, 769,000; June,
858.000; December, 923,000; 1930, August, 225,000.)

Compiled by £•'• S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The complete description of the yarn series is as
follows: Viscose filament yarn, 150 denier, first quality,
minimum filament, in cones (prior to 1947, the prices are for
yarn in skeins; the January 1947 price for both series is the
same; for February-July, the price in cones was 2 cents lower
than the price in skeins); for the staple fiber series, vis-
cose, 1 72 denier, bright, in bales. Both series are f.o.b.
producer's plant, minimum freight allowed to destination, and
are computed from Tuesday prices reported from a trade organi-
zation.

Monthly data for 1941-44 (for yarn in skeins) are shown in
the 1947 Statistical Supplement; monthly averages prior to
1935 and monthly figures for 1938-40 are in the 1942 Supple-
ment. For monthly figures beginning 1913 for the yarn series,
see table 30, p. 22, of th« November 1941 Survey. Monthly data
for 1928-37 for the staple fiber series are available upon
request. —

Compiled by the U* 5. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data prior to 194? are compiled from reports to
the Civilian Production Administration and predecessor agen-
cies. Statistics are from reports filed by manufacturers pri-
marily engaged in weaving fabrics over 12 inches in width of
rayon, silk, cotton, nylon, and other synthetic fibers. All
known manufacturers were canvassed and estimates were made for
a few manufacturers not filing reports. Rayon goods are de-
fined as those containing 51 percent or more rayon by weight.
Rayon means synthetic yarns made by the viscose, cuprammonium,
or cellulose acetate processes. Silk, nylon,, glass, and other
fabrics made of synthetic yarns are not included, nor are fab-
rics containing 25 percent or more of wool. Rayon tire fabric
is excluded. Production is that taken fron the looms and is
measured in linear yards qf varying widths. The quarterly da-
ta cover 13-week periods.

Quarterly data for the second half of 1943-44 are shown in
the 1947 Statistical Supplement*

Average of data for the third and fourth quarters.
Less than 500 pounds.

8 Quarterly average.
9 Average for five months, August-December.

Pago 183
1 See note 3, page 187.
2 Compiled by the £/. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of La~

bor Statistics. Prices shown are averages of Tuesday quota-
tions. A more exact description of the series is as follows:
Silk, raw, Japan, double extra crack, 13/15 denier, 78 percent,
white, New York. Quotations beginning 1949 (shown currently
in the Survey) are for a substituted series of the same de-
scription, but represent a composite price; the December 1948
quotation for the new series is S2. 567.per pound, as compared
with $2.60 shown in this volume. Beginning January 1936, data
from a trade organization have been substituted for prices
based on mill reports. However, the comparability of the se-
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ries is not seriously affected. The overlapping data for 1936
and 1937 on the old basis are $1.766 and SI.858, respectively.

From August 1941 through May 1942 prices represent ceilings
established by CPA and predecessor agencies. All stocks of
silk were taken over by the Defense Supplies Corporation in
July 1941. Prices are not available for the period from June
1942 to June 1Q46, since silk was not sold for commercial use.
When silk impo *s from Japan were resumed after the war, the
United States Commercial Company (RFC) became the exclusive
selling agent of Japanese silk. Prices for 1946 represent
selling prices of 13. S. Commercial Company; in July and August
of 1946, prices were on a bid basis and for the balance of the
' year were auction prices*

Monthly data for 1941 and the first half of 1942 are shown
in the 194? Statistical Supplement; monthly averages for 1917-
34, based on mill reports, and monthly figures for 1936-40 for
the current series are in the 1942 and 1940 Supplements. Month-
ly data for 1923-3? on the old basis are shown in the 1933,
1936, and 1932 Supplements.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, ftureau of
the Census, Data cover total consumption on the woolen and
worsted systems and also, prior to 1946, consumption by all
other known manufacturers, including consumption in batting
and felt manufactures and on the cotton, silk, etc., systems
of spinning* Estimates are included for a few manufacturers
frora whoa reports were not received. The 1946 figures origi-
nally published also included data for all known manufacturers
using wool* They have been revised to cover consumption on
the woolen and worsted systems only, so that data will be com-
parable with figures compiled since the early part of 1947.
Total consumption for the year 1946, including all known manu-
facturers, entirely comparable with earlier data, is as fol-
lows (thousands of pounds): ApDarel class, 620,241; carpet
class, 128,056. It will be noted that consumption on the wool-
en and worsted systems accounted for 98.3 percent of total
consumption of apparel wool in 1946 and practically the entire
consumption of carpet wool.

Apparel-class wool comprises wool generally regarded as
more or less suitable for apparel purposes, whereas carpet-
class wool is foreign wool particularly suitable for the manu-
facture of floor coverings. Beginning 1942 all domestic and
duty-paid foreign wools have been classified as apparel an4
all free foreign wools as carpet. Apparel-class wool not finer
than 40s, and all carpet-class wool, if used for floor cover-
ings, press cloth, knit or felt boots, or heavy-fulled lumber-
men's socks, may be imported free of duty. Prior to 1942, re-
ported amounts of duty-free apparel wool not -finer than 40s
were included in the apparel-wool classification (this wool
was incompletely reported prior to September 1941) and a small
quantity of duty-paid wool was included in the carpet-wool
classification. The 1941 figures shown here include all duty-
paid foreign wool in apparel wool and all duty-free foreign
wool in carpet wool, as in figures for later years. Earlier
data have not been similarly revised but amounts involved prior
to September 1941 were small.

Data on an equivalent scoured basis are obtained by adding
to the wool reported in a scoured condition the wool reported
in a greasy condition converted to a scoured basis. Average
yields are assumed, varying with origin and grade, except for
carpet wool for which yields are reported. The original re-
ports give monthly consumption on a scoured basis by trade and
system. They also give consumption on a greasy basis for the
carpet wool. The scoured basis figures reflect more accurate-
ly changes in wool consumption as the greasy basis figures are
affected by shifts to heavier shrinking wools which do not af-
fect the scoured.

Prior to 1942, wool was considered consumed when cirded or
otherwise advanced beyond scouring. Beginning 1942, wool is
considered consumed on the worsted system when it enters the
scouring bowls and on the woolen and other systems when it is
put into process as scoured wool. Data are reported for 4-
and 5-»eek periods. For 1941, 1943, 1945-47, the first month
of each quarter is a 5-week period and the other two months of
the quarter are for 4 weeks, with the exception of December
1943 and 1947 which cover 5 weeks. In 1942. 1944, and 1948,
the reports were shifted to a 4- 5-week basis, except that da-
ta for December 1942 are for 4 weeks. No data were collected
for the week of December 28, 1941, to January 3. 1942. The
reporting year covered 51 weeks for 1942 and 53 weeks for 1943
and 1947; the monthly averages for these years were computed
frora 52-week totals based on average weekly consumption for
the reporting vear.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1918-34 and monthly figures
for 1934-40 are in the 1942, 1940, and 1938 Supplements (there
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have been minor revisions in 1935 data for apparel-claa*),
Monthly figures for apparel-class wool for 1932-33 are availa-
ble in the 1936 Supplement and monthly data for 1918*34 appear
on p. 20 of the July 1935 Survey. Monthly data prior to 1934
for carpet wool are in the September 1935 "Paw Wool Consump-
tion* report of the Bureau of the Census.

* Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Dewiest/c Commerce through April 1941 and Bureau of
the Census thereafter* Data are itnporta for consumption and
represent unmanufactured wool in the condition received—i.e.,
not converted to a uniform basis.

Monthly data for 1941*44 are ahowa in the 194? Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1913-34 and monthly figures
for 1938*40 are in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data prior to
1938 are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplement.,
(revisions for 1931: January, 13,747,000 pounds; March,
15,358,000; June, 16,812,000; July, 13,024,000.) Data prior
to 1934 are general imports*

* Compiled by the V. 3. Department of A&riculture, Produc*
tion and Marketing Adaini*trstion. Prices are fron the re*
porting service of that agency and are based on the mean of
weekly ranges of quotations, Boston market* More complete de-
scription of the territory wool is as follows: Raw wool, ter-
ritory, 64s, 70s, 80s, fine, combing, scoured basis. Mora de-
tailed specifications of the fleece are: Paw wool, bright
fleece, Ohio and similar grade, 56s (3/8 blood, strictly comb*
ing), grease basis* For Australian wool, specifications are:
Raw wool, Australian, 64s, 70s, good topmaking, scoured basis,
in bond, Boston market, excluding duty. These series have
been substituted for similar but not identical series formerly
shown in the Survey, compiled by the Boston Commercial Bulle-
tin.

Beginning in April 1943, practically all domestic wools
were purchased by the Commodity Credit Corporation and sold to
mills at Office of Price Administration ceiling prices. These
purchase and sale prices were identical through November 1945,
after which Commodity Credit Corporation cut its selling price
below its purchase price. Beginning August 1948, data are for
wool sold on the open market instead of the Commodity Credit
Corporation selling price (August price for the territory wool
comparable with prior months, $1*480 per pound; for the bright
fleece series, the C.C.C. and the open market price were the
same in August and September)*

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly data for 1939-40 for the two domestic se-
ries are shown on p. 24, of the February 1945 Survey. Monthly
data for these series for 1913*38 and for Australian wool for
1936*40 are available upon request; data prior to 1924 were
compiled from the Bos ton Commercial Bulletin, and for the terri-
tory wool series the figures are identical with the 1913-23
figures shown in earlier Supplements. Monthly data for 1923-38
for the original domestic wool series are shown in the 1942,
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Monthly figures for
1938-40 and monthly averages beginning 1930 are shown in the
1942 Supplement.

6 Compiled by the V, S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Allowance has been made for machinery activity of
the few manufacturers from whom monthly schedules were not re*
ceived. In collecting the data, wool machinery is regarded as
that machinery which is usually used to process wool and simi-
lar fibers, either alone or in combination with other textile
fibers, regardless of the product of the mill in which lo-
cated. Under the specific rules adopted in June 1934, hand or
machinery used exclusively for pattern-making, experimental,
or educational purposes was to be excluded, and looms were de-
fined as follows: Woolen and worsted looms—all power looms,
regardless of size, which are usually used to produce fabrics,
blankets, or woven felts containing by weight more than 25
percent of woolen or worsted-spun yarns; wool carpet and rug
looms—all power looms which are usually used to produce floor
coverings from woolen or worsted-spun yarns. It is believed
that these definitions for all practical purposes may be re*
garded as in effect throughout the entire period covered by
the data. Broad looms are those of over 50" reed space and
narrow looms are those 50" and.• under. Data for pile and Jac-
quard looms, shown separately in the original reports and the
monthly Survey beginningApril 1947, are included in the ear-
lier totals for broad and narrow woolen and worsted looms*

The data shown on the "monthly average" lines are weekly
averages for the reporting year consisting generally of 52
weeka. The reporting year covered 51 weeks for 1942 and 53
weeks for 1943 and 1947. The monthly figures are averages for
4- and 5-week periods. For 1941, 1943, 1945-47, the first
month of each quarter is a 5-week period and the other two

months of the quarter are for 4 weeks, with the exception of
December 1943 and 1947 which cover 5 weeks. In 1942, 1944,
and 1948, reports were shifted to a 4- 5-week basis, except
that data for December 1942 are for 4 weeks* No data were
collected for the week of December 28, 1941, to January 3,
1942. In reducing active hours to a weekly average, no ac-
count is taken of holidays.

Hie data shown for carpet and rug looms exclude (insofar aa
possible) activity of looms operating on blankets and cotton
fabrics during the 1942*45 period. Data for woolen and worsted
looms similarly exclude operations of looms on cotton fabrics
for 1942 but include operations of these looms for 1943, as
indicated in note 7.

The reports of the Bureau of the Census include details for
each kind of machinery for number in place and number active
at some time during the month, in addition to more detailed
data on active hours.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; averages for 1921-34 and monthly figures for 1938-
40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly figures for
1934-37 (except separate figures for broad and narrow carpet
and rug looms) appear in the 1940 and 1938 Supplements; the
annual weekly averages for 1934-37 are based on annual totals
which include slight revisions not distributed to the monthly
figures.

7 During the war period a *large proportion of the carpet
and rug looms were converted to the manufacture of blankets
and cotton fabrics, and some woolen and worsted looms to oper-
ations on cotton fabrics. Data for such operations of the
carpet and rug looms, reported separately for February 1942-
August 1945, are excluded from the figures shown here. Data
for a small number of these looms are included for January
1942 and after August 1945; by the end of 1945, however, such
operations had virtually stopped. Weekly averages of carpet
and rug loom activity for 1942-45, including data for looms on
blankets and cotton fabrics, are as follows (thousands of ac-
tive hours): 1942, broad and narrow combined (not reported
separately), 278; 1943— broad, 158; narrow, 131; 1944—broad,
137; narrow, 94; 1945—broad, 112; narrow, 95.

Data for woolen and worsted looms operating entirely on
cotton fabrics were reported separately onl*y for July 1942-
September 1943. Operations of these looms are included in the
figures beginning 1943 but are excluded for July-December 19 42;
for the latter period, data for broad and narrow looms were
not reported separately. The weekly average for 1942 includ-
ing data for the looms on cotton fabrics, broad and narrow
combined, is 2,813 thousand hours*

9 Average for 5 months, January-May,
9 Less than 500 pounds.
10 Average for 6 months,* July-December.

• Average for months shown* -
12 Average for 9 months, March-December.

See note 5 above, regarding change in quotations begin-
ning August 1948.

1* Average for 5 months, August-December.

Pag* 189
1 Compiled by &« S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of the

Census. Data represent virtually complete coverage of woolen
and worsted yarn production; estimates are made for a few firms
not reporting each month. Figures include all yarn produced,
whether for own use, for sale, or on commission for others.
Beginning in 1946, data exclude wool-con tent yarn spun on sys-
tems other than woolen and worsted; in 1946 production of such
yarns totaled approximately 15 million and 17 million pounds
for the weaving and knitting categories, respectively. In
1945, the knitting figures include 3,384,000 pounds of roving
produced for sale; 1946,5,002,000 pounds;. 1947, 940,000 pounds;
previously roving had been included in the "weaving* category.
Monthly data are for 4- and 5-week periods. The following
months cover 5 weeks: July, October, and December 1943; March,
June, September, and December 1944 and 1948; January* April,
July, and October 1945, 1946, and also December 1947.

Monthly data for July 1943 through 1944 are shown in the
1947 Statistical Supplement.

2 Compiled by the #» 5. ffepartmcnt of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Prices for all series are f.o.b. mill and are
averages of Tuesday quotations.

The complete specifications of the worsted yarn series be-
ginning January 1947 sre: Worsted yarn, Bradford systen,
weaving, white (64*); earlier data are for worsted yarn, 2/32*s,
crossbred stock, white, in skeins (price for January-August
1947. SOS per pound).
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From May 1942 through January 1944, the unfinished worsted

suiting was not produced by the reporting manufac turer and no
price quotations are avai lable for this series; the complete
specifications are: Unfinished worsted suit ing, all wool,
13.0 ounce, 58 inches wide. The complete specifications for
the dress goods series are: Flannel dress goods, 8.0 ounce,
54 inches wide; this series replaces the price for French serge
published in previous Supplements.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for unfinished suiting and for yarn
(old basis) are shown in the 1947 Statistical Supplement;
monthly averages prior to 1935 and monthly figures for 1938-40
are shown in the 1942 Supplement; monthly data for 1923-37 are
available in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements (revi-
sion for yarn , April 1926, $1.45). Monthly data beginning
1913-44 for the substituted flannel price are available upon
request.

3 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census. Data beginning 1948 represent totals for the in-
dustry and include estimates (based on loom ac t iv i ty) for
about 12 percent of the known manufacturers; earlier data are
based on reports of manufacturers who account for 98 percent
or more of the total production of woolen and worsted woven
goods (defined as fabrics containing by weight 25 percent or
more wool fiber). Estimates are included for a few manufac-
turers from whom reports were not received. The quarterly
averages for 1937 and 1939 are baaed on annual totals from re-
ports of the Census of Manufactures.

Beginning 1947, data for the separate classifications under
apparel fabrics exclude Government orders; these figures,
therefore, are not comparable with those for previous periods.
Total apparel fabrics produced for Government orders in 1946
are as follows (in linear yards): First quarter (estimated),
176,000; second quarter , 237,000; third quar ter , 377,000;
fourth quarter, 202,000. Separate data for blanketing produced
for Government orders are not available.

In addition to the exclusion of Government orders from the
individual classifications, further changes have been made in
the detail under apparel fabrics. Beginning the second quarter
of 1947, some materials (classified as "general use and other
fabrics* in the 1947 Supplement) are distributed to the indi-
vidual classifications. For the second and third quarters of
1947, data for all fabrics (containing 25 percent or more wool)
produced by cotton and rayon weavers, formerly distributed to
the individual classifications, are included in the "unclas-
sified* item. Beginning the last quarter of 1947, the "un-
classified" item consists entirely of fabrics reported by the
cotton and rayon weavers, and all apparel fabrics produced by
woolen and worsted manufacturers are distributed to the in-
dividual classifications; for the second and third quarters of
1947, the unc las s i f i ed item includes also 3,340,000 and
1,489,000 linear yards, respectively which were reported by
woolen and worsted manufacturers as "all other apparel fabrics."

Quarterly data for 1942-44 (comparable with the italicized
figures through 1946, as shown here) are available in the 1947
Statistical Supplement.

** Compiled by the American Fur Merchants0 Association, New
York, N. Y., representing sales of raw and dressed fur skins
by its members (lo.cated principally in New York City) to other
dealers, manufacturers, retailers, coat and suit manufacturers,
and miscellaneous sales in the United States and Canada. No
recent estimate is available on the percentage of total fur
sales represented by this series.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement; monthly averages for 1925-34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data for 1925-37
are shown in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements. Re-
visions: 1925—January, $14,367,000; 1929—October, $8.787,000;
December, $1,982,000.

* Yardage is on an equivalent 54-inch linear yard measure
for fabr ics other than blankets and a 72- inch l inear yard
measure for blankets. The 1937 and 1939 data were reported in
square yards and have been converted to these equivalent line-
ar yards.

5 Data for woolen and worsted woven goods are quar ter ly
averages.

7 Not strictly comparable with data for later years; men's
wear fabrics made on commission, which represented 2 percent
of total men's wear in 1939, are included in "unclassified."

6 Crib blankets included in "other nonapparel fabrics";
crib blankets accounted for less than 1 percent of the total
yardage of blankets in 1939.

9 Average for 4 months, January-April.
J0 Average for 6 months, July-December.
11 Average for 11 months, February-December.
12 Average for 11 months, January-November.

Page 190
* Compiled by the C/. S. Department of Commerce, Civil Aero»

nautics Administration through 1945; t h e r e a f t e r compiled
jointly by that agency and the Bureau of the Census. Data be-
ginning 1946 are shipments as reported by all plants active in
the industry. At the end of 1948, reports were received Iron
39 plants operated by 33 companies. The data are reported ss
shipments to "U. S. mil i tary customers* and to "other custom-
ers, " and hence represent both domestic and export shipments;
beginning August 1943 data for m i l i t a r y customers are not
avai lable for publication. Total production or shipments is
the sum of the U. S. mi l i ta ry and the civil aircraft classes
wi th the exception of 1935-39 when the exports have to be
included to yield the total. However, since some of the planes
exported in 1935-37 were produced in the preceding years, the
sum of the data in columns 2, 3, and 4 yields a total slightly
larger than the figure in column 1 which has been adjusted to
exclude such planes.

Through 1939, planes for the mi l i ta ry were deliveries for
U. S. use only, excluding those for export. From 1940 through
1945, planes for the mi l i t a ry were acceptances including
planes for export and civilian transport planes of 12-places
and over (most of which were requisitioned by the armed forces),
and also U. S. f inanced a i r c r a f t m a n u f a c t u r e d in Canada.
Military planes excluded gliders, experimental planes, lighter*
than-air craft, and pilotless a i r c r a f t for 1940-45; liaison
planes and helicopters, in addition, were excluded in 1946;
beginning 1947, all except gliders, lighter-than-air craft, and

'pilotless aircraft are included.
Civil aircraft represented production for domestic use only

through 1942. There was no output for civil ian use in 1943
and 1944. The 1945 data are for total production including
planes for export.

Monthly data for 1941*44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. For aircraft production in earlier years, see the
1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements; monthly dat* for
1940 has been revised and are available upon request.

2 Compiled by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. Dfita represent airplanes actually exported
with no consideration given to date of production. Beginning
January 1940, exports of landplanes minus engines are included.
Prior to 1940 these were reported with data for parts, acces-
sories, etc., and were not available separately, but were so
small in number that their inclusion beginning with that year
does not affect the comparability of the series. Data include
both mi l i ta ry and civil a i rcraf t ; they exclude gliders and
lighter-than-sir craft.

Monthly data for 1941 and 1943-44 are shown in the 194?
Statistical Supplement; m o n t h l y f igures for 1942 are not
available. Export data for earlier years are shown in the
1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

* Compiled by the Automobile Manufacturers Association.
Prior to 1940, the data were compiled by the U. S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, in cooperation with the
Automobile Manufacturers Association ( formerly known ss the
Nat ional Automobile Chamber of Commerce). Data shown sre
factory sales and represent complete coverage of the industry.
Although commonly referred to and sometimes interpreted as be-
ing identical with production, factory sales for a given period
obviously exclude some units produced in that period but not
yet sold and include others produced in earlier periods. In
addit ion to domestic sales, the totals include as foreign
sales in a given month the number of complete units or vehi-
cles that can be assembled abroad from the parts exported in
that same month. These foreign sales account for the differ-
ence between domestic and total sales. Since mil i tary vehi-
cles are not shown separately, it should be noted that the data
include many mil i tary vehicles during 1941-45.

The passenger car classification includes, in addition to
passenger cars, taxicabs and station wagons; it also includes
any school busses, ambulances, and funeral cars made with pas-
senger car chassis. The truck classification includes trucks,
and any school busses, station wagons, and fire apparatus made
with truck chassis by truck m a n u f a c t u r e r s . Fire apparatus
made by companies specializing in that line is excluded. The
coach classification includes all busses, p r imar i ly those of
the integral type, sold to for-hire transportation companies
whether for city or intercity service.

The passenger car, truck, and motor coach classifications
as defined above give effect to a postwar revision of data by
the Automobile Manufac tu re r s Association a f fec t ing all data
back to January 1940. Hence the factory sales data shown ia
all Supplements prior to the 1947 issue d i f f e r somewhat in
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comparability from those in later volumes. In earlier Supple*
menta, for instance, all station wagons, ambulancea, funeral
cars, school busses, and all other busses were reported as
trucks; so were road tractors and truck tractors, now excluded.
In Supplements prior to the 194? issue, foreign assemblies
from parts manufactured in the United States were reported in
the month in which they were actually assembled abroad, al-
though the parts going into the Assembled vehicles might have
been manufactured months previously* These changes in the
definitions of the units counted have affected the passenger
car data only s l ightly but have had the effect of lowering
factory sales of trucks for 1940 and 1941 on the present basis
about 4 percent below the data shown in the 1942 Supplement
for those years. See note 6 for p. 170 in the 1942 Supplement
for a description of the data as reported prior to 1942. Prior
to Jsnusry 1935, taxicaba were reported separately from pas-
senger cars.

Monthly data for 1941 are shown in the 1947 'Statistical
Supplement; monthly figures are not available for 1942*1945.
Monthly statistics of factory sales for years prior to 1940
will be found in the 1942, 1940, 1938, 1936, snd 1932 Supple-
ments; revised monthly data for 1940 are shown on p. 24 of the
June 1947 Survey. Monthly data from 1921 to 1938 are available
in a release entitled •Automobiles* published by the Bureau of
the Census on September 25, 1939*4 Represents total production as compiled by the Civil Aer-
onautics Administration; see note 1 for this page.

s Includes 90 planes completed during 1937 but not reported
until January 1938 snd, therefore, not included in the 1937
production report.

9 Data include sales of military trucks; monthly averages
of military sales are: 1940—totsl, 5,176; domestic, 2,913;
1941-total. 15,907; domestic, 13,757,

7 Data exclude sales of military trucks; monthly averages
of military sales are: 1942, 52,806; 1943. 56,237; 1944.
51.780; 1945, 30.351,

* Coaches are included with trucks; data are not available
separately during the war period.

9 Includes small annual revisions not distributed by months.
10 Data are not available for publication beginning August

1948; monthly averages are for 7 months, January-July,

Page 191
1 Compiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bvreau of Foreign and Do-
nestle Commerce. Data include the export of domestic new and
second-hand motor trucks, busses, and chassis and new and
second-hand passenger cars and chassis. Chassis are included
in order to give representation to exports of "unassembled*
cars. Monthly reports (Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of
the United States) give details for trucks, by capacity, and
passenger cars, by value, together with detailed exports of
parts and accessories. During the war years, exports include
shipments under Lend-Lease and INBRA but exclude shipments for
U. S. overseas Armed Forces* Beginning 1947, data include
Army civilian supply shipments which were not reported pre-
viously (see note 1 for p. 107). For 1947, these shipments
amounted to only 45 trucks*

Monthly data for 1941*44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages for 1913*34 and monthly data for
1938-40 are shown in the 1942 Supplement. Monthly data begin-
ning 1923 appear in the 1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.
(Revisions: 1940—March, totsl, 26,094; trucks, 15,231; month*
ly average, total, 16,269; trucks. 8,672.)

.* Compiled by the #. S. Department of Coirorerce, Bureau of
the Census from reports to that agency beginning September
1945; prior to that date, by the far Production Board. Data
are based on reports received from all companies known to be
in active production. The number of plants reporting each
month has varied between 87 and 98 during 1948 but the data
are adjusted to represent complete industry coverage. Only
truck trailers with a rated capacity of 5 tons or more are in-
cluded. Data represent the total production of truck trailers
for both civilian and military use (except for July and August
1945 when only civilian production was reported). Data after
August 1945 are reported as totsl production, and no break*
down is available as to trailers for civilian and military use.
It is known, however, that the production of military trailers
tapered off rapidly after the war, becoming negligible during
the last quarter of 1945 and remaining so since. The clas*
sification "all other* complete trailers include racks, tanks,
pole and logging trailers, platforms, low-bed heavy haulers,
off-highway trailers, and dump trailers.

Monthly data for civilian, mil itary, and total production
are available separately for January 1942*June 1945 in the
1947 Statistical Supplement. The annual data for 1939-41 are
shown in the present volume a« complete trailers, since the
figures on the original reports apparently exclude "chassis
shipped as such**

3 Production is estimated as equal to shipments.
* Compiled by R. L. folk A Company except for period March

1942 through December 1945. Data represent the number of new
passenger and commercial cars registered each month and are
complete for all States and the District of Columbia. The fig*
ures through 1939 for commercial cars snd through 1940 for
passenger cars include deliveries to the Federal Government
which are excluded thereafter* For 1941, the monthly average
number of commercial cars delivered to the Federal Government,
as reported by the compiling agency, was 1,431. Government
deliveries of passenger cars were small prior to 1941 and were
not reported separately. The original reports of P. L. Polk &
Company show the statistics by make of car and by States; de-
tails are also available for counties snd cities.

Data for the period March 1942 through July 1945 are from
the Office of Price Administration for passenger cars and from
the War Production Board and the Office of Defense Transporta-
tion for commercial cars. For this period, the data represent
rationed deliveries of cars to civilian users. Data froa Au-
gust through December 1945 are estimates by the Automobile
Manufacturers Association. The large excess of new registra-
tions of passenger cars over factory sales during the war pe-
riod is accounted for by the stocks of cars in the hands of
manufacturers, dealers, and distributors on January 1, 1942
which were taken over by the Government and released for es*
sential uses only. The War Production Board estimated that on
January 1, 1942, the industry's stocks of new passenger cars
in all hands totaled about 538,000.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Monthly averages beginning .1925 and monthly data
for 1938-40 are available in the 1942 Supplement; the 1940
figures for commercial cars shown in that volume include
Federal Government deliveries and therefore differ from the
1940 figures shown here. For passenger cars, the 1925 figures

.include estimates for Mississippi, Nevada, and Tennessee; the
1926 figures include no data for Mississippi. The 1925 fig*
ures for commercial cars exclude data for Mississippi, Nevada.
Tennessee, and Vermont. These States accounted for only a
small proportion of total car registrations. Monthly data be*
ginning 1932 are correct as shown in the 1940, 1939, and 1936
Supplements except for minor revisions in 1938 for commercial
car registrations; earlier data for passenger car registrations
appear on p. 19 of the August 1933 issue; earlier data for
commercial cars are available upon request.

5 Includes military production; see note 2 for this page.
* Average of months shown.
7 The figure shown for June is the total for January-June.
9 The figure shown for March is the total for January-March.
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1 Reported by members of the American Kailway Car Institute.

Data cover all car builders, including the Pullman Company,
and installations of cars built in railroad shops. Annual
passenger-car data shown here and in the 1947 Supplement dif*
fer from those published in previous Supplements by the in*
elusion of those manufactured by the Pullman Company but
monthly figures are available only beginning 1941. Railroad*
shop data are domestic shipments only and are available month*
ly beginning 1934* Data for deliveries of passenger cars by
equipment manufacturers, both total and domestic, include troop
hospital cars, troop kitchen cars, and troop sleepers as fol*
lows: 1941. 7; 1942, 24; 1943, 678; 1944, 995; 1945, 905; 1946. 878.

Monthly data for 1941-44 for all series, except passenger
car shipments by railroad shops and total passenger car ship*
ments, are available in the 1947 Statistical Supplement. For
monthly averages for 1918*34 and monthly data for 1932-40 as
to shipments of freight and passenger cars by equipment manu-
facturers only, see the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements.
Revisions for 1939 freight car shipments data are as follows:
January—total, 1,186; domestic, 1,186; February—total, 1,961;
domestic, 1,951; June—total, 2,152; domestic, 2,151; Novem-
ber—*total, 2,617; domestic, 2,617; December—total, 4,516;
domestic, 4,286; monthly average—total, 1,656; domestic, 1.624.

Annual total shipments or installations of freight cars by
railroad shops and of passenger cars including the Pullman
Company for 1918-34 are available upon request.

-"Compiled by the Association of American Railroads. These
data are for class I roads only, which in recent years have
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accounted for slightly over 98 percent of all equipment owned
by the railroads. "Number owned" includes leased freight cars,
tut not privately owned cars. In obtaining the percent under-
going or awaiting rep'airs, the number undergoing or awaiting
classified repairs is related to "total cars on line," rather j
than to total owned, which is shown here. Total cars on line }
include all railroad-owned cars on class I lines, regardless i
of the class of the originating road; this figure is usually j
slightly less than the total owned, because more class I cars
are on class II and class III lines than the reverse. The !
freight-car ownership report includes data on car installa- j
tions and retirements, by districts and for the individual ,
roads, by type of car. It also includes capacity figures. The
condition report gives the ownership of cars undergoing or
awaiting heavy and light repairs, by districts, by individual
roads, and by type of car.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. For earlier monthly data which are correct except
for minor revisions, see the 1942, 1940, 1938/1936, and 1932
Supplements. In consulting the 1942 Supplement, it should be
noted that annual data shown for unfilled orders are as of the
end of December; annual data in other issues are monthly av-
erages.

3 Average is less than 1.

Page 193
Compiled by the Association of American Railroads. Data

are for class I -roads only and cover freight, passenger, and j
switching locomotives. The figures shown as "other locomo-
tives'* include electric and diesel locomotives. The percent-
age of locomotives undergoing or awaiting repairs is based on
"number on line,* "total owned," and "total leased" (total on
line is reported as identical with total owned and leased from
others). The condition report gives, for steam and "electric
and other" locomotives, the number on line, number serviceable,
number stored serviceable, and number awaiting repairs, accord-
ing to the class of the owning railroad, all shown by dis-
tricts and for individual roads. The ownership report gives
number and tractive power of steam locomotives (passenger,
freight, and switching) and electric and diesel types owned,
installed, and retired, by districts and for the individual
roads.

Monthly data for 1941.-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. For monthly data for steam locomotives beginning

in 1932 see the 1942, 1940, 1938, and 1936 Supplements. In
consulting the 1942 Supplement, it should be noted that the
annual data shown for unfilled orders are as of the end of
Deceml:>er; annual data in other issues are monthly averages.
Monthly data on unfilled orders for 1938 and 1939 are avail-
able only for months shown. Earlier monthly data for steam
locomotives (except total unfilled orders and those of equip-
ment manufacturers) appear in the 1932 Supplement. Month-
ly statistics on steam locomotives on order with equipment
manufacturers prior to 1932 may be obtained from the Associa-
tion of American Railroads. Annual averages for "other loco-
motives'* are not available prior to the years shown here.
Monthly data are available for the total beginning March 1936,
and beginning September 1939 for equipment and railroad shops.

* Cocrpiled by the V. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census; prior to May 1941 by the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce. Data for "other locomotives" as shown in the
1942 and earlier Supplements have been revised to include
railway, industrial, and mining locomotives of the electric,
gasoline, and diesel types.

Monthly data for 1941-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Annual averages beginning 1913 and monthly data
for 1938-40 for steam locomotives are available in the 1942
Supplement. Annual data beginning 1922 and monthly figures
prior to 1941 for "other locomotives" are available upon re-
quest.

3 Compiled by the Electric Incktstrial Truck Association;
prior to July 1941 by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census. Data as reported by the Cureau of the Census
covered the entire industry representing 10 manufacturers
through 1938 and 9 beginning 1939 (one of the 10 reporting
prior to 1939 discontinued business). Data as reported by the
Association cover 8 manufacturers through December 1942 and 9
thereafter; the additional company included in 1943 began pro-
ducing these products in late 1942 and roade no shipments prior
to January 1943. Data are staled by the Association to cover
from 90 to 100 percent of the entire industry.

Monthly data for 1911-44 are shown in the 1947 Statistical
Supplement. Earlier monthly figures are shown in the 1942,
1940, 1938, 1936, and 1932 Supplements.

Average for 10 months, March-December.
Data available "for a few scattered months only.

* Average for 4 months, September-December.
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